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ANALYSIS

(U)

R-1.
(U)
PURPOSE.
The intent of thJs appendix is to assess the human
factors/man-machine interface (HF/1MMI) associated with the design of the
Light Helicopter Family (LHX) of aircraft, to identify the HF/MMI concerns,
and to provide recommendations related to crewstation design.
R-2.

(U)

BACKGROUND.

a.
(U)
The rcle of the helicopter in military operations has been
greatly expanded In recent years.
Helicopters now contribute enormously to
the Army's ability to conduct its land combat operations.
The helicopter's
recently adopted primary role as an antiarmor weapon system means that scout
and attack helicopters must be able to fly and complete combat missions day
and night in all kinds of weather.
b.
(U)
The scout and attack (SCAT) mission is a good example of what is
expected for the Army's projected single-pilot helicopters of the future
(figure R-l):
the pilot will have to reconnoiter and contact enemy elements,
hand-off targets to other scout/attack elements, help select firing positions,
and engage enemy targets.
In order to perform these roles, he will have to
supervise or control:
--

The data management

and transfer system.

--

The flight control,

navigation,

--

The target acquisition and designation systems.

--

The weapon systems.

--

The threat identification systems.

--

The electronic ccuntermeasures

guidance,

and communication

systems.

*

(ECM)

systems.

The aircrew will more than likely have to do all these things under the
stressful and fatiguing conditions of low-level or nap-of-the-earth (NOE)
flight in all kinds of weather while avoiding obstacles and probably taking
enemy fire.
c.
(U)
There is growing concern about the effectiveness with whlich the
pilot can perform all the mission tasks expected of him.
As the missions and
the aircraft become more and more complicated, there is a commensurate
increase in demand on the aircrew's time and attention.
The response of
aircraft cockpit designers to increased workload is usually one of providing

R-3

UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED

0

UNCLASSIFIED
more and more information through the mediA of advanced displays and devices
Aircraft designed to
in an effort to keep the pilot's workload manageable.
operate near the limits of their performance envelopes and the ready availability of new information display technology make this a necessary and
There is a constant danger, hcwever, of going so far in
appropriate response.
providing additional information that the pilot's cognitive and informationGiven the stress of combat, either
processing capabilities may be exceeded.
near the surface or at altitude, will the pilot be helped by these flight aids
or will he be overwhelmed with more information than he can handle?
d.
(U)
Conventional helicopters already present the pilot with an array
of dials, controls, gages, and switches.
In the proposed all-electronic
crewstatioti of the LHX, those conventional controls and displaya are expected
to be replaced with multifunction television-like displays that will have the
The three flight
same type information condensed into a smaller area.
controls found in current aircraft may be combined into a single control

operated by one hand.

The concentration of displayed information and control

functions is expected to place an increasingly greater burden on the pilot's
Increased equipment complexity, along with increased
mental capabilities.
mission complexity, will be accompanied by proportionate increases in the
amount of information that will have to be furnished to the pilot.
The result
of increasing the infor-nation available to the pilot may only shift the
aviator's effort from manual workload to a workload which is more cognitive in
nature.
CU) The pilots of the Army's new helicopters will need all the help
(.
the avionic systems designer can provide them if they are to execute the
missions envisioned for Army 21 battlefields, especially if single-pilot
designs are produced.
The problem is one of giving the pilot the information
he needs at a rate at which he can assimilate it properly and use it
effectively.
f.
(U)
TechnolGgical advances in the past two decades have made possible
the development of more highly advanced and capable aircraft that can fly
under more difficult conditions, at faster speeds, and with much greater
agility.
At the same time and perhaps as a consequence of these technological
advances, the environment in which aircraft must fly and fight has become more
dangerous.
The only element that has not changed significantly over the years
is the human operator.
The pilot is limited in his ability to assimilate and
perform tasks.
He may not be able to fully handle the increased workload
involved in operating today's faster, more highly mechanized aircraft.
Limitations in human capabilities are difficult to overcome and, as yet, have
not been completely described.
However, the proper use of automation in
aircraft could help to overcome some limitations.
g.
(U)
If the LHX is to be effective on the intense and dynamic battlefield of the future, the human element must be considered in tl|e crewstation
design and system integration early in the concept formulation process.
The
HF/MMI substudy of the Trade-Off Analysis (TOA) is directed toward the
assessment of the HF/MMI issues asz.ociated with the LHX from the user's
perspective.
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R-3.

(U)

ASSUMPTIONS.

a.
(U) The goal of the substudy was the identification and assessment of
HF/MMI concerns.
The HF/NMI substudy, in the limited time available, would
not be able to determine and/or recommend solutions to all the issues.
Therefore, the HF/MMI substudy would concentrate on cockpit configuration and
crew size.
b.
(U) The LHX-Utility would be designed with a two-man cockpit (one-man
operable) for passenger safety.
c.
R-4.

(U)
(U)

This analysis would be limited to the LHX-SCAT aircraft.
LIMITATIONS.

a.
(U) The primary limitation was that of time and facilities available
to conduct human factors research assessments and analysis.
b.
(U) The proposed mission equipment for the LHX is unavailable for
testing; thus, the data used is restricted to projections of the capabilities
and limitations of the proposea mission equipment package (HEP).
R-5.
(U) METHODOLOGY.
The United States Army Aviation Center's LHX HF/MMI
analysis used tne Trade-Off Decermination (TOD) as a baseline. The TOD
reports were supplemented by additional analyses.
Also, additional data was
obtained through an information search, specific inputs of subject matter
experts, an expanded mission task analysis, pilot interviews, the application
of a subjective work load assessment, and limited engineering simulations.
a.
(U) The information search was used to obtain data on current and
future technologies, cockpit designs, and cockpit integration programs.
Data
was reviewed for both the helicopter and fixed wing aircraft.
The study team
solicited the assistance from numerous laboratories throughout the defense
establishment to contribute their technical expertise in the conduct of the
analysis.
The technical literature was reviewed for relevant LHX studies,
assessments, and data. That information, coupled with ongoing aviation
research programs, was evaluated in light of LHX missions and constraints.
Air Force and Navy programs were also reviewed.
Programs reviewed included
the Advanced Flight Technology Integration (AFTI)/F-16 program, the Cockpit
Automation Technology (CAT) program, the F-15 dual role fighter (DRF), and the
F/A-l8 program.
b.
(U) The Air Force Aeromedical Research Laboratory (AFAMRL) developed
subjective workload assessment technique (SWAT) was applied in the evaluation
Each concept, based on a
of five conceptual crewstations for the LHX-SCAT.
distinct level of a wide field of view (WFOV) display technology, was assessed
by a team of Army aviators with varied aircraft expertise and backgrounds in
The MEP analyzed was that projected for the
the scout and attack missions.
A composite mission scenar'o was synthesized and six mission
LHX-SCAT.
segments were used to collect workload estimates.
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(U)
The mission task/workload analysis, started during the TOD, was
c.
expanded during the TOA to cover the 4EP alternatives for both the one- and
Additional analyses were conducted to determine the
two-man cockpits.
expected workload levels provided by the XEP as described in the earlier draft
LHX Required Operational Capability (ROC) documents.
d.
(U)
Operational pilots were utilized in limited engineering simulation which investigated the man-machine interface concerns for the singleThe exploratory simulation program, using
pilot attack helicopter mission.
the virtual cockpit airborne system simulator (VCASS) at Wright Patterson Air
engineering-type simulation to assess
Force Base (AFB), constituted the first
During that limited simuproposed LHX mission equipment and HF/MMI concerns.
lation effort, LHX-type mission segments were flown in a crewstation that conThe major
tained controls and displays similar to those expected in the LHX.
area of concern during the simulation was target acquisition and engagement by
means of a helmet-mounted display (HMD) system.
e.
(U)
Structured interviews were conducted with operational pilots from
the Army, Navy, Air Forct,
and Marine Corps.
The study team interviewed Army
Navy pilots were interviewed at
pilots from a numbeL of units and locatio',s.
Air Force pilots included
Lemore Naval Air Station (NAS), California.
instructor pilots from Williams AFB, ope-rational pilots from the F-15 Wing at
Eglin AFB, and operational A-10 pilots on temporary duty to Fort Rucker,
Alabama.
In addition, Army and Marine Corps pilots from the air-to-air
training detachment at Yuma, Arizona, were interviewed.
f.
(U)
The information and data obtained from the above sources were
used to provide an analysis of the crewstation configuration proposed for the
LH1X, the technologies and mission equipment expected in the LHX, crew
The results of that analysis are
workload, and a crew complement assessment.
More detailed
summarized in the following paragraphs of this section.
coverage of specific critical areas, provided by subject matter experts in
each of those areas, can be found in annexes I through XIII of appendix R.
R-6.

*

(U)

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS.

The LHX program is dynamic in nature and new informaa.
(U)
General.
The HF/MMI assessment for
tion is available on an almost continuous basis.
the LHX must, therefore, be considered an iterative process that should be
updated as the emerging results of the Advanced Rotorcraft Technology
Integration (ARTI) program, LHX simulation efforts, and other Department of
This
Defense aviation research and development (R&D) programs progress.
--nalysis is based on the information available during the TOA time frame.
Detailed results of the methodology applied to the HF/MMI analysis cau be
The following discussion integretes the
found in the annexes of this report.
conclusions and recommendations of those individual reports to provide an
overview of the major man-machine interface concerns and issues resulting from
the HF/MMI analysis.
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b.

(U)

Mission Task Analysis.

(1)
(U) The mission task analysis began with a review of 24 LHX-SCAT
mission profiles to determine the critical mission segments that have the
Each of the mission profiles were subgreatest impact on aviator workload.
Twenty-nine segments were then selected for
divided into mission segments.
further analysis.
These segments were considered representative of the LIX
Each of the mission segments was then broken down into
mitssion activities.
critical flight control and mission support functions and was positioned on a
Functional analyses were performed b:" identifying the crimission time line.
Sensory, cognitical performance elements with their man-machine interface.
tive, and psychomotor workload and durations were estimated for each
performance element.
(U) Computerized one- and two-crewmember models wet-3 developed.
(2)
These mission and function analysis results, including the workloau and duraDecision rules were written for
tion estimates, were uved ns the data base.
building functions fr'.m the performance elements and mission segments from the
functions.
The computer models were used to predict total workload in four
components: visual, auditory, cognitive, and psychomotor during concurrent
performance elements.
Performance elements and subsystems associated with
The results were used to compare the oneexcessive workload were identified.
and two-crewmember configurations.
(U) Two computer-aided analyses were completed. The first
(3)
Data indicated that,
analysis was completed for the LHX without automation.
for the one-man aircraft, the pilot experienced overloads in all 29 segments
analyzed.
For the two-man crew aircraft, overloads remained in 15 segments.
A second analysis was then completed for the aircraft with full automation.
Although no overloads were identified for the two-man crew, overloads remained
in two critical segments (air-to-ground target engagement and reconnaissance)
for the one-man aircraft.
(4)
(U) After establishmeni: of the LHX draft ROC, the one- and twocrewmember workload models were once again exercised in order to estimate the
workload reduction that would occur with the automation opportunities provided
A review of that document revealed that several automation
by the draft ROC.
options assumed during the original full-up MEP workload analysis would not be
available.
A preliminary review of the mission task analysis, using the draft
ROC-propvsed mission equipment and automation options, tndicates that crew
remain in several critical mission segments and may, in
overloads will still
fact, increase.
The draft ROC has since been changed to a letter of agreement
(LOA).
The LOA is currently under revision. The results of the mission task
analysis need to be reassessed when the LOA becomes firm.
(5)
(U) In summary, the results of the mission task analysis indicate that, with full automation, the single crewmember will experience
overloads during critical segments of combat missions. A second crewmember in
In an LAX with less
the cockpit would eliminate those overload conditions.
The
than full automation, the crew overloads can be expected to increase.
proposed automation in the early draft ROC for the LHX did not include full
automation.
R-8
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c.

(U)

Subjective Workload Assessment Technique (SWAT).

(1)

kU)

Technique.

(a)
(U)
SWAt has been used successfully by the US Air Force in tie
evaluation of mission equipment and aircrew station design.
It allows the
experience and knowledge of subject matter experts, in this case operaticnal
pilots, to be used in a systematic manner to assist in determining the optimal
crew station design.
For the LILX, it was applied as a means of evaluating
five ronceptual crewstation designs and their associated MEP.
A composite
mission scenario was developed for use during the assessment.
Six mission
segments (cruise, pre-forwerd line of own troops (FLOT),
FLOT penetration,
approach to battle position, air-to-gro-und target acquisition and engagement,
and air-to-air target a.quisiton end engagement) were selected as points at
which to collect workload estimates.

7

(b)
(U)
The crewstation configuration assessed consisted of a fully
integrated MEP including multifunction displays, target acquisition and engagement systems, search and acquisition radar, and voice interaction systems.
Each of the five crew station configurations was different in that each design
was based on a distinct level of field of view (FOV) display technology
(figures R-2 through R-6):

"LHX

I.
(U)
Heads-up display (HUD) (200 x 300 FOV).
Base-line Configuration" and shown in figure R-2.

Referred to as the

Monocular helmet-mounted display (HMD) (300 x 400 FOV).
2.
(U)
Referred to as "LHX Option I Configuration" and shown in figure R-3.
3.
(U)
Binocular HMD medium FOV display (600 x 900 FOV).
to as "LHX Option 2 Configuration" and shown in figure R-4.
4.
(U)
Binocular HMD wide FOV display (600 x 1200 FOV).
as "LHX Opttor 3 Configuration" and shown in figure R-5.

Referred

Referred to

(7)
Cabin-mounted projection display system (1200 x 2200 FOV).
5.
Referred-to as "IiX Option 4 Configuration" and shown in figure R-6.
(c)
(U)
The workload associated with the baseline display and each
of the four options was assessed by 11 Army operational pilots who were
experienced in utility,
scout, and attack helicopter mi,•sions, including the
latest advanced attack helicopter (AP-64).
(2)
(U)
Conclusions.
rhe major conclusions drawn from the applicaticn of the SWAT approach to the LHX were:
(a)
(U)
A wide range in workload may be expected to be encountered
during the conduct of the LHX-SCAT missions (figures R-7 through R-12).
The
exact level of workload that will be experienced may be significantly modified
by the crew system interface concept employed by tie weapon system.
The mini.tmum expected workload level wai found for the cruise mission segment,
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a.

UNCLASSIFIED
employing option 4 (cockpit-mounted, WFOV, projection display), and the maximum expected workload level was encountered for the air-to-ground attack
mission segment using the baseline heads-up display (HUD).
(b)
(U)
A signficant reduction in workload can be expected with a
wide FOV display versus present cockpit designs and narrow FOV monocular
displays.
Wide FOV display technology is expected to make a considerable
contribution to achieving and maintaining good situational awareness, supporting missiou effectiveness, and providing required functional support
(pilotage, navigation, communication, target acquisition, weapon delivery) and
LHX survivability.

(c)

(U)

Wide FOV HMDs should be considered critical for both one- or

cwo-crew LHX.
The crew size of the LHX will determine the FOV required.
Although further research is needed, at least a 409 x 1200 FOV display is
sidered essential for effective survivability of the single-pilot LiX.

con-

(d)
(U)
The LHX display effort should be directed at providing the
LHX pilot with the largest FOV possible within the constraints of cost, risk,
weight, and sensor and display resolution.
d.

(U)

(1)
description.

Engineering Simulation.
(U)

Visually Coupled Airborne System Simulator (VCASS)

(a)
(U)
Engineering simulation was conducted in the 7CASS facility
developed by the Visual Display Systems Branch of the Human Engineering
Di 'qdon within the AFAMRL at Wright Patterson AFB, Ohio.
The VCASS provides
a capability to present computer-generated imagery on an HMD to each eye independently.
Each ocular of the HMD optics can provide a FOV of up to 600
vertical by 800 horizontal, with ap to a 400 overlap between the fields.
Thus, the size of the FOV may be manipulated for experimental evaluation.
The
instantaneous orientation of the oculars (as controlled by head movement) is
measured by a magnetic helmet tracker, allowing information displayed on the
oculars to be translated relative to head movement so that the displayed
images appear to be stable in space.
In this way, a panorama of information
is available to the operator as a function of head position.
(b)
(U)
The viztual cockpit, as it was employed in the present simulation, is depicted in figure R-13.
Missile selection, electronic
countecmeasures/aircraft survivability equipment (ECM/ASE) activation, and
target designation could all be executed by positioning the "cross hairs"
reticle over the intended object.
R2ticle position is measured by the VCASS
helmet-mounted sight (H-MS) system and is boresighted by the pilot prior to
flight.
The virtual cockpit also includes a heading tape and flight director
information (altitude, airspeed, missiles, and ECM/ASE status) as shown.
The
diamond (on the horizontal bar next to the reticle in this picture) provides a
steering command, unile the adjacent numeric teadout provides the flight
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vector to the target.
Airborlue and ground threats are viewable in the outthe-window scene, provided they are close enough and the pilot has them within
his FOV.
Similarly, tracer rounds from either the LHX or a simulated Soviet
HIND h.licopter, as well as missile launches and hit bursts, are displayed.
Figure R-14 shows the total display concept, which includes both the virtual
cockpit and the rudimentary terrain depictio.n.
Solid, dashed, and blanked
lines re,-res,!nt ground, marsh, and water features, respectively.
(2)
(U)
Simulation requirement.
The simulation was developed to
satisfy a number of requiremeats.
Below is a listing of these requirements,
rogether with an indication of how they were satisfied.
(a)
(U)
The simulation gaming area was to correspond to a point in
the composite mission scenario (Fulda region of Germany) used previously
during the SWAT study.
The engagement area was selected to be 10 kilometers
(km)
from the FLOT.
(b)
(U)
The pilot's
task had to be realistic within the mission scenario.
(The pilots were tasked to follow the flight director information,
which would vector them to the primary targets.)
(c)
(U)
Other ground and airborne threats were to be encountered on
the way to the primary targets.
(A simulated HIND helicopter, an antiaircraft
artillery (AAA) site, and three surface-to-air missile (SAM) sites were
located at random within a lO-km to 20-km radius from the fixed start nosition. Alr")ugh the tanks were passive, the other threats were c-ipable of
lethal weapon deliveries if the LHX was within their range and not masked by
terraii.
The HIND, once shot down, was always replaced by another HIND
somewhere within the threat area after approximately 5 seconds).
'd) (U)
The state of the target acquisition systems associated with
each of the threats had to be communicated to the pilot.
(Recorded voice
announcements were provided to thp pilot whenever the LHX was radiated by a
threat's emitter and not masked by terrain.
Announcements provided target
type (i.e.,
infrared (IR) or radar target), clock position and range information.
Threat emitter mode changes (i.e.,
search, acquisition, tracking, or
launch) were signalled to the pilot via a set of threat warning tones.)
(e)
(IT) A secondary task was provided to ensuru the pilots were
task-loaded at all times.
During that task, the pilc.s were requested to
indicate, via a button on the collective, whether an alphabetic character pre-

sented over the headset was or was not one of a previously memo•'ized set of
items.
(f)

(U)

Sufficiert

LHtX armament was to be provided te enable the

pilot to knock out the primary target (tank) as well as to deal effectively
with the HIND and the AAA and SA!M sites.
Three guided missiles, three
"fire-and-forget" missiles, and a 30-mJ.llimeter (mm) cannoa with 300 rounds of
ammunition were provided.
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(g)
(U)
ECM/ASE capabilities were to b4 provided under pilot
(Pilots could select IR or radar countermeasures individually or
control.
place both in an automatic mode for intervals of 30 seconds each, at which
tiae they were not vulnerable to IR or radar detection by threats.)
(h)
(U)
Measures of workload resulting from various FOV displays
(Subjective evaluation of
were to be generated by four subject pilots.
workload was provided through a broad range of both structured and unstrucIn addition, SWAT ratings were obtained on
tured questionnaire responses).
the major mission task elements.
(3)

(U)

Simulation results.

(a)

(U)

Field of view.

i.
(U)
Figure R-15 shows the average of pilot ratings (on a sevenpoint scale) of the effects of FOV size on overall mission success, as well as
on the discrete functioLts of piloting, navigation, target acquisition, weapon
Anchor points were provided at both ends of the
delivery, and survivability.
A rating of one indicated the probability of success was extremely
scale.
small, while a rating of seven indicated maximum effectiveness.

"UNCLASSIFIED

400
Monocular

Horizontal FOV
400
900
Binocular
Binocular

1200
Binocular

Overall mission

1.75

2.75

5.0

5.5

Piloting

2.25

3.75

5.7

6.0

Navigation

2.25

3.55

5.5

6.0

Target acquisition

1.75

3.25

4.5

4.75

Weapon delivery

2.75

3.75

5.25

5.0

Survivability

1.5

2.5

5.25

5.75

Situational awareness

1.0

2.5

5.0

5.25

Pilot acceptability

1.25

2.75

5.5

6.0

Figure R-15.

(U)

Mean of pilot ratings of FOV effects
on mission and mission functions.

2.
(U)
In general, the pilot responses favor a binocular wide FOV in
Both those were rated much higher than the 400 monothe 900 to 1200 range.
The difference in ratings between the 900 and
cular or binoc,,iar FOVs.
1200 FOVs was, however, relatively u,.all.
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3. (U) The pilots were then tasked to narratively describe the
effect FOV was likely to hiave on a single-pilot's performance for air-to-air,
antiarmor, and reconnaissance missions.
Their statements Indicated that, for
the air-to-air mission, a greater FOV should increase the accuracy of and
decrease the time required for target acquisition.
It was felt that a narrow
FOV would limit maneuverability and decrease acquisition capability.
A concern was expressed that the high workload resulting with a narrow FOV would
advcrsely affect survivability.
All pilots wanted as wide a FOV as possible
for overall mission effectiveness.

the
FOV
was
the
400

4.
(U) The results of the engineering simulation effort point out
need for a binocular, wide FOV display for the LHX. A minimum horizontal
of 900 was indicated and a 1200 horizontal FOV was preferred.
There also
an indication that the payback in improved mission effectiveness between
900 and 1200 FOVs was less than the improvement obtiined between the
and 900 FOVs.
(b)

(U)

Operational concerns.

1.
(I0) Voice control.
During the engineering simulation, a stateof-the-art voice interactive system was used for weapon designation and
control. During several engagement tasks, the weapon did not fire when verbally commanded by the pilots. Although this was simulation, it contributed
to an immediate increase in pilot stress. This does not mean that voice
systems are not viable for the LHX; it simply means that, for voice control of
critical systems, it must work the first time and every time because, when it
fails, the pilot must use a backup control medium and thus becomes reactionary
in trying to complete the follow-on tasks.
In addition, based on both prior
studies and this simulation, it appears that, depending on types of feedback
required, voice command of some functions may take longer than conventional
switching.
2.
(U) Conventional hands-on switching.
Conventional switching,
i.e, selecting a radio transmitter by turning a dial on the radio control
unit, requires the pilot to divide his attention between inside and outside
the cockpit.
This is unacceptable while flying as a single pilot at low-level
or NOE altitudes.
Hands-on switching would allow the pilot to make that same
selection by possibly depressing a buttou on the cyclic or collective.
With
the optimization of switchology, this will probably be the most viable
approach to reduciug the amount of time the pilot spends with his head inside
the cockpit looking for dials and switches.
3.
(U) Degraded mode operations.
Many potential problems exist with
respect to degraded mode operations.
With a single pilot, the mission abort
point (in terms of equipment status) will typically occur earlier in the
mission than with two crewmembers.
While this can be partially compensated
for by software reconfiguration, it cannot be completely resolved in this
manner.
The precise implications of, and compensatory mechanism for, degraded
mode operations with a single pilot will require extensive analysis and simulation (including testing to failure) to determine the level of degradation
allowed for tae single pilot.
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4.

(U)

Off-axis weapon control.

This issue revolves around the problem of controlling and
(U)
a.
firing a weapon system off-axis, while concurrently flying the aircraft and
The problem is particularly significant
maintaining obstacle clearance.
flight, night, or adverse weather operahigh-speed
during NOE or low-level,
tions.
The automation issue is whether the flight control system and/or the
In
weapon system can approach the human capability of the second crewmember.
order to replace the second crewmember during off-axis weapon control, an
accurate terrain-following/terrain-avoidance flight control system is
Such a system has not been demonstrated, and cost and weight conrequired.
it existed) prohibitive for the
siderations might make such a capability (if
Allowing the weapon system to automatically engage threats (off-axis or
LHX.
otherwise) requires a level of sensitivity in detection and recognition capathat must be dewonstrated to achieve single-pilot operation if the
bilities
required flight control system cannot be implemented.
b.
(U)
A further point is the capability of the single pilot to provide suppressive gun fire while simultaneously guiding a missile to the
target.
During numcrous tank engagements while the single pilot was busy
guiding the missile to its target, he was effectively engaged and destroyed by
One solution to this problem could be a second aircraft dediother threats.
Fire-andcated to protecting the LHX actively engaging the primary target.
forget missiles would also reduce the problem to a manageable level.
c.
(U)
In addition, a fire-and-forget weapon system would make the
single-pilot aircraft mission-effective and would alleviate the requirement to
Without
bring the aircraft to a hover prior to and during target engagement.
fire-and-forget weapons, the single-crewman LHX will be less mission-effective
Adopting a fire-and-forget weapon system now would
and may not survive.
significantly reduce the risk for an effective single-pilot aircraft.
The issue is
5. (U)
Maneuvering against and engaging threats.
avoiding and countering the threat with state-of-the-art threat detection and
The system must be sufficiently automated to recognize
recognition systems.
and neutralize a threat while simultaneously providing cues for maneuvering
the aircraft to gain a tactical advantage or to avoid the threat kill
envelope.
The LHX pilot will live to continue
6.
(U)
Situation awareness.
the fight only if he can maintain a high level of situation awareness of the
The key to the pilot's
battlefield and the battle evolving around him.
situation awareness is the displays and the information media available to
him.
These must be integrated with his strengths and weaknesses in mind.
Without a second pilot to aid him when he begins to run out of airspeed, altitude, and ideas at the same time, he must depend on the aircraft systems to
maintain a survivable situation until he can regain his composure and once
If such a system cannot be provided, then a
again function effectively.
second crewman must be provided because the nonfunctioning pilot, flying alone
on the future battlefield, will die and the Army will have lost one and
possibly two expensive assets.
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The level of stress while flying an aircraft at high
7.
(U)
Stress.
speed and at a very low altitude must be a high priority consideration when
Although artificial stress was
dealing with the single-pilot LRX question.
not introduced into the simulation, pilots flying the simulator consistently
identified a high level of fatigue and stress associated with air-to-ground
The point to be made is that, during the benign
and air-to-air engagements.
environment of the engineering simulation, the single pilot was under conThe stress in combat situations can be expected to be much
siderable stress.
greater.
The insights gained from the simulation lend
(U)
Coaclusion.
(c)
themselves to a definition of problem areas which can be expected in the
Whether these problems can be ovcrcome
development of the single-pilot LHX.
by technology and training may be answered by full mission simulations conducted by the ARTI contractors and the National Aeronautics and Space Agency
These simulations, if planned and conducted in a manner that will
(NASA).
a
evaluate the overall effectiveness of the single-pilht aircraft based on (i)
operational environment, and (3) testing the
MEP, (2) a realistic
realistic
pilot and system to failure, will answer many of the questions raised by engineering simulation to date.
e.

(U)

LHX Crew Size Trade Study.

(1)

(U)

History.

(U)
The nuwmber of crewmembers necessary to perform the tactical
(a)
aircraft role in military conflicts ha.1 been an issue for debate since the
At the beginning of World War I, combat aircraft
birth of military aviation.
were used primarily as scout or reconnaissance aircraft. Most of these
aircraft carried a two-man crew (a pilot to fly the aircraft and an observer
With the advent of the forward-firing
to perform reconnaissance duties).
machine gun, aircraft were very vulnerable to aetack from their 6 o'clock
solution tc this handicap was to equip the observer with
The first
position.
This cona machine gun that could be aimed backward, upward, and sideways.
The weight of the observer, his
cept was effective but had its limitations.
machine gun, and his cockpit accommodation lowered the fighter's speed, climb
These performance limitations
rate, maneuverability, and service ceiling.
forced the fighter down into the lethal envelope of AAA fire and gave singleTherefore, at the close
seat fighters a considerable advantage in dog fights.
of World War I, the single-seat concept prevailed.
almost all of the fighter
Prior to and during World War II,
(b)
(U)
This was primarily due to limited
aircraft produced were single seat.
missions and the fact that pilot workload had not increased enough to warrant
Performance factors also contributed to the
the need of a second crewmember.
Since airborne radar for fighters did not exist,
single-seat configuration.
the air-to-surface missions flown were limited to day visual flight rule (VFR)
These types of missions required only one crewmember.
weather conditions.
a rethinking of crew complement was
Following World War II,
(U)
(c)
The
required due to the advent of jet propulsion and airborne radar systems.
jet engine increased the speed of fighters and, therefore, required quicker
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reactions and quicker thinking by the crewiember, thus increasing his
The rddar allowed for all-weather interception of enemy aircraft
workload.
The workload imposed by these
and all-weather navigation and weapon delivery.
two factors forced some of the early jet interceptors into two-seat conEarly jet attack aircraft (F-84, F-86,
figurations (F-89, F-94, and F-4).
F-1O0, F-lOlA, and F-105) were designed single seat since their primary
mission was limited to day visual bombing due to technology limitations preAs avionics matured, the capability for perventing all-weather operations.
forming accurate and safe adverse weather bombing missions became a reality
These were designed with a two-man crew
with the A-6 and F-Ill aircraft.
operate the avionics exceeded one
effectively
to
required
the
workload
because
man's capabilities.
(U)
Today's fighters and grounJ attack aircraft (F-15, F-16, and
(d)
This may be attributed directly
F-18) have returned to a single-seat concept.
Automation in new avionics
to the major advances in computer technology.
systems as3ists the pilot tremendously in the areas of navigation, radar
These aids enable a
interception, target acquisition, and weapons delivery.
single crewmember to satisfactorily perform the missions these aircraft were
These are, primarily, the air-to-air tole with airdesigned to accomplish.
to-surface capability for day VFR conditions and limited night operations.
In their present form, however, none of these aircraft can
(e)
(U)
perfoem the night, low-level, adverse weather attack missions as defined by
They are limited by their lack of a terrainthe Air Force or Navy today.
following navigation system and target acquisition and recognition sensors.
Derivatives of the F-15, the F-16, and the F-18 are presently being developed
It has been decided that these aircraft will
to accomplish these missions.
host a two-man crew to enhance mission effectiveness and survivability.
Factors affecting this decision include technology, workload requirements,
training requirements, and mission, threat, and survivability considerations.
(2)

(U)

ikj

LHX mission environment.

(U)
The design of an aircraft (including the number of
(a)
crewmembers) is greatly influenced by the proposed missions to be flown, the
environment (weather, terrain, etc.) in which it will be operating, and the
For the LHX
threats which are expected to be encountered during the mission.
antiarmor, reconnaissance,
crew size study, the missions con idered were:
Air-to-air combat was included in all missions.
antipersonnel, and security.
A comprehensive description of each of these missions is documented in appendix L.
A composite mission scenario was selected as the representative
mission for this report and the simulation programs to be conducted for the
This composite mission was used because it incorLHX and ARTI programs.
porated elements of most all of the missions, provides a good baseline for
crewmember task/workload analysis, and simplifies the simulation problem of
multiple missions.
The geographical setting is that of the Fulda region of
(b)
(U)
The environment of this area is one of the most demanding for heliGermany.
Low ceilings and limited
copter low-level/NOE operations worldwide.
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conditions are common most of the year, thus restricting normal
visibility
The terrain varies from flatlands to rolling hills to mountains,
operations.
The
which tends to make low-level/NOE flight more difficult and hazardous.
cultural features of this area complicate navigation because many of the
villages and towns appear virtually alike.
(U)
The expected threats and threat density are primary drivers
(c)
The type of threats to be
in aircraft and cockpit design considerations.
encountered will be radar/electro-optics (EO) directed AAA, radar/EO/IR SAMs,
look-down/shoot-down airborne interceptors, and high-performance threat heliIn addition to this already formidable array of threats, the LHX
copters.
pilot will have to contend with a multitude of automatic weapons and ground
Add to this the nuclear, biological,
obstacles (both natural and man-made).
and chemical (NBC) contamination and obscurants (both natural and man-made),
These threat systems will have very
and you ha-e "the dirty battlefield."
will
be mobile, thus making mission
and
coverage
capability
low-altitude
.accomplishment a very difficult task.
The selection of a crew size for the
(U)
Operational concerns.
(3)
LHX involves a number of factors, including mission effectiveness, technology
The crew size decision
availability and risk, program resources, and goals.
process must also take into account the operational concerns related to crew
size.
The operational requirements will demand an aircraft capable of performing a variety of missions as discussed in the mission needs appendix of
The Ciscussions of operational concerns in the following
this TOA report.
paragraphs have been based on the subject matter expert reports found in the
annexes, along with inputs received during interviews with operatlonal pilots.
"Is there an
The question which the HF/MMI team sought to answer is this:
operational advantage to the US Army having either a single- or two-seat LHX?"
The areas which need to be considered in answering this question include:
--

Operationel

effectiveness.

--

Flight safety.

--

Training.

--

Survivability.

--

Mission flexibility and growth.

--

Fatigue/stress.

--

Performance.

--

Cost.

--

Risk.
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(a)

(U)

Operational effectiveness.

1. (U) The LHX is to be a multirole aircraft that. will perform many
diverse missions throughout the world.
The multirole mission will make it
extremely difficult for the designer to maximize the aircraft capability for
each of the specific missions.
The final LHX configuration will most likely
be a compromise between individual mission requirements, resulting in an
aircraft optimized across all missions.
2. (U) The integrated battlefield will require he LHX crew to
simultaneously perform a number of mission tasks. For example, during the
target acquisition and engagement task, the aircrew will be required to concentrate on the target while watching out for threat ground and air weapons
that are trying to kill them and communicating with numerous other -•mbers of
the combined arms team.
3.
(U) There will be situations where the nature of the battle and
the mission will overload the single pilot.
In general, these sitations will
occur as a consequence of the LHX pilot being unable to control the pace in
which certain functions must be accomplished.
During many missions, the corn.munication task alone threatens to overload the pilot.
In addition, the
effectiveness of the single-pilot LHX can be expected to be less than desired
when the pilot is sleepy, tired, or sick or when his thoughts are distracted
by personal problems.
4. (U) The target engagement task itself requires a great deal of
concentration on the part of the pilot to destroy the target.
Any distraction
due to other tasks such as responding to threat warnings, communicating with
others, or aircraft control will reduce that concentration and degrade performance.
Studies regarding aircraft attack missions have indicated that a twoman crew is less easily saturated as the workload increases due to enemy
threats or malfunctioning equipment.
A two-crew aircraft would allow one
crewmember to concentrate on the offensive task of killing targets, while the
second crewmember concentrated on the other aspects of the mission such as the
defensive tasks.
If the LHX were designed to provide one-man operability, as
well as the capability for each crewmember to perform specific tasks without a
full dependency on the other crewmember, the flexibility of the LHX and its
operational effectiveness could be maximized.
5.

(U)

Observations of personnel involved in the engineering simula-

"tfon previously mentioned are that the LHX will become highly vulnerable when
the pilot workload factor becomes too much
r one man to cope with; e.g.,
engaging targets while flying low level or NOE.
Further substantiation of
this can be found in numerous NASA workloat. studies which, in summary, say:
Increased automation may have decreased the number of overt responses the
aircraft crew may be required to make, but increased system capabilities may
have disproportionally reduced the time available to make those remaining
responses and/or added new monitoring tasks. The introduction of automation
does not necessarily reduce the involvement of the crew in aircraft operatLions, but only changes it.
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6.
(U) Operational effectiveness is especially important in this
decade since the Army will be fighting outnumbered.
Attrition rates in
contemporary high-intensity conflicts such as the Yom Kippur War have been
significantly higher than for World War II rates, and a war in Central Europe
could produce astronomical losses.
In view of the projected total number of
LHX-SCATs to be fielded, the Army must be sure that it can achieve the maximum
possible benefits from its aircraft in terms of enemy weapon systems
destroyed.
(b)
(U) Flight safety.
Since the US Army has no scout or attack
aircraft operated by a single crewmember, flight safety data was obtained from
the other services. Although other factors such as mission and operational
environment prevent a simple comparison between two specific aircreft, the
overall safety statistics indicate that, in general, a two-seat aircraft is
safer to operate than a single seater.
Naval Safety Center statistics show
that a two-seat F-4 has a lifetime mishap rate of 2.77 versus 4.79 for the
single-pilot F-8. The lifetime mishap rate for the two-seat A-6 is 1.52 as
compared to 2.66 for the single-place A-7 aircraft. The A-6 had five pilot
error mishaps versus 41 pilot error mishaps for the A-7. The data reviewed
for the Air Force and the Navy aircraft mishaps, althoulgh not directly equated
to the helicopter environment, does indicate a two-crewmember aircraft may
provide an extra margin of safety.
The majority of aircraft mishaps have
pilot error as a contributing factor, many involving mistakes where the pilot
fails to notice an emergency situation or fails to follow the procedural
methods in a timely manner.
This could easily occur during the heat of battle
in a single-crew LHX when the pilot is concentrating on mission success.
The
presence of a second crewmember would permit a more effective handling of such
situations.
In the NOE environment, the second crewmember would free the
pilot from a number of crewstation duties and allow him to concentrate on
flying the aircraft.
From a flight safety aspect, a two-seat LHX could prove
to be more cost-effective than a single seater.
(c)
(U) Training.
A detailed assessment of the LHX train!ng considerations is covered in appendix U. This section discusses those training
concerns that are more directly related to the crew size issue.
I.

(U)

Seasoning prccess.

a.
(U) The training and seasoning process currently in place allows
for the aviatcr to be approximately 75 percent operationally ready when he
leaves the training base. He must then be paired with an experienced aviator
at the unit to learn from the experienced pilot.
During the Vietnam War, this
"seasoning process" used by both the Army and the Air Force proved very effective. A single-place aircraft would require additional trailng at the institutional base and would prohibit the use of the training and "seasoning
process" as currently practiced.
Since effectiveness and the survival of the
new guy are directly related to the learning curve, the "seasoning process" is
an important consideration for the LHX.
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b.

(1)

Ijiszorical studies indicate that,

in a single-place aircraft

operated by a pi..ot witaout combat experience, the pilot's chances of surviving the first
engagement are less than 50-50.
The probability of survival
increases with expericnze level.
For a two-seat aircraft, with an
experienced/nw pilo mixture, the new pilot would enjoy approximately the
same probability of iurviva! as the more experienced pilot/aircraft commander
(figure R-16).
The
-ooe')ility of survival is based on the exposure and
experience of the avYator.
c.
(U)
Wi.th L irreat training strategy, it L_ assume A that, at the
time of graduation from flighit school, the novice aviator does not necessarily
require full proficiency in 1.is mission aircraft or its subsystems.
It is
expected that a consider :ble amaount of learning and skill improvement will
take place under the guidance of more experienced aviators.
Even after a new
pilot has obtained status as pilot in command, it is common orictice to pair
him with more experienced aviators when flying until he has sufficient
experience and self-confid, :e tc fly with less experienced copilots.
The
single-seat aircraft would not permit such a training strategy to continue.
2.

(U)

Training re-uiLements.

a.
(U)
A basic requirement for preparing aviators to ewploy a
single-seat SCAT aircraft will be a two-s-at trainer.
In reviewing the flight
and mission tasks for which LHX-SCAT avi- ors must be trained, approximately
170 were identified which should require a reasorable level of proficiency
before being executed or practiced solo.
Mar.. of these tasks, notably
emergency, instrument flight, and weapon :Lnployment procedures, can be trained
adequately using simulators.
However, there are a considerable number of
activities, central to scout and attack laission tactics, which cannoL be adequately trained in simulators using current technology.
P'oficieut
performance of these activities requires precision timing and control
responses based on fine discrimination of sensory cues (visual, auditory, and
vestibular) which involve too much detail and subtlety to be accurately simulated at reasonable costs.
They include:
(I)
(2)
techni ques.

(U)

Terrain flight and maneuvering.

(U)

Simultaneous terrain flight and target engagement

(3)

(U) Confined area operations.

(4)

(U)

Touchdown maneuvers such as autorotation and slope landings.

b.
(U)
Si-w, the tasks comprising each of these groupings all
involve significant
afety risks, they should be practiced under direct supervision of a qualified instructor pilot until students develop sufficient skill
to safely continue practicing them solo.
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3.

(U)

Aviator requirements.

(U)
While interviewing Na,'y, Air Force, and Marine Corps operaa.
tional pilots, many of them conveyed their concerns for the average pilot
trying to operate complex systems such as those found on the F/A-18.
Both
F-18 and F-15 pilots mentioned that it was almost impossible to learn, much
less maintain proficiency in, all of the many capabilities of each and every
system on the aircraft.
The F-15 target acquisition and fire control radar is
a good example; pilot interviews indicate that it is a major effort to learn
its many modes of use.
To handle the problem while in flight, they usually
develop combat skills in only three or four operational modes.
This indicates
that the aircraft has more system capabilities than the pilot is able to utilize.
(The above comments were made by aviators with college degrees, often
with engineering backgrounds, aud more extensive flight training than that
received by Arwy aviators.)
b. (U)
The pilot of a single-seat LHX may have to have superior
mental capabilities.
This type of soldier will be in short supply and high
demand by other branches and specialties.
Because of this, the single-seat
LHX may not have the desired impact on the Army's manpower requirements.
The
availability of pilots with the ability to handle such complex systems while
flying the aircraft without the benefit of additional unit seasoning may be an
even more serious problem than just a numbers problem.
It may be that the
single-place aircraft will not require additional pilots to meet the 24-hour
operatior.al capability, but if it requires such high-caliber people to use it,
have we not, in fact, compounded the pilut availability problem? Pilot
availability problems will not disappear with the single-place aircraft.
This
is evidenced by the Navy which continues to have pilot availability problems
even though they have fielded a number of single-place aircraft.
Entrance and
training requirements for Naval aviators can be viewed as major causes of the
continuing problem.
A two-man crew (not necessarily both rated) would reduce
the requirements for the type of man selected and the degree of training
required for any one individual.
(d)

(U)

Survivability.

1. (U)
A conventional war between the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) and the Warsaw Pact would engage masses of aircraft,
tanks, troops, and specialized weapons.
At its heart would be electronic warfare (EW) and ECM, especially in air defense operations.
Pilots would be
expected to penetrate the most sophisticated SAM and AAA belts ever fielded.
2. (U)
A typical Warsaw Pact army of four or five divisions has an
air defense system near L'e forward edge of the battle area covering a Front
about 50 km long and 100 km deep.
Such an Army typically has 32 batteries of
ZSU-23-4s, 23 batteries of S-50 AAA, 5 batteries of SA-6 SAM, 9 batteries of
SA-4 SAM, and 3 batteries of SA-2 SAM, plus ubiquitous shoulder-fired SA-7s,
quadruple SA-9s, command-guided SA-8s mounted on vehicles, and individual
automatic weapons.
Large numbers of overlapping early warning, ground
control, intercept, and acquisition radars tie these factors together.
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3. (U) Just the magnitude of individual weapons presents problems.
Since the threat is made up of so many different systems pointing from many
different areas, aircrews will be faced with warning from all quarters.
Not
only will the radar warning receiver light up in all directions, but the headset tones may be continuous.
This can be confusin- and distracting, forcing a
"head in the cockpit" reaction.
Many Vietnam and Middle East combat veterans
consider this very dangerous since a crewmember's eyes are often his most
effective piece of ASE.
In past conflicts, an often used enemy trick was to
set up multiple automatic firing positions.
One would fire at the aircraft to
distract the pilot while another, unless observed by a second crewmember,
would make the kill. Based on the LHX missions and threat assessment, this
type of situation can be expected to be repeated in future engagements with
one exception: the second crewmember will not be present. Anothar point to
consider is that, during combat, the aircrew which detects the enemy first has
a decided advantage in making the kill and increasing their own probability of
survival.
The second crewmember can make that happen.
4.
(U) When pilots and desiguers talk about survivability, FAMs seem
to be the preferred subject; however, there is every eeason to believe that,
with the exception of the shoulder-fired SAMs, the ZSU-23-4 and smaller
antiaircraft guns will continue to be the greatest threat to Army aviation.
hodeling conducted during the LHX TOA showed that, by virtue of having crew
redundancy, the two-place LHX was approximately 25 percent more survivable
against all threats modeled.
For a more' detailed analysis of the survivability aspects of the one- versus two-crewmember issue, refer to the survivability appendix of the TOA (appendix Q).
(e)
(U) Mission growth and flexibility. Historically, the design of
single-seat aircraft is oriented toward a specific mission or series of
missions predicated on the assumed threat at the time of system development.
As rapidly as these systems are placed in combat, the increased threat and
operational conditions require them to be modified.
New capabilities are
added that tend to place an increased worklcad burden on the pilot.
The next
step is often to design a new version of the aircraft with two seats. This
cycle has been repeated throughout aviation history. The LHX will probably be
no exception.
1. (U) The LHX is protected to have a 25-percent growth factor built
in.
Advances in mission avionics and weapons make this a conservative estimate.
The accomplishment of the new missions will be made possible with additional components added to the aircraft as needed.
2.
(U) If the answer to more capability is the addition of new
systems To the crew station, that potential growth may be limited by the
single pilot operating at maximum capacity.
This will be especially true when
an aircraft system malfunctions and the pilot has to "take up the slack."
Designing the LHX for two seats initially could enhance the system's operational flexibility and be of great benefit in adapting to the mission changes
expected over the service life of the LHX.
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(f)

(U)

Fatigue/stress.

Current Army flight regulations (Army Regulation 95-1)
1. (U)
specify the number of flight hours which can be logged per day as a function
of type of flight profile, environmental conditions, and number of engagement
days.
Studies dealing with combat fatigue have reported that 10 combat days
As a rule, pilots are
are equivalent to 17 calendar days of normal flying.
During surge operaexpected to be able to fly between 8 and 12 houris a day.
tions (or the independent actions of an Army 21 close combat force), pilots
may be called upon to fly considerably more hours than normal, as well as
attending to additional duties.
The net result will be fatigue.
The LHX
envisioned is expected to be superior in the management of workload and
release from tedious tasks; hcwever, the pcice paid will be increased cogniWhile the effects of fatigue upon aviators is
tive involvement by the pilot.
a topic still
being researched, it is safe to assume that lack of sleep,
upon the pilot's ability to
coupled with long flight hours, will take its toll
comprehend and react to the aircraft and the tactical situation.
2.
(U)
Only high-fidelity simulation training and stressful flight
time in the aircraft will protect the pilot from the immediate effect. of highintensity stress.
A realistic rest and relaxat!on policy, coupled with
psychological decompression techniques, will also be required to extend the
pilot's
effectiveness.
However, even when a soldier is provided with
realistic and imaginative familiarization training and has formed a generally
accurate picture of combat conditions, there will nonetheless remain a gap
between his mental preparation and his first
experience of being fired upon.
Nothing can prepare you for the experience of being fired upon.
The
realization that these people mean to kill
you has a severe impact on your
psychological well-being and performance.
3.
(U)
The overall effect of the fatigue and psychological impact
will be that the pilot's
normal skill may break down and he may begin to deal
with separate component requirements and not be able to integrate them into
the integrated requirements and responses.
No, only will there be a
demonstrable fall
in the level of performance, but flight safety will also be
jeopardized in that the pilot will acc:ept a lower standard of performance.
He
may take unnecessary risks with a consequent reduction of safety margins;
hence, there will be an increaae in the probability of an incident or accident.
A significant finding of aviation fatigue res. rch was the increase in
the number of errors tcward the end of a flight as if the )ilot felt that,
having accomplished the bulk of his mission, he could relax.
Given the
reduced number of crewmembers and the requirement for longer missions, we can
expect a significant increase in fatigue-related mishaps
4.
(U)
The impact of fatigue and stress on the LHX crew size is
significant in that, with a single pilot, there will possibly be a decrease in
performan::e simply because he is requi:ed to accomplish numerous tasks while
simultaneously monitoring other tasks without any significant relief
throughot multiple missions.
The question whi,:h must be answered is whether
a single pilot or two pilots will best be able to perform at acceptable levels
of effectiveness and survive for an extended period of combat.
The dynamics
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of the integrated battlefield will surely create situations where a very tired
LHX pilot will be required to conduct an in-flight change of mission and end.
up a considerable distance away from his parent unit where a relatively
"rested" aviator is waiting without an aircraft to relieve him.
5.
(U) Although the effect of isolation on the LHX single pilot
remains an unknown, historical data shows conclusively that soldiers fight
more aggressively and effectively as a team. The two-man foxhole concept was
derived from combat experience with a one-man foxhole.
The two-maa foxhole
has proven to be more effective.
The same concept can carry over to the crew
of the LHX.
The LHX pilot *aay very well spend over half of his tocal mission
time in direct coufronta lon with the enemy.
The utilization of forward
arming and refueling points will Droduce more time on station which will
result in repetitive engagements with the enem'- without any extended rest.
The Air Force and Navy have for a long time used the wingaan concept which,
tuder most cases, permits a pilot to have eye-to-eye contact with another
individual.
The LHX, however, cannot use such a concept as effectively
because of the need to remain dispersed and hidden from the enemy.
The LHX
pilot may, in fact, go through a complete mission without seeing any other
individuals except thoee on the ground trying to kill him. Without a doubt,
Army pilots are extremely aggressive and capable but have never before had to
deal with complete combat isolation over long periods of time. Based on past
combat experiences, it may be a problem that will reduce overall mission
effectiveness.
A two-crew LHX would do much to relieve that problem.
(g)
(U) Performance.
Consideration of a single-seat aircraft raises
the fundamental question: How much larger would the two-place airrraft be and
how much performance would be lost? Although the Army has no experience with
designing a true single-seat helicopter, projections by both the government
and the contractors put the projected difference somewhere between 600 and 750
pounds.
This may be an overestimate when the increased mission equipment and
ballistic protection is provided for the single pilot. Although exact performance figures are not yet avail.able. performance degradation for the two-place
aircraft should not be a major factor if the decision is made early enough to
allow innovative design studies. However, if.a decision for the one-man LHX
is made and it is later proven that it will not work, the LHX program will
have to stop while the redesign of a two-place aircraft which meets requilements is completed.
This wou. d not be the case for the less risky two-place
design.
The extra space coult. be filled with additional fuel, mission equipment, or armament, or a second pilot when required.
(h)

(U)

Copc.

1.
(U) A single-seat LHX has one main advantage-lower production
and operating costs. For comparable speed and endurance, it is projected that
it will be about 15 percent lighter in empty weight and in gross weight than
These lighter weights should translate into lower
its two-seat counterpart.
airframe and recurring production costs--costs which are generally proporei
tsonal to airframe weight. nince the engine has been sized at 1,200 shaft
horsenower, there would be no significant savings associated wath the engine.
Some of the recurring cost advantages of a single-seat LHX would be offset by
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the higher development and testing cost of the automation features required
for a single pilot.
There may also be significant added recurring costs for
the extra sensors and computational capability associated with the single-crew
LRX.
The net effect is that the production unit cost of the single-seat
aircraft is expected to be somewhat less than its two-seat counterpart.
(U)
A possible disadvantage often associated with the two-seat
2.
However, if just
aircraft is the Inceased life cycle cost of the aircraft.
one of the second crewmembers in a "flight" of five two-seat LHX's sights an
enemy threat or identifies an unsafe flight condition and saves his aircraft,
he would in effect "pay" for the life cycle cost of having the second man in
the aircraft for the entire flight.
Thus, it seems that the backseater would
be cost-effective in increased survivability rid safety alone.
Prior to the TOD and the TOA, contractors were asked
Risk.
(i) (U)
to explore the possibility of building a single-pilot SCAT aircraft.
The
contractors provided the government with data which alluded to a highly
advanced, highly automated aircraft which constituted a high-risk program.
Based on the HF/1MI analysis, the single-pilot crew station constitutes a
higher risk thaa the two-place crew station.
The single-pilot aircraft will
require more extensive automation and crewstation integration than a two-place
aircraft.
(J)
(b)
Sumnary.
From an operational and mission performance standpoint, the two-crew LHX appears to be the better choice.
The analysis of the
operational concerns indicates that a two-crew LHX will be more survivable,
more operationally effective, and safer to fly.
The second person in the
crewstation can reduce the effects of fatigue qnd stress and provide considerable flexibility in mission performance and growth.
It is also estimated
that training effectiveness will be enhanced and cost will be less with a twoseat LHX. The main disadvantage of the two-seat configuration is the predicted production and life cycle cost which is expected to be only slightly
higher than a single-seat version.
f.

(U)

Integrated Crewstation.

(1)

(U)

Overview.

(a)
(U)
The combat effectiveness of the LHX l.1rgely depends on the
aircrew' s ability to successfully opera:.e the aircraft and its
onboard equipment and systems in flight.
To obtain The best overall operational effectiveness, the interface between the aircrew and the aircraft must be designed
Lo effectively capitalize on the capabilities of technology and th2 aircrew.
(b)
(U)
Early crewotation designs were relatively uncluttered and
contained only minimal instrumentation, displays, controls, and flight systems
necessary for optimal daylight flying.
These systems were well within the
capabilities and workload limitations of the aircrews.
As the full potential
of Army aircraft was realized, mission requirements and aircraft crewstation
configurations began to change.
New dedicated devices and systems were added,
each competing for the limited space within the FOV and reach of the aviator.
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Each new function or system added usually resulted in the addition of one or
more dedicated displays or controls.
Due to the limited space within the
crewstatio., it was not always possible to place the new controlu ot displays
in a position that maximized human effectiveness.
(c)
(U) The additional workload imposed by the large variety of
systems incorporated into the crewstations was further complicated by more
demanding missions.
When the primary Army aviation mission was combat support, transporting soldiers and equipment at relatively high altitudes,
aviators were afforded more than sufficient time to cross-check instruments,
tume radios, monttor their crewstation systems, and fly the aircraft. With
the addition of close combat missions and the advent of highly sophisticated
grourO-to-air weapons deployed by the enemy, Army aviation was required to
change tactics.
The luxury of flying well above the terrain is no longer
affordable.
Helicopters are now required to utilize terrain flight techniques, often flying below treetop levels to avoid enemy detection.
When
flying in the terrain flight regime, most of the aviator's attention must be
concentrated outside the aircraft, leaving little
time for monitoring instruments or operating controls and systems inside the crewstation.
(d)
,U) TLe requirement to be able to fly and fight around the clock
further compounds the problem. When flying at night or at reduced visibility
levels, the aviator's capability to see things outside the aircraft is greatly
reduced.
To ease the burden of flight at night, new technologies like image
Intensification night vision goggles (NVG), low-light level video cameras
(LLTV), and IR video systems have been incorporated into Army helicopters.
These systems Ao provide an enhanced night flight capability, but they have
increased the number of displays and controls the aviators of dual-crew
aircraft must be attentive to, thereby increasing the aircrew workload.
(e)
(U) The increased demaids of future conflicts, coupled with the
addition of new and more complex systems in the crewstation, could easily
reach a point where, if not properly integrated, the crew workload or attention level may prevent obtaining the maximum effectiveness from the aircrew
and the aircraft in the highly intense and dynamic conflicts of the future.
(f)
(U) Technological advances over the past years have demonstrated
a considerable increase in the capability of aviation systems and mission
equipment.
Human or aircrew capabilities, on the other h3nd, have increased
in the domain of knowleoge and training, but the aircrew's cognitive and
sensory capabilities, anthropometry, and environmental requirements have
changed very little.
For examplc, the capability to present visual information on displays in the cockpit has changed from the dedicated dial and
moving needle to graphically presenting info:mation on electronic displays.
The aviator's visual capabilities and limitations, on the other hand, remain
essentially the same as they were in the past.
To assure the success of the
LHX in future conflicts, aircrew workload must not be allowed to exceed a
level that restricts the effective use of the full aircraft capabilities.
(g)
(U) Applying advanced technology is certainly an appropriate way
to Improve performance and overcome the space and weight limitations in modern
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-aircraft, as long as its use remains within the abilities and capabilities of
The change from current crewstation
the aircrew that must operate the system.
configurations to a more sophisticated design is expected to shift the crew
workload from one that is manual or physical to one that Is more demanding
from a cognitive and mental workload aspect.
In effect, the aviator whose
past role was one of system operator and information integrator becomes a
system manager.
(h)
(U)
Electronics and avionics systems may be available in the LHMX(
development time period that can gather and provide all the information needed
to fight and win future conflicts.
The information can, however, only be useful if presented to the aircrew at a rate they can assimilate and effectively
use.
To best optimize available technology, it is vital that the aircrew be
provided essential flight and mission information in a way that allows them to
become at' integral part of the system.
The operation of advanced Army combat
aircraft demands that information be organized and presented so that the
aircrew will be provided with preprocessed data relevant to the specific
mission or flight phase they are engaged in.
(i)
(U)
The challenge in the LHX is to maximize system performance
through the appropriate assignment of mission functions to the aircrew and the
aircraft In a way that uses the best attributes of both man and machine.
The
crewstation displays and controls, with which the aircrew interact, must be
designed to capitalize on the crew's capabilities.
One of the goals of the
LHX program is to design an aircraft that is mission effective with a single
crewmember.
To accomplish that goal, the functions now performed by the
second crewmember in current aircraft must be automated or transfered to the
single crewmember.
(J)
(U)
Flying at low levels and NOE below treetop levels is
extremely demanding on the flight crew.
NOE flight requires the pilot to
focus most of his visual attention outside the crewstation while rapidly
maneuvering the aircraft around obstacles in the flight path.
Add the other
crew tasks like navigation, communication, target acquisitiun and engagement,
and monitoring of the aircraft subsystems, and the demand on the aircrew's
physical and mental abilities rapidly increases.
The requirement to fly and
fight around the clock further compounds the problem.
(k)
(U)
The increasingly hostile environment Army aviators must
fight in and the number and complexity of new aviation systems requires that a
large amount of information be presented to and assimilated by the aircrew.
The most essential ingredient of the design of the LHX for the future battlefield is the integration of the vast amount of information provided by the
aircraft sensors into a form that can easily be interpreted and used by the
aircrew.
(1) (U)
The goal of a single-crewmember LHX demands an even more
efficient crewstation design.
The full integration of the information
displays, the control techniques employed, and the capabilities and limitations of the aircrew at a level much greater than current aircraft is mandatory if that goal is to be achieved.
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(m)
(U)
The functions the aircrew must perform in the LHY fall
the major functional areas of flight control, navigation, communication,
target acquisition and engagemen t , survivability, and system status monitoring.
Each of these functions is of prime importance when the LHX enters
combat.
The inability of the aircrew to effectively perform any one of these
functions could result in degraded performance and loss of mission success.
A review of the crewstation integration of recently
(n)
(U)
developed aircraft supports that hypothesis.
Both the AH-64 attack helicopter
and the OH-58D scout helicopter require a crew of two to perform their
missions even though some of the technology and crewstation integration proposed for the LIX can be found in those helicopters.
(o)
(U)
In a single-crew LHX, many of the crew duties must be autoThat automation
mated to take up the slack left by the second crewmember.
must be extensive and flexible enough to provide the crew the option to use
whatever automation is best suited for the particular mission they are
involved in at a specific time.
(p)
(U)
A review of the major human factors engineering issues of
the LHX crewstation integration concernp has indicated that the capabilities
The LHX
and limitations of the human must receive additional consideration.
is expected to be a highly automated ;ilicopter with the capability to provide
It is the
the aircrew with a continuous flow of essential information.
integration of that information into the crewstation, along with the processing of that information by the crewmembers and the resulting control
actions on the part of the aircraft, that require much attention from the
Traditionally, the system design phase,
human factors engineering viewpoint.
making the hardware work, has consumed most of the allotted time scheduled for
If the LHX is to truly provide the effective
development of a new aircraft.
combat system needed to meet the future threat, the human factors engineering
effort must be given as equal an emphasis as the hardware operational design.
The human factors engineering analyses presented in the Aviation Systems
Command TOD and this Trainign and Doctrine Command TOA, along with the preliminary results provided thus far from the ARTI program, all contribute to the
assessment of the soldier-machine interface of the LHX and the enhancement of
the crew's operational capabilities and the manpower, personnel, and training
requirements.
These preliminary efforts provide a framework for the development of the LHX bit do not answer all the human factors engineering-related
Human factors engineering for the LHX crewstation is part of 3n
issues.
iterative design process that must be coitinually reviewed and updated.
The
operational success of the LHX on the bat'lefield is dependent on that process
continuing.
The next several pages in this appendix will address various
(q)
(U)
aspects of the LHX crewstation and will examine some of the crew functions
Workload is conupon which the new technology may have a positive impact.
sidered in light of the time spent on specific crew activities or che attenThe major areas
tion aviators must devote to any specific aircraft function.
navigation, communications, flight controls, suhsystem
considered include:
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monitoring, target acquisition/designat'.on, survivability systems, NBC proEach of those
tection, life support equipment, and controls and displays.
areas is discussed separately but, in the final LHX configuratioi,, it is
essential that they be fully integrated to provide minimal workload for the
The major sources of information considered in this analysis
aircrew.
!ncluded the Army Aviation Mission Area Analysis, the LHX TOD, and the indiviIt
dual reports submitted for inclusion In the US Army Aviation Center's TOA.
is assumed that the detailed design of the airframe, the crewstation, and the
controls and displays will incorporate all hunan engineering principles and
data regarding the physiological and mental capabilities and limitations of
the air and grou:,d crews expected to operate, maintain, rearm, and refuel the

LHX.
(2)

(U)

Navigation.

The success of the LHX in future conflicts will be highly
(U)
(a)
dependent upon the ability of the aircrew to maneuver their aircraft to the
That ability, in turn, depends on being able
right place at the right time.
In that regard, navigation
to successfully perform the task of navigation.
encompasses not only movement from one point on the battlefield to another but
the ability to accurately accumulate, record, use, and transmit position
Mission success also
information concerning the threat and friendly lorces.
of the rapidly
awareness
situation
requires the crew to maintain an overall

changing tactical situation around them.
Studies and evaluations of the relationship between human
(U)
(b)
performance and currently fielded navigation systims reveal that they yiele
This less-than-desired
performance less than that needed for the LHX.

performance is due, in part, to a number of factors Including loss of perspective, map design, navigation sensor accuracy, and display designs.
Evaluations of more recently developed and available navigation systems indicate these systems do much to enhance the present capabilities to navigate and
to maintain a situational awareness of the battlefield, but further improvemnLs are needed if the maximum effectiveness of t'e LIMX capabilities is to be
realized.
Projected map displays (PMD), utilizing remote map reader
(U)
(c)
technology that takes map information stored on film and projects it onto a
multifunction display, improve current systems by taking the traditional map
information out of the aviator'3 lap and placing it on a display in the
In tests conducted so far, an aircrew of
instrument panel of the aircraft.
navigate terrain more rapidly with fewer
can
map,
two, when using a projected
delays and course disorientation and less visual attention devoted to the
The copilot/navigator does,
navigation task than previous navigation systems.
devote about one-fourth of his total visual attention to the
however, still
In addition, the navigation system requires manual
navigation system.
updating after every 10 to 15 minutes of flight.
Digital map technology, because of its inherent flexibility,
(U)
(d)
The digttal
provides the greatest potential for mission success in the LHX.
source of information geographic data produced by the
map approach uses as its
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Defense Happing Agency in a digital form that can be stored in the memory of
During flight, this data is converted back into a display
flight computers.
that can be used by the aircrew. The digital map technology not only ha. the
potential to provide a horizontal display much like the PMD but, when fiuly
developed, it could provide a vertical display as well. Another advantage of
the digital map system is the capability for the aircrew to select the type
Because of their common triand amount of information to be displayed.
service use by both ground and air forces, current paper maps and projecte4
map displays often contain more information than can be used by Army aviators.
With the digitally generated data base, only the informotion that the aviator
chooses is presented on the crewstation display. In a sense, the digital map
The digital map system also hap the potential to
display caa be decluttered.
automatically calculate and display the optimal flight path the aircraft can
follow to best avoid the known threats. The vxact level of visual attention
and Lrew workload required by the digital map system has not yet been deterin the simulation evaluation stage.
The available systems are still
mined.
it is speculated that the visual attention will be less than that of the PMD,
If the visual attention and crew
be relatively high.
but it could still
workload associated with the panel-mounted digital navigation system
of the panel-mounted display, additional display techniques
approaches ti.
will be necessary to enhance the LHX performance, specifically in a singleWhile flying missions at terrain flight levels, the single
crew LHX.
crewmember should devote as much visual time outside the crewstation as
possiblhe.
He can ill afford to spend one-fourth of his attention on the navigat-fon task. Navigation information should, therefore, be provided to the
aviator in a manner that allows him to keep his eyes outside the crewatation
Simulation and flight tests to specifically address
during terrain flight.
the most effective means of providing navigation Information to the aircrew,
when their attention is focused outside, will be necessary if maximum effectiveness of the LHX is to be obtained.

(e)

(U)

The digital map data base also has the potential to provide

inputs into an automatic terrain following and avoidance system.

With such a

system, the pilot could be relieved of much of the workload associated with
The
That technology, unfortunately, hes not yet matured.
the task of flying.
current digital data base with approximately 100-meter (a) accuracy, along
with sensors to detect small objects like buildings, trees, and wires, require
considerable improvement if full terrain following and avoidance are to be
achieved.
(f)
(U) The LHX navigation system review indicates that, at a minimum, a horizontal situation map-like display should be provided that gives the
aircrew real-time accurate, spatial iuformation concerning their aircraft
position and the position of friendly and threat forces during day, night, and
In addition, the system should allow the aircrew
adverse weather conditions.
to rapidly obtain information from the display with minimal head-down time
inside the crewstation, provide a means to automatically update the position
information, allow the user to annotate the display with friendly and threat
information, and provide the capability to rapidly transfer information to
other members of the combined arms team. The need to develop methods and
techniques to allow the aviator to keep his attention focused outside the
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aircraft while navigating is of particular importance to the single-crew
aircraf, where the copilot is no longer available to attend to the navigator's
From a human factors engineering perspective, the potential of the
task.
digital-based navigation system appears to provide the better choice to the
LHX, assuming the systems currently under development are sufficiently mature
If the goal for a single-crew
by thf full-scale development phase of the LHX.
placed on the improvement
be
must
priority
a
high
LHX is to be accomplished,
of navigation sensor accuracy, the availability and accuracy of digital data
base information, and improved methods for displaying navigation information
to the aircrew.
Any candidate navigation system for the MIX should be con(U)
(g)
Navigation systems typically
the system workload demand.
of
sidered in terms
demand to be fed information during system start-up and alignment, flight
Currently fielded
planning, sensor updating, and en route waypoint entry.
systems require from 5 to 20 minutes to load data through a keyboard during
Updating the navigation system accuracy
the pre-takeoff phase of the mission.
is required on a frequent basis during the mission, and the crew must spend
present position so that it
valuable time telling the navigation system its
Data
the crew their present position for the next few minutes.
can then tell
loading should be achievable in the aircraft without using a keyboard and
System updating should be infreshould not require more than a few minutes.
The navigation system
quently required and should be easily accomplished.
should support the pilot in the performance of his mission and should minimize

the demand on his time and attention.
(3)

MU)

Nuclear,

biological,

and chemical (NBC)

defense.

(U)
Army aviation can expect to encounter NBC threat weapons
(a)
The Soviet Union and Soviet-backed forces have the
during future conflicts.
capability of employing a vast array of such weapons and the capability to
The LHX must incorporate
protect their own troops during such an attack.
Analyses of NBC
design features that can successfully counter that threat.
defensive measures have highlighted three basic approaches that can be used to
contamination avoidance, collective proprotect the aircrew from the threat:
tection, and individual protection.
The most effective means to prevent casualties and protect
(U)
(b)
the aircraft from the NEC threat is perhaps avoiding the threat completely.
Although contamination avoidance m&y not be used in all cases, it is an
available tactical measure for the commander in the field when the situation
The option of contamination avoidance will be successful only if
permits.
are provided a reliable means to determine if an attack is
units
aviation
The ideal situation would be the identification of
imminent or has cccurred.
fRemote
contaminated areas at some standoff distance from the aircraft.
standoff detection devices are required for the LHX to fully exercise the
Detectors in the inventory are of the
option of contamination avoidance.
As such, they must be placed
point sampling type normally used on the ground.
Preliminary flight
in che contaminated area to detect the contamination.
testing has indicated that it is possible to modify some of those systems for
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Standoff detectors, on the other hand, are in the early developIf a standoff detection capability is to be achievable for the
initial fielding of the LHX, those programs need to be given a priority equal
to the LHX program.
Contamination avoidance is a tactical measure that can be
advantageously used when the combat situation permits, but it does not provide
a complete qolutio" to the NBC threat.
flight use.

ment phase.

(c)
(U) Collective protection, provided to the aircrew by way of an
LHX that is completely sealed and pressurized to prevent contaminated agents
from entering the aircraft, would also provide a considerable tactical advantage.
Collective pr-tection would allow personnel to operate in normal flight
clothing, thereby overcoming the performance decrements imposed by protective
clothing.
In addition, collective protection would also protect the aircraft
avionics, aircraft materials, dnd other equipment or systems inside the
aircraft from destructive _.gents.
The need for decontamination of the
Collective protection,
interior of the aircraft would also be reduced.
Full
however, cannot assure total survival of the LHX on the battlefield.
protection could be lost in the event of damage by enemy fire that breaks the
integrity of the sealed aircraft or wben it is necessary for the aircrew or
Collective
passengers to enter or exit the air'craft in a contaminated area.
protection alone is alsc not the solution.
(d)
(U) C-.rr-nt protective clothing that encapsulates the individual
in an NBC protective suit and mask provides a life-saving capability, while
allowing the indiv~dual to continue tc operate on the battlefield but at a
The protective clothing and
considerably reduced level of effectiveness.
masks introduce problems associated with degraded crew performance like heat
stress in hot climates, restricted aviator movements, a lack of manual dexterity and sensitivity of touch, a restricted FOV, reduced visual capabiliAll these factors combine to
ties, increased aviatry workload, and fatigue.
Individual protection much like
create a large decrement in crew performaitce.
collective protection and contamination avoidance allows the aircrew to continue the battle but, alone, -3 not the optimal way to meet the NBC threat.
(U) The most viable solution for the LHX appears to be a hybrid
(e)
collective protection system that maximizes the advantages of all three
approaches:
contamination avoidance, collective protection, and individual
protection.
Such a system could allow the aircrew to operate in a pressurized
aircraft, partially clothed in NBC gear under normal or routine conditions.
The contaminated area could be avoided when onboard detectors warn of its
existence ahead of time and the battle conditions allow the commander to
exercise this option. When approaching a known contaminated area or when the
aircraft detecto:s indicate the aircraft is in a contaminated area, the full
NB-. protective measures could be taken.
This approach would allow for maximum
crew effectiveaess to be obtained when not in a contaminated area, as well as
assure protection to the aircrew when in a contaminated area. The technology
to do this appears to be available well within the LHX development time frame.
(f)
(U) To take full advantage of this concept, NBC agent detectors
The aircrew would
should be located both inside and outside the aircraft.
then bR able to determine when they are in a contaminated area and whether the
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A remote standoff detect-o.,
contamination has penetrated the crewstation.
capability should be added, when available, to avoid the contamination
A sufficient cooling capability must also be incorporated into
completely.
The use
the crewstation to prevent aviator beat stress in hot environments.
of aircraft environmental control systems, in conjunction with microclimate
cooling vests worn by the aviator, appears to meet this need.
(g)
(U) In addition to the hybrid system and cooling provisions, the
crewstation configuration and the design of the controls and displays should
provide adequate room and space for the aviators to operate the LHX when fully
dressed in NBC clothing and other life support equipment.
(4)

(U)

Flight control.

(U) The helicopter is basically an unstable, vibrating platform
(a)
suspended in space by a spinning rotor blade. The task of the aviators when
First, the aviators must fly the aircraft
flying such a system is twofold.
from one location to another; second, they must maneuver the helicopter into a
position so that they can effectively complete their combat mission and defeat
the enemy.
To accomplish that task, the helicopter itself must be extremely
agile and maneuverable.
The flight controls of current Army helicopters consist of three separate control levers that control mechanical systems with
Two of the cont:ol levers require manipulation by the
hydraulic boost.
A review of
aviator's hands while the third is moved by the aviator's feet.
the evaluations concerning manual control and workload suggests that, even
under the most favorable conditions, a large percentage of the pilot's attenThat effort is partion is required for manual control of the helicopter.
ticularly demanding during mission conditions involviag poor visibility,
variable winds, and terrain flight where the aircrew is contiauously
At a minimum, the I.HX should provide
maneuvering around trees and obstacles.
some level of automatic control and stability augmentation to assist the
aviator and reduce the amount of attention, control movement requirements, and
workload imposed on the aircrew. The less attention the pilot must devote to
the task of controlling the aircraft, the more time he will have to perform
other operational functions, thus enhancing the prcbability of mission
This is specifically important during terrain flight where
accomplishment.
the fatigue factor is 1.3 times higher than during normal flight.
(b)
(U) Another aspect of crew workload associated with flight
controls is the physical interface between those controls and the human
It is
Aviators in today's Army come in all sizes and shapes.
operator.
difficult to design a crewstation that will properly accommodate all of these.
If the crewstation Is not optimally designed, the adverse effects on the human
Investigations directed toward the
will degrade operator performance.
evaluation of aircrew anthropometeric dimensions and crewstation configurations have pointed out that in current helicopters the crewstation internal
space, in combination with the fixed cyclic control position, does have an
To reach the cyclic control grip while
adverse effect on the aviator.
simultaneously resting tlietr arm on their leg, a number of aviators are
required to assume an exaggerated forward "Slouched" position. That position
places a curvature ifn the human spine that is su.sceptible to vibrational
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stress and fatigue during normal flight, resulting in back problems for the
dviator.
The "slouched" position also increases the probability of back
In addition, the forward "slouch" position tends to
injury during a crash.
restrict the aviator's forward vision outside the aircraft and to shift his
eye position away from the optimal design eye position used for reference when
deterulning the placement of controls and displays in the crewstation.
(c)
(U) Aircrew protective gear and life support equipment also
create an inLerface problem with current aircraft controls. Larger aviators,
wearing full NBC gear and body armor, often restrict the full movement of
The situation can be partially relieved through a better
aircraft controls.
Improved adjustments on both
seat and aircraft control position relationship.
the seat and the control levers in both the horizontal and vertical planes
would be one way to reduce the need for the aviators to "slouch" when flying.
(d)
(U) A second solution would be to remove the position
constraints imposed on the aviator with current type aircraft controls
(cyclic, collective, pedals) by replacing them with a single "side-arm
controller" that could be operated with one hand. One such system, the
advanced digital/optical control system (ADOCS), is undergoing development.
From a human factors perspective, the "side-arm controller" has a number of
advantages. First of all, the aviators should no longer need to "slouch" forSecond, the aircrew
ward in the crew seat to reach the flight controls.
should be afforded more freedom to position their bodies in a more comfortable
position in the aircraft. Third, the relocation of the cyclic control function from in front of the aviator would remove one of the visual restrictions
between the aviator and his instrument panel. The relocation of the collective control head would also remove the visual restriction between the pilot
and the avionics control panels in the center console. The increased,
unrestricted FOV not only enhances the aircrew's capabilities but allows the
crewstation designer more freedom in which to place displays in the
crewstation.
sefleof
(e)
(U) From a handling qualities point of view, th
fly-by-l(ght and likewise fly-by-wire concepts should afford more flexibility
to design the aircraft control system in such a manner that aviator workload
and attention devoted to the flying task are reduced. With such a system,
control gains and transfer functions could be tailored to provide the best
Such tailoring could be selected by
controllability for various maneuvers.
the pilot or perhaps automatically by sensing appropriate aircraft state
It would also provide an avenue whereby inforvariables or operator inputs.
mation from other aircraft system sensors could be inserted into the control.
loop for increased automation of the flight control function.
(f)
(U) Flight control and maneuvering of the aircraft is an
attent -on-consning task for the pilot during flight when well above the
terrain. Terrain flight ,:own among the trees and obstacles is much more
demanding.
Based on studies of current helicopters, the pilot of a two-crew
aircraft must devote most of his attention to the flight control tasks,
leaving other tasks like navigation and communications to'the copilot.
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(g)

('!)

With expanded missions and the advanced capabilities

expected in the LHX, it would be advantageous to the overall succes3 of the
mission if the pilct of the aircraft could spend less attention on the flight
From the human
control task and more attention on other combat functions.
factors point of view, it appears to be a minimum requirement when considering
From the limited testing 'onductei so far, the evidence
a single-crew LHX.
indicates the fly-by-light and/or fly-by-wire concept of flight control has
the potential to relieve the pilot from some of the flight control effort.
That potential for improved handling qualities, automatic stabilization, and
flight of the aircraft should be pursued.
The use of a side-arm controller to
replace the three separate controls now found in helicopters also has some
advantages with respect to the reduction of stress and fatigue caused by the
aviator's "slouched" position, the removal of Nisual restrictions between the
aviator and the controls and displays, and the increased flexibility afforded
the crewstation designer regarding the placement of displays.
In addition,
the integration of the control functions into less than three separate
controllers should relieve the pilot from having both hands and feet simultaneously occupied in flying the aircraft.
The question concerning how many of
the three control functions ehould be placed on a single side-arm controller
remains unanswered.
Although the aviator's physical workload may be less
under the side-arm controller concept, the cognitive and mental workload
associated with that task may very well be increased.
Additional investigation through simulation and flight testing are needed to address that concern.
(5)

(U)

System status monitoring.

(a)
(U)
The monitoring of the health and status of various aircraft
systems (engine, t ansmission, electrical system, hydraulics, fuel flow) is
considered to be an essential task to assure safe flight.
In today's
aircraft, that intormation is displayed in the crewistation, on the instrument
panel and center console, through the use of as many as 14 round dials and
gauges for quantitative information, supplemented by over 20 discrete lights

and audio tones.
(b)
(U)
Quantitative information is displayed when the conditions
involved are dynamic and require continuous monitoring.
Examples of this type
of information would include the amount of fuel left in the aircraft fuel
tanks, engine pressures or temperatures, and electrical system voltage levels.
Continuously displayed quantitative data providcs the aviator with trend
information concerning the parameters monitored.
Trend information is
important to the aircrew because it permits them to assess the overall system
status, detect impending adverse conditions, evaluate how rapidly the adverse
condition is progressing, and take action to stop or reverse the trend.
(c)
(U)
Discrete information displays are the type that provide
binary information that indicates if the state of the system monitored is
good or bad.
The master caution light is a good example of that type of
display.
When the light is not on, it indicates the systems monitored are
operating within a "safe" iondition.
When the light is on, it indicates a
problem that requires the aviator's attention.
It does not provide quantitative or trend information.
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(d)
(U) Both the quantitative and discrete displays convey needed
information, but there is some concern as to how well that information is
detected and uisei by the aircrew.
Several studies have shown that, during
terrain flight, the attention of each member of a two-man aircrew is virtually
consumed by the tasks of flight control, terrain and obstacle avoidance, and
navigation.
Less than 10 percent of their time is devoted to monitoring
other flight instruments, communication controls, and system status displays.
Add to this the tasku of observing enemy movements, target detection, and combat communicationb, and the time available for monitoring system status
displays will be further decreased.
Flying at night will compound the
problem. During the heat of battle, the aircrew cannot afford the time
required to monitor the aircraft system status; on the other hand, if that
task Is not accomplished, !t could lead to disastrous results.
(e)
(U) The timely acquisition of both quantitative and discrete
system status information and the decisions based on that information are
important to the LHX survivability.
How well that is accomplished is
dependent on the information being available and the aircrew having sufficient
time to monitor the displays to obtain the information quickly. This presents
a considerable challenge in a two-crew aircraft where one crewmember may be
able to devote some of his time to monitoring the system status.
In a singlecrew LHX, the need to relieve the aviator of this task is more critical.
(f)
(U) The data related to the status or condition of aircraft subsystems is demand-type information. Aviators require that type of information
to assure them that the aircraft systems are operating properly and to warn of
a possible impending failure.
Under normal operating conditions, some status
information is not necessarily needed except to build the aviator's confidence.
The demand for system status information becomes critical when the
systems being monitored are not operating well and could result in degrading
of the mission or losing the aircratt.
(g)
(U) Considering the limited time available for system status
monitoring and the type instruments used in most fielded aircraft, it is very
probable that the aircrew may not detect a rapidly developing out-of-tolerance
condition when flying NOE.
First of all, NOE flying requires that most of the
crewls attention be focused outside the cockpit.
Second, humans by nature are
not good monitors of relatively slow-changing displayed information. Aviators
tend to rapidly scan such displays but do not always obtain the necessary
information from them. During a 5-day aviator fatigue study in a UH-1 simulator, it took the flight crew from a few secinds to 20 minutes to notice the
engine oil temperature had reached a point well above the red line. Another
aspect of the problem with system-monitoring displays is the large amount of
panel space required for those devices.
The system-monitoring disp.ays occupy
a disproportionate amount of panel space compared to the amount of time the
pilot views these displays.
(h)
(U) The ideal aircraft system status-monitoring system should be
one that is capable of sensing a changing trend in system status, determining
if that trend is within or approaching tolerance limits, and then warning the
crewmembers when the system status is approaching an adverse condition that
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requires their attention.
The aircrew can then assess the problem and impleFrom a human factors engineering
ment corrective p.'ocedures when needed.
perspectivc-, system status monitoring is a prime candidate for automaLion.
Nonitoring is a task that humans do not do well, while computers can perform
that task extremel,•
well.
(i) (U)
The concept of system status management by exception is
quite appropriate for the LHX.
A computerized monitoring system could maintain constant vigilance, perform trend analysis, diagnose abnormalities, and
provide the aviator with the information he requires or desires.
If the
systems are functioning within tolerance limits, the aircrew need not be proWhen a condition
vided any information unless they specifically ask for it.
demanding the aviator's attention arises, critical information the aircrew
needs for that particular situation could be provided on the crewstation

displays.
(J)
(U)
A concern from the human factor" engineering standpoint is
the implementation of the concept.
In order for the management-by-exception
system status-monitoring system to be successful on the battlefield, much
attention must be devoted to determining what needs to be monitored, the
tolerance limits of the various systems to b- monitored, the level or depth to
which the computer should diagnose the data teceived, and when and how to
display the information to the aircrew.
The recommendation for the LHX is to
incorporate the managcment-by-exception system status-monitoring concept into
that aircraft.
Prior to incorporating such a system, specific tests and
evaluations should be conducted to answer the concerns above and to assure the
concept will, in fact, reduce crewstation workload.
(6)

(U)

Communication.

(a)
(U)
Effective and accurate communications are also critical to
the successful completion of LHX combat missions.
This is especially true for
the SCAT version.
The LhX crew must be able to effectively communicate with a
large number of friendly forces.
The Army 21 concept dictates a greater need
fcr improved communications with an increa:.ing number of other members of the
combined arms team than did past conflicts.
To meet this need, additional
radios have been placed in aircraft crewstations.
?oach new addition increases
the crewstation workload by increasing the number of controls and displays the

aircrew must operate and monitor.
(b)
(U)
The impact that the addition of individually dedicated radio
control display heads has on the aircraft cockpit is best described by the
results of the "Advanced Scout Helicopter Man-Machine Interface (MMI)
Investigation." That evaluation consisted of a review of the literature
supplemented by studies conducted in a crewstation mockup using standard communication systems.
The results of that evaluation sugges': that 56 percent of
the aircrew mission time involves some type of communications distributed
across a variety of radios.
If the LHX aviators are to be effectivL on the

moddrn battlefield, the overall time devoted to communications needs to be
reduced.
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(c)
(U) One method of reducing the workload associated with the communication task is to integrate the various radio controls into one panel.
Such an integrated avionics control system (IACS) was developed through the
Army Avionics Research and Development Activity.
A similar system is utilized
in the OH-58D helicopter.
In these systems, the aviator uses an alphanumeric
data entry keyboard along with various switches to select a number of radio
functions displayed on an electronic display. These include selection of the
type of radio and the specific frequency desired. In addition, the system can
be used to control aircraft navigation equipment.
(d)
(U) Evaluations of the IACS indicate that the time required to
access a specific radio frequency when using preset frequencies was 13 percent
less than with standard control heads. When used in the manual mode, the IACS
was no more advantageous with respect to crew workload than the conventional
method.
The integrated system does, however, provide a definite reduction in
the crewstation space occupied by radio control heads and concentrates the
display information in a central location.
(e)
(U) The evaluations conducted so far with the OH-58D indicate
the control of the communication system through a multifunction keyboard is
advantageous but that approach will require additional improvements if it is
to be a viable option for the LHX single-crew aircraft.
For example, the
system requires considerable time to manually load initial data into the
system during preflight.
During flight, the communication task requires
prcgressing through a number of computer-displayed pages to communicate and
send target information to other aircraft and the ground.
In a two-man
aircraft, the second crewmember can help with this task; in a single-crew LIX,
a less workload-intensive system will be a necessity.
(f)
(U) Another important factor related to the efficiency of communicating between aircraft and with ground forces is the communication
electronics operation instructions (CEOI).
The CE3Is are classified documents
that provide the aircrew with a complete listing of freqiiencles, call signs,
and other critical communications data concerning friendly forces within their
operational area.
The CEOIs are updated every 24 hours with more frequent
changes if the system is suspected of being compromised by enemy action. The
Aviators must thumb through many
CEOIs are rather large and bulky documents.
pages of the document to find the specific frequency and call signs assigned
to the unit they wish to contact.
The use of CEOIs can consume as much of the
communication task time as the tuning of the radios. One method of reducing
the workload associated with CEOIs, as well as the entry of other communication and navigation information into the LHX during preflight, would be the
provision of a bulk-loading device similar to an audio tape or disk that could
transfer pretaped data into the LHX system computers within a few minutes.
(g)
(U) Still another communication human factors area that must be
Some of the information
considered for the LHX is speech intelligibility.
communicated by voice in today's aircraft is lost in the noise levels found
within the communication equioment itself.
Failure to transmit or the need to
repeat information that one is trying to communicate easily results in a loss
of information or delays that could have an adverse impact on the battle. The
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LMX communication systems must provie a less noisy environment and greater
speech !ntell',gl'ilty
in the overall communication syatem.
The technologies
available for incorporation into the LH( appear to be capable of accomplishing
that goal.
The use of improved 3ound-canceling microphones, more acoustically
efficient earcups, and control system noise suppression techniques would do
much to improve the situation.
(h)
(U)
Another aspect of communication workload that requires
attention is the transfcr of targeting information to other aircraft or ground
forces.
In the current aircraft, most of the information is transferred by
voice communications.
The copilot or observer often handles that task.
The
results obtained so far through operational and developmental testing indicate
that the airborne target handoff system (ATHS) has the capability to transmit
a large volume of data in a short period of time, but one member of the dualcrew aircraft must devote considerable time to entering information into the
system.
The ATHS needs to become more automatic if used in the single-crew
LHX.
(t) (U)
From a human factors viewpoint, the crew workload and
Information transfer accuracy of communication systems for the LHX must be
Improved considerably over current systems.
The LHX should use an integrated
communication control system in which all radios and navigation systems can be
controlled from a single deviie.
The task of entering data into the aircraft
computer system, including a full CEOI, should be automated in a user fr, ndly
way.
The integrated communication display/controls must be designed to ui9urden the crew from the need to process through a large number of computer pa~es
when desiring to transmit information.
The noise levels in tha system must be
reduced and speech intelligib!lity must be increased to allow for a high
probability that a message can be transmitted accurately the first
time it is
attempted.
Automatic target handoff capabilities should be provided in which
the information Is gathered and transmitted with little
crew interaction.
(7)

(U)

Survivability.

(a)
(U)
ASE will be an important factor in the success of the LHX.
The threat possesses a formidable array of ground and airborne systems that
can be uscd against Army aircraft, including the individual soldier's handheld weapons, radar and optically guided missiles, heat-preking sensors, ECH,
attack helicopters, and fixed wing aircraft.
The primary defense against many
of those weapons will be threat avoidance.
When complete avoidance is not
possible and the LM( is detected, the next defense is to prevent the threat
weapon from reaching the aircraft by using evasive maneuvers or countermeasures.
The defensive techniques and methods for survivability are as
varied and as numerous as the threat they are expected to encounter.
Countermeasure aids fall into two major categories:
detection and jamming/
decoys.
A capability should be available in the LHX time frame for detecting
threat systems expected to be encountered on the battlefield of the future.
Jammers should likewise be available for radar, lasers, and IR systems.
Flares and decoys are also expected to be part of the LIMC defensive system.
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(b)
(U) The detailed capabilities of each of those systems are
covered elsewhere in the TOA.
The concerns from the hunan factors standpoint
are the ability of the aircrew to react to these devices and to take the
appropriate corrective action to avoid becoming a casualty.
(c)
(U) The first area to consider is complete avoid..nce of the
threat.
To accomplish this, the aircrew requires information concerning the
threat type and location.
Some of the information will hopefully be provided
to the aircrew before starting the mission. Provisions for entering know"
threats into the IMX computer memory and the display of those threats on a
situation awareness display, along with geographic location information, must
be available to the aircrew. The aircrew can then plan their flight course
Provisions should also be made to update that inforaround those threats.
mation during flight through information automatically provided from other
aircraft or ground systems, the onboard sensors, and manually by the aircrew.
For the LHX to
ASE detectors and countermeasures must be kept to a minimum.
react rapidly to the threat, the automation of some countermeasures should be
The pilot should, however, have an override capability that
considered.
allows him to control the ASE when automatic activation may be a disadvantage.
For example, 0ie LHK will only be able to carry a limited quantity of chaff
and decoys.
To conserve these resorces, the crew should decide when and
where to use them. A fully automatic system may dispense them too rapidly and
at a less than optimal tim".
(d)
(U) The LHX will operate in a highly lethal environment of combined air and ground threats.
The aircrew must, th!erefore, be provided with
effective threat detection and countermeasures 3o the LHX cannot only survive
on the battlefield, but stay and fight. These systems should provide a capability to detect and counter threats located completely around the aircraft,
as well as below and above it.
Current ASE does not always provide that full
capability. For example, an air threat behind the LHX, when not radiating a
detectable signal, may not be detected by the aircrew engaged in battle. ASE
significantly enhances the zhances far both the aircraft and crew eurvivability and mission success.
(e)
(U) ASE hardware and software developments appear to have kept
pace with most of the threat but through dedicated individual systems. The
integration of the ASE for simplistic presentation to the aircrew, in a
prioritized format, is essential for a single-crew aircraft.
It is recommended that an analysis be conducted to determine the degree of integration
necessary and to determine the most effective method for information presentation, how it should be displayed, and when it should be displayed.
In addition, ASE countermeasures should be considered for autoaation.
(8)

(U)

Target acquisition/designation.

(a)

(U)

One of the most important combat functions of the SCAT ver-

sion of the light helicopter fleet is target acquisition and engagement.
A
high level of aut-mation must be incorporated into the LHX to allow the SCAT
to accomplish that function.
Advanced technology must be fully integrated
into the crewstatton to maintain the crew workload at a manageable level that
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will permit mission success.
The current capabilities of target acqtssition
and engagement systems in Army aircraft are reflected in the AH-I Cobra and
AH-64 Apache attack helicopters.
Those systems were designed to perform the
target acquisition and engagement function In the air-to-ground role.
During
the attack mission, the pilot of those two-crew aircraft flies the aircraft
and maneuvers it Into the proper position to engage the enemy.
The targeting
function is assigned to the copilot/gunner who is totally occupied with the
target acquisition and engagement task.
The workload of both crewmembers
during the attack mission is relatively high.
The single-crew LHX will only
become a reality if major technology advances are available to reduce the
workload level of the two crewmembers down to a level that can be handled by
one .

(b)
(U)
The sensors that are available in the Apache attack helicopters include direct view optics (DVO), day television systems (DTV), and a
forward-looking infrared (FLIR) system.
The DVO and television systems are
used mainly during the day.
The FUR system is useful during periods of
reduced visibility
and at night.
The target acquisition and designation
systems in the Apache directly place the sensor data and aircraft weapon
Information on both the pilot's and copilot/gunner's display.
The success of
Che target acquisition and engagement systems on current attack helicopters is
Therefore fully dependent on the combined abilities of the two-member crew,
(c) (U)
The candidate sensors for the LHX include DVO, video/
television
sensors, IR devices, and radar.
Much like the Apache, the
video/television and DVO can be used during daylight.
The FLIR and radar
systems can be used during the day and at night.
One of the major factors
that will influence the overall success of the LHX target acquisition and
engagement capability will be the maturity level of the various sensors needed
to acquire and provide information concerning the type of target and its
location on the battlefield.
(d)
(U)
The second part of the equation involves the methods and
systems used to pass that information on to the aircrew.
As mentioned
earlier, the attack aircraft in the field today require a crew of two to be
effective.
How well the LIX target acquisition and engagement system operates
is dependent on the consideration given to human factors engineering criteria
and the soldier-machine interface.
To reduce aviator workload and facilitate
the target acquisition and engagement task, a faster, more sophisticated
method of data processing and correlation must be developed for the LHX.
The
ideal system would be one that fully automates the target detection, acquisition, tracking, identification, and engagement tasks, and provides a capability
to automatically pass target information to other members of the
combined arms team.
The level at which these functions can be successfully
automated will significantly impact the crew size of the LID:.
From the human
f3ctors viewpoint, the automatic processing of the various sensor inputs to
provide a composite display which only contains the information necessary for
target engagement or handoff should do much to ease the crew workload.
(e)
(U)
Target tracking should be automated to assist in holding the
target within the FOV of the sensor and displays and to reduce pilot workload
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when performing thaL function.
The systems should automatically compute
target location and range with respect to the aircraft and geographic pojition.
That information, along with target identification information, should
be automatically transferred to the communication system and tranemitted to
other friendly forces.
Expansion of the sensor visual scene through a number
of FOV selections should be provided to allow the aircrew to better see and
examine specific targets or points of interest.
The FOV changes associated
with that expansion should be as gradual as possible to allow the operator to
contikiuously track the target.
(f)
(U) Recordings of the information obtained through the sensors
would provide a capability for the aircrew tp only expose their aircraft for a
short period of time, obtain a picture of the battlefield, return the aircraft
to a safer position, and .nei .lay back the recording obtained.
The ftll
extent of this capability has iot yet been evaluated, but it would assist in
increasing the survivability rate of the LHX by permitting a more detailed
examination of potential target data in a less vulnerable position.
The
recording capability would also be of considerable use to collect information
during reconnaissance missions and to assess battle damage after an attack.
(g) (U) The methods for displaying the target visual information
that appear to be within the LHX technology time frame are twofold: a panelmounted display (PMD) and a helmet-mounted display (HMD).
The PMD, by itself,
is a poor option for a single-crew LHX because it requires the aviator to keep
his head inside the crewstation.
The HMD system will be a necessity for the
single-crew LHX wnere the pilot must keep his eyes outside the crewstation as
much as possible. One disadvantage of the HMD is the large variety of info,mation the pilot needs to have on that display to fly the aircraft and to perform the targeting function.
The aircrew could be easily inundated with too
much information. The alternative would be a combination of PMDs and HMDs.
The PMD in the crewstation could display the detailed information from the
targeting system sensors individually or as an integrated composite.
Portions
of that information could be extracted and placed on the HMD to provide the
minimum information required by the aircrew.
if the system were fully automated, the aircrew would need only enough information to assure the process
was operating correctly.
(h)
(U) Human factors standards and handbooks provide considerable
data concerning visual limitations and criteria with respect to the design of
display characteristics.
The major challenge for the LHX is not necessarily
in that area but one of meaningful integration of the sensor inputs that will
provide the aircrew the information needed without creating a workload level
they are unable to cope with.
(i) (U) Target sensor systems will also be required to automatically
scan for airborne targets, as well as ground targets. That capability should
include a 3600 target search completely around the aircraft.
(j)
(U) Target acquisition and engagement in current Army attack
helicopters is a two-crewmember task. For a single-crewmember LHX to effectively accý_mplish that mission, a major leap in sensor capabilities and the
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automation of many of the target acquisition and engagements must be
accomplished.
That automation should cover all functions from Initial target
In addition to the current actividetection until engagement of the target.
ties associated with air-to-ground targeting task:s, the LHX crew must also
contend with air-to-air target acquisition and engagement tasks. Based on the
technology assessments presented so far, not all of the target acquisition and
The
engagement functions can be autumated, particularly target recognition.
aircrew will be expected to make the final confirmation that the target is the
From the human factors
enemy and make the decision to engage the target.
perspective, the concept of mtltisensor fusion or integration and the display
of the composite results have not yet been evaluated 4 n sufficient detail to
A number of
allow a valid prediction of its capabilities or limitations.
in the early stages.
development efforts are underway hut they are still
"Further efforts in this area are required to make a single-crew LHX a reality.
(9)

(U) Aviation life support equipment (ALSE).

(a)
(U) ALSE, including protective gear, also plays an important
In addition to the NBC protection prerole in aircrew survival in combat.
viously dlscussed, ALSE includes:
--

Protective helmts.

--

Flight su'ts.

--

Armor panels and vest.

--

Aircraft environmental control systems.

--

---

Oxygen systems.

Laser and nuclear eye protection.
Cold weather clothing.

--

Survival gear and radios.

--

Weapons.

(b)
(U) The protective helmet not only contains the system by which
the aircraft can communicate within and outside the crewstation, but also provides head impact protection during a crash and provides environmental noise
attenuation to protect the aviator's ears. Unless the LHX is radically different from previous aircraft designs, similar protection will still
be
necessary.
Future helmets should also include laser and nuclear flashblindness protection unless that protection can be built into the aircraft
itself. Add to this the wide FOV HMDs expected in the LHX, and the helmet
system becomes more complex.
The LIE helmet with all the above systems and
NBC protection added will be much different from present helmets.
The new
aircrew integrated helmet, now under development, integrates impact, noise,
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laser, NBC, and flashblindness protection inco one helmet, but it is not
addressing the HMD issue. An advanced LHX helmet development program needs to
be initiatied to address this issue.
(c)
(U) Protective armor is another area where the LHX design could
do much to alleviate the performance degradation associated with those
devices.
Aviators now fly with armor protective seats and armor vests.
The
vests are bulky and heavy and restrict aircrew movements.
The LHX should consider additional armor protection as part of the aircraft so that the 'mount
worn by the aircrew could be reduced.
When It is necessary for the aircrew to
wear body armor, the LHX crewstation configuration must take into consideration the restricted movements of the aviator while wearing such armor.
(d)
(U) The environmental control systems, heating, and cooling
ventilation in today's fleet fall far short of providing the optimal environThe net result is increased aviator
ment for the aircrew to operate in.
stress and fatigue that degrade mission effectiveness or time.
Systems have
been and are under development that can overcome this problem if applied to
the LHX crewstation design.
(e)
(U) Oxygen systems are required for the LHX to allow operations
at altitudes above 10,000 feet mean sea level, such as that found in mountainous terrain. During night operations, oxygen has also been found to
greatly increase night vision capabilities at a few thousand feet above sea
level.
Due to the logistics problems associated with bottled oxygen systems,
it is recommended that the LHX have an onboard oxygen system designed into the
aircraft.
Such systems that are presently flying in Air Force and Navy highperformance aircraft could be adapted to the LHX for that purpose.
(f)
(U) Improved flight suits, cold weather clothing, survival gear,
and survival radios are all being developed under Army and tri-service
programs not directly related to the LHX.
Those programs should mature independently of the LHX.
The LHX crewstation design must, however, take into
consideration the space constraints required for that ALSE. The crewstation
controls and displays must, for example, consider operation by aviators
dressed In bulky cold weather clothing. When wearing survival gear, the
aviator's movements will also be restricted.
The LHX should, at a minimum,
consider building some of the survival gear into the aircraft seat so aviators
do not have to wear it on their bodies.
The LHX design must also provide
storage space for ALSE that must be stored on the aircraft, in flight, and on
the ground when not in use.
(10)

(U)

Displays and controls.

(a)
(U) The method in which information is displayed to the aircrew
of the LHX and the controls provided to operate the mission equipment and
As
systems are perhaps the most crucial aspect of the crewstation design.
mentioned earlier, the increased demands of the Army 21 concept, coupled with
the continued addition of new and more complex systems into the helicopter
crewstations, are rapidly approaching a point where crew workload or attention
demands may prevent obtaining the maximum effectiveness from the aircraft
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capabilities.
Studies have shown that when flying at terrain flight levels,
particularly NOE, the pilot's v•;ual attention concentrated outside the
crewstation varies from 33 to 80 percent of the overall available time,
depending on the mission profile. This leave- little
time to monitor the
displays and controls within the aircraft.
(b)
(U) To assure success in the airland battle, aircrew workload
must not be allowed to exceed a level that restricts the effective use of full
aircraft capabilities.
The best aircraft system avallable is of little
use
unless it can be effectively operated by the aircrew. One solution for
reducing the variety and quantity of individual displays and controls is the
use of a fully Iategrated electronic cockpit. That approach replaces the many
..ockpit displays, toggle switches, push buttons, rotary switches, and electromechanical mLters and gauges with TV-like displays and electronic keyboard
controls.
The potential advantages of an integrated electronic crewstation
when designed for effective human inerface are:
1. (U) The capaM.lity to pr~vide the relevant data required by the
crewmembers in the most acessible panel areas of the crewstation.
2.
(U) A reduction of the forward instrument panel space required
for displays, thus improving the out-of-co-kpit visibility.
3.
(U) The use of flight computers to partially relieve the
aviator's mental workload by integration of raw flight data into a form that
requires less dedicated displays.
4.
(U) A reduction in the weight of existing aircraft systems by
combining current functions, supported by a number of black boxes, into one
less bulky system.
5.

(U)

A reduction of the number of controls presently in the

cockpit.

6

(c)
(U) Displays, combined with the visual capabilities of the
aircrew and the sensors feeding them, provide the information to support the
basic mission functions of spatial orientation, flight path control, weapon
delivery, survivability, navigation, and aircraft system monitoring.
Each of
these functions places demands on a portion of the aviator's attention during
a typical LHX mission.
The mission success will therefore be very dependent
on the manner in which that information is presented to the aircrew and the
division of the aviator's time to properly attend to each of these functions.
(d)
(U) One concept for the presentation of visual information in
the LILX is the use of a wide FOV panoramic display, mounted in the aircraft in
front of the aviator, that would display aircraft performance information
superimposed on an image of the outside world, with resolution and visual
capabilities that are similar to that of the human eye.
It is recognized that
the technology development for such sensors and displays has not yet reached a
maturity level that would allow that to occur and reportedly will not do so
within the constraints, goals, and time frame of the LHX.
The two visual
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display options that appear to be available fcr the I01 are helmet-mounted and
panel-taounted displays.
The attributes of each will be covered in more
detail.
1. (U) The use of a helmet-mounted display (T4D) in the LHX that
Would allow the aviators to keep their eyes outside the crewstation, while
simultaneously having mission information displayed on a see-through lens in
front of their eyes, could provide a significant advantage when flying NOE tnd
when acquiring and destroying targets.
In both those flight modes, while performing the pilotage or a targeting task, much of the aviator's attention is
concentrated on things outside the crewstation with little time to monitor
displays in the crewstation.
The HMD, when integrated with a head-sensing
system and weapon control, would also provide a means to rapidly slew weapons
and/or weapon sensors by means of head movements.
2.
(U) Two of the major design criteria that need to be established
for the HMD are the FOV and the field of regard (FOR).
The ideal FOV and FOR
for HMDs, from the human factors engineering standpoint, would approach those
of the human visual system. The assessment of current technology indicates
that full capability will most likely not be available for the initial
fielding of the LHX; therefore, some smaller FOVs and FOks must be considered.
3.
(U) There is little
in the way of scientific data to establish
the exact requirement, but a number of evaluations point to the need for wide
FOV considerably larger then that of current systems.
Flight and simulation
studies, along with aviator assessments, suggest that the FOV for HMDs should
be considerably greater than the 400 available in current systems.
4.
(U) The estimated FOV needed for the LHX, reported in the U.S.
Army Aviation Systems Command TOD, was 1100 horizontal by 600 vertical. The
wide FOV permits the aircrew to acquire peripheral information that can be
helpful in flying the aircraft and detecting threats. Evaluations conducted
in conjunction with the ongoing "LHX Virtual Cockpit" assessment, conducted by
the Air Force Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, indicate experienced Army
aviators prefer a crewstation desig.. that incorporates HMDs with a FOV that is
at least 900 horizontal and 600 vettical or greater.
FPV is not, however, the
only factor in the ability to gain useful information from helmet-mounted
visual displays.
5.
(U) Other factors such as resolution, contrast, brightness, and
refresh rates are involved.
The wider FOV is best, given that all these other
factors are constant, but this is not always the case. The LHX HMD parameters
will be a compromise between a number of criteria. The FOV -will therefore be
determined by the capability of the technology available in the LHX time frame
to provide a wide FOV while maintaining a level of image quality that enhances
human and mission performance.
6.
(U) The workload analyses of the Advanced Rotorcraft Technology
Assessment (ARTI) program support the need for a wide F0V display for the LHX.
Preliminary information from the ARTI program received to date indicates that
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This area
a 900 by 600 FOV appears to be within the realm of practicality.
needs to receive considerable attention to assure the resultant LHX design Is
mission effective.
7.
(U)
In addition to the FOV requirement, the sensors providing
information to the HMD should be slewable to provide a FOR that approaches the
aviator's capabilities at movement rates commensurate with normal head movement.
With such a visually coupled system, the visual content of the HMD
would correspond with the aviator's head and aircraft movement.
The limiting
factor will again be the capability of technology to provide the maximum FOR.
8.
(U)
The physical location of the sensors providing information
should be positioned as
The sensor itself
also important.
aircrew
is
to the

close to the reference action position of the cre~wmember's eye as possible to
reduce errors in

judgment concerning aircraft location.

Sensors that are

located at some distance from the position of the aviator's eyes require the
aviator to mentally manipulate the information he sees on his display irk order
to react properly to that information.
The net result Is a requirement for
increased initial
training aný the need to fly with the system more often to
maintain an acceptable skill level.
9.
(U)
The reported disadvantages of the HMD from the human factors
engineerinng viewpoint include the limited amount of information that can be
placed on the display, helmet weight, connecting cables that may impede egress
from the crewstation in an emergency, a lack of easy interchangeability of
tailored helmets between aviators, the considerable time consumed in fitting
the helmet to the individual, and the time consumed in alignment of the sensors and weapon aiming sights.
All of these areas are critical and must be
addressed in the LHX system design to reduce their negative impact on operational performance.
A system design that allows for interchangeable helmets
and display systems between individuals and between aircraft would be best.
10. (U)
Panel-mounted visual displays provide a means to reduce the
relatively large number of dedicated displays found in current aircraft to a
few electronic displays.
The information now placed on a number of individual
dials and gauges could, for example, be integrated into a visual picture on
one multifunction display.
The major advantage of this approach, other than a
reduction in space and weight, is the capability to pla'e more visual
information within the prime viewing space of the crewstation and to require
less head movement on the part of the aviator to obtain that information.
This is important during flight to allow the aircrew to rapidly obtain information from the crewstation displays.
(e)

(U)

Voice generation and audio systems offer another approach

for displaying information in the crewstation.

Audio cues have been used for

a number of years to gain the aircrew's attention during emergency situations
and to assist in the identification of flight and navigation aids.
Those
audio cues vary from a single tone or sound to the use of codes to identify
radio signals.
A synthesized voice generated by a computer, on the other
hand, produces verbal messages that sound much like the human voice.
It is an
advanced means by which the aircraft systems can interact with the pilot while
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leaving his eyes free for obtaining visual information from outside the
crewstation and from other displays.
It is expected that a computer will be
used to monitor the aircraft subsystems in the LHX.
When the computer senses
that a subsystem's tolerance limits have reached a level that requires pilot
attention, a speech-generated signal could alert the pilot.
Threat warnings
could be handled in a similar manner either by speech alone or in conjunction
with visual displays.
(f)
(U) Speech generation technology is sufficiently advanced thet
it could be used in the LHX today. The use of both generated speech and audio
tones have a place in the LHX crewstation display system.
Speech systems have
the advantage of conveying information in a human-like voice, but do consume a
dedicated amount of time and only one understandable message can be conveyed
at a time.
The audio tones, on the other hand, may be transmitted in a
shorter period of time but require the aviator to commit to memory the meaning
of various coded tones.
The use of generated speech or audio tones both have
an additional limitation in that the human caa only process a given amount of
information in a short period of time.
Too many speech or audio warnings,
like any other warning system, could easily overload the aircrew. The advantages of both speech generation and audio tones need to be completely
integrated with the visual information displays in the crewstation to provide
the best transfer of information from the aircraft sensors to the human
operator.
(g)
(U) The effective design of the mission equipment systems
controls placed in the crewstation is as important as the display system.
It
is through these devices that the aircrew communicates with and controls the
operation of such mission equipment.
(h)
(U) In the past, that function has been mainly accomplished by
the use of dedicated toggle, rotary switches, and push buttons. Those
options, which are still
available, can be supplemented with voice activated
systems, touch sensitive electronic displays, multifunction keyboards, individual push buttons, and joy sticks.
Each of these systems or approaches have
been evaluated on a limited basis in the laboratory but few have received
complete evaluations in Army aircraft.
The use of voice activated systems,
for example, provides a potential that would allow the aircrew to control
system functions by talking to the system. When the aviator speaks, the
speech recognition system analyzes the spoken word and converts it into digital signals that can control aircraft systems.
The major advantage of speech
recognition is that It allows the pilot to interacc with controls and displays
using spoken commands without the use of his hands or feet.
Potential applications of this technology include limited flight control such as "unmask" and
"remasking" maneuvers, interaction with and possibly the firing of weapon
systems, tuning and controlling of radios and navigation devices, and for data
entry other than manual manipulation of a keyboard of switches.
The above
examples are but a few that speech recognition devices can support when the
technology is mature enough to do so.
At this tim.e, the disadvantages of
speech recognition are equally numerous.
Research efforts have pointed out
that speech recognition systems have problems when operating in a noisy
environment such as that of a helicopter.
Emotional and physical stress
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effects on an individual's voice have an adverse affect on the iystem's
ability to recognize the spoken word.
Speech pattern differences between
individuals is a major obstacle to the practical application of the technology.
Today's systems are speaker-dependent, meaning that they must be
trained to recognize the Input of one particular speaker at a time.
The
potential for speech recognition to aid in reducing workload in the crewstations I!- high, but researchers in this area indicate the probability of its
maturity within the LHX initial
development is low.
(I)
(U)
Multifiliction keyboards also provide a potential that should
be captured for the LILX.
As discussed in the section on communications, d

single multifunction keyboard can be used to control a variety of radios and
navigation systems, thereby replacing a num~ber ot Individual radio and naviga-

4
1

tion control heads.
The major advantage is the reduction of space necessary
in the crewstation devoted specifically to those control functions.
From the
human factors standpoint, the additional space provided by the use o. a multifunction keyboard provides the feasibility to better place the remaining
controls and displays in a position that facilitates their effective use by
the aviators.
Flying the aircraft with one hand while operating the multifunction keyboard may, however, present some problems.
A multifunction

11

keyboard has been used in the two-crewmember OH-58D scout helicopter but has
not been evaluated in a single-crew context.
thoroughly evaluated.

This area needs to be more

(j)
(U)
The concept of the aviator keeping his hands on the controls
as much as possible has received a lot of attention in the design of recently
developed helicopters.
That approach attempts to place all of the critical
control switches on the cyclic or collective pitch grips so that the aviator
can reach and operate them without moving his hands off the flight controls.
Due to sensitivity of the side-arm controller, that approach may no longer be

valid.

It may be best not to put any system switches on the device.

i::)

The

aviator's free hand can then be expected to be used to operate the mission
equipment and systems other than the flight controls.
The location of the
system controls therefore becomes an open question that requires investigation
from a human factors viewpoint.
This issue is of critical importance to the

single crew LHX in order to maintain the crew workload at an acceptble level.
(11)

(U)

Conclusions/recommendations.

(a)
(U)
Aray aviation's role in combat has increased over the years
from the relatively limited use of helicopters and fixed wing aircraft for
transporting soldiers and material around the battlefield and performing scout
missions to one of full, close combat missions.
The expanded missions, along
with the increased threat capability, demanded the design and implementation
of new tactics.
Helicopters are now required to use terrain flight tactics to
shield the aircraft from enemy detection.
Flying at low levels and NOE below
treetop levels is extremely demanding on the flight crew.
NOE flight requires
the pilot to focus most of his visual attention outside the crewstation while
rapidly maneuvering the aircraft around obstacles in the flight path.
Add the
other crew tasks like navigation, communication, target acquisition and
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engagement, and monitoring of the aircraft subsystems, and the demand on the
The requirement to
aircrew's physical and mental abilities rapidly increases.
fly and fight around the clock further compounds the problem.
(b)
(U) The increasingly hostile environment Army aviators must
fight in and the number and complexity of new aviation systems require a large
amount of information be presented to and assimilated by the aircrew. The
most essential ingredient of the design of the LHX for the future battlefield
is the integration of the vast amount of information provided by the aircraft
sensors into a form that can easily be interpreted and used by the aircrew.
(U) The goal of a single-crewmember LHX derands an even more
(c)
efficient crewstation design. The full integration of the information
displays, the control techniques employed, and the capabilities and limitations of the aircrew at a level much greater than current aitcraft Is manThe functions the aircrew must perform
datory if that goal is to be achieved.
in the LHX fall into the major functional areas of flight control, navigation,
communication, target acquisition and engagement, survivability, and system
Each of these functions is of prime importance when the
status monitoring.
The iiiability of the aircrew to effactively perform any
LHX enters combat.
one of these functions could result in degraded performance and loss of
mission success.
From a human factors viewpoint, the following general recommendations for the integrated crewstation should receive attention:
1. (U) Flight control. An accurate automated flight control with
full terrain following and terrain avoidance capability would be best, but
The LHX should,
does not appear feasible within the LIX development schedule.
however, provide a level of automatic control and stability augmantation that
A hover-hold capareduces pilot workload and improves mission performance.
bility should be provided along with a low-level cruise capability.
Consideration should also be given to an automatic "pop-up" maneuver control.
The use of side-arm controllers to replace the current flight controls now
found in helicopters also has some advantages with respect to aviator physical
fatigue and the removal of visual restrictions between the aviator and the
aircraft displays.
The question concerning how many of the control functions
can effectively be placed on a single side-arm controller remains unanswered.
Additional investigations are needed to address this area.
The LHX navigation system should, at a minimum,
2.
(U) Navigation.
consist of an electronic horizontal situation display that gives the aircrew
real-time accurate, spatial information concerning their own position and the
position of friendly and threat forces during day, night, and adverse weather
The system should allow the aircrew to rapidly obtain information
conditions.
from the display with minimal head-down time inside the crewstation, provide a
means to automatically update the position information, and allow the aircrew
the capability to annotate the display with friendly and threat informatioi.
The feasibility and potential advantagce of the digital data base navigation
system should be included in the LHX when that technology matures.
The control of the numerous radios and
3.
(U) Communication.
navigation aids from a central point should be considered to free up the
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crewstation space and allow more effective placement of other displays and
controls. The LHX design should include an automatic data loading system that
would rapidly transfer communication, navigation, threat, and other system
informatior into the avionics computers at the beginning of the mission and
would provide the capability of updating that information during flight. A
communication system with less noise and better speech intelligibility needs
to be developed for the LHX.
The automatic processing
(U) Target acquisition and engagement.
4.
of information from the various target acquisition sensors, to provide a
composite display which only contains the information necessary for target
A fast method of data proengagement or handoff, is recommended fc: the LHX.
Target lock-on and tracking should
cessing and correlation must be developed.
also be automated to assist in holding the target within the FOV of the sensor
and displays. Video recording techniques should be employed to allow the
aircrew to collect target or threat information for analysis at a later time.
Sensors and related systems should be provided to automatically scan for airThe ideal would be a target acquisition
borne, as well as ground, targets.
and engagement systerm with full automation of the target detection, acquisition, tracking, identification, and engagement task with the pilot as the
system manager and fnal decision maker.
5.

(U)

Survivability.

a. (U) (a)
ASE systems will be an important farttor in the LHX.
The ASE systems should bave provisions for entering known threat information
into the avionics computer memory, and the display of those threats along with
geographic location information should be designed into the LHX.
Individual
threat detection devices should be integrated to form a single survivability
system that rapidly prov.dus the aircrew relevant information regarding the
threat location and the countermeasure necessary to defeat the threat.
The
threat information must be prioritized and the threats displayed must be
limited to the optimal number the aircrew can handle at one time. The information presented to the airctew should include target position and location
as well as information concerning thi appropriate defensive action the crew
should take to defeat the threat.
b.
(U) NBC defensive measures must be a part of the crewstati:n
design of the LHX to allow the .ircrew the option to avoid contaminated areqs
or to fight in them.
The system design should include NBC collective protection provided through a sealed and pressurized aircraft, remote detectors to
warn the aircrew of contaminated areas before they have entered the area, and
point detectors to advise the air and ground crews when the exterior or
interior of tha aircraft has become contaminated.
The capability to maintain $
the individual aviator at the optimal body temperature while clothed in NBC
clothing should also be i. Aluded.
The crewstation controls and displays
should be designed so that T:hey are compatible with The aviator in full NBC
gear and life support equipment.
In addition, the LHX design should consider
agent-resistant coatings and the application of design techniques to Prevent
contamination from adhering to the axterior surfaces and entering the aterior .
subsystems of the aircraft.
Provisions should also be provided for tne addition of onboard decontamination devices at a later date.
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6.

(U)

System status monitoring.

a. (U) Monitoring of the system status is a prime candidate for
It is recommended that the concept of system status management by
automation.
A computerized monitoring system could
exception be employed in the LHX.
maintain constant vigilance, perform trend analysis, diagnose abnoraalities,
and provide the aircrew with the i,&formation neeced co take the appropriate
action required by the particular situation. The system should also be
designed to allow the aircrew the capability t(, obtain information from the
system when desired.
b.

(U)

The LHX crewstation should be designed so that the air and

ground crews can effectively operate and maintain the aircraft when wearing
Space must be provided for
cold weather, NBC, end sur.,ival clothing and Sear.
Oxygen systems should be provided for high-altitude and
the storage of ALSE.
An LHX advanced aircrew protectiie he3met should be designed
night missions.
as an integral part of the crewstation.
c.
(U) The detailed assessment of each of tne nGamajor crew functions outlined above reveal3 a common denomilx.ator upon which the Lax mission
The LHX sensors and systems all
performances and succe.ss heavily depend.
provLde an enormous amount of mission-related information to the aircrew. The
effective use of that information relies on the ability of the aircrew to fientally precess the information, decide on the best course of action, and
through the LID oontcols, execute that action. To assure succeE3 of the LHX,
informazion obtained from the various subsystems must be integrated and preThe importance of the crewstation
sented to the crew in a meaningful manner.
integrat.*on cannot be overemphasized.
(1) (1T) This review of the major human factors engineering issues of
the LiX crewstation integration concerns has indicated that the capabilities
The LMX
and liritatioris of the human must receive additional consideration.
is expected to be a highly automated helicopter with the capability to provide
It ia the integration of that
the aircrew with information continuously.
the processing of that inforwith
along
crewstation,
the
into
information
mation by the crewmembers and the resnlting control actions on the part of the
aircraft that require much attention from the human factors engineering
The human factors engineering analyses presented in the AVSCOM TOD
viewpoint.
and this TRADOC TOA, along with the preliminary results provided thus far from
the ARTI program, all contribute to the assessment of the soldier-machine
interface of the LHX and the enhancement of the crew's operational capabilities and the manpower, personnel, and training requirements. These preliminary efforts provide a framework for rhe development of the LHX but do not
answer all the human factors engineerIng-related issues. Human factors engineering for the LHX crewstation is

part of an iterative design process that

The operational success of the LHX
must be continually reviewed anid updated.
on the battlefield is dependent on that process continuing. The continued
support from a number of government organizations and laboratories that deal
with hunman-related aspects of Army aviation will be necessary to accomplish
the LHX goals.
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U)

CON CLUS 1QN S.

lie re•i)lts of mission task analysis indicated that a fully auto(.(U)
mated LHIX can be operated by a two-member crew without undesirable crew
The single-crewmeember an:dlysis indicates that even with full autooverloads.
mation the pilot will experience overloads during critical mission segments
If less than a fully automated
such as target engagement and reconrnaissance.

crewstation is

prcvided,

the aircrew workload can be expected to increase.

(U) The assessment of the crew size question from an operational
b.
The
stardpoint hIghlights a numiber of advantages to a two-crewmember LHX.
analysis of operational concerns indicates that a two-crew LILX would be more
survivibie, operationally more effective, and safer to fly. The second 1ndividual in the crewstation should reduce fatigie and scress and provide considerable flexibility in mission performance and growth.
c.
(U) The IIF/MYI assessment of the LiEX and the related crew size issue
indicates that a considerable amount of automation will be required in either
The data available at this time indicates
a one- or two-crewmeaber aircraft.
that from an operational effectiveness standpoint the single-crew LHX presents
a high risk with respect to the IWF/MMI. The two-crew LHX would therefore be
the prudent approach in meeting the Army's future combat needs.
If the goal
of a single-crew LHX is to be reached, considerable effort must be expended on
a number of factors Including tezhnology matuzity, operation.l effectiveness,
and the level of mission equipment, and the controls and display integration
required for the LIE.
d.
(U) The following automation functions are considered critical to the
crewstation design, particularly if the goal of a single-crew LHX is to be
accomplished:
--

Voice interactive

systtms.

--

Automatic

--

Automatic target detection,

navigation.

acquisition,

tracking,

rec'gni!t ion.
--

Automatic threat analysis.

--

Automatic

--

Terrain following (TF)/terrain avoidance (TA).

--

Levels of T7/TA.

--

Integrated

--

Integrated flight engine control.
-- Integrated

chreat management.

fire and flight control.

flight

path control.
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Wide FOV HMDs.
Artificial intelligence concepts.

A pictorial and verbal description of each of these required technologies is
shown In figures R-17 through R-28.
The level of maturity of each of these
technologies will have a definitive influence on the actual capabilities of
the LHLX.
That relationship is sibown ia figure R-29.
e.
(U)
A major question for the iuccess of the LHX is whether or not the
above technologie-s will be available and matuie enough to reduce the crew
workload in a siigle-pilot LHX to a maaageable level within the LHX full-scale
development scheaule and program goals.
The ARTI program and crew comjlcr..nt
simulation, when completed, will hopefilly provide additional liformation to
answer that question.
R-8.

(U)

RECOMMENDAT LO',1S.

a.
(U)
The automation functions, mission equipment, survivabillty, and
NBC systems recommended in the various sections of this repGrt be integrated
into the LMX aircraft design.
b.
(U)
The HF/MM! analysis presented be exparded and updated as new
Information becomes available from the ARTI and other R&D program-.
c.
(U)
The crew size decision remain open until the ART! program and the
government crew size simulation assessment are fully completed and analyzed.
d.
(U)
If the critical
technologies outlined in Zhis section and the
rest of the TOA are not sufftciently mature and available within the LHX
program goals and schedule, consideration be given to the Initial design of a
two-crewmember LIX with a program to develop the needed technologies that
would allow the transition to a siLigle-place LHX at some future date.
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PREFACE
The research reported in this document was performed by the Visual Display
Systems Branch, Human Engineering Division, Air Force Aerospace Medical
The effort was accomplished under Work
Research Laboratory (AFAMRL/HEA).
Unit 7184-11-45, "Display Requirements for Tactical Night Systems." The
research was conducted in support of a Memorandum of Agreement between the
AFAMRL and the U.S. Army Aviation Systems Command (AVSCOM) titled
"Technology Assessment Study: Virtual Cockpit for the LHX."
Special thanks are due to Ms. Debra Warner of the MacAulay-Brown Company,
Dayton, Ohio, and to Mr. Johnathan Greene of Systems Research Laboratories,
Inc. (SRL), Dayton, Ohio, who very ably assisted in preparing for and conducting the field data collection portion of the effort; and to Ms. Denise
Wilson, also of sRL, who provided great assistance in preparing the review
of the workload measurement literature.
The personnel of the U.S. Army Aviation Center, Fort Rucker, Alabama, who
participated as subjects in the workload prediction experiment must be
acknowledged with sincerest gratitude. Their enthusiastic professionalism
and highly motivated support reflect great credit on that organization.
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SUMMARY
This report deals w4 th conceptual crewsLation designs for an advanced
scout/attack helicopter.

A comp6site mission is developed Pid six

alternative crewstations are evaluated ii terms of both predicted workload
and pilot opinion data.
wide field-of-view,

The two most promising crew interface concepts (a

binocular helmet-mounted display and a cocKpit-mounted

projection system) are 'ec~mmended for development.
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GLOSSARY
AAA

Antiaircraft artillery

A/A

Air-to-air

AAH

Advanced attack helicopter (AH-64 APACHE)

A/C

Aircraft

ACAP

Advanced composites aircraft program

ACP

Air control point

ADA

DoD standard higher-order computer language

ADA

Air defense artillery

ADAS

Army digital avionics system

ADF

Attitude/direction finding

AD!

Attitude direction indicator

ADOCS

Advanced digital optical control system

AFAMRL

Air Force Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory

A/G

Air-to-ground

AHIP

Advanced Helicopter Integration Program (OH-F8D/KIOWA)

AM

Amplitude modulation

APC

Armored personnel carrier

ARTI

Advanced Rotorcraft Technology Integration

ASE

Airborne survivability equipment (EC,/ECCM)

ATGM

Antitank guided tr'ssile

ATHS

Airborne target hand-off system

ATR

Automatic target recognizer

AVSCOM

(Army) Aviation Systems Command

AWACS

Airborne warning and control system

BANDIT

Confirmed enemy aircraft

B.P.

Battle position
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GLOSSARY (continued)

"C3 1

Command/control/communications/intelligence

CELL

A group of aircraft performing a common mission

CEP

Circular error probability

CNI

Communications/navigation/intelligence

Comm

Communications

COMSEC

Communications security

"CRT

Cathode-ray tube

DADS

Digital audio distribution system

DEW

Directed energy weapon (e.g., laser)

EADI

Electronic attitude direction indicator

EHS!

Electronic horizontal situation indicator

EQ

Electro-optical

EOTADS

Electro-optical target acquisition and designation system
(LLTV and FLIR)

ECM

Elactronic countermeasures

ECCM

Electronic counter-countermeasures

ETA

Expected time of arrival

ETE

Expected time of engagement

EW

Electronic warfare

FARP

Forward arming and refueling point

FEBA

Forward edge of battle area

FLIR

Forward-looking infrared

FLOT

Forward line of troops

FM

Frequency modulation

FOR

Field of regard

FOV

Field of view
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GLOSSARY (continued)

FST

Future Soviet tank

GPS

Global positioning system

H

Horizontal

HAVE QUICK

Secure UHF communications capability

HELLFIRE

Air-to-groond missile

HF

High frequency

HIND

Soviet A/G attack helicopter

HMD

Helmet-mounted display

HMS

Helmet-mount sight

HOGE

Hover out of ground effect

Hn

HAVE QUICK

HUD

Head-up display

ICNIA

Integrated comm/nav/ident avionics

IDENT

Identification

IFF

Identification "riend or foe

IFFN

Identification friend, foe, or neutral

IMFK

Integrated multifunction keyboard

IR

Infrared

IRS

Inertial reference system

IRST

Infrared search and track

JTIOS

Joint Tactical Information Distribution System

KM

Kilometer(s)

KTS

Knots; nautical miles per hour

LO

Laser designator

LD/P

Laser designation/ranging system

LHX

Lightweight helicopter family
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GLOSSARY (continued)
LLTV

Low light-level television

LOC

Lines(s) of communication

LRF/D

Laser rangefinder and designator

LWR

Laser warning receiver

MEP

Mission equipment package

MFD

Multifunction display

MFPK

Multifunction programmable Keyboard (IMFK)

MMI

Man/machine interface

MMW

Millimeter wave (radar)

NATO

North Atlantic Treaty Orgdnization

NAV

Navigation

NBC

Nuclear, biological,

NNAPS

Night navigation and pilotage system (digital map)

NOE

Nap-of-the-earth

NVPS

Night vision pilotage system

PJH

PLRS/JTIDS hybrid

PLRS

Position location reporting system

PNVS

Pilot night vision system

p3 1

Preplanned product improvement

RA

Radar altimeter

RF

Radio frequency

RWR

Radar warning receiver

SCAT

Scout and attack (LHX missions)

SEAD

Suppression of enemy air defenses (LHX mission)

SINCGARS

Secure VHF communications capability

SSB

Single sideband
R-I-17

and chemical (warfare)
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GLOSSARY (continued)
STINGER

Air-to-air missile

SWAT

Subjective Workload Assessment Technique

UHF

Ultra-high frequency

V

Vertical

VCASS

Visually Coupled Airborne System Simulator

VCS

Visually coupled system (HMS and HMD)

VIA

Voice interactive avionics

VHF

Very high frequency

VHSIC

Very high speed integrated circuits

VPD

Virtual panoramic display
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND
This report documents the methodology and results of an application of the
Subjective Workload Assessment Technique (SWAT) to the prediction of workload associated with a next-generation, scout/attack (SCAT) helicopter
Five conceptual singleweapon system (Lightweight Helicopter Family, LHX).
Emphasis in both the conceptual
pilot crew system designs are addressed.
designs and in the exploration of workload is on the incorporation of a
Virtual Panoramic Display (VPD)
interface.

as a major component of the man-machine

As part of a joint agreement between the Air Force Aerospace Medical
Research Laboratory (AFAMRL)

and the U.S. Army Aviation Systems Command

a technology assessment study titled "Virtual Cockpit for th. LHX"
was undertaken by the Visual Display Systems Branch, Huran Engineering
(AVSCOM),

A portion of this document which serves to define
Division, of the AFAMRL.
the scope of the study reads as follows:
The central thrust of this study is to investigate and
trade-off state-of-the-art control/display technology
options, based upon their potential versus technical
risks and projected cost for achieving a panoramic
virtual image display and control interfaces for use
It is envisioned that such
in an advanced helicopter.
a display interface may be essential for performing
the LHX mission using a single crewmember. Of special
concern are the feasibility and/nr ultimate practicality for generating a wide field-of-view virtual
image with control interfaces which optimize the capabilities of the pilot, thereby reducing workioad and
engendering a sense of "battle awareness."
The present research addresses the workload issite.
workload,

SWAT,

A subjective measure of

is applied using highly knowledgeable subjects to attempt to

predict the workload that may be expected when the advanced crewstations are
applied as the interface between the pilot and weapon system in the conduct
of an LHX mission.

13
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"OTHER STUDY TASKS
The workload prediction research reported herein for-Qd only one part of the
The first
technology assessment study. Two other study areas were treated.
was an engineering analysis covering the optics, image sources, and elecThe second was a demonstratronics technologies needed to provide a VPD.
tion of selected aspects of the panoramic display crew system concept, using
The results,
the AFAMRL Visually Coupled Airborne Systems Simulator (VCASS).
conclusions, and recommendations of the overall technology assessment study
were provided to the Army in a briefing on 12 July 1984 and to the Advanced
*

Rotorcraft Technology Integration contractor teams on 25 July 1984, both at
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.
SUMMARY OF THE REPORT
Included
Section 2 presents an overview of the LHX weapon system concept.
is AFAMRL's understanding of how the Mission Equipment Package (MEP) provides information sources for the crew system and how the MEP is controlled
by the pilot. A composite mission scenario. developed by AFAMRL, is also
Section 3 contains descriptions of five crew system concepts,
each employing a different version of VPO technology. Section 4 discusses
Particular emphasis is placed on SWAT and its
workload and its measurement.
predictive applicaticn. Section 5 presents the methodology followed in a
described.

and other tools, were applied
in order to gain early insight into the levels of workload that might be
Section 6 contains an
associated with the VPD concepts and LHX mission.

"field data collection exercise in which SWAT,

analysis of the field data, and Section 7 oresents the results and conclusions derived from the analyzed.data.

R-1-21
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Section 2
LHX-SCAT
OVERVIEW
The post-1985 battlefield will be characterized by highly fluid tactical
situations which will necessitate the rapid and flexible employment of
capable weapon systems in accomplishing a variety of complex mission objectives. Both the fast pace of the land battle and the degree of sophistication of enemy countermeasure systems will force the command, control,
communications, and intelligence functions to operate under conditions of
incomplete information. This will, in turn, require the employment of tactical assets which are effective in an autonomous role against a variety of
targets, which are capable of rapidly responding to changing mission types
and objectives, and which are inherently survivable in the face of the numbers, types, and capabilities of en2my threat systems expected to be encountered and overcome. These problems will be compounded by the probability
that LHX will operate in a nuclear/biologic/chemical (NBC) environment.
The LHX program goal (as described by Tomaine, 1984) is to provide the
scout/attack (SCAT) and utility/observation (UH) aircraft needed to survive
in this extremely hostile environment. [The SCAT and UH versions will share
common vehicle dynamics (i.e., engine, rotor, drive) but will ba based on
different fuselages and, more importantly for the purposes or tilis document,
employ different avionic suites, including the crew system.J An enhanced
nap-of-the-earth (NOE) flight capability together with increased speed and
dgility will make it more survivable in combat. Advanced sensors and other
avionics %,ill support sustained all-weather, day/night oper3tional effectiveness. The avionics suite will also assure threat warning and countering, including substantial self-protection capability, across the
electro-magnetic spectrum. A highly integrated crew system, including large
field-of-view (FOV), panoramic information display technology, will support
heightened battlefield awareness and reduce crew workload compatible with
one-man operability. Ordnance load-out and fire control mechanization will
provide substantial offensive and defensive air-to-ground and air-to-air
weapon delivery, resulting in greatly increased target servicing rates.
15
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The SCAT mission types include reconnaissance and security, antia,-mor/
material/personnel,
(SEAD),

anti-helicopter,

suppression of enemy air defenses

and cross forward line of troops (FLOT)

operations.

The last three

mission types are new Army 21 missions for light helicopters (lomaine, 1984).
Crewstation design is critical to the achievement of LHX system capabilities.

In developing a rationale for LHX cret• system concepts, the SCAT

mission,

because of its higher inherent system tasking and more severe

survivability/effectiveness

goals, provides an appropriate context for

exploring design approaches.
Although the crew size issue (one or two "pilots") is not yet resolved,
LHX has single pilot operability as a design goal.

the

Significant weight

savings result, even in the case of a redesign from a two place rotorcraft,
which can be capitalized on in terms of increased range and/or increased
(weapons)

payload.

Around-the-clock operation of the LHX force will be reqvired in order to
deny the enemy any possible "night sanctuary."

Navigation and pilotage

functions must be carried out under all weather conditions, and the weapon
system must be capable of acquiring and destroying targets under adverse
weather conditions or in the presence of battlefield smoke or obscurants.
The force must be capable of deployment to any theatre in the world and must
be able to perform sustained operations under adverse environmental conditions.

Operations will be carried out from both developed and forward/

remote bases,

with unconventional landing sites employed as needed.

MISSION EQUIPMENT PACKAGE (MEP)
Two concepts support the consideration of a fully mission-capable,
LHX-SCAT crewstation.

These are:

0

A High Level

*

A Wide FOV Panoramic Virtual Image Display

R-I-
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System Automation and Integration
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one pilot

Together, they provide the enhanced degree of battle awareness needed to
rapidly make correct decisions, the superior level of system responsiveness
needed to execute these decisions precisely and accurately, and the efficiency of greatly reduced crew workload needed to sustain the high level of
system activity associated with the aggressive conouct of the LHX-SCAT
mission. It is the successful synthesis of automation, integration, and
situational awareness capabilities that makes feasible a single-crewmember
approach to the LHX-SCAT mission.
machine interface (MMI)

F&.lure in any one of these three man-

areas would result in levels of workload beyond the

capab lities of single-place operation.
From the pilot's point of view, both literally and figuratively,
panoramic display (VPD)

the virtual

is the focus of the man-machine interface.

crew system is critical to mission effectiveness and survivability.

The LHX
The

soldier-machine interface is based on integrated cockpit controls and displays, voice interactive control (of noncritical
fire and flight control systems.

functions),

Avionics integration Le.g.,

and advanced
visually

coupled systems (VCS)J and miniaturization Le.g., very high speed inteqrated
circuits (VHSIC)j are required for achieving the required system capabil'ties within the weight/volume/power constraints of a lightweight helicopter.

Many of the mission-required crew system functional capabilities are

achieved through the incorporation of an advanced night navigation and
pilntage system.
The following subsections identify and describe those portions of the MEP
that most directly impact the crew system.

Controls, displays, and

information sources are addressed.
Controls and Displays
The LHX crewstatinn will be designed to complement the high degree of
automation inherent in the MEP.
An enhanced battlefield awareness capability can be supported by the VPD, allowing the pilot-soldier to rapidly
and naturally assess both the external world and the status of the rotorcraft's subsystems in order to gather mission-relevant information and to
execute combat decisions and tasks.

Emphasis is placed on the reduction of

17
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Backup modes would be

weorkload through automation and information fusion.

provided, although their use would probably result in degraded mission
effuctiveness and/or increased crew workload.
a.

Virtual Panoramic Display (VPD).
sourze of flight control,
awareness information.

This display would be the primary

pilotage, navigation, and situational
Imagery and symbology from the several

information sources listed below will be presented in
combination.

(Five alternative approaches to achieving the VPD are

described in Section 3.)
b.

Multifunction Displays (MFD).

Panel-mounted CRTs would be employed

(in several optional coniguratlons) to present information (either
in conjunction with or as backuip to the VPD) and to provide
alternative means ;f controlling subsystems.
c.

Integrated Multifunction Keyboard (IMFK).

This technology would

serve (in several of the options presented in Section 3) as the
primary means for selecting and controlling subsystems and weapons.

Sensors would be selected, data would be entered into the

computer, display formats would be changed, weapons would be
selected, etc., by means of this integrated control head.
d.

Bezel-Mounted Pushbuttons.

These controls would be located around

the periphery of the MFDs.

The labels which declare the function

that button pressing will invoke are presented as alphanumerics or
graphics on the MFD surface and would change with both the information currently being presented and with the alternative display
formats or system modes that may be requested.

The pushbuttons

would provide a backup capability to the IMFK.
e.

Voice Interactive Avionics (VIA).

Selected, nonflight critical

cockpit functions would be executed through voice control.
Changing radio channels,
and navicomm radios,

tuning the attitude/direction finder (ADF)

selecting mission equipment modes, changing

the transponder code, controlling cockpit lighting, calling up

18

flight computer data, annotating digltal maps, and entering/
recalling nay waypoint data are all functions that have been
suggested for VIA implementation.
f.

Collective head and pilot's grip switches.

Certain control func-

tions (e.g., slewing a cursor, selecting a weapon) may be executed
by means of switches and transducers located on the flight controls.

This obviates the need for the pilot to remove his hand

from the flight controls.
Information Sources
Both imagery and symbology will be presented to the pilot.

The following

elements of the MEP serve as information sources for cockpit display.
a.

Night Vision Pilotage System (NVPS).

A wide field-of-view

(120 degrees V by 220 degrees H) night imaginq system Cemploying
forward looking infrared (FLIR)

or FLIR-like sensing technology]

will provide a video rendition of the *real world."

NVPS imagery

will be aircraft stabilized and dijplayed on the VPD in registration and at 1:1 scale with respect to the outside world.

The

imagery will be useful for navigationand terrain/large obstacle
(e.g., trees) avoidance.
b.

Electro-Optical Target Acquisition and Designation System
(EOTADS).
This system will be composed of three elements: a narrow field-of-view FLIR sensor, a low light-level television (LLTV)
sensor, and a laser designator subsystem. The high resolution,
high sensitivity sensors will produce video which is feJ to the
The ATR will produce symAutomatic target recognizer(s) (ATR).
bology showing target type and locatiin within the NVPS display 'on
the VPD.

The pilot may be able to call up the actual video,

against which the ATR cue was generated,

for display on an MFD or

as a video inset in the NVPS imagery.
The field of regard of the
sensors will be the same as the field of view of the NVPS (i.e.,
120 degrees V by 220 degrees H).
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The laser designator (LD)
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provides target designation for the HELLFIRE air-to-ground (A/G)
missiles (which may be fired in either lock-on before or lock-on
after launch modes).

LD "armed" and "firing" information will be

displayed through symbology.

Associated with EOTADS will be an

automatic target track capability which will allow sensors, weapons, and/or the LO to track a designated point on sensors, weapons, and/or the LD to track a designated point on the ground (to
the limits of their respective fields-of-view/regard).
Similarly,
automatic sensor/weapon correlation will permit weapons to be
assigned against (prioritized) ground tragets. Each of these
automated functions will produce corresponding status/mode sym-

A

bology on the VPD (and/or other display).
c.

Millimeter Wave (MMW) Radar. This equipment will exploit a
complex waveform to obtain, multiple target signature information
(cross section, range,

range profile, etc.) in both A/A and A/G

search modes.
The information will be fed to an ATR and target
type/position symbology will be displayed on the VPD. Additionally, the MMW radar will be employed to sense, compute,

and

generate terrain contour traces at four preselected ranges
perpendicular to the LHX flight path. These traces will be displayed as overlays on the NVPS video on the VPD.
d.

Automatic Target Recognizer(s)
the FLIR,

LLTV,

from the LD/R,

(ATR).

Target signature data from

and KMW radar, together with range information
will be exploited to produca target recognition

symbols which will be displayed,

in their respective locations,

against the NVPS video or against digital map imagery on the
VPD.

(The possible use of ATR-processed video, either on a MFD or

as a video inset, has been mentioned.)
e.

The locations of autoAutomatic Target Handoff System (ATA).
nomously or externally determined targets is passed to (and from)
the LHX targeting system.

(Additionally,

known target locations

may be entered through the keyboard into the targeting system.)
Target type/location symbology is displayed on the VPD.

R-I-2 7
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f.

Position Location Reporting Syste9!Joint Tactical Information
Cistribution System (PLRS/JTIDS)

Hybrid (PJH):

of the Position Location Reporting System (PLRS)
Tactical

This combination
and the Joint

Information Distribution System (JTIDS) will provide an

automated means of obtaining information as to the locations of
friendly and enemy forces.

(PLRS is a computerized network of

ground and airborne radios that automatically reports the position
of aircraft, vehicles, and ground troops and provides designated
battlefield flight corridors through which network aircraft can
navigate and be free from friendly ground fire.
secure,

JTIDS is a
ground

high speed data transmission system between radars,

troops, air defense systems,

vehicles, and aircraft.

It provides

information on the location of friendly and enemy units.)

PJH

symbology will be overlayed on the NVPS and/or the digital map.
g.

Digital Map:

Tactical map information will be stored or the LHX

in digital form.

Driven by present position information from the

navigation processor, the map will display natural and cultural
features in the vicinity of the aircraft.

Forward perspective

terrain elevation map information would be presented,

in registra-

tion and at 1:1 scale with respect to the outside world, on the
VPD.

Plan view map information would be presented on an MFD

employing full color rendition.

The map data base and processor

would support the computation and display of intervisibility
information (i.e., clear line-of-sight) and, exploiting threat
type and location data (such as from the PJH), would be capable of
generating contour lines of constant LHX survivability, for route
selection. Other information, overlayed on the digital map display, would include waypoints, ground speed, time-to-waypoint/
target, distance to waypoint/target, range (map scale), and navigation course.
h.

Radar Altimeter (RA):

This subsystem will provide accurate alti-

tude information to the point on the ground directly beneath the
rotorcraft.

This information will be displayed to the pilot as a

digital readout (or graphic) on the VPO.
21
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i.

Composed of a RF warning

Airborne Survivability Equipment (ASE):
receiver (RWR)

and display system, a RF jammer, an IR jammer, and

a laser warning receiver, this suite will detect, identify, and
The direction-finding capability of
respond to threat systems.
the equipment will provide approximate threat location informaDisplay of these data in the crewstation will support

tion.

threat countering and route (re)planning.
j.

CO2 Laser:

This technology represents a possible growth option

for the LHX.

It would be used for obstacle (particularly wire)
Laser "armed" and "firing" status information would be

detection.

Obstacle location information would also be

displayed on the VPD.

displayed to the crewmember.
k.

Weapon Delivery:

Weapon symbology for gun, missile, and laser

status will be displayed on the VPO.
1.

Backup Instruments:

Although the VPD will be the primary flight

control display, dedicated "round dial" instruments will be mainThese will include air-

as backup to the primary display.

Stained

speed, barometric altitude, vertical speed, attitude (ADI),

and

clock.
MISSION SCENARIO
Two objectives were addressed in the process of creating a representative
mission scenario for the LHX/SCAT weapon system.

First, the scenario served

to provide context in seeking to understand how elements of the MEP,

"including the VPD, might contribute to the total mission capability of the
aircraft.

(It

also served as a means of verifying that all required system

functions could, at least at the present conceptual
capabilities inherent in the MEP.)

level,

be supported by

Second, the scenario provided the situa-

tional context required during the edministration of the Pro-SWAT instruments for workload estimation.
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The mission was created on the basis of availaole information including
mission profile data prepared by the Directorate of Combat Developments.

It

was refined through discussions with representatives of the Army Aviation
Center and the LHX Program Management Office.
Description
A composite mission was created in order to assure that a wide variety of
crewstation functions would be represented.

Thus, the mission includes

segments which individually emphasize antiarmor, SEAD,

ani antiair tasking.

Changes in mission priorities occurred as the mission progressed from segment to segment, which caused additional activity in the :ockpit.
The mission is set in central Europe,

shortly after the outbreak of

conventional warfare. Amy ground forces (tanks and infantry), supported by
AH-64 APACHE advanced attack helicopters (AAHs), are holding a major eneny
thrust along lines of communication (LOCs)
tion route.

to the north of the LHX penetra-

An eight-ship flight of LHX/SCATs is tasked with attacking a

Soviet armored battalion located at an assembly area 30 to 40 km beyond the
forward line of troops (FLOT).
Destruction of this second echelon force
will prevent reinforcement of the already engaged enemy units.
Figure 1 presents a graphic overview of the LHX/SCAT mission.
ship flight (call sign BLACKJACK)

The eight-

takes off from the base (Point A) at

2300 hours local time. All aircraft are identical and each is armed with
four HELLFIRE A/G missiles, two STINGER A/A missiles, and 260 rounds of
30 mm ammunition for the gun. The primary targets are the 37-plus enemy
tarks that constitute the mass of the armored battalion.

Secondary targets

are the mobile air defense weapons (ZSU-XX and SA-XX) colocated with the
tanks.

Tertiary targets are the armored personnel carriers (APCs),

trucks,

and other support vehicles that comprise the remainder of the enemy force.
Time on target is briefed to be 0010 hours local.

The mission duration is

to be two and a half hours, including the attack against the enemy ground
force and return to base. The weather both along the route and in the
target area is 344F, patchy fog, and cloud ceilings at 4,000 feet. High
cover will be provided by a four-ship flight of Air Force F-15s at
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15,000 feet which will be operating in the area under airborne warning and
control system (AWACS)

direction.

The LHX tactics for the mission are

briefed to emphasize contour flight between the FLOT and the planned battle
position during both ingress and egress; terrain and foliage masking,
together -.ith high speed dashes across open areas, provide for stealthy
transit of enemy-held terrain and offer the advantage of surprise in any
chance encounter with enemy defenses.
The LHXs will be vulnerable to numerous enemy weapon systems during the
course of the mission.

These threat systems will be defeated by avoidance,

evasion, countering, or engagement.

Threat systems for which a high prob-

ability of encounter exists include air defense artillery (guns,
energy weapons,

directed

and surface-to-air missiles), surface-to-surface artillery,

tank main guns, soldier-fired and crew-served small caliber guns, ground
launched antitank guided missiles, and enemy close air support (CAS)
craft (including both high performance,

air-

fixed wing types and helicopters).

(The circular arcs depicted on Figure 1 represent the threat envelopes of
the enemy surface-to-air systems.)
Although constituted of identical rotorcraft, carrying identical weapon
loads,

three distinct roles are established in terms of mission tasking.

Two aircraft, one of which serves as the mission commander, are assigned
primary responsibility for combat security.
the flight a• scouts during penetration,

Two others are tasked to serve

ingress, and egress and to perform

SEAD during the attack phase of the mission.
tasked to carry out the antiarmor attack.

The remaining four ships are

Each aircraft is capable of pe.-

forming all required functions; the differentiation in the roles to be performed during the execution of the mission simply reflects a prioritization
In tasking.
After takeoff, the cell performs contour flight (160 kts, 40 km) to a
refueling point (B) where tanks are filled. The cell transits (contour
flight, 160 kts, 15 kin) to point C where final subsystem checks are carried
out, the penetration formation is established, and monitoring for enemy
threat systems begins.

The FLOT is crossed and ingress (between points C

and 0) is conducted so as to maximize stealth and surprise (contour flight,
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130 kts, 20 km).

k.ien point U is achieved,

the flight turns toward the

planned battle position (point E) and employs contour flight to reach it
(130 kts,

15 km).

(Disengagement from battle, egress, and return to base

are performed in similar fashion.)
Tasks
The following sequence of tasks (Table 1), described from the viewpoint of
the mission commander,

,eflects the activities of the flight from the time

that it approaches the battle position (point E) to the time that it departs
it.
Although sequentially numbered, many tasks may in fact be grouped for
simultaneous execution.

Information sources exploited in performing major

tasks are identified.

R-I-33
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TABLE 1. LHX/SCAT MISSION SCENARIO TASKS
1.

Fly aircraft at minimum contour altitude (using primary flight
instruments on VPO, MMW terrain traces,.and NVPS)

2.

Monitor for threats (VPD and/or RWR)

3.

Command system self-tests to assure own-ship health

4.

Check fuel status

S.

Select/verify appropriate map display (scale and orientation)

6.

Correct aircraft/flight heading to point E and note ETA/ETE (VPD)

7.

Crosscheck primary and backup flight instruments

8.

Configure displays for air-to-ground attack

9.

Notify flight:
a.

at point E

b.

to descend and slow to hover

c.

that the combat security aircraft are cleared to fly north to
point F (NOE, 5 km)

10.

Fly aircraft to NOE and take up hover (VPD)

11.

Check that all aircraft are in hover and are maskeJ (visual, NVPS,
and/or EOTADS)

12.

Notify attack force to hold position

13.

Notify second scout to move forward in NOE

14.

Fly ownship, NOE, to first observation position

15.

Hover, masked, at observation position

16.

Acknowledge combat security ships are on station

17.

Confirm second scout in position inl is ready to begin target area
search

18.

Command "unmask"

19.

Fly aircraft to HOGE,

20.

Scan target area (visual, NVPS, EOTADS, MMW, ATR)

21.

Call general target locations to second scout (comm)

unmasked (NVPS)

27
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TABLE 1. LHX/SCAT MISSION SCENARIO TASKS (continued)

*

Send targets to scout and attackers (ATH,

23.

Observe/monitor contact by SAM (ASE,
scout

24.

Confirm ECM on (ASE,

25.

Command second scout to remask and confirm his safety

26.

Take up hover in position masked from mobile SAM

27.

Acknowledge SAM calls from scout

28.

Scan fcr other threats and targets (ASE,

29.

Select optimum-approach route for attack force

30.

Handoff threat/target location to attackers and confirm receipt (ATH,
PJH, comm)

31.

Transmit attack route and tactic

32.

Command scout to move to new position

33.

Fly, NOE,

34.

Hover, masked

35.

Monitor PLRS for scout location and attack force movement (VPD)

36.

A(knowledge attack force in position

37.

Send updated location of SAM

38.

Review tasking witn flight (scouts to perform SEAD and four ships in
antiarmor role)

39.

Command "unmask" for all aircraft

40.

Fly toward SAM,

41.

Monitor for threats (RWR,

42.

Acknowledge SAM contact by scout

43.

Acknowledge SAM contacts by attackers

44.

Call SAM contacts and send locations

45.

Command scoLt to hold position

35

RWR, VPD) and send to second

VPD)

NOE (VPD,

EOTADS)

NVPS, MMW)

to new position (VPD,

RWR)
,"¶E)
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PJH)

22.

TABLE 1. LHX/SCAT MISSION SCENARIO TASKS (continued)

to effective weapon range (VPD)

46.

Fly, NOE,

47.

Select HELLFIRE

48.

Select SAM target (VPD,

49.

Command LD autotrack

50.

Slow aircraft to HOGE

51.

Confirm HELLFIRE lock-on (VPD)

52.

Fire HELLFIRE

53.

Acknowledge AAA fire from attackers

54.

Call "SAM destroyed"

55.

Notify force to take advantage of reduced SAM coverage

56.

Observe/send tank movements (VPD,

57.

Fly, NOE,

58.

Fly maximum performance maneuver tc avoid AAA fire

59.

Fly, NOE,

60.

Receive and acknowledge "Bandit" warning call from AWACS

61.

Confirm combat security ships have received Bandit call

62.

Acknowledge F-15s have "negative targets"

63.

Hover, masked, in new position

64.

Monitor PJH for hostile aircraft

65.

Call AWACS for Bandit location

66.

Monitor PJH (VPD)

67.

Acknowledge combat securij force has four HIND,

68.

Select ambush position between hostiles and A/G attack (VPD,

69.

Command second scout to ambush position

70.

Fly, NOE,

ATR,

EOTADS)

ECTADS,

ATR,

ATH, PJH)

towards tanks

toward new masking position

toward ambush location (VPD,

200 feet, engaging
map)

NVPS, MMW)
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TABLE 1. LHX/SCAT MISSION SCENARIO TASKS (continued)
71.

Acknowledge combat security call:

two HINDs shot dcwn,

two

penetrating security, using IR flares

*

72.

Select A/A mode on displays (VPD)

73.

Select STRINGER

74.

Scan for HINDs (VPD,

75.

Monitor PJH (VPD)

76.

Acknowledge loss of A/G LHX to ground fire

77.

Obtain (VPD,

78.

Slow aircraft to HOGE

79.

Select target

80.

Confirm STINGER lock-on (VPU)

81.

Call "engaging"

82.

Confirm target within range (VPD)

83.

Fire STINGER

84.

Fly aircraft to avoid gunfire from second HIND

85.

Acknowledge "engaging" call from second scout

86.

Monitor PJH for other a:icraft (VPD)

87.

Acknowledge destruction of second HIND

88.

Fly, NOE,

89.

Check fuel status

90.

Call flight for fuel/weapon status

91.

Command all aircraft to disengage and return to battle position
(Point E)

92.

Select map display and find heading to B.P.

93.

Select air-to-ground mode

94.

Fly, NOE,
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NVPS,

EOTADS,

MMW)

ATR, MMW, EOTADS) and call HIND sighting to second scout

toward antiarmor LHXs

on course toward B.P.
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TABLE 1. LHX/SCAT MISSION SCENARIO TASKS (continued)

95.

Monitor PJH for other aircraft

36.

Notify flight to hover at B.P. until flight reformed

97.

Monitor for aircraft approaching B.P. (VPO, PLRS, NVPS)

ý38.

Hover, masked, at B.P. until all triendly aircraft have rejoined

I9.

Call "flight departing B.P."
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Section 3
CREW SYSTEM CONCEPTS
REQUIREMENTS FOR A VPD
One of the major factors that serves to structure the LHX crew system
concepts is the specification that the weapon system is to be single-pilot
operable. A one-place aircraft, exploiting a highly capable MEP and performing a complex mission, must be highly integrated and highly automateu in
order to carry out its assigned mission.
grative force in the crew system.

The VPD serves as the major inte-

MEP Drivers for a VPD
To the extant that the single crewmember may be considered a part of the
MEP,

a single, primary display is required to support his accomplishment of

situational assessment,

decision-making,

and functional execution tasks.

An

integrated flight control display is required to reduce workload and to support "heads-up" flying (a concept already supported by the presence of VIA
and the presence of switches/transducers on the flight controls).
is the primary flight control instrument.

The VPD

The NVPS provides the pilot's

primary source of contact with the external world (especially at night) and
the VPD is the means of displaying that imagery.

The digital map (forward

perspective mode) provides a data base of terrain elevation information and
of cultural and natural features. The VPD serves to transfer that information to the pilot. Correlation of NVPS and digital map information provides
an autonomous navigation update capability.

The NVPS and/or digital map

provide contextual meaning to the terrain traces generated by the MMW radar
and to the target location cues provided by the ATR and ATH. The VPD serves
to fuse sensor imagery, computer generated imagery, and radar and target
type/priority symbology.
Mission Drivers for a VPD
The nature of the LHX-SCAT mission also makes a compelling argument for the
inclusion ot a VPO as a situational awareness display.
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With a single pilot,

all sources of mission-critical
assimilation.
ingress,

information must be presented for immediate

Division of duties is not possible.

attack,

The penetration,

and egress phases of the mission are typified by maneu-

vering at low altitude (at and below tree-top level).
assure survivability.

Stealth helps to

Target acquisition and weapon delivery will be

performed with minimum exposure of tie LHX to threats.

Threat detection,

assessment, and countering will be performed rapidly and accurately.
ship formations and tactics will be maintained.
ment function will be typified by numerous,
events.

Multi-

The overall battle manage-

rapid decision-making/execution

The VPO will support these attributes of a mission-effective weapon

system.
VPD CONCEPTS
In order to explore the VPD,

particularly with respect to crew workload,

set of crew system concepts were developed to a first order level of
In structuring these concepts, certain assumptions were made.
detail.

a
It

was assumed to be highly desirable to lave the FOV of the NVPS available as
the FOR of the VPD.

Thus, the crew system concepts are based on VPDs which

exhibit increasing FOVs.

The availability of digital map information that

is suitable for display in full color (similar to a paper chart) suggested
Thus,

that color displays were appropriate.

color display capabilities are

Hands-on flight control was assumed to be
Thus, the concepts exhibit decreasing reliance on the MFPK (which

included in the concepts.
desired.

requires manual operation).
ported it,
displays.

Additionally, where a specific VPO concept sup-

evolutionary adjustments were made to the remaining controls and

A baseline crew system and four variations (options) derived from it are
presented below. The capabilities of the VPO used in each configuration
variant served as the departure point for configuring the total crew sysTo the extent that the increased FOV of the VPO options can be considered to b,- an enhancement to system capability, the five coiicepts represent
tem.

The baseline LHX
a baseline configuration and four enhanced versions of it.
It is very similar to the AHIP-equipped KIOWA.
configuration could fly now.
Option I is similar to the AH-64 APACHE and employs a monocular HMD as the
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Option 2 emoloys a medium FOV,

VPD.

Option 3 employs a wide FOV,

binocular helmet-mounted display while

binocular HMD.

Option 4 exhibits a wide FOV,

cockpit-mounted display as the VPD.
Baseline
Figure 2 illustrates the baseline crewstation concept.
concept include the VPO,
a.

the MPDs,

Key elements of the

and the control mechanization.

A 20-degree V by 30-degree H HUD serves as the primary
Flight control symflight control and imagery/symbology display.

VPD:

bology and alphanumerics (pitch ladder, velocity vector,

radar

altitude, etc.) and weapon delivery symbology are presented.

NVPS

sensor imagery and forward perspective view digital map imagery
are presented on the VPD in registration and at 1:1 magnification
with respect to the outside world. Target location symbology and
radar terrain traces are overlayed on the imagery.

A "snap-look"

or "look-into-turn" feature allows the pilot to command the NVPS
imagery to slew 1/2 of the HUD FOV left, right, up, or down,
allowing exploitation of a 40 degrees V by 60 degrees H FOR without requiring a change in the aircraft's flight path.
b.

MFDs: Two, color MFOs (one 5 inches by 5 inches and the second
They will
7 inches by 7 inches) are mounted in the cerntral panel.
be used to display the plan view digital map,
data,

to verify navigation

and to provide a "head down" source of flight control and

navigation information such as Electronic Horizontal Situation
Indicator (EHSI)

and Electronic Attitude Direction Indicator

"(EADI) displays.
c.

Controls:
controls.

The pilot grip and collective head are the flight
The MFPK serves as the primary means of controlling MEP

subsystems and changing modes or display formats.

Pushbuttons,

located around each MFD, will also serve as a second meAns in controlling the MEP.

VIA is employed to control noncritical system

functions.
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d.

Other:

Dedicated,

conventional "round dial'

provided for backup instrumentation.

type displays are

These displays are arranged

around the front panel and include engine status, clock,
warning information,
ADI,

radar

vertical speed indicator, airspeed indicator,

and barometric altitude.

Option I
a.

VPO:

This configuration is depicted in Figure 3.

Option i

differs from the baseline in that the HUD has been replaced by a
monocular,

helmet-mounted display (HMD).

degrees V by 40 degrees H.

The FOV of the HMO is 30

The FOR of the HMD is (at least) the

120-degree V by 220-degree H FOV of the NVPS.
b.

Other:

The HMD employs six degree-of-freedom head position

sensing to determine the boresight of the pilot's look angle.
(This direction of look is used in determining the portion of the
NVPS video, and other registered information, to display to him at
any instant in time.)

Given head position sensing, then the HMD

could logically also carry with it a helmet-mount sight (HMS)
capability.
the HMD FOV.

The HMS in Option 1 is an aiming reticle centered in
It is employed for designating waypoints to the

navigation computer and targets to the weapon delivery computer or
to the ATH.
VIA is implemented as in the baseline configuration.
Option 2
a.

VPD:

A binocular HMD is employed.

Its FOV is 60 degrees V by

"90 degrees H, with 30 degrees H overlap, and its FOR is the
120-degree V by 220-degree H FOV of the NVPS.

Figure 4 depicts

this configuration.
b.

MFD:

The two color MFDs of the baseline and Option I are replaced

by a single 12-inch V by 22-inch H, color, panel-mounted display.

All information previously available (in the baseline and

Option 1) is still available on this single, large panel-mounted
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Because of its size, multiple information sources can be presented
simultaneously.
c.

The MFD is equipped for touch control.

Controls:

That is, the

pilot's finger need only point to an area of the display surface
in order to activate some function.
By presenting a nenu of
functions on the display surface and exploiting touch control,
display formats can be changed and/or MEP subsystems can be
controlled.

This capability is assumed to make the MPO at :east

co-equal to the MFPK as the primary subsystem controller.

VIA is

retained for noncritical functions.
Option 3
a.

VPD:

The medium FOV binocular HMO (of Option 2) is replaced with

a large FOV (60 degrees '! oy 120 degrees H) binocular HMO in this
configuration.

(See Figure 5.)

The FOR remains the same.

The

40-degree overlap is considered to be sufficiently great to
adequately support the coding of information for stereoscopic perception. This additional coding dimension could be employed to
emphasize the priority, spatidl or temporal proximity, or criticality of the information along an apparent distance axis.
b.

MFD:

Because of the larger FOV of the VPD,

reduced to a 7-inch by 7-inch color display.
retained.
critical

the size of the MFD is
Touch control is

MFD display formats are now generated within nonregions of the FOR of the HMD,

and a *virtual" MFPK is

created.
c.

Controls:

The HMS capability is exploited both as a target

designator and as a controller in conjunction with the virtual
MFPK.
(The actual, hardware-based MFPK is retained as a backup
control head.)
d.

Other:
removed.

The previously dedicated "round dial" displays are
They may be called up as virtual display information
39
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workload are exhausting and stressful and do utilize the body's physical
energies. The proportion of physical to mental energy load that is required
by a given task is difficult to quantify; "all tasks have some of each
component in their total contribution to the human operator workload"
(Johannsen et al., 1979).

The predominance of mental tasks is responsible

for unprecedented increases in the amount of workload experienced by the
ooerator which may rt'moromise the performance of the entire human/machine
system (Reid et al., 1984).
Operationally,

workload has been defined objectively and subjectively.

Moray (1980)

made a distinction tbetween imposed mental load and subjective

mental load.

He de'ined imposed mental load as the load demanded by the
Subjective mental load he defined as

task and measured by task parameters.

the load perceived or exrerienced by the operator.
Just as there is no single agreed upon d-finition of workload,

there is no

universally accepted metric of workload. Considerable scientific effort has
been directed toward defining workload and developing methods for measuring
it (Reid et al., 1984). However, most researchers do agree upon a set of
characteristics that any measurement technique should possess. Any measurement technique should Fave face validity; it should seem an intuitively
It should be sensitive to the entire range of specific
human performance from underload, where almost none .of the operator's capacity is being employed, to overload, where all of the operator's capacity is
appropriate measure.

The measure should be nonintrusive or at
being utilized and more is needed.
least reasonably unintrusive; measures which interfere with the operator's
normal activities may yield invalid results.

Generalizability is an impor-

tant attribute; the measure should yield stable reliable results between and
within people and situations.
There are three major categories of workload measurement techniques:
physiological, behavioral or performance, and subjective. Physiological
methods involve the measurement of one or more variables related to the
human physiological process.
workload changes,

The underlying assumption is that as operator

involuntary changes take place irnthe physiological pro-

cesses of the human body (body chemistry, nervous system activity,

.-
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circulatory or respiratory activity, etc.) (Wierwille,
(1979)

1979).

O'Donnell

gives a complete discussion of the various ohysiological measurement

techniques.
The logic underlying behavior/performance-based measures is that external
behavior reflects internal events and processes.

It seems logical to sup-

pose that an operator is beginning to exceed his ability to orocess information and/or generate appropriate responses when he begins to make errors.
The two major classes of performance-based measures are orimary or single
task measures and secotodary or dual task measures.

In the former, perform-

ance is measured for one or more tasks performed separstely; in the latter,
two tasks are performed simultaneously and performance on the lower priority
task is taken as an index of the amount of mental capacity not required for
the primary task.

Both methods are based on the assumption that there is an

upper limit to the amount of effort that can be exerted to meet task
demands,

and that decrements in performance will begin to appear as this

upper limit is approached.
Shingledecker,

Single task measures are discussed in detail by

Crabtree, and Acton (1982)

and secondary task measures by

Eggemeier 11981).
The use of subjective measures of workload is based on the rationale that if
an operator feels loaded and effortful,

he is loaded and effortful,

regard-

less of what performance measures might demonstrate (Johannsen ct al.,
have suggested that prior to performance breakdown,
the operator might be working harder to avoid such decrements, and that sub1979).

Johannsen et al.

jective feelings could be used as an indicant of the additional effort which
precedes degraded performan( !.

Gartner and Murphy (1976) have indicated

that when subjective impressions'of workload are accepted, the operator's
of his feelings, exertion, or condition may
direct perception or estimati
provide the most sensitive and reliable indicators of workload.

Moray

(1980) has pointed out that an objectively easy task may be experienced as
difficult due to factors such as fatigue or motivation.

Given appropriate

instructions and a balance between speed and accuracy, an objectively difficult task may be experienced as less effortful or difficult. In addition to
their theoretical

importance,

subjective techniques have a number of char-

acteristics which contribute to their potential utility as measures of

49
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operator workload (Eggemeier,

Thcy are relatively easy to implement

1981).

and support when compared with many physiological and performance-based
measures.

Suojective measures minimize instrumentation requirements and,

therefore, might be more easily implemented in an operational environment.
If implemented correctly,

the measures can be relatively nonintrusive and

should not disturb primary task performance.

If the general factors that

contribute to workload can be identified, subjective measures could be

"applicable across a wide range of situations, while performance-based
techniques are,

by necessity, situation specific.

A variety of subjective assessnient techniques have been reported in the
literature.

Daryanian (1980) used a Thurstonian paired-comparison procedure

to generate an interval scale of workload related to a multicomponent decision task.

Hicks and Wierwille (1979)

applied the method of equal appearing

intervals to generate rating scale responses.

This method successfully dis-

Borg
criminated a number of workload conditions in a driving simulator.
(1978) has reviewed a program which made use of magnitude estimation techniques and category scales to develop indices of perceived difficulty in a
group of physical and cognitive tasks.

The program explored the relation-

ship between perceived difficulty and task characteristics for several
cognitive tasks.

High correlations were obtained between subjective and

objective measures of difficulty, supporting the capability of subjective
ratings to reflect objective levels of task difficulty.
SWAT
Most subjective assessment techniques have been developed for a particular
application and are not easily generalizable.

SWAT has been developed by

the AFAMRL as a candidate generalized procedure for scalinq pilot mental
SWAT uses a psychometric technique known as
workload (Reid et al., 1981).
conjoint measurement to construct interval level workload scales from
ordinal rankings of combinations of levels on three contributory dimensions.
Conjoint measurement (Coombs,

Dawes,

and Tversky,

1970; Krantz and Tversky,

1971) is a technique by which the joint effects of several factors are
investigated and the rule or composition principle that relates the factors

.

.

.
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to one another is extracted from the data. A major advantage of this
procedure is that only the ordinal aspects of the data are required for the
production of an interval level scale which represents the joint effect of
the factors.
SWAT distinguishes three levels for each of three dimensions: time load,
mental effort load, and psychological stress load. These are adaptations of
the categories defined by Sheridan and Simpson (1979).

Time load refers to

how much time is available for an operator to perform a task; this includes
both overall time and task pacing.

Mental effort load refers to the amount

of attentional capacity or effort required without regard to the amount of
time available or task pacing.

Stress load refers to anything that makes

the task more difficult by producing anxiety,

frustration, and confusion;

this includes such tdiings as fatigue, stress, and fear, as well as physical
stressors like vibration, g-loading, and heat. The primary assumption of
SWAT is that workload can be adequately represented by the combination of
these three dimensions.
SWAT is a two step process consisting of a scale development phase and an
These are two distinct events which occur at different
times. During the scale development phase, the data necessary to develop a
workload scale are obtained from a group of subjects. At the event scoring
phase, the subjects rate the workload associated with a particular task
event scoring phase.

and/or mission segment.
The three dimensions (time,

effort, stress) taken in all possible combina-

tions yield a 27-cell three-dimensional matrix to represent workload. To
develop the scale, the subjects rank order the 27 combinations of descripThe results
tors according to the workload represented by each combination.
of the ranking procedure are then used to develop an overall interval workload scale which represents the joint effect of the three dimensions. The
composition rule for the ordered data is defined through a series of axiom
tests; possible combinatory rules include additive, distributive, and joint
When the appropriate rule has been
distributive (Krantz and Tversky, 1971).
identified, the scaling transformation is computed.
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The event scoring phase is an implementation of the scale as a dependent
variable. This is accomplished, as with other rating procedures, by
analyzing the tasks or mission scenario to determine what ratings are
needed, what ratings are possible given the scenario, and when the ratings
should be obtained.

A major positive attribute of SWAT is the simplicity of
The events are rated using the same descrip-

the event scoring procedure.

tors previously used for scale development.

Asked to provide a SWAT rating

"for a particular event, a pilot would assign either a 1, 2, or 3 to each of
the three dimensions of time load, effort load, and stress load experienced
during that event. The numbers for each level of the three dimensions are
defined as in the scale development phase, and these definitions are supplied to the pilot for reference. These three ratings correspond to one of
the combinations created in the ordering procedure for scale development.
The scale value computed for this particular combination of the three factors is the subjective workload score assigned to the event.
Although all three classes of workload measures have been successfully
employed in the system development process,

these techniques have been

designed ilmost exclusively fnr application to laboratory research,
test, or simulation studies.

flight

These workload measurement techniques are

applicable for evaluating the workload associated with an existing system or
when initial equipment configurations are available during the middle and
late stages of system design.

Workload metrics can make significant contri-

butions to the design process during these phases.

However, a number of

critical decisions affecting the human operator are made at the predesign
phase where design options are on paper only. Analytic tools such as task
analysis, time line analysis, and various systems models are currently being
used by systems designers to address operator factors in these early phases
of the development process.

These analytic methods are useful in defining

the human-machine interface but address operator workload in an indirect or
informal manner.

Although it is customary to acquire information from the

user during system development,

informal and unstructured approaches may

encourage the user to provide information in areas beyond his expertise.
operator workload is to be adequately considered in the predesign phase, a
method is needed to provide quantitative predictors of operator workload
which can be used along with cost and effectiveness to perrait optimal

R-I-55
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selection among candidate system designs.
In order for this evaluation to
take place in the early stages of system design, a projec~ive workload
assessment technique is required; therefore, a subjective technique must be
implemented rather than ohysiological or performance measures.
Courtright and Kuperman (1984) employed both Pro-SWAT and SWAT in the
operational test and evaluation of a complex multioperator, multistation
military system. The rating scale was used in a field evaluation of a system requiring skilled personnel to operate semiautamated equipment.

The

SWAT rating scale was selected for this application for sevcral reasons:

il

was an instrument that subjects could use repeatedly over a period of days,
it could be quickly administered with minimal distraction on the part of the
operators, it was scorable in terms of individual rating styles, and it
demonstrated measurement precision for relatively small changes.
The evaluation took place in two states.

First, two highly experienced

operators used SWAT projectively to evaluate the completeness of the task
taxonomy of events to be used in the field data collection. Thus, Pro-SWAT
was used to guide the design of the field experiment.

Second,

30 field

evaluators used SWAT and 38 task categories to analyze the distribution of
workload across work stations.
The SWAT instrumCnt,

as used in this application, demonstrated sensitivity

in identifying problem tasks.

In addition, the concepts of the instrument

were found to be readily understandable and accepted as legitimate by the
test community and the subjects. Courtright and Kuperman concluded that
"... as a relatively simple, easily administered tool for examining the
subjective workload associated with individual task performance, SWAT
appears to be very useful" (Courtright and Kuperman,

1984).

PRO-SWAT
Due to the demonstrated reliability of SWAT as a measurement of operator
workload, a similar technique,
cation of SWAT (Pro-SWAT)

based on the predictive or projective appli-

has been developed for application at the pre-

design stage of system development.

This measure of workload provides an
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of the
opportunity to involve, in a unique way, the eventual user/operator
system. The evaluation of workload that may accompany the use of a new
Pro-SWAT
technology is something the user is uniquely qualified to provi0.
asks the user to describe how a new technology and system design will impact
workload,

not how the system should be design (Eggleston and Kulwicki,

1984).

Pro-S4AT is based upon a combination of SWAT and another subjective
GATS methodology
technique known as Ground Attack Tactics Survey (GATS).
consists of a structured interview technique that is used to identify workload "choke points" for operational air-to-ground attack missions (Greene,
Arbak, Courtright, and O'Donnell,

A

1981).

Detailed maps,

charts, and mission

scenarios are used to carefully talk pilots through a mission with detailed
quescioning to reveal tasks or subtasks that have excessively high workload.
Pro-SWAT,

like SWAT,

occurs in two stages.

The scale development phase is

The event scoring phase, however, is
identical to that used for SWAT.
replaced by a procedure derived from GATS methodology. The subject is
required to imagine that he is experiencing events and performing appropriate task3 with either a known system or a hypothetical system. Reid et al.
(1984) have reviewed the psychological literature pertaining to the use of
mental imagery for skill acquisition and have concluded that subjects were
able to accurately imagine the events they were attempting to learn. This
is the same tpe of mental imagery that subjects are asked to perform as
part of the Pro-SWAT rating procedure. Since previous experience is
required in order for mental practice to be effective (Corbin, 1967),
obtaining estimates of workload for systems which do not exist depenus upon
No subjects will be available who have
responses from "expert" subjects.
experience on a nonexistent system, sn subjects having the most similar
experience possible should be selected (Reid et al., 1984).
After the "expert" subjects have completed the scale development phase, they
are provided with detailed information concerning the mission and details
about operation of the conceptual system. This may include drawings and/or
Special attention is given the description of procedures for
mock-ups.
operation of the system with precise detail on tasks and subtasks. Each
subject is then talked through a representative but hypothetical mission,
54
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once using a current or baseline system and once for each conceptual system
or design option.

Pro-SWAT ratings are obtained at points of interest

selected for their anticipated high workload or expected conceptual system
superiority or inferiority.

These ratings reflect the amount of time load:

mental effort load, and psychological stress load that the operator thinks
would be associated with the hypothetical event. The same events are rated
for the baseline system and all conceptual systems in order to obtain relative workload information.

As with SWAT, the scale values obtained from
Pro-SWAT are interval level data. An additional advantage of Pro-SWAT is
that the data are in the same metric as SWAT.

If SWAT is aised in later sim-

ulations and flight tests, direct comparisons can be made between the predictive results of Pro-SWAT and later real-time measurements.
Eggleston (1984) compared projected and measured workload ratings using ProSWAT and SWAT.

The technique was used in a projective manner to estimate

the workload implications of system configurations during the conceptual
design state of development.
Experienced aircrews were given descriptions
of a basic and several enhanced versions of an advanced attack aircraft.
They then used their knowledge and experience of similar missions to rate
the level of time load, effort load, and psychological stress load expected
to exist at selected points in the mission and for various system configurations. Another group of equally experienced aircrews participated in realtime simulation using the same system concepts and similar mission
scenarios.

Five system configurations and three mission segments were
common to both the Pro-SWAT and SWAT task ratings. A Pearson coefficient of
correlation of .85 was found between predicted workload ratings and those
obtained in flight simulation, indicating a statistically reliable relationship between predicted and experienced workload. Eggleston concludes that,
"given adequate materials and subject experience ... the workload associated
with a system in its conceptual stage can be measured, and seems to be
related to the workload experienced in similar simulated system/mission conditions.

Specifically the pilots were able to perform the predictive task

with a conceptual system, and their estimates of workload were not unlike
those reported by other experienced pilots who,

in a simulator, actually

experienced essentially the same systems/missions" (Eggleston,

55
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Pro-SWAT strongly suggests itself as a tool for application to the
prediction of workload for advanced, conceptual weapon systems.

It is

sufficiently amenable to field use to support data collection away from the
laboratory environment.
It has been demonstrated, to a limited extent, to
have predictive validity when compared against man-in-loop simulation.

R- 1-59
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Section 5
METHODOLOGY
PROCEDURE
Field data collection was conducted at the Army Aviation Center, Fort
Pucker, Alabama,
as subjects (Ss).

on 16 May 1984.

Ten military and one civilian pilot served

All were familiar with the LHX program and several of

them were assigned in direct support of it.
A brief introduction to the VPD
Technology Assessment Study was given, and the importance of obtaining estimates of probable workload was explained.
(similar to that in Section
measurement/prediction,

The Ss were provided an overview

4) of the concepts of workload and its

specifically by the Pro-SWAT method.

performed the card sorting by the Pro-SWAT method.

The Ss then

The Ss then performed

the card sorting task required for individual SWAT scale development.
MEP was next presented,

The

emphasizing the information sources for the

VPD-based crew systems (Section 2).

The AFAMRL-developed mission scenario

(Section 2) was briefed to them in detail.

The baseline crew system con-

cepts and the four options (Section 3) were explained in detail, using both
viewgraphs and full size cirdboard mock-ups.

[Eggleston (1984),

that if the Ss' orientation to the concepts and mission "is

points out

not of suffi-

cient detail, then eien an experienced subject may not be able to reliably
judge workload."]

At this point, the Ss were again led through the mission.

scenario and Pro-SWAT ratings were obtained at each of six distinct mission
phases (identified below).

In obtaining the Pro-SWAT ratings, the experi-

menter briefed the events and priorities of that segment.

The Ss had a

folder which contained illustrat~ons of all five crew system concepts and a
SWAT data collection form (Figure 7) for each alternative crew system.

Each

form was annotated to indicate the option being evaluated and the segment of
the mission at which workload was to be estimated. The Sa were requested to
project themselves into the mission and to estimate the level of workload
that they believed they would encounter in attempting to accomplish mission
tasks with each crew system concept. Following the pro-SWAT data collection, the Ss were requested to complete a series of rating scales which
explored several qualitative aspects of crew system interface utility.
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Lastly, the Ss were requested to describe what they felt an "ideal" VPD crew
system would be.
SUBJECTS
The importance of using highly experienced Ss in the evaluation of advanced
crewstation components was discussed in Section 4.
*,

(1984)

Additionally, Kuperman

addressed the requirement for selecting Ss for participation in the

assessment of advanced aircraft crew syster, concepts who are sufficiently
knowledgeable about both mission requirements and advanced avionics capabilities to minimize tne need for extensive training.

Kuperman et al.

(1983)

pointed out the particular importance of the Ss' experience in their evaluation of a derivative fighter aircraft which exploits advanced sensors and
weapons.
Eleven Ss participated in the workload data collection exercise, tPn
military and one civilian. All military pilcts were currently officers or
warrant officers.

The military pilots reported an average of approximately

8 years, 4 months of flying experience (minimum about 1 year and maximum
over 15 years).

(The civilian pilot reported a total of 313 hours of exper-

ience obtained in a variety of light aircraft.)

Four pilots reported having

flown helicopters in combat for an average of 775 hours (minimum 150 hours
The mean reported noncombat flying 2xperience

*

and maximum 1400 hours).

*

(military only) was 1443 hours (minimum 430 hours and maximum 3500 hours).
All military pilots reported flight simulator experience with an average of
approximately 214 hours (minimum 30 hours an6 maximum 600 hours).
The military pilots reported an average of approximately 742 hours flying
NOE (minimum 20 and maximum 3000).
Nine of them reported experience in
flying at HOGE (mean approximately 318 hours, minimum 10 hours, maximum
1000 hours).

The ten military pilots reported an average of approximately

238 hours of night flying experience (miminum 20 hours, maximum
600 hours).
One S reported 800 hours of experience in performing day A/G
attack missions and 500 hours in night A/G.

R-I-61
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Subject Name

Display

Configuration:

Mission Segment:
INSTRUCTIONS: For each of the three sections below, check the one box (1,
2, or 3) that you feel applies.
Be sure to complete all three ratings.
TIME LOAD

C

]

(1)

Often have spare time.
Interruptions or overlap among activities
occur infrequently or not at all.

(2)

Occasionally have spare time.
activities occur frequently.

(3)

Interruptions or overlap among
Almost never have spare time.
activities are very frequent, or occur all the time.

Interruptions or overlap among

MENTAL EFFORT
1 (1) Very little conscious mental effort or concentration required.
Activity is almost automatic, requiring little or no attention.

£ )

(2)

Moderate conscious mental effort or concentration required.
Complexity of activity is moderately high due to uncertainty,
unpredicability, or unfamillarity. Considerable attention
requlred.

C )

(3)

Extensive mental effort and concentration are necessary.
complex activity requiring total attention.

Very

PSYCHOLOGICAL STRESS
(1)

Little confusion, risk, frustration, or anxiety exist and can be
easily accommodated.

(2)

Moderate stress due to confusion, frustration, or anxiety
noticeably adds to workload. Significant compensation is
required to maintain adequate performance.

(3)

High to very intense stress due to confusion, frustration, or
anxiety. High to extreme determination and self-control
required.

Figure 7.

(Pro-)SWAT Data Collection Form
59
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Six of the Army pilots were current in the UH-1 and the remaining four were
Four reported experience with guided A/G weapons,

current in the AH-1.

three with HUD-equipped aircraft, two with FLIR,
moving map display, one with MFOs,

two with MFPK,

one with a

one w-th voice control subsystems,

and

one with night vision goggles.
Overall,

the Ss were a highly experienced group pf aviators.

They were very

"familiar with low altitude operations (NOE and HOGE) and familiar with night
flying.
A

They reported only limited experience with technologies comparable

to those in the LHX/SCAT MEP (which is not surprising since aircraft with
similar equipment are only now entering the Army operational inventory).
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

Options
The five crew system concepts for which Pro-SWAT (and qualitative rating
scale) data were collected are described in Section 3.

The VPD technology

exploited in each concept were:
a.

Baseline:

20-degree V by 30-degree H HUD

b.

Option 1:

30-degree V by 40-degree H monocular HMD

c.

Option 2:

60-degree V by 90-degree H binocular HMD

d.

Option 3:

60-degree V by 120-degree H stereo, binocular HMD

e.

Option 4:

120-degree V by 220-degree H cockpit-mounted VPD

Mission Segments
Pro-SWAT data were collected at six points during the mission scenario.
They were:

60
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a.

Cruise:

During the outbound mission segment between the base and

the refueling point, the crewmiember is relatively unburdened.
Once
the airborne formation has been adopted and system checks have been
performed,

the only concerns are maintaining inflight formation and
performing contour flight and navigation. No threats are expected.
b.

Pre-FLOT:

Immediately before crossing into enemy territory, the

LHXs perform final system r.hecks and weapons arming.
the flight (scout/SEAD,

Roles within

combat security, and antiarmor) are

adopted.
c.

Ingress:

The flight is transversing enemy territory at low alti-

tude.

Chance encounters with threat systems are highly probable.
Navigation is between the trees and below the hills and ridges, to
make maximum use of terrain masking.
d.

Approach to Battle Position:
becoming more likely.

Encounters with enemy threats are

Priority is switching from navigation to

tarat search and acquisition.
e.

Air-to-Ground Engagement: Targets are being acquired, missiles
locked, and tanks destroyed.
SAMs and AAA, intermixed with the
tanks, are being engaged and defeated.

f. Air-to-Air Engagement:

Priority has been changed from antiarmor,

scout/SEAD, or combat security to antiair. Enemy helicopters must
be destroyed while ground-to-air threats are defeated.
DEPENDENT VARIABLES
Pro-SWAT
The Pro-SWAT rating instrument was applied for each of the five options at
each of the six mission segments.
data is described above.

The procedure for collecting Pro-SWAT

/
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Rating Questionnaires
In addition to the Pro-SWAT data collection sheets, the Ss were asked to
provide rating data along several qualitative scales regarding their
impressions of some aspect of each of the crewstation configurations. A
seven point scale was used throughout, with a lowest rating (1) havinq a
semantic anchor of "prohibit," "prevent," or "rejected" while the highest
(An
rating (7) carried a semantic anchor of "enable" or 'accepted/desired."
example of the questionnaire is presented 'n Appendix A.)
The first question dealt with the perceived ability of the concept to support the acquisition and maintenance of battlefield situational awareness.
The second rating dimension dealt with the contribution of the crew system
to overall mission effectiveness. A group of six rating scales explored the
performance of major functional crew tasks (pilotage, navigation, communications, target acquisition, weapon delivery, a.,d survivability). The last
question asked about the expected degree of acceptance of the Army pilot
community for each crew interface concept. In addition to providing the
ratings, the Ss were requested to provide supporting comments. (All comments, arranged by rating dimension and broken down by option, appear in
Appendix B).
"Ideal" Crew Interface Design
The administration of the Pro-SWAT anO rating scale instruments was followed
by a roundtable discussion which covered the MEP, the LHX/SCAT mission, and
the crew system concepts. Following this group discussion, the Ss were
asked to individually sketch out what they felt.would be the optimum or
"ideal" cockpit layout.
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Section 6
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
GENERAL
This section of the report is divided into three parts. First, the Pro-SWAT
data analysis procedure is described and the resulting data are presented in
the form of tables and grapns. Next, a similar treatment of the subjertive
rating scale instrument is provided. Last, the "ideal" LHX VPD configuration, as defined by the Ss, is depicted.
PRO-SWAT
The Pro-SWAT methodology employs a three-dimensional matrix (time stress,
mental effort, and psychological stress) within which to quantify workload. A unidimensional scale is desired for ease in making comparisons
between various reports of workload. The procedure for performing this
transformation is graphically depicted in Figure 8 and described in Reid
et al. (1981).
The procedure employs a conjoint measurement technique to
construct an interval level workload scale from ordinal rankings of combinations of levels on the three workload dimensions.
Development of Individual Workload Scales
An interval scale is developed for each S. A randomly ordered set of cards
containing all possible combinations (one combination on each card) of the
three rankings of the three SWAT dimensions (33
27) is sorted by each S so
as to rearrange them in a sequence from least through greatest workload.
Thus, a 1,1,1 triplet ranking would represent the lowest level of workload
and a 3,3,3 triplet, the highest. It is the arrangement of the intervening
combinations that reflects the S's individual perception of workload. For
example, some Ss are acutely sensitive to time stress and arrange the deck
to reflect time as an "outer loop." Thus, their arrangement would tend to
associate higher, levels of workload with moderate and low time stress
ratings than corresponding (or perhaps higher) levels of the other two
dimensions.
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All 11 Ss performed the SWAT card sort task.

Three of these 11 produced

sorts that contained too many errors (inconsistencies)
of their individual scales.
than a 2,1,1.)

(For example,

Of the remaining eight Ss,

to permit application

an S might rate a 2,3,1 as easier
four were analyzed as being time

stress dominated, two reflected a combination of mental effort and psychological stress, one'a combination of mental effort and time stress, and one
was dominated by psychological stress.

These four prototypical interval

scales were used in processing the reported Pro-SWAT scores for analysis.
Table 3 presents the four prototypes used.
The table is used to convert the reported triplets into the unidimensional
workload scores.

The left-most column contains all possible triplets.

The

four other columns are the four scale prototypes.
For each raw score triplet, the workload value is read frcm the same row in the column of the
appropriate prototype. Thus, 2,2,2 reported by a time stress dominated
individual would produce a workload value of 53.2.
Analysis of Variance
Figure 9 graphically presents the results of the Pro-SWAT data collection.
The six mission segments, arranged in the order of increasing mean workload,
are identified on the abscissa.

The mean workload for each of the five crew

system concepts is plotted for each segment.

The data points for each con-

cept are joined by line segments to assist in differentiating between
options. Each point is the mean of the responses of the eight Ss. Table 4
presents the means that are plotted in the figure, together with respective
standard deviations. The minimum expected workload has a Pro-SWAT rating of
13.9 (performing cruise using the Option 4 VPO) and the maximum observed is
93.2 (performing A/G attack using either the Baseline or the Option 1 VPO
concept).

As may be seen from the figure and table, the Ss' mean expecta-

tion of workload never increases as the crew systems progress from the baseline to OFtion 4. Three cases of identical expected mean workload levels
occur, all involving the baseline and Option 1.
Three questions suggest themselves in considering the utility of the data to
the operational command:
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TABLE 3.

PRO-SWAT PROTOTYPES

Triplet
(TM,P)*

T

M/P

ttlT

P

1,,1
1,1,2

0.0
9.6

0.0
25.2

0.0
1.6

0.0
39.7

1.1,3

20.2

32.9

6.3

70.0

1,2,1

7.9

27.1

40.4

13.7

1,2,2

17.6

52.3

42.0

53.4

1,2,3

28.1

60.0

46.7

83.7

1,3,1

17.1

43.6

72.0

22.8

1,3,2

26.8

68.8

73.6

62.4

1,3,3

37.3

76.5

78.3

92.8

2,1,1

35.6

2.2

13.7

4.7

2,1,2

45.3

27.4

15.3

44.4

2,1,3

55.8

35.1

20.0

74.7

2,2,1

43.5

29.3

54.0

18.4

2,2,2

53.2

54.5

55.7

58.1

2,2,3

63.8

62.2

60.4

88.4

2,3,1

52.7

45.7

85.6

27.4

2,3,2

62.4

70.9

87.3

67.1

2,3,3

73.0

78.7

91.9

97.5

3,1,1

62.1

23.5

21.7

7.2

3,1,2

72.3

48.7

23.3

46.9

3,1,3
3,2,1

82.9
70.6

56.4
50.6

28.0
62.1

77.2
20.9

3,2,2

80.2

75.8

63.7

60.6

3,2.3

90.8

83.5

68.4

91.0

3.3,1

79.8

67.1

93.7

30.0

3,3,2

89.4

92.3

95.3

69.7

3,3,3

100.0

100.0

100.0

*T* Time Stress
M a Mental Effort
P - Psychological Stress
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TABLE 4. PROJECTED WORKLOAD, BY VPD CONCEPT AND MISSION SEGMENT
(Means and Standard Deviations)

Mission
Segment

Baseline

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

"mean

45.8

38.0

32.1

15.1

13.9

std. dev.

33.8

34.5

23.6

22.5

16.5

mean

59.7

59.7

49.7

34.0

31.0

std. dev.

29.7

25.9

13.1

26.9

22.7

mean

71.3

67.5

51.8

48.1

46.3

std. dev.

32.0

30.1

25.0

21.0

20.2

77.2
22.0

73.9
22.3

63.1
31.4

52.2
34.0

43.6
35.4

84.3

84.3

79.9

68.6

64.4

19.6

19.6

17.3

17.5

19.9

mean

93.2

93.2

85.8

76.1

72.1

std. dev.

13.7

13.7

17.8

20.2

17.7

Cruise

Pre-FLOT

Ingress

A/A
mean
std. dev.
App. to Battle Position
mean
std. dev.
A/G
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a.

Is there a wide variaticn in workload to be expected within the
LHX/SCAT mission? (Are the mission segment expectations of mean
workload significantly different from each other?)

b.

Do any of the five VPO-based crew system interface concepts offer
(Are the concepts

opportunities for reducing this workload?
significantly different from each other?)
c.

Are some concepts better at supporting reduced workload during some
(Is their a significant

mission segments than during other?

interaction between concepts and mission segments?)
These questions were used to guide the analysis plan.
Table 5 presents a summary of an analysis of variance of (ANOVA) (SAS,
Process ANOVA) in which the Pro-SWAT workload estimates serve as the

1982,

dependent variable.
TABLE 5.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:

PROJECTED WORKLOAD
OF

MS

27245.0

4

6808.9

p

79675.0

5

15932.8

p

C x S

1659.7

20

82.0

Error

123052.0

210

Total

231631.6

239

SS

Source of Variation
Concepts (C)
Mission Segments (S)

_

0.01
0.01

N.S.*

586.0

*N.S. - Not Significant
The main effect, Concepts,

is found to be highly statistically signifi-

cant. This is equivalent to rejecting the hypothesis that the five VPD crew
(That is, at least some of the concepts
systems are equal to each other.
are different from each other.)

The main effect of Mission Segments is

found to be of high statistical significance. This is equivalent to
rejecting the hypothesis that workload is not expected to vary over the
entire LHX/SCAT mission.

(That is,

at least some segments can be expected
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to re~jlt in higher workload levels than can other segments.)

The

interaction be'ween Concepts and Segments is not statistically significant. This is equivalent to fakling to reject the hypothesis that some
Concepts can be expected to result in lower workload at some Segments, compared to other Concepts, but that the reverse would be true at other Segments.

(That is,

if one Concept is expected to support lower workload

during one Segment than another Concept, then the first Concept will never
"result in higher workload than the second Concept at any other Segment.)
In Figures 10 through 15, the mean expected workload, pooled over the eight
Ss, is shown in the form of bar graphs for each mission segment.
Inspection
of each graph shows that, as the options progress from the baseline to
Option 4, expected workload never increases..
Figure 16 presents a graph of the means of the expected workload for each
concept (pooled over Ss and mission segments).
decreasing form of the graph is apparent.

The generally monotonically

Below the graph,

the arrows,

joined by horizontal lines, delimit the significant!- different groupings
(SAS,

1982, Process ANOVA, Means/Tukey) of the concepts as found by Tukey's

Honestly Significant Difference (HSD)

statistic.

The baseline, together

with Options 1 and 2, form one group; Options 2 and 3 form a second; and
Options 3 and 4 form a third group.

The lines joining the arrows permit

comparisons between pairs of options.

Any two options for which there is no

common line beneath them are statistically different from each other (e.g.,
Options I and 3 are not equal).
Figure 17 presents two line graphs.
*.

range of Pro-SWAT workload.
cepts x six segments,

The range of each graph is the 0 to 100

The 30 mean expected workload levels (five con-

pooled over eight Ss) are plotted on the lower graph.

The mean expected workload levels for each of the eight Ss are plotted on
the upper graph.

Workload appears to be relatively evenly distributed along

the lower graph.

Six of the Ss' means cluster at the SWAT value of approxi-

mately 60, a seventh S exhibits a much lower mean (41.4),
exhibits a much higher mean (75.4).

and the eighth S

(A Tukey's HSD test, performed as a

post hoc test, revealed that only the Ss producing the highest and lowest
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mean Pro-SWAT values were significantly different frcm each other but that
neither of them was significantly different from the six other Ss.)

SUBJECTIVE RATIIG QUESTIONNAIRES

All 11 Ss completed rating questionnaires
presented in Appendix A).

(des-ribed

All quest onnairs

data were analyzed by the same

Fir;:, the ratings were transformed (SAS,

procedure.

into rsnkirv;.

Thus,

the Ieven-poir..

in Section 5 and

1982,

Procedure RANK)

rating responses were remappeu unto

0 to 54 rangp (five concepts x 1.1Ss),

equal

interval -ankirg scale.

An

ANOVA (SAS,

182, Procedure ANOVA)

every case,

the concepts were found to be highly significantly different

from each other
(SAS,

1982,

(p

=

0.01).

Procedure ANOVA,

was performed tor each question.

Also f-r each question,
MEANS/Tukey)

d

In

Tukey's HSO test

was applied to explore the nature

of the significance.
Figures 18 through 26 prese-t mean results of rankings f:r each uf the nine
questions in the form of bar graphs.

Beneath each bar graph,

results of

Tukey's HSD test are shown by the jcined a,rows which depict groupings of
the concepts.

The overall

results are that,

for every question,

the base-

line and Option 1 were never found to be distinguishable from each other;
Options 3 and 4 are neve- distinguishable frcm each other;
exception (the question dealing with communi:ations),
Option 1 (as a group) are always different

and with only one

the baseliie and

from Options 3 and 4 (as a group).

Comments were solicited from the Ss to substantiate their rating assignments.

These comments are pres.!nted in Appendix B, arranged by concept,

for

each question.
"IDEAL"

CREW INTERFACE

Figure 27 presents a synthesis of the "ideal" LHX/SCAT crew system
interface,

as depicted or described by the 11 Ss.

Option 4.

In general.

formats

(e.g.,

It closely resembles

the Ss desired that specific types of informational

weaponi load/status) be available for display, on demand and

at preselected locations,

within the very wide FOV display.
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Section 7
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
DISCUSSION
The intent of tnis research was to gain early insight into the levels of
workload that might reasonably be expected to be found in attempting to conduct LHX/SCAT missions using a weapon system whose crewstation was based on
The reader shuld be aware that numerous factors

a VPD technology concept.

:may detract from tie significdnce of 'h-

data reported in tO1is document.

The "grains of salt" to be applied are identified below:

a.

Time Constraints:

The total Technology Assessment Study was

accomplished in a 4-month period.

A greater duration of the efffort

might have contributed to a deeper unýrstardirg of the issues

invol ved.

b.

Subjects:

The Ss were assumed to be .*epresentative of the pilots

who will evenLually fly the LHX/SCAT.
highly experienced.

They may,

in fact, be too

The Ss were available for participation in the

Pro-SWAT and rating scale data collection for only a single day.
longer data collection period might have affected their responses.
Only 11 Ss (10 military) participated.

A greater number of Ss

might have yielded more reliable results although the group
appeared to be relatively consistent (Figure 17).

c.

MEP:

Although AVSCOM participated in the preparation of the MEP

portion of the briefing to the Ss and other available references
were employed in an attempt to assure the sufficiency and accuracy
of the MEP description,

this area was still undergoing refinement

by the Army during the period of the Technology Assessment SLudy.
Any differences

between the final MEP and that presented to the Ss

might have resulted ir different responses.
d.

Missior, Scenario:

The mission scenario synthesized by the AFAMRL

was based on all available documentation and was reviewed by

R-1-93
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representatives of the Army Aviation Center.

The actual mission

asking appropriate to the LHX/SCAT weapon system may differ somewhat from this description which might affect the actual workloid
levels to be experienced.

..

Pro-SWAT Data:

Because of time constraints,

all crew system con-

cepts were compared for each mission segment sequentially.

This
miqht have been a weakness in methodology and a random order presentation of crew systemi concept/missinn segments might have
produced more reliable responses.
simulation was possible.

Secondly, no man-in-the-loop

Simulation might have resulted in the Ss

obtaining a better (different) understanding of the concepts (and
of the MEP and mission).

Simulation is planned, however, during

subsequent VPD technology development and validation efforts.
f.

The five concepts were presented in

"Ideal" Crew System Interface:
order cf increasing FOV.

This may have influenced both the stroig

expectation for reduced workload with larger FOV options found in
the data and, also, might have led to the Ss'

apparent expectation

that a concept very similar to the panel-mounted projection display
system (the last option presented to them) would be an Ideal crew

system interface.

These several caveats are not intended to suggest that the data are highly
suspect.

Rather, they should serve as guidance for follow-on experiments to

be conducted in extension,

refinement,

and validation of the present research.

FINDINGS
Pro-SWAT
The predicted workload data suggest t'o major findings:
a.

A wide range i workload may be expected to be encountered during
the conduct of an LHX!SCAT mission (Figures 9 through 15).
exact level of workload that will be experienced may be

The
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significantly modified by the crew system interface concept
employed by the weapon system.

The minimum expected workload

level was found for the cruise mission segment,

employing Option 4

(cockpit-mounted, wide FOV, projection display), and the maximum
workload level was encountered for S...expected
the A/G attack mission
segment using the baseline (HUD)
b.

crew system VPO.

The VPO concepts are predicted to be significantly different from
each other in terms of the level of workload to be expected in
applying them to LHX/SCAT mission tasks (Figure 9 and Table 4).
Over the six mission segments studied,
(narrow FOV, monocular HMO)

the baseline and Option 1

were never statistically different

from each other and always were associated with the highest levels
of workload.

Options 3 (wide FOV,

binocular HMO)

and 4 were never

statistically different from each other and always were associated
with the lowest levels of expected workload.

The baseline and

Option I (as a group) were significantly different from Options 3
and 4 (as a group).
i)

Rankings

Nine qualitative dimensions were examined.

In every case, the baseline and

Option I (as a group) received the poorest score (least desired, made smallest contribution to effectiveness,

etc.) and Options 3 and 4 (as a group)

received the best score. In all but one case (communications),
groups were highly significantly different from each other.
a.

Situational Awareness:
(Figure 18).

these two

The concepts fell into three groups

The baseline and Option 1 were expected to support

situational awareness to the least extent. Option 2 formed a
group by itself, between the other two groups. Options 3 and 4
were expected to support situational awareness to the greatest
extent.
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b.

Overall Mission Effectiveness:

The groupings were identical to

those found for Situational Awareness (Figure 19).
c.

Pilotage:

Two groups of the VPD concepts were found (Figure 20).

The baseline and Options 1 and 2 formed the group expected to
least support accomplishment of the pilotage function; Options 2,
3, and 4 for the second group.

(The ambiguous presence of

Option 2 in both groups means only that it

was not felt to be

significantly different from any of the four other VPD concepts in
its ability to contribute to pilotage.)
d.

Navigation:

Three groups were found (Figure 21).

The baseline

and Options I and 2 formed a group that was expected to least
contribute to task accomplishment.

Options 2 and 3 formed a

second group. Options 3 and 4 formed a group that was axpected to
make the greatest contribution to performing navigation tasks.
e.

Communications:

Three groups were found (Figure 22).

The base-

line and Options 1 and 2 were least expected to support this
function.

The baseline and Options 2 and 3 were expected to per-

form somewhat better.

Options 2,

3, and 4 were expected to best

support accomplishment of this function.

I 'j,

f.

Target Acquisition:

Three groups were found (Figure 23).

The

baseline and Options I and 2 were expected to support target
acquisition tasks least effectively. Options 2 and 3 were judged
to provide somewhat better task effectiveness. Options 3 and 4
were iYpected to be best able to support this function.
g.

Weapon Delivery: The groupings were identical to those found for
Target Acquisition (Fige.e 24).

h.

Survivability:

n,•

Four groups were identified (Figure 25).

The

baseline and Option 1 were expected to make the least contribution
to system survivdbility.

Options 2 and 3 were viewed as the sec-

ond poorest contributors.

Options 3 and 4 were grouped together
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as making the sLcond greatest contribution,

and Options 3 and 4

were expected to make the greatest contribution.
Three distinct groupings of the VPD

Pilot Community Acceptance:

*i.

crew system interface concepts were identified (Figure 26).
-;

3 and 4 for-med the group that was expected to be the most

•{Options

acceptable to the LHX/SCAT pilot community.

"as a group, the second most acceptable.

Options 2 and 3 were,

The baseline and Option I

were rated as being the least desired by the pilot community.
M

"Ideal" Crew System Interface
Thp VPD crew system interface designs proposed by the 11 Ss ;;ere essentially
the same as Option 4.

Opportunities were identified for exploiting the very

large FOV display as the context into which a wide variety of other information elements/sources could be inset. The result was a "virtual" cockpit in
which almost all the displays and MEP controls could be called up on an
as-needed basis.

The types and arrangement of displayed information subsets

could be tailored to meet the needs of the specific mission segment and the
preferences of the pilot.

CONCLUSIONS
a.

Options 3 and 4 appear to be the best candidates for a VPD-based
crEw system for a single-pilot, LHX/SCAT aircraft. A significant
reduction in workload is to be expected (based on the Pro-SWAT
findings) with these concepts versus present practice in cockpit
design (the baseline and Option 1).

b.

Options 3 and 4 are expected (based on the ratings questionnaires)
to make the greatest contributions to achieving and maintaining
good situational awareness, supporting mission effectiveness,
providing required functional support (pilotage, navigation,
communications,

and

target acquisition, weapon delivery, and system

survivability).

R-1-97
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C.

Options 3 and 4 are expected (based on the questionnaire results)
to be the VPO concepts most likely to be accepted in practice by
the LHX/SCAT pilot community.

d.

Option 4 most closely resembles the crewstation design concept
offered by the Ss themselves as representing the "ideal" crew
system interface.

e.

Option 2 (narrow FOV, binocular HMD) was found to be only slightly
less capable than Option 3 in terms of both the pr'ojected workload
and the opinion rating scale data.

RECOMMENDATION
Options 3 and 4 should ne investigated for possible application to the
LHX/SCAT weapon system as the VPD-based crew system interface concepts.
funding/schedule permit, Option 2 should also be included in this

If

consideration.
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Appendix A
DISPLAY CONFIGURATION QUESTIONNAIRE
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Subject Name:

DISPLAY CONFIGURATION QUESTIONNAIRE
1.

it's ability to utilize the displays
Situational awareness is the
provided in the cockpit to create an image of his relationship to:
.

geographical features (physical features such as land, water,
mountains, de!,erts; politicai divisions; navigational waypoints;
-

weather systems).
terrain obstacles (trees,

rivers, buildings),

-

air and ground threats,
air and ground targets,

-

sister ships, and

-

own-ship health and status (weapons,

mechanical,

flight control)

within the context of the r.ission he is to perform.

a.

Rate the degree to which this display configuration would provide
the pilot with situational awareness for performing the LHX-SCAT
mission.
Ci.cle the number on the scale below which you feel applies:

2
- -3
would not provide

---

- 4

- 6 .--.-7
.---- 5 .---would provide optinium

acceptable situational

situational awareness

awareness

for each phase and every
aspect ot the LHX-SCAT
mission

b.

Comments (What motivated your decision to circle the number on
the scale above?):

S97
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success of the
LHX-SCAT mission effecti eness will depend upon the
pilot to perfor' pilotage, navigation, communications, target

2.

and survivability functions.
'Acquisitlon, weapon delivery,

a.

overall
configuration would affect
How do you feel this display
mission if you were the
success/effectiveness of the LHX-SCAT
pilot?

4'i

you feel applies:
the number on the scale below which

"Circle

-

5----- 6----4
-----3
------

display would

display would

enable effective,
safe accomplishment of
each phase and every
aspect of the mission

prohibit effective,
safe completion of
critical mission
components

Comments:

I

~ij
Li

i~
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well do you think this display
If you were the pilot, how
to perform each of the functions
configuration would enable you
within the LHX-SCAT mission?

b.

below which you feel applies:
Circle the number on each scale

---- 6---7
5

PILOTING:

-----I ------ 2------3 ------ 4

--------- 5
------ 4
------ 3
1----- 2

6------

NAVIGATION:

5 ----I1.---2 -2---3 -3---4 -4---

6-------7

COMMUNICATIONS:

TARGET

---1------2------ 3-------4------5

ACQUISITION:

WEAPON
DELIVERY:

SURVIVABILITY:

6------

7

7

3 ----- 4 ----- 6 -------- 2----

7
6
------

5 ----I1------2------ ---- 4----

7
6
------

display would
enable me to
successfully perform
this function for the

display would
prevent me
from performing
this functionl for the
LHX-SCAT mission

L4KX-SCAT missionl

Comments:
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3.

!:

the pilot comrr,unity would find this
Rate the degree to which you feel
an LHX-SCAT mission:
display acceptable/desimable for performing
feel applies:
Circle the number on the scale below which you

1

2------

3------4 ------ 5 ------6 ------ 7

display concept

display concept
would be rejected

would be accepted/desired
by the pilot

by the pilot
comnun i ty

SI,'

community

Comments:

S•,I
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Appendix B
COMMENTS REGARDING RATING ASSIGNMENTS
COMMENTS:

SITUATION AWARENESS

Baseline
"The limited FOV of the HUD would require more crosschecking of the cockpit
to understand the situation."
"Due to lack of adequate vision, pilot has need to keep his head on a pivot
looking outside A/C."
"HUD limits field of view.
world display."

Pilot dependent upon A/C attitude to see real-

"You have to move the whole A/C to search for obstacles,
thing else. Cannot see to the side."

threats, or any-

"Limited visual assistance for night/adverse weather operations.
complexity-hardware operation. Target ID/acquisition."

Cockpit

"My concern is the flexibility of the HUD to enhance situational
awareness."

"The area of attention (i.e., the HUD)
scope of the situation."

does not provide a broad enough

"Too many information areas requiring division of attention, thus reducing
situational awareness."
"Basically provides situational awareness of operational environment,
it is limited."

but

"The limited FOV, even with snap-look, creates an unnatural feeling of constraint on head movement."

"Perceived transitional problems when going from HUD to CRT to HUD."
Option I
"This option is similar to the baseline in that it requires inside the
cockpit time to become fully aware of the sit•iation."

4

"Instrumentation requires independent focal plane. No peripheral vision.
You have to decidedly look at a system when you should te looking somewhere
else. Too many buttons/switches with too many independent systems.
System
needs to be more integrated with prioritization built in."
"Biggest factor: HMD provides a 'movable'
intrepretation extremely important."

101

real-world display.

Visual
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"Limited FO".
Better field of regard (FOR).
You ran into bincoular rivalry
between HMD display and whaL is going on in the cockpit with other
displays."
"Threat acquisition is better than baseline but still not adequate.

too complex.

Cockpit

Does not lend itself well to battlefield fluid-'ty."

"Situation awareness will be limited because of HMD (monocular).
other displays."

I like the

"Provides a great deal of information but the pilot has to work for )t."
"Configuration is basically the same as the baseline, therefore, too much
diversion of attention. However, the ability (freedom) to slew the field of
vision display improves the capability."

• "i

"Wider field of view with HMD provides bcetter-than-baseline situational
awareness, but still limited."
p~tion 2
"With the binocular FOV and touch sensitive display, the workload has
decreased and the pilot can be made more situation aware with less workload
on his part."
"Getting better. Everyth~ng on one CRT.
focal attention is engine status."

The only other thing that requires

"Binocular FOV will decrease psychological stresses, enabling me to assimilate more data usefully."

4
"f

"I feel nothing is gained with binocular FOV.
change my mind."

Maybe if

"Operation is
simpler. Field of view better.
acquisition capability."

Improved target ID/

I flew it I would

"Irn comparison to baseline and Option 1, 1 have better situational awareness
although I liked the separate multifunction displays better than the single."

"Great field of view.

Less effort on the part of the pilot."

"This configuration moves the pilot's attention more to the outside of the
cockpit than the baseline or Option 1. However, it doesn't free him from
continuous return to receive updated info."
"Binocdlar HMO is probably a significant visual improvement.
Touchsensitive color display reduces cockpit workload in obtaining situational

awareness."

Li
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Option 3
"All functions easier and made available to the pilot in a wider- FOY with
all necessary info available."
Necessary switches in two places.
"Field of view greatly enhanced.
Requires focal attention inside aircraft only briefly."

"b.c-"tr F,)V more information to
"Operational simplicity,

field

ly by and to search for other targer3."
view."

"I've los" a iultifunction dispi i, and although I know that the display will
be made *lsewhe,-e, I think that .i~e second MFD is neeced for situational
awarenecs."
'*Same ae Option 2."

"l
'i

jlration is the op'imai. trans:tion to futJre technologies
This -fi
requir, j minimal training and p)s.itive (?) transfer from current pilot
tunder ,nding.
•i, d of view is much better i,, this ^onfiguration and situaticnal
"H•iO
awarene;, is much improved."

"Gocd

-OV and dvallabilicy of information."

"Every hing is there to see with~ut fucus of attention.
arr's each. No 'minimal) looki.ýg down."

Everything is at

Easier to scan
"I: h- what a pilot needs to fly. More visual information.
mninyg your eye than moving your head, stop, look, trove your head, ...
'

"Field of view. Target 10/acquisition capability.
ity.hlarent pilot workload reduction."

Operational simplic-

'Infor ation readily available to pilot."
S

L
F,•

"Although the sitja-ional awareness is ou~sida the corkpit, tne panorama of
informition cd1led up at any time diverts the pilot's attention."

v'

"("ockp-.-mounted display shown here provi(es a much better awareness of
operat~onal/situational environment."
COMMEN"S:

MISSION EFFECTIVENESS

However, it is
over current A/C.
"'his ystem would provide some advantages
03time.."
Would reqLir. too much head-in--the- cockpit
nut as integrated' as needed.

.
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"Navigation system is the plus to the baseline.
change without releasing collective)."

Comms easier to handle (can

T' his

Even with system limitations, a pilot
is all based on experience.
experienced in the system, who has adapted to system constraints, will
perform well."
"The display is hard to point."
"Limited visual inhibits night/weather OPNS."
"On short missions the pilot would be OK but I believe on extended missions
(one hour or more) the pilot would becone fatigued."
Option I
"The inside-tne-cockpit time would detract from performing your mission."
"Navigation/comm is the plus.

Systems have the same problems as baseline."

"Pilots adapt.
HMD providcs increased capaoility while actually reducing
pilot workload."
"The HMD can work for pilotage and NAV.
Target acquisition, weapon delivery, and survivability assume you will have to change magnification and,
therefore, do not retain pilotage and navigation.

j

"Visual system limitations (field of view).

Target ID/acquisition."

"OK for short missions."
"Same as baseline."
Option 2
"LesF head-in-the cockpit time allows the pilot to concentrate his attention
on the situation and mission rather than 'working' to become aware of it.
This should result in increased mission effectiveness."
"More time alloted--decrease in work/'look'
A

load."

psychologically relaxed guy will perform better (my opinion)."

""A
"...

nothing is gained with binocular FOV

...

"

"Lends itself better toward reducing pilot workload."
"Improves pilot durability."
Option 3
"Pilot giver more time to keep outside.
Rbuttons."
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Systems watch themselves.

Minimum

"Better FOV to fly with and navigate, but still ID had-pointed for weapon
delivery."
"...second

MFD is needed for situation awareness."

Otion 4

"4

The FOV and virtual switching decrease workload, thus allowing the pilot
time to concentrate on the immediate mission.
Result, increased
effectiveness."
"Everything around/in front of you (vision, switches, systems, etc.).
Pilot
is outside. More surv4
le. Always acquiring even if he only picks up
movement out of the cor r of his eye.
System (hopefully) automation in
Pilot only has to react."
?acquisition.
"aues
option."
"Serious concern on display fixation."
COMMENTS:

,j•

FUNCTIONAL SUPPORT

Baseline
"TGT ACQ/WPN deliqery not timely.

HUD monodirectional,

without periph-

Seral.
Cross-focusing attention between threat, systems, and NAV CRTs/
S' indicators does not allow total system knowledge at a :ingle glance."
"

i

"Target acquisition difficult with narrow field of view.
only marginally easier."

Weapon delivery

"At nignt you could not see anything except for things in your FOV.
I would
not like to go out on a multiship mission. There would be a great change of
mid-airs such as with the old full face goggles."
"Mission changes could be a problem, i.e., updating navigation information
or entering NAV data. Target acquisition in such a limited field of view
will be a snow stopper."
"The 'piloting'
"Would

would be degraded because of the constraints cn the HUD."

require continuous movement by the pilot."

"Once again, the division of attention in this configuration prevents full
task utilization with one pilot."
Option 1
"\
•

Need more information simultaneously when required."
"Oue 'o separation of instrumentation, we still have a requirement to focus
on too many independent systems."
"Key word would still be adaptability."
R-I
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i

i

H I

H

I

I

IIa1

I I

I

"Pilotage--very high workload already. NAV--time to interpret what you are
looking at, i.e., FUR target acquisition--if flying with I to 1 (unity)
magnification, no better than naked eye. Weapon delivery--inaccuracy of
Survivability--small FOV."
head movement.
"Still a large workoad for a single cockpit. Not enough help in the visual
system."
"... there are constraints on the monocular MOD."
"Navigation and communications information appears ore readily available."
"This configuration is obviously suited to Z,scat role, whereby those
inherent functions are connected to head movement."
"Only improvement over baseline is field of view, but it is an improvement."
Option 2
"The pilot is made aware of the situation easier, thus giving him time to
perform these tasks."

•
"N

"The more time the pilot has to keep his head outside the aircraft (saved by
not looking at three different systems, versus two, and pushing buttons),
the more acquisition/WPN delivery/survivable you (have)/are (more
awareness)."
"uBetter field of view."
"...Based on the capability of 'seeing'

Ii

outside the cockpit."

"Pilot appears to have better access to weapons systems and threat info."
"With his attention outside more, the pilot is in a more zomfortable psychological state, improving performance.
Option 3

"... due to increased filed of view and time/work/look load decrease."
"Getting better!"
"Greater field of view might improve threat survivability."
"Safe as Option 2."
"With the HMD, the pilot is free to move his sights where he wants them.
can accentuate his FOV with optics and minimize his workload."
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Option 4
"Better than (AH-)58/Cobra/AAH."
"Pilotage, NAV--sounds and looks like it is day VFR flying at night. Target
acquisition, survivability--can detect movement easier ... it is all in your
POV so you can sense movement in your peripheral vision. Weapon
delivery--just point better tian a ginner."
"Pilots canl always get lost.

The weapons and threat information will create

better awareness on the part of the pilot."
COMMENTS:

PILOT ACCEPTANCE

Baseline
"This configuration appears to be only a step in the right direction.
Pilots would prefer it over current cockpits, but would want further integratinn to make the job easier."
"Better than OH-58A/C/D AHIP with reference to NAV, COMM, etc. However,
confusing with reference to 'where to look' to get 'what information'."
"Compared to the other options, this is the least desirable,

Of course, the

SCAT commuiity would adapt it to optimize performance."
"Target acquisition limitations create a problem in the attack role."
"It would be accepted as is if placed in the aircraft. But when a better
system evolved, all pilots would ask for the better system."
"Would be an improvement over anything currently in use."
"It is better than nothing, which we have now,
improved."
"Although this is the 'here and now'

but could be easily

state of the art, it

is limited in its

use for some LHX-type missions."
Option 1
"... better than current systems but still stops short of what is needed to
be successful in a one man LHX."
"Better than OH-58/A/C/D and AHIP."
"Preferable in so.me cases to what we have now.
mind."
"From experiences in PNVS,

FLIR is question mark in my

would it be compatible with glasses?"

"Coping with battlefield changes might create a dangerous distraction.
'Cover me while I reprogram the system' might become a common phrase."
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"The helmet mounted display might require extensive training, initially for
It
pilot acceptance since it is a major change from current operation.
would probably be gradually accepted, however."
"Would improve mission success."
"The present community is comfortable with this configuration only because
it is familiar."
"Better than baseline configuration for field of view, but still limited."
Option 2
"Less head-in-the-cockpit time allows the pilot to concentrate his attention

on the situation and mission rathe- than ýworking' to become aware of it.This should result in increased missicn effectiveness."
"More time alloted--decrease in work/'look'

ji

load."

"A psychologically relaxed guy will perform better (my opinion)."
"...

nothing is gained with binocular FOV."

"Lerds itself better toward reducing pilot workload."

r

"Improves pilot durability."
"Better than OH-58 series and Cobra."

"Increased capability, slightly reduced workload."
"This option would be more readily accepted than Option I."
"More information to pilots."
"This configuration reaches the limits of current understanding and, therefore, would require some initial use for acceptance."
I

0ption 3

"All necessary information is made available to the pilot in a wide FOV
'"

•'>•

I"Better

allowing him to have a larger situation awareness window with information
when needed."
than C0H-]58/Cobra; same as AAH."
"Virtual keyborad is far out feature!"
"More info/less effort on the part of the pilot."

"Although this is the optimum, there would be increased training required."
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Option 4
"In my opinion, similar to Option 3.
pilots as acceptable."

Either option would be accepted by the

"Same general comments as for Option 3."
"Where are backup instruments?"
"I feel that nis option would probably suit me best.
cockpit may cause me to reconsider."

Actually in such a

"The new pilots are from the Star Wars and Tron generation and will accept
the technology."
"Once again any information called to the display diverts the pilot's
attention. Whereas, if he knew to look in one spot (Option 3) his attention
is controlled."
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HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING REVIEW
OF THE INTEGRATED CREWSHATION FOR
THE LIGHT HELICOPTER FAMILY (LHX)

1.

OVERVIEW.

The combat effectiveness of the light helicopter family (LHX) largely
depends on the aircrew's ability to successful!y operate the aircraft and its
onboard equipment and systems in flight. To obtain the best overall opera-

tional effectiveness,

designed

the interface between the aircrew and aircraft must be

to effectively capitalize on the capabilities of technology and the

"aircrew.
Early crewstation's designs were relatively uncluttered and contained only
minimal instrumentation, displays, controls, and flight systems necessary for
optimal daylight flying.
These systems were well within the capabilities and
workload limitations of the aircrews.
As the full potential of Army aircraft
was realized, mission requirements and :.ircraft crewstation configurations
began to change.
New dedicated devices and systems were added, each competing
for the limited space within the field of view (FOV) and reach of the aviator.
Each new function or system added normally resulted in the addition of one or
more dedicated displays or controls.
Due to the limited space within the

crewstation, it was not always possible to place the new controls or displays
in a position that maximized human effectiveness.

K
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The additional workload imposed by the large variety of systems incorporated into the c-'ewstations was further complicated by more demanding
missions.
When the primary Army aviation mission was combat support,
transporting soldiers and equipment at relatively high altitudes, aviators
were afforded more than sufficient time to cross-check instruments, tune
radios, monitor their crewstation systems, and fly the aircraft.
With the
additioa of close combat missions and the advent of highly sophleticated
ground-to-air weapons deployed by the enemy, Army aviation was required to
change tactics.
The luxury of flying well above the terrain is no longer
affordable.
Helicopters are now required to utilize terrain flight tecdniques, often flying below treetop levels to avoid enemy detection.
When
flying in the terrain flight regine, most of the aviator's attention must be
concentrated outside the aircraft, leaving little
time for monitoring instruments or for operating controls and systems inside the crewstation.
The requirement to be able to fly and fight around-the-clock further compounds the problem.
When flying at night or at reduced visibility leve1ls, the
aviator's capability to see things outside the aircraft is greatly reduced.
To ease the burden of flight at night, new technologies like image intensification night vision goggles (NyC), low-light level video cameras (LLTV), and
infrared (IR) video systems have been incorporated into Army helicopters.
Thes- systems do provide an enhanced night flight capability, but they have
inci.eased the number of displays and controls the aviators of dual-crew
aircraft must be attentive to, thereby increasing the aircrew workload.
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The increased demands of future conflicts, coupled with the addition of
new and more cLmplex systems in the crewstation, could casily reach a point
where, if not properly integrated, the crew workload or attention level may
Prvent o'taining the maximum effectiveness from the aJrcrew and aircraft in
th,, hý,Ihly intense and dynamic conflicts of the future.
Ieohnological advances over the past years have demonstrated a consi",31
le increase in the eapability of aviation systems and mission equip:nent..
Human or airerew capabilities, on the other nand, have increased in the
lormain of knowledge and training, but the aircrew's cognitive and sensory
caipbilities, anthrcponetry, and environmental requirements have changed very
little.
For example, the capability to present visual information on displays
in the cockpit has changed from the dedicated dial and moving needle to
graphically oresenting information on electronic displays.
The aviator's
viacal capabilities and limitations, on the other hand, remain essentially the
3.s th!ey Wei,
in Lhu pa't.
To assure the success of the LHX in future
co:<ltc ts, air~rew workload must riot be allowed to exceed a level that
t.estrics
the effective use of the full aircraft capabilities.
Applying advanced technology is certainly an appropriate way to improve
performance and overcome the space and weight limitations in modern aircraft,
as 3ong as its use remains within the abilities and capabilities of aircrew
that must ope-rate the system.
The change from current crewstation cont'igurations to a more sophisticated design is expected to shift the crew.
workloaa from one that is manual or physical to one that is more demanding
from a cognitive and mental workload aspect.
In effect, the aviator whose
role in the past was one of system operator and information integrator becomes
one ofa
system manager.

1
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Electronic and avionics systems may be available in the LHX development
time period that can gather and provide all the information needed to fight
and win future conflicts.
The information can, however, only be useful if
presented to the aircrew at a rate they can assimilate and effectively use.
To best optimize available technology, it is vital that the aircrew be provided essential flight and mission information in a way that allows them to
become an integral part of tne system.
The operation of advanced Army combat
aircraft demands that information be organized and presented so that the
aircrew will be provided with preprocessed data relevant to the specific
nisýion or fllzht phase they are engaged in.
The challenge in the LHX is to maximize system performance through the
appropriate assignment of mission functions to the aircrew and the aircraft in
a way that uuz the best attributes of both man and machine.
The crewstation
di:iplays andJ .,wntrols, with which the aircrew interact, must be designed to
capitalize on the crew's capabilities.
One of the goals of the LHX program is
to desipn an aircraft that is mission effective with a single crewmember.
To
accomolish that goal, the functions now performed by the second crewmember in
-urrent aircraft must be a,,tomated or transfered to the single crewiuember.
Flying low levels and NOE below treetop levels is extremely demanding on
the flight orew.
NOE flight requires the pilot to focus most of his visual
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attention

outside

tne crewstation

while rapidly

maneuvering

the aircraft

Add the other crew tasks like navigaaround obstacles in the flight path.
ting,
communicating, target acquisition and engagement and monitoring of the
aircraft subsystems, and the demand on the aircrew's physical and mental
The requirement to fly and fight around-theabilities rapidly i,•creases.
clock further compounds

•

"j

the problem.

The increasingly hostile environment Army aviators must fight in and the
Snumber and complexity of new aviation systems requires a large amount of
information be presented to and assimilated by the aircrew.
The most essential ingredient of the design of the LHX for the future battlefield is the
integration of the vast amount of information provided by the aircraft sensors
into a form that can easily be interpreted and used by toe aircrew.
The goal of a single-crewmember LHX demands an even more efficient
crewstation design.
The full integration of the information displays, the
control techniques employed, and the capabilities and limitations of the
aircrew at a level much greater than current aircraft is mandatory, if that
goal is to be achieved.
The functions the airtrew must perform in the LHX
fall into the major functional areas of flight control, navigation, communication, target acquisition and engagement, survivability, and system
status monitoring.
Each of these functions is of prime importance when the LHX enters combat.
The inability of the aircrew to effectively perform any one of these functions
could result in degraded performance and loss of mission success,
A review of the crewstation integration of recently developed aircraft
supports that hypothesis.
Both the AH-64 attack helicopter and the OH-58D
scout helicopter requires a crew of two to peform their missions even though
some of the technology and crewstation integration rroposed for the LHX can be
found in those helicopters.
In a single-crew LHX, many of the crew duties must be automated to take up
the slack left by the second crewmember.
That automation must be extensive
and flexible enough: to provide the crew the option to use whatever automation
is best suited for the particular mission they are involved in at a specific
time.
A review of the major human factors

engineerialg

issues

of the LHX crew-

station integration concerns has indicated that the capabilities and limitations of the human must receive additional consideration.
The LHX is expected
to be a highly automated helicopter with the capability to provide the aircrew
with a continuous flow ,f essential information.
It is the integration of
that information into the crewstation, along with the processing of that
information by the crewmembers and the resulting control actions on the part
of the aircraft that require much attention from the human factors engineering
viewpoint.
Traditlonally, the system design phasc, making the hardware work,
has consumed most of the allotted time scheduled for development of a new
aircraft.
If the LHX is to truly provide the effective combat system needed
to meet the future threat, the human factors engineering effort must be given
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as equal an emphasis as the hardware operational design.
The human factors
engineering analyses presented in the AVSCOM TOD and this TRADOC TOA, along
with the preliminary results provided thus far from the ARTI program, all
contribute to the assessment of the soldier-machine interface of the LHX and
the enhancement of Lhe crew's operational capabilities and the manpower, personnel, and training requirements.
These preliminary efforts provide a
framework for the development of the LHX but do not answer all the human
factors engineering related issues.
Human factors engineering for the LHX
crewstation is part of an iterative design process that must be continually
reviewed and updated.
The operational success of the LHX on the battlefield
is dependent on that process continuing.
The remainder of this paper will address various aspects of the LRX
crewstation and examine some of the crew functions for which new technology
may positively impact. Workload is considered in light of the time spent on
specific crew activities or the attention aviators must devote to any specific
aircraft function.
The major areas considered include: navigation;
communications; flight controls; subsystem monitoring; target acquisition/
designation: survivability systems; nuclear, biological, and chemical (NBC)
protection; life support equipment; and controls and displays.
Each of those
areas are discussed separately, but in the final LHX configuration, it is
essential rb-hey be fully integrated to provide minimal workload for the
aircrew.
The major sources of information considered in this analysis
included the Army Aviation Mission Area Analysis (AAMAA), the LHX Trade-Off
Determination (TOD), and the individual reports submitted for iPclusion in the
U.S. Army Aviation Center's (USAAVNC) Tre.de-Off Analysis (TOA).
It is assumed
that the detail design of the airframe, crewstation, and the controls and
displays will incorporate all human engineering principles and data regarding
the physiological and mental capabilities and limitations of the air and
ground crews expected to operate, maintain, and rearm and refuel the LHX.
2.

NAVIGATION.

The success of the LHX in future conflicts will depend primarily on the
ability of the aircrew to maneuver their aircraft to the right place at the
right time. That ability, in turn, depends on being able to successfully perform the task of navigation.
In that regard, navigation encompasses not only
movement from one point on the battlefield to another but the ability to
accurately accumulate, record, use, and transmit posltion information concerning the threat ind friendly forces.
Mission success also requires the
crew to maintain an overall situation awareness of the rapidly changing tactical sitiation around them.

p

Studies and evaluations of the relationship between human performance and
currently fielded navigation systems reveal that they yield performance less
than that needed for the LHX.
This less-than-desired performance is due, in
part, to a number of factors including loss of perspective, map design, navigation sensor accuracy, and display designs. Evaluations of more recently
developed and available navigation systems indicate those systems do much to
enhance the present capabilities to navigate and maintain a situational awareness of the battlefield, but further improvements are needed if the maximum
effectiveness of the LHX capabilities is to be realized.
R-II-10

Projected map display. (PMD) utilizing remote map reader technology that
take map informatior stored on film and project it onto a multifunction
display, improve current systems by taking the traditional map information out
of the aviators lap and placing it on a display in the instrument panel of the
In tests conducted so far, an aircrew of two, when using a proaircraft.
jected map, can navigate terrain more rapidly with fewer delays and course
disorientation and less visual attention devoted to the navigation task than
The copilot/navigator does, however, still
previous navigation systems.
total visual attention to the navigation
of
his
one-fourth
about
devote
In addition, the navigation system requires manual updating every 10
system.
to 15 minutes of flight.
inherent flexibility, provides a
Digital map technology, because of it.
The digital map approach
greater potential for mission success in the LH'.
by the Defense
produced
data
geographic
uses as its source of information
of flight
memory
the
in
stored
be
can
that
form
digital
a
in
Mapping Agency
During flight, these data are converted back into a display that
computers.
The digital map technology not only has the
can be used by the aircrew.
potential to provide a horizontal display much like the projected map display,
but when fully developed, it could provide a vertical display as well.
Another advantage of the digital ,iap system is the capability for the aircrew
Because of
to select the type and amount of information to be displayed.
their common tri-service use by both ground and air forces, current paper maps
and projected map displays often contain more information than can be used by
With the digitally generated data base only the information
Army aviators.
In a sense,
that the aviator chooses is presented on the crewstation display.
The digital map system also has
the digital map display can be decluttered.
the potential to automatically calculate and display the optimal flight path
The exact level of
the aircraft can follow to best avoid the kaiowr threats.
vis~ial attý.ntioa and crew workload required by the digital map system has. not
in the simulation evalThe available systems are still
yet been determined.
i. is speculated that the visual attention will be less than
uationl szage.
If the visual attenbe relatively high.
that of the PMD, but it could still
tion and crew workloal associated witli the panel-mounted digital navigation
additional display
system approaches that of the panel-mounted display (PMD),
techniques will be necessary to enhance the LHX performance, specifically in a
While flying missions at terrain flight Levels, the single
single-crew LHX.
crewmember should devote as much visual time outside the crewstation as
He can ill afford to spena one-fourth of his attention on the navipossible.
Navigation information should, therefore, be prov-ded to the
gation task.
aviator in a manner that allow him to keep his eyes outside the crewstation
Simulation and flight tests to specifically address
during terraiii flight.
the most effective means of providing navigation information to the aircrew,
when their attention is focused outside, will be necessary if maximum effectiveness of the LHX is to be obtained.
The digital map data base also has the potential to provide ir.puts into an
With such a system, the
automatic terrain following and avoidance system.
pilot could be relieved of much of the workload associated with the task of
The current
That technology, unfortunately, has not yet matured.
flying.
sensors to
with
along
digital data base, with around lO0-:ýrater (m) accuracy,
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detect small objects like buildings, trees, and wires require considerable
improvement if full terrain following and avoidance are to be achieved.
The LHX navigation system review indicates that, at a minimum, a horizontal situation map-like display should be provided that gives the aircrew realtime accurate, spatfal information concerning their aircraft position and the
position of friendly and threat forces during day, night, and adverse weather
conditions.
In addition, the system should allow the airorew to rapidly
obtain information from the display with minimal head downtime inside the
crewstation, provide a means to automatically update the position information,
allow the user to annotate the display with friendly and threat information,
and provide the capability to rapidly transfer information to other members of
the combined arms team.
The need to develop methods and techniques to allow
the aviator to keep his attention focused outside the aircraft while navigating is of particular importance to the single-crew aircraft where the copilot
is no longer available to attend to the navigators task. From a human factors
engineering perspective, the potential of the digital-based navigation system
appears to provide the better choice for the LHX, assuming the systems
currently under development are sufficiently mature by the full-scale development phase of the LHX.
If the goal for a single-crew LHX is to be accomplished, a high priority must be placed on the improvement of navigation
sensor accuracy, the availability and accuracy of digital data base information, and improved methods for displaying navigation information to the
aircrew.
Any candidate navigation system for the LHX should be considered in terms
of the system workload demand.
Navigation systems typically demand to be fed
information during system start-up and alignment, flight planning, sensor
updaing, and en route waypoint entry.
Currently fielded systems require from
5 to 20 minutes to load data through a keyboard during the pre-takeoff phase
of the mission.
Updating the navigation system accuracy is required on a frequent basis during the mission and the crew must spend valuable time telling
the navigation system it3 present position so that it can then tell the crew
their present position for the next few minutes. Data loading should be able
to be acccmolished in the aircraft without using a keyboard and should not
require more than a few minutes.
System updating should be required i.1frequcntly and easily a~complished.
The navigation system should support the
pilot in the performance of his mission, and minimize the demand on his time
and attention.
3.

NUCLEAR,

BIOLOGICAL,

AND CHEMICAL (NBC)

DEFENSE.

Army aviation can expect to encounter NBC threat weapons during future
conflicts.
The Soviet Union and Soviet-backed forces have the capability of
employing a vast array of such weapons and the capability tc protect their own
troops during such an attack. The LHX must incorporate design features that
can successfully counter that threat. Analyses of NBC defensive measures have
highlighted three basic approaches that can be used to protect the aircrew
from the threat: contamination avoidance, collective protection, and individual protection.
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The most effective means to prevent casualties and protect the aircraft
from the NBC threat is perhaps avoiding ýhe threat completely.
Although contamination avoidance may not be used in all cases, it is an available tactical
measure for the commander in the field when the situation permits.
The option
of contamination avoidance will only be sucoes:f.il if aviation units are
provided a reliable means to determine if an attack is imminent or has
occurred.

V

The ideal situation

would be the

identification

of contaminated

Remote standoff detection
areas at some standoff distance from the aircraft.
devices are required for the LHX to fully exercise the option of contamination
avoidance.
Detectors in the inventory are of the point sampling type normally
used on the ground.
As such, they must be placed in the contaminated area to
detect the contamina'tion.
Preliminary flight testing has indicated that it is
possible to modify some of those systems lor flight use.
Standoff detectors,
on the other hand, are in the early development phase.
If a standoff detection capability is to be achievable for the initial fielding of the LHX, those
programs need to be given a priority equal to the LHX program.
Contamination
avoidance is a tactical measure that can be advantageously useJ when the combat situation permits but it does not provide t coapi+ee solution to the NBC
threat.
Collective protection provided to the aircrew by way of an LHX that is
completely sealed and pressurized, to prevent contaminated agents from
entering the aircraft, would also provide a considerable tactical advantage.
Collactive protection would allow personnel to operate in normal flight
clothing, thereby, overcoming the perFormance decrements imposed by protective
clothing.
In addition, collective protection would also protect the aircraft
avionics, aircraft materials, and other equipment or systems inside the
aircraft from destructive agents.
The need for decontamination of the
interior of the aircraft would also be reduced.
Collective protection,
however, cannot assure total survival of the LHX on the battlefield.
Full
protection could be lost in the event of damage by enemy fire that breaks the
integrity of the sealed aircraft, or when it is necessary for the aircrew or
passengers to enter or exit the aircraft in a contaminated area.
Collective
protection alone is not the solution.
Current protective clothing that encapsulates the individual in an NBC
protective suit and mask provides a life-saving capability, while allowing the
individual to continue to operate on the battlefield but at a considerably
reduced level of effectiveness.
The protective clothing and masks introduce
problems associated i4th degraded crew performance like heat stress in hot
climates, restricted aviator movements, a lack o.f movui1l dexterity and sensitivity
of touch, a restricted FCV, reduced visual capaoilities, increased
aviator workload, and fatigue.
All these factors combine to create a large
decrement in cre, performance.
individual protection much like collective
protection and contamination avoidance allows the aircrew to continue the
battle but by itself
is not the optimal way to meet the IBC threat.
The most viable solution for the LHX appears to be a hybrid collective
protection system that maximizes the advantages of all three approaches:
tconatamination avoidance, collective protection, andl itdividual protection.
Thich a system could allow the aircrew to operate in a pressurized aircraft,
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partially clothed in NBC gear under normal or routine conditions.
The contaminated area could be avoided when onboard detectors warn of its existence
ahead of time and the battle conditions allow the commander to exercise this
option.
When approaching a known contaminated area or when the aircraft
detectors indicate the aircraft is in a contaminated area, the full NBC protective measures cou)d be taken.
This approach would allow for maximum crew
effectiveness to be obtained when not in a contaminated area, as well as
assure protection to the aircrew when in a contaminated area.
The technology
to do this appears to be available well within the LHX development time frame.
To take full advantage of this concept, NBC agent detectors should be
located both inside and outside the aircraft. The aircrew would then be able
to determine when they are in a contaminated area and whether the contamination has penetrated the crewstation.
A remote standoff detection capability
should be added, when available, to avoid the contamination completely. A
sufficient cooling capability must also be incorporated into the crewstation
to prevent aviator heat stress in hot environments. The use of aircraft
environmental control systems in conjunction with microclimate cooling vests
worn by the aviator appears to meet this need.
In addition to the hybrid system and cooling provisions, the crewstation
configuration and the design of the controls and displays should provide adequate room and space for the aviators to operate the LHX when fully dressed
in NBC clothing and other life support equipment.
4.

FLIGHT CONTROL.

The helicopter is basically an unstable, vibrating platform suspended in
space by a spinning rotor blade. The task of the aviators when flying such a
system is twofold.
First, the aviators must fly the aircraft from one location to another and secondly, they must maneuver the helicopter into a position E that they can effectively complete their combat mission and defeat the
enemy.
To accomplish that task, the helicopter itself must be extremely agile
and maneuverable.
The flight controls of current Army helicopters consist of
three separate control levers that control mechanical systems with hydraulic
boost.
Two of the control levers require manipulation by the aviator's hands
while the third is moved by the aviator's feet. A review of the evaluations
concerning manual control and workload suggests that even under the most
favorable conditions, a large percentage of the pilot's attention is required
for manual control of the helicopter.
That effort is particularly demanding
during mission conditions involving poor visibility, variable winds, and
terrain flight where the aircrew is continuously maneuvering around trees and
obstacles.
At. a minimum, the LHX should provide some level of automatic
control and stability augmentation to assist the aviator and reduce the amount
of attention, control movement requirements, and workload imposed on the
aircrew.
The less attention the pilot must devote to the task of controlling
the aircraft, the more time he will have to perform other operational functions, thus enhancing the probability of mission accomplishment.
This is specifically important during terrain flight where the fatigue factor is 1.3
times higher than during normal flight.
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Another aspect of crew workload associated with flight control.- is the
physical interftc.e betweý-'
liose controls and the human operator.
Aviators in
today's Army come in all size3 and shapes.
It is difficult to design a
crewstation that will properly accommodate all of these.
If the crewstation
is not optimally designed, the adverse effects on the human will degrade
operator performance.
Investigatious directed toward the evaluation of
"aircrew anthropometeric dimensions and crewstation configurations have pointed
out that in current helicopters the crexs.tation internal space in combination
the fixed cyclic control position does have an adverse effect on the
aviator.
To reach the cyclic control grip, while simultaneously resting their
arm on their leg, a number of aviators are required to assume an exaggerated
forward "slouched" position.
That position places a curvature in the human
spine that is susceptible to vibrational stress and fatigue during normal
flight resulting in back problems for the aviator.
The "slouched" position
also increases the probability of back injury during a crash.
In addition,
the forward "slouch" position tends to restrict the aviator's forward vision
outside the aircraft and shift his eye position away from the optimal design
eye position used for reference when determining the placement of controls and
displays in the crewstation.
Aircrew protective gear and life support equipment also creates an interface problem with current aircraft controls.
Larger avittors, wearing full
NBC gear and body armor often restrict the full movement of aircraft controls.
The situation

can b-

partially

relieved

through a better

seat and aircraft

control position relationship.
Improved adjustments on both the seat and the
control levers in both the horizontal and vertical planes would be one way to
reduce the need for the aviators to "slouch" when flying.
440•

A second solution would be to remove the position constraints imposed on
the aviator with current type aircraft controls (cyclic, collective, pedals)
by replacing them with a single "side-arm controller" that could be operated
with one hand.
One such system, the advanced digital/optical control system
(ADOCS),
is undergoing development.
From a human factors perspective, the
"side-arm controller" has a number of advantages.
First of all, the aviators
should no longer nee. to "slouch" forward in the crew seat to reach the flight
controls.
Secondly, the aircrew should be afforded more freedom to position
their bodies in a more comfortable position in the aircraft.
Thirdly, the
relocation of the cyclic control function from in front of the aviator would
remove one of the visual restrictions between the aviator aid his instrument
panel.
The relccation of the collective control head would also remove the
visual restricticn between the pilot and the avionics control panels in the
center console.
The increased unrestricted FOV tot :J;ily eI1l),'c.5 the
aircrew's capabilities but allows the crewstation designer more freedom in
which to place displays in the crewstation.
From a handling qualities point of view, the use of fly-by-light and
likewise fly-by-wire concepts should afford more flexibility to design the
aircraft control system in such -a manner that aviator 4orkloa,! and attention
devoted to the flying task is redaced.
With 3uch a system, control gains and
transfer functions could be tailored to provide ti's buest -oatrollabtlity for
various maneuvers.
Such tailoring could be selected by the pilot or perhaps
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automaticalLy by sensiog appropriate aircraft state variables or operator
Lnputs.
It wotuld ailso provide an avenue whereby information from other
aiLcraft system sensors could be inserted into the control loop for increased
automation of the flight control function.
Flight control and maneuvering of the aircraft is an attention-coltsuming
task for the pLlot ,iririg flight when well amove the terrain|.
Terrtin flight,
down arong the trees and obstacles is much more demanding.
Based on studies
,of zurreuL te.lI.copters, the pilot of a two-crew aircraft must devote most of
his attention to the fligigt control tasks, leavitg other tasks like navigation
knd communications to the copilot.
With expanded missions and advanced capabilities expected in the LHX, it
would be advantageous to the overall 3uccess of the mission if the pilot of
the :tir'raft
could spend less attention on the flight control task and more
atteation on otho,.r combat functioas.
From the human factors point of view, it
appe:trs to hot :t ;lii~iL iim requirement, when consideriaj a •itgle-ir-ew %HX.
From
the limited testing conducted so far, the evidence indicates the fly-by- 1.•i
!I'/or tie fly-,by-wire concept of flight control has the potential to relivee
the pilot from some of the flight control effort.
That potential, for
1Iprovel handling qualities, .oitomatic stabilization, and flight of the
-lr-raft,
should be pursued.
The use of a side-arm controller to replace the
three separate controls now found in helicopters also has some advantages with
respvct to the reduction of stress and fatLgse ca:Ised by the aviator's
"131-uched" position, the removal of visual restrictions between the aviator
and the controls and displays, and the increased flexibility afforded the
crewstation designer regarding the placement of displays.
In addition, the
integration of the contrcl functions into less than three separate controllers
shýll.I relieve the pilot from having both hands and feet simultaneously
)cipted in flying the aircritft.
The que.:stion concerning how many of the
three control functi.o)as should be placed on a single side-arm controller
remains unanswered.
Although the aviator's physical workload may be less
under the side-arm controller concept, the cognitive and meatAl ,ori.-load iss.,'.I.
'iit'i
tCiit :Lsk may very well be increased.
Additional investigation
through simulatLoi-. *\i, flight testLng are needed to address that concern.
5.

sYSTEM STATUS MONIT)RIN(&.

hne monitoriug of tho health and status
of various ,irc7,rtýL systems
(engine,
tra:is•nission, electrical system, hydraulics, fuel flow) are considered to be an essential task to assure safe flight.
In today's aircraft
that information is di3played in the crewstativ', on the instrument panel and
center consoLe, through the use of as riany as P'+ round dials and gauges, for
iaititative information, supplemented by over 20 discrete lights and audio
tone s.

Quantitative information is displayed when the conditions involved are
dynamic and require
,,t' t•o•is ioniitoring.
Examples of tthis ty,)e of information would include the amount of fuel left iii th,, aircritft f 0 -4 tai's,
)r temperatures,
vii electrical system voltage levels.
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Continuously displayed quantitative data provide the aviator with trend information concerning the parameters monitored.
Trend information is important to
the aircrew because it per-iiits them to assess the overall system stit-is,
t,• .i.,•
"
tdverse conditions, evaluate how rapidly the adverse condition is progressiný, and take action to stop or reverse the trend.
Discrete Information displays are the type that provide binary information
that indicate if the state of the system monitored is either good or bad.
The
master caution light is i; good example of that type of display.
When the
light is not on, it indicates the systems monitored are operating within a
"safe" ccndition.
When the light is on, it indicates a problem that requires

j

the aviator's attention.
information.
"•

~

It

does not provide quantitative or trend

Both the quantitative and discrete displays convey needed information but
there is some concern as to how well that information is detected and used by
the aircrew.
Several studies have shown that during terrain flight, the
attention of each member of a two-man airczew is virtually consumed by the
tasks of flIght coiitrol, terrain and obstacle avoidance, and navigation.
Less
than 10 percent of their time was devoted to mronitorio:g other flight instruments, communications controls, and system status displays.
Add to this the
task of observing enemy movements, target detectioLi, and combat communications, the time a.aIlable For monitoring system status displays will be
further decreased.
Flying at night will also compound the problem.
During
the heat of battle, the aircrew cannot afford the time required to monitor the
aircraft system status, but on the other hand, if thac task is not
accomplished, it could lead to disastrous results.
The timely aciuisition of both quanitative and discrete system status
information and the decisions based on that information is important to the
LHX survivability.
How well that is accomplished is dependent on the information beinig available and the aircrew having sufficient time to monitor the
displays to obtain the inforimtion quiickly.
This presents a considerable
challenge in a two-crew aircraft, ilhere one crewmember may be able to devote
some of his time to monitoring the system status.
In a single-crew LHX, the
need to relieve the aviator of this t;ask is more critical.
The data related to the status or condition of aircraft subsystems are
demanrd-tYp2e information.
Aviators require that type of information to assure
thiem t"iat the airc:aft systems are operating properly and to warn of a
possible impending failure.
Under normal operating conditions, some stat:is
LnrCormation is :aot necessarily needed except to build the aviator's coiLfidence.
The demand for system status information becomes critical whet the
3ystems being monitored are not operating well and could result in degrading
of the mission or losing the aircraft.
Considering
the

type i.
aircrew
flyirg
most of the

Sthe

Swhen

the limited

truments used in
may not detect a
nap-of--tie-earth
cro,4s' attention

time available

most fielded aircraft, it is very probable that
rapidly developing out-of-tolerance condition
(NOE).
First of all, NOE Elying requires that
be focused outside the cockpit.
Secondly, humans
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for system status monitoring and

by nature, are not good monitors of relatively slow-changing displayed informatLon.
Avi
tor's
tend to rapidly sean such displays but do not always obtain
the necessary information from tiven.
D)uriti
t 5-iay Aviator fatigue study
a IJI-1 simulator, ft
tot'i,
1L',:)m., a few seconds to 20 minutes -o
notice the engine oil
temperature had reached a point jell
above the red IL.
%tiouiLer Aspect of the probhenl wi.th
týt<Stem-monitoring
displays is
the largeo
, toiinc of panel space required for thu .! levoic.s.
The sys Le-m
g
gicori
dispLays occupy a disproportlonate amount of panel space compared to the
amlEount o" ti;Q e the p)LloL ,,'iejs thesa displays.
The
caipable
trend i

ideal aircraft
system status monitoring system should be one that ic'
of sensing a -.hanging trend in system status, determining if
that
within or approachii.
tolerance limits, and then warning the crewis approaching an adverse condition that
when the system status

members
requires their
attention.
The aircrew can then assess the problem and implenent corrective procedures when needed.
From a human fictors
eigineering
pierspective, system status
monitoriag is a prime candidate for automation.
Siotiitmriti , is t task
,iot ,vinafs do not do well, whitLa compute-z can perfocr,

Sthat
far

task extremely

the

LIX.

,oel.

,;-!l
;tatug
k computerized

lan!ce,
perform tread
4ith the information
wit!ini
tole.raace

ne

uiagement by exception is quite appropriaL.
monitoring system could maintain constant vigi-

lysi,
Ui gnose abnormalities, ar-i provide tli,
tiitnr
t
requires or de~ires.
If
the systems are functioning
;i;'t,
•rcr.,t, ýteel aot be provided any information
t•

unless
iLheyspecifically
ask for it.
When a condition demanding the aviator' s
attention: arises,
critic.,L iýformation the aircrew needs for that particular
situation
could be provided on the crewstation displays.
A concern from the hkuma.n factors engineering staadpoint is
the impleme-ntation
of the concept.
In oi.Jer foc the management by exception system status
monitoring system to he succesFkul ,,a the battlefield,
iric,, attention
must be
devoted to determining what needs to he monitored, the toleratce limits of the
various systems to he mtonitored, the level or depth to which the computer
should diagnose the data r.-ceived., and when and how to display the informatino
to the aircrew.
The Lecommendation for the LHX1is to iorporate
the manage,T•ent by QIX~elptlon systems status
mo:nitoriu, concept into that aircraft.
Prtor
ro Litýo':porating such A system, specific tests and evaluations shouLd be conducted to aaswer the concerns ejl)ove Ind to assure th:c concedt qill,
in fact,
workloAd.
CqI:J4crewstation
e

Eff:ý:tive aoil accurate 7-.)-vo:,,inications are als.a crLtic'al t,) the successful.
-,,ipletion of LiX combat mis.,ions.
Uhis is esp,±.y
tc
'or"
,r
• .'
(SCAT)
version.
The LHX crew must be able to effectively
commounicate with a large number of friendly forces.
T'he Arl,';
It -o,,cept dictates
a greater need for Improved comaunications with an ic.-asi
g
o,tnlh~er of other
members of the combined,. aros team than lid 2ost conflicts.
TO meet this uo-d,
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additional radios have been placed ia aircraft crewstations.
Each new additiots incr.eases the crewstatiori workload by incruasing the atjnber of controls
and displays the aircrew must operate and monitor.

*"studies

&k.

T liTheimct
th-t
,'iihe
a idition of individu.ll; dedicated radio control
ldisplay heads has on the aircraft cockpit is best described by the results of
the "Advanced Scouit 11elicopter Man-1achiii! interface (MMI) Investigation."
That evaluiti,
,'1;it.'
I * a review of tile literature supplemented by
conducted in a crewstation mockup using standard communications
The results
Ssystems.
of that evaluation suggest that 5V percent of the
aircrew mission time involves some type of communications distributed ac-oss a
variety of radios.
If the LHX aviator3 are to be effective on the modern
battlefield, the overall time devoted to communications tieeds to be reduced.

-.

One method of reducing the workload associated with the communications
task is to integrate the various radio controls into one panel.
Such an
intejrited avionics
system (IACS) w.i levelo- d thruugh the Army
"Avionics Research andcontrol
Development Activity.
A similar system is utilized in

I

the OU-58D helicopter.
In these systems, the aviator uses an alphanumeric
data entry keyboard along with various switches to select a number of radio
functions displayed on an electronic display.
These include selection of the
type ot rAdtu a-id the 3pecific frequency desire,|.
In addition, the system can
be used to control aircraft navigation equipment.

a

'

Evalnations of the IACS indicate that the time required to access a specific radio frequency (RF) when using preset frequencies was 13 percent less
than ,.ith standard control heads.
When used in the manual mode, the IACS was
no mu.e advantageous with respect to crew workload than the conventional
method.
The integrated system does, however, provide a definite reduction in
the crewstation space occupied by raiio control heads and concentrates the
display information in a central location.
ti-je The evaluations

,.considerable

conducted so far with the OH-58D indicate the control of
the communiCAtions 3ystem through a multifunction keyboard is advantageous but
that appro.ach it.11 ¢-'j
e additional improvements if it is to be a viable
option for the TXA single-crew aircraft.
For example, the system requires
time

to manually

load

UitiA

data

into

the system during

preflight.
During flight, the communication task requires progressing through
a number of computer dis-played pages to communicate and send target informstion to other aircraft and the ground.
In a two-man aircraft, the second
crewmember can help with this task but in a single-crew LHX, a less workload
intensive system will be a necessity.

-•

t

j

Another important factor related to the efficiency of communicating
between aircraft and with ground Corces is the communications electronics
operation instructions (CEr!).
"e'vr3e[
are classified documents that provide
th' ,Lrcc,4 with a complete listing of frequencies, call signs, and other crLtical communications data concerning friendly force.s within their operational
area.
The CEOI are updated over, 24 hours with more frequenr changes if the
system is suspected of being compromiseId hy e!neimy action.
The CEOI are rather
large and bulky documents.
Aviators must tnumb through many pages of tOe
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doctment to find the specific frequency and call signs assigned to the unit
they wish to contact.
The use of CEOI can consume as much of the comnmunications task time as the tuning of the radios. One method of reducing the
workload associated with CEOI, as well as the entry of other communications
and navigation information into the LHX, during preflight, would be the provision of a bulk-loading device similar to an audio tape or disk that could
transfcr pretaped data into the LHX system computers within a few minutes.
Still another communications human factors area that must be considered
for the LMX is speech intelligibility. Some of the information communicated
by voice in today's aircraft is lost in the noise levels found withIn the cornmunications equipment itself. Failure to transmit or the need to repeat
information that one is trying to communicate easily results in a loss of
information or delays that could have an adverse impact on the battle.
The LHX Pommunications systems must provide a less noisy environment and
greater speech intelligibility in the overall communications system. The
technologies available for incorporation into the LHX appear to be capable of
accomplishing that goal.
The use of improved sound canceling microhones, more
acoustially-efficient earcups, and control system noise suppression techniques
would do much to improve the situation.
Another aspect of communications workload that requires attention is the
In the
transfer of targeting information to other aircraft or ground forces.
current aircraft, most of the information is transferred by voice communications. The copilot or observer often handles that task. The results obtained
so far through operational and developmental testing indicate that the airborne target handoff system (ATHS) has the capability to transmit a large
volume of data in a short period of time, but one member of the dual-crew
aircraft must devote considerable time to enter information into the system.
The ATHS needs to become more automatic if used in the single-crew LHX.

I

From a human factors viewpoint, the crew workload and infcrmation transfer
accuracy of communications sytems for the LHX must be improved considerably
over current systems.
The LHX should use an integrated communications ccntrol
system in which all radios and navigation systems can be controlled from a
single device. The task of entering data into the aircraft computer system,
including a full CEOI should be automated in a user friendly way.
The
integrated communications display/controls must be designed to unburden the
crew from the need to process through a large number of computer pages when
desiring to transmit information.
The noise levels in the system must he
reduced and speech intelligibility increased to allow for a high probability
that a message can be transmitted accurately the first time it is attempted.
Automatic
target handoff
capabilities
provided
in which the informat'on is gathered
and transmitted
withshould
little be crew
interaction.
7.

SURVIVABILITY.
Aircraft survivability equipment (ASE)

success of the LHX.

will be an important factor in the
The threat ptssesses a formidable array of ground and
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airborne systems that can be used against Army aircraft, including the individual soldier's hand-held weapons, radar and optical guided missiles, heatseeking sensors, electronic countermeasures (ECM) and attack helicopter5, and
fixed wing aircraft.
The primary defense against many of those weapon" will
bc threat avoidance.
When complete avoidance is not possible and the LUX is
detected, the next defense is to prevent the threat weapon from reaching the
The defensive techaircraft by using evasive maneuvers or countermeasures.
niques and methods for survivability are as varied and as numerous as the
Countermeasure aids fall into two
threat they are expected to encounter.
A capability should be
major categories: detection and jamming/decoys.
available in the LHX time frame for detecting threat systems expected to be
encountered on the battlefield of the future. Jammers should, likewise, be
Flares and decoys are also
available for radar, lasers, and IR systems.
expected to be part of the LHX defensive system.

i
J

[1
,•4

The detailed capabilities of each of those systems is covered elsewhere in
the TOA.
The concerns from the human factors standpoint are the ability of
the aircrew to react to these devices and take the appropriate corrective
action to avoid becoming a casualty.
The first area to consider is complete avoidance of the threat. To
accomplish this, the aircrew requires information concerning the threat type
and location.
Some of the information will hopefully be provided to the
aircrew before starting the mission. Provisions for entering known threats
into the LHX computer memory and the display of those threats on a situation
awareness display, along with geographic location information must be
available to the aircrew. The aircrew can then plan their flight course
around those threats. Provisions should also be made to update that information during flight through information automatically provided from other
aircraft or ground systems, the onboard s2nsors, and manually by the aircrew.
ASE detectors and countermeasures must be kept to a minimum.
For the LRX to
react rapidly to the threat, the automation of some countermeasures should be
considered.
The pilot should, however, have an override capability that
allows him to control the ASE when automatic activation may be a disadvantage.
For example, the LHX will only be able to carry a limited quantity of chaff
and decoys.
To conserve these resources, the crew should decide when and
where to use them. A fully automatic system may dispense them too rapidly and
at a less than optimal time.
The LHX will operate in a highly lethal environment of combined air and
ground threats.
The aircrew must, therefore, be provided with effective
threat detection and countermeasures so the LHX cannot only survive on the
battlefield, but stay and fight. These systems should provide a capability to
detect and counter threats located completely around the aircraft, as well as
below and above it.
Current ASE does not always provide that full capability.
For example, an air threat behind the LHX, when not radiating a detectable
signal, may not be detected by the aircrew engaged in battle. ASE significantly enhances the chances for both the aircraft and crew survivability and
mission success.
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ASE hardware and software developments appear to have kept pace with most
of the threat but through dedicated individual &ystems. The intcgration of
the ASE for simplistic presentation to the aircrew, in a prioritized format,
is essential for a single-crew aircraft.
It is recommended that an analysis
be conducted to determine the degree of integracion necessary and to determine
the most effective method for information presentation, hot: it should be
displayed and when it should be displayed.
In addition, ASE countermeasures
should be considered for automation.
8.

TARGET ACQUISITION/DESIGNATION.

One of the most important combat functions of the SCAT version of the
light helicopter fleet is target acquisition and engagement.
A high level of
automation must be incorporated into the LHX to allow the SCAT to accomplish
that function. Advanced technology must be fully integrated into the crewstation to maintain the crew workload at a manageable level that will permit
mission success.
The current capabilities of target acquisition and engagement systems in Army aircraft are reflected in the AH-I Cobra and AH-64 Apache
attack helicopters.
Those eystems were designed to nerform the target
acquisition and engagement function in the air-to-grouna role. During the
attack mission, the pilot of those two-crew aircraft flies the aircraft and
maneuvers it into the proper position to engage the enemy.
The targeting
function is assigned to the ccpilot/gunner who is totally occupied with the
target acquisition and engagement task. The workload of both crewmembers
during the attack mission is relatively high. The single-crew LHX will only
become a reality if major technology advances are available to reduce the
workload level of the two crewmembers down to a level that can be handled by
one.
The sensors that are available in the Apache attack helicopters include
direct view optics (DVO), day television systems (DTV), and a forward-looking
infrared system (FLIR).
The DVO and television systems are used mainly during
the day.
The FLIR system is useful during periods of reduced visibility and
at night. The target acquisition and designation systems in the Apache
directly places the sensor data and aircraft weapons information on both the
pilot and copilot/gunners display. The success of the target acquisition and
engagement systems on current attack helicopters is therefore fully dependent
on the combined abilities of the two-member crew.
The candidate seasors for the LHX, include DVO, video/television sensors,
IR devices, and radar.
Much like the Apache, the video/television and DVO can
be used during daylight.
The FLIR and radar systems can be used during the
day and at night.
One of the major factors that will influence the overall
success of the LPX target acquisition and engagement capability will be the
maturity level of the various sensors needed to acquire aud provide information concerning the type of target and its location on the battlefield.
The second part of the equation involves the methods and systems used to
pass that information on to the aircrew. As mentioned earlier, the attack
aircraft in the field today require a crew of two to be effective.
How well
the LHX target acquisition and engagement system operates is dependent on the
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consideration given to human factors engineering criteria and the soldiermachine interface.
To reduce aviator workload and facilitate the target
acquisition and engagement task, a faster, more sophisticated method of data
processing and correlation must be developed for the LHX.
The ideal system
would be one that fully automates the target detection, acquisition, tracking,
identification, and engagement tasks, and provides a capability to automatically pass target information to other members of the combined arms team. The
level at which these functions can be successfully automated will signif!From the human factors viewpoint, the
cantly impact the crew size of the LHX.
automatic processing of the various sensor inputs to provide a composite
display which only contains the information necessary for target engagement or
handoff should do much to ease the crew workload.
Target tracking should be automated to assist in holding the target within
the FOV of the sensor and displays and reduce pilot workload when performing
that function. The systems should automatically compute target locacion and
range with respect to the aircraft and geographic position.
That information,
along with target identification information, should be automatically transferred to the communications system and transmitted to other friendly forces.
Expansion of the sensor visual scene through a number of FOV selections should
be provided to allow the aircrew to better see and examine specific targets or
points of interest.
The FOV changes associated with that expansion should be
as gradual as possible to allow the operator to continuously track the target.
Recordings of the information obtained through the sensors would provide a
capability for the aircrew to only expose their aircraft for a short period of
time, obtain a picture of the battlefield, return the aircraft to a safer
position, and then play back the recording obtained.
The full extent of this
capability has not yet been evaluated, but it would assist in increasing the
survivability rate of the LHX by permitting a more detailed examination of
potential target data in a less vulnerable position. The recording capability
would also be of considerable use to collect information during reconnaissance
misions and to assess battle damage after an attack.
The methods for displaying the target visual information that appear to be
within the LHX technology time frame are twofold: a panel-mounted display
(PMD) and a helmet-mounted display (HMD).
The PMD, by itself, is a poor
option for a single-crew LHX ecause it requires the aviator to keep his head
inside the crewstation. The HI4 system will be a necessity for the singlecrew LHX where the pilot must keep his eyes outside the crewstation as much as
possible. One disadvantage of the HMD is the large variety of information the
pilot needs to have on that display to fly the aircraft and to perform the
targeting function. The aircrew could be easily inundated with too much
information.
The alternative would be a combination of PMDs and HMDs.
The
PMD in the crewstation could display the detailed information from the
itargeting system sensors individually or as an integrated composiLe.
Portions
of that information could be extracted and placed on the HMD to provide the
minimum information required by the aircrew. If the system were fully automated, the aircrew would need only enough information to assure the process
was operatiug correctly.
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Hum&n factors standards and handbooks provide considerable data concerning
visual limitations and criteria with respect to the design of display characteristics. The major challenge for the LHX is not necessarily in that area
but one of meaningful integration of the sensor inputs that will provide the
aircrew the information needed without creating a workload level th,, are
unable to cope with.
Target sensor systems will also be required to automatically scan for airborne targets, as well aG ground targets.
That capability should include a
36 0 0 -target search completely around the aircraft.
The target acquisition and engagement in current Army attack helicopters
is a two-crewmember task. For a single-crewmember LHX to effectively
accomplish that mission, a major leap in sensor capabilicies and the automation of many of the target acquisition and en3agements must be accomplished.
That automation should cover all functions from initial target detection until
engagement of the target.
In addition to the current activities associated
with air-to-ground targeting tasks, the LHX crew must also contend with airto-air target acquisition and engagement tasks.
Based on the technology
assessments presented so far, not all of the target acquisition and engagement
functions can be automated, in particular target recognition. The aircrew
will be expected to make the final confirmation that the target is the enemy
and make the decision to engage the target.
From the human factors perspective, the concept of multisensor fusion or integration and the display of the
composite results have not yet been evaluated in sufficient detail to allow a
valid prediction of its capabilities or limitations. A number of development
efforts are underway but they are still
in the early stages.
Further efforts
in this area are required to make a single-crew LHX a reality.
9.

AVIATION LIFE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT.

Aviation life support equipment (ALSE), including protective gear, also
plays an important role in eircrew survival in combat.
In addition to the NBC
protection previously discussed, ALSE includes:
Protective helmets

--

Flight suits

-

Armor panels and vest

--

environmental control systems

-Aircraft

--

Oxygen systems

--

Laser and nuclear eye protection

--

Cold weather clothing

--

Survival gear and radios

--

Weapons.
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The protective helmet not only colitins the system by which the aircraft
can communicate within and outside tho ,r,,.j-L, tion but also provides head
impact protection during a crash, and provides environmenLal noise attenuation
than predifferent
Unless the LHX is radically
to protect the aviators ears.
Future
be necessary.
designs, similar protection will still
vious aircraft
unless
protectioi
helmets should tlso include laser and nuclear flashblinriiss
Add to this the wide
itself.
into the aircraft
that protection can beh lrilt
The
FOV !IMDs expected in the LHX and the helnet system becomes more complex.
the above systems and ',MC protection added will be much
TLX helmet with all
The new aircrew integrated helmet, now under
than present helrets.
different
development, integrates impact, noise, laser, NBC, and flashblindness protecAn advanced LHX
is not addressing the HMD issue.
tion into one helmet but it
Issue.
to address this
helmet development program aee('s to be initiatied
Prote,-tive armor Is another area where the LHX design could do much to
the performance degradations associated with those deviced.
alleviate
... •*
The vests are
now
fly with armor protective seats and armoAviators
The LHX should consider addiaircrew moveaments.
bulky, heavy, and restrict
so that the amount worn by the
tional arnor protection as part of the aircraft
is necessary for the aircrew to wear body
aircrew could be reduced.
When it
armor,
Cie LHX crewstation configuration must take into consideration the
movements of the aviator while wearing such armor.
restrirttd
in
The environmental control systems, heating, and cooling ventilation
today s fleet
fail far short of providing the optimal envihonment for the
stress
and fatigue
is increased aviator
The net result
aircrew to operate in.
Systems have been and are under
that degrades mission effectiveness or time.
development that can overcome this problem if applied to the LHX crewstation
design.
Oxygen systems are required for the LHX to allow operations at altitudes
above 10,000 feet mean sea level, such as that found in mountainour' terrain.
During night operations, o-ygen has also been found to greatly increase night
Due to the
at a few thousand feet above sea level.
vision capabilities
i
recommended
problems associated with bottled oxygen systems, it
logistics
Such
that the LHX have an onboard o'ygen system designed into the aircraft.
systems that are presently flying in Air Force and Navy high-performance
aircraft

coild bi- adapted

to the LHX for

that purpose.

cold wreather clothing, survival gear, and survival
Improved flight
suits,
programs, not
radios are all
being developed under Army and tri-Service
shou ld mature independently of
Trhose progra
related to the LHX.
directly
,k
-'
i.er-tiom
the LHX.
The LHX crewstatioa design ,inst:,c.ho :, -r,,
The crewstation controls and
the space constrain s required for that ALS6.
displays must, for example, consider operatioi Vi aviators dressed in bulky
movements
When wearing survival gear, the aviator's
cold weather clothing.
The ,:AX should, at a minimum, consider building some
also be restricted.
aill
seat so aviators do not have to wear it
of the survival gear into the aircraft
on their
body.
The LHX design must also provide storage space for ALSE that
in-flight,
and on the ground when not in use.
must be stored on the airtraft,
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10.

DISPLAYS AND CONTROLS.

The method in which information is displayed to the aircrew of the LHX and
the controls provided to operate the mis3ioa is,-jipment and systems is perhaps
the most crucial aspect of the crewstation design.
As mentioned earlier, the
increased demands of the Army 21 concept, coupled with the continued addition
of new and more complex systems into the helicopter crewstations, are rapidly
approaching a point where crew workload or attention demands may prevent
obtaining the maximum effectiveness from the aircraft capabilities.
Studies
have shown that when flying at terrain flight levels, particularly NOE, the
pilot's
visual atteitioit concentrated outside the crewscation varies from 33
to .0 percent of t!,e overall available time, depending on the mission profile.
This leaves little
time to monitor the displays and controls within the
aircraft.
To assure success in the AirLand Battle, aircrew workload must not be
allowed to exceed a level that restricts the effective use of fu).l aircraft
capabilities.
The best aircraft system available is of little
use unless it
can be effectively operated by the aircrew.
One solution for 1eductag the
variety and quantity of individual displays and controls is the use of a fully
integrated electronic cockpit.
That -Approach replaces the many cockpit
displays, toggle switches, push buttons, rotary switches, and electromechanical meters and gauges with TV-like displays and electronic keyboard
controls.
The potential advantages of an integrated electronic crewstation
when designed for effective human interface are-(1)
crewmembers

The cap)ability to provide the relevant data required by the
in the most accessible panel areas of the crewsaation,

(2)
A reduction of the forward instrument panel space required for
displays, thus improving the out-of-cockpit visibility.
(3)
The use of flight computers to partially relieve the aviator's
mental workload by integration of raw flight data into a form that requires
less dedicated displaq.
(4)
A reduction in the weight of existing aircraft systems by combining current functions, supported by a number of black boxes, into one less
bulky system.
*1

(5)

A reduction of

the number of controls presently in the cockpit.

lf lays combined with the visual capabilities of the aircrew and the sensors feeding them provide the information to support the basic mission
functions of spatial otientation, flight path control, weapons delivery,
survivability, navig-,tion, and aircraft systems monitoring.
Each of these
functions places demands on a portion of the aviators attention duAring a typical UIX iLision.
The mission success 4ill therefore be much depeleit
o1i LU;i
ii, vier la which that information is presented to the aircrew and the division
of the aviator's time to properly atterid to edtvh oC ilt=!e functions.
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One concept for the presentation of visual information in the LHX is the
use of a wide FOV panoramic display, mounted in the aircraft in front of the
aviator, that w(il
IiAIla aizcraft performance information superLrý1,,y,,-. ,,i
* [Lg
•if the outside world, with resolution and visual capabilitiis that
are similar to that of the human eye.
It is recognized that the technology
development for such sensors and displays !ias not yet reached a maturity levefl
that would allow that to occur and reportedly will not do so within the
constraints, goals, and time frame of the LHX.
The two visual display options
t;ht a,'ipear to be available for the LHX are helmet-mounted and panel-mounted
displays.
The attribates of each will be covered in more detail.
The use of .i helmet-mounted display in the LHX thait wo•ld allow the
aviators to keep their eyes oauts•iI,
tikt ,10,,
w:lle simultaneously
having mission itformation displayed on a see-through lens in front of their
,eyes could provide a significant advantage when flying NCE and when acquiring
and destroying targets.
In both those flight modes, wIhile performing the
pilotage or a targeting task, much of the aviator's attention is cojicentrated
on things outside the crewstati)n with li tte
time to monitor displays In the
tcrewstation.
The helmet-mounted display, when integrated with a head-sensing
system and weapons control, would ilso provide a means to rapidly slew wCapons
and/or weapon sensors by means of head movements.
Two of the major design criterion that need to be established for the
helmet-mounted display is the FOV and the field of regard (FOR).
The ideal
FOV and FOR for helmet-mounted displays, from the human factors engineering
standpoint, would be one that approaches that of the human visual system.
The
assessment of current technology indicates that full capability will most
likely not be available for the initial
fielding of the LHX and, therefore,
some smaller FOV and FOR must be considered.
There is little
in the way of scientific data to establish the exact
requirement, but a number of evaluations point to the need for wide FOV cons.ilerably larger than that of current systems.
Fliplht -- d simulation studies,
along wLth avittor assessments, suggest that the FOV for HIMDs should be considerably greater than the 4l 0 ° available in current systems.
T1- estimated FOV needed for the LHX, reported in the U.S. Army Aviation
Syst.-is Command (USAAVSCO'I) frade-Off Determination (TOD), was 1100 horizontal
by 60 vertical.
The wide FOV permits the aircrew to acquire peripheral
information that can be helpful in flying the aircraft and detecting threats.
Evaluatictis conducted in conjunction with ihe ongoing "LHX Virtual Cockpit"
assessment, conducted by the Air Force Aerospace Mtedical Research Laboritory
(AFAMRL),
indicates experienced Army aviators pref,.r a crewstation design that
incorporates HMDs with a FOV that is at least 900 horizontal and 600 vertical
or greater.
FO, -. not, however, the only factor iii the ability to gain useful information
-:om helmet-mounted visual disaplays.
Other factors omCh, as resolatiot, rttrast,
brightness, and refresh rates
are inr. lved.
The 4Lder FOV is best, given that all these other factors -re
conste *" but this is itot always the case.
Thl
LIX 1117.) ,irAmeters will be a
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coinpromise between a number of crireria.
The FOV will, tvierefore, be determined oy the capability of tOi, techniology available in the L;.X tiq Fr,.,' t.
..'' It
t 41de FOV while maintaining a level of irI.i.
. iLtit
t'vit enhances
hu31.1AAAnd mis-ioxi *rformance.
The workload analyses of the Advanced Rotorcraft Technology Assessmei'ýt
(A:I)
program support the need for a vide FOV display for the LHX.
Ptelimiriary liiformatlou
from the ARTI program rýe,-.,•,! t,
,,iv!
indicates that
a 'On- hy A0 O-FOV ippe krs to be withiin the realm of possibility.
This ar,.!a
iei• to r:ceiv-t considerable attention
to assure the resultait
LAX design is

inis sio i ef lect[L ,t
I -10
tie

1|L tio:

:1'11 should

aviator' a

to the FOV requirement,
be slewable

to provide a

capablIties at movement

the sensors providing informa tio
field

of regard

that approaches

rates commensur4te with normal

to
the

!ieod nove-

!aeit.

With such a visually
coupled 3ystem, the visual content of the HMD
would correspond witht the aviator's
head and aircraft
movement.
The limiting
factor will agata bu the capability of technology to provide the mrnKidrm 701".
0 -.,yical
Location of the sensors providing Informatioi to Uhe aircrew
is also important.
The sensor Itself
shotild !e )ositloneid as close to the
reference action position of the crewmember' s eye as passibhl
to reduce errors
iii jjgi,,ent
concerning aircraft
locatioi,.
ieo's thit
ire located at
some
,uistaace frwi tlhe position of the aviator'
s: ýs
re.ui-re the aviator
to meitally
ianipulate the information he sees o,, his display in order to react properly to that information.
The net resu!t
is a requirement for increased
iaitial
training and the need to fly with the system more oft te
tto
. Tit~in an
acceptable skill
level.
The reported disadvantages of the T'l' CrIm the human factors engineering
viewpoint include the timited amount of information that can be placed on the

display,

helmet weight,

tntl t-o P'cting

-:ables that may impede egre!ss

fro,

th

,.
i
a1
1,1 *:ner.e
ýt lick of easy interchangeability of tailoro;
ie.~s between aviators, the considerable time consu,,.l La Eltsing the helmet
to the intdiv;. |tl,
and the tie
coasumed in alignment of the sensors andi
weapon aiming sights.
Each of these areas are critical
anid must be addressed
in the NIX system d.!sign to reduce their ie-iative impact on operational performance.
X system design that tilows for inttrchangeable helmets and display
systems between individuals .til
bv!tweei aircraft,
would be li-st.
Siianl-mounted visual displays provide a means to reduce the relativel)
l•r.ge number of dedicated displays found in current .ircraft
to a few electronic displays.
The Ii.formation now placed or. a number of individual dials
and
g1Iuges could, for example, he integrated into a visual pict,.re on one multifuactioli display.
The major advtintges of this approach, other thAn a reduction in space and weight, is the capability to place more vi.iual infori.tlion

,within the prime viewing space of
1! LI:
ttot

Pi

the part of

l iring Flight

cre.j-;cation

the aviator,

the -crewstation and reqlitu,

u;:t

in

that informatl,)o.

to allow the aircrew to rapidly obtaii

lisplays.
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leýý; 'i•oi
This

is

impor-

informatiun Cron th-.

Voice generation and audio systems offer another approit-| for displaying
infornation in the crewsratioa.
A-AlIo cues have been used for a number of
years to gain the
iLrnrew's attention during emergency situations and assist
in the Identification of flight and navigation aids.
Those audio cics vary
from a single tone or sound to the use of codes to identify radio signals.
Synr.hes izel voice generated by a coiplter, ,i.. th_• other hand, produces verbal
1ýe3 sges that sound much like th- 'uman voice.
It Li ai advanced means by
which the aircraft s'. L.ms can interA,., 4ith the pilot while leaving his eyes
free for obtaining visual i'1ormtl
from outside the crewstation and from
other displays.
it is cxpected that a computer will. h
i
Co ioritor the
aircraft
subsystems in the LHX.
When the conputer senses that a subsystems'
tolerance limits liave reached a level that requires pilot attention, a speechgenerated sig-irl could alert the pilot.
Threat warnings could be handled in a
similar manner either by speech alone or in conjunction with visual displays.
Speech generation technology Ls sufficiently advemc-I,1 t(, a state that it
could be used in the LHX today.
Cthe tse of both generated speech aid audio
tones have a place in the LUX crewstation display system.
Speech systems have
the advarrtage of ,conveying information in a human-lItke voice, but do consume a
dedicated amount of time and only one understandable message can be conveyed
at a time.
The audio toies, ,
. otrer hard, may be transmitted in a
ihorte..r )erto, of ti-e but requires the aviator to commit to memory the
meaning of v4rious coded tones.
The use of generated speech or audio ton,.._=
l4'LAhi',
an additional limitatier
ni th-t
e hrnat can only process a given
amotilt )f Lhnformation in a short p.ri,,l ,of time.
Too many speech or audio
ward igs, like any other warning system, could easily overload the aircrew.
The advantages of both speech generation and audio tones need to be completely
integrated with the visi.,al Lnformatl-i displaiys La the crewstation to provide
the hust transfer of Lnfocmation fre*( the airzraft senscrs to the himan
opera tor.
The effective design of the
itusion equipment systems controls placed in
the cresti-tiLon is As important as the displiy system.
It
is through these
devices that the aircr,2w communicates with and controls the operation of such
mission equipment.
In the past, that function has been mainly accomplishe,,d by tCii , , C
li.. ated toggle, rotary switches, and push butt,)j.
?'••-,
optionts, which are
still
avatlrho e, can be supplemented with voice actrivted systems, touch sensitive
eeZ)
nc disolays, multifuctiorn keyboards, individual push bjtto,•s,
And joy sticks.

in

Edch of these systems or sproaches have been evaluated on a llmir-d basis
the laboratory bit few have received complete evaluations in Army aircraft.

The i,4-' o f,;:
t-i|teI
ns, for example, provides a potential
that
.1.1 nlo4 the aire.,
to control system functions by talking to the aystem.
4h•,
ivt,
i t)., speaks, the speech recogni ti)n system analyzes the sp.A:,k.
U,,
1 .4 id converts it
into digital
signals that can 'co,'trol aircraft
systems.

The

najor advantage

of spaecli

recognition is
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thkt it

all,,s

the pilot to

interact with controls and displays using spoken commands without the use of
his hands or feet.
Potential applications of this technology include limited
flight control such as "unmask" and "remaskinga" m3,aiwvers, interaction wilh
aad possibly the firiuuz of ,veapon systems, toning and controlling of radios
A-l, naivl;atton devices, and for data entry other than manual manipilation of a
keyLo.ird of switches.
The above examples are but a few that speech recognition devices c.t:,i *:,pport when the technology is mat-ire enough to do so.
kt
t:hi,; ct1,i,
t'
tl3tdvantages of speoch recognition are equiiAlly aumerous.
R•ar:h
efforts have pointed out th-tt speech recognitioa
/iytoms have
problems when operating in a noisy envirnoment such as that of A hu.-' l[:oiter.
Emotional and phyi:, til qtres5 .ý•tots on an individual's voict, has ,-i ,..,
'.±ct on the system's ati
-. ,; recognize the spoken 4ord.
Speech pattern
differeac•s
.et]t-•.,n
i .
;ili
joc obstacle to the practical applicatiorn of the technol,.y,
'od'ay' s iystems are speaker-depandent, meaning that
they nti3t be trained to recognize the input of one particular speaker at a
time.
The potential for speech recognition to aid in reducing workload in the
crewsttitis
is high, but researchers Ini this are-i
ý!,t'ate
the probability of
Its m tu ri.
4ithiai tie LHX initial ,tcelyo.ument Is low.
4uultif-inction keyboards also provide a potential that should be captured
for tie TW4.
k dis3cussed in the section on cortwiunications, a single multiF.inctioi !<eh•.c
,.
be used to control a variety of radios and navigation
systems thereby replacing a number of individual radio amd vavigation control
heads.
The major
L the reduction of space necessary ii the
Zidvu_.-:
crewstatioi ,.',et
specifically to those control fizctions.
From the human
factvrs .,Li
p)L'itL
tie additional space provided by the use of a multifUnetl,,i
I. t'hi,1 •i
rovl !s the feasibility to better place the remaining controls
and displays Li t pw•Ltii* chat facilitates their effective use by the
aviators.
Flying the aircraft with one hand while operating the multifunction
keyboaird may, however, present some problems.
A multifunction keyboard has
been used in the t. -crewmember
011-53D scout helicopter hut has not been evaluate'! ii v. siagle-crew context.
This area needs to bh nor;_- thorutl1
Va lua ted.
The concept o4! the aviator keeping his hauds on the controls :.s inuch c.s1
,mi3sible has received a lot of attention in the design uf recently devolo.! ed
lelic ))t,!re,
. That approach attempts to place all of the critic-'t co.itrol
switches on the cyclic or collective )itch grips so that the aviator caa c,.'n
.iil )'-rA
tiYm
Ce
4ithout ,iovtng his hands off the flight controls.
Due to
sensitivity of the side-arm onitroller, that approac-.i' ni.• o longer be valid.
It may be best :Iot r) put any system switch-is o, the devic'-,.
Th,, •,ist•''
tree hand can then be -cneztel to bE used to oorlte the mission eqluiineat and
systems otiher than the flight controls.
The location, of the system control.
tiherefore becomes an open question that requires investigation from' a human
factors viewpoint.
This issue is of criti,'.l
importance to the single cre4
'l'
Ii .arder to maintain the crew workload at an actcemtable level.
Ii

.

,]NLSIN/ECMEOTIN•

Army ivii- L in' s role in combat has increased over the years Iruja thi.
,,lai;i.rily limited use of helicopters and fixed 4ing aircrnt.
to transport
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soldiers and material around the baitlefield and performing scout missions to
The expanded missions along with the
one of full, close combat missions.
increased threat capability demanded the design and implementation of new tactics.
Helicopters are now required to use terrain flight tactics to shield
Flying at low levels and NOE below treetop
the aircraft from enemy detection.
NOE flight requires the
levels is extremely demanding on the flight crew.
pilot to focus most of his visual attention outside the crewstation while
rapidly ma-nu',ering the aircraft around obstacles in the flight path.
Add the
cther crew tasks like navigating, communicating, target acquisition and
engagemenc and monitoring of the aircraft subsystems, and the demand on the
aircrew's physical and mental abilities rapidly increases.
The requirement to
fly and fight around-the-clock further compounds the problem.
The increasingly hostile environment Army aviators must fight in and the
number and complexity of new aviation systems requires a large amount of
information be prejented to and assimilated by the aircrew.
The most essential
ingtedient of the design of the LHX for the future battlefield is the
integration of the vast amount of information provided by the aircraft sensors
into a form that can easily be interpreted and used by the alrcrew.
The goal of a single-crewmembe- LHX demanee an even more efficient
crewstation design.
The full integration of the information displays, the
control techniques employed, and the capabilities and limitations of the
aircrew at a level much greater than current aircraft is mandatory, if that
goal is to be acheved.
The functions the aircrew must perform in the LHX
fall into the major functional areas of flight control, navigation, communication, target acquisition and engagement, survivability, and system
status monitoring.
Each of th=je functions is of prime importance when the LHX enters combat.
The inability of the aircrew to effectively perform any one of these functions
could result in degraded performance and loss of mission success.
From a
human factors viewpoint, the following general recommendations for the
integrated crewstation should receive attention.
(1) Flight control.
An accurate automated flight control with full
terrain following and terrain avoidance capability would be best, but does not
appear feasible within the LHX development schedule.
The LHX should, however,
provide a level of automatic control and stability
agmentation that reduces
pilot workload and improves mission performance.
A hove-hold capability
should be provided along with a low-level cruise capability.
Consideration
sli.ld
also be -iven to an automatic "pop-up" maneuver control.
The use of
side-arm controllers to replace the current flight con :ols now found in hellcopters also has some advantages with respect to aviator physical fatigue and
the removal of visual restrictions between the aviator and the aircraft
displays.
The question concerning how many of the control functions can
effectively be placed on a single side-arm controller remains unanswered.
Additional investigations are needed to address that area.
(2)
Navigation.
The LHX navigation system should, at a minimum, consist of an electronic, horizontal situation display that gives the aircrew
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real-time accurate, spatial intormation conceruiing their own position and the
position of friendly and threat forces during day, night, and Pdverse weather
conditions.
The system should allow the aircrew to rapidly obtain information
from the display with minimal head-down time inside the crewstation, provide a
means to automatically update the position information, and allow the aircrew
the capability to annotate the display with friendly ar6 threat information.
The feasibility and potential advantages of the digital dat? base navigation
system should be included in the LHX w*:en that technology malures.
(3)
Communication.
The conti.ol of the numerous radios and navigation
aids from a central point should be considered to free up the crewstation
space and allow a rore effective placement of other displays and controls.
The LHX design should include an automatic data loading system that would
rapidly transfer communications, navigation, threat, and other system information into the avionics computers at the beginning of the mission and provide
A communication
the capability of updating that information during flight.
system with less noise and better speech incelligibility needs to be developed
for the MIX.

"(4) Target acquisition and engagement. The automatic processing of
information from the various target acquisition sensors, to provide a composite display which only contains the information necessary for target engaA fast method of data
gement or handoff, is recommended for the LHX.
Target lock-on and tracking
processing and correlation must be developed.
should also be automated to assist in holding the target within the field of
Video recording techniques should be
view of the sensor and displays.
employed to allow the aircrew to collect target or threat information for
Sensors and related systems 3hould be provided to
analysis at a later time.
The ideal would
automatically scan for airborne, as well as ground targets.
be a target acquisition and engagement system with full automation of the
target detection, acquistiion, tracking, identification, and engagement task
with the pilot as the system manager and final decision maker.
(5)

Survivability.

(a)
Aircraft survivability equipment (ASE) systems will be an imporThat system should have provisions for entcring known
tant factor in the LHX.
threat iniormation into the avionics computer memory and the display of those
threats along with geogi iphic location information should be designed into the
Individual threat detection devices should be integrated to form a
LHX.
that rapidly provides the aircrew relevant inforsingle survivability systrlocation and the count .rzaeasure necessary to
mation regarding the thre.
The threat information must be prioritized and the threats
defeat the threat.
displayed must be limited to the optimal number the aircrew can handle at one
time.
The information presented to the aircrew should include target position
and location, as well as Information concerning the appropriate defensive
action the crew should take to defeat the threat.
(b)
NBC defensive measures must be a part of the crelstation design
of the LHX to allow the aircrew the option to avoid contaminated areas or to
The system design should include NBC collective protection
fight In them.
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provided through a sealed and pressurized aircraft, remote detectors to warn
the aircrew of contaminated areas before they have entered the area, and point
detectors to advise the air and ground crews when the exterior or interior of
the aircraft has become contaminated.
The capability to maintain the indivldual aviator at the optimal body temperature while clothed in NBC clothing
should also be Included.
The crewstation controls and displays should be
deslgried so that they are compatible with the aviator in full NBC gear and
life support equipment.
In addition, the ILHX design should consider agent
resistant coatings and the application of design techniques to prevent cor:tamination from adhering to the exterior surfaces and from entering the
interior subsystems of the aircraft.
Provisions should also be provided for
addition of onboard decontamination devices at a later date.

K

'Athe

(6)

V

System status monitoring.

Monitoring of the system status is a prime candidate for automation.
It
is recommended that the ccncept of system status management by exception be
employed in the LILX.
A computerized monitoring system could maintain a
constant vigilance, perform trend analysis, diagnose abnormalities, and provide the aircrew with the information needed to take the appropriate action
required by the particular situation.
The system should also be design.ed to
allow the aircrew the capability to obtain information from the system when
d&sired.
(7)
Aviation life support equipment (ALSE).
The LHX crewstation
should be designed so that the air and ground crews can effectively operate
and maintain the aircraft when wearing cold weather, NBC, and survival
clothing and gear.

Space must be provided for the storage of ALSE.

Oxygen

systems should be provided for high altitude and night missions.
An L1IX
advanced aircrew protective helmet should be designed as an integral part oi
the crewstation.
The detailed assessment of each of the nonmajor crew functions outlined
above reveals a common denominator upon %'hich the LHX mission performances and
success heavily depends.
The LllX sensors and systems all provide an encrmous
amount of mission-related information to the aircrew.
The effective use of
that information relies on the ability of the aircrew to mentally process thu
information, decide on the best course of action, and through the LHX
controls, execute that action.
To assure success of the LHX, information
obtained from the various subsystems must be integrated and presented to the
crew in a meaningful manner.
The importance of the crewstation integration
cannot be over emphasized.
This review of the major human factors engineering Issues of the LIIX crewstation integration concerns has indicated that the capabilities and limitations of the human must receive additional consideration.
The LHX is expected
to be a highly automated helicopter with the capability to provide thr aircrew
with information continuously.
It is the integration of that information into
the crewstation, along with the processing of that information by the crewmembers and the resulting control actions on the part of the aircraft that
require much attention from the human factors engineering viewpoint.
The

3

•
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human factors engineering analyses presented in the AVSCOM TOD and this TRADOC
TOA, along with the preliminary results provided thus far from the ARTI
program, all contribute to the assesrment of the soldler-machine interface of
the LHX and the enhancement of the crew's operational capabilities ind the
manpower, personnel, and training requirements.
These preliminary efforts
provide a framework for tho development of the LHX but do not answer all the
human factors engineering related issues.
Human factors engineering for the
LHX crewstation is part of an iterative design process that must be continually reviewed and updated.
The operational success of the LHX on the
battlefield is dependent on that process continuing.
The continued support
Frem a number of government organizations and laboratories that deal with
human related aspects of Army aviation will be necessary to accomplish the LHX
goals.
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Annex III to Appendix R
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=
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(Partial Report)

R-III-l.

The memorandum,

"Tactical Implications of One-Man Ver-

sus

Two-Man Aircrews for the Light Helicopter Family (LHX)

tial

Report)"

dum

was the result ot a preliminary investigation

the first

is reproduced on the following pages.

The memoranconducted
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half of 1983 by the Task Force 86 Division, Directorate

of Combat Developments,
Rucker,

(Par-

United States Army Aviation Center,

Alabama.
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UNMED 8WATU ARM•' AVIAIMN CLYTI

AND POlRT RUCKM

MA
IPORT RUCKER, AI.8AR"

ATTEImUUO~

29 July 1983

ATZQ-D-TF86

MEMORANDUM THRU

CHIEF,

CONCEPTS AND STUDIES DIVISION,

DCD

FOR DIRECTOR OF COMBAT DEVELOPMENTS

SUBJECT:

Tactical Implications of One-Man Versus Two-Man Aircrews for the
Light Helicopter Family (LUX) (Partial Report)

1. PUR1'OSE.
To determine whether a one-man or a two-man aircrew is more tactically desirable for the Army's light helicopter family (LUX).
2. BACKGROUND.
There is a concern among combat developers that while technology may be able to provide us a one-man cockpit for the LHX, the tactical
implications of a one- or two-man aircrew in the context of the AirLand Battle
have not been sufficiently identified or explained. The LHX concept formulation package (CFP) would require decisions on this, among other configuration problems, early enough to give the materiel developer and industry
the guidance necessary to proceed with actual airc--aft development.
Therefore, the decision was made to identify these tactical implications.
This uemorandum records the results of a tactical function analysis. A second
memorandum will be prepared later to record the results of the literature
Both memorandums will
search and information obtained from sister sevvices.
provide input to the LHX CFP cockpit substudy.
3.

••bility

ASSUMPTIONS.

a. The LHX can have a fully integrated, one-man cockpit that will allow
24-hour, all-weather operations in time to meet its initial operational capa(IOC) date.
b. The LHX mission will require operation on a high-iniensity battlefield
in all-weather, day and night conditions.
c.

The LHX-SCAT (scout attack) aircrew workload will be higher than that

of the LHX-U (utility).
4.

MISSION FUNCTION ANALYSIS.

a. Procedure.
Rather than analyze the functions required for both LHX
SCAT and utility crewmembers, the study team decided to analyze the mission
The task analysis
which they considered the more demanding, that of the SCAT.
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SUBJECT: Tactical Implications of One-Man Versus Two-Man Aircrews for the
Light Helicopter Family (LHX) (Partial Report)
of the Advanced Scout Helicopter (ASH) contained in the final report uf the
ASH Special Study Group (SSG) (reference 1) was used for the scout portion of
the SCAT mission. This analysis was based on the 1986 battlefield and considered "the aerial scout in the air cavalry, attack helicopter, field
artillery scout, and battlefield management roles.* The study team added the
attack functions, using the task analysis in the AAH COSA, (reference 2), not
already covered. All of the functions were then adapted to the demands of
AirLand Battle 2000 and analyzed on the basis of equipment expected to be
available in the AH-64 and AHIP scout.
b. Results. Commanders tactically employ aircraft as an entire system.
That system includes the airframe, the hardware, the control systems, and the
aircrew. Tactically, it is irrelevant whether the aircrew consists of one
crewman or two crewmeu. What is relevant is that the system, including the
aircrew, must be able to perform all the required battlefield functions.
Those required of the SCAT are outlLned below. If the SCAT system cannot perform even one of the functions, then it will be unsatisfactory for tactical
use. Table I shows the relative impo:tance of each SCAT function analyzed
within the various SCAT roles--recounaissance, attack, and field artillery
aerial observer. The table also contains a sugmary of crew size required for
each function using equipment expected to be available in the AHIP scout and
AH-64.
Following is the analysis of functions taken from the ASH CFP. The
function, condition, standard, discussion, and related function paragraphs
were extracted and adapted to the SCAT and AirLand Battle 2000.
As much of
the original wording as practacal was left intact. We added paragraphs
dealing with crew size and rationale. We also added functions 30 and 31,
using information from ,ne AAH COEA. Other function numbers remain the same
as in the original ASH repoLt. Assumption 3b applies to each function.
(1)

Function 1:

Detect military targets.

Condition: As an LHX SCAT with the aid of onboard long range and
remote day/night and varying visibil.ities and weather.
Standard: Correctly recognize moving and stationary weapon
systems by type; for example, tank, truck, or air defense weapon within the
regimental area of interest.
Discussion:
AirLand Battle 2000 states that immediate and accurate detection
of military weapon systems is essential to successful engagement of the enemy.
First, the enemy must be detected and then recognized and further identified.
Soviet doctrine dictates that they fight both day and night; therefore, US and
Allied armies must be able to tight in the same environment.
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Table 1.

Importance of Functions in SCAT Roles (Primary or Secondary).

"SCAT Role
Function

S29

/

I

Aircrew Size Reguired*
One Crewman
Two Crewmen

Attack

1
2

P
P

P
P

P
P

X
X

3

P

P

P

X

4

P

P

P

X

5

P

P

P

X

6
7
a
9

P
P
S
P

S
P

S
P

X
X

P

P

10

P

P

P

X

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
20A
20B
21
22

P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

P
P

X
X
X
X
X

24
25
26
27
28

P
P
P
P
SP

30

S

P

X

31

S

P

K

11

S23

........
FAAO

Recon

P

P

S

X

X

P

P
P
P

X

X
X
X
X
X
K
X
X
X

P
P
P

P
P

P
P
P

PS

SP

X
K
X
X
X

X

*Requirement based on consideration of equipment expected to be
available in the AHIP scout and AH-64.
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Light Helicopter Family (LHX) (Partial Report)
Timely detection of targets in the area of interest is extremely
important to the frontline commander.
Commander's reaction time to critical
situations is essential to timely execution of maneuver to counter a threat.
Increased identification ranges increase valuable reaction time.
Related functions:
Crew size:

26, 30.

Two.

Rationale: One crewman is required to fly the aircraft, scanning
rapiAly the area in tront of the aircraft while the other crewman does
detailed, much slower search to the front for targets, using optical devices.
(2)

Function 2:

Recognize military targets.

Condition: As an LHX SCAT with the aid of onboard long range and
"remote sensors under day/night and varying visibilities and weather.
Standard: Ccrrectly recognize moving and stationary weapon
systems by type; for example, tank, truck, or air defense weapon within the
regimental area of interest.
Discussion:
The AirLand Battle 2000 indicates that immediate and accurat,
recognition of vehicles and weapon systems is paramount to successful enga• ment of the enemy.
Soviet doctrine dictates that Soviets fight both day and
night; therefore, US and Allied armies must be able to fight in the same
e!nvironment.
Timely recognition of targets in the area of interest is
extremely important to the frontline commander.
Commander's reaction time to
critical situations is essential to timely execution of maneuver to counter a
Recognition at Longer ranges increases valuable reactiun timt.
threat.
Related functions:

(3)

1, 26, 30, 31..

Crew size;

Two.

Rationale:

Same as function i.

Function 3:

Identify military targets.

Condition: As an LHX SCAT with the aid of onboard long range and
remote sensors under day/night and varying visibility and weather conditions.
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Standard: Correctly identify moving and stationary weapon
systems as friendly or enemy within the regimental area of influence.
Discussion: Battlefield effectiveness is highly dependent on
timely identification of targets.
Not only must a target be detected and
recognized but also identified as friendly or threat by type and model such as
Soviet tank T-72.
Tanks require a different counter from infantry, for
example.
The frontline commander needs target identification as early as
possible so that maneuver and preparation can be ootimized.
The joint TRADOC
and TAC study, "Reconnaissance Surveillance Joint Mission Area Analysis"
(reference 3), supports the requirement for rapid identification of targets.
The importance of the identification increases as the distance from the
friendly area of operations decreases.
Commander's reaction time to critical
situations is essential to timely execution of maneuver to counter a threat
effectively.
Related functions:

(4)

1, 2,

26,

30,

Crew size:

Two.

Rationale:

Same as function 1.

Function 4:
Condition:

Standard:
supporting units.

31.

Co~municate using tactical voice communications.
As an LHX SCAT using radios or data burst equipment.
Mai:utain communications withi organic,

supported, and

Diacussion:
Both the Air Force/Army Reconnaissance Force Study (reference 4)
and the TAC/TRADOC Reconnaissance Surveillance Mission Area Analysis Study
stress the immediacy of passing combat information to the team/task force
frontline commander.
This information acquired by the LHX SCAT must be provided on a timely basis, in most cases less than 5 minutes, accurate to 100
meters, and provide resolution that addresses threat vehicle type.
Tactical
communications provide the LHX SCAT with a means t3 convey timely, vital
information to the responsible ground commander.
While this task specifically addresses communication requirements
in terms of voice, it -,so recognized that systems such as TACFIRE and the
battery computer system (BCS), while possessing a voice capability, will primarily emphasize digital communications.
Digital commanications will greatly
contribute to reducing LHX SCAT voice communication requirements.
However,
digital communications will not eliminate totally the requirement for voice
communications, particularly when unformatted information must be transmitted
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rapidly.
It is acknowledged that voice communications can be Jammed in an
intense electronic warfare (EW) environment; however, as pointed out in the
Nap-of-the-Earth Communications Concept Formulation Package, operation in a
high EW threat environment requires radios to have advanced features such as
variable power, preset channel selhction, frequency scanning, selective-call
codes, and a data transmission and receiving capability.
Related functions:
Crew size:
is not formatted.

Two,

if

1-4, 12,

13,

18, 21-26,

28.

information is formatted; one, if

information

Rationale: Both formatting and inputting data require one
crewman to transfer his attention from outside the aircraft to the format or
data entry kayboard. The second crewmember is required to fly thelaircraft
and maintain aircraft security.
(5)

Function 5:
Condition:

Communicate in an EW environment.
As an LHX SCAT faced with enemy EW.

Standard: Maintain continuous ability to receive, coordinate,
and dissemin-te orders, requests, and combat information under the restrictive
influence of enemy EW.
Discussion:
Current threat information indicates that the enemy has the capability to restrict or possibly prohibit electronic methods of communications.
Further, that threat EW and physical destruction combined could possibly deny
NATO forces the use of much of their electronic command and control systems
before and during battle. Therefore, our communication systems must be varied
and a certain amount of redundancy in communication systems will be necessary
to maintain communications on the battlefield. In many instances, standard
tactical voice communications will be available and should be used as
required; however, these communication systems arp easily susceptible to enemy
jamming efforts and will not always be available. Zecause tactical voice communication systems can be jammed easily, an alternate communication system
must be available to supplement tactical voice communications.
One oz more of
the followiLg sysrems must be available to supplement voice communications:
a. Digital message device (DMD).
Difficult to jam because
iraormation is data burst to receiver in a fraction of the time required by
voice communications.
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A visual method of communications
Send-a-message (SAM).
b.
in which different colors on flash cards indicate the message (see function 14

for details).
Studies and technology have shown that tactical voice communications can be improved for operation in a high EW threat environment by
having featiures such as variable power, preset channel selection, frequency
However, these systems would still
scanning, and selective call codes.
as a back-up.
systems
require one of the aforementioned
Related functions:

is

Crew size:
not formatted.

(6)

Two,

if

4,

6-8,

12-15,

information is

18,

20, 20a,

21-26, 28,

formatted; one,

if

information

Same as function 4.
Rationale:
Function 6: Pass battle2field ! Lformation.

Condition: As an LHX SCAT via radio in an EW and non-EW environment utilizing voice and digital communications.
Standard: Combat information must be received by the trontline
The report must include description of activity,
commander within 5 minutes.
size of force, speed, direction of movement and location to within a 100-meter
accuracy.
Discussion:
The importance of spot reports increases with proximity to the
FE3A and must be timely and accurate, othcrwise the information accrues a
"minus value." This minus value applies to information that has lost its
utility and could cause unnecessary clogging of coiamunication paths, wasted
collection resources, and perhaps the blocking of other vital information.
Combat information can lose its utility very rapidly when examined in light of
Information within the
company team/battalion task force commander's needs.
area of influence for battlefield management purposes at the company
team/battalion task force level must be timely to 5 minutes or less and identify company/platoon level threat unit location to 500 meters or less
accuracy.
Information for execution against the enemy within this area must
be timely to the frontline commandar zo 5 minutes or less and rdiust identify
Precise locatype threat vehicle locations to 10( meters or less accuracy.
Lions and identities of specific weapons at£d weapon systems, comm"nication
modes and command posts as well as the identification, location, intentions,
and strength of units are vital informaticn to the battle captain fighting the
war.
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Aerial systems should be used to extend observation to the
limit of the area of interest and to supplement capability of ground systems
to observe close-in areas where terrain masking precludes direct ground
observation.
Related functions:
Crew size:

4, 5, 7, 10, 20-22, 26-28.

Two.

Rationale: One crewman flies the aircraft and maintains aircraft
security while the other refers to maps, overlays, reference points, etc., in
order to pass battlefield information.
(7)

Funztion 7:
Condition:

Communicate during radio silence.
As an LHX SCAT without the use of radios during radio

silence.
Standard: Maintain nonradio communications within organic, supported, and supporting units.
Discussion: It has long been recogni'zed that radio silence is
necessary at times to insure security, surprise, or protection against enemy
EW.
Traditionally, messenger service, visual communications, and sound communications have been used as alternative methods of communication during
radio silence. Each of these three methods will be addressed individually
below:
a. Messenger service is an excellent means of securely communicating during radio silence; however, this method, in many cases, way not
satisfy the timeliness requirement for combat information which must be
transmitted by the LHS SCAT.
In many cases, this method may be the only
method available to get valuable information to the commander.
Additionally,
the message service would require the LUX SCAT to return to an area suitable
for handing or passing the information face-to-face or to dispatch a tnessenger
to carry the information to the receiver.
b.
Visual communications include flash cards, pyro.technics
(smoke, flares, lights), and hand and arm sigrals. Flash cards and hand and
arm signals are used primarily to communicate within stall combat units
because this method of communication is generally limited to short distances
and is dependent upon good visibility. Pyrotechnics can be used to signal
information at greater distances but are also dependent on line of sight and
visibility.
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c.
Sound devices can be efrective over short distances but
can easily be masked by battle noises.
It is important that the LUX SCAT be capable of employing nonradio communtcation techniques during periods of radio silence.
Related functions:
Crew size:

5,

6,

13-16,

18,

20-26,

31.

Two fcr visual signals; one for messenger.

Rationale: Communicating during radio silence requires formatting of iaformation if visual signals are used.
Therefore, two people are
required-one to fly the aircraft and maintain aircraft security and one to
format zhe information and send it via visual signals.
(8)

Functioa 8:

Prepare radio relay.

Condition, standard, and discussion were classified SECRET in ASH
CiP report.
Related functions:
Crew size:
Rationale:
automatically.
(9)

Function 9:
Condition:

varying visibility

5-7,

12,

13,

21-16,

28.

One.
Equipment onboard the aircraft relays information

Navigate/orient under day/night/reduced visibility.
As an LUX SCAT during day,

night, and periods of

and weather conditions.

Standard:
Navigate to and from given locations to perform tasks
inherent to assigned mission.
Discussion: The Army Aviation Mission Area Analysis (January
1982) addresses current deficiencies and the need for effective navigation
during day, night, and adverse weather.
The threat is well prepared and
trained to fight during periods of darkness and adverse weather.
This will
require LHX SCATs to be equipped with night vision devices, instrumentation,
and precision navigation aids.
Related functions:
Crew size:

1-3,

18-22,

26-28.

Two.
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Rationale: One crewman is required to maintain aircraft attitude
and security.
The other crewman is required to read the map and maintain the
correct location of the aircraft in relation to the battle.

(UTM)

(10) Function 10:
coordinates.

Condition:
and weather conditions.
Standard:

Locate targets using universal transverse mercator

As an LHX SCAT under day/night and varying visibility

Provide target locations to within 100 meters

accuracy.
Discussion:
The standard system within the US Army for reporting the location
of targets, as well as all other natural or man-made items, is the UTM coordinate system. This system is taught to all US Army combat soldiers and is
the common Army language for position location. Consequently, if the LHW SCAT
is to provide useful information to other Army elements, target locations must
be expressed in UTM coordinates.
The requirement that targets be located with an accuracy of less
than 100 meters is centered around the frontline commander's need for battlefield information, field artillery first-round fire-for-effect requirements,
and procedures outlined for the AH-64 firing of HELLFIRE in the indirect mode.
The Air Force/Army Reconnaissance Force Study stipulated that frontline team/
task force commanders require, for the purpose of execution, target location
to within 100 meters.
This location criterion also includes the 100-meter
bracket requirements for field artillery, thus allowing first-round fire-foreffect missions.
In oruer for indirect HELLFIRE missions to be undertaken by
the AH-64, precise target location information must be provided the system
fire control computer to insure that the aircraft is aligned on the proper
azimuth prior to missile launch.
Related functions:

12-14,

18,

Crew size:

Two.

Rationale:

Same as function 9.

21,

22, 26,

28,

30,

31.

(11) Function 11: Designate targets for hand-off to other LWX SCAT,
attack helicopters, and tactical air using laser designator.
Condition: As an LRX SCAT with a laser designator during
day/night and varying visibility ind weather conditions.
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Standard:

Upon either detection, recognition, or identification,

provide other LHX SCATs, attack helicopters, or close air support aircraft
with laser designation and the necessary information for target acquisition.
Discussion:
Target hand-off via laser increases target servicing in a targetrich environment.
Designation considerations include insuring the target is
in the field of view of the receiver and is within range of the engagement
system.
Target hand-off by a SCAT using a laser designator significantly
reduces the exposure time of the engaging weapon system because there is very
little acquisition and identification time involved. Target hand-off from a
SCAT to another SCAT or an attack helicopter allows for autonomous engagement
a specific target by the att~zking helicopter while freeing
Sof
the SCAT to
acquire other lucrative targets. Additionally, if a potential target's identification is in doubt, handing off the targe to another aircraft in a better
position would allow for positive identification.
4

The ability of a commander to lase an object or a point on the
ground by means of an aerial platform equipped with a laser designator and
have that lased spot picked up by an aircraft equipped with an airborne laser
tracker (ALT) in which a subordinate commander is riding, permits rapid coordination between commanders over matters such as establishment of boundaries
and areas of responsibility.

*

The ability of a SCAT to hand off targets using a laser designator increases the atcacking helicopter's survivability, facilitates the
employment of a variety of Air Force delivered munitions, allows attacking
helicopters to expend their ordnance from greater stand-off ranges, and
affords senior commanders the opportunity to designate specific areas of
responsibility to subordinate commanders.
Related functions:

"*

Crew size:

S~

3, 16, 25,

26, 30,

31.

Two.

Rationale: The pilot is required to maintain aircraft attitude
and
local
security.
The other crewman is required to operate the designation
device.

copters,

(12)
Function 12: Hand off target to other LUX SCATs,
and tactical air using tactical voice communications.

Ui

attack heli-
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Condition:

As an LHX SCAT equipped with adequate tactical voice

radios.
Standard: Maintain continuous ability to hand off targets within
40 seccnds after recognition with the accuracy to allow for effective target
engagement.
Discussion: Target hand-off consists of an alert, target
description, target location, technique of attack, method of control, and execution. Timely and accurate target hand-ofi becomes increasingly important
when the target is moving.
Target hand-offs must be clear, concise, and in
the proper sequential format indicated above. Currently, voice communication
is the primary method for target hand-off during nonelectronic warfare
conditions; however, in the futur.3, digital communications will, to a great
d4gree, replace voice-communicated target- hand-offs to SCAT and attack helicopters. There will continue to be a requirement to hand off targets to tactical air and ground scouts by voice communications if these assets are not
equipped with digital communication devices.
Related functions:

2-5,

7, 10, 16, 20A, 21, 22,

Crew size:

Two.

Rationale:

Same as function 6.

26,

30, 31.

This function requires formatted

information.
ters,

(13)
Function 13: Hand off target to other LHX SCATs, attack helicoptactical air in an EW environment.

Condition:
EW conditions.

As an LHX SCAT equipped with a DMD faced with enemy

Stnndard: Maintain continuous ability to hand off targets within
40 seconds after recognition with the accuracy to allow for effective target
engagement.
Discussion: As noted in function 12, target hand-offs are
currently accomplished on tactical voice radios; however, enemy EW efforts
will, at times, jam these communication systems. Hand and arm signals may be
used during periods of EW, but these systems have line of sight and visibility
restrictions which require the receiver to be in close proximity to the
handing-off system. Digital communications are very effective for handing off
targets during periods of EW because the entire hand-off is "data burst" to
the receiver in a fraction of the time required for standard voice communications. Digital communications have other advantages in that crew workload is
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reduced, transcription and transmission errors are reduced, and hand-offs are
standardized. These advantages will increase the probability of successful
target engagement.
Related functions:

2-5, 7, 10,

Crew size:

Two.

Rationale:

Same as function 6.

12, 16,

20A, 21, 22,

26, 30, 31.

Requires formatted information.

(14)
Function 14: Hand off targets to other LHX SCATs dnd attack
helicopters during radio silence.
Condition:

As an LHX SCAT without the use of radi.s.

Standard: Hand off rargets by means other than radio to attack
helicopters and scouts. Hand off targets within 40 seconds following target
recognition with the accuracy to allow for effective target engagement.
Discussion:
The target hand-off is normally accomplished by voice or digital
cormunications (see functions 12 and 13); however, during periods of radio
silence alternate target hand-off methods must be available and usable by the
Nonradio target hand-off may include the following:
aerial scout.
-The Send-a-message (SAM) system has been adopted by the US
Army as part of a NATO effort to standardize other than radio transmissions.
ThE SAM system consists of two sets of six colored and numbered flip cards
which provides a total of 36 combinations of signals/messages that can be
positioned so as to indicate a letter uhich in turn indicates the message;
i.e., cards 3-3 indicate the letter 0 which means tankz. The same method is
very effective within a small combat element where line of sight is available
and visibility is not restricted. The SAM system may also be used at night
with a series of dots and dashes from a flashlight to indicate the numbers.
Other systems have been developed at local levels, but the hand
and arm system and the SAM system are the primary methods to hand off targets
during radio silence.
Related functions:

5, 7, 13,

14,

28.

Crew size:

Two.

Rationale:

Same as functions 6 and 7.

13
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(15)

Function 15:

Receive target hand-off via laser tracker.

Condition: As an LHX SCAT with a laser tracker during day/night
and varying visibility and weather conditions.
Standard:
laser designator.'

Acquire targets that are adequately illuminated by

Discussion: The ability to pass laser-illuminated targets from
one system to another allows one system to acquire and illuminate a target and
then pass this target to the SCAT's laser tracker.
The procedure limits the
exposure time of any one designator, improves target acquisition accuracy, and
allows information transfer with minimum use of voice communications.
All
these factors serve to increase a system's survivability against the threat.
Related function:
Crew size:

26.

Two.

Rationale: Full attention of one crewman is required to accept
and continue tracking the target while the other crewman flies the aircraft.
(This function is equipment-dependent; however, it is likely that either a
laser tracker or some similar means will be provided for target hand-off.)
(16)
Function 16:
guided munitions.

Designate targets for engagement by precision-

Condition: As an LUX SCAT with a vrecision laser designator
during day/night and varying visibility and weather conditions.
Standard:

Army,

a.
Provide adequate laser energy on target for employment of
Air Force, and Navy precision-guided munitions.

b.
Ninety percent of the laser energy must remain on a standard tank-size target (7.5 X 7.5 feet or 2.3 X 2.3 meters) 95 percent of the
time.
Discussion: This system will designate selected stationary/
moving targets with laser illumination having sufficient energy and accuracy
to achieve a high probability of a first-round hit by a missile/munition with
a terminal homing laser seeker.
Related functions:

11, 25,

26.

Crew size:

Two.

Rationale:

Same as function 11.
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(17)

Function 17:

Detect threat laser.

Condition: As an LUX SCAT equipped with a laser detection devi.ce
and varying visibility and weather conditions.
day/night
during
Standard:

Detect threat laser systems that illuminate friendly

targets.
Discussion: Several modern Soviet weapons include laser range
Both the
finders and laser target designators in their fire control systems.
Also, as outlined
T-72 and T-62 main battle tanks have laser range finders.
in open literature, the HIND attack helicopter, as well as the newer tactical
fighters (MiG-27, SU-19), incorporates both laser range finders and/or target
designators.
These aircraft can be employed in the air-to-air or air-tosurface role.
These laser systems can provide increased first-shot accuracy
To counter this threat, the
and precise terminal guidance for guided weapons.
LHX SCAT must be able to detect threat laser energy in order to acquire the
Once the threat is acquired, the LHX
threat system that is illuminating it.
Laser
SCAT, as a battle manager, can report the threat system or engage it.
energy detectors also serve in the secondary role of increasing LHX SCAT
survivability.
This warning must be accurate enough to allow proper evasive
action. Evasive action has been proved effective against both tactical
fighters and attack helicopters.
•tle
these tactics have been tested by
helicopter units, they also apply to any airborne vehicle of like performance.
The key factor in reaction to an airborne threat is a proper initial maneuver
to counter the attack.
Related functions:
Crew size:

1-3,

10, 18,

20-22,

26.

One.

Rationale:
Pilot flies the aircraft and is
a cross reference to the instrument panel is required.
(18)
Function 18:
attack helicopters.

visually cued.

Only

Select battle positions for other LHX SCATs or

Condition: As an LHX SCAT during day/night and varying visibility and weather conditions.
Standard: Assess and select potential battle positions which
provide adequatea.

Cover and concealment.

b.

Fields of tire at near maximum range.

15
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c.

Freedom from dust and debris.

d.

Size.

Discussion: Attack positions, by doctrine, should provide sufficient coacealment to allow the attack helicopter to avoid visual or radar
detection.
Cover must be available in the form of vegetation, terrain, or
man-made objects. The fields of fire must allow for line of sight from the
LHX SCAT or attack helicopter to the target without excessive unmasking.
Battle positions must be near onboard weapon maximum range so that short-range
enemy air defense weapons can be avoided. Areas which would produce an
excessive dust signature must be avoided to insure that surprise is achieved.
The size of battle positions will vary with the mission and number of LHX
SCAT/attack helicopters using the battle position. The area must be large
enough to allow the LHX SCAT/attack helicopter sufficient room to maneuver.
Related functions:
Crew size:

9,

19-21, 26.

Two.

Rationale: One crewmember is required to fly and maintain local
security of the aircraft. The other crewman records the information, does the
detailed reconnaissance, and records and transmits the information to the
attack aircraft.
(19)

Function 19:

Select ingress/egress routes.

Condition: As an LHX SCAT during day/night and varying visibility and weather conditions.
Standard: Select ingress/egress routes that provide maximum
masking and/or stand-off for the attack helicopter.
Discussion: Attack helicopters are required to destroy and
disrupt enemy mechanized forces. They must move about the battlefield in the
shortest amount of time and with as much survivability as possible. The LHX
SCAT selects ingress/egress routes to battle and firing positions while the
attack aircraft are engaging the enemy. LHX SCATs can provide security and at
the same time reconnoiter routes to the next firing position. The LHX SCAT
can transfer this information to the attack aircraft by a variey of means, but
the data must be relayed to the attack helicopters before it becomes usable
input. Combined with the task of selecting ingress/egress routes are the
tasks of detection of hostile elements and the selection of tentative battle
and firing positions. Team leaders and higher commanders are better able to
orchestrate the battle and mass against the critical sector when routes of
movement are preselected and secured for the repositioning of attack helicopter assets.
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Related functions:

(20)
helicopters,

9, 10, 20A, 20B,

Crew size:

Two.

Rationale:

Same as function 18.

21,

23, 26,

28.

Provide local security for other LHX SCATs,

Function 20:
and scouts.

attack

Condition: As an LIM SCAT during day/night and varying visibility and weather conditions with the aid of sensorst
Standard:
and identify the threat.

a.

Detect, recognize,

b.

Engage target or notify other armed helicopters.

Discussion:

The primary threat to which the LHX SCAT will be

regularly exposed because of its forward position on the battlefield is the
SA-7 infrared (IR) guided missile and the ZSU-23-4 optical and radar-directed
In addition, most threat tanks mount a 12.7mm with an air
gun systems.
Sufficient numbers of these systems have been captured
defense capability.
and exploited to essentially eliminate conjecture as to their capabilities.
The LHX SCAT must be able to detect, recognize, identify, and either suppress
or warn other team helicopters to seek civer and stand-off.
Related functions:

(21)

1-5, 7, 12-14,

17, 20A, 20B, 21,

Crew size:

Two.

Rationale:

Same as functions 1, 2, and 3.

Function 20A:

22, 26.

Engage threat aircraft.

As an LUX SCAT armed with a lightweight air defense
Condition:
missile during day/night and varying visibility and weather conditions.
Standard:

Engage threat aircraft with an air defense missile.

"Discussion: Large scale production of heavily armed Soviet
helicopters will continue into 1985, and numerical superiority to US attack
helicopters will be reached soon. Intelligence information indicates Soviet
Hind crews training in mock air-to-air intercept and engagement of enemy heli-

copters. Procurement of ground air defense systems appears to be less than
the density required to suppress the Hind. High performance aircraft which
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could suppress the Hind will be in high demand and have low availability to
support ground operations.
They will be able to gain air superiority for
short periods of time over a small area and will be highly vulnerable to the
threat air defense.
High performance aircraft are also restricted in marginal
weather when ceilings and visibilities are reduced.
J-CATCH, a joint exercise
with the objective of countering the Hind (reference 5), suggests the use of a
lightweight air-to-air missile as an attractive option for the SCAT aircraft,
which will extend the ground commander's counter-air capability.
Related functions:
Crew size:

1-3, 20,

23, and 30.

Two.

Rationale:
One crewman is required to fly the aircraft and
maneuver it into a firing position.
The other crewman maintains local
security of aircraft and watches the area to the rear of the aircraft
(b o'clock).
(22)

Function 20B:

Perform suppression of enemy air defense.

Condition: As an LHX SCAT during day/night equipped with
onboard missiles working in conjunction with attack helicopters or other Army
air/ground assets during varying visibility and weather conditions.
Standard: Upon either recognition or identification of enemy
air defense systems, immediately engage.
Discussion: Aerial firepower support systems are expected to
face a massive array of air defense weapons in Europe.
Overlapping coverage
will be provided by the ZSU-23-4 antiaircraft guns and by SA-6, SA-7, SA-8,
and SA-9 surface-to-air missiles clustered within divisional or regimental
size units. With the large numbers of ADA weapons employed by the Warsaw
Pact, the chances are that the SCAT working in conjunction with attack helicopters or ground forces will come "face-to-face" with some ADA weapons and
because of the circumstances, have to employ organic AD weapons in order to
survive.
Related functions:
Crew size:

20A,

26,

and 30.

Two.

Rationale: One crewmember is required to fly and operate offensive weapons and the other crewman to perform security of aircraft and, as
needed, operate self-defense weapons.
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(23)
(a)
1.

Function 21:

Perform reconnaissance.

Subfunctions:
Subfunctiou:

Perform zone reconnaissance.

Condition:
As an LHX SCAT during day/night and under varying
visibility and weather conditions.
Standard: Successfully accomplish a detailed reconnaissance of
all natural and mnmade features within specified boundaries stated in operations orders.
Reconnoiter all routes and terrain within the boundaries aad if
enemy contact is gained, develop the situation through reporting, maintaining
observation, and, as required, fire and maneuver.
Report all information
rapidly and accurately to insure that the commander obtains the information
with timeliness of 5 minutes or less, accuracy of sightings to 100 meters or
less, and identification of type of threat vehicles sighted.
2.

Subfunct±on:

Perform area reconnaissance.

Condition:
As an LHX SCAT during day/night and under varying
visibility and weather conditions.
Standard:
Successfully accomplish a detailed reconnaissance of an
area specified in an operations order by a boundary line completely enclosing
the area, i.e., a town, ridge line, woods, or controlling terrain. Emphasis
should be placed on moving to the area rapidly.
Enemy troops should be
bypassed and reported.
As in the zone reconnaissance, the area must be
thoroughly reconnoitered. If enemy contact is gained, develop the situation
through repurting, maintaining observation, and, if required, fire and
maneuver.
Report all information rapidly and accurately to insure that the
commander to whom responsible obtains the information wizh timeliness of
5 minutes or less, accuracy of sightings to 100 meters or less, and identification of type threat vehicles sighted.
3.

Subfunction:

Perform route reconnaissance.

Condition: As an LHX SCAT during day/night and under varying
visibility and weather conditions.

"Standard: Successfully accomplish reconnaissance of a route as
specified in the operations order to obtain detailed information of the route
and all adjacent terrain from which the enemy could influence movement out to
the range of direct fire weapons along the route.
Orient the reconnaissance
effort on a road, on an axis, or on a general direction of advance, whichever
is indicated in the operations orders. Reconnoiter all dominating terrain
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features that could conceal enemy forces and terminate mission at the objective as indicated on operations order overlay.
Determine and report class of

bridges,

location of roads and bypasses, clearance of overhead crossovers,

width of slopes, composition of roadway, and depth of streams.
Report all
information rapidly and acurately and ensure that enemy information is

reported so as to reach the commander to which responsible with timeliness of
5 minutes or less, accuracy of sightings to 100 meters or less, and resolution
of recognition of type threat vehicle sighted.
(b)
Discussion: Successful reconnaissance is mandatory on the
airland battlefield. The continuous need for information increases with
threat proximity to friendly positions and must be timely and accurate.
According to recent studies, information for execution against the enemy with
the regimental area of influence must be available to the fr3nt line commander
within 5 minutes or less and must locate and recognize type threat vehicles to
100 meters or less.
Battlefield management information on mobile targets is
worth little
if response time to the user is greater than 30 minutes.

of zone,

Related functions:
Other functions related closely to or a part
area, and rouce reconnaissance-all.

(24)
(a)
1.

Crew size:

Two.

Rationale:

Same as functions 1, 2,

Function 22:

and 3.

Perform security operations.

Subfunctions:
Subfunction:

Perform screen mission.

Condition: As an LHX SCAT during day/night and under varying
visibility and weather conditions.
Standard:
Sucessfully accomplish requirements of the screen
mission in conjunction with other elements of the screening force.
Provide
early warning of enemy approach by immediate reporting, gain and maintain
enemy contact, assist in the destruction and repelling of enemy reconnaissance
units, impede and harass the enemy by the adjustment of long range fires.
Establish the initial screen line and withdraw to subsequent screen lines
rapidly to ensure that gaps which may occur during withdrawal are quickly
closed.
If Lhe operations order stipulates screening for a moving force,
screen to the front, rear, or flank as directed by using the same general
techniques and control measures as for the zone reconnaissance.
However, the
requirement for detailed information is less stringent than for the zone
reco•9aissance.
As is true with reconnaissance ai3sions, the screen also
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requires that information concerning the enemy must be reported so as to reach
the commander to whom assigned or attached with timeliness of 5 minutes or
less, accuracy of sightings to 100 meters or less, and identification of type
threat vehicles sighted.
2.

Subfunction:
Conwition:

Perform guard mission.
As an LHX SCAT during day/night ;.nd under varying

visibility and weather conditions.
Standard:

Successfully accomplish requirements of the guard

mission in conjunction with other elements of the guarding force, both air and
ground. Provide early warning of ene-ay by immediate reporting, assist in
developing the situation by gaining and maintaining contact, adjustment of
fires, reconnoitering, and fire and maneuver, if required. Assist in protecting the main booy from observation and provide maneuver room for the main
body by reporting, adjusting direct and indirect fires, and maintaining contact with the enemy.
Perform reconnaissance, screen, ýnd be prepared to take
part in an attack or defense with other air and ground elements of the guard
force as the situation develoDs.
If required to participate in the defense,
provide the main body reaction time by immediate and accurate reporting, subject enemy to coutinuous attrition by autonomous fire and directing fires,
destroy enemy reconnaissance, advance guard, and main force elements by
directing artillery, tact.cal air, attack hlicopter, and all other direct and
indirect fire eleuents available.
3.

Subfunction:

I)

Perform cover mission.

Condition: As an LHX SCAT during day/night: and under varying
visibility and weather conditions.
Standard:

Successfully accomplish requirements of the cover

mission in conjunction with other air and ground elements of the cover force.

Scandards listed above for the guard apply equally to the cover; however, the
difference between the guard mission and that of cover is the scope of operations and the distance from the r'ain body. The cover mission implies a tactically self-contained security force which operates at a considerable
distance to the front, flank, or rear of a moving or stationary friendly force
as stipulated in the operations order. The covering force must be prepared to
develop the situation earlier, fight longer, and defeat larger enemy forces
thai the guard force.
Reconnaissance is also a large part of the SCAT role in
the cover and as such, the standards presented above for zone, area, and route
reconnaissance apply here as well
As a member of the covering forcE lie
SCAT must be prepared La screen, guard, reconnoiter, attack, defend and, in
aeneral, fight as necessary by directing direct and indirect fires for mission
success.
As with the guard mission, reporting must be timely, accurate, anc,
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identify threat vehicle type.
This is particularly important in the case
where the covering force is unable to defeat the enemy, and the covered force
must react to the threat.
(b)
Discussion:
Security missions are considered valid and necessary
ii AirLand Battle 2000.
There is a need for the conduct of the screen and
guard nissions in any future conflict.
Studies have been shown that forces
with both air and ground elements are more effective in the screen and the
guard than ground elements alone.
Related f-inctions:

(25)

All.

Crew size:

Tw,. .

Rationale:

Same as functions L, 2,

Functien 23:

3, .3,,

and 21.

Call for/adjust tac air.

Ccndition: As an LHX SCAT without a USAF kAC available during
,.ay/night and u.ddr varying visibility and weather conditions.
Standard:
Request close air suppGrt using a standard request
through the supported unit fire support coordinator (FSCOORD).
Establish
raui3 contact wi.h the strike aircraft and brief pilots on the target type and
location (withini 100 meters) as well as friendly positions and threat.
Provide :he fighters an initial point (IP) in UTH or latitude/longitude for
rendezvous, a magnetic attack heading to the target, and a time from IP to
target.
For aircraft carrying laser guided weapons without designators, the
LHX SCAT must provide laser illumination of the target. After the air strike,
estimate and report the bomb darage assessment (BDA) to the departing
fighters.
Discussion- The tactical fighter is a flexible weapon system
which can quickly di'troy hard targets like tanks as well as cover large areas
with lethal. firepower.
Tactical air strikes are usually controlled by a USAF
forward air controller (FAC), wno may be airborne or on the ground.
As shown
in the 1978 TAC/TRADOC Joint Ai! Attack Team Tactics Test (reference 6), the
SCAT must be able to aid the FAC and fighters in target acquisition.
In an
emergency (no FAC available), the SCAT must initiate the close air support
request through the supported unit's FSCOORD as well as guide the fighters to
the target.
The 'ighter flight lead determines tactics; the FAC/SCAT assigns
targets and assures the .;afety of Iriendly units. Therefore, target location
to within 100 meters is mandatory.
Additionally, the FAC/SCAT must be able to
express these locations in UTM and/or latitude and longitude because fighter
aircraft have inertial navigation equipment and only occasionally carry UTM
grid mans.
The capability to adjust air strikes allows engagement of targets
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Strike aircraft may carry precisionor *pportunit; after the attack begins.
Additionally, some fighers carry
guidled munitions without a laser designator.
Bot"h
laser rece .vers that display illuminated targets on the pilot's sight.
of these situation:; require target illumination by other sources such as a
Finally, a EDA report updates the
FAC/SCAI to employ thi tighters properiy.
target info:aItion required by battle managers as addressed in the reconnaissance Etudy.
Related funcions:

(26)

1-5,

7, 20B,

Crew size:

Two.

Rati.onale:

Same as function 12.

Function 24:

Call for/ddjust

21,

22,

26,

and 2E.

conventional indirect fire.

Condition: As a- LMIX SCAT during day/night and under varying
visibility and weather, subject to electronic warfare (EW) and non-EW environ-.
ments.
Standard:
Successfully gain and maintain communications with
supporting artillery, request fires, adjust artillery rounds, and conduct
battle damage assessment.
Discussion:

The requesting and adjusting of conventional artillery fires is a
The SCAT in the field artillery aerial
key task performed by the IIiX SCAT.
observer role focuses on the utilization of both indirect and precision-guided
Tests and studies to date indicate that the SCAT,
field artillery munitious.
in the attack team leader role, may devote up to 60 peccen: of the time spent
in the mission area to the management of indirect artillery fires.
SCAT wargames have shown that the missions assigned the SCAT
frequently place him in the position of being the first element to acquire
Consequently, the adjustment.of loag range indirect fires
enemy targets.
;.,!signed to harass, impede, and destroy enemy reconnaissance, advance guard,
and main body target3 become a primary responsibility of the SCAT.
Related functions:

(27)

4,

5, 7,

IC,

Crew size:

Two.

Rationale:

Same as function 12.

Function 25:

20,

20B,

21,

22,

and 26.

C.II for/employ precision-guided munitions (PGM).
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Condition: As an L=t SCAT equipped during day/night and under
varying visibility and weather conditions.
Standards:
a. Successfully gain and maintain communizations with supporting artillery, if other than autonomous fire is required.
b.

Request fires, if other than autonomous fire is required.

c.

ELgage the target, if autonomous.

I. Conduct battle damage assessment.
Discussion:
Based on a variety of parameters, it may be determined that a
specific target or target array can best be engaged with PGMs.
When it has
been determined uhat FC4 is best suited for the target, coordination must be
effected with the delivery system to ensure target destruction.
The following factors should be considered when determining if
PGM (other than autonomous) should be employed:
3. Nature of target.
Is it a lucrative target? Will Lt cause
a choke point and slow the enemy advance? Is it a point or area target? Will
added benefits be gained through surprise?

b. Location.
Is the target within laser designation range for
point target or area target? Can the elements of the employment algorithm be
satisfied?
c.
Intervisibility.
interfere with laser aesignation?

Will smoke or battlefield obscuration

d.
Ceiling.
Is the. ceiling high enough to permit seeker lockon and target engagement for nonautonomously delivered ordnance?
Related functions:

1-5,

1, 16,

Crew size:

Two.

Rationale:

Same as function 12.
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(28)

Function 2b:

Operate in an I C environment.

Condition:
As an LHX SCAT during day/night and under varying
visibility and weather conditions on an NBC iattlefield.
Standard:
The SCAT must succeS3fully accomplish all assigned
tasks.
Operators must be ablh to recognize existing NBC hazards, use protective equipment, and be able to decontaminate "he vehicle and all personnel.
Additionally, the vehicle must be able to survive in a nuclear environment of
blast, over pressure, and thermal radiation using operator protectiou devices
and normal sheltering.
All vehicle maintenance and servicing tasks must be
performed by protectively clothed personnel.
Discussion: The vulnerability o, Army aviation to NBC agents
has never 'been fully assessed even though the .oviet military is equipped and
prepared psychologically for chemical warfare.
Additionally, threat studies
have indicated that nuclear weapons, if employed, will become their primary
means of destroying US and allied forces.
US Aimy aviation assets will be a
primary target for all NBC operations because tIey pose a real threat to the
main Soviet battle weapon-the tank. The SCAT ;ystem will face operations in
a chemical environment of nerve, blood, and blirter agents.
In addition,
friendly as well as hostile forces may be employing nuclear weapons.
Therefore, the effects of blast and thermal enrjy must be considered.
The
most important requirement is preventing the loss of systems capability due to
incapacitated operators.
Shielding, protective clothing, masks, and early
warning of NBC hazards must be provided.
Related functions:
Crew size:

All.

Two.

Rationale:
Task relates to all ocher tasks; therefore, since
most of the others require two crewmen, this one requires two crewmen.
(29)

Function 27:

Detect and identify contaminated areas.

Condition: As an :HX SCAT with onboard sensors and NBC
recording equipment during day/night ard under varying visibility and weather
conditions, detect and identify NBC contaminated areas and conduct an aerial
radiological survey as briefed by a divisional chemical officer.
Standard:
Provide the divisional chemical officer the location
and type of contamination and perform either a minimum time-simplified aerial
survey or a detailed aerial survey.
The minimum time survey will determine
the outer limits of a militarily significant contamination area '2 rad/hour
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dose 1 hour after burst).
The detailed survey will use course legs, routes,
and point samples to provide sufficient ground dose rates to evaluate the contamination area.
Discussion:
The ability of the Soviet army to sustain NBC operations is
unsurpassed. On the airland battlefield, friendly as well as hostile forces
may be employing NBC agents that affect Army operations. It is mandatory that
the commander have early warning of, and information about, the size of NBC
affected areas. Detection and identification of the contaminated area are
paramount to the commander's information needs. He must use this information
to alter his plans.
He may elect to protect his personnel and continue with
his current plans.
If that is the case, he must have more detailed information about the contaminated area. Therefore, a survey of some type is
called for.
Two types of surveys are outlined-simplified and detailed. A
simplified radiological survey shows the general limits of nuclear contamination in the least possible time. Also, it applies to areas where only
limited information is available, such as enemy-controlled areas. The
detailed survey is not time limited. It sLows actual dose level contours and
may include actual dose calculations for critical routes, points, and crossing
areas.
Both tasks should be done by aerial means to insure timeliness
of survey; minimum exposure for vehicles and/or pcrsonnel; and conservatiou of
assets such as equipment, personnel, and communications time.
fhe simplified aerial survey is a flexible, quick reaction look
at a militarily significant area. It has the advantage of providing infomation over a wide area and point ground data. The SCAT must be capable of
slow speeds to adequately cover the area and of stopping for the purpose of
taking point samples.
The detailed area survey is an in depth analysis of an objective
area. It is performed in response to a map study requesting analysis of specific routes, areas, and points. The SCAT must be able to fly predetermined
course legs to take dose rates at equidistant points. It must also be capable
of taking point-ground readings to correlate with airborne readings. Recorded
information will be forwarded to the requesting command level by the most
direct communication means, in the current reporting format.
Related functions:
Crew size:
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and altitude.
(30)

Rationale: The pilot is required to fly and maintain heading
The other crewman is required to operate the sensor equipment.
Function 28:

Assist in search and rescue (SAR)

missions.

Condition: As en LHX SCAT during day/night and under varying
visibility and weather conditions.
Standard: Locate a survivor within 100 meters and communicate
his position to other search systems. Act as the on-scene commander or provide any required fire support, personnel recovery, or search capability as
directed by the SAR force commander.
Discussion: The need to recover lost personnel or downed
aviators is a proven fact.
Of the flyers downed over North Vietnam and Laos
that were able to contact SAR forces, 80 percent were recovered. This
recovery record was even better in the lower threat environment of South
Vietnam. Because threat conditions, terrain, and weather vary, tactics and
systems involved in a SAR effort may differ radically. A SAR mission may be a
full-scale raid such as Son Tay or the quick recovery of a downed wingman.
The basic concepts are standard. A mission into a high threat area requires a
recovery vehicle, an on-scene commander, and search/fire support systeme. The
on-scene commander provides battle or recovery managemenc for the force.
Weapons on the SCAT caa serve as the fire support system. The SCAT's basic
mission is not changed by the requiremenr to search a given area for a sur7ivor. Finally, the recovery vehicle mission can be accomplished by any platform with a landing, hoist, or hover capability combined with the power to
carry additional weight. The capability to perform any or all of these SAR
requirements is a valuable spin-off of other tasks.
Related functions:

(31)

4, 5, 7, 21, 26, and 30.

Crew size:

Two.

Rationale:

Same requirements as function 21.

Function 29:

Detect threat radar.

Condition: As an LHX SCAT equipped with a radar detection
device during day/night and under varying visibility and weather conditions.
Standard: Detect, in azimuth and range, threat radar with
accuracy and determine the type of radar-controlled system detected.
Discussion: The threat radar systems on the airland battlefield
will be numerous and range from information-gathering, early warning systems
to complex fire and aircraft control equipment.
Radar system detection is a
27
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twofold requirement.
There is a growing need to locate threat radar for front
line commanders.
The other function ot a radar system's detector is warning
of engagement by radar-controlled weapons, both air and ground.
This requirament will increase system survivability. The SCAT operator is warned of the
threat's attack direction by onboard sensors. Once detected in direction, the
SCAT can initiate evasive action or engage the threat with organic weapons.
The requirement to determine the type of radar system detected provides more
detailed information for the battle management role. Also, radar detection
ranges are greater than engagement ranges of threat weapons. Therefore,
Knowing the type of chreat system will help the SCAT operator to take the best
evasive or engagement action.
Related functions:

(32)

1-3, 19-22, and 26.

Crew size:

One.

Rationale:

Same as function 17.

Function 30:

Engage targits.

Condition: As an TAHX SCAT armed with lightweight missiles
during day/night and varying visibility and weather conditions.
Standard: After
successfully track the target.
meters and launch the missile.
must remain partially unmasked
munitions, remask the aircraft

target detection and recognition, unmask and
Orient the aircraft to within missile paraFor command-guided munitions, the aircraft
until missile impact. For fire and forget
and continue the mission.

Discussion: There is a variety of attack means available to the
SCAT that will destroy a target. Depending upon the response time and availability, artillery and tac Air are two means available. Hand-over to another
direct fire system is also an option. However, sometimes it is desirable for
the SCAT to engage a target with onboard weapon systems, by either direct fire
or indirect fire. The most survivable is by indirect means; however, it
requires the assistance of another system. Direct fire is the most accurate
and time-sensitive engagement means.
Should direct fire means be selected,
fire-and-forget munitions contribute far more to survivability of the SCAT
than co--and-guided munitions.
Related functions:

20, 20A, 20B,

21, 22, 25, and 26.

Crew size:

Two.

Rationale:

Same as functions 20A and 2OB.
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(33)
Function 31: Call for or deliver and employ obscurants,
nation, and special effects munitions.

illumi-

Condition:
As an LHX SCAT equipped with voice and DMD communications during day/night and varying visibility and weather conditions.
Standard: Determine effect desired in consonance with the
ground commander's scheme of maneuver.
Determine the munition impact area to
achieve the desired result.
Call for indirect delivery or use direct deliver
and adjust munition to achieve the desired result.
Discussion: The ground commander's scheme of maneuver may
require the employment of obscurants, illumination, and special effects munitions.
These munitions can be delivered by indirect means such as artillery,
SCAT, or attack helicopters in defilade; this is the desired delivery technique.
However, when time is critical or when communications cannot be
effected between the observer and the delivery system, direct fire must be
used to achieve the desired effect.
a.
Obscurants.
Obscurants are employed to conceal the activity
of friendly forces.
This can be to obscure the enemy's view while friendly
forces withdraw to subsequent battle positions during the defense, or it could
be used to obscure the enemy's view while friendly forces attack an objective.
b.
Illumination.
Illumination is used to illumlaate the
be
used to provide light for friendly operacan
It
night.
at
battlefield
tions, or it can be used to blind enemy optics and night vision systems.
c.
Special effects munitions.
Special effects munitions take
the form of chemical incapacitants, concussion munitions, napalm, etc.
These
munitions can be used in a variety of ways based upon the ground commander's
scheme of maneuver.
They can be used to confuse the enemy or to deny him use
of certain terrain which may give him the advantage over friendly forces
during attacks for deep or close in objectives.
Related functions:

c.

6,

20,

20A,

Z0B,

21,

22,

Crew size:

Two.

Rationale:

Same as functions 20A and 20B.

25,

and 26.

Discussion of Functional Analysis.

(i)
Looking at the SCAT system functions described above, intuitively
the question of one-man cockpit versus two-man cockpit boils down to a tradeoff of workload between control systems and the aircrew, if one assumes that
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the hardware and airframe are given.
Further, if the hardware that performs
or assists in performing the functions described above can be fully integrated
so as not to overload the pilot, th3n the move to a one-man cockpit will
require the integration of all systems early within the program.
The
"Band-Aid" approach that the military has taken for past aircraft will not
work for a one-man system. The question then becomes, can the system be built
which will perform the functions and not overload thA aircrew?
(2)
The next obvious step is to determine what the average pilot can
handle without being overloaded. This step is necessary because it is highly
likely that technology has exceeded the capabilities of the average human.
(a) For example, a pilot performing a reconnaissance function must
aaintain an overall picture of the battlefield. This picture is updated with
every new piece of information that is received about the battlefield. The
primary sensory perceptor for the pilot is the eye. The eye uses its macula
vision to maintain the overall orientation of the battlefield and to detect
targets or other information in the secondary search sector (more than 450 off
of the nose of the aircraft).
If specific information is displayed for the
pilot to make a d(Icision, then his attention is focused on that specific piece
of information, and the overall picture of the battlefield is lost during that
finite period of time in which his attention is diverted. This finite time
period can be lengthy if his attention is focused on target engagements.
The diversion of attention can be shorter if fire-and-forget munitions are
used.
However, if command-guided munitions are used such as TOW or HELLFIRE
SAL, then the diversion of attention can get quite lengthy.
(b)
Target engagement is probably the most physically taxing function
to be performed.
Body functions are at a higher rate than normal. An individual will be physically _expended faster during repeated target engagements
than during normal operations.
Therefore, over a period of time, the
crewman's ability to return to the overall battlefield picture and absorb it
will be degraded.
(c)
Another intense, heavy pilot workload is reconnaissance.
Reconnaissance is rezy detailed and time consuming. The individual pilot, if
in a one-man cockpit, will have a higher than normal physical exertion rate
for a long period of time while performing this function. Therefore, if the
pilot is presented several pieces of information about the reconnaissance sector, then it is highly likely that he will be overloaded with visual perceptors and will tire at a rapid rate.
(d)
Technology must provide the means to avoid, lessen, or shorten
these overload periods if the one-man cockpit is to work.
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(3)
If the d, "ision is to build a two-man cockpit, then it is
If it requires two men to fly, then it
desirable to make it one-man flyable.
will require two men to perform some oe-man missions such as radio relay.
While it is desirable to have two pilots on some missions, other missions may
others may only
only require one pilot and one sensor operator, and still
require a pilot.
As the new
The one-man cockpit must have growth potential.
(4)
battlefield is further defined in AirLand Battle 2000 and Focus 21, new
These
battlefield functions will evolve that are not even conceived of today.
functions should be provided for in the cockpits that are built in the future.
5.

CONCLUSIONS.
. .

....

t..

1.1. ... Ls

.~.

.i41

i

&.,W. A one-man cockpit is tactically accept.able provided technology can
deliver a cockpit in which the pilot can perform every one of the SCAT functions described in paragraph 4a without being unaccep:ably overloaded.
or. If technology cannot provide for acceptable one-man performance of any
one SCAT function singly or in combination with others as the mission
requires, then a two-man cockpit will be required.
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INTRODUCTION
As part of its

force modernization

evaluating

the

helicopter,

designated

LHX

is

that

(SCAT)

concept

it

of

a

multipurpose,

the LHX.

should

be

effort in aviation,
lightweight,

the Army is
experimental

One of the major design goals for the

capable

of

performing

mission with a single crewmember.

the

scout

and

attack

Some of the potential benefits

of a single-crewmerber design include:
&
*
*
*
*

a lighter, smaller vehicle,
increased survivability because of the smaller target profile,
fewer pilot resources for manning the LHX fleet,
lower training costs, and
a greater number of flight hours achievable with a given
aircraft to pilot ratio.

Improved
crewmember

and

operation

highly

automated

feasible.

Some

subsystems
of

the

may

advanced

make

single-

design

features

being proposed for the LHX are:
9
*
*
*
*

increased number of sensors and target acquisition aids,
improved navigation and communication systems,
advanced crew station design features,
improved flight controls, and
extraordinary avionics reliability,
self-healing
components,
functional redundancies, and reconfigurable features.

Traditionally,
system design

the
has

introduction
resulted

in

of

advanced

higher

costs.

technology
However,

into

weapons

extraordinarily

high system reliability and single-crewmember operation may make the LHX
cost effective.
The Army is
for LHX in

formally evaluating

a series of

trace-off

the advanced development

studies and analyses.

concepts

Human factors,

man-machine interface

questions are critical to the evaluation.

All

the

features

design

advanced

design

listed

above

have

human

R-IV-13

factor

of

implications.
the

LHX

But,

trade-off

the primary human factors concern being addressed in
studies

is

feasibility

the

of

single-crewmember

operation.

2
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1
•

BACKGROUND
In

a message

from

C')mmander,

Aviation

Command (AVP•ADCOM),

dated 7 July 1983,

Field

Rucker,

Unit at Fort

develop human factors

Alabama,

Research

and Development

the Army Research Institute (ARI)
wis

tasked as

the lead element

analyses of the LHX scout attack

The message tasked ART (P)

tc evaluate

(SCAT)

The

AVRADCOM

deadline

mission.

the feasibility of single-pilot

and
(b)
to help identify
LHX mission performance,
operation and mission fonctions for which automation

beneficial.

to

for

completing

the

equipment

would

the

be

work

most

was

1

Jack McCracken of ART developed the methodology described in

a

September 1983.
Dr.

draft report and. ART Technical Note (McCracken & Aldrich, 1984).
Schosen

methodology

includes a task analysis approach

The

for analyzing

the

LHX mission and a subjective rating appriach for estimating the workload
imposed on the operator.

Task analyses and subjective rý.tings

of the commonly used methods for workload assessment.

But,

are two

there are no

known validated methods for predicting workload imposed by mission tasks

I

in advance of system design.
Berliner,

Angel],

and Shearer

(1964)

offered

(1978)

rate

workload.

classification

of

Also
Workload

useful

is

Wlerwille

Methodologies

and

Dimensions.

survey and analysis of Operator Workload Assessment Techniques
companion
that

annotated

no single

bibliography

technique

(Wierwille

can be recommended

of

useful in deciding how to

Universal Operator Behavior Dimensions that is
subjectively

a classification

& Williges,

1980)

Williges
Their
and its
document

as a definitive method for

"R-IV-15

measuring

operator workload.

Wierwilie and Williges

that

multidimensionality

of

the

worklotl

(1978)

precludes

conclude

assessment

if

workload with a single measure.
Attempts

to

predict

subjective opinions.
of system design.

workload,

however,

must

rýly

solely

on

There zre no other measures availabla in advance

Wierwille and Williges'

recommendations for research

focused attention on the problems encountered when collecting subjective
opinions about workload.

The Air Force's development of the Subjective

Workload Assessment Technique
and
Lab(

(SWAT)

(see

Reid,

Shingledecker,

Nygren,

"ggemeier 1981),
The Army's research at their Aeromechanical
atory (see Hart & Sheridan, 1984), and work at Virginia Polytechnic

Institute

and

conLinuing

State

attempts

subs ,ctively rating
that

expert

:onstitutes
car..'ot

University
to

develop

workload.

subjects
workload.

have

(see

reliable

& Casali,

and valid rating

SWAT investigators

The

varying

Thus,

Wierwille

Individual

ratings

frcm

are

scales

for

and Hart agree

perceptions

expert

1983)

about

subjects

what

probably

be analyzed accurately without acmounting for their individual

differences as they perceive vorkload.
deveLopment

of

subjective

rating

Continuing research and further

methods

for assessing workload

may

resc,lt in improved methods for predicting workload in advance of system
des 'gn.

INITIAL ANALYSES
ART
me3sage.

responded

An analysis

R-IV-16

Ui

im.ediately
team,

to

the

requirements

headed by Dr.

4

in

Jack McCracken

the

AVRADCOM

(ART),

with

-,

contractor

support

from Anacapa Sciences,

six

A draft

7

and

report

in

analysis,

were presented to AVRADCOM on 30 August.
immediately

requestea

that

explaining

briefing,

analysis

AVRADCOM

we2eks.

a preliminary

completed

Inc.,

perform

ART

tw!

the

additional

analyses:
* an analysis

as:"e~ssing

a high

degree

of

automation

for

tlight

target search and acquisition, navigation, and weapon

con~trol,

delivery functions (to be completed by 23 September).
*An

analysis for a two-crewmember

configuration (to be completed

by 7 October).
The

two

additional

subsequently
1984),

published as

an

three

initial

ART

analyses

in the AVRADCOM Message.

-forth

were

completed

Research

and

Note

was delivered to AVRADCOM during the first
The

hi•

analyses

Excessive

workload

draft

(McCracken

results

single-pilot

from the
operation

the

basic

requirements

of crew functions.
tion resulted in
only

i:•

•'

demands

on

a

single

crewmember

-

analyses.

LHX will require

and compared

Results indicated that
considerable

automation

the reduction of excessive workload to brief periods in
during nap-of-the-earth

iteration with two crewmembers

resulted

in

(NOE)
the

flight.

from only seven of the 29 mission segments.

sive

raduced

was

dramatically

for

the

The

elimination of

excessive workload
workload

were

The iteration with an assumed high degree of automa-

three mission segments

baseline

H!%

the

set

configurations and various automation

two additionaj
in

& Aldrich,

week in October 1983.

identified during the baseline analysis with no automation,
with

report,

They provided a data base for evaluating

the single versus dual-crewnember
options.

satisfied

a

crewmember

Exces-

performing

flight control functions, but frequent, excessive, workload remained for

the other crewmember performing support and misslon functions.

The two-

crewmember analysis indicated that some automation will be required even
if

the two-crewmember LHX configuration

is

selected.

PURPOSE AND RATIONALE
The results

tom the initial

analyses were rudimentary,

but

they

achieved three objectives by providing:
* a
method
for
evaluating
the
feasibility
of
operation of the LIX during scout-attack missions,

single-pilot

* analytical material for identifying equipment operations and
mission functions where automation can reduce pilot workload and
enhance mission performance, and
* approximate first-iteration
estimates of workload
mance times at the function level of analysis.
However,

and

perfor-

the analyses cover only three basic configurations:

* single crewmember, no automation,
* single crewmember, high degree of automation, and
* two crewmembers, no automation.
The LHX trade-off
evaluate

and

system

studies

require

subsystem

several additional analyses
Each

alternatives.

design

to

design

alternative will have impact on operator workload anId can affect mission
effectiveness.
proposition,

Rather

than

treating

automation

as an all

or

nothing

the studies require rapid response in analyzing the various

options so that the optimal mix of automation and crew composition
be identified.

can

Estimates of such impact must be produced accurately and

quickly.

Data
accuracy
performed

SR-IV-186

automation

required
in

if

is

essential

subsequent

for

achieving

iterations

the

timeliness

and

of the mission analyses are

phase with the LHX program milestones.

Accordingly,

the

Commander,

AVRADCOM,

Rucker Field Unit
LHX

mission

provided

funds

on

1 October

1983

to the ART

data base for

for the establishment of a computerized

analysis.

The ART

Field

Unit

directed

Fort

Anacapa

Sciences,

to perform the following tasks:

Inc..

* Program the ART computer to support entry of mission analyses
data and LHX system, subsystem, and mission equipment data.
* Enter mission analyses
and system,
subsystem,
equipment data into the computerized data base.
* Develop or obtain
evaluation of the
mission equipment
performance times.

and

mission

software, including a simulation model
impact of various systems, subsystems,
design alternatives on crew workload

for
and
and

e Perform
evaluative
analyses
and
provide
recommendations
regarding the impact of design alternatives on human performance

and emerging requirements for LHX aviator training.
Anacapa investigators completed the first
used

during

the

"analysis was
use in
the

"This

future

comparisons

analyses.

The

one

repeated using data automation
iterations.

computerized
report

earlier

data

base

presents

the

between

the

Entry of the
represents
results

task by adapting methods
crewmember,

to produce a data base for

initial

completion
of

no automation

these

single-crewmemLer

mission
of

the

efforts
and

analyses
second
and

task.

limited

two-crewmember

computerized analyses.

7

into
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METHOD
This section of the report describes
used

to

accomplish

estimates of (a)

two

analytic

the workload

the methods and procedures

tasks--both

aimed

at

generating

that LHX crewmembers can be expected

encounter in a one-crewmember and a two-crewmember aircraft, and (b)

to
the

extent to which overloads can be reduced by various types and levels of
automation.
analyses;

The
that

is,

first

task described

analyses

The second task, which is

consists of a series of manudl

conducted without

the aid of a computer.

a logical extension of the first, consists of

a series of computer analyses.

As is

discussed

in more detail

later,

the computer programs were developed to generate workload estimates with
greater

precision and greater

analyscs.
address

It
the

is

important

same

mission

speed than

to emphasize,
functions

and

is

possible with the manual

however,
employ

that
the

both

same

-nalyses

subjective

estimates of the level of workload imposed by individual tasks that LHX
crewmembers must perform to accomplish these mission functions.

MANUAL ANALYSES
The following paragraphs outline the methods and procedures used
to perform the manual analyses for three LHX configurations:
* one crevimembei, no automation,
* one crewmember, high degree of automation, and
* two crewmembers, no automation.
The

procedures

presented

in

the

following

subsections

J
correspond

oteps in the analytic process.
* identification of mission phases and segments,
0 identification of mission functions and performance elements,

R-IV-20

I

8

to

The

. estimates of workload imposed by performance elements, and
. tabulation of concurrent and sequential workload demands.
three steps of the manual analyses
data generated by the first

(McCracken

& Aldrich,

computer analyscs.

1984)

refinements

with minor

were used

the

for

The manual analyses and the computer analyses differ

significantly only in

the fourth step.

The differences are discussed

In

the appropriate subsections.

Limitations
developing

In
established

.

at

the

the start.

limitations

certain

methodology,
The limitations

below apply

listed

were

to both

the manual analyses and the computer analyses.
* Since specific subsystem design has not yet occurred, subsystems
and procedures were viewed In non-specific, generic terms.
* The specificity level of the analyses was limited to the
identification of general human performance elements within the
and
function"
"mission
terms
(The
functiorn.
mission
"performance elen"ent" are defined in a later subsection.)
* Analyses addressed only primary aeroscout and attack mission
System failures,
functions under normal operating conditions.
visual obscuration, or enemy countermeasures were not addressed.

-

9 Validation

of

the

analyses

was

limited

to

content

review

by

subject matter experts.
a Tihe estimates, workload estimates, and other parameters of the
S

mission functions were bascd upon the analysts'
current Army doctrine and tactics.

-

understanding of

* When estimating workload for the non-automated LHX configuration, the genera] level of subsystem and weapon technology was
assumed to be comparable to that available in the latest Army
helicopters, the OH-58D and AH-64A.

Ft

Identification of Critical Mission Segments
Twenty-four LHX

(SCAT) profiles,

prepared by

the Directorate of

Combat Developments at the U.S. Army Aviation Center (DCD, undated),

A

R- IV-21
9

were examined at the start of the mission analysis.
actually two sets of 12 basic miisions.

The 24 missions are

One set consists of 12 missions

in

a European scenario; the other set consists of the same 12 missions

in

a Mid-East

scenario.

A careful

study of the missions led

to the

conclusion that the function level of analysis would not be sensitive to
the

differences

between

the

two

sets

of missions.

European set of 12 missions was selected for analysis.

Theretore,

the

The 12 missions

are:

"*anti-armor,
"*anti-personnel/materiel,
"*special operations/strike,
"*reconnaissance,
"*security,
"*deep strike,
"*rear area consolidation operation (RACO),
"*suppression of enemy air defense (SEAD),
"*amphibious assault,
"*forward aerial artillery observation (FAAO),
"*air-to-air (defense), and
"*air-to-air (offense).
The

mission

analysis

commenced

with

a

thorough

study

of

the

mission profile developed for each of the 12 m~ssiois by the Aviation
Center's

Directorate

of Combat

personnel

then

subdivided

subdivided

each

mJssion

phases

a

of

mission

Developments

each

phase

included

(DCD,

mission

into

into mission
all

or

a

mission

segments.

portion

preflight,

departure,

servicing,

forward area arming and refueling,

postflight.

undated).

enroute (outbound/inbound),

of

phases

The
the

Project
and

component
following:

reconnaissance,

target

terminal operations,

and

Mission segments were defined by examining changes in

the

type

and purpose

That

is,

of the crew's activities

during the mission

phase.

the boundaries of mission segments were established at points

R-IV-22
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throughout the mission phase at which the type or purpose of the crew's
activities change significantly.
it

At this stage of the analysis,

became clear that an in-depth

workload analysis of every segment of every mission phase was neither
feasible

nor

AccordIngly,

necessary.

the

of

purpose

next Lask

the

undertaken was to select a limited but representative sample of mission

r,%

segments

for

selecting

further
sample

the

of

overloads.

primary

segment.

mission

factors

include:

considered

in

estimated

the

the estimated incidence of crew overloads,

likelihood ef crew overloads,
the estimated

The

analysis.

severity of overloads,

and the estimated consequences of

Experienced Army aviators and experienced research personnel

contributed to the final selection of the mission segment sample.
for detailed analysis are shown in

mission segments selected

V,The
Table

I.

The "X"s

signify the segments selected and the mission and

mission phase from which the segment was drawn.
-

no

operations,
It

were

segments

security,

selected

from

and rear-area

three

It

should be noted that

missions

consolidation

(strike-special

operations

[RACO]).

sihould also be noted that no segments were selected for four of the

eight

mission

refueling,

phases

(preflight.

and pbstflight,,

departure,

The net

result

forward-area
is

that

arming

and

31 segments were

selected from nine different missions and four different mission phases.

Identification of Functions
A brief comment about
A

this subsection.

excessive workload is

needed to introduce

Ic is generally recognized that excessive workload may

R- 1V-23
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be the result of (a) the requirement to engage in a single activity that
exceeds

the

engage

in

operator's
two

operator's

capacity

activities

capacity,

(c)

"overlapping) activities
combination of these.
estimates

takc

in sore

concurrently

the requirement
in

a

limited

consideration

(b)

that,

the

to perform

it

of

is

the

requirement

together,

amount

As a consequence,

into

way,

exceed

sequential

time,

or

(d)

workload

associated

the extent to which activities overlap in

and

which

time

analyses

within

described

inr

the

this

activities

sdbsection

the
(nonsome

essential that workload

individual activities,
the

to

must

were

be

complete,.;

designed

to

with
time,
The

provide

information with which to address such factors.
Each of the 31 segments was dissected into "functions"
be performed,
component,

either by a human operator or by an aircraft

in order to complete the segment successfully.

that must
equipment

The functions

were then classified into one of three categories and placed on a rough
tizreline.

j

The three categories of functions are as follows:

Flight Control--functions associated with flying the aircraft.
Examples include hovering, maneuvering NOE, and unmasking.

* Mission--functions associated with achieving combat objectives,
such as acquiring and engaging targets.
* Support--functions performed in support of flight control and
mission functions, e.g., checking systems and threat warning
displays, navigating, and communicating.
A segment summary sheet was developed with separate columns

"b

categorizing each function.
sheet

depicting

Table 2 is

functions performed

an example of a segment summary

during

an air-to-air

The criticPl flight control functions are listed in
column

in

the

sequence

most

likely

to be

engagement.

the FLIGHT CONTROL

followed

R-IV13

for

in

25

an air-to-air

TABLE 2
SEGMENT SUMMARY WORKSHEET
Air-to-Air

Phase

Target Service,

Segment 25:

Engagement Air-to-Air

FLIGHT CONTROL

STJPPORT

Hover Masked

Check A/C Systems

Method

From Masked Position

MISSION

Unmask Sensor
Track Target

Align Heading on
Target Bearing
Estimate Range
Prepare Weapon

Unmask Aircraft
Track Target
Fire Weapon

Deploy to Cover

4V

R-Iv-26

,14

engagement.

The essential support

column,

the essential

and

The vFrtical

column.
precise

time

temporal

Aircraft
flight

In

control

Target"

is

2,

Table

systems"

is

among

function

are

the

on

flight

the

control,

example,

the

Masked";

the

rough

in

the MISSION
has no

timeline

depict

and mission

function

"Check

concurrently with the

mission

depicteO as being performed subsequent

the SUPPORT

but

support,

support

as being performed

"Hover

listed

to a timeline,

analogous

located

for

depicted

functions

is

Listings

relationships

functions,

mission

listing

scale.

functiuns are listed in

function

"Track

to the flight control

function "Unmask Sensor."
Four rules were followed in preparing the segment summary sheets:

* Functions should be listed only if

they are Judged critical for

accomplishing the specified mission activity or if they must be
performed on a recurring basis in
support of the mission
activity.
In Table 2,
the support function "Check Aircraft
systems" is not strictly critical to performance of the mission
activities, but must be performed on a recurring basis.
* Initiation times of functions must reflect typical temporal
sequencing.
To
the
extent possible,
initiation
times
of
functions should be delayed to avoid concurrence and, thereby,
minimize workload.
* No more than one function within a single category can
performed at the same time.
However,
functions from two

three different

categories can be performed concurrently.

be
or

For

example, no segment summary sheet depicts two flight control
functions being performed concurrently.
However, support and/or
mission functions are depicted as being performed at the same
time as flight control functions.

AA

* A flight control function
throughout the segment.
Current

aeroscout

identifying

the

and

critical

summary worksheets.

attack

must

be

mission

functions

and

performed

doctrine

was

locating

them

at

all

adhered
on

the

times

to

in

segment

Aircrew Training Manuals and existing task analyses

were used as references.

i5R-IV-27

Segment summary sheets were initially prepared for each of the 31
segments identified in Table i.

Additional summary sheets were prepared

for some segments to depict alternative
increased

the

total

number

of

methods of performance.

segment

summaries

to

more

This

than

Several segment summaries contained virtually identical functions;
differed

only

in

the

order

in

which

the

functions

were

40.
they

listed.

Eliminating such duplicates reduced the number of segment summary sheets
to 29.

The 29 segments

selected for further analyses are included in

Appendix A.

Analysis of Functions
The 29 segments selected for further analyses contain 58 different
functions.

Each of the 58

functions were dissected

into "performance

elements" considered critical to successful performance of the function.
Each performance element is

defined in

terms of a verb and an object.

The verb describes the action; the object describes the recipient of the
action.

For example,

the performance element "Follow Course" denotes a

specific crew activity.

Appendix B is

a glossary of verbs and objects

used in the analyses.
The performance
analyses

and

are

elements are the basic el -ments of the mission

equivalent

traditional task analyses.

to

the

task

level

of

specificity

in

Each performance element was analyzed to:

* identify
the
generic
man/machine interface,

subsystem

presenting

the

primary

* estimate the workload imposed on the operator, and
# estimate the length of time required to complete the performance
element.

R-IV-28
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Identification of the generic subsystems was based upon knowledge of the
manner

which

in

helicopters.

Methods

of

are

tasks

similar

estimating

in

performed

workload

and

Army

existing

performance

times

require some explanation.
Workload,

the

term

is

sensory, cognizive,

components:
*-refers

as

used

in

these

and psychomotor.

analyses,

has

three

The sensory component

to the complexity of the visual or auditory dtimuli to which an
operator must respond.
thinking

required,

complexity

of

The cognitive component refers to the level of

and

the

psychomotor

component

the behavioral responses required.

note that workload,
overt behavior.

as estimated

It

in this analysis,

is

refers
is

to

the

important

to

not lia.1ted

to

A corsiderable portion of aviators' efforts, especially

in combat missions,

consists of sensory intake and cognitive processing.

The three-compenent

concept of work]oad is

well suited t,

account for

these covert but important workload demands.
The
analyses

scales

shown

(McCracken

in

Table

& Aldrich,

3

were

developed

1984).

The

scale

increasing complexity of the workload components.
the

verbal

corresponding
scale

with

values

performance
objects.

descriptors

denote

the scale values.

for

elements

each
had

of

the

been

3.

McCracken

identified

of

and

the manual

values

indicate

The analysts judged

increase

components

in

Sthaz
complexity

and Aldrich assigned
workload

listed

after

all

with verbs

and

The vero/object descriptors of the performance elements were

compared with the verbal descriptors
Table

an

during

The

scale

values

for

in the

the Table

17

four scales presented in
3 verbal

descriptors

R-IV-29
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/

TABLE 3
WORKLOAD COMPONENTS
SCALE

DESCRI PTORS

VALUE
VISUAL
I
2
3
4
5
6
7

MONITOR, SCAN, SURVEY
DETECT MOVEMENT, CHANGE IN SIZE, BRIGHTNESS
TRACE, FOLLOW, i-RACK
ALIGN, AIM, ORIENT ON
DISCRIMINATE SYMBOLS, NUMBERS, WORDS
DISCRIMINATE BASED ON MULTIPLE ASPECTS
READ, DECIPHER TEXT, DECODE
AUDITORY

1
2
3
4

DETECT OCCURRENCE OF SOUND, TONE, ETC.
DETECT CHANGE IN AMPLITUDE, PULSE RATE, PITCH
COMPREHEND SEMANTIC CONTENT OF MESSAGE
DISCRIMINATE SOUNDS ON THE BASIS OF SIGNAL PATTERN PITCH,
PULSE RATE, AMPL'TUDE

COGNITIVE
i
2
3
4
5
6
7

AUTOMPTIC (SIIPLE ASSOCIATION)
SIGN/SIGNAL RECOGNITION
ALTERNATIVE SELECTION
ENCODING/DECODING, RECALL
FORMULATION OF PLANS (PROJECTING ACTION SEQUENCE, ETC.)
EVALUATION (CONSIDER SEVERAL ASPECTS IN REALHING JUDGMENT)
ESTIMATION, CALCULATION, CONVERSION

PSYCHOMOTOR
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

DISCRETE ACTUATION (BUT'TON, TOGGLE, TRIGGER)
DISCRETE ADJUSTIVE (VARIABLE DIAL, ETC.)
SPEECH USING PRESCRIBED FORMAT
CONTINUOUS ADJUSTIVE (FLIGHT CONTROLS, SENSOR CONTROL,
MANIPULATIVE (HANDLING OBJECTS, MAPS, ETC.)
SYMBOLIC PRODUCilON (WRITING)
SERIAL DISCRETE MANIPULATION (KEYBOARD ENTRIES)

R.-IV-
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ETC.)

clearly

the

matcbing

element

performance

assigned

to the workload

analysts

reached

consensus

were

element.

The

consensus was

and their

their judgments

in

descriptors

cach performance

in

components

verb/object

reviewed by two subject matter experts.

of hacdwar.2/equipment
advance
Sdetermined

in
is

an essential

of

performance

of

performance

each

to

needed

were

The method used

the analysis.

included in
is

duration

the duration

Therefore,

the

design,

component of workload estimation.
element

be

cannot

duration

element

performance

Although

precisely

time dimension

Moreover,

estimates

a

timeline.

develop

element

was estimated and

tu derive the time estimates

described below.

Discrete performance

continuous.
having

a

definite,

switches,

observable

performance

of

discrete

as

categorized

was

element

performance

Each

or

elements are characterized by actions
start

and

end

and

procedures,

point.

radio

Activation

transmissions

of
are

examrles of performance elements considered discrete.
Existing helicopter
of discrete

performance

task analyses were used in
element

duration.

The task

deriving estimates
analyses

used are

listed below:

9 OH-58D MEP Description and Workload Analysis, Bell Helicopter
Report No.

S*

406-099-063,

Time Series Analysis
Services, 1982.
Analysis
9 Time Series
Services, 1982.

Taylor,

R. R.

and Poole,

R.,

1983.

for

the

AHIP,

Applied

Psychological

for

the

AH-64,

Applied

Psychological

SAnalysis of Control and Coordination During Helicopter AntiThe Mitre
Armor Operations, Holt, C. R. and Kelbawi, F. S.,
Corporation Report No. MTR-82-W00022.

'19

Time estimates for discrete LIIX performance elements were estimated oy
(a)

locating

mission

tasks

context

analyses,

and (b)

in

to

the
the

reference

material

performance

similar in

elements

identified

content
in

and

these

using the published times to Estimate the duration of

LHX performance elements.
Continuous performance

elements do not have an observable

start

and end point and cannot be reduced to procedures; mission requirements
and

conditions

elements

thit (a)

controlling
joysticks

determine

duration.

require cyclic,

the helicopter,
for

their

tracking

(b)

Examples

collective,

are

and pedal movements

require continuous movement

targets,

and/or

observation of terrain or target areas.

performance

(c)

require

for

of sensor
continuous

Arbitrary duration times were

assigned to such performance elements for these analyses.

The arbitrary

times were established by estimating the length of time necessary
accomplish

discrete

performance

elements

occurring

concurrent

to

with

functions composed of continuous performance elements.
The following procedures were used in calculating total times for
functiuns:

"*Time estimates for all performance elements were rounded off to
the nearest half second.

"*A transition

time of .5
second was inserted before each
performance element when it was judged likely that an aviator
would be in a performance mode requiring transition from the
previous performance element.

"*Time estimates were summed for all discrete performance elements
in the function.

"*Transition times between performance elements were added to the
sUm.

"*Time estimates for contit•uous performance elements judged to
overlap times for discrete performance elements were not added
to the sum.

R-IV-32-
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a Time estimates were adjusted to compensate for continuous
performance elements partially overlapping discrete performance
The adjusted times were added to the sum.
elements.
A worksheet

is

listed

object

column

in

of

results

the

to

adjectives

modifying

the

In some cases,

columns.

left-hand

the two

includes

the

recording

The verb and object for the performance

function analyses (Table 4).
element

for

developed

was

additional

provide

The numbers in the verb column are the numeric identifiers

information.

used in the computerized data file.

The generic subsystems associated
A

with the performance elements are identified in the SUBSYSTEM column,

two, or three letters

coding system (described below) consisting of one,

was devised for identifying the subsystems in another computerized data
Workload estimates are entered in the next three columns.

file.

the sensory,

descriptors

of

entered in

these columns.

cognitive,
Beneath

numeric code is presented in
type of workload component:
cognitive,
the

(see

element

indicates wbether

continuous.

The COMMENTS

record

total

function

The number is

Table

3).

for each

in the DURATION column; tiis

the performance

However,

the workload rating for
time estimates

The

in

column was used

time.

an alpha-

descriptor,

each verbal

performance element are listed (in seconds)
column also

components are

The letters designate the
parentheses.
V for visual, A for auditory, C for

and P for psychomotor.

performance

and psychomotor

Short

In

element
the

this

is

discrete

or

initial analyses to
report,

the

column

contains the decision rules wr 4 tten to instruct the computer programmer
on how to assemble
data fiie.

the function from the performance

Function analysis worksheets

21R--IV-33
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in

the

for the 58 mission functions

are found in Appendix C.
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last

The

step

the

review

to

was

analysis

function

the

in

58

function analysis worksheets and decide how workload could be reduced by
distributing crew

functions between

distributing

crew functions

is

to

one-crewmember

and

assigned

two

rule

pilots.

The

flight

control

simple:

functions were
were

functions

mission

and

support

for

adopted

assigned to the other crewmember.
(Appendix C) were reviewed

The function analyses
Twelve

three groups.

function analyses with flight control performance
to the

elements were assigned

were

crewmember

with

divided,

and

support

and

flight

control

mission

support and mission

Forty

pilot group.

Thus,

functions were assigned to the copiloc group.
analyses

and divided into

52 of the function

functions

assigned

functions

to

one

to

assigned

second

a

The third group of six function analyses was judged to have

crewmember.

perfcrmance elements likely to be performed by both crewmembers.
The

are annotated
worksheets
METHOD

tCe

performance
on

the

analysis -:orksheets

function

12

in

on

"Pilot"

the METHOD

in

line.

the

flight

The

control

function

40

group

analysis

the support and mission group are annotated "Copilot"
The

line.

six

worksheets

for

functions

Judged

to

on

have

elements performed by both crewmembers are annotated "Both"

METHOD

line.

The

performance

elements

in

these

six

function

analyses have been further annotated to indicate whether the performance
*1

element

is

likely

to be performed by the pilot,

by the copilot,

both.

23
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Tabulation of Concurrent and Sequential Workload Demands
The primary objective of these analyses was to providc a data base
for

use

in

estimating

configurations:
automation.

the

crew

single versu3

workload

demand

dual crewmember,

for

different

and various

levels of

The estimates of workload and the estimates of performance

time provide the desired data base at the performance-element
specificity.

(b)

level of

The data base can oe used to estimate excessive workload

caused eitl~er by (a)
or

LHX

time Dressure from sequential performance elemenits

competing demands

from concurrent performance elements.

These

analyses attended to the competing demands from concurrent performance
elements.

Workshaets were developed for tabulating the three components

operator.

A

on the

identifying the concurrent demands placed

of workload and for
sample

worksheet

entitled

"Summary

of

Concurrent

and

Sequential Workload Demands" is presented in Table 5.
summary

The
worksheet
(Table

of

retains
The

2).

concurrent

the basic
worksheet

and

sequential

of

the Segment

format

of

consists

four

workload

demands

Summary Worksheez

main

sections.

Three

sections correspond to the major function categories of flight control,
support,

and mission.

The

fourth

section

workload components across the columns.
into

(a)

a

column for

identifying

sum of

the

the

function,

and

A (auditory),

(b)

four

small

C (cognitive),

Vertically the worksheet is a cumulative timeline

with 10-second increments.

R-IV-36

the

Each section is further divided

columns headed by the letters V (visual),
and P (psychomotor).

presents
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TABLE 5
SUMMARY OF CONCURRENT AND SEQUENTIAL
WORKLOAD DEMANDS--SINGL' CREWMEMBER
Phase

TARGET SERVICE,

Segment 24:

ACQUISITION

AIR-TO-AIR
Method

FREE SEARCH
TOTAL

CUM.
°.SECS.

cin

C

P

Function
________

V

2

1

4

06

5

2

1

4

30

2

2

4

40

2

2

4

50

2

2

4

60

2

2

4

"70

2

2

4

80

2

2

4

90

2

2

4

100

2

2

4

110

2

2

4

120

2

2

4

2

2

4

Function

V

10

25

20

54

ECU.

S130

____

A

2

35

A

C

P jFunction

2

C

1

4

4

2

1

4

4

4

2

3

5

8

4

4

4

6

6

8

4

6

4

6

3

8

2

4

4

6

4

6

7

1

4

6

6

4

1

7

3

4

3

3

4

5

5

8

4

5

4

6

7

8

9

6

12

1

1
2

160
170
-

-
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3

4

7

,

7

3

150

_

P

1

140

180

C

A

V

P

4

27

20

A

2

15

5

V

2

32

49

CONCURRENT

MISSION

SUPPORT

FLIGHT

11 12
9

4

The

summary

worksheets
relative

of

enables
time

concurrent

reassembly

locations

of

and
the

originally

functions

laid

Worksheets.

Within the FUNCTION column,

a

number.

Lwo-digit

The

function

identification

Appendix

C;

out

in

on

the

workload
the

Segment

each function is

identification

number

and

Summary

identified by

corresponds

to

the

contents

for

listed

in

the

table

also

appears

on

the

corresponding

of

demand

sequence

number

this number

analysis worksheet.

sequential

function

The summary worksheets present the results of the

functional analyses by depicting the workload estimates (from the
functional analysis worksheets) in the columns V, A, C, and P. The time
estimates

produced during the functional analyses were used to estimate

the

demand

peak

interval.

By

for

each

presenting

workload

component

workload

components

during
for

each

10-second

each

10-second

interval, a sequential account of workload was developed throughout each
segmert.
C,

P)

Total demand placed on the operator for each modality (V, A,

during each

10-second

interval

is

estimated by summing across

corresponding entries to arrive at the totals in the right-hand column.
During the manual analyses, a summary of concurrent and sequential
workload demands worksheet was developed

for each of the 29 segments.

They are presented in Appendix D.
The summaries are helpful indications of where a single operator's
workload capacity may be exceeded.

The numbers representing workload

are best interpreted in relation to the verbal anchors shown in Table 3.
For thnse analyses,
capacity in

level 7 was judged to be the upper boundary of buman

any single modality.

Level 8 was judged to be an overload

R- IV-38
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, ,

i

I

I

I

I

I I

I

I

I

I1

condition.

Any value of 8 or higher in the summation column was judged

to be an overload condition for these analyses.
The summary tables (Appendix 0) were revised to depict the reduced
workload

that

crewmembers;
The

format

results

from

distributing

the revised summary
was

revised

by

tables

dividing

the

the

crew

functions

are presented
cells with

in

to

two

Appendix

diagonal

E.

lines.

Numbers to the left of the diagonal line represent workload demands on
the pilot; numbers to the right of the diagonal line represent workload
demands on the other crewmember.

The timeline aad basic organization of

the summary tables were retained to enable direct comparison between the
one-crewmember analysis and the two-crewmember analysis.

COMPUTER ANALYSES
From the start of the manual analysen
being

formulated

for development

of

in

July

1983,

computer programs

plans were

and data

files

that would enable rapid analysis of various equipment automated options
for

the LHX crew

functions

crewmember configurations.
Perkin-Elmer

mini

and

for

comparison

of the one-

and two-

Plans called for using the ARI Field Unit's

computer.

FORTRAN

77

was

chosen

as

the

program

language for the computerization effort.
The
several

LHX

trade-off

additional

studies

analyses

to

being

conducted by

evaluate

design

the Army

alternatives.

require
Data

automation provides the capability to perform such analyses rapidly and
accurately.

The workload estimates produced during the manual analyses

provide avcilable data.

This section describes the steps taken to (a)
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enter the data into a compvter data base, and (b)
to

perform

the

one-crewmember

and

program the computer

two-crewmember,

no

automation

analyses.
Work on the computer analyses began on I October 1983.
nary coding strategies,
formats were agreed
formats,

coding programs,

Prelimi-

data entiy programs, and input

upon on 2 October.

The coding strategies,

input

and computer programming efforts were directed at replicating

the manual analyses of the one-crewmcmber,
Inconsistencies

in

terminology,

time,

no automation configuration.

and workload estimates

from the

manual analyses were

resolved and standardized while planning for the

data entry programs.

Several data files were created as follows:

"*a list of verbs and objects,
"*a list of performance elements with estimates of workload and
time,

"*a list of functions,
"*a list of segments, and
"*a list cf subsystem identifiers.
The

ranual analyses

That is,

were

developed

using

a

top-down

approach.

the analyses started with the identification of the missions

and followed,

top down,

the performance

through the phases,

element level.

segments,

and functions to

For the computer analyses,

a tottom-up

approach was adopted, with the performance elements serving as thE basic
elements of analysis.
The

time

estimates

for

all

of

the

performance

elements

were

rounded off to the nearest half second and a program was developed to
produce

a

half-second

timeline.

The

half-second

timeline

enables

sequencing of the performance elements so that their appearance on the
timeline

R

closely

resembles

where

they

would

likely

appear

in

real

4
/

Thus, the half-second timeline provides an opportunity to build

flight.

towards a computer simulation of
steps

the LHX mission segments.

rules

for building

were

to write

decision

performance

elements,

and subsequently,

The next

functions

from

for building mission

the

segments

from the functions.

Decision Rules for Building Functions From Performance Elements
Decision rules were written

for each of the 58 functions.

They

are presented in the Comments column on the function analyses worksheets
shown in
define

Appendix C.
the

programmed.

sequence

Decision rules for discrete performance elements
in

Consider,

(see page C-4).

which

the

for example,

performance

elements

are

to

be

Function 01,

Acquire Position Data

The three performance elements,

"Align Sight Reticle,"

"Activate Laser Range Finder," and "Note Coordinates," are discrete and
would most likely be performed
decision

rule simply states,

in

the sequence

presented.

Thus,

"program performance elements

16,

4,

the
and

122 in sequence."
Continuous

performance

elements

have

no definite

sta:t

completion time and often overlap other performance elements,
V

employing

probability

elements

likely

to

statements
occur

alternating

half-second

probability

of occurrence.

at

were

the

intervals

C-12)

can

be used

same
in

as

an

can

thac
be

with

incorporating

Function 09,

example.

29

time

so

accordance

Decision rules

were written when judged appropriate.
page

developed

The

and/or

Programs

performance

presented
a

at

designated

this feature

Check Sighting (see

first

two

R-IV-41

performance

would

The

period.

.50

intervals,

half-second

"Alternate

rule,

decision

"Survey

PE's

probability,"

III

the

to

Approaches

AO,"

the 20-second

throughout

alternately

be performed

normally

and

Surroundings,"

"Monitor

elements,

and

at

computer

the

that

dictates

randomly

192

time

randomly select one of the two performance elements each half second.

introduced
Position"
55)

rules

decision

The

at

times.

random

(page

An

and "Check Obstacle Clearance"

necessary

as

an

interruption
and

Clearance"

Obstacle

at a randomly de~ermined

to

is

elements

"Check

be

"Establish

18,

Function

to

Position"

(number

(number 43) would normally occur when
the

"Follow Course."

performance

elements

The decision

rule

"Maintain
"Interrupt

time with one sequence of performance elements

53 and 43 for 15.5 seconds..."
a randomly determined

example

Performance

C-21).

elements

performance

enable

also

dictates that the interruption occurs at

time.

Decision Rules for Building Segments From Functions
More complex decision rules were needed to provide
degree

of

realism

in

building

segments

from

functions.

the necessary
The Sereral

guidelines listed below were followed in formulating the decision rules:

"*A flight control function must always be present throughout the
segment

timeline.

"*Function duration must be specified in every case.
"• If a designated mission or support function cannot

be completed
during the time period designated for a mission segment, the
(and the flight control function) must be
mission segment
extended for the amount of time needed to complete that mission
Extend the time by selecting a single
or support function.
element
(Performance
the function.
in
element
performance
"Stabilize aircraft" was the performance element chosen most
often for the time extension.)

R-IV-42
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* Flight

control functions cannot overlap temporally.

* The onset of all mission and support functions must correspond
with the temporal relationships specified on the segment sumnnary
worksheet.
* The duration of all support functions and missien functions must
correspond witn the durations specified on the corresponding
function analysis worksheets.
e To the greatest extent possible, the onset of support functions
must be adjusted :o minimize workload and to avoid generating an
overload condition.
* The onset of mission
mission requirements.

functions

must be

dictated

solely

by

The decision rules developed for building the 29 xission segments
for

the

decision

one-crewmember

analysis

are

pr.esented

in

Appendix

F;

the

rules developed for the two-crewmember analysis are presented

in Appendix G.

The decision rules for building segments from functions

include rules for the random selection of certain functio.is and rules
for commencing certain functions at a randomly determined time.

Subsystem Codes
The LHX Mission Equipment

Package

(MEP)

was used as a guide in

classifying subsystems and in devising a subsystem coding strategy.
this way,

the subsystems identified in the analysis are loosely tied to

the subsystem classification being used in

the LHX trade-off analyses.

The major categories of subsystem~s In the MEP are:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

In

communications,
navigation,
flight ,introl,
target acquisition,
aircraft survivability equipment (electronic),
night vision pilotage, and
controls and displays.

R-IV-43
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The major classes of subsystems used in the coirputer analyses are listed
below.

"*communication (C),
"*navigation (N),
* flight control (F),
control (I),
Sfire
* target acquisition (A),*
* aircraft survivability equipmeat (S),
"*display subsystem (D),
"*life support system (L),
"*personal equipment/cockpit items (P),
"*visual field unaided MV).
The

letter shown in

identifier

code.

letter as necessary

parentheses

A second

is

and

the performance elements.

the first

third

to identify

and

letter

letter of the

subsystem

was added

the

to

first

the subsystem listing associated with

Table 6 lists the codzs and the associated

subsystems
The subsystem codes were entered in

the performance element data

file so that they can be readily identified when a performance element
contributes to an overload condition.

Programming the Computer
Computer program6 were developed to ensure that 'a)
duration

of

functions

adhere

to

the

decision

building mission segments from functions, and (b)
of performance

elements adhere

rules

established

for

the onset and duration

to the rules established

functions from performance elements.

fcr building

The results of the manual analyses

were used to validate the computer programs.

Printouts of the mission

segments were compared with the summaries of concurrent

R-IV-44
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and sequential

CLCA

C/)

CC)

aAH ý:-f
an
V)

Er

1- P
VAC

0

ý-

CAz--

01-RW- >V-4

workload demands produced during the manual analysis.
it

was necessary

make

the

Tn some instances

to modify the computer programs and decision rules to

computerized

segment

summary

correspond

with

the

manually

generated summary of concurrent and sequential workload demands.
The extent of the programming
computerization effort began.

load was underestimpted when the

Originally,

it

was estimated that between

75 and 100 programs would be required to computerize the one-crewmember
analysis.

However,

computerization
terminal
The

was

170

separate

completed.

screen presentation

screen

program

lists

programs

Programs

required

provided both

before

an

80

the

column

and a 132 column paper printout program.

only

function

numbers,

the full names of segments,

program lists

were

whereas

functions,

the

print

and performance

elements.
For
required

the

two-crewmember

complete

to

the

analyses,

computerization.

132-column

paper printout programs,

copilot.

No

terminal

crewmember analysis.

screen

R

The features in

4
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The

programs

programs

provide

were
two

one for the pilot and one for the

programs

in the Results section of this report.

separate

220

were

written

for

the

two

the print programs are presented

RESULTS
ii is

Appendix

the

printout

computer

generated

no-automation

analysis

of

the

one-crewnember,

Appendix

I is

the

computer printout generated

two-crewmember,

the printout's

(a)

computer

configuration.

LHX

by the analysis of

the

This section begins with a

no-automation configuration.

explanation of

detailed

by the

the manner in

(b)

format,

which the printouts can be used to identify mission conditions resulting
the manner in which the printout can

in probable pilot overload, and (c)

The remainder

be used to identify candidate subsystems for automation.
of

the

section

the

(a)

describes

and

types

conditions revealed by the analyses,

of overload

frequencies

the degree of automation

and (b)

required to eliminate overload conditions.

THE PRINTOUT FORMAT
One-Crewmember Configuration
from

A sample page

"

presented

in

Table

2

Air-to-Air, From Masked Position.
Segment

Summary

Workload

Demands,

printouts.
format.

presented

Following

the
is

again

a

in

6:

Table

Engagement,

This allows some comparison among the

the Summary

Worksheet,
and

and

of

Concurrent

computer-generated
step-by-step

data

explanation

The numbers used in the following subheadings

and

35

Sequential

depicted
of

on

the

the printout

correspond with

the circled numbers in Table 7.

"

in

This page was selected from the computerized version of the

Table 7.
segment

printout is

the one-crewmember
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from one through 29.

numbered

in this analysis.

consequence

repeated

is

number

the

at

The sequence of the segments is

of no

The segment

The segments stand alone.

tor of each page through

been

have

segments

the

convenience,

For

SEGMENT NUMBER.

1.

A

the printout.

segment always starts at the top of a page.
The segment title always appears on the line

SEGMENT TITLE.

2.

Standardized segment titles appear

directly beneath the segment number.
on

summary

segment

the

workload

sEquential

worksheets,

the

and

the

demand's,

summaries

of

concurrent

and

segments

computer-generated

presented on the priaitout.

FLIGJT,

headings
flight

control

the columns

and MISSION identify

SUPPORT,

support

functions,
The

respectively.

The

MISSION, TOTAL, and SUBSYSTEMS.

FLIGHT, SUPPORT,

3.

heading TOTAL

functions,
identifies

and
the

workload estimates are summed across performance elements.

list

functions,

mission
column

that

in

which

the

The heading

SUBSYSTEMS identifies the columr in which subsystem codes are printed
when overload conditions occur.
4.

CUM.

heading CUM.
the

column

SECS.,

PERFORMANCE ELEMENTS,

SECS.--an abbreviation
in

which

the

timeline

V A C P, and F S M.

for cumulative
is

presented.

The

seconds--identifies
The

cumulative from the beginning to the end of the segment.

timeline

is

The timeline

is explained further in paragraph 7 below.
The heading PERFORMANCE ELEMENTS is
line.

repeated

three times on this

The first of the three headings identifies the column that lists

the performance elements

that appear within flight control functions.
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The second heading identifies the column that lists performance elements
that appear within support functions.

Performance elements that anpear

in mission functions are listed in the last of the three columns.
The letters V, A, C, and P are abbreviations for Visual,
Cognitive,

and Psychomotor.

repeated four
coluwns

that

cognitive,
control,
that

Note that the set of four abbreviations is

times on the same line.
list estimates

list

the

for the associated

or mission).

sum

of

The first three

sets identify

of workload components (visual,

and psychomotor)
support,

Auditory,

function class

The fourth set identifies

the workload

values

auditory,

(summed

(flight

the columns

across

function

classes).
The
support,
codes

letters

F,

S,

and mission.

are

and M are abbreviations

for flight

They are headings for columns in which subsystem

listed when

overload

conditions

occur.

The three

enable sorting the overload conditions into flight control,
mission categories.
5.
the

being

columns

support or

See paragraph 15 below for additional information.

FUNCTION NUMBER.

function

control,

This data element identifies the number of

analyzed.

The

functions

are

numbered

from

one

through 58.

The numbers are merely

che order in

which the functions are performed in the mission segment

being analyzed.

identifiers; they do not indicate

The function number(s)

appear on all printout pages.

The function number may indicate the start of the function,
case of the first page of each segment,
i.ndicate

functions continuing

timeline

is

title

interrupted

or,

as in

the

as shown in Table 7,

may

from the previous page.

to present

the

function number

The cumulative
and

each time a new function starts in the middle of a page.
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function

a

6.

FUNCTION TITLE.

Function titles are presented

on the line

The function titles correspond to

directly beneath the function number.

the titles on the respective function analysis worksheets presenred in
Appendix C.
7.

TIME.

increments.
*,

The

The cumulative
line presented

timeline

is

presented

as an example

is

in

at th-

half-second
108.5-second

point in the segment sequence.
vA

PERFORMANCE ELEMENT.

8.

placed adjacent

The circled number "8" in

Table 7 is

to the first performance element from a flight control

function.
9.

WORKLOAD ESTIMATES.

At poirý. 9 on the printout,

the four

columns of numbers represent the workload estimates for the associated
performance

eleuent;

in

this

case,

Check

Clearance.

The

values

correspond to the estimates presented on the function analysis worksheet
(see Appendix C).
TIMELINE.

10.
half-second
element
present.
Check

increments,

a

line

is

printed

changes or when an overload
The time "130.0"

Systems--started

segment.
129.0,

Although the program computes segment timelines in

The

indicates

130.0

performance

seconds

element,

continues up to time 130.0,

only

condition

when

(see

paragraph

'ter

the

onset of

Clearance,

and then continues,

39

performance
14)

is

that a new performance element--

%.eck

the performance element Check Systems,

a

the mission

starts

at

accompanied by

until time 131.5.
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11.
is

PERFORMANCE ELEMENT.

The performance element,

Adjust Power,

the first example in Table 7 of a performance element from a support

function.
12.

TOTAL WORKLOAD.

Whenever two or three performance elements

appear on the same line, the workload estimates are summed and presented
In the total column.

In

this example,

Check Clearance performance element is
for the Adjust Power performance

the cognitive value "2"

for the

added to the cognitive value "I"

element,

resulting in a value of "3"1

for the total estimate of the cognitive workload component.
13.
is

PERFORMANCE ELEMENT.

The performance element,

Align Reticle,

the first example in Table 7 of a performance element from a mission

function.
14.
above,

TOTAL WORKLOAD INDICATING AN OVERLOAD CONDITION.

As

stated

the workload estimates from concurrent performance elements are

summed and presented in
motor value "4"

the TOTAL column.

In this example,

for th,: performance element,

the psycho-

Increase Altitude,

is added

to the psychomotor value "4"

for the performance element, Align Reticle,

resulting in

for the total. estimate of tie psychomotor

workload
columns is
15.
(as

a v.ý'Uue of "8"

component.

of

8 or higher

in the total workload

considered an overload condition.
SUBSYSTEM IDENTIFIERS.

described

associated

Any value

in

paragraph

14),

with the performance

Whenever an overload condition occurs
identifier

codes for

elements are listed

The subsystem identifier codes are presented in Table 6.

R-IV-5
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on

the

sutsystems

the printout.

An Illustrative Example
The printout
likely

to

result

automation.

in

of mission conditions

rapid identification

enables
pilot

overload

and of

candidate

subsystems

The presence of subsystem identifier codes

for

on a timeline

indicates that an overload condition exists at that point in time.

The

other data elements on the printout identify the workload components (V,
A, C, P)

that contribute to the overload,

and the performance elements

and functions within which the overload condition occurs.
Consider
adjacent

to

as

the

an

example

number

15

the

in

t*o

Table

presence of an overload condition.

subsystem

7.

These

This is

the overload

controls,
overload

visual
is

scene,

also

controls/sight."

condition

columr,

display";
with

(See

6

Table

The code FVD is

and the code ACS is

the

code

the

subsystem

for

a

the

ACS

complete

control

performance

%ow

function

elements

and

are:

a

mission

listirg

of

function.

The

Reticle

s associated with the mission function Track Target.
the pilot

is

associated

the

increasing

The

and Align Reticle.

No.

that

subsystem

associated

Unmask

can b" seen

sensor

associated with a

function

is

with

performance

altitude,

the

(flight control)

Altitude
54);

that

the "M" (mission) column.

Increase Altitude

(FN

the

"acquisition

performance elen' .-c Increase
Sensor

signal

suibsystem ' .ight

located in the "F"

located in

ACS

indicates

locatfin of the codes indicates that the overload is
flight

codes

and

The code FVD indicates

Is associated with

associated

identifier codes.)

two

FVD

confirmed by the number 8 in

the psychomotor column for the total workload.
that

codes

The

the mission

element

Thus,

using the

R- IV-53

Align
It

flight

controls

and

taneously

the visual

manipulating

scene

the

sight reticle,

preparatory

motor workload

demands

sensor

to unmask

acquisition

sensor

controls

to tracking a target.

from the

sight control constitute

two subsystems,

the aircraft;

flight

controls

he

is

to

align

simul-

The combined psychoand the

acquisition

a probable psychomotor overload.

flight controls and acquisition

the

sensor sight

The

controls

are candidates for automation.
4.

Two-Crewmember Configuration
The basic
retained

for

printout

the

format

two-crewmember

for

the

one-crewmember

analysis.

However,

analysis
the

was

132-column

limitation

necessitated

printouts.

The print programs were developed so that separate pilot and

development

of

separate

pilot

and

copilot

copilot printout pages can be placed side by side to depict concurrent
timelines

throughout

pilot printout.

the segment.

Table 8 is

a sample page from the

Table 9 is a sample page from the copilot printout.

The selected printout pages are again from the segment depicted in
Table

2,

Table

Positioa.

5,

and

Note that

Table

7,

Engagement,

Air-to-Air

the timelineq are concurrent

in the

They both start at 112.0 seconds and end at 254.5 seconds.
in Table 7,
in

Tables

running from 108.5 to 185.5 is
8 and

9,

enabling

:omparisons

From
two

Masked
tables.

The timeline

encompassed by the timeline
between

the

one-

and

two-

crewmember analyses.

A

Note that the pilot printout lists only performance elements from
flight

control and support

R-IV-54
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There ace no instances

in

the
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1

entire

analysis

two-crewmember

function.
flight

support,

and mission

"Standby" was created to indicate
when

the

is

copilot

paragraphs

the

pilot

idle.
15

1 through

functions.

timelines in

The

a

mission

A function

entitled

the flight control column

subheading

(above)

performs

performance elements frnm

the copilot printout lists

However,

control,

when

apply

to the

make

final

explanations

in

numbered

subheadings

in

both

the

about

the

LHX

pilot and copilot printouts.

WORKLOAD TABULATIONS
For
design,

there

generated
insights

is

no

must

substitute

for a

by the computer analysis.
that

alone.

who

individuals

are

difficult

Consideration

personnel

to

of

conclude

conveys

the

full

present

tabulations

a

that

range

to

of

for

of

there

careful

However,

gain

host

is

study of
data

through

of

different,

but

a

printouts

the

methods

no single method
Hence,

the

tabulations pro'-'ide

study

tabulation

findings.

four

decisions

led

that

decision

related,

printouts
project

adequately

was

indexes

made

to

of

the

extent of operator overload:
*
*
*
*

overload conditions,
overloads,
overload density, and
subsystem overloads.

Definitions

of these

ii,dexes

them are presented below,

and

descriptiors

of

the methods

to count

along with the resulting data.

Frequency of Overload Conditions
By definition,
form

of operator

an overload condition is

overload

(one

or

more

"8"s

a situation in
in

the TOTAL

R-IV-57

which some
column)

is

present.

Simple counts of the overload conditions encounterej

mission segment
a

workload

provide a useful index of the presence

problem

overload-condition
rough notion
most

for

counts

that

mission

for

different

of the mission segments

severe.

Before

necessary to describe

segment.

presenting

for which

data

on

the rules adhered

comparison

segmznts

of

provides

the worKload

overload

to in

and magnitude of
A

mission

during a

a

problem is

conditions,

it

is

count'ng the frequency of

overload conditions.
It

was concluded

number of
present;

one-half-second
in

other

words,

Such a count would
conditions.
single
(b)

that it

For

reflect

instance,

)verload condition

would be misleading

timelines

in

frequency

and

which

to merely

count

some form of overload

duration

would

be

the
is

confounded.

both the

frequency and duraticn of overload

a

of 50

that

count

persists

would

reflect

for 25 seconds

either
(50

(a)

lines),

a
or

five different overload conditions that last five seconds (10 lines)

each.

It

was concluded that a more meaningful index is

the frequency

of overload conditions.

a cou-.t of only

The rules adhered to in

counting

overload conditions are as follows:

"• Beginning

at thstart of a mission segment,
an overload
condition is couated on the first
instance in which a value of
"8" or higher is present in the TOTAL columns of the printout.

"*Thereafter,

anothe
overload condition is counted each time
there is one or more values of "8"
or higher in the TOTAL
columns and there is
a change (from the previous overload
condition) in (a) the verb or object of either a support or
mission performance element,
(h) the numerical values in the
TOTAL columns, or (c) the subsystem identitier.

In

short,

overload

an
is

overload

condition

encountered in

R-IV-58

is

counted

any

time

a

new

the TOTAL columns of the printout.
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type

of

The frequencies of overload conditions for the one-crewmember and
the two-creu-member configuration are shown in Table 10.
both

(a)

frequencies

by

mission segment,

across mlssicn segments.
the one-crewmember
expected,
ration

and

(b)

Table 10 shows

frequencies

First compare total overload

summed

conditions

and the two-crewmember configurations.

for

As would be

the total overload conditions for the one-crewnember configu-

(263

crewmember

overload

conditions)

configuration

(43

is

far

greater

overload

indicates that, with no automation,

than

for

conditicns).

This

operator overload is

far more severe problem for the one-crewmember

the

tworesult

likely to be a

configuration than the

two-crewmember configuration.
Next,

examine the overload condit.ons, by mission segment,

one-crewmember
problem is

configuration.

It

is

clear that

for the

the operator overload

not unique to any one or small number of mission segments.

There is no mission segment that has fewer than two overload conditions;
there

is

one

mission

conditions occur.

segment

(Segment

5)

during

which

21

Abour 50% of the mission segments have

overload conditions.

Furthermore,

overload

10 or more

high frequencies of overload condi-

tions tend to Gccur during mission segments in which the consequences of
operator

overload

is

most

severe--with

respect

to

crew

safety

and

mission success.
The dramatic reduction from 263 to 43 overload conditions In the
two-crewmember

analysis

conditions

by

mission

completely

in

14

is

evident

segment.

segments,

by

when

Overload
the addition

examining
conditions
of a

the
are

second

eliminated
crewmember.

R-IV-59
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overl3.ad

TABLE 10
FREQUENCY OF OVERLOAD CONDITIONS BY MISSION SEGMENT:
ONE-CREWMEMBER AND TWO-CREWMEMBER CONFIGURATIONS WITH NO AUTOMATION
NUMBER OF
OVERLOAD CONDITIONS
TWO-CREWONE-CREWMEMBERS
MEMBER

SEGMENT
NUMBER

RECONNAISSANCE PRASE
5
3

0
1

14
10
21

3
2
3

4

0

Acquisition, Auto Search

12

3

Acquisition, From Laser Cucin
Adjustments, Area Weapons, Digital
Adjustments, Area Weapons, Voice
Designate for POM
Engagement, Air-to-Ground, Autonomous, LOAL
Engagement, Ground Target, Autonomous, LOBL
Engagement, Ground Target, Remote Designation
Engagement, Soft Targets, Cannon Fire, Hover
Engagement, Soft Targets, FFAR, Direct
Handoff, Ground Target, Digital
Handoff, Ground Target, Voice
Handoff Target, Laser Cueing
Holding Checks
Overwatch
Receive Handoff, Voice
Team Coordination

2
4
3
12
15
18
8
7
8
5
7
5
11
11
2
11

1
1
1
7
1
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3

1
2

Bomb Damage Assessment
Evade Radar Lock-On

3
4
5

Reconnaissance, General
Record Sightings
Tactical Movement

6

Transmit Report,
TARGET SERVICE,

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
2
23

Digital
GROUND

2

[

TARGET SERVICE, AIR-TO-AIR
24
25
26
27

Acquisition, Free Search
Engagement Air-to-Air From Masked Position
Engagement Air-to-Air, Running Fire, Cannon
Engagement Air-to-Air, Running Fire, Missile

28

Handoff Aerial Threat,

29

Receive Handoff,

Voice

Voice

TOTAL OVERLOAD CONDITIONS

048
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I

4

19
14
3
4

7
0
0
0

12

2

13

3

263

43

Engagement,

Mission segment 25,

conditions in

aralysis with overload conditions reduced

the one-crewmember

in

the two- :rewnu.mber analysis include:

Segment 20,

(a)

to zero

Holding Checks,

Overwatch.

Segment 21,

that 40 of

An important result from the two-crewmember analysis is
the 43 overload conditions are encountered by the copilot.
is

overload

Other high workload segments

the two-crewmember analysis.

in

and (b)

no

has

analysis,

one-crewmember

the

in

conditions

overload

Air-to-Air From Masked Position, with 14

This result

explained by the assignment of flight control functions to the pilot

and support and mission

:unctions to the copilot.

Frequency of Overloads

four

recalled

will be

It

one

sub-columns:
(C),

heretofore

termed

sum of

workload

for

"workload
component

performed concurrently.
workload component

psychcmotor

components,"
for

ratings

indicates

present

The

(P).

one for

four

columns,

that are

contain numbers
all

performance

has

(A),

for auditory

elements

the

being

or higher in any one of the four

the presence

By definition,

the associated workload component.
is

one

(V),

A value of "8"

columns

column on the printouts

the TOTAL

for visual

one

and

cognitive

that

during every overload condition;

and,

of an "overload"

for

at least one overload
in

principle,

as many

as four overloads can be present during a single overload condition.
A

tabulation

diagnostic
Specifically,

of

information

by

overloads
about

the

workload

causes

of

components
overload

conditions.

such tabulations identify the type and number of overloads

R-IV-61
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provides

49

that

contribute

to an overload

condition.

Furthermore,

the number of

overloads per overload condition provides a crude index of the severity
of Cl.

"orkload

problem.

that three 'verloads

For instarce,

it

seems reasonable

to assume

per overload condition would indicate a more severe

workload problem than one overload per overload condition.
Table 11 slrws the frequency
and by mission segment.

of overloads by workload

component

Overloads for the one-crewnember configuration

and the two-crewmember configuration are shown separately.

The columns

in Table li labeled OVERLOADS PER CONDITION show the average number of
overloads

per overload

condition.

The numbers in these

columns were

derived by simply dividing total overloads for a mission segment
11)

by total overload conditions

10).

(Table

for the same mission segment

(Table

The mission segmuent numbers and titles shown in Table 11 are the

same as those shown in Table 10.

Total overloads, sumred across mission

segments are shown at the bottom of each column.
First,

consider

overloads

for the one-crewmember

configuration.

The overload totals at the bottom of Table 11 show that overloads are
clearly not distributed equally over the four workload components.
a single auditory overload was revealed by the analysis.
revealed nearly 1.5 more visual overloads (79)
(54)

and

(205)
across

revealed

more

than

as visual overloads
workload

overloads (338)

2.5

(79).

components

is

The analysis

than cognitive overloads

times as many psychomotor

overloads

The total number of overloads summed
338.

Dividing

the

total

number

by the total number of overload conditions (263)

in an average of 1.3 overloads per overload condition.

R-IV-62

Not

50

of

results

*

TABLE II
FREQUENCY OF OVERLOADS BY MISSION SEGMENT AND WORKLOAD COMPONENT:
ONE-CREWMEMBER AND TWO-CREWMEIBER CONFIGURATIONS WITH NO AUTOMATION
MISSION SEGMENT

NUMBER

NUMBER OF OVERLOADS
ONE-CPEWNEMBER ANALYSIS
TWO-CREWMF11BER ANALYSIS
OVERLOADS
OVERLOADS

PER
CONDITION

PER
CONDITION

TITLE
RECONNAISSANCE PHASE

V

A

C

P

4
2
4
6
-

-

4
12
5
21
3

.

.

.

.

-

-

I

-

1.1

2

1.1
1.0

-

-

2
3
-

2.0

1

-

2

1.6

-

2
3
5
2
1

2.0
1.7

4
5
6

Bomb Damage Assessment
Evade Radar Lock-On
Reconnaissance, General
Record Sightings
Tactical Movement
Trensmit Report, Digital

7

Acquisition,

5

-

2

7

1.2

1

-

1

1

1.0

8

Acquisition, From Laser
-

-

-

2

1.0

-

-

-

1

Adjustments, Area Weapons,

1.0

9

-

-

-

4

1.0

-

-

-

1

10

Adjustments, Area Weapons,

1.0

-

-

-

3

1.0

-

-

-

1

1.0

9

-

3

12

2.0

7

-

-

-

1.0

S

-

3

11

1.5

-

-

1

-

1.0

11

-

4

13

1.6

3

-

2

2

1.6

3

-

2

5

1.2

-.

.

.

2

-

1

5

1.1

-

-

-

-

0

1

-

2

7

1.2

-

-

-

0

-

-

i

4

1.0

-

-

-

-

0

-

-

-

7

1.0

-

-

-

-

0

6

-

5

5

1.0

-

-

-

-

0

1.1

.

.

.

.

0

I

-

1

1
10

-

-

-

.

.

-

4

.
1

.

1

2
6

1.1
1.0
1.0

3

-

6

17

1.4

2

3

-

3

11

1.2

-

2

-

-

1

1.0

-

4
2

-

1

1.5

-

-

-

-

2

1.2

2

-

-

- 54

125

1.2
13

1
2

-

2

11
13

24

R-IV-6

3

1
2

"3

TARGET SERVICE,

-

V

A

C

P

1
-

0
1
1.0
1.0
0

GROUNDi

Auto Search

Cueing
Digital
Voice

11
12

Designate for PGM

13

Engagement,

14

Engagement,

Engagement, Air-to-Ground
Autonomous,

LOAL

Ground Target

Autonomous,
Target,

LOBL

Ground

Remote Designation

15

Engagement,

16

Engagement,

17

Handoff, Ground Target,

Cannon Fire, Hover
FFAR,

0

Soft Targets,
Soft Targets,

Direct

Digital

18

Handoff,

19

Handoff Target,

20
21
22
23

Cueing
Holding Checks
Overiatch
Receive Handoff, Voice
Team Coordination

Ground Target,

Voice

TARGET SERVICE,

Laser

0

1 1

-

1.0

AIR-TO-AIR

24

Acquisition,

25

Engagement Air-tc-Air From

Free Search

Masked Position

26

Engagement Air-to-Air,

27

Engagement Air-to-Air,

28

Running Fire, Missile
Handoff Aerial Threat, Voice

29

Receive Handoff,

Running Fire, Cannon

TOTAL OVERLOADS

0

Voice

79

51

1
I

-

5

3

1.4

-

-

0

-

2
-17

-

I

0
0
1.5

1.3

15

1.3

An examination of overloads and overloads per condition by mission
segment reveals the following important observations:
There is only one mission
v Psychomotor overloads are pervasive.
segment for which at least one psychomotor overload is not
present.
Ten or more psychomotor overloads are present for more
than one-third of the mission segments; one mission segment has
21 psychomotor overloads.
* At least one visual overload is present for 20 of the 29 mission
There are five mission segments that have six or more
segments.
visual overloads; one mission segment (Segment 13) has 11 visual
overloads.
* Although cognitive overloads are less numerous than visual
overloads, at least one cognitive overload is present for 21 of
The number of cognitive overloads per
the 29 mission segments.
and
less
than
for visual overloads
mission segment
is
For instance, there are only three
psychomotor overloads.
mission segments for which cognitive overloads exceed four
(Segments 4, 20, and 24).
9 The number of overloads per overload condition varies from a
It is worthwhile to note that
value of 1.0 to a value of 2.0.
the value of overloads per overload condition is positively
related to total overloads--the larger the number of overloads,
This
the larger the number of overloads per overload condition.
finding has important implications for attempts to assess the
magnitude of the workload problem.
Now examine

the overloads

for the two-crewmember

The overload totals at the bottom of Table
more equally

distributed

cognitive,

and psychomotor,

overloads

have been

over the

components

Dividing

the

total

overload

conditions

number
(43)

three workload

from 79 to 24

reduced

been reduced from 205 to 15 (93%).
workload

components,

has
of

Visual

cognitive overloads

The total number of overloads summed
been

reduced

overloads

results

(70%);

visual,

and psychomotor overloads have

(69%),

in

overload conditicn.

32

R-IV-64

11 show that overloads are

than in the one-crewmember analysis.

have been reduced from 54 to 17

across

configuration.

(56)

from 338
by the

an average of

to

56

(83%).

total number of
1.3

overloads

per

Again,

an examination of overloads and overloads per condition by

mission segment reveals important observations:
They occur only
* Psychomotor overloads are no longer pervasive.
In five of the nine segments, only one
in nine segments.
The greatc.st number of psychomotor overloads
overload occurs.
Tactical Movement; Segment 13,
Segment 5,
occurs in
(3)
LOBL; and Segment 24,
Autonomous,
Engagement, Ground Target
The large reduction in psychomotor
Acquisition, Free Search.
workload is attributed to the assignment of the flight control
Throughout the analysis, the pilot
functions to the pilot.
performs the flight control functions unencumbered by support
and mission functions.
Seven
* Visual overloads are present in nine of the 29 segments.
visual overloads occur in Segment 11, Designate for PGM.
Five
& Cognitive overloads occur in ten of the 29 segments.
Free
cognitive overloads occur in Segment 24, Acquisition,
No other segment has more than two cognitive overloads.
Search.
* The number of overloads per overload condition varies from a
The 2.0 value occurs in Segment
value of 1.0 to a value of 2.0.
3, Reconnaissance, General. Although the overload conditions in
Segment 3 are reduced from 14 to 3, the overloads were reduced
Thus, the crude index provided by the number
only from 16 to 6.
of overloads per overload condition indizates a more severe
workload problem in Segment 3 with two crewmembers than with one
An increased severity of workload is also indicated
crewmember.
in Segments 28 and 29.
Overload Density
Another crude measure of the severity of the workload problem is
provided by tabulating the overload density within the various mission
Overload

segments.

density

in

these

analyses

is

defined

as

the

percentage of total time during a segment that some form of overload is
present.

It

calculated by dividing

is

with overloads in

the total number of timelines

the segment by the total number of timelines in

segment:

-

Number of timelines with overloads
Total number of timelines in the segment

R-ZV-6
10

53

5

the

The number of timelines with overloads are easily

tabulated by

counting each timeline in which a value of 8 or higher occurs in one or
more of the total columns.

Timelines without overloads are not printed

unless a performance element changes,
in

but the total number of timelines

the segment can be calculated by multiplying the total segment time

by 2.

Thus:
Number of timelines with overloads
Segment time x 2

Overload density,
Table

12 presents

the results of the overload density tabulation

for the 29 mission segments in the one-crewmember analysis.

Segment 20,

Holding

Segment 6,

Checks,

Transmit

has

Report,

the highest

Digital

also

overload density,
has

a

high

.679.

overload

density

(.603).

Segments with low overload density include Number 2, Evade Radar Lock-On
(.023);

Number

Adjustments,
Targets,
Target,

8,

Acquisition

Area Weapons,

Cannon

Fire,

from Laser

Voice

Hover

(.061);

(.052);

and

Cueing

(.022);

Number

10,

Number

15,

Engagement,

Soft

Number

16

Engagement,

Soft

FFAR Direct (.089).

Table 13 presents the results of the overload density tabulations
for

the

29

mission

overload density

segments

is

overload density is

presenteL

in

the

two-crewmember

analysis.

for both the pilot and copilot.

very low in the three segments (2,

3,

The
Pilot

and 23) where

pilot overload conditions occur.

The overload density for che copilot

has been dramatically

comparison with the overload density

reduced in

tabulations for the one-crewmenaber analysis.
in

the

15

Segment 24,

segments

without

Acquisition,

R- IV-66

overloads

Free Search.

54

The values range from zero

to a maximum

value of

.17

in

7

TABLE 12
OVERI.OAD DENSITY--ONE-CREWMEMBER ANALYSIS

SEGMENT

26

Bomb Damage Assessment
Evade Radar Lock-On
Reconnaissance, General
Record Sightings
Tactical Movement
Transmit Report, Digital
Acquisition, Auto Search
Acquisition, From Laser Cueing
Adjustments, Area Weapons,
Digital
Adjustments, Area Weapons,
Voice
Designate for PGM
Engagement, Air-to-Ground
Target, Autonomous LOAL
Engagement, Ground Target
Autonomous LOBL
Engagement, Ground Target,
Remote Designation
Engagement, Soft Targets,
Cannon Fire, Hover
Engagement, Soft Target,
FFAR Direct
HWndoff, Ground Target,
Digital
Handoff, Ground Target, Voice
Handoff, Laser Cueing
Holding Checks
Overwatch
Receive Handoff, Voice
Team Coordination
Acquisition, Free Search
Engagement, Air-to-Air,
From Masked Position
Engagement, Air-to-Air,

28

Engagement, Air-to-Air,
Running Fire Missile
Handoff, Aerial Threat, Voice

29

Receive Handoff,

I
2
3
4
5

"6
"

7
8
9
10

-11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

"

TITLE

S27

Running Fire,

NUIMBER OF
TIMELINES
WITH OVERLOADS

TOTAL NUMBER
OF TIMELINES

127
14
340
ill
167
205
114
22
79

1013
598
935
790
711
340
707
417
777

.125
.023
.361
.141
.235
.603
.161
.022
.102

49

803

.061

101

512

.197

127

643

.196

139

623

.223

100

922

.108

47

904

.052

96

1075

.089

75

751

.100

190
102
231
180
74
110
179
256

918
517
340
1107
340
330
552
747

.207
.197
.679
.163
.218
.333
.324
.343

16

158

.101

24
161

146
932

.164
.173

186

718

.259

Cannon1658.0

Voice

55
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=

OVERLOAD
DENSITY

:i,

TABLE 13
OVERLOAD DENSITY--TWO-CREWMEMBER ANALYSIS

SEGMENT

TITLE

NUIBER OF
TIMELINES
WITH OVERLOADS
COPILOT

PILOT

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Ii
12
13
I11
15
1b
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
3
27
28
29

Bomb Damage As.es3-.ent
Evade Radar Lock-On
Reconnaissance, General
Record Sightings
Tactical Movement
Transmit Report, Digital
Acquisition, Auto Search
Acquisition, From Laser Cueing
Adjustments, Area Weapons,
Digital
Adjustments, Area Weapons,
Voice
Designate for PGM
Engagement, Air-to-Ground
Target, Autonomous LOAL
Engagement, Ground Target
Autonomous LOBL
Engagement, Ground Target,
Remote Des!ination
Engagement, Soft Targets,
Cannon Fire, Hover
Engagement, Soft Target,
FFAR Direct
Handoff, Ground Target,
Digital
Handoff, Ground Target, Voice
Handoff, Laser Cueing
Holding Checks
Overwatch
Receive Handoff, Voice
Team Coordination
Acquisition, Free Search
Engagement, Air-to-Air,
From Masked Position
Engagement, Air-to-Air,
Running Fire, Cannon
Engagement, Air-to-Air,
Running Fire Missile
Handoff, Aerial Threat, Voice
Receive Handoff, Voice
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OVERLOAD
DENSITY

TOTAL, NLMBER
OF TIMELINES

PILOT

COPILOT

0
1
8
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
9
15
43
0
16
ii

1024
598
915
790
711
340
707
427
777

.00
.00
.01
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00

.00
.09
.01
.02
.06
.00
.02
.03
.01

0

it

80.3

.00

.01

0
0

70
11

532
674

.00
.00

.|3
.002

0

40

623

.00

.06

922

.00

.00

897

.0"

.00

0
0

0

1075

.0(0

.00

0

0

750

.00

.00

0
0
0
0
0
10
0

0
0
0
0
0
28
94

919
517
340
1109
340
333
552
667

.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.03
.00
.00

.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.08
.17
.00

0

0

158

.00

.00

0

0

146

.00

.00

0
0

21
25

932
718

.00
.00

.02
.03

0
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Subsystem Overloads
The subsystem identifiers
provide
of

the

assoclated with the overload conditions

a means of identifying potential
(79

+ 54

+ 205

=)

benefits

overloads

338

of automation.

identified

in

Each
II

Table

are

associated with as few as one and as many as three different subsystems.
If the overload is caused by two performance elements being performed
one or two subsystem identifiers are associated with the

simultaneously,
overload.
performed

caused by three performance elements being

the overload is

If

simultaneously,

associated with

one,

the overload.

two,

or

three subsystem

The

term subsystem

identifiers are

overload

denote the association between an overload and a subsystem.

is

used

Tabl.

to

14 is

a metrix that presents the number of subsystem overloads in each segment
in

the one-crewmember

analysis.

They have been counted and categorized

using the 10 subsystem groupings presented
groupings

are

presented

across

the

segments are presented vertically.
total number of

top

in

lable 6;

of Table

Each cell in

subsystem overloads

foui.d

in

14.

the 10 subsystem
The

29

mission

the matrix presents the

the analysis

for each

of

the 29 mission segments.
The

tabulation

information

helpful

the overloads,

and

summarized

in

for idcntifying
(b)

another crude

Table
(a)

the

index

segments with the fewest workload problems.

14

provides

diagnostic

subsystems associated with
for identifying

the mission

The totals at the bottom of

Table 14 show that subsystem overloads occur in

every subsystem grouping

presented

distributed over the

in

Table 6.

subsystem groupings.

They

are not

uniformly

10

The highest number of subsystem overloads, 74Z of
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the total,

are in the flight control and target acquisition subsystem

categories.

The

communications

subsystem

control subsystem contributes five percent,
three percent.

contributes

13%,

the

fire

and the navigation subsystem

The :emainder of the subsystem overloads are distributed

over the display,

personal equipment

and cockpit items,

life support,

and aircraft survivability categories.
Note

that

the

subsystem overloads

flight

control

in every mission

subsystem
segment;

is

segments.

The aircraft survivability subsystem is

with

subsystem

associated

carget

overloads

overloads in Segment 2, Evade Radar Lock-On.
subsystem is

associated

the

subsystem

associated

is

in

with

acquisition

all

but

three

associated only with

Likewise,

the life support

only with subsystem overloads

in

Segment 20,

Holding Checks.
The subsystem overload totals for each of the mission segments are
presented
Target,
(72).
fire

the

right-hand

Au:,nomous LOBL,

control,

acquisition,

Segment

field

control,

and

13,

target

are associated

11, Designate for PGM,

subsystem overloads

target

flight

and visual

Segment

column.

Engagement,

Ground

has the highest number nf subsystem overloads

Five subsystems,

overloads.
of

in

(69).

Only

three

communications

acquisition,
with the

displays,

72 subsystem

has the next highest number
subsystems,
are

flight

associated

control,

with

the

69

subsystem overloads.
The OVERLOADS PER CONDITION column in Table
computed
subsystem

for

each

overloads

mission
by

the

segment
totai

by

dividing

number

of

14 presents an Index
tne

overload

total

conditions

R-iV59

number

71

of
(as

reported in Table 10).
can appear in

An index number of "I" is the lowest number that

this column.

The presence of a number "I" indicates that

for every overload condition reported fn Table 10 (a)

only one overload

occurs

ind

(only one workload

subsystem grouping is

component

Is overloaded),

associated with th;, overload,

possible in the OVERLOADS PER CONDITION column is
The number "12"

Table

10,

(a)

overloaded),

indicates that

(all

the. injex number "12."

four workload

three subsystems 'one

only on(.

Vie highest number

for every overload copdition

four overloads occur
and (b)

(b)

reported

in

components are

from each of three concurrent

performance elements) are associated with each of the overloads.
The values in the OVERLOADS PER CONDITION column rartge from a hig,
of

5.8

to a low of 2.0.

Designate

for PGM.

condition

is

subsystems

are

The highest value,

The 3.8 index

comprised

of

associated

value

multiple

with

the

5.8,

is

indicates
overloads

overloads.

2.0

OVERLOADS

PER CONDITION

least severe from a workload standpoint,
Table

15 presents

two-crewmember

analysis.

the
In

tabulation
contrast

subsystem overloads occur only

number of

subsystem

acquisition category.

overloads,

and

.,ad
Thus,

two

Segment

11

percent,

and

the

is

In coutrast,

ten

can be considered

the

in

of subsystem overloads
to the one-crewmember

the

total,

are

navigation

the

analysis,

The highest

in

the

target

The communications subsystem contributes 18%,

60

R-IV-72

multiple

using this diagnostic index.

display subsystem contributes three percent,
contributes

that

In six subsystem groupings.

57% of

11,

that each overload

identified as a segment with severe workl o d problems.
segments have

f:r Segment

the

the fire control subsystom
subsystem

five

percent.
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Subsystem

overloads
cockpit

equipment
in

the

The

irn 14

control
13

in

of

analysis

are

eliminated

subsystem

is

one-

is
and

associated

Air-to-Ground,

by

including

associated

associated

with

in

only with overloads
Autonomous,

with

analyses.

two-crewmember

LOAL and

Free Search,

(Acquisition,

13

(Engagement,

present
a

second

subsystem
the

Thus,

subsystem
The

Segments

Engagement,

fire
12 and

Ground

(20).

subsystem overloads

in

the

total subsystem overloads

Air-to-Air) 'has the

Segment

Ground Target,

for

(Designate

11

Autonomous

LOBL)

each

These three segments contribute 45% of the

have 1.4subsystem overloads.

in

categories

LOBL).

Autonomous,

Segment

is

heavily

highest number of subsystem overloads
and

personal

support,

survivability

subsystem

subsystem

Mission Segment 24

PGM)

life

15 mission segments with overloads.

the

the

both

(Engagement,

Target,

control,

and aircraft

acquisition

acquisition

overloads

flight

the analysis.

target

overloads

the

items,

one-crewmember

crevmember in

target

in

two-crewmember

from 768 in

analysis.

The

reduction

of

the one-crewmember analysis to 106

the two-crewmember analysis represents an 86% reduction in

this crude

diagnostic index.
Segment 24

(Acquisition,

Ground Target,

(Engagement,

Free

Search,

Autonomous LOBL)

PER CONDITION,

respectively.

segmients with

severe workload

These

Air-to-Air)

identified as the

for the copilot.

are ten segments with OVERLOADS PER CONDITION values of 2.0.

R-IV-74

62

13

have 2.9 and 2.8 OVERLOADS

two segments are

problems

and Segment

Again,

there

.,

REDUCING WOFKPXLID THROUGH AUTOMATION--AN ANALYSIS
model

computer

The

revise

to

capability

the

provides

Changes are

estimates at the performance element level of specificity.
made

directly

the

in

This capability

file.

data

element

performance

workload

enables rapid evaluation of the effect of proposed automation options on

with

associated

elements

performance

are

workload

of

estimates

New

workload.

operator

subsystems.

automated

the

generated

for
The

computer printout for each analytic iteration shows the number and type
of overload

conditions

after the effects of

that remain

the automation

have been taken into account.
Prior to exercise of the model,
using results
degree

of

from the baseline configuration printouts to estimate the

The

would be

that

automation

conditions.

a manual analysis was performed

manual

required
was

analysis

to eliminate
segment

performed

all

overload

by

segment,

following the steps presented in Figure I and described below.
First,

the
Then,

subsystem.

the

subsystem

overloads was examined.

The

overloads.

automation.

"*

for

were

segment

grouping

with

by

number

of

largest

the

analysis
each

worksheets

performance

were

element

if

revised
affected

with

new

by

the

the overload conditions were eliminated.

subsystem grouping with the next largest

was examined.

categorized

The new workload estimates were applied to the timelines on

the printout to determine
Then the

each

Automation options were identified for reducing

function

estimates

workload

within

overloads

number of overloads

The process was continued until either all overloads in

the segment were eliminated or all possible automation options had been

exhausted.

2
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16

Table

is

are listed

analysis.

Segment numbers

Automation

options required to reduce

left-hand column.

the manual

a matrix that summarizes the results of

The letter "'" is

the top

across

the matrix.

of

the overloads are listed in

the

placed in a cell of the matrix when

the corresponding automation option is required to eliminate one or more
pilot

overloads

column

of

fur the corresponding

the matrix

show the number and
overloads

for

a

type

of automation options

the

corresponding

mission

to

segment.

The Ps in a row of the matrix show the mission segments for

overloads

would

all

The Ps in

required

which

eliminate

mission segment.

be eliminated

by

the

automation

corresponding

option.
Twenty-eight automation options were postulated during the manual
analysis.

The selected automation optir,,.

eliminated all the overloads

in the one-crewme-iber analysis except rae f llowing.

"-

From the 322.0 to the 337.0
* Segment 1: Bomb Damage Assessment.
timeline, the pilot is performing the flight control function
"Unmask Sensor" and simultaneously performing the mission
elements
Target Area."
The performance
function "Survey
contributing to the overloads are (a) "Stabilize Aircraft" and
"Estimate Percentage of Coverage" and (b) "Stabilize Aircraft"
A hover hold
and "Determine Percentage of Targets Disabled."
option eliminates the visual and psychomotor overloads in both
of the above conditions, but the cognitive overload remains.
The cognitive workload required to monitor a hover hold
condition and simultaneously estimate coverage of the target
area and percentage of targets disabled are not reducible
through automation unless an automatic capability exists for
recognizing enemy targets and discriminating between those
disabled and operable.
There are two overloads in this
Holding Checks.
* Segment 21:
In both cases, the pilot
segment not reducible by automation.
In
is performing the flight control function "Hover Masked."
the first overload, the pilot is also checking his life support
equipment and in the second overload, he is checking personal
The cognitive workload demands
equipment items in the cockpit.
required to monitor a hover hold condition and simultaneously

65
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perform each of the two checks is not reducible by automation.
However, both of the checl-° can be delayed to coincide with less
demanding flight control performance elements.
Table

16

indicates

that

the

majority

of

the

overloads

can be

eliminated by providing automated flight control and target acquisition
systems.
27,

Every segment except Number 2, Evade Radar Lock-On,

Engagement,

automated
option

Air-to-Air,

Running Fire,

target acquisition

Hover

Hold

for

Cannon,

or automated

Controlling

required

in 20 of the 29 mission segments,

option.

The

segments.

option

The

Automatic

Sight

option Automatic

Voice Commanded,

is

required in

require at least one

flight

Heading,

control option.

Altitude,

The

Location

is

more than any other single

Alignment

Increase

and Number

is

Altitude

required
Mode

During

in

14

Hover

12 segments and the option Automatic

Target Tracking is required in ten segments.
A sufficient number of overload conditions occur during operation
of

the

communications,

survivability

subsystems

fire

control,

to warrant

designed for single-crewmember

navigation,

automation

operation.

options are required in one segment only.

if

Eight of

display,

the LHX is

and
to

be

the 28 automation

They are:

* automatic alignment of aircraft heading on target during hover
(voice commanded),
* voice playback for message d ispley,9
* channel selection by voice command,
* automatic weapon release,
* automatic diagnosis and verification of threat signals,
* automatic storage of thrcat source locations,
0 automatic activation of elcctronic countermTasures,

and

* vcice presentation of checklist.

R-IV-79
67

Seven of the 28 automation options are required in
only.

two segments

They are:

"*automatic target recapture,
"*automatic range calculation,
"*automatic decrease altitude mode during hover, voice commanded,
"*voice recorder for message entry durirg low workload intervals,
"*automatic transmission from recorder upon voice command,
* automatic
waypoints

display

of

aircraft

position

relative

to

selected

* automatic updating of position.
An

analysis

determine

now

overloads in
were

repeated

segment

comparable

much

to

automation

the

above

will

be

the two-crewmember LHX.
and

numbers

required

are

listed

A "P"

is

across

the

to reduce
placed

corresponding automation option is

eliminate

to
all

in

in

top

Table

of

the

17.

Again,

matrix

the

and

the

the overloads are listed in

the

a cell of the matrix when the

required to eliminate pilot overloads

in the corresponding mission segment.

A "C" is

placed in a cell of the

matrix when the corresponding a.:Lomation option is
copilot

to

manually

The steps in the manual analysis

the results are depicted

automation options required
left-hand column.

was performed

required to eliminate

overloads in the corresponding mission segment.

The Ps and Cs

in a column of the matrix show the number and type of automation options
required

to

segment.

The Ps and Cs in a row of the matrix show the mission segments

eliminate

all

overloads

from

the

corresponding

mission

for which overloads would be eliminated by the corresponding automation
option.
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C

Ten

automation

crewmember analysis.
the overloads in

options

were

postulated

during

the

manual

two-

The selected automation options eliminated all of

the two-crewmember analysis.

This contrasts markedly

with the 28 automation options required to eliminate most of the overloads in

the one-crewmember analysis.

Table
eliminated

17
by

indicates

that

the

automated

providivg

option, Automatic Sight Alignmpent,
segments with overloads.
eight segments,

majority
target

is

of

overloads

acquisition

can

systems.

be
The

required in II of the 15 mission

The option,

Automatic Search,

is

required in

and the option, Automatic Target Detection,

is

required

in seven segments.
Overload conditions do occur during operation of the fire control
and

navigation

crewmember
analysis,

subsystems

analysis
that

communications,

in

selected

indicates,

automation
display,

is

in
not

of Threat Signals,

R-IV-82

is

contrast
required

and aircraft

one of the ten automation options,

segments.

However,

to
in

the
the

survivability

the

two-

one-crewmemher
flight

control,

subsystems.

Only

Automatic Diagnosis and Verification

required in one segment only.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The LHX mission analyses have strengths
be

recognized

as

design decisions.
discusses

Plans

results are

future

are

evaluated

for application

that must
to !he LHX

This section presents some practical applications and

strengths

for

results

the

and weaknesses

and

LHX

mission

interpreted

critical human factors

limitations

of

the

analyses

and

methodology

are

models.

presented.

Finally,

the

presented

regarding

the

recommendations

question:

and

Should the LHX be designed for one or

two-crewnenber operation?

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS AND METHODOLOGICAL STRENGTHS
The

mission

(presented
operator

analysis

below),

provides

workload

workload presents

in

methodology,
a

advance

despite

systematic
of

system

means

of

design.

some

predicting

Predicting

context.

human

operator

a challenging problem despite recent but inconclusive

progress in developing methods for measuring workload.
non-validated

weaknesses

methods

described

herein

must

be

The methodology presents a beginning;

workload measurement

The rudimentary,

evaluated

within

that

refinements can occur as

research progresses.

Systematic prediction of workload provides an excellent foundation
for

human

engineering

design

decisions

conceptual phase of system design.
should be assigned
machines

are

made

to humans
in

these

the

advanced

study

or

Basic decisions about what functions

and what

early

during

functions

studies

71

should be assigned

and trade-off

analyses.

IV8

to
The

model

described

above

provides an excellent

tool

for addressing

such

issues.
The analyses described above are baseline.
defining

generic

mission

functions;

no

They were conducted by

specific

system

attempted.

The methodology allows for improvements In

the

definition

system

proceeds.

The

estimates

of

design

was

the analyses as
workload

can

be

refined as iterations of the analyses are performed in pace with the LHX
system definition and developmnent.

Through successive

iterations,

the

mission analysis can evolve into a task analysis with the workload and
time estimates derived from system design parameters.

In the meantime,

the designers have been provided with systematically derived estimates
of workload.
the

Such estimates can drive desigr

sensory

demands

provide

information

decisions.

abcut

Estimates of the psychomotor requirements provide
to control
provide

and switch

early

design.

information about

Estimates
where

display

Estimates of
requiremerts.

information relevant

of the cognitive

human factcrs

complexity

design attention

should be focused whatever crew station components are required.
There

are

several

features

in

the

mission

analysis

and

the

computer models designed to limit the estimation of excessive workload
conditions.
conservative.

Therefore,
Features

the predictions
guarding

against

of workload can be considered
over prediction

of workload

include the following:

"*Time estimates for performance elements are coiservatively long.
This provides more flexibility in the sche:Tuiing
activities and minimizes overload conditions.

of

the crew

"*Support functions are scheduled on the timeline to prevent high
workload.
To the extent possible, they are scheduled
mission functions are being performed.

R-IV-84
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when no

"n The

duration of flight control functions are extended as
necessary to assure that all required support and mission
Thus,
elements are presented on the timeline.
performance
not
stress
are
with
time
associated
conditions
overload
predicted by the model.

"*The

establishment of th2 value "8" as the overload threshold
overlooks the possibility that overload may exist at a lower
A concurrent
value during concurrent performance elements.
visual "7," cognitive "7," and psychomotor "7"' may constitute a
more critical overload zondition than the single value "8."
Such concurrent conditions across workload components are not
considered in the prediction of overload.

"*Summing

the workload component ratings to obtain the total
The real workload may be
concurrent workload is conservative.
greater than the sum of the parts.

"*The

consideration increases in
degradation due to visual
malfunctioning subsystems,

analysis does not take into
workload associated with mission
obscuration (night, dust weather),
fatigue, and enemy action.

SOME LIMITATIONS AND RESEARCH ISSUES
The

greatest

z.bjective
estimates

nature of

weakness

in

the mission

the workload

stems

frcim

Assigning numbers

estimates.

them with

and processing

analysis

a computer

does

not

the

to the

attenuate

the

The following paragraphs describe specific methodological

subjectivity.

limitations that must Lt recognilzed

when interpreting the results of the

analyses conducted to date.
The scales presented in Table 3 were developed during the original
analysis

(McCracken

increasing
that
to

complexity of

the verbal

the

scale

comparing
analysis

& Aldrich,

Lhe

denote

McCracken

increasing

and

Aldrich

verb/object

aad

workload

with

the

verbal

worksheets

The

sý'ale

tr'e workload components,

descriptors

values.

1984).

values

indicate

The analysts

judged

complexity corresponding
assigned

descriptors
designators

on
in

scale
the
Table

R- IV-85

values
functional
3.

The

analysts

reached

consensus

in

their

judgments.

reviewed by two subject matter experts.

This

However,

was

the scales have not

been subjected to traditional reliability and validity
has not been sufficient

consensus

studies.

There

time to perform such studies in step with the

LHX system milestones.
Another

methodological

weakness

exists

in

the

procedure

for

computing the total workload estimates on the summary of concurrent and
sequential workload demand worksheets (see Table 5) and by the computer
as described on page 40,
are

ordinal at best.

estimate is

numbered paragraph
Summing

a questionable

12.

The scales in Table 3

the modality values

procedure.

In fact,

that compounding workload demands are additive.

to derive

therr

is

a

total

no evidence

Most of us can recall

circurnstances when ever increasing workload seemed to be synergistic.
Another methodological weakness stems from the treatmnent of
various components of workload as separate,

independent entities.

the

It is

doubtful that psychomotor workload exists independent of cognitive and
visual workload.

What happens to the sensors and/or cognitive workload

if

the psychomotor workload associated with a particular

you attenuate

performance

element?

The

model

assumes

that

the

sensory

and/or

decision to designate the total value of "8"

as the

cognitive estimates are unchanged.
The analysts'
overload

threshold

is

another

subjective

aspect

of

the methodology.

Expert opinion is the only basis for selecting "8" a5 the threshold for
a predictad operator oierload.

Hence,

the selectLion of the "S" can be

questioned.
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*

a

of

con!zensus

and

several

through

refinement

and subsequent

as the conceptual

iterationts

require

estimates

time

the

for the

The validation

design and development phases of the LHX ensue.

highly

experienced

and also by a highly

However,

aviator.

aeroecout

current

a

by

reviewed

were

times

aviator

AH-l

current

and

Lxperienccd

The

analysts.

the

represent

elements

to the performance

rhe time estimates assigned

estimated tines must await turther system definition.
of tne

The accuracy
would

estimates

time

workload

caused

function

time

In

pressure.

estimates

that

likelihood

time

by

competing

concurrent,

all

as

fact,

as

critical

demands

to

they

of excessive
above,

the

increase

the

stated

long

conservatively

are

a.

not

Identification

required

if the study objectives

be

are

are

identified.

During the reassembly of the functions in the summary of concurrent and
workload

(Appendices

F and G),

to

extended

allow

concurrent
in

operational

point of view.

A~n

battle area

if

For 40 seconds.
identificaclon

for

the times

resultcd

This

completed.

some

of

all

and

and

the

in

the flight

support

decision

control

mission

unrealistic

rules

functions were
to

be

from

an

functions

timelines,

LHX would be extremely vulnerable in a

the pilot hovered
However,

5)

(Table

demands

sequential

in

an unmasked

sensor mode

of

flight

extending the unmask sensor timeline permitted

the

concurrent

performance

overloads

likely

to

The very real demands on the pilot as a function cf time stress

occur.

are not accounted for In the model.
All of
research

the above

and weaknesses

limitations

is needed before methods

ideutify areas w:,ere

for predicting workload

can advance.L
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a

In

the meantime,

the practical

value of

the analyses will be evaluated

as future iterations are performed in step with LHX system development.

FUTERE LHX MISSION ANALYSES AND VALIDATION STUDIES
Additional
definitior
the

mission

progresses

computer

models

analyses

are

specific

design alternatives

and
can

be exezcised

mit.imizing operator worklcad.
simulate

performance

visual obscuratior,
performed

during

eagineering

or enemy

from

countermeasures.

design decisions.

.Ihey

the

can

be

also

LHX

the best

system

design

for

exercised

to

malfunctions,

The evaluative
used

to

system

are considered,

the models can be

resulting

definition

As

to identify

Moreover,

degradation

systems

required.

analyses

assist

in

human

can be used to provide

early

identification of emerging requirements for LiX aviator training.
The
through

most

suitable

flight

incidents

of

evaluated

by

means

simulation.

overload,

and

collecting

of

validating

Workload
the

impact

empirical

the workload

estimates,
of

data

is

performance

times,

automation

can be

subsystem
duriag

analyses

trials

in

a

flight

simulator.

The mission analysis providts a scenario for flight simula-

tion.

estimates

The

overload

provide

a

of workload,
host

of

performance

hypotheses

times,

testable

in

and

incidents

flight

of

simulation

experiments.
Flight simulation can be used to refine the workload estimates and
to measure
flight

performance

siwulation,

Measuremen

times.

subjective

instruments,

such

Once

workload
as

those
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subjects

have

meas-res
developed

participated
can
for

be

in

LUX

collected.
SWAT

(Reid,

measurements

the

improve

to

useA

can be

results

Such

the model.

by

provided

of workload

compared vith p'edictions

can be

these

from

Results

administered.

be

can

1983)

& Casali,

(Wierwille

Harper- scale

Cooper

Modified

the

anr

1981)

& Nygren,

Shingledecker,

mission

analysis

methodology.

explore

a

is

(ARTI)

example

contemporary

Validation of the mission analysis can be performed
use

of

flight

computerized

mission

analysis

to

Moreover,

the conduct

to

can contribute

the

LUX.

concurrent with the

development.

-nd

for design

simulation

they

Integration

Technology
application

with direct

as

contractors

five

the

Ritorc)'aft

Advanced

for

concepts

new

by

performed

being

studies

simulation

development

advanced

The

development.

system

in

early

employed

be

to

tool

design

in essential

become

has

simulation

Flight

the

of flight

simulation design studier.

CONCLUSIONS
stated

Conclusions
computerized
effect

of

automation

on

The effect

workload

in

on

solely

based

are

mission analyses end

baseline

configurations.

below

crewmember

large

analysis

automation will
LHX.

Many

number

of

of

leads

overload

of

the

of various automation options as determined
in a future report.

to

a

conclusion

a lone aviator

coliditions

In

identified

conditions

overload

be required if
the

the

two-crewmember

and

one-

by exercising the computer model will be presented
The

from

manual analyses

the

the

results

that
is

repoited

a

high

the
degree

to fly and operate
in

Table

10

of
'he

represent
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one--

/

overloads impacting more than one modality at the same time.
the pilot with automation
will not suffice.

options

to

Providlrtg

reduce the psychomotor workload

Visual and cognitive overload conditions must also be

accounted for.
The manual analysis of automation failed to eliminate all overload
conditions

during

options eliminate
Assessment,

single-crewmember
all overloads

and two in

operation.

except

Segment 2t,

The

two in Segment

28

automation

1, Bomb Damage

Holding Checks (see page 66).

Bomb Damage Assessment segment requires two crewmembers,

The

one to fly the

LHX and one to estimate the percentage of target area covered and the
percentage of targets disabled.

(The two overloads in Segment 21 occur

during performance of cockpit checks.

They can be delayed to coincide

with less demanding flight control perforwance elements.)

This analysis

cannot support a decision to design the LHX for single aviator operation
unless Bomb Damage Assessment is
Even then,
qualified.

support

eliminated as a mission requirement.

for a single-crewmember LHX would have

to be

The finding that the majority of the overload conditions are

eliminated by the 28 autcmation options may encourage proponents of a
single-crewmember

LHX configuration.

It

Is beyond the

scope

of this

mission analysis to assess the technological risks associated with each
of the 28 automation options.

Hiowever,

even if

the automation options

are within the state of the art, proponents must be conc:erned with their
reliability in

a battlefield environment.

Malfuncticns and failures of

the automated subsystems will overload a single aviator.

In such cases,

the aviator will revert to manual operarion and encounter the overload

R- IV-90
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ii

I

I
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conditions

identified

in

these analyses.

Mission performance will be

degraded.
In summary,

the

results

of

the

analyses

reported

here

do not

support a decision to design a single seat LHX unless:
* Bcib Damage Assessment

is

eliminated as a mission requirement,

* all 28 automation options are provided with extraordinarily high
reliability.
Despite the reduction of overload conditions in the two-crewmember
aitalysis,

automation will be required to operate the LHX.

one-crewmember

analysis,

Table

reports

10

overloads

As in

in

the

the
two-

crewmember analysis impacting more than one modality at the same time.
Visual, cognitive, and psychomotor overload conditions must be accounted
for.
The
conditions

analysis
leads

of

automation

to the

required

conclusion

that

to eliminate

dual-crewmember

feasible across the full range of the LHX missions.
options eliminate

all

overload

operation

is

The ten automation

overloads that have not been eliminated by dividing

the workload among the two crewmembers.
In summary,

there

are

several

findings

that

indicate

that

the

iwo-crewmember LHX is a preferred configuration.
* All overload
options.

conditions

are

eliminated

* The pilot is overloaded only during
segments, even without automation.

by

three of

ten

automation

the

29 mission

* Fourteen mission segments can be performed without overload and
with no automation.
* Four subsystem categories
(flight
control,
life support,
personal equipment cockpit items, and aircraft survivability)
require no automation.
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1]

A

These

LHX mission

crewmember

analyses

configuration

will be required

so that

is

support
preferred

LHX crews are

mission segments.
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the
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conclusions

for

the LIIX,

that
and

not overloaded

(b)

(a)

a

two-

automation

during critical
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1.0

INTRODUCTION/SACKGROUND.

This reoort summarizes
simulation of a helicopter
Airborne Systems Simulator

the results of a preliminary experimental
attack mission using the Visually Coupled
(VCASS).

This effort grew out of the earlier *Terhnology Assessment Study:
Virtual Panoramic Display for the LHXM (LHX = Light Helicopter Family),
the results
of which were presented to Army personnel 12 July 1984 at
Wright-Patterson AFB.
Since that Phase I study indicated tnat fieldof-view (FOV) was an important variable for performance and pilot
acceptance of a panoramic display, the Directorate of Combat
Developments (OCD),
Army Aviation Center, Ft. Rucker. AL requested that
the Air Force Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (AFAMRL)
develop a
preliminary (pre-Phase II)
simulation of an LHX mission in which
various FOV's could be flown by experienced Army helicoptor pilots.
The primary purpose of this
exercise was to provide hands-on experience
with the VCASS simulator and develop some subjective "feel" for the
effect of various FOV's on the ability
to accomplish the mission.
2.0

DESCRIPTION OF VCASS SIMULATION.

The VCASS facility
has been developed by the Visual Display Systems
Branch of the Human Engineering Division within the AFAMRL at WrightPatterson AFB, OH. A comprehensive description of the VCASS simulator,
as functionally configured for the LHX, is contained in the report by
Haas (1984).
Briefly, VCASS provides a capability to present computeigenerated imagery on a helmet-mounted display (HMD)
to each eye
independently.
Each ocular of the HMD optics can provide a FOV of up
to 60 degrees vertical by 80 degrees horizontal, with up to 40 degrees
overlap between the fields.
Thus, the size of the FOV may be
manipulated for experimental evaluation.
The instantaneous orientation
of the oculars (as controlled by head movement) is measured by a
magnetic helmet tracker, allowing information displayed on the oculars
to be translated relative
to head movement so that the displayed images
appear to be stable in space.
In this way, a panorama of information
is available to the operator as a function of head position.
Neither
the flight
control characteristics
(flight dynamics model) nor the
terrain portrayal were developed beyond that demonstrated during the
Phase I (Technology Assessment Study) effort, and this provided rigid
constraints on the fidelity
of both the flight control algorithms and
the quality of the terrain representation.
In spite of these
limitations, the DCD Office felt
that the virtual panoramic display
(VPD) concepts that could be demonstrated in VCASS were powerful enough
to justify
pilot familiarization trials
from which important
information could be gleaned for tradeoff analysis applications. Of
special interest was the concern for the instantaneous FOV of the
helmet-mounted aisplay which would render the outside world and cockpit
presentations.
In addition, a familiarization study would provide an
opportunity to develop and test data collection software and would
orovide an assessment of the VCASS development effort in terms of its

R-V-8

4

abil it>y to mee.t the demands of simulatior. schedules for
pplications research.
Thus, VCASS improvements could be identified
that
would lead to hioher fidelity
simulations for exploratory and
engineering design investigations.
current

I

3.0

VIRTUAL

COCKPIT DISPLAY FORMATS.

Tt•Te virtual
cockpit, as it was employed in the oresent simulation,
is devicted in Figure 1. Missile selection,
electronic
countermeasureaircraft
survivability
equipment (ECM/ASE)
activation,
and target

designation could all be executed by positi~oning the "cross hairs"

i!

reticle
over the intended object.
Reticle position
is measured by the
VCASS helmes- mounted sight (HMS> system, and is boresighted by the
pilot
prior
to flight.
The virtual
cockpit
ECII/ASEstatus,
as shown.
(See Haas,
1984, also
for aincluded
detaileda heading
description
•ape,
flight
director
information, altitude,
airspeed, missiles,
and
of the operation and behavior of these display elements under aircraft
and head movements.)
The diamond (on the horizontal bar next to the
reticle
in this
picture)
provides a steering
command, while the
adjacent numeric readout provides the flight
vector to the target.
Airborne and ground threats (in
their
programmed x,
y and z coordinate
positions> are viewable in the out-the-window scene, provided they are
close enough and the pilnt
has them within his
FOV.
Similarly, tracer
rounds from either
the LHX or a simulated Soviet Hind helicopter,
as
well as missile
launches and hit
bursts,
are displayed.
Figure 2 shows
the total
VPD concept, which includas both the virtual
cockpit and the
rudimentary terrain
depiction.
Solid and dashed line3 represent grounc
and water features,
respectively.
4.0

SIMULATION

CONSIDERATIONS.

4.1
The simulation was developed to satisfy
a number of requirements
by the DCD Office and AFAMRL.
Below is a listing
of these
requirements, together with an indication of how they were satisfied%
4.1.1
The gaming area was to correspond to a point in the mission
scenario as generated under the Phase I effort.
(This point was
selected
to be 10km from the forward line
of troops (FLOT).)
4.1.2
The pilot's
task had to be realistic
within the mission
scenario.
(The pilots
were tasked to follow the flight
dir-.ctor
information, which would vector them to the primary target,
a tank.)

I

4.1.3
Other ground and airborne threats
were to be encountered on the
way to the primary target.
(A simulated Hind helicopter,
an AAA site,
and three S-I sites
were located at random within a 10km to 20km radius
-from the fixed start
position.
Although the tank was passive,
the
other threats
were capable of lethal weapon deliveries
if
the LHX was
within their
range and not masked by terrain.
The Hind, once shot
down, was always replaced by another Hind somewhere within the threat
area after
approximately five seconds.)
4.1.4
The state
of the target
acquisition
systems associated - ith each
of the threats
had to be communicated to the pilot.
(Pecordeo voice
Sannouncements were provided to the pilot
wheneer the LHX w.s- radiated

5
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Announcements
emitter, and not masked by terrain.
by a threat's
provided target type (i.e.,
infrared or radar target), clock position
and range information.
Threat emitter mode changes (i.e.,
search,
acquisitior,, tracking, or launch) were signalled to the pilot via a set
of threat warning tones generated according to Army suppl led
information.)
4.1.5 A side task was to be provided to assure pilots
were task loaded
at all times.
(An auditory Sternberg task (see Sternberg, 1975) was
imposed in which pilots
were- requested to indicate, via a button on the
collective, whether an alphabetic character presented over the headset
was or was not one of a previously memorized set of items.
A new item
was presented each time the last
item was responded to, or after three
seconds if there was no response.)
4.1.6
Sufficient LHX armament was to be provided to enable the pilot
to knock out the primary target (tank) as well as deal effectively with
the Hind, the AAA and SAM sites.
(Four beam rider-, two infra-red (IR)
and two "fire
and forget* missiles, together with a 30mm cannon with
tracers, were provided.)
4.1.7 ECM/ASE capabilities
were to be provided under pilot control.
(Pilots
could select IR or radar countermeasures Individually, or place
both in an automatic mode for intervals of 30 seconds each, at which
time they were not vulnerable to IR o; radar detection by threats.)
4.1.8 Measures of workload resulting from various FOV's were to be
generated.
(SubJective evaluation of workload was provided through a
broad range of both structured and unstructured questionnaire
responses.
In addition, Subjective Workload Assessment Technique
(SWAT) ratings (see Reid et al, 1981: Reid, 19321 and Eggemeier et al,
1982) were obtained on the major mission task elements.
4.2 The pilots
serving as subjects in this e4fort were all highly
experienced.
All four had from four to seventeen years Army service
and from four to thirteen years as helicopter pilots.
Two had about
1,000 hours combat helicopter time and the other two had none.
In
all, experience with nap-of-the-earth (NOE) flying ranged from 150 to
3,000 hours, with an average of over 960 hours, while their night
flying time ranged from 40 to 600 hours, and averaged over 270 hours.
5.0

PROCEDURE.

Prior to the simulation sessions, the pilots
were provided an
indoctrination briefing and a set of written instructions (see
Appendix) as to what they would see, hear and do during the four days
of experimentation. They were elso
asked to perform the required SWAT
card sorting task.. from w.hich interval scale values are generated for
various combinations o* effort, time, and stress
levels of workload.
Since the effectiveness of the threat announcement, warning tones, and
auditory Sternberg task rel eed on normal hearing capabilities,
each
pilot
took an audiological examination, the results
of which showed
totally
normal functioning for all pilots.
Once

the pilots

were comfortable vi•.h
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the scenario that they would

encounter and with their response capabilities, each was given
half of this
The first
approximately one hour practice in VCASS.
period was spent flying with the widest FOV that they would use (120
The rem.ainder was spent practicing with the other
degree binocular>.
FOV's used in the study "i .e., 90 degree binocular, 40 degree
Although it was anticipated that
binocular, and 40 degree monocular).
resolution terrain portrayal
lol,
and
the unfamiliar flight dynamics
one direction) would present an
in
and
only
feet,
1500
(grid lines each
problem, time constraints did
control
flight
difficult
extraordinarily
Based or, the experience of the practice
not allow more practice.
was reduced somewhAt by modifying the threat
task difficulty
trials,
emitter algorithms so that the LHX could avoid being radiated by
maintaining his. altitude at or below 500 feet AGL.
At about this
adequate
provided
terrain
the
simulating
altitude, the grid lines

A
J:•

~visual

S€

I

.v

cues *or. VFR maneuvering.

Aftsr practice, each pilot flew the simulator in a series of 24
The sequence of the
five-minute sorties during the next three days.
four FO• conditions, the random position of threats to be encountered
(24 different data sets were used) , and the size of the Sternberg
memory set to be responded to in any given session, were
counterbalanced so that every condition preceded every other condition
for
Each pilot flew a block of six sorties
an equal number of times.
Each sortie was typically separated by a three-to-four
each condition.
interval (ITI), during which time the pilot rated
minute inter-trial
of performing the previous mission's tasks according to
the difficulty
the extent of time load, mental 2ffort, and psychological stress
experienced.
These SWAT ratings were collected on the tasks oft a)
following a commrand heading to the enemy tank while flying ccntour
and/or NOE; b) defending against and/or destroying ground threat
systems; and c) contending with the Hind by attacking or defending.
The ITI also provided time for the pilot to memorize the next memory
one or four alphabetic characters) for the next trial.
set (eitier
the
This interval was also required to load the data set and initialize
next trial.
VCASS computers for the
At the conclusion of the experimental sessions, each pilot
completed a questionnaire related tot a) the effects of FDV size on his
to perform various aspects of the mission; b) control/display
ability
to perform the
c) his ability
features of the simulation itself;
mission, presuming a range of cockpit technologies; d) prioritized,
essential cockpit information for mission performance; and e) the
impact of an additional crewmember on mission performance.
6.0

RESULrs.

6.1

Questionnaire

Responses.

S6.1.1

t

Table I shows the average of pilot
Mission Effectiveness.
ratings (on a seven-point scale) of the effects of FOV size on overall
mission success, as well as on the discrete functions of piloting,
navigation, target acquisition, weapon delivery and survivability.
A rating of one
Anchor points were provided at both ends of the scale.
indicated "prohibited effective, safe mission completion", while a
rating of seven indicated "enabled effective, safe mission completion".

S•
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TABLE I
MEAN OF PILOT RATINGS OF FOV EFFECTS ON MISSION AND MISSION FUNCTIONS

Field-of-View
40

mono

40

binoc

90

(FOV)
binoc

120

binoc

Overall Mission

1.75

2.75

5.0

5.5

Piloting

2.25

3.75

5.7

6.0

Navigation

2.25

3.5

5.5

6.0

Target Acq.

1.75

3.25

4.5

4.75

Weapon Del.

2.75

3.75

5.25

5.0

Survivability

1.5

2.5

5.25

5.75

The generally orderly effect of FOV on estimated capability to
complete tho mission is obvious.
The small inversion botween the 90degree and 120-degree FOV's for the weapon delivery function, together
with the relatively
compressed range of rAtings fop that function,
reflects
the pilots,
judgement that a large FOV is simply not a major
factor for that function.
6.1.2
Situational Awareness.
Responses for each of the FOV's on a
similar seven-point scale ranging from Ndid not provide acceptable
situational awareness* to "provided optimurA situational awarenessm
produced average ratings of 1.0, 2.5, 5.0, and 5.25 for FOV's of 40degree monocular,
40-degree,
90-degree, and 120-degree binocular,
respectively.
Pilots
thus preponderantly favored the 90and 120degn.*
FOV's and regarded them as virtually equivalent in their
effects on this factor.
6.1.3
Pilot Acceptability.
When asked to estimate the degree of
acceptability for each of the FOV's by the pilot commulnty, the
subjects used a seven-point scale to rate the four options.
A score of
one indicated the FOV "would be rejected' arid a sceire of seven
indicated it 'would be accepted/desired'.
The 40-deogree options
provided average ratings of 1.25 and 2.75 for the monocular and
binocular casest respectively, while the 90- and 120-degree FOV's
generated ratings of 5.5 and 6.0.
Again, the near equivalency of the
90- and 120-degree FOkJ's was maintained.
6.1.4 Minimum FOV Required.
Responses were divided when subjectc -were
asked to estimate the minimum
FOV required to perform a helicopter
mission.
One subject felt
the 40-degree binocular F0) was the minimum
display requirement, two indicated a display in the 60- to 90-degree
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FOV range as the minimum,

and one felt

a 90-degree FOV to be the

Minimum.

I6.1.5

Effect of FOV on Single-Pilot Performance.
Pilots were asked t
narratively describe tne effect FOV would likely have on single-pilot
performance for air-to-air,
anti-armor, and reconnaissance missions.
mission, greater
Their statements indicated that, for the air-to-air
FOV's should increase the accuracy of and decrease the time required
for target acquisition.
It was felt
that a narrow FOV would limit
maneuverability and decrease acquisition capability.
A concern was

Fl

•

*xPressed that the hicih workload resulting with a narrrow

FOV woulId

adversely affect

a

survivability.

All

pilots

wanted as wide

FOV as

possible 4 or the air-to-air
task and one emphasized the importance of
the vertical FOV saying at least 120 degrees was required.
There was less agreement among the pilots regarding FOV effects on
the anti-armor mssion.
.
Although two pilots ielt
they needed as large
a FOV as possible, the other two implied a smaller FOV would be
acceptable.
One stated that targets would be easily acquired and
engaged with the 40-degree binocular FOV and that the 40-degree
mcnocular FOV was acceptable in some cases.
Three pilots
felt
the
reconnaissance mission required as large a FOV as possible, while the
fourth stated that a smaller FOV would be acceptable.
.6.1.6 Hovering.
Due to time limitations, only three of the four
pilots
were able to perform and evaluate the hover maneuver for each o
"the FO'.s. This rating was again made on a seven-point scale ranging
from "very difficult'
to *very easy*.
Although the flight dynamics
model employed made hovering difficult,
pilots conjectured that the
pDrooression of FOV's studied would -esult in ratings averaging 1.33,
3.Q, 5.0, and 6.0, respectively. The judged superiority of relatively
lar.e. FO(''s is again evident.

A •

]

6.1.7
Graphics Complexity/Density.
Since the graphic portrayal of thi
virtual cockpit competes perceptually with the line graphic rendering
of the terrain, an important question arisos as to the optimum relativi
complexity.'density o4 these two display components.
Subjects were
therefore asked to rate the existing versus the "ideal'
complexity/density of the virtual cockpit and terrain portrayal.
The
pilots
indicated the existing complexity/density of the virtual cockpil
infornation was approximately what they would envision in the "ideal"
display, but th:,t the existing complexity/aensity of the terrain
portrayal graphics was far lower than desired.
As expected, the lack
of horizontal grid lines to provide closure, speed, and contextual cuei
was ci ted as a major drawback to VCASS terrain portrayal graphics.
6.1.8
lnrfc'rmation Prioritization.
Responses to a query to li.it
and
or ior
i
itize elements of informat;on essentiai for mission performance
generated a diverse range o4 responses with l ittle agreement among
Spilots as to either the nature or priority of iniormation -equired.
Thi s result probabbly -ather r'ealistically reflects
individual
preferences,
tactics development, and past experience of the pilots
sampled, and also correlates with the dive~sicy (i.e.,
lack of
starndardizaticri) of allocation of cockpit real estate to various
functions akcross existing aircrew i.tations.
In general, however,
infrra,
io..lerrent,ý
high on the
Ilist

11

included

those most
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directly

reoateci to survival (e.g., threat location and status, airspeed,
aIti ;;ude and heading, power management, and visual cues for NOE
flight).
Elements still
essential, but lower on the list,
included
system status/warnings, weather, location of friendl ies, and armament
configuration and ordnance inventory.
6.1.9 Number and Duration of Flights.
Based upon their VCASS
simulation experience, and assuming similar capabilities with an
operational system, pilots
wert
asked to estimate the number of
missions per day they' could fly alone as> a single pilot, as oppos•ed to
having a companion crewmen'ber present, as a function of mission length.
Considering mission lengths of less than one hour. one to three hours,
and from over three to five hours, the number of flights,
averaged
across estimates from four pilots,
is shown in Table 2. The estimated
increase in number of flights
afforded by a second crewmember was
consistent, but small.

TABLE 2
ESTIMATED AVERAGE NUMBER OF FLIGHTS ONE VERSUS TWO CREWMEMBERS
COULD FLY PER DAY
Cret,
One
Cpewmember
Less than
I hour

Size
Two
Crewmembe.rs

3.6

3.75

I to 3
hours

2.0

2.75

3 to 5
hours

1.0

1.5

Misi on
Duration

6.1.10
Effects of Cockpit Technology on Pilot Performance.
Pilots
were asked to assume that three separate display technologies could
each be applied in either one- or two-pilot configurations for an
advanced rotary wing, multi-role, multi-mission vehicle.
The
technologies to be considered were: a) conventional Cobra hel i:opter
type displays; b) multifunction panel CRT's; and c) a )irtual
panoramic wiJe FOiJ display.
The pilots
were then asked to estimate the
percent of total mission tasks that Lould be performed by a single
pilot,
as well as by a two-crewmember team, with each of theBe display
technologies.
Thv average responses from the four oilots
are shown in
Table 3.
While they obviously felt
a greater procortion of mission
task( could be completed by two crewmembers, as opposed to one, the
pilots
thought the greatest increment in judged successful task
performance across display technonogies was assoc'iated with the .Iumrp
from multifunction panel CRT's to the VPD technology.
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TABLE 3

Fl

ESTi'MATED PERCEN7T OF TOTAL TASKS ABLE TO BE PERFORMED BY ONE VERSUS

TWO CREUJMEMBERS AS A FLINCTJON OF PRESUMED DISPLAY TECHNOLOGY
Crew Size
2One
Crewmember*

[K

Cobra.,

H

K

35>Y

60%!

54Y.

78*/

89:/

90

6

Display

~Mu? tifianction
Tc-wloyPaniel CRT's
Vir'tual Panoramic
Wide FOV Displa./

i

T#,o
Crewmember

6.1.11 VCASS Simulation Features, When asked to express their likes
and dislikes about the VOASS simulation, the pilots reported positive
remarks concernina the opportunity to gain hands-on experience
exploring the various FOV's and simulated avionic advancements,
includin~g long-r-ancge target acquisition and engagements, voice warning
concepts, arid virtual display graphics (i.9.9 use of aircraft wings for
arms status, ECM/ASE statu~s, and attitude cues). The pilots also felt
their VCASS experience provided insight into their own~ ability, to
selectively a~cc-ptr're-ect information during varying workload levels.
They cited neocia'.-e comments related to the lack of NOE terrain
referenices, the Ilack< of h igh +fideli1ty heli1copter 'dynamics , the
mission's ambitious startup (i.e'., rapid onset of events In each
sortie), their inability to maintain consistent airspeed and altitude,
difficulty separating the helmet display from the terrain line
graphics,
the excessivi number of audioi tones they had to memorize,
and difficulty identifying points of light (far off targets) on the
HMD.
In general, however, the results of this query reflected s.high
level of satisfaoction with the virtual display concepts, and served to
ident ify weaknesses i n the simulation which wil
becorriý candidate
enhancements for~ future simulations.
6,i .12 S14 tc h
Opt io ns . Pilots were requested to assess the
swi tcholorgy avai 1 ýbl e to them duninp; the V`ASS simulation anid to
;denti fy rcb - arnd needs. They expressed a desire for a fire
control reticle when, 1iewinq at the 10:1 magnification and for a radio
transmrit switch. Confusion was experienced, since the VWASS missile
launch button servfes zas th~e force trim interrpupt on ct~rrent Army
hel icop ters. C7uggestions were made to spread the switche.s out to
accommodate use" b-, di~ferent fingers, to move the rocket fire button to
the AN-I Ccsbra location. and to re-locate the altitude hold switches to
a more accessible location.
When a,:ked if additional switches or switch modes would help or
h~inder the -pi lot,. their resoonses were conservativei cautioning against
cover 1oadinrot t he c i Io t b>, inc reas inrg sw Itc hes or sw Itch modes.
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6.1.13 Additional Comm&nts., When given th*-' "'i:portunity to prov de
additional commer~ts. the piIots stated that Kney thought their ability
would/did improve with each flight,
and that perhaps the data co•i:d
have been more reliable with increased practice time.
They
unilaterally
expressed hich regard for the current status of VCASS and
for the virtual cockpit concepts explored.
6.2
Objective Data.
No. unexpectedly, nonr
of the more objective
measures of performance (including the SWAT, Sternberg, and a
comprehensive set of offensive and defensiv e performance reasures>
showed any effects of FOV wrnatsoever.
The reason, most likely, was due
to the diffi,..ulty of the flying task, regardless of the FOV being used.
rhe only statistically
significant effect was associated with the
orderly progression of learning by all pilots across all FOV's.
That
is,
an analysis of variance of the number of threats killed by the LHX
reveal-d a statistically
reliable improvement across blocks of trials
[F(S.

2)=6.19;

p<.05

].

4 de differences were observed as to how each pilot approached the
various mission tasks (especially offensioe vs. defensive operations,
and w',ether or not the Sternberg task was faithful ly performed)
F. •
example, at any given point in the series of sessions, one pilot might
have Concentrated on learning how to maneuver to gain an advantae on
the Hind, while anothe- pilot
might have exprissly avoided the Hind and
pursud the AAA or SAM sites,
while a third pilot might have avoided arid
countered all threats to the maximum extent, while concentrating on
ths. poimaey objective of flying as direct a course as possible to the
tank.
The purposefully unstructured nature of the development of these
iniflidlual approaches (tactics)
to the solution of the oroblern
grierated another source of variability
in performance that could riot
b. stabilized within the brief exposure period available.
7.0 eMIMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary, our general observations are as follows, a) a low rate
•f learning (shallow learning .urve) was experienced by the pilots,
most likely due to a combination of unfamriliar helicopter dynamics and
3parco visual perspective cues for position and motion feedback with
respect to terrain features; b) the virtuaQ
cockpit provided wide
lati
.,jde 'or individual formulation and employment of tactics, which
translates directly to both more capability 4or the pilot, as well as
more erratic behavio, of any singl4 measure o+ workload or mission
successl and c) future simulations will benefit greatly from the
information gained in this
exercise.
Although simulation enhancements under Phase II of this j:oinr.
Army/f4FAMRL effort must await further tradeoff analys
of alternatioe
hardware and software investments, our lessons learned are clear- and
are a& followst a) the flight
dynati-s model must be improved. to the
point that learning to fly the dynamics of thM
simulator takes. Ii ttle
or no time; b) to be useful , the panoramic visual scene mus.t be
upgraded to bttter
accommodate the relatively low
and slow f1 ,-rht
regime of the helicopter; c) tecnniques need to be exr'lored to reduce
the pc'esent competition between the virtual cockpit and tne I ne
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graphic

terrain;

and d)

future studies must allow for thorough trainin

of pilots
in the simulator,
and evaiuation procedure.

prior

to

thk

start

of

any data collection

Finally,
and somewhat surprisingly,
in recognition of the
adnittedly
crude and brief
nature of this
simulation exercise, pilot
acceptance of the first
generation virtual
cockpit concepts was
positive
and unanimous.
The dedication and attitude
of the pilots

toward this exploratory effort was remarkable and thoroughly
Lppreciated.
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After you fee, comfortable handling the flight control aspects of the
simulatpr, you will be asked to follow the conmmand heading to the target, a
tank, in order to destroy it as soon as possible.

Since, during this early

period, you have not been asked to attack or defend against the HIND or

1

against ground-bazed threats, you may be (repeatedly) shot down by enemy guns

F

or missiles.

When this happens, your display will be automatically blanked

for 1 to 2 seconds.

When your display reappears you will be at your prior

coordinate position, but at 100 feet AGL.

After destroying the tank, you may

go after the HJND or any of the AAA or SAM sites.

Throughout this and the

I

remainder of the practice sessions, as well as the experimental sessions, you

A

will be confronted with a total of five threat systems:

one AAA site, three

SAM sites, and the HIND helicopter (the tank remains passive at all.times).
The three SAM sites represent relatively short, medium, and long acquisition
and missile range capabilities, respectively. Further details on these threats
will be provided later.
shoot it down.

Keep in mind that the HIND will chase you until you

At that time, you will see a burst signalling a hit (and kill)

and approximately five seconds later a new HIND will appear at a random
location somewhere within the gaming area.

In contrast, the tank, AAA,

and

SAM sites will, on any particular trial, stay deac once thay are destroyed.
'•The

remainder of your practice trials are to familiarize you with the smaller
fields of view (FOVs)

as well as the other tasks that you will perform within

and between the experimental sessions.

The other FOVs w;ill be a 900

binocular, a 400 binocular, and 400 monocular.

You will be told which you are

viewing at the start of a series of trials using a particular FOV.

We want a more or less.continuous measure of your workload and how much
reserve capacity you have remaining at any point in the mission.

4
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To obtain

the data, you will perform a short-term memory task during the mission.

This

task is known as a Sternberg task, and will require you to respond "yes" or
"Sno" to each of a series of alphabetic characters that either are or are not
one of a previously memorized character set.
is as follows.

The procedure for the Sternberg

Prior to the start of a trial, yuu will hear either one or

four alphabetic computer-synthesized speech characters over the headset.

As a

backup to this auditory presentation, you will be given a printed card with
one or four characters, as appropriate, to memorize.

When you are sure that

you have them memorized, and give the card back to the experimenter, the trial
will start.

When items are presented over the headset, indicate whether each

item (or probe, as it is called) is-or is not one of the items that was on the
card by pushing the rocker switch on the top, inboard side of the collective.
Please rest your thumb on this switch at all times while flying so that we get
accurate response times.

Push the switch forward if the probe item is one in

the memeo'y set, and backward if it is not; Remember, forward for "yes', back
for "no".

Keep in mind that your mai, task is still to fly the aircraft, go

afcer the tank, 4-nd deal with the various threats as best you can in crder to
stay alive.

You are allowed to not respond to the Sternberg items during

those periods in which you feel that you have no capacity to perform anything
but the flight task.

However, in the interests of data validity, please try

to keep up with the Sternberg task.

If you have made no response to a probe

item after three seconds, a non-response will be recorded and a new probe item
will be presented.

The visual scene available permits you to terrain mask

yourself from enemy acquisition and missile homing devices.

It will Also be

possible, under certain conditions, for you to outmaneuver launched enemy,
weaponry.

In general, the greater your speed and the closer your cross-path
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trajectories are to 900 (yours vs. the missile or gun rounds) the higher your
chance of being able to avoid the hit by making a jinking maneuver.

In the event of an enemy hit on your aircraft, or if you crash at any
time, the same 1 to 2 second screen blanking wtll occur-followed by a reset to
100 feet AGL.

Except for your original approxima•tely 30 minute practice session, every
other trial will last for five minutes.

At the conclusion of each trial you

will be asked to perform SWAT (Subjective Workload Assessment Test) ratings
for the previous trial.

Once the practice trials have been completed (one or

two five minute sessions at each of the other FOVs), the exprimental trials
will start.

There v!ill be about a three minute break between trials, during

which you will make the SWAT ratings and coavnit the Sternberg item(s) to

]

memory,

Inpreparation for the next trial.

Each trial will start with you hovering over the same point on the
simulated terrain.

The HIND, AAA, and SAM threats will be positioned randomly

from 10 to 20 km away.

In each new trial threats will be in different

locations, always no nearer than 10 km and no further than 20 km away.
available terrain features to mask yourself, use your gun, missiles, and

'ii

ASE/ECM to counter threats when appropriate and jink to avoid oncoming
missiles or cannon fire.

GOOD LUCK!!!
Are there any questions?
~

i
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Annex VI to Appendix R
HUM•WN FACTORS ASSESSMENT OF VOICE TECHNOLOGY

R-VI-i.

Tha

technical memorandum,

"Human Factors Asses3ment of

Voice Technology for the Light Helicopter Family (LHX)"
duced on the following pages.
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HUMAN FALTO.'S ASSESSMENT OF VOICE TECHNOLOGY FOR THE
LIGHT HELICOPTER FAMILY (LHX)

INTRODUCTION

An Army helicopter pilot's
workload

is

workload is

The visual

saturated due to the "out-the-window" visual demands

of flying at or below treetop level,

V

unique.

adverse weather conditions.

sometimes at night and in

The manual workload is

equally

saturated because current helicopters :equire both hands and both

""

feet

for control.

aircraft.

The Army normally employs a copilot in

The workload of the copilot in

as great if

a tactical mission is

not greater than that of the pilot.

responsibilit.es of the copilot is

its

navigation.

One of the
Comparing terrain

features on a map with the actual terrain features on the earth's
surface is

an especially demanding

flying at altitudes below 100 feet.

task when accomplished while
While the identification of

terrain features primarily requires the visual attention of the

I'

copilot,

his hands are also busy handling maps,

checklists,

tactical

notes.

current Army

Thus,

the pilot and copilot in

and

"helicopters experience high levels of workload while flying and

I

navigating.
•resulting

This does not include the additicnal workload
from other tasks such as communications,

subsystem

R-VI-9

monitoring,

threat detection and avoidance,

accomplishment

(weapons

The US Army is

firing,

formulatino

family of light helicopters

and mission

reconnaissance,

etc.)

concepts for the development of a

(LIX).

Concepts for the cockpit

include a hiqh level of automation which may enable the demanding
tasks described above,
crewmembers,

which are currently performed by two

to be performed

by a single pilot.

This automation

would incorporate high-technology sensors and advanced displays
and controls using artificial

Voice technology is

intelliqence and voice technology.

being considered for the LHX because

it

provides an alternative means of interacting with onboard
systems.

It

is

anticipated

that the visual and manual workload

of aircrews can be reduced somewhat by converting

some of the

visual and manual tasks to speech and auditory tasks.

PURPOSE

This paper addresses the human factors aspects of applying
voice techncloqy to an LHX aircraft with full-scale development

., ,-vI-.to

in 1987.

A description of voice technology and its advantages

and disadvantages is provided,

potential applications for voice

technology in an LHX aircraft are discussed,
to voice technology applications are reviewed,

the issues related
and conclusions

are drawn.

I
[

j

VOICE TECHNOLOGY
Voice technology, whi--h encompasses computer generation and
recognition of speech,

provides a potential for reducing the

visual and manual workload by changing some of the pilots'
and manual tasks to auditory and speech tasks.

*1

generation of speech (speech generation)

Computer

is the means by which

the pilot can receive systems information aurally through his
headset.
Computer recognition of speech (speech recognition)
pOovides the pilot with the :apability of interfacing with
aircraft systems by speaking to them.

I

'L

visual

Speech Generation

RVi
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Speech qeneration refers to verbal messages qenerated by an
onboard computer system which provide cautions,

warnings,

or

other information to the pilot.

Currently,

there are two processes for generating

which we will call diqitized speech and synthesized
Digitized speech is
converting

it

speech.

produced by recording the human voice and

the voiced message to a dIgital form and storing

computer memory.
pilot,

speech

is

Synthesized

When the message is

converted back to its
speech is

vocal tract is

to be transmitted

it

in

to tne

original spoken form.

produced totdlly by machine.

modeled electronically,

The human

and the phonemes

(approximately 40 basic sounds that make up the English language)
are electtonically reproduced

to create speech-like quality.

There are advantages and disadvantages to each process,

which

will be discussed later.

Speech Recognition

Speech recognition permits the pilot to interact with
aircraft subsystems using speech.

To accomplish

this,

the speech

recognizer analyzes and converts the aviator's spoken commands to
digital signals that controlo aircraft systems.
advantage of speech recognition technology is

R-VI-12

The primary
that it

permits the

pilot to inter ct with controls and displays using spoken
commands while leavinq his hands and eyes free for critical
flight and naviqation tasks.

State-of-the-art speech recognition technology is

limited primarily to speaker-dependent,
systems.
use,

currently

isolated word recognition

"Speaker dependent" refers to the fact that, prior to

the system must be provided with a sample of how each

operator pronounces the words in a predetermined vocabulary.

I
I

t

This is commonly referred to as training the system.
upon the manufacturer's design,

Depending

anywhere from 1 to 10

samples of

the potential user's speech pattern must be provided for each
4

vocabulary word.

These samples are then stored in memory as

references for later comparisons.
When in use, the system
recognizes words by comparing current utterances with the samples
stored in memory and selecting the closest match.

"Isolated word recognition" refers to the characteristic of
current systems where utterances are typically less than 2
seconds in duration and a distinct pause is required between each
vocabulary item.

These speaker-dependent,

isolated word speech recognition

systems can be used with vocabularies consisting of 200-300
words.

Used in a quiet setting by a limited number of selected

R-VI-13

personnel,

these systems are capable of obtaining recognition

accuracy rates of 99 percent or more.

This vocabulary size

appears to be sufficient for employing voice technology in
aircraft.

Recognition accuracy will be Oiscussed later.

The limitations o! these speaker-dependent,

isolated word

systems are the need to train the system prior to use and the
need to pause between each utterance.
time-consuming,

Training the system can be

and pausinq between utterances slows data entry

and creates an unnatural form of speaking.

Manufacturers of speech recognition devices are attempting
to develop systems that will overcome these limitations.
Speaker-independent

systems dllow anyone to use the speech

recognizer without first having to provide speech samples.

This

is difficult to achieve because of the variability in speech
patterns amonq individuals.

Connected word speech recognition systems allow utterances
of several seconds in duration regardless of the presence or
absence of pauses.
is

The vocabulary for connected word recognition

typically structured and limited in size.

A typical

application for connected word recognition is the entry of digits
such as the coordinates for navigation waypoints.

R-VI-14

A
Continuous speech recognition allows a totally natural

form

of speech with an unrestricted vocabulary--the way we speak with
each other.
recognition
* .aspect

•",

is

that word boundary detection

of speech recognition technology.

is

an important

With completely natural

current machines cannot reliably determine when one word

speech,

•

The difficulty with obtaining continuous speech

ends and the next begins.

Most of the speech recognition devices available on the

j

market

today are the speaker-dependent,

isolated word type.

Several manufacturers now offer speaker-dependent,

connected word

systems; and some manufacturers are promising speaker-independent
systems in

the near future.

Reliable and cost-effective

continuous speech recognition remains a long-range qoal.
recoqnizers

for early LHX aircraft will probably be
connected word.

SIspeaker-dependent,

A limited number of vendors in

/

J

the United States who are

developing prototype speech recognizers specifically designed
withstand the noise,

i

Speech

aircraft.

vibration,

Tio of these systems,

Instruments and Lear-Siegler,

to

and temperatures associated with
manufactured by Texas

are currently being tested by the

US Air Force unier the Advanced Fighter Technology Integration

j

(AFTI)

~

program.

discussed later.

Some of the results of thenc tests will be
The Navy is

initiating voice technology

j7

Li
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flight

testing

in

an F-18 fighter aircraft.

The Army has plans for

flight testing of voice interactive systems in

a UH-60 utility

helicopter during the summer of 1985.

One of the prototype voice systems undergoing

flight testing

incorporates both speech recognition and speech generation
unit.

The hardware consists of a processor and a control panel.

The following characteristics

of this system are furnished

provide a general concept of the power,

size,

and weight

requirements of airborne voice interactive systems.

POWER:

28V DC;

115V AC,

single phase,

400 Hz

DIMENSION:
Processor -

17 x 9 x 7-1/4 inches

Control Panel -

6 x 5-1/4 x 2-1/4 inches

WEIGHT:
Processor - 42 pounds
Control Panel -

It

is

in one

anticipated

2,3 pounds

that the weight of future production voice

systems could be reduced to 10 pounds or less with a
corresnondinq

reducticn

R-vI-16

in

size.

to

'A

Advantages and IDisadvantages of Voice Technology

The primary advantage of using voice technology

in

the

cockpit is that the crewmember(s) can interact with aircraft
subsystems while leaving the eyes and hands free for critical
and naviqation tasks.

*flight

f

~

I!
J

Other advantaqes of voice

technology are that it:

a.

Can be faster

b.

Can be more accurate

c.

Is

d.

Requires less effort and motor activity than other

than other modes of communication.

the most natural form of communication.

communication

e.

than other modes of communication.

modes.

Can be operated

in darkened environments.

There are also disadvantaqes
the cockpit.

to using voice technology

The high noise levels qenerated by the helicopter

Ii

may affect the performance of voice technology systems.

I

changes

in the operator's speech due to fatigue,

or physical

in

Also,

stress, colds,

activity may affect speech recognizer performance.
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These advantages and disadvantages will be expanded upon
when voice technology issues are addresded later in this paper.

POTENTIAL VOICE APPLICATIONS

As mentioned previously,

speech recognition provides an

alternative to manual activation of switches and controls; and
speech generation provides an alternative to the visual display
of messages and information.

To determine which tasks are best accomplished by speech
recognition and speech generation,

a detailed task and functionil

analysis should be performed viewing the cockpit as a total
systtm,

including the mission and the battlefield environment.

Present attempts to assess potential applications of voice
technology for the LHX are hampered by the inability to perform
the desired detailed analysis.

The configuration of the LHX

cockpit and the advanced technologies to be used in the cockpit
are not yet fully defined.

However,

it

is possible to generally project potential

applications for voice technology in a future,

sinqle-pilot LRX

aircraft by examining the functions involved in flying the
aircraft and performing the mission.

Unmask/Remask

It

is

not anticipated

that a task as critical as controlling

a helicopter during nap-of-the-earth
to any large degree by voice.

) Icould

be used
"remasking"

flight will be accomplished

However,

it

is

possible that voice

for limited flight control such as "bob-up" and

maneuvers.

Consider a task in which a sinqle pilot is required to "bob
up"

from a hover while simultaneously operating a target

acquisition and detection system.

it would appear to be

impossible to perform both tasks simultaneously.

K

With the

computer technology expected to be available for the LHX,

3

would be a simple matter for the pilot to command "bob up" and
the aircraft

I

it

preselected

to respond by automatically climbing vertically to a
hover altitude.

When ready to descend,

the pilot

commands "remask" for the aircraft to return automatically to its
original hover point.

Target Acquisition and Detection Systems

RI
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Speech recognition could be used by the crewmenkber to
interact with the target acquisition and detection system.
Weapons,

sensors,

fields-of, view.

and armament could be selected

by verbal command.

Communications

It

is

envisioned that by using speech to tune radios,

it

may

no longer be necessary for the pilot to memorize or make
reference

to printed lists

of numeric radio frequencies.

The

radio could be set to the correct frequency or channel by saying
the call sign of the station to be contacted.

Feedback that the

proper frequency had been set by the computer could appear on a
display along with pertinent communications equipment operational

instructions (CEOI)

data.

Navigation

The results of several research studies indicate that
entering complex data by speech while flying at nap-of-the-earth

may be less disruptive to the flight control of the aircraft than
entering data by keyboard.

If

a visual map display is available,

the entry of navigation waypoints can be greatly simplified by

R-VI-20

combinina the ";se of speech recognition technology and a touch-

location on the map and say,

point to a geoqraphical
Sone."

The pilot could

installed on the map display.

sensitive panel

The waypoint would be entered

"waypoint

into the system without

having to read a string of alphanumeric characters.

Speech

recognition could also be used to change scene content or the
scale of the map.

As with current visual displays-,

it

will probably be

necessary to ensure that the displays in

the 5EX do not becomo

cluttered by attempting to present too much irforiation.
Information

such as distance to waypoint could be eliminated from

the display using voice interactive technology.
information is

needed,

When this

the pilot would request the inforimation

using speech recognition and would receive the information

through his headset via speecn generation.

Subsystems Status Monitoring

1It

is

likely that in an LHX aircraft,

used to monitor the subsystems
0

hydraulics),

freeing

(i.e.,

the computer will be

enaine,

the pilot t..om this task.

senses that a subsystem's upper or lower lixit
it

will alert the pilot.

transmission,

and

'V'hen the computer
is

being reached,

This can be accomplished

visually,

ý13
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auditorily,

or by a combination -of both.

Cautions and warnings

can be easily presented by speech generation.

It

appears that

only high-priority warning messages will be presented by voice.
For lower priority cautions and warnings,

voice could be employed

to call attention to the visual display where the actual message
is

displayed.

Speech recognition couid be used to request subsystem status
when required by the pilot.
information requested,

it

Depending upon the nature of the

can be presented either visually on a

display or aurally by speech generation.

Aircraft Survivability Equipment

Threat warnings should be among the highest priorities for
speech generation messages.
is

The AN/APR-39 Radar Warning Recciver

currently undergoing modification to include a speech

generation capability.

Speech-generated

threat warnings will

eliminate the current requirement of discerning and

interpreting

among a variety of tones to obtain threat information.

"The preceding paragraphs are jupt a few ex.amples of the
possible applications for epeecn technology in

""iI

I

an LHX aircraft.

Certainly, others hare thought of additional applications.
Aqain, the actual application for speech technology will depend
on the specific configuration of the cockpit as well as the
mission requirements.

VCIcE TECHNOLOGY ISSUES

It

Hi

appears that there are several potential applications for

voice technology in the LHX cockpit.

However,

voice technology

is not yet fully matured; and some important issues remain to be
resolved before voice interaction can be successfully used in
these applications.
Computer recognition of speech is more
difficult to achieve than is computer generation of speech.

The

issues affecting speech recognition are much more critical than
those affectinq speech generation and will require a greater
effort to olercome.

This section discusses tne important issues

as they relate to the LHX.

The first six of the following issues

relate to soeech recognition; the last two relate to speech
generation.

Recoqnition Accuracy

K:•R-VI-.23
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In

the following discussions of speech recognition issues,

repeated rcterences will be made to recognition performance in
terms of either accuracy or error rates.

What has not been

determined is what constitutes acceptable performance.
99-percent recognition accuracy required?
acceptable?
performed.

Is

Is 95 percent

The answer probably depends on the task being
The more critical the task, the greater the accuracy

required.

If voice is used to control weapons,

greater accuracy

may be required than if voice is used to scroll a "before
takeoff" checklist.

There is a wide range of recognition

performance reported in the literature, but the level of
performance that is considered to be acceptabie has not been
determined.

Manual versu:• Voice Data Entry

Comlputer tecK Dlogy will play a significant role in the LHX
cockpit.

The current method for entering data into a computer is

through a keyboard or function keys of some type.

Pilots flying

at or below treetop level may not have "eyes and hands free" for
keyboard operations.

Several studies (1, 7,

11,

19) have been

performed to determine if voice provides any benefits over the
manual keyboard method of data entry.

The results of these

studies qenerally indicate that for simple digit entry tasks,
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keyboard is faster than voice but for more complex data entry
tasks, voice is

faster.

Also, when data entry is performed

concurrently with a task similar to flying, voice data entry is
less disruptive to the task.

In one laboratory :xeriment (19),
•

data entry,

voice data entry, manual

and a tracking task (keeping a randomly moving symbol

centered alonq a horizontal line) were each performed as isolated
tasks.

[1

Voice data entry and manual data entry were al.So

performed concurrently with the tracking task.

The data entry

was varied so that sets of either 4, 8, or 16 digits had to be
entered.

The results were that, when performed in isolation,

the

mean time for manual entry was faster than voice by .05 secondc.

f.However,

when data entry was performed concurrently with the

tracking task, the mean time for voice was faster by .40

seconds.

For the set of 4 digits, the mean time for manual entry was
faster than voice by .14

seconds.

For the sets of 8 and 16

digits, the mean time for voice entry was faster by .18
seconds,
Jr

respectively.

and .48

All of theFe differences in times were

statistically significant.

Manual entry had a higher error rate than did voice entry,
both when performed as an isolated task and when performed
concurrently with the tracking task.
isolation,

When performed in

the mean error rate for manual data entry was
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1.37 Percent versus .504 Percent for voice data entry.
performed concurrently with the tracking task,

When

the mean error

rate was 3.73 percent for manual data entry and .746 percent for
voice data entry.

This error rate represents human input errors.

The mean error rate of the speech recognizer,

as measured by the

number of times the recognition unit misrecognized voiced inputs,
was 17.94 percent.

For purposes of this experiment,

were instructed not to correct errors.

It

subjects

is likely that if

subjects attempted to correct machine misrecognitions,

a

significant degradation in speed of entry for the voice method
would have occurred.

The results of this experiment were reported in 1979.
Speech recognition algorithms have improved considerably since
that time,

and one would not expect an error rate this large with

speech recognizers developed more recently.

The experiment

illu3trates the potential advantage for voice data entry if
speec& recognition accuracy could approach 99 percent.

Another experiment,

conducted by the US Air Force,

compared

manual and voice data entry in a more realistic aviation
setting

(1).

Air Force pilots participated

in this experiment

.using a fighter cockpit simulator.

The pilots were required

enter data manually and verbally.

Voice data entry and manual

data entry were performed in
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isolation and concurrently with a

simulated terrain flight task.

In this experiment,

manual data

entry was faster than voice with mean times of 5.21 seconds for
the manual method and 6.29 seconds for the voice method.
However, there was a 400-millisecond response lag for each entry
by voice due to the hardware configuration of the speech

4I#

recoqnizer.

If

voice entry,

the mean time would decrease to 4.60 seconds,

the 400 milliseconds were subtracted from each
which

is faster than the 5.21 seconds for manual data entry.

Comparing the manual and voice methods of data entry when
performed in isolation and when performed concurrently with the
flying task,

performance

for the voice method remained similar in

both conditions (6.21 versus 6.38 seconds); whereas,
Sperformance

the

for the manual inethod declined from 4.67 seconds when
performed as an isolated task to 5.76 seconds when performed

1

concurrently with the flying task.
Because of the pilot test participants'

confusion regarding

"the proper procedure for correcting errors, general conclusions
i

concerning a comparison of error rates between the manual and

voice data entry methods could not be stated with any certainty.
,.

H

However,

it was reported that voice data entry probably had a

higher error rate as a result of misrecognitions by the speech
recognizer.

In this experiment,

the speech recognizer had a

recoqnition accuracy of 95 percent.

/4?

Li
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Flight performance was impacted least when data was entered
by voice in that performance remained similar whether the flight
task was performed in isolation or concurrently with data entry
by voice.

However,

performance on the flight t3ak deteriorated

when accomplished concurrently with the manual method of data
!,

entry.

If
that it
in

speech recognition

is

used in

the LHX,

it

is

not likely

will eliminate the need for some method of manual

the cockpit.

input

The research conducted to date indicates that

when short digit strings are to be entered or when workload
low, manual entry of data may be more effective.

However,

longer digit strings or complex data and when workload
voice entry of data may be more effective.

7t

is

recoqnizers
manual

The results may be different if
are compared with keyboard entry.

for
high,

important to

point out that this research was accomplishe3 using
recognizers.

is

is

ipolated word

connected word
At any -ate,

input of some type will probably be required as a backup

to speech recogn.tion

systems.

Noise

Standard speech recognition devices have been shown to be
extremely sensitive to background noises associated with the

R-VI-28
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aircraft environment.

If

a speech recognition device is trained

in a quiet environment followed by attempts to use it
environment,
(6,

7,

12,

in a noisy

severe deqradation in performance usually resulto
17).

In research at the Avionics Research and Development
S*

Activity (AVRADA),

Fort Monmouth,

NJ,

a speech recognition device

that was trained in a quiet setting was then tested in a 107-dBA
UH-60 noise environment (17).

The noise environment was provided

by playing taped UH-60 cockpit noise in a laboratory acoustic
chamber.

The accuracy rate with which the device correctly

recognized vocabulary inputs was reported at 33 percent,

which is

well below the 99-percent accuracy rate obtained by the
manufacturer in a quiet laboratory setting.

One way of improving

recognition performance in a noisy environment is to train the
device in the noise environment in which it

is to be used.

When

the device was trained and tested in the 107-dBA noise
environment,
percent.

the recognition accuracy rate increased to 78

Another method for improving recognizer perforinatice in

noisy conditions is to separate or strip away the noise from the
soeech signal before the speech signal enters the speech
recognizer.

Using such a noise-cancelling device,

AVRADA

researchers attained accuracy rates of 80 percent and 83 percent
with two test subjects when a speech recognizer

21

(different
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manufacturer tban that used in the previous test) was trained in
quiet and then tested in 107-dBA,

UH-60 noise.

Encouraginq results using a speech recoqnizer in noise were
~btained during a test conducted at the NASA-Aines Research
Center,

Moffett Field, CA,

(6).

The speech recognizer was tested

in an acoustics chamber with eight users, all of whom had some
previous experience with speech recognition systems.

Previously

recorded tiH-1H cockpit noise was played through loudspeakers at
100 dBA.

The recoqnizer was trained in quiet and tested in noise

and also trained in noise and tested in quiet.
3,200 inputs by the eight test participants,

From a total of

only one error

occurred.

Initial AFTI/F16 flight testing conducted with commercial
speech recognizers resulted in recognition accuracy rates of
82 percent at 85 dB and 13 percent at 115 dB (23).

The

introduction of prototype militarized speech recoqnition devices
desiqned for use in the hostile aircraft environment along with
subsequent improvements to these systems produced accuracy rates
of 85 to 90 percent at noise levels up to 110 dBA (21).

These research efforts indicate that a known steady-state
noise can brý accommodated to some extent by training techniques
and by the use of noise cancellation features.
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Although the

effects of intermittent noise such as rotor blade slapping or
weapons firing have not yet been addressed,
date with steady-state noise is

It

would be beneficial

the progress made to

encouraging.

in many areas if

the LHX intericr

noise were specified to be at or below 85 dBA.

It

would enhance

speech recognition performance and at the same time reduce pilot
hearing loss and fatigue.

Stress and Mental Loading

Factors such as emotional and physical stress affect a
person's voice,
(2).

thus affecting speech recognition perfortmance

When under stress, an individual's voice may change in

pitch.

Also,

syllables may be slurred together,

may be omitted altogether.
individual who is
individual

Sa"

If

a speech recognizer,

not under stress,

is

speech recognition

performance will be adversely affected.

Graduate School,

Monterey,

trained by an

later used by the same

in a stressful environment,

this area has been conducted

or speech sounds

Most of the resear'ch in

at the Naval Post Graduate Post

CA,

(2,

3,

4,

10,

16).

One of these research efforts investigated stress brought on
by increasing the mental load of the operator

(3).

Test subjects

trained and used a speech recognizer while not experiencing
R-VI-31

mental workload.

The same test subjects used the speech

recognizer while having to depress response buttons that
corresponded

to symbols that were randomly displayed.

There were

23 percent more speech recognition errors when the test subjects
were experiencing mental

loading created by this "resf'onso

button" task.

The Flight Dynamics Laboratory at "ir: 4-t-Patterson Air Force

Base, OH,

attempted to elicit emotional voice stress responses

from test subjects in a setting that would approximate that of a
fighter aircraft cockpit (22).
mock-up of an F-15 cockpit,

Using video displays in a wooden

test subjects (nonpilots) simulated

controlling the aircraft and attacking targets of opportunity by
operating a Colecovision system with the Cosmic Avenger game
cartridge installed.

The results of this experiment were that

even with the small three-word vocabulary that was used,

the

speech recognition accuracy was as low as 50 percent for several
test subjects.

The researchers emphasize that this. ias a

preliminary experiment; and,
conclusive.

However,

therefore,

the results are not

these results support the findings of other

laboratory research and indicate the need for additional research
in flight-oriented situations.

In a more recent Naval Post Graduate School research effort,
it

was found that recognition errors due to stress could be
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reduced or eliminated when the operator trains the speech
recognizer under corr-_spondinq stress (16).
results,

Based on these

the researchers 3uggest that, as with environmental

factozs such as noise,

recognition errors due to psychological

factors such as stress and fatigue may be reduced by training and
using the speech reccgnizer under the same stress conditions.
The researchers are also quick to point out that attempts to
provide samples of speech under various levels of stress,
frustration,

Research

and fatigue are often impractical.

into the effects of stress exposes the sensitivity

of current speech recognition systems to changes in

operator's voice and speech.

Because it

highly stressful situations in research,

H

the

is difficult to produce
the work referenced here

has been accomplished under relatively low stress levels.

One

can't help but wonder what the effects of high stress levels due
Sto life threatening situations such as aircraft or battlefield
emerqencies will have on speech recognition accuracy.

These researchers plan to continue to document tte effects
of stress on speech recognition.

As they do,

the challenge will

become one of finding ways to reduce these effects.
extremely difficult.

This will be

Although it has been shown that training

and using the recognition system under corresponding stress
conditions improves performance,

this appears to be impractical
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if

not impossible for aviation applications.

It

would mean that

each aviator would have to train the recoqnizer, with the entire
vocabulary under many levels of stress,

assuming that the many

levels of stress could be anticipaced and duplicated.
method being proposed
as the system is

is

Another

to automatically update training samples

being used (14).

Each speech input not only

operates the system but also provides the system with an updated
sample of the user's current speech patterns.
be useful

in

This technique may

those situations where the voice is

qradual changi over time.

For example,

experiencing

a

during the course of a

day as the voice changes as a result of fatigue or the mouth
becoming dry.

This technique will probably not be effective for

sudden changes in the voice due to unexpected stressful emergency
situations.

At thi monment,

the change that occurs in the speech siqnal

due to psychological and physiological factors appears to be one
of the major impediments to t.he successtul application of speech

recognition technology in the LHX.

Speaker Variability

In the previous section,

we discussed the cha,.ges that may

occur in an individual's speech due to stress or fatigue.

Speaker variability refers to the differences
patterns

ng individuals.

in

the speech

The cultural and geographical

background of individuals affects the way they speak.
Different
parts of the country produce varying accents and rates of speech.
Also,

.

physical

attributes such as vocal tract size create

differences

in

differences

among individual speakers are the major obstacle to

speech.

speaker-independent

As mentioned previously,

these

recognition systems which allow anyone to use

the system without havinq to tirs't train the system.

However,

variability among speakers also presents difficulty for
speaker-dependent

recounition systems.

totally or clearly understood,

For reasons that are not

speech cecoe.,ition

systems perform

better with some individuals than they do with others.
of speech recognition research are usually reported
average accuracy rates or average error rates.
is

Results

in

teLms of

Naturally,

there

a range of performance that falls above and below the average

performance.

For example,

in one study the recognition accuracy

rate was reported at 95 percent; but for some test subjects

4
I

(pilots),
•another

Sranged
ra

recognition accuracy' was as low as 88 percent.

study using pilots as test subjects,
from 99 to 70 percent.

The point is

recognition
that there

is

In
accuracy
a broad

range of speech recognition pectormance due to speaker
variability.

For speech recognition to be viable for the LHX,

must be usable by all piloti, not just some pilots.

.27
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Protective Masks

In

view of the enemy chemical w3rfare threat,

it

is

likely

that Army av'ators may have to wear chemical protective masks in
flight.

The US Army Human Engineering Laboratory,

Proving Ground,

MD,

Aberdeen

conducted a laboratory experiment to

determine the impact on speech recognition when speaking through
a protective mask '13).

Twelve Army aviators tested the

performance of a speech recognition device using
helmet-mounted

M87 microphone,

and the XM33 developmen'al

The M24 mask is
aviators.

The microphone is
and the voice is

the M24 aviator protective mask,

protective mask.

the standard mask currently used by Army

The microphone is

front of the mouth.

the standard

mounted inside the mask directly

The XM33 is

in

a prototype developmental masK.

mounted behind the diaphragm outside the mask,
emitted through a flapper valve to the

microphone.

Recognition
mask,

accuracy rates were 92 percent with the

88 percent with the helmet-mounted microphone,

percent with the XM33 mask.
acceptable

for an operational

While this performance
aircraft,

it

is

recognition performance when speaking through

and 85
is

not

encouraging

that

the chemical

pro%.ective masks was no wor3e than that when speaking
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N24

through the

It

standard helmet-mounted microphone.

does not appear that the

use of potective masks will present any special problems for
speech recognition in

-4

9
:j

the cockpit.

with the microphone mounted

inside,

As a matter of fact,
such as the M24,

noise and may even enhance performance

I

in

masks

attenuate

a noisy environment.

Speech Generation Issues

Computer generation of speech

J

as compiter recognition of speech.

is

not as difficult tc achievw

Speech generation technology

is st.fficiently advanced for use in aircraft today.

The human

factor's issues of speech generation technology may be consfdered

,

3with

the cateqory of optimizing

in

the cockpit as opposed to the more critical i3sues associated
speech recognition.

As mentioned previously,
-

I

[generated

its performance and effectiveness

in

computerized voiced messages can b(
by a human

either by digitizing messages produced
speaker or by synthesizing speech electronically.

ii

of digitized human speech is

The advantage

its hiqh quality and

The disadvantage of this technique is that the
intelligibility.
storage of tLe digitized messages consumes a lot of computer

memory space.

This is especially a disadvantage where space and

weight considerations are extremely important.

Synthesized
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speech does not require large amounts of computer memory.
not stored i•i memory.

entire message is

The approximately

Each
40

sounds that make up the English language are stored in

basic-

memory and are formed

Using synthesized speech,

rules.

messaqes.

Until recently,

has been its

it

is

easier to modify

the disadvantage of synthesized speech

poor speech quality and general unintelligibility.

A speech synthesis system has recently been marketed

of digitized human speech.

The advantages of synthesized speech

the likely candidate for the LHX.

Resea-rch
female,

that

that approaches that

provides speech quality and intelligibility

make it

and

into words using linguistic principals

is

being conducted to determine whether a male,

or "robotic" type voice is

cockpit warning messages (5,
message formats is

9,

15).

more effective

in providing

The development of optimum

also under study (18).

These efforts will

serve as the basis for future design guidelines

for cockpit voice

warnings.

Information Feedback

Ideally,

voice technology will be used interactively.

the pilot uses speech recognition to command an operation,

il
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When

select a function, or request information,

some type of feedback

acknowledging that the system has responded must be provided.
This feedback may be visual information appearinq on a video
screen or auditory information presented throuqh the headset by
speech generation.

For example,

distance to the next waypoint.

the pilot may request the
The distance could be provided

visually on a display or aurally through the headset.

S.1motive

If

the

for employing voice technology in the cockpit is to

provide the oilot with more visual free time for "out-the-window"
tasks,

then the auditory presentation would seem preferable.

Researchers at the US Army Aeromechanics Laboratory,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration - Ames Research
Center,

Moffett Field, CA,

addressed this issue in a laboratory

Nonpilot test subjects were tested on a

experiment (20).

computer qraphic simulation of fliqht in which a helicopter
0

symbol was maneuvered through a maze of obstacles displayed on a
Information on airspeed,

video screen.

altitude,

and torque

(power setting) was necessary for optimum performance on the
task.

These parameters were presented with either conventional

dial gauqes,

a heads-up display located on the video screen

around the maze,

or a speech synthesis system.

Analysis of the

results indicated that there was a significant difference in the
test subjects'

ability to negotiate the flight maze depending

upon the method of information presented.

3J!

Performance was best
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when using speech synthesis followed by the heads-up display.
The worst performance was experienced when using the dial
gauges.

These results tend to support the notion that auditory
feedback of information provides more visual free time for flying
the helicopter.

However,

certain information,

such as complex or

lengthy information messaqes or messages that must be referred to
over time, may be better suited for visual presentation.

It

is

important that information feedback be tailored and

integrated so that it

is presented to the pilot in the form that

will be most ef ':.ctive in reducing his workload and enhancing his
performance.

This may require some combination of visual

displays, with critical information preferably presented on the
same display through which the pilot is observin4 the "outside
world," and a speech generation system.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

It

appears that there is potential for voice technology to

reduce workload and enhance pilot performance
helicopters,

in future Army

thereby increasing combat effectiveness and
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minimizinq combat losses.

not evident

is

this potential.

that voice technology can fulfill

The

it

At the present time,

an LHX aircraft

in

implementation of speech qenera' ,on

should be a relatively simple task when compared with speech
technology is

capable of

voice messages in an aircraft environment.

There are

Current state-of-the-art

recognition.

SI

providing

some questions concerning computer memory available to meet the
requirements of digitized speech and the intelliqibility of
synthesized
male,

speech.

female,

There are also questions reqarding whether a

or computerized voice should be used.

However,

these questions appear to be solvable; and speech qeneration
systems are considered

i

As described

1

in this report,

for the LHX.

speech recognition is
It

difficult to achieve than speech generation.

is

more

apparent

to be a viable technoloqy

for the LHX.

The National Research

under the sponsorship of several government agencies,
a study of speech recognition

recently completed
envircnments

in

severe

This study points out that:

(8).

iC
speech recoqnition technology is

':'•ICurrent
*

is,

recognizer

demonstrated

performance,

favorably in

fragile;

that

wnich can often be

the laboratory,

3%3

U

that

some critical issues need to be resolved for speech recognition

Council,

,i

to be feasible and practical

may dearade
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significantly under the effects of acoustic
stress, and operational conditions.

Thus,

Aise,

user

recognition

depends not only on detailed system specifications but
on a myriad of subtle factors as well.
laboratory,

speaker-dependent,

I.L the

isolated wotd

recognition systems often can recognize up to 100 words
with about a 1-percent error rate, but the performance
of opecational systems often falls far short of this.
Extension to speaker independence,
difficult vocabularies,

connected words,

or noisy/stressful environments

may increase error rates even more.

it

is a challenge to propose that a speech recognizer be

used in a noisy helicopter by a large number of speakers with
individual differences who may be experiencing various levels of
stress and fatigue and achieve 99 percent recognition accuracy
rates.

Current state-of-the-art speech recegnition technology

has not demonstrated that it

can meet the riqorous demands of the

cockpit environment of today's helicopters.

The conclusions of the National Research Council were:

1.

The use of speech for communication between humans
and machines (automatic recognition for irput,
automatic synthesis for output) has distinct

R-VI-
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potential for aiding humans in
organization,

the acquisition,

and processing of information.

4

2.

Current technology for automatic speech
recognition--

including algorithm development,

hardware 6esign,

and human factors integration--is

not sufficiently advanced to achieve robust,

,'

reliable performance in hostile and high-stress
environments.

1

3. Current technology is not sufficiently advanced to

'

achieve high performance in applications where

l

large vocabularies and/or continuous spoken input
are needed,

and where the ability to understand

speech from a wide variety of speakers is required,

I

even in benign environments.

4.

Current technology is,

however,

mature enough to

support restricted labor-saving applications in

i

;

S,..

:future

benign environments,

with disciplined use under

low-stress conditions.

The success of these and of

applications depends on the integration of

speech recognition with related automation
techniques.
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With the exception of several

experimental data bases, no systematic,
standardized

techniques exist for evaluating and

comparing the performance of speech recognizers.

5.

No established human-fý:tors methodologies exist
that specifically differentiate the benefits of
speech input from related automation techniques.
Neither are there methods that reveal the optimuLm
human-machine architecture for integrated voice
systems or set requisite performance levels for
speech recognizers embedded in prescribed
operational tasks.

If

there is room for optimism,

it

is the fact that the three

military services and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration are all intent in pursuing voice technology for
airborne applications.

The response of those vendors who are

producinq speech recognition systems for "severe" environments is
also encouraging.

Through these efforts,

it

may be possible that

the problems currently facing speech recognition technoloqy can
K'

be overcome.

Assuming that the issues can be resolved,

question remains,
frame?"

the

"Can they be solved in the LHX acquisition time

This question is

impossible to answer because one cannot

predict "breakthroughs" that mai' occur.

R-VI- 4 4

Although the limited use of speech recognitio'. may be feasible in
early LHX aircraft,
recognition

it

appears that the extensive use of speech

for time or task critical functions must be

considered a high technology risk for full-scale development in
1987.

Irn view of the potential utility for speech recognition to
enhance pilot performance and facilitate single-pilot operations,
it

is

important that efforts continue to improve speech

recognition performance and to accelerate
it

its development so that

may be extensively used in helicopter cockpits as soon as

possible.

Highest priorities should be given to the development

of speech recognition alqorithms that are not affected by speech
variations due to stress and to speaker variability.
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ISSUES FOR A TRADE-OFF ANALYSIS OF CONVENTIONAL VS.
ADVANCED COCKPIT CONTROLLERS FOR THE LHX

1. introduction

r,

purpose of this paper is to present some key issues which must be

14The

resolved

in a selection of primary cockpit controllers

for the LHX and to

provide background information necessary for the trade-off analysis required
to

resolve

them.

Primary

are

controllers

those

the pilot to

"used by

Sthis

For the purposes of
continuously modify the movement of the aircraft" (1).
"conventional" controllers 'are those found in current
paper,
helicopters, that is, longitudinal and lateral cyclic stick, collective
stick,

and directional

pedals.

"Advanced" controllers are only advanced

in

the sense that their design is rot constrained by mechanical control system
characteristics; it is assumed throughout this paper that the LHX is equipped
This assumption
with a fly-by-wire or fiberoptic flight control system.
implies that the pilot's primary controllers are not mechanically connected
to the rotor control actuators or other control devices and, as a result,
gives the designer a significant amount of freedom to tailor the controller
characteristics to the pilot.
rH]

uch

of

the

investigations

background

of the

handling qualities:

presented

information

effects

of

controller

herein

is

based

on

characteristics

upon

aircraft

"those qualities or characteristics of an aircraft that

govern the ease and precision with which a pilot is able to perform the tasks
required

in

support

of

an aircraft

role"

(1).

Handling

qualities

stability
arid
influenced
not only
by aircraft
therefore
characteristics but also by factors such as the design of the
interface

are

control
cockpit

- the controllers and displays provided for the required tasks.

All of these handling qualities studies have assumed a two-crew situation, no

3

duties such as navigation, communication, and battle captain functions, which
would be performed by the pilot of a single-crew LHX, were assigned to the
pilots.

Extrapolation of these results to the single-crew

situation must

therefore be based upon sound engineering and piloting judgment.
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The controller tradeoffs addressed in this paper are: 1) conventional vs.
side-stick controllers, 2) displacement vs. force controllers, and 3)
separated vs integrated controllers.
2.

Conventional vs. Side-Stick Controllers
Cockpit Desiqn Implications
The replacement of the conventional set of primary controllers

by a single

side-stick

increase

controller

available cockpit

real

avionics

to

required

conventional

cockpit

can

yield

significant

estate provides
perform

the LHX

controllers

with

benefits.

valuable

room

SCAT mission.
a

An
for

the

additional

In a comparison

configuration

in

consisting

of

of

a

two-axis side-stick and small-displacement collective and pedals, Ref. 2
reports a 30% weight savings with the side-stick configuration.
This same
study claims

significant

improvements

in both flight

safety and mission

reliability with the advanced controllers.
Certain
derived

human factors and man-machine
from a cockpit design which

integration benefits can also be
employs a side-stick controller.

Potential benefits include improvements in : 1) visibility, due to the
removal of the pedals and cyclic stick; 2) ingress and egress, especially if
the side-stick can be mounted on a movable armrest as in Ref. 3; 3)
crashworthiness, due to the removal of potentially lethal objects from the
cockpit; and 4) pilot comfort, by eliminating the need for the traditional
helicopter pilot slouch over the controls and by allowing feet-on-the-floor
flight.

However,

(conventional)
the

pilot's

"any benefits gained in a substantial deviation from this

arrangement must be weighed against the costs of retraining
spontaneous control command patterns, particularly in high

workload and emergency situations" (4).
Feasibility Studies
Simulator and flight investigations have demonstrated the feasibility of the
use of a side-stick controller in both fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft fcr
certain tasks. All of the fixed-wing studies involved siae-sticks with two
axes of control:

pitch and roll.

In a 1957 NACA-sponsored program,

F9F was equipped with a side-stick controller to
implications

of such a device (5).
R-VI 1-6

investigate

a Navy

the control

All of the pilots were able to execute
2

precision

flying

tasks with no performance degradation.

felt to be reduced because of the lighter control
provided by the controller armrest.

Pilot effort was

forces and the comfort

In 1970, the Air Force Test Pilot School

flew an F-104 equipped with a side-stick controller (6).

The side-s.tick was

unanimously preferred to the conventional center stick and provided superior
trajectory control with drastically reduced pilot workload.

Over 60 pilots

flew with the side-stick and accumulated 870 hours of flight time with no
controller

failures.

A direct

comparison

of

pilot

performance

with

a

center-stick and a side-stick was performed at Wright-Patterson AFB in 1970
(7).

.!

The study concluded that a side-stick was feasible for use in high
speed, high altitude maneuvering tasks, resulted in improved performance for
landings and other precision maneuvers,

but yielded degraded performance for

large-amplitude maneuvers at low altitudes.
Feasibility studies of the use of side-stick controllers in helicopters began
in 1968 with the Tactical Aircraft Guidance System (TAGS)
system

was

four-axis
between

implemented

displacement

a CH-47B

and vertical

implemented with vertical

collective lever.
implemnentation;

aircraft
axes,
control

Pilots were also critical
the

and

large

displacement

(4.5

a

base-pivot design) and the directional

That

included

a

coupling problems

three-axis

controller

was

effected

through a standard
of the longitudinal control
inches)

created a controller which felt massive and heavy.

3

initially

controller; because of anatomical

the longitudinal

eventually

[i

in

program (8).

and

viscous

damping

Both the lateral axis (a

axis (a twist-grip) were considered

acceptable.

The use of multi-axis controllers was rejected for the Hea,,y
Lift Helicopter (HLH) primary flight control system (9); however, a four-axis
finger-ball displacement controller was implemented at the load-controlling
station
S.,crewmnan's
in that

vehicle

for

precision

cargo

handling

tasks

requiring a high level of stability and control augmentation.

In a three degree-of-freedom moving-base simulation of the unaugmented Lynx
helicopter at RAE Bedford, a two-axis displacement side-stick was c ompared
with the conventional cyclic controller for 11 different flight tasks (10);
when a suitable control

sensitivity was selected,

the side-stick compared

favorably with the conventional controller and, in fact, was preferred for
certain of the tasks which required only small cGntrol movements.
Manual

3

LI
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trimming was considered to be difficult because of the trim button location
and the force required to operate it; inadvertent control inputs were the
result. A simple armrest drew no adverse comments, but a wrist support was
recommended.
In a piloted simulation of an Advanced Scout Helicopter (ASH),
an A-7/F-16 two-axis side-stick was found to be feasible for an ASH mission
when employed with suitable levels of stability and control augmentation (2).
A feasibility study of a four-axis isometric (rigid) side-stick controller
was conducted in the Canadian N|ational Aeronautical Establishment Airborne
Simulator, a variable stability Bell Model 205A-1,

for a wide range of flight

tasks (11).

Two primary side-stick configurations, a four-axis controller
and a three-axis controller with normal pedal control, were evaluated
together with variations in the level of stability aid control augmentation.
A conclusion of this study was: "It is clear from these experiments that a
helicopter can be flown through a wide range of visual and instrument flight
tasks
using
either
a
three-axis
or four-axis
isometric
side-arm
controller-without requiring exceptional pilot skill or concentration and
within the bounds of normal helicopter work load demands".
In a follow-or.
flight investigation (12), a comparison of conventional controllers with the
same two isometric side-stick configurations was conducted by flying the Airborne Simulator with augmented pitch, roll, and yaw rate damping through a
low-altitude course involving both maneuvering and precision flight.
For
this experiment,
control

"the

pilots

to be more difficult

generally
and

considered

less precise,

isometric

in this

(side-stick)

type of closely

bounded task, than conventional control".
Handling Qualities Studies
Handling

qualities

studies-those

which

elicit

both

Cooper-Harper

pilot

ratings (1) and pilot com.entary-which compare conventional controllers with
side-stick controllers are rare. The Ref. 11 flight investigation revealed
that, with appropriate gains, shaping and prefiltering applied to the pilot's
force input in each controlled axis, pilot ratings comparable to those
obtained with conventional controls were achieved by both primary side-stick
configurations (12).
In two moving-base simulations of helicopter visual
terrain flight (13), it was determined that the employment of a properlyR-VI 1-8

designed two-axis displacement side-stick controller could, in fact, improve
handling qualities over those provided by conventional controllers but that
levels

increased

of

stability

were

augmentation

comparable pilot ratings if a three- or four-axis

required

achieve

to

isometric controller was

employed.
Summa r
The use of a single side-stick controller to replace the conventional set of
helicopter controllers offers significant advantages to the cockpit designer
and has the potential for enhancing pilot safety and comfort.

However, based

upon the results of the feasibility and handling qualities studies cited in
this section, a single, multi-axis side-stick controller has -ever been
demonstrated to improve handling qualities for any helicupter flight task,;
in fact,

there is a strong indication that increased levels of stability ard

control

augmentation

qualities for visual
LHX SCAT.
offer

are

required

to

potential

even

comparable

handling

terrain flight tasks similar to those required of the

Only a properly-designed

the

achieve

for
stick;

two-axis side-stick has been shown to

improved
it

is

handling

very

qualities

compared

to

a

convenLional

cyclic

conventional

cyclic stick force characteristics would negate, or reduce the

possible,

however,

that

improved

significance of, this advantage.
3.

Displacement vs. Force Controllers

Input Bandwidth
With a conventional set of controllers, the position of each controller with
respect to some reference point is the pilot's input to the control system.
To produce the desired control input the pilot must apply the control forces
required to accelerate the controller to some veiocity and then to decelerate
it to zero velocity at the required position.

The use of a force concroller

brings the pilot two integrations closer to the control of the flight path of
the aircraft since the applied force is itself the input quantity.
As a
result, the inputs seen by the control system could have a much higher
frequency content, or bandwidth, than when displacement controllers are
employed.
control

This characteristic

provides

of the flight path but

the potential

also makes the control

5

for a more precise
system,

R-VII-9

and hence

aircraft response, more sensitive to sharp pilot inputs, inertial forces such
as these experienced in high-g maneuvers,
the

controller

grip.

It

was

and aircraft vibrations fed throvghi

for

these

reasons

that

the

force-sensing stick of the F/A-18 was replaced by a displacement
during full-scale

dpvelopment testing

prefilters were employed
pilot's

inputs

from

controllability.

(14).

In t'at

in the digital flight control

the

force

stick

but

by catapult launch.

grip

forward

path

system to smooth the

also

resulted

Notch filters in

software were required to prevent structural
the

controller

degraded

in

Extra weight was required to mass-balance the stick against

the forces caused

of

program,

original

and

pilot's

arm at

filters also caused additional

the flight control

interaction through the inertia

structural

resonance

frequencies;

time delays which further degraded

these

handling

qualities and caused pilot-induced oscillations.
Advantages and Disadvantages
lhe

advantages

of

a

force

controller

reliability, and low parts count (3).
required

to provide the control

qualities

requirements.

information

from

a

in

its

In addition,

inherent

simplicity,

no force feel system is

force characteristics dictated by handling

However,

force

lie

the

lack

controller

can

of
be

explicit
a

control

significant

position

disadvaintage.

Although the human pilot is not a particularly accurate sensor of controller
displacement, the lack of any displacement cues can degrade the ability to
make smooth and precise
this lack of control
12

flight

position

and

main
and

flight

controller;

the

The

rotor

yaw

analogies

tip-path

control

rates

regimes,
former

presentation

of

or
this

An operational

were

in

plane

problem caused

conventional

orientation
remaining,

eliminated

beciuse

relationship
the

between

authority

takeoffs while the latter provides
large yaw

inputs.

position information was highlighted in the R.fs.

experiments.

displacement
certain

control

is

compensate for the loss of control

both

of

the

particularly

so

between

11 and
stick
pedal

important

use of

important

in

the force
for

slope

important information ,.;hen operating with

presence

information

and

cyclic

by

of

was

large

sideslip

provided on the

position cues.

angles.
instrument

A visual
panel

to

Problems due to the lack

of absolute collective pitch angle information were revealed in simulations
ccnducted to support the JVX development.
During takeoffs, autorotations, or
maneuvers at high Dower,

R-VI I -0

conventional collective stick position, as an analog

6

for collective pitch angle, provides important information to the pilot; as a
result, the original force controller used for vertical control inputs was
replaced by a small displacement controller.

"Jto
i•

Because of the lack of motion of a pure force controller, both trimming and,
in a two-pilot situation, control transfer become more difficult to
implement. With a sophisticated flight control system the need for manual
trim inputs may be eliminated by incorporating automatic trim logic in the
Similar logic may be incorporated to as;sist in control
control laws.
transfer to minimize aircraft transient response. However, in situations
with a degraded flight control system, trimming and control transfer may have
Low-force trim switches are required to eliminate
be performed unaided.
the possibility of inadvertent control inputs while trimming; in addition,
the rate of removal of steady trim forces must be carefully selected to
minimize any transients.
In a related aea of concern, any secondary control functions or selectors
mounted on the grip of a force controller must be implemented so as to
which might cause
minimize any hand motion or application of force
Low-force switches or buttons are a
inadvertent primary control inputs.
requirement with a force controller.
Results of Force/Deflection Studies

!

Results of
investigate

controllers

both fixed- and rotary-wing handling qualities research to
the relative benefits of force and displacement side-stick
indicate

significant

advantages

for

limited-displacement

In several fixed-wing flight investigations typified by
controllers.
Reference 15, an "optimum" region for force-deflection relationships was
Typically, isometric force
defined for two-axis side-stick controllers.
cintrollers yielded performance which was very sensitive to the control
sensitivity (aircraft response peýr unit of dpplied force) provided; adequate
r a very restricted range of control
performaince was only possible
sensitivities. As the amount of controller compliance increased, the region
of acceptable control sensitivities also increased to some maximum value.

7

R-VI I-11.

With further increases in controller deflection-per-unit-applied-force,
degraded handling qualities occurred with comments about excessive stick
motion requirements and overshoots in aircraft response.
The results of
these flight experiments were incorporated in a design guide for tvwu-axis
side-stick controllers used in fighter aircraft (16).
Aircraft design
experience also substantiates the limited-displacement requircement. The
original side-stick design for the F-16 prototype incorporated a virtually
zero displacement force controller (+0.030 in at the grip); subsequent
refinement for the production F-16 showed that a +0.2 in displacement was
desired for longitudinal control and a +0.10 in displacement was desired for
lateral contr3l.
A total of seven different four-axis side-stick controllers,

exhibiting

a

wide range of force-deflection characteristics, was evaluated for use in
helicopter terrain flight during the ADOCS Advanced Cockpit Controls/Advanced
Flight Control System (ACC/AFCS) simulaLor investigations (17-19).
It was
found that, as in the fixed-wing investigations, the introduction of a
limited amount of deflection in the pitch and roll axes yielded improved task
performance and handling qualities. Too much deflection resulted in comments
on sluggish control response and less precise attitude control.
Harmony
among the four control axes was also an important consideration; a controller
with two limited-deflection control axes (pitch and roll) and two rigid
control axes (vertical and directional) was judged to be only marginally
acceptaole. All pilots felt that deflection in all control axes improved the
ability to modulate single-axis forces, pr3duced less tendency for
overcontrol and anatomical coupling, and enhanced control precision for
high-gain piloting tasks such dS precision hover.
To compensate for the potential of an increased control input bandwidth with
a force-sensing controller, both the ADOCS and Canadian (20) side-stick
implementations included some pre-proc.ssing of the control force input
before it was used to drive the control systems.
A non-linear shaping
function, consisting of a dead zone (or breakout) and quadratic (Canadian) or
piecewise-linear (ADOCS)
control sensitivity functiorn, was employed to
provide arceptable levels of control sensitivity about zero force with
minimum coupling of control inputs while permitting large, short duration
R-VI 1-12
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inputs to be made without excessive control

force.

In addition,

to guard

against the response of the aircraft to sharp pilot inputs such as the rapid
release of large control forces, both systems incorporated techniques to
The Canadian system employed a 16 rad/sec first
order filter in each contrul axis while the ADOCS control laws included a
"derivative rate limiter" designed to limit peak accelerations for large
control inpF.ts without affecting control precision for small force inputs.
smooth the control input.

Summa ry

"Asummary of tOe advantages and disadvantages of a force-sensing controller
H

is presented below:
DISADVANTAGES

ADVANTAGES

I

High control input bandwidth
Simplicity
S

Susceptible to shard pilot inputs,
inertial forces, vibratory inputs

Reliability

Lack of control position information

Low parts count

Manual trimming and control transfer

No force feel system required

more difficuiL
Low-force buttons and switches required

I•

to prEvent inadvertent inputs
Small-displacement

force controllers have been shown to provide significant

handling qualities advantages over rigid controllers.

However,

the control

system software employed with this type of controller must include means to
compensate for sharp pilot iiputs and vibratory forces and to provide the
capability for tr 4 mning, both automatic and manual, and, in the two-crew
situation, control transfer.

Low-force buttons and switches are required for

any grip-mounted secondary controllers
control

or selectors.

position information may very well

The lack of explicit

be a problem under operational

conditions such as slope takeoffs or flight with large sideslip angles and
emergency conditions such as engine and flight control system failures.
4.

Separated vs.

integrated Controllers

For, the purposes of this discussion, fully "integrated" controllers are those
"Separated"
wh'ich combine all primary comitrol functions on a single device.
controllers are produced when one or more of these functions is removed from

N9
9
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the integrated controller.

Levels of integretion evaluated in both the ADOCS

and Canadi.n investigations range from a fully-integrated four-axis device to
a sepa-ated controller configuration consisting of a two-axis side-stick and
conventional collective and pedals. Two primary issuei are discussed in this
section:

1)

human factors requirements

for controller integratier, and 2)

handling qualities effects of the level of integration.
Human Factors Requtrements
Tnree "human

factors"

requirements related direc~tly to the

integration

of

multiple control axes on a single controller are discussed: the selection of
an appropriate controlled axis reference system,
and

compensation

for

human

pilot

grip design requirements,

characte,'istics

in

both

hardware

and

software.
A number of two- and 'three-axis hand controllers have been investigatrýo for
fightcrs,

spacecraft, and helicopters.

These controllers have uised a variety

of reference systems for the control inputs. The roll control axis has been
parallel to the forearm and beneath the hand in almost every controller
tested

With this roll axis, the most intuitively correct pitch control axis
is horizortal, perpendicular to, and intersecting, the roll axis.
This axis

system,

used

for the ccnventional

center

stick and

thie F-16 side-stick,

requires some forearm, motion for pitch inputs to a displacenment controller, a
poss'bie dizadvantage

in a high-g or vibratory environment.

As a result,

other pitch pivots which allow operation without arm movement, such as wristor palm-pivots, have heen ir.vestigated. Both the ADOCS and Canadian research
programs employed a rmore classic base-pivot set for pitch and roll to
minimize the risk inherent in a transition to a side-stick controller. The
ydw -,xis of control in a hand coitroller has been implemented in several
ways; the most prevalent has been the grip twist about the ver'tital axis of
t.he hand grip itself.

Alternatives,

such as a thumb lever to avoid the input

cross-coupling prahlems inherent in the grip twist approach, result in hand
fit problems and pilot fatigue
To maintain control input-aircraft response
compatibility, vertical control was effected through the application of pure
up and down forces in both the ADOCS and C.,iadian programs; a configuration

R-V I1-14
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evaluated

by

the

Canadians

using

twist

grip

as the vertical

input was

confusing and unacceptable.
Much

more

stringent

requirements

for grip

design

exist

for

integrated

The gr'p must be
controllers than for separated, conventional controllers.
shaped so as to assist the pilot in identifying the controlled axes by
it must be
providing a constant hand positic'r with respect to the grip.
designed to allow the pilot to make clean control inputs into each axis with
The original hand grip,
a minimum of inadvertent inputs into other axes.
supplied wiLh the isometric controiler evaluated by the Canadians, was found
to cause vertical-to-pitch and roll-to-yaw input cross-coupling; a redesigned
This new griD formed the basis
grip was found to be more acceptable (12).
the design of the integrated controller grip being implemented
ADOCS demonstrator helicopter.

in the

controllers,

become

for

Other

design factors,

while

important

for separated

The controller location, orientation,
for integrated controllers.
and acirest/wrist support design are crucial factors in determining the
pilot's ability to make3 smooth, uncoupled control inputs with a minimum of
The P.JOCS program has supplied a significant
effort and maximum comfort.
Finally, to compensate for
number of lessons learned in this regard.
critiLal

controller geometry effects, it may be necessary to
For
provide asypinetric control sensitivities in certain control axes.
example, the Canadian program revealed that it was significantly easier for
the pilot to produce an upward vertical force than a downward force using the
relativE arm/armrest/

four-axis controller configiration; a larger value of control sensitivity in
Additionally the ADOCS
the downward direction was provided as a result.
program provided a higher coi trol sensitivity in the yaw axis for a clockwise
directional inpat than for a counter-clockwise torque to compensate for a
similar human asyrr.etry.
Handl in.yQuatlities_ Effects of Controller Interation
A significant haodling qualities data base has been created to substantiate
an interactive effect which must be assessed during the LHX trade-off
the interaction between controller integration and level of
analysis:
l 1
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stability and control augmentation.
In general, fcr a given piloting task,
increasing levels of controller integration must be accompanied by increasing
levels of stability and control augmentation to ensure that performance and
handling qualities do not degrade. In the ADOCS ACC/AFCS simulations, it was
found that controller configurations which included a separated vertical
controller - with either a three- or two-axis side-stick - exhibited handling

qualities which were generally improved compared to the integrated four-axis
ccintrller configurations for the lower levels of stability and control
augmentaticn investigated. Separation of the vertica! controller eliminated
any inadvertent coupling of control inputs from the vertical to the pitch or
roll axes and reduced pilot workload for multi-axis tasks such as NOE
maneuvering. For the highcr levels of stability and control augmentation
investigated, handling qualities were less affected by the level of
controller integration; there wa- a general preference for si.ie-stick rather
than pedal control of the yaw axis, despite a tendency to couple yaw inputs
into the roll axis, because of the precise directional control which could be

achieved with a hand contrcller.
In a four flight-hour "validation" of the ADOCS simulatio1 - results for the
lower levels of stability and control augmentation conducted in the Canadian
Airburne Simulator,

6oeing Vertol pilots found that many of the simulation

results were substantiated by the flight evaluation. Pilot comments indicate
that the integrated four-axis side-stick created high workload dnd degrAded
flight path performance especially during the multi-axis maneuvering tasks.
The thrae-axis controller which incorporated pitch, roll, and yaw control on
the side-stick was the preferred controller configuration because of the
decoupiing of vertical control inputs and improved directional control. With
all stability and control augmentatiorn .emcved, a fully separated controller
configuration was required to perform a dtceleratin] approach to hover and
landing; the four-axis configuration resulted in an uncontrollable aircraft
for this task. Pilots indicated that they would have preferred conventional
displacement controllers for landing the aircraft in this cond;tiou.
From the handlinq qualifies investigations conducted in flight by the
Canadians, it ic dpparent that interated controllers are certainly feasible
and do not degrade aircraft hdndling qualities when compared to conventional
R-V!
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controllers for non-precision task's such as cruise flight and maneulvering at
situations

for precision flight tasks and high workload

Huwever,

altitude.

such as encountered in NOE flight, the ADOCS simulation studies and limited
flight validation results indicate that, unless high levels of stability and
augmentation

control

Sill
,

are

employed,

integrated

significantly degraded handiing quai ties compared
unfigurations.

controllers

can

cause

to separated

controller

A single, integrated controller may be a requirement for a single-crew LHX
SCAT in order to allow the pilot to perform the other supervisory and control
an experiment was
Accordingly,
functions required during the mission.
conducted

to

investigate the use of multi-axis side-stick controllers for

flight path ýontrol tcgether with a keyboard entry task using the free hand
(21).

4

The

results

sho,

that

keyboard

tasks

conversely,

performance of flightpath tracking and,
interferes with keyboard entry.

entry

interfere

with

the

that flightpath tracking

If a dEgradation in performance occurs,

the

use of a multi-axis controller to free a hand for mission management tasks

;'•
A

may not be appropriate.
SurimaryFlight

dnd

simulation

properly-designed

studies

have

limited-dispiacement,

shown

the

integrated

feasibility
controllers

of

using

for certain

relatively, routine flight tasks 'in two-crew rotorcraft with nominal levels of
stability and control auqgentation. However, for the mo.'e demanding flight
tasks typical of the LHX SCAT mission, unless high levels of stability and

f

2 •!

control
"

augmentation with a high degree of

separated

conrroller

configurations

are

relidbility

required

are incorporated,

for acceptable handling

qual i ties.
5.

Concluding Remarks

This paper has highlighted several significant advantages of emplcying a
integr'ted side-stick controller in certain areas,
limited-displacement,
including human factors and man-machine integration issues cuch as improved

13
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order

provide

to

crashworthiness and pilot comfort.

ingress/egress,

visibility,

acceptable

LHX

handling

with

qualities

in

However,
an

integrated

controller, high levels of stability and control augmentation with a high
degree of reliability are required; flight control or propulsiop system
failures may cause this acceptable aircraft to become uncortrollable.
Design criteria which include pilot-oriented requirements are crucial
of an acceptable

development
such as

controller

design,

and

location
design

grip

conventional controllers,

integrated controller configuration.
and

armrest

orientation,
buttons

including

and

and

switches,

are critical for integrated,

wrist

in the
Details
support

important

for

limited-displacement,

An equally important set of design criteria
force-sensing controllers.
involves the flight control system software employed with the controller; the
charactcristics of the cvntrol input pre-processing and the type of stability
and control augmentation system have a dominant effect on the suitability of
As with many other aspects of LHX cockpit design
a oarticular controller.
trade-offs, an effective analysis of controller issues must be based upon an
integrated application of principles and guidelines emplo-ed by several
communities including pilots, avionics engineers,

I

engineering psychologists,

control engineers, and human factors specialists.
6.
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INTRODUCTION

phase for the Light

As part of the concept development

US Army

(DCO),

the

that

US

was

Aeromedical

Army

the LHX Trade-Off

Dae:rmination (TODI.

summarles,

p:ovided

rather

conc'usions,

hazard and visual

issues

This input

(TOA).

to the

in

that only

rccommenda-ionrs

t

reaearch assessment.

analyyes present potential health

LHX cockpit design
tne TOD.

have been kPpt

operator

workload

issues

and visual display

Technical

references and

to a minimum in

order to make the

clearer for a nontechnical audience.

This
first

ani

physiology issues and

options as given in
discussions

(USAARL)

DCD requested

than a full quarntitative

The following qualitative

with respect

Laboratory

Research

requested

Alabama,

solaly upon LHX design options as presented

co be based

,tariv

Rucker,

Fort

LHX Trade-Off Analysis

for the

provide input

Center,

Aviation

Developments

of Combat

the Directorate

Family (LHX),

Helicopter

report

is

organized

section presents

health hazards

into four major sections.

, summary of the qualitative

, ummary of thi

ioic the LHX.
qualitative

The second

specifically with respect

designed

with a one-

presents conclusions
workload analyses.

to

section presents

to whether

or two-persorG cockpit.

the

a

LHX ahoald

The final saction presoncs

and outlines where quantitati%
to resolve aom2e

be

The third section

and recommendations with respect to

to be conducted

of

analyses of operator wor :load within

the LHX,

may have

analyz-s

and visual physiology issues with respegt

visual displays

for research

The

the LHX

the Implications

research assessment

LIX design

issues.
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HEALTH

HAZARD AND

VISUAL

PhYSIOLOGY ASSESSMENT

Potential
assessed
display

health

with

respect

hardware

Helmet

System.

recurring

These

to

assessment

analysis

considered

to

visu,1

be

conceptual

nature

the various
citations

are

The

report

a 4ide

degrees

vertical)

by

from

eye

health

in

AR

lack

Digpl

where

y

of actual

The

all

2

the

decrementa

or

are

aspects

of

reference

Cockpit)

visual

arpects

and

-

of

Known or

discussions

degrees

addition

favorable

movement

and

testing

and unfavorable

(Virtual

(100

in

ior a

performance

was described

view

hazard

needed.

Concept

lisplay
of

Brief

literature

40-10 wac

request

analysis,

tavorable

continually

fatc.gue

the

to the

visual

and/or

review of

due

listing

upon which

nccne.

known

applicable

outlinec

and

Integrated

aviation,

as

hazards

options.

field

outside

visual

upon

A standard

the trade-off

included

present-A

a brief

assessment,

of

pdnoramic

having

concept,

Advanced Aircrew

Army

physiology.

were

spe-Ific design parameters,

design

Panoramic

be

of

health
here

in

decrements

display

were based

and

qualitative

lack

summarized

the

inappropriate

equipment,

anticipated

and

issues

and

performarce

the panoramic

reports,

pectaining

and

analyses

hazard

laboratory

noncechni.zal

to

options,

hcalth

USAARL

hazards

eye

-

as

horizontal
display

to an
of

a single

by

refocusing

vie-'

concept
may

60

information

unaided

this

display

be

of

are

will
the

that

reduced

as

searching

for specific

visual

interarting

with aircraft

system displays.

requirement

for

to look

infcrmation,

outside

contact

therefore

will

or

attention

Hershenson,

j!

cause

view,

display

been

observed

Integrated

may be

out

and

trainer

by either

visual

the background

view in

investigators

cther

aircraft

under

conditions

attentional

requiring

However,

outlining

parameters

this

the

display/background

similar

on

or

pilots

the

indicated

that

-3

of

in

the

had

display

as
to

block

Air Force

visual

a
in

the A-7

and

particularly

the

displayed

been no formal

investigating

-

use

the

with the

(IHADSS)

a head-up display,

attentional

in

problem has

training

System

and

be

This

IHADSS display.

have

(Haber

eye or attempting

extensive

there

information

changes

The

has

situations

the pilot

problem occurs

equipped with

information.

It

during

the left

have

attention.

ver•d.

attention

the

upon an

significant

Rucker.

for

information

Should

Sighting

the

battlefield.

the display

and vice

Ft.

closing

display/background

f

at

the

simultaneously

view,

Display

maintaining

performance

upon

by USAARL investigators

AH-64 surrogate

indicated

in

1974).

missed,

of

visual

that

avoids

the cockpit
sight

in

not both

outside

This

display

either

Kaufman,

Helmet

difficulty

visual

etill

while

'inside'

conflicts

but

on the

battlefield

losing

experimentally

1973;

concentrating
visual

the

can focus

the outside

the

briefly

superimposing
scene

of

the pilot

been demonstrated
visual

vicual

intent of the panoramic display is to allow the pilot

to maintain

However,

variable

be minimized.

formats will

The

instruments and across

attempts

the seriousness
problem using

advanced

R-VIII-9

at
of

symbologles and panoramic display advanced technoiogies.
(Reducing pilot workload through the use of a panoramic display
will be discussed in

the second section.)

Mission Equipment Package (MEP)
Visual Display Hardware Options
A.

Panel mounted displays:

outlined in
placed in

These types of displays were

the MEP as multifunction display units that would be

a manner that would not obstruct the outside view.

Cathode ray tubes (CRTs)

currently constitute

the primary

technology available for panel mounted displays.

The favorable

aspects of CRTs include the capability for multicolor symbology,
high resolution,

high contrast,

pilot display needs.

and flexibility in

adapting to

Radiation should not be a health hazard.

Numerous studies and reports have indicated that properly
constructed CRTs are well below accepted safety standards for
emission of both ionizing and nonionizing radiation at normal
viewing distances (National
et al.,

Research Council,

1983;

Wolbarsht,

1980).

The unfavorable aspects of CRTs are:
1.

CRTs may not be easily integrated with dynamic

flight/weapon controls

(i.e.,

visual coupling).

Although head

position sensing systems could probably be integrated with CRT
technology,

normal CRT viewing distance would introduce eye

movements as a significant factor in determining where the pilot
was looking at any given time.
sensing for accurate

visual coupling with CRT panel mounted

displays.
-4R-VIII-10

This could require eye position

A minimum of 7 inches diagonal measurement

2.

normally accepted
1981).

However,

distance,

size standard
CRT size is

display

be displayed.

resolution,

is

the

for normal CRT use (Woodson,

highly dependent upon viewing
and the amount of information to

Resoluition and contrast might become a problem in

large CRTs.
3.

Eye strain and fatigue sometimes have

extended usE of CRTs in
functions
1980).

(DeGroot

admtnistrative

and Kamphuis,

1983;

or word processing
Grandjean and Vigliani,

This may be due to the dynamic nature

information on CRTs
flicker).

It

fatigue.

However,

Various

sometimes

scrolling of

of the display

text and screen

also may be due to excessive reading

for CRTs used in
4.

(e.g.,

resulted from

eya strain and fatigue have

and general

not been tested

Army aircraft.
types of visual afterimage

occured after CRT use.

effects

have

These ekfects are dependent

upon the type of phosphor used and the display intensity.
afterimages

are of short duration and are not usually regarded

as a severe problem.
considered
5.

if

However,

afterimage

effects

should be

CRTs are selected as a primary display tecnology.

Degraded

occur due to glare

B.

The

contrast and poor display readability may
from sunlight

Head-up displays

consist of a clear

or other intense light sources.

(HUDs):

panel mounted in

This type of display would
a head-up position upon

which visual display information would

be projected.

The visual

appearance

is

respect to

the pilot a large properly mounted HUD would subtend

of superimposed

-

5 -

images on the outside view.

R-VIII-11

With

a large field of view for information presentation.

The head-up

position also would reduce search time and eye fatigue that
could result from diverse or complex instrumentation.
An unfavorable aspect
therefore display
due to
of

is

that visual contrast,

readability,

would be disrupted to some extent

the highly variable background

the displayed

information.

and

(i.e.,

the oucside view)

For example,

color and coding

schemes that might produce high contrast with a forest
background may not with an open field or sky background.
Additionally,

display/background

as previously discussed

,or

visual attention disruptions,

the panoramic display,

may result

from using a HUD.

dpC.

Helmet nounted displays (HHDs):

These types of

displays would be similar to the current Integrated

Display Sighting System (IHADSS)

being used in

prototype HMD system as given in

the duman Factors

consisted of a binocular
of view virtual

HMD in

the AH-64.

order to implement

cockpit display system.

Helmet and

The

and MZP TODs
a wide field

This binocular HMD was

suggested as the primary visual displ&y system for the LHX.
present analysis concurs
the binocular HMD has

with the opinion given in

the greatest

meeting the display requirements
missions anticipated
binocular HHD are

a large

eye search strain,
and the display

for the LHX.

The favorable

field of view,

of visual information in
awareness

-6-

(to

for

for the wide range of
aspects

of a

virtual elimination of

visual coupling with flight/weapon

promote situational

R-VI 11-12

the TOD that

technological potential

necessary

The

controls,

such a way to best

be addressed

In

the next

section).

However,

there are several unfavorable aspects that would

be associated with the use of a binocular HMD.
1.

j

These are:

Variable contrast due to a changing background and

display/background

visual attention problems could affect visual

These issues were previously

performance in a binocular HMD.
discussed.
2.

The normal 20/20 field of view (i.e., where letters or

other symbology can be recognized)

when the bead is

and only the eyes are allowed movement is
degrees horizontally.

j

:a

4
rI

Therefore,

stationary

aproximately

100

a binocular HMD with at least

100 degree horizontal field of view would maximize the area
possible for usable information (i.e.,
However,

symbology)

display.

a wide field of view for information display,

nuch as

60-80 degrees vertically by 90-120 degrees horizontally,

may nol

be sufficient for tasks highly inflienced by information in
peripheral field of view.
nap-of-the-earth (NOE)

the

Efficiency and effectiveness of

flying or air-to-air combat may be

impaired because the pilot's peripheral field of view is
restricted by the binocular HMD.
3.

The weight and size of a helmet with binocular HMDs an

head position sensors may unnecessarily fatigue or cause injury
to the head/neck/shoulder
,

areas.

Power and interfacing cords

may restrict head movement or cause neck/shoulder injury.
4.

Visual afterimage effects may result from proximity of

the visual display to the eye and the long-term continual
display of visual information.
HMDs as the pilot cannot 'look

This problem may be severe for
away'

from the dispiay device.

"7"R~VZI -13

5.

Current generation HMDs (IRA")

do noC pose a

radiation hazard due to the low power voitages 4xsed in
projection CKT.

the

Should these voltages be greatly increased (to

meet some engineering constraint)
significant health hazard,

radiation could become a

particularly due to the proximity of

IIMDs to the head and eyes.
6.

A binocular HMD presenting a three-dimensional

information display may interfere with normal depth perception
of the outside view.
particularl)

in

This could d-grade visual performance

the case where the display depth does not match

the outside view depth,
'floating'

in

may occur in

creating the perception of symbology

front of the outside view.
judging aircraft

clearances (rotor and tail boom)

or determining spatial orientation.

R-VIII-14

Other interferences

Adsanced Aircrew Integrated Helmet System
The development of the Advanced Aircrew
System (HGU-56/P)
performance
of this

Integrated

Helmet

may have a large impact on both visual

and health hazards

system already

is

in

the LHX.

underway,

Although development

some brief

comments are

necessary.
The various laser,

nuclear flashblindness,

and chemical,

biological,

and radiological

(CBR)

included

this helmet mu~t

be compatible with whatever visual

in

display technology is
Human Factors TOD,

used in

It

systems to be

As discussed in

the

visual protection and enhancement

be stacked in

risks severe degradation
coding schemes.

the cockpit.

the various

devices simply cannot

protection

front of the aye.

of visual acuity,

contrast,

cb.,not be assumed that a visual

DoLag

so

and color
display

system with advanced symbology and color coding will necessarily
be compatiblc with laser,

flashblindness,

or CBR visual

protection.
The number of protection systems proposed
may make the helmet quite cumbersome
HMDs also are attached.
problem.
'A,

*

particularly

if

Neck fatigue and injury may be a

Reduced head mobility may occur from power and data

cables attached
problem in

and heavy,

for the HGU-56/P

to the helmet.

Heat stress also may become a

long duration missions or under certain environmental

conditions.

-

9

-
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COCKPIT WORKLOAD ASSESSMENT

The advanced
operational
pilot

technological

requirements

workload

features

and extended

of the LHX have forced

to be a significant factor

cockpit design of the LHX.

in

operation of the LHX within all
hhs been suggested

one-

in

or

to allow one-man

TOD that

conditions will be present

state-of-the-art

the present workload assessment
workload

the

wheLher

the Human Factors

and two-man cockpit configurations

according to current

of

anticipated mission scenarios.

strongly in

excessive pilot workload

determining

The devign question is

not workload can be reduced sufficiently

It

the concept

if

the LHX is

technology.
concentrated

highly automated systems in

in

both the
designed

Therefore,

upon the concept

of

order to determine

whether the goal of workload reduction will be met by the
program of

system automation proposed in

Mission Equipment

Package

TODs.

The workload assessment
(1)

a survey of

considerations

the relevent
as given in

proceeded

the TOD (Section

applied

The

(2)

to the design considerations,

and (3)

design

Human

Mission Equipmt:nt

a search
it

of relevant
would be

an analysis of

considerations would best meet the goals of reduced

and address

the one-

versus two-man cockpit

following presents a final nontechnical

workload

three stages:

F:

addressing the issue of workload as

which design
workload

Section E:

and LHX Mission Profiles),

literature

through

man-machine interface

Factors/Man Machine Interface;
Package;

the Human Factors and

assessments

question.

summary concerning

of the various proposed automated

10

-
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,

-

systems

and their anticipated

functional relations

tc the pilot(s).

Definition of the Concept Workload
The concept

"workload"

means of expressing
limited in
manner.

is

been used in

no widely accepted

High levele

determined

through systematic

decrements

during some

errors or other performance

task or set of

decrements

resulting

largely around information displays

from the man-machine
this type have

and making controls

revolved

end system controls.

errors and improvements

obtained by redesigning the cockpit
symbologies,

tasks.

concern has been with error3

The design questions of

Reduction in

definition of

theoretical

of workload are usually operationally

The traditional human factors

interface.

as a

an optimum or efficient

to perform in

workload.

and performance

many contexts

the idea that the human operator somehow is

his ability

There

has

in

performance

layout,

have been

changing

the display

compatible with human

operation.
An analysis of
performance
systems

the professional

limitations indicates

the issue of workload not

concern of the man-machine

literature

only includes

interface,

role in

That

limitations

is,

workload

involves

perception,

decision making,

other aspects of information

processing.

Specifically,

pilot

aircraft

primarily

capabilities,
performing

-

there ig a shift

skill-based

the

decision-maker,

human memory,

automating

in

the traditional

but also the use of

or Lxecutive

fashion.

human

that for highly automated

human operator In a managerial,
a aignificant

in

functicns

and

in

from the
to primarily

R-VIII-17

performing

knowledge-based

functions (Hart and Sheridan,

Rasmussen,

1983;

Statler,

1964;

Skill-based

functions

Van Cotti

imposes
to,

telazively

for example,

little

management

watching

the traffic

functions

and increase

However,

That is,

effectively
That

is,

the pilot is
(e.g.,

now required

Hopson,

are limited most in

Zachary,

knowledge-based
to interact with
and Lane,

terms of what

automated

1981).

they

can accomplish within knowledge-based

workload because

information

the pilot from skill-based

the role of the pilot in

machines
humans

the available

and a response strategy must be developed.

systems primarily release

"intelligent"

opposed

function_. are decision making or

Automated

functions.

the skill

or looking at store

types of functions where

must be analyzed

Once learned,

analogous

workload upon the person (as

Kno•ledge-based

sigra).

1984).

roughly can be defined as

to riding a bic~ycle or driving a car.

1984;

functions.

systems actually could increase pilot

the pilot's

tasks have become more

knowledge-based.

Panoramic
It

was suggested

in

Display

the TOD that some type of unitary

panoramic display be used on which all visual display
information will be presented.
means for diselaying

information

maximize situational

awareness,

information with actual battlefield
the panoramic

display

although there is

R-VIII-18

little

is

sound,
in

-

The purpose
in

to provide a

a head-up orientation

the compatibility
conditions.

of

to

the sensor

The concept of

and should enhance

the professional

12 -

is

literature

performance,
that

directly addresses
panoramic

12~

in

workload reduction through the use of a

display.

However,

which the panoramic disp1ay

display hardware
iThe

used,

is

implemented

as discussed

effectiveness

J

is

care should be taken in

in

of

from the
section).

of promoting full situational

Information

complex .attle

(apart

the previous

highly denendent upon the situation.

compression

the manner

In

situation in

awareness

The necessary

order to accurately

portray a

a single display would

require very

sophisti.,ated coding and format schemes in order to avoid
confusion

and minimize readability problems.

database

is

seriously deficient

for the display

of procedural,

information

that are

intelligent

systems.

presented

in

functions)

outlining design guidelines

factual,

and structural

used by highly automated
A complex battlefield

proper formats,

more cognitive

in

The human factors

remains

or artificially

situation,

even if

a complex situation,

information processing

will be necessary

types of

and

(knowledge-based

to understand

that Dituation.

Target Engagement/Fire Control
It

was proposed in

detection,

L

'be

A

automated.
attacks

¶

•tasks

acqui3ition,

identification,

This will be

and air-to-air

of

the TOD that the tasks of target

targeting intormation,
automatic

threat

the case for both grounG

engagements.

target seleccion,

and handoff
target
retain the

interpretation

manial override options.

deminds

terms of knowledge-based

-

13 -

of

of targeting information

with mission needs and status,

evaluating
in

The pilot will

fire commands,

integration

analysis

engagement,

and

These a-e significant
functions.

R-VIII-19

and

Navigational Systeas
Ao determined in

the TODi

hand-held maps'pioduce

unacceptably high levels of pilot workload.
workload factors

are

the map display method and how the pilot

communicates with the system in
parameters.
dieplays

Both digital

require

interpretive
information

order to input

.itmeric displays

high

levels

functions

in

presented

of knowledge-based

such displays.

In

is

has a

ery high visual workload component,

contour or NOE.

perfoimance
Simmons,

corbat

Krueger,

and Hofmann,

C ontour

flight

service

indicited in

featui'is,

simplv pointing
wishes
times
map

to go.

coded

is

the

that navigating

even with

flight and navigational
1982;

and flight to a combat

of aircraft

profiles).

position

destination,
Navigational

Sanders,

functions,

station

(as

A graphic

relative

obstacles,

input

C3

to terrain
and known enemy

could be accomplished

Best flight

However,

critical

in

path,

necessary headings,

and displayed automatically
the fashion in

which this

determining the effectiveness

speeds,
relative

information
of

the

operator.
NOE

flight

J-ViIl-20

by

to the location on the screen where the pilot

can be calculated

features.

addition,

more likely to be used in

support,

forceL; is needed.

and

1977).
is

waypoints,

overall

and Simmons,

the LHX mission

representation

deciphering

the coded

Studies have shown

that improve

(Cote,

map

the pilot differ dependliug upon whether

flight

aids

navigational

and projected

order to understand

in

navigational needs of

navi;, .. ional

The critical

is

used in

-

tactical combat

14 -

scenarios

where

and
to
is

aircraft
pilot

masking and surprise are miasion requirements.
needs information

surroundings.

highly relative

to his

that presents

real-tIme

upon the visible terrain (or

'through

obstacles

general

three-dimensional

For example,
the aircraft

presented on a CRT.

pilot from

display iv
images

based

where one can

or follow some other marker

the terrain features.
"fly" a symbol representing

A digital

FLIR projection)

either tly through a "window"
F

immediate

General headings and speeds may not be adequate

nor account for small terrain obstacles.
required

The

the pilot could

through a set of

The goal should be to release

the

the severe attentional demands of trying to maintain

headings

through terrain obstacles.

This

should be done

automatically.
i

The point being emphazised

,

is

that navigation must be

automated to as large an extent as possible.
would perform all

The ideal

required navigation computations

only the necessary heading and speed information
minimizes

interference

with other tasks.

should be able to automatically determine
positions or other navigational

•:il

communtcations.
'and

a way that

This system also
and record enemy

data during scout missions.

control

seems most appropriate

The Integrated

(ICNIA)

adjustments

outlined in

can be used

frequencies

to "tell"
-

15

Navigation,

Identification

the MEP require hands-on

in order to sele,:t

Voice control

for

Avionics Control System (IACS)

the Integrated Communications,
Avionics

1

and display

•Communications

Voice interactive

I

in

system

-

and type of radio.

the communication
R-VIII-21

system tc

MIN.

set the necessary parameters for communication with,: a unit,
%ircraft,

etc.

interaction
required.
voice

However it

is

critical

to develop the voice

so that a minimum of coding or verbal commanda
Not much would be gained

interactive

in

workload

are

reduction

system required verbal equivalents

if

the

of hands-on

functions.
Voice control and warning functiono may produce
auditory interference
warning occurs while
communication?

It

problems.

What happens

the pilot

is

is

conducting

if

limitations in

a verbal

a critical

a well established fact

severe human cognitive

Important changes

in

radio

that there

are

attending to multiple

sources of information through audition (Massaro,
259-319).

some

aircraft

1975,

pgs.

status or some critical

information may be missed because

the pilot was attending

some other auditory communication

function.

to

System Status Monitoring
With the exception
attitude,
need
in

altitude,

of critical

heading,

torque,

flight parameters
air speed)

to display any type of system status,

the monitoring

or decision

there

(e.g.,
is

little

nor involve the pilot

aspects of system status.

System

status most often involves the determination of when various
systems of the aircraft
The proposed
the pilot
and

automated

operating

status monitoring system still

to perform the knowledge-based functions

the determination

corrective

are within acceptable

of the necessary

action also must be

workload nay increase

R-VIII-
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if

corrective

levels.

requires
of diagnosis

accion.

implemented by the pilot.

The
Pilot

the monitoring system displays every

-
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unusual e 7ent or initiates warning signals in

situations where

the pilot cannot handle the necessary corrective decisions or
actions.

A simple multifunction display,

while reducing the

number of instruments in the cockpit,

does not necessarily

reduce the knowledge-based functional

requirements,

therefore

the workload,

The
systems

Aircraft

Surviv-bility

increase

in

has

the

the

large

Equipment
and

concern is

ASE systems will have.
reduce workload,

be

concurs

automated

pilot

to as

should not be

that can be

but will have the effect of

impact

order

oneself

to save
during

combat

Aircraft
A significant
pilot
It

impact automated

Automation will be necessary

psychological

aircraft.

the

in

analysis

the psychological

functions from the pilot's

the

present

decisions

countermeasure

increase

the ASE must

survivability

that

of

automatically.

A secondary

occurs

(ASE)

large

This means

any countermeasure

accomplished

a

The

that

as possible.

1984).

sophistication

functions.

TOD recommendation

in

(Statler,

to produce

pilot

an extent

included

the pilot

number

potential

knowledge-based
with

of

and

of not being

able

may Increase

the

point in

can be

order to

removing

control.
to easily

The
intervene

anxiety

that

in

normally

missions.

Flight Control

still

in

the

maintains
argued

-

that
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Systems

analysis
flight
flight

of pilot
control

workload

of

control

is

the LHX
is

largely

R-VIII-23

a

skill-based function much the same as riding a bicycle or
coutrolling a car is

The implication is

a skill.

that

automating flight control through stabilization systems or hover
and hold systems may not necessarily reduce workload in
significant manner (e.g.,
workload in

Sanders,

et al.,

1978).

a

The high

flight control occurs in watching for other traffic

or following a specific route,

which translate3

into either

gross or precise levels of aircraft control and manuever
depending on the flight profile.
relevant example.

NOE flight is

The pilot must watch continually for and

avoid small terrain obstacles aud enemy action,
high precision in

a particularly

thus forcing a

the control and manuevering of the aircraft.

Workload can be reduced and flight control improved by providing
aids to these types of knowledge-based functional components of
flight control.

RVIZ1-24
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COCKPIT WORKLOAD

7

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Anticipated
the one-

versus two-man

analysis of
A ,pilot

pilot workload wis evaluated with respect
cockpit design question.

the LHX automated

indicates

in

The present

systems and their relation to the

that a high level of workload will exist.

primary i.eason for this conclusion is
workload

that the amount

highly automated systems

extent of knowledge-based
order to interact

to

functions

is

related

The

of

directly to thE

the pilot must perform in

with the eystem effectively and efficiently.

/

Although a large
automated
still

in

number of skill-based functions will be

the LHY,

require

the automated

some significant decision-making

interaction with the pilot.
decLease workload
it

in

in

of

countermeasure

That is,

the advanced

but significantly

the ilexibility

sensor,

could Increape.

functions,

At the least,

with situations where

weapou,

implying

communication,

the workload in
error

the pilot often might be

faced

decisions

or actions would

eitner not be made on time or result

in

On the basis of

recommended

designed with at

it

is

least a two-pilot

should not be

some unsafe compromise.
that the LHX be

cockpit.

The emphasis placed on the shift
to knowledge-based

from skill-based

functions due to specific types

construed

as an argument
-

19
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and

that pilot

some necessary

this analysis,

increase

and expanded

systems of the LHX will increase

terms of knowledge-based

,*

level of

The proposed automation will

some respects,

other respects.

capabilities

systems proposed for the LHX

functions

of automation

against automating the
R-VIII-
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LHX.

It

is

an argument

for the further use of automation in

"ways that complement the advpnced seiusor and weapons-oriented
automation now proposed for the LHX.
functions

should be automated in

currently proposed
This could be in

The knowledge-based

ways that complement

automation of

the skill-based

functions.

the form of pilot decision aids along with some

capability for high level decision-making.
used to remove the pilot
The type of automation

It

also could be

from certain decision loops altogether.

that would replace knowledge-based

functions moot often is
However,

the

referred

the state-of-the-art

in

to as artificial

intelligence.

this field may not yet be

"sufficiently advanced for automating knowledge-based functions.
I.

is

this type of technology

to have a single-pilot
some artificial

cockpit.

intclligence

bring the LHY

closer

suggestions were not
Automatic

1.
TOD calls
flight.

the LHX in

automation possibilities

control:

These

the TOD.

As already discussed,

to retain control of

so automated
in

control

the

the aircraft's
depending

profile and the degree of precision necessary

control.

aircraft

order

that would

oPeration.

included as options in

flight

in

This could produce high levels of wvrkload

flight

that

needed

The following briefly outlines

to single-pilot

for the pilot

upon the flight

be

that is

Therefore it
that

is

suggested that

flight

control

the pilot actually need not control

times of high workload.

in

the

The automated flight

system can be interfaced with the navigation system so

the pilot only.nee'.

actual flight

tien is

"tell"

the aircraft where

completed automatically.

then become more of

a commander

R-VIiI-26
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than a 'flyer'

to go and the

The
of

pilot would

the aircraft.

is

survivability
more

of

the

compromise

might

that

Automatic

3.
presented

in

have to be

of automta~t-on will

unusual

automated.
status

These knowledge-based

events.

functions

is

the

time

only

The

when some

performed.

knowledge-base4

functions,

monitoring

system status
account

for

vother workload

have

if

is

critical

suifficient

real-time

the pilot's

signals are useless

it

be

to

or

could be

included

action not

corrective

Tn order

must be

control

functions

need

pilot

perform

warnings

status

for system

correction

and

tc

required

is

still

pilot

the

As

correctinn:

and

diagnosis

status

system

th? TOD,

system diagnosis

to

type

this

the

However,

completion.

action

some

requi,e

they

assessed.

carefully

*

mission
of

impact

psychological

/

taken unless

countermeasures

part

not be

need

The pilot

countermeasures).

often•

is

it

automatically

be handled

and could

nature

passive

electronic

(e.g.,
of

a

Although

mission completion,

for

eisential

battlefield

2000 doctrine.

Battle

by AirLand

anticipated

scenario

of

the type

in

accomplished

be

can

the mission

how

the mission and

of

parameters

on the

concentrate

should

pilot

The

survivability/countermeasures:

aircraft

Automated

2.

control.

pilot

direct

requiring

instances

for those

the cockpit

in

be included

still

Flight cortrols could

ir. system
under

system

reduce

the

pilot's

that

the

automatic
intelligence

artificial
workload

demands.

Warning

the pilot cannot properly respond due to

factors.

-
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IMPLICATIONS FOR RESIARCH

The LHX is

intended

capability necessary
battlefield

to provide the flexibility

for survival

anticipated

and

and mission completion

by the AirLand Battle

these gnals,

design requirements

push the limits of technology,

not oaly will

machine,

but will

'intelligent'

questions

of a relatively

Accordingly,

as

The pilot

'passive'

biomedical research

should be directed toward answering

and resolving

determined

but a new

become the manager of a sophisticated,

system.

dtvelopment

In

the engineering

will have to be established.

will be no longer the controller

the

2000 doctrine.

order to accomplish

man-machine relationship

in

relevant

the unknown

the anticipated problems
for the realization

of

and

that now can be

such futuristic

systems.
Within the mission of USAARL,
aspects of human factors
two primary
questions
The

still

and human performance

line of

research would concern

As outlined here,

are

to address

the symbiotic
the man and the

rhe pilot will be required

perform more knowledge-based,

managerial

types of

to

functions.

sophistication resulting from artificial

intelligence,

the operator will become more of a

the machine.

There are several

co-ild be addressed

in

specific research

'partner'
questions

support of LHX and post-LHX systems.

Among them are:
R-VIII-28-

there

for LHX and post-LHX systems.

that will be established between

With increasing

issues,

research that may be needed

unresolved

first

relationship
machine.

lines of

which !.ncludes biomedical

22
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with
that

or decisional,

Uhat knowledge-based,

1.

capabilities

should be automated and what should be left

vp to the human?

Where and when can the pilot be effectiveiy

replaced?

Increasingly,
not

it

is

becoming

evident

only are humans limited in

present research

their decisional

but machines also are limited (even
their computational

in

of the most efficient

decisional

relation must be established.

to what is

and information processing?

decision aids

take?

It

required

in

The

ano reliable man-machine

Where and when can decision aids enhance

capabilities

in

to certain decisions.

parameters

2.

capabilitier,

the super computers)

capabilities relevant

order to compute optimal solutions

that

pilot

What form should these

may be necessary or desirable to let

the

pilot make certain types of decisions even though his efficiency
may be extremely low.

The machine may be able

though the pilot will have
3.

to help.

even

the final word.

Which human cognitive limitations

are most relevant in

determining how well the pilot functions within highly automated
workspaces?
limited in
cognitive

Basic research has indicated
memory,

perception,

functions.

limitations be

In

and many other higher level

what manner,

compensated

that humans are

for through

if

any,

the use of automation?

The second major line of research would
,

interface

between

the maa and the machine.

"even current technology to be used in
pilot's
extent

effective

should these

concern the actual
It

evident

input to such an

could become a serious problem.

Several specific queptions should be addressed.

-
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that

the LHX will extend the

sensory range and information

that information overload

is

R-VIII-29

I*

in

order

ROv should

various

to provide

a

conditions

(i.e.,

How should

the

pilot

how is

repr-sentation
situational

integrated

Advanced

intelligence
of

of

be

integrated

the battlefield

awareness

to be achieved)?

information be displayed

Information

present*ing

types

or

three-

and

simulated
J.

to

maximize

of

pilot,

all

into

limitatLona

account
on

procedural

How are

systems?

visual

displays,

be used?

Does
It
of

level

future

basis.

-24

is

-

those
the

presentation

self

evident

efficiency

appropriate

and

displays

weaknesses

this

systems might be

and providing

or

displays?

can

The

What

for

world views best displayed

an individual

R-VIII-30

communication

pilot?

range

intelligence-based

and minimize

for

desired

capability

or

strengths

same.

the

or efficient

artificial

'personalized'

the

a wide

information.

the

benefit

significantly

taking

types

status

factuai,

and

control,

to enhance

specific

not

through

arttficial

of providing

effective

structural,

two-dimensional

Whiat

generated

than just

four-dimensional
in

coupled with

capable

are most

of

available

or command,

be

rather

types

sensor

systems,

will

formats

the

information

a

sensor

analyses,

symbologies

are

'true'

of information

performance?
2.

of

sources

method
that

people

fighting

achieved

only

compensations

by
for

/
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NUCLEAR,

BTOLOGICAL, AND CHEMICAL (NBC) CONTAMINATION PROTECTION,
DETECTION, AND DECONTAMINATION CONCEPTS ANALYSIS

FOR THE LIGHT HELICOPTER FAMILY (LHX)

1.

INTRODUCTION.

The official public policy of the Soviet Union is one of international
limitation and control of nuclear, biological, and chemical (NBC) weapons.
There is evidence, however, that the official policies are iguored when the
Soviets are directly or supportively involved in military
conflicts.* 6 Soviet-backed forces have reportedly used chemical weapons as a
means to destroy whole villages of H'mong tribesmen in Laos.
Evidence also
points to the use of chemicals in Cambodia.
More recently, there have been
indications that Soviet occupation forces In Afghanistan are using chemical
agenLs in an attempt to neutralize the resistance of the Afghan
patriots. 5 , 6 One of the widest disparities between North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) armed forces and those of the Warsaw Pact nations is in
chemical warfare capabilities.
In chemical warfare, the greatest tactical
advantage actrues to the nation with rhe greater capability.
History has
shown that when such a disparity has e-:isted, it has generally been exploited,
as in Laos and Afghanistan.
The Soviets have employed and are expected to continue to employ NBC
weapons.
Their vast arsenal of NBC weapors aad delivery systems has considerable range and mobility.
NBC weapons are relatively cost effective compared to tther weapons and can be delivered by artillery, missiles, bombe, or
aerial spray systems.
The Soviets are well-equipped and prepared to fight an
offensive conflict in an NBC environment.
Soviet doctrine emphasizes surprise attack and a massive offensive effort
to rapidly penetrate the defender's main line of defense, to encircle pockets
of resistance, and to thrust into the rear area.
The advantages of using NBC
weapons to accomplish the Soviet ofZensive objectives are numerous.
Chesical
agents, biological agents, and radiological hazards can be used to kill
or
incapacitate an enemy while leaving terrain, buildings, military equipment,
and supplies intact.
Such weapons can also be ujed to contaminata selected
terrain, thereby creating a barrier that hinders free tactical movement and
channel.s maneuver forces.
To enhance their capability to fight and survive in a chemical environment, the Warsaw Pact nations have fielded a wide range of NBC offensive and
protective systems including personnel protective clothing and detection,
identification and decontamination devices.
The net result is a formidable
capability to fight and survive in an NBC environment.
The future battlefield may be characterized by the extensive use of NBC
weapons, particularly during the initial
attack.
The forward live of own
troops (FLOT) will most likely be hit with nonpersistent Agents while more

R-ix- 8
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persistent agents may be used further to the rear on secondary troop posiassembly areas, supply depots,
tions, counterattack approaches, reserve
7
45
,
airfields.
and
locations,
artillery
Army aviation, especially the new LHX, can expect to encounter more conAviation assets will not only be
taminated areas than most ground units.
located itear or with ground troops but will also fly missions in or through
The tactical mobility of aircraft allows them to cover
Scont.minated areas.
considerable ter:ain in a short period of time, enabling them to encounter and
If the LHX is
fly through several contaminated areas during a single misi.on.
to be successful in future combat, it must Le designed to protect the aircrew,
to limit contamination of the aircraft and its weapons, and to aid in decontamination. Defensive measures must be designed into the LHX to prevent an
or ground crew workload, to maintain a high level of crew and
increase in air
mission effectiveness, and to minimize the Army's manpower and training
The purposes of this analysis are to assess the threat to Army
requirements.
aviation, specifically to the LHX, posed by the use of NBC weapons; to examine
the effect of those weapons on creu performance; and to evaluate available
techniques to reduce the impact of NBC weapons on the LHX mission effecThis analysis uses the deficiencies outlined in the Army Aviation
tiveness.
Mission Area Analysis as a baseline, supplemented with the LHX Trade-Off
The
Determination (TOD) and other current NBC evaluations and field tests.
goals outlined in AR 70-71, Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical Contamination of
Arm)y Materiel, were also addressee.
2.

HUMAN PERFORMANCE.

an NBC attack
a.
General.
Degraded aircrew performance during and a'ter
depends on the quantity, magnitude, and type of weapons and agents, as well as
the distance personnel are located from the point of employment and the level

Because of the wide variety and complexity
of individual protection provided.
of the effects of each specific type of weapon and agent, a detailed discussion is

not included in

this analysis.

This discussion is

limited to an

overview of the overall impact each type of weapon system has on human perforIn general, the effects of NBC weapons on soldiers include physical
mance.
discomfort, psychological stress, nausea, burns, flashblindness, loss of
consciousness, disorientation, and death. All of these factors contribute to
degraded soldier performance and reduced mlssion success.
b.

Nuclear.

The use of nuclear weapons not only causes damage to

vehicles, buildings, and supplies, but also degrades soldier performance and
The effects that most impact an aircrew fall into four
causes casualties.

•will
0

categories-- blast, nur.lear radiation, thermal radiation, and flashblindness.
Sach has a different effect on the human body and performance levels which
be described in subsequent paragraphs.
High-pressure blast waves that occur seconds after a detonation create
environmental overpressures which can cause immediate death or injury to

individuals by their crushiai
in

effect.

Sudden compressions of the body result

the collapse of the thoracic and abdominal walls,
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as well as the membranes

UNCLASSIFIED
of the ear.

These compressions can produce hemorrhg&e and ruptures of the

lungs and eardrums.
A temporary loss of consciousness has also been &saociated with a nuclear blast. The net result could be a fatality, a casualty
that requires medical attention, or, at a minimum, a degradation in soldier
performance. , 1 0
II
The '.ipd blast from a nuclear detonation also indirectly effects human
performance adversely. The danger is caused by flying objects picked up by
the wind and thrown randomly about the battlefield. The high-speed winds prop41 small objects like glass, tree limbs, or debris at great speed, turning
them into potentially lethal missiles.
Data obtained auring nuclear weapon
tests reveals that, at relctively low-peak overpressura values, small glass
fragments and stones can reach veloc!ties of 285 feet per second (fps).
Large
missiles, weighing approximately 10 pounds (ib), can cause :oncussions and
skull fractures at impact velocities as low as 15 fps.
The wind from a
nuclear detonation can also physi;.ally throw exposed ind'viduals several
hundred feet.11
Thermal radiatiou caused by a nuclear explosion causes injuries in

two

ways--by direct absorption of the thermal energy (flash burns) and by fire
caused in the environment.
Close to the explosion, the thermal output will be
so gre&t that all objects will be incinerated. At greater distances, the
burns received by personnel will range from a mild sunburn to extensive thirddegree burns, 1 1
Individuals may rapidly become incapacitated and require
medical tteatment.
The aircraft
itself
and the aircrew's clothing will
afford
some protection but the airc.rews exposed skin areas (like the face) will
be
adversely affezted.
Second-degree burns around the aviator's
eyes can easily
cause him to loae his visuel capabilities.
The pain of skin burns will
also
be detrimental to human performance.
Radiation emanating from a nuclear explosion has a somewhat different
effect.
The effects
of radiation
on humans are primarily deterioration
of the
body's blood cells,
bone marrow, gastrointestinal
systems, and the central
nervous system.
Unlike other nuclear effects,
radiation may cause casualties
without readily apparent symptoms.
The radiation components harmful to humans
are outlined in figure 1.
At radiation
levels of 650 cGY or more, the effects
are lethal;
individuals are incapacitated within minutes and remain functionally
impaired for days, until
death occurs. 1 2
Even at
low levels of
radiation,
the near-term effect
on the human--nausea, vomiting, headache, dizziness, and disorientaticn--will
reduce effectiveness,
particularly
on a pilot
attempting to fly
and fight
in an Army helicopter.
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Radiation
Component

Total
Accumulated Dose
(cGY)

Gamma rays
and neutrons

150

No lethal effect but may cause vomiting and nausea with a predicted
5-percent casualty rate.

650

Lethal--bone marrow does not produce
blood cells--with possible death in
several weeks.

3,000

',000

Beta particles

Detrimental Effects
on Humans

Immediate temporary incapacitation;
personnel areg incapacitited within
5 minutes, remain so 30-45 minutes,
and then recover but are functionally
impaired until death in 4-5 days.
Immediate
personnel
5 minutes
demanding
1-2 days.

permanent incapacitation;
are incapacitated within
and remain so for physically
tasks until death in

Skin burns on contact; hazardous if
ingested.
Not considered tactically significant.

Alpha particles

Hazardous if ingested; many alpha
emitters mimic biologically active
3lemants and are preferentially bound
to specific organs.
Not considered tactically significant.

*

4

Figure 1.

Radiation components harmful to humans.
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Flashblindnas3 and retinal burns are perhaps the most far-reachiiug effects
of a nuclear expiosion with temporary effects on the aircrew extending out
much further than the overpressure, wind blast, and thermal radiation impact.
Flasholindness is the temnorary loss of vision caused by the initial brilliant
flash of light produced by the nuclear detonation.
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During daylight, it

may take the eye up to 2 minutes to recover from

flashblindness.
At night, the situation is mote devast.ting; loss of full
night dark adaptation can last 30 minutes or more.11
These recovery periods

are unacceptable when flying an aircraft. Retinal damage caused by the direct
and indirect viewing of the high-intensity flash is more severe than
flashblindness.
In retinal burns, the damage is permanent.
A portion of the
retina of the aviator's eyes car. be impaired, creating a blind spot in the
visual

'jld

of both eyes.

A I-megaton, multiburst yield nuclear attack, spread randomly over a division area, has been estimated to destroy 7 percent of the rotary wing aircraft
by blast while 83 percent of the unprotected airborne pilots will experience a
level of fl&shblindness that could result in a crash. 1 3
With a 50-kiloton
yield at 1,000 feet above the ground, aviators will be blinded for 5 seconds
or more during the day, within a 14.3-nautical mile (rnm) range of the burst

and as far away as 32.5 nm at night. 1 3 , 14 During nap-of-the-earth (NOE)
flight, flashblindness for a number of seconds could be disastrous.
The
overall effect of flashblindness will certainly have an adverse effect on
human performance.
c.
Chemical.
The overall effect that chemical exposures will, have on
human performance is dependent on the extent and type of the chemical used,
the exposure time, the breathing rate, and the measures taken to protect the
soldier.
The major chemical threats that the aircrew can expect to encounter during
combat including blood, nerve, choking, and blistering agents in the form of
gases, aerosols, and liquids, are depicted in figure 2.
The effects of chemicals on aircrews vary from mild irritation to incapacitation and death.
For
example, if the crewmember is exposed to nerve agents when wearing normal
flight clothing, the physiological impact varies from nausea and vomiting to
unconsciousness and eventually death.
The casualty rate under those conditions would completely destroy combat effectiveness.
Even when the chemical
atzack results in a lesver degree of degradation, the aircrew may be unable to
fly the aircraft and to perform their mission.
They may very well end up
under medical care for days or months.
A major concern for the aviator in the
NBC environment in miosis.
Extremely small concentrations of chemical agents,
especially nerve agents, 4 reaching the eye can induce pain and cause the
individual's pupil to constrict, thereby causing diminished vision.
A reduction in visutl capability can have a catastrorhic impact within seconds.
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d.

Biological.

Biological agents consist of living microorganisms much

like those that create normal illness in humans and animals.
Toxins are the
by-products of living microorganisms that react similarly to chemical agents
in the human body.
Figure 3 reflects some of the typical biological agents

that may be used in war. Most biological agents differ from, chemical agents
in their reaction time.
Chemical agents and toxins tend to have an adverse
effect on the individual in a few minutes; with biological agents, other than
toxins, there is a considerable delay (hours to days) from the time the individual is exposed to the agent until symptoms appear.
Due to that time delay,
biological agents are expected to be used over a widespread area, possibly
before a major conflict.
Their application, in a tactical sense, is expected
to be very limited.
'.ithough Army aviation, as a member of the combined arms
team, must be concerned with biological agents, the impact on the system
design of the LHX Is not expected to differ much from that applied to chemical
defense.

Main Group

Subgroup

klacteria

Anthrax,

Rickettsias

Queensland fever, Rocky Mountain spotted fever,
other types of spotted fever

Viruses

Yellow fever,

Fungi

Coccidiomycosis,

Toxins

Botulism,

Figure 3.

3.

plague,

brucellosis,

typhoid,

dysentry

smallpox, encephalitis
blastomycosis

staphylococcus,

mycotoxins

8
Bacteriological and biological agents. ,

9

NBC DEFENSE.

a. Approaches.
Some type of defense is needed if aviation personnel are
to fight and to perform effectively in a contaminated environment.
Four
approaches--avoidance, collective protection, medical measures, and individual
protection (figure 0)--are currently envisioned to provide soldiers protection
from the adverse effects of NBC weapons.
All four approaches have merit, but
each has inherent limitations and none alone provides the ultimate answer.
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Avoidance:

Avoid

the contaminated area.

Administer immunizations and pretreatinents to
Medical Measures.
individuals prior to an attack and antidotes after the attack to counters
the agents' effects.
Provide individual protective suits to allow operaIndividual Protection:
environment.
contaminated
in
the
tion
Collective Protection: Remain in protective shelters or sealed vehicles
that prevent contamination from reaching individuals.

Figure 4.

b.

NBC Jefenae approaches.

Contamination Avoidance.

The most effective means to prevent casualties and the debilitation of
aviation personnel during an NBC attack is to avoid the threat completely.
some cases, aircraft may be able to fly around contaminated areas and still
accomplish theit mission.

In

The option of avoidance wi&, however, only be successful if aviation.
The
units and aircraft are warned In time to avoid the threatening agent.
location of contaminated areas must be accurately identified before the
Standoff contamination detection devices,
aircraft enters those areas.
report, are required for the LHX to use the
in
this
later
discussed itt detail
option cf coiLamination avoidance.
Contamination avoidance "e a valuable tactical option that can increase
Other NBC defensive
combat effectiveness during som2 battles, but not all.
during periods when
aircrew
LHX
to irotect the
measures need to be employi,
ntess.
they must fly into contami;.atei
c.

Medical Measures.

To overcome the adverse effects that NBC weapons have on human performance, pretreatments or antidotes can be used before and after exposure to
agents.
Biological warfar,! casualties can be reduced if soldiers are immunized
Agents used in biological warfare spread diseases like those
pvioc to attack.
"that are found in various parts of the world today--typhoid, influenza, and
Some of the effects of biological agents can be
anthrax, to name a few.
countered by promoting good hygiene among the troops, but immunization seems
Because of the wide variety of diseases, the biological
to be more effective.
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agent most likely
to be used must be known so that personnel can be provided
the proper immunization.
The field
commander muat rely heavily on inteliigence sources and monitor local water and food supplies for that
information.
Piltection
or immunization against chemical agents Is znot quite as effective as for biological agents.
Pyridostigmine, available in pill
form, if
taken a shoat cime before nerve agent exposure, will reduce the probability of
death and will
protect
the soldier's
health but will do little
to maintain his
maximum combat effectiveness. 1 6
Atropine and pralidoxime,
tie more widely
available self-administered antidotes for chemical agents, will
save the lives
of individuals who have received lethal
doses of a nerve agent and will reduce
the

et-verity of sublethal doses

However,

side effects

ac'rommnodation,

like

if

administered

nausea,

vomiting,

and pain could result

in

immediately after

disorientation,

exposure.

loss of visual

degraded performance.

A second and possibly more serious problem arises when the individual
inadvertently administers excessive atropine or other antidote when not
actually
subjected to a nerve agent.
Premature multiple Injections may cause
the individual to become incapacitt.t-d by the antidote itself.
A review of
17

indicates

the effects

that

possible perfor-mance

such

therapeutic compounds have on man16,

decrements

which include

increased

rates, reduced visual accommodation, dizziness, sleepines3,
reduced cognitive capability
for
multiple doses.

fatigue,

heart
and

Generally, when considering the medical evidence concerning chemical and
biological agent prophylactic and antidote measures currently available to
the use of medical measures as an NBC
Army aviation, one can conclude that
and may boost the morale of the
save lives, reduce casualties,
defense will
sign.'On the other hand, the decrement in human performance is still
troop:.
ficantly
high and reduces mission effectivaness.
Research efforts
are
this
time,
currently ongoing to improve pretreatments and antidotes, but, at
to collective or individual NBC
they do not appear to be a viable alternative
protection in the LHX.
d.

Individual Protection.
(1)

Current systems.

Individual protective
clothing has received considerable attentioa
as a
The
means to provide the required chemical protection for aviation personnel.
major argument for emphasizing this
type of protection within the Army is that
roldters
cannot always fight
from a collective
area or vehicle and therefore
This philosophy has been carried over to Army
need individual protection.
premise--that the likelihood of keeping chemicals outaviation on a similar
For example, an aircraft
is very difficult.
crew station
side the aircraft
returning from a mission may have to land in a contaminated area and the pilot
may have to leave the aircraft.
In doing so, the inside of the cockpit could
picking up
aircraft
The same would be true of utility
become contaminated.
are not designed to
Our current aircraft
troops from a contaminated area.
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prevent agents Zrom entering the cockpit, so they could easily be contaminated
in a matter of seconds when flying through a vapor cloud or toxic rain or when
just sitting on the ground.
Lie protective clothing approach does, however,
introduce many and severe handicaps on the human operator resulting in
degraded human performance.
The aviator's current N3C protective clothing (figure 5) consists of a
standard flight suit, a chemical protective overgarment, a protective mask,
the standard SPH-4 helmet with chemical h,:od, a set of protective overboots,
and a set of chemical agent-resistant gloves,
This version of protective gear
has been in the inventory for more than 10 years.
Depending upon the anticipated threat, the mission-oriented protective posture (MOP?) may be varied to
provide flexibility in mission accomplishment.
The various MOPP levels of
protection and associated protective clothing worn are summarized in figure 6.
MOPP selection for a given time period is based on the threat, the mission,
vulnerability, and weather.
The theater commander hopefully orders MOPP 1
before the use of chemical agents while MOPP 4 is used if an attack o'curs or
is imminent. 1 8
Aviation personnel must fly in MOPP 4 whenever the ground forces are in MOPP I.
The reason for thi3 policy is the difticulty in, and sometimes impossibility of, aviators donning protective gear in time to prevent
impairment or death while flying an aircraft.
Aviators nay have little
time
to don protective equipment before they are disabled by agents.
The period in
which aviation personnel are expected to be in HOPP and to continuously wear
the NBC protective ensemble may be from 2 to 12 hours.
If properly fitted,
the current cheminal protective clothing does provide a life-saving function
and allows aviation missions to be accomplished at some degree of
effectiveness; however, nunurorls problems have been reported that severely
degrade human performance.
The reported problems with the current NBC
ensemble have highlighted heat streis, but they also include restricted movement of the torso, head, legs, and arms; a lack of mantual dexterity; a
restricted field of view; optical distortions in the mask lens; the inability
to eat or drink; the need to partielly remov:e the cloching to defecate; the
incompatibilities with aircraft and other life-support- equipment; and difficulty in safely removing contaminated clothing.
Each of these is treated in
more detail in the following paragraphs.

e7
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Figure 5.

AviqtoiL

NBC protective clothing.
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MOPP

0

Overgarment

Carzied
Worn open or closed
based

2

on

Carried

Carried

Carried

Carried

Carried

Catried

Carried

Worn with hood open or
closed based on
temperature

Carried

temperature

Worn open or closed

Worn

Worn open or closed
based on temperature

J

Worn
..

4

Gloves

Carried

ba3ed on temperature

3

Mask/Hood

.0verboots

..

Worn closed

Worn

Worn with hood closed

Worn

Carried

Carried

Mask worn

Carried

Mask

Option

Figure 6.

MOPP levels.

One of the major limitaticns imposed by protective clothing is related to
1 9
hteat stress.
-25
The current chemical threat dictates
that the protective
clothing be designed and constructed so that it will prevent chemical agents
from penetratirg through the garment.
In doing so, an effective barrier
is
also established whi:h reduces the ability
of the human body to dissipate
heat
by means of evaporation and convection.
The net effect
is the retention of
body heat, with escallating effects
such a& fatigue, weakness, and ultimately
physiological collapse of the human.
Even when heat stress
is below the physiological
collapse level, it can cause human perfornance decrements in tasks

that require mental performance, manual dexterity, visual attention,
ability, vigilance, and psychomotor performance.
The magnitudc

of the reduced

human performance

dependent on the individual's physical condition,

due to heat stress

tracking

is

the level of activity or

workload, and the amount of time that the level of activity
is maintained.
In
general, the aviator's
workload while flying an aircraft
is less strenuous
than that of ground trteps or aviation maintenance personnel, but missions of
long duration without rest
in a cool or sheltered area will have a major
impact on crew performance.
This will be especially true in the event of
surge operatloas where the threat may dictate
maximum employment of aviation
assets
for a ;i-hour
period.
Figure 7 provides an overview of what can be
expected of piysically
fit
young soldiers wearing chemical protective
clothing. 2 5
fh. predicted percentages of heat casualties
shown are based on
the point at which the body's core temperature reaches a value where the human
is physically incapacitated to a degree that the missian cannot be completed.
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Predicted time to 50-percent unit heat casualtier.

AviatoL, •],y1LJg -n NBC protective clothing (MOPP 4), without auxiliary
cooling in a closed ce.nopy aircraft, can be equated to the closed suit,
moderate jork rate.
- %.en considered in the context of a typical flight
mission conductad in 4 hot climate (above 85 0 F WBGT), performance decrements
within 2 hourz =y iP such that the aviator will require a long rest i.n a cool
20
, 24
envizunment ro rec'v, ate after each flight.
Flight avALuations, conducted in current helicopters found that aviators
20
9 24
in ••tandard t1OP? 4 gear are less mission-effective when heat stressed.
Based on these stidies most acclimatized aviators, while wearing standard NBC
flight gear, and flying in extremely hot and dry environments, can complete
one or two consecutive missions without suffering from heat stress providing
they drink adequate amounts of water.
New fabrics are under development for use in NBC garments that are
expected to provide some relief from heat stress but not completely solve the
heal stress problem.
The design of the LHX must address the NBC heat str•s•s
problem if that aircraft Is to be effective on the battlefield.
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in addition to the heat stress problem caused by individual NBC protective
clothing, there is the problem of incompatibility with crewstation visual
requirements, flight controls, avionics systems, and crewstation controls and
The aviator NBC mask, for example, restricts the aviator's ficid of
displays.
view.
When wearing the NBC mask, pilots have reported spatial disorientation,
In addition, the
depth per,:eption problems, and reduced visual acuity.
current NBC masks and aircraft target acquisition displays and sighting
The strilcture of the lens of the NBC mask
systems are not fully compatible.
prevents the aviator from placing his eyes as close to the targeting optics as
As a result, the field of view of the target
he can under normal zonditions.
area is reduced and full use of the weapon &ystem is impaired.
The NBC overgarments, boots, and gloves also degrade aviator performance.
don their standard flight gear and NBC protective clothing, they
are restricted from easily reaching some of the aircraft equipment switches
for example, introduce manual
and controls. 2 2 , 26-28 The butyl rubber gloves
dexterity and tactile sensitivity problems.28, 52 The gloves are bulky, especially when worn with Nomex flight gloves, and retard the aviator's ability to
feel the aircraft controls and system switches, thus requiring the aviator to
shift his gaze inside the aircraft to find the appropriate switch before actiWhile this is undesirable in any aircraft, it becomes extremely
vating it.
critical in a single-crew LHX.

"When aviators

Taking into consideration all the problems disc!.ssed above, the current
individualNBC protective clothing does provide a limited capability to perThe shortcomings
form Army aviation missions ir an NBC environment,
associated with that approach (heat stress, aircraft incompatibility,
restricted vision, increased stress and fatigue, and reduced crew performance)
all
contribute to a degraded missioa capability that prevents the full effecThis is true any time the aircrew is forced to fly
tive use of helicopters.
in full protective geal, 2ver when not exposed to actuaL chemical agents.
Those shortfalls need to be alleviated if maximum use of the potential capaof the LHX are to provide the increased capability required to meet
bilities
the threat during future combat.
(2)

Protective clothing improvements.

(a)

Cooling.

Heat stress is the major shortceming associated with the current aircrew
The options available to alleviate that
NBC protective clothing systems.
shortcoming are to provide a sealed crew station that does aot require protective ciothi.pg to be worn, to modify the clothing to ailow the aviator's body
heat to be dissipatea, or to provide some type of auxiliary cooling.
Modifications to the NBC proter tive clothing system are under development but
they are not expected to provide significant improvement in heat stress reduction.
To protect the individual from the threat, the clothing must be
This chemnidesigned to prevent chemical agents from penetrating the garment.
cal agent barrier, in turn, decreases the rate at which the individual's body
heat is dissipated through evaportition and convection.
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One approach to providing auxiliary cooling that would reduce the heat
stress problem in aircraft would be to cool the entire cockpit to a
temperature le'fel below the 75-degree Fahrenheit (OF) wet bulb globe temperature (WBGT) estaolished by the aircrew standardization committee.
The
disadvantage of this option is the space and weight of a unit that would sufficiently cool the crew station.
Based on the data provided in the LHX TOD
study, the weight would be about 156 pounds.
Another zolution to the NBC heat stress problem, which appears to have
considerable pitential, is microclimate conditioning systems.
A number of
such microclimate conditioning systems, which operate on the same basic principle, are under development (figure 8). A thin, undergarment-like body
covering, interlaced with a series of hollow channels or tubes, is worn underneath the normal flight clothing or fatigues. Precooled fluid or air is then
passed through these hollow channels to provide a medium for heat to be transferred from the body to the cooling medium.

Figure 8.

Microclimate- cooling vest.
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During laboratory tests 3 7 , 38 of different liquid-cooled undergarments, it
was reported that maximum Looling could be obtained when the undergarmsent
However, during recent flight tests,
covered the torso, head, arms, and legs.
and some head coverage was suftorso
provided
a vest-type undergarment that
Adequate cooling can be provided for unlimited
ficient for flight misslons.
The disadvantage is that these systems are, for the most
time durations.
part, restricted to use inside or in close proximity to a vehicle or other
An electrical power source is needed to maintain the liquid
fixed facility.
In addition, when disconnected,
or the air at the proper temperature levels.
the vest adds an additional layer of clothing that could contribute to heat
stress.

T

*

"

+

a
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in which men in MOP? 4 wore
Field and laboratory tests have been conducted
or air-cooled vest during simulated missions in an M-1 tank.37, 40,
The results of those tests confirm the potential of undergarment cooling

liquid-

During the M-1 test, individuals were able to
systems for vehicular use.
4.thout heat stress problems, even when the
mission
3
1/2-hour
complete the
When in MOPP 4 and wearing
internal vehicle temperature reached 9 0 °F WBGT.
the cooling vest, the tank crew was reported to be able to maintain a high
or no increase in body core
level of mission effectiveness with little
In comparison, similar data collected with the individuals in
temperature.
MOP? 4 without the cooling vest revealed that body core temperatures rose
rapidly, mission errors were detected -:ithin 30 minutes of the mission start,
and mission tolerance was limited

to less than 2 hours.

During the UH-IlH flight test discussed previously, 13 aviators wearing
standard MOPP 4 garb and a liquid-cooled vest were able to complete approximately 4 hours of the assigned mission with no sign of physiological decrement
due to heat stress.
The estimated cost, weight, and power for a two-aircrew microclimate
cooling system defined in the Trade-Off Determination study conducted by the
U.S. Army Aviation Systems Command (AVSCOM) are as follows:
--

Weight

--

Power

--

Cost

Additional

92.5

lb

7 shaft horsepower (shp)
m

$35,000.00

efforts are in process

to further reduce the weight to less than 50

Microclimate cooling systems appear to be oae of
lb and a cost near $5,000.
the better options to provide cooling to the LHX aircrew when flying fully
The system could also provide crew cooling
clothed in NBC protective gear.
capabilities and increased mission effectiveness when operating in normal combat gear (flight suit, armor vest, and survival vest) in high-temperature
environments.
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(b)

NBC clothing restrictions.

The other major shortfalls of NBC protective &ear included restricted
movement, reduced manual dexterity, restricted field of view, inability to eat
or drink, and incompatibili ties with the aircraft and other life-support
equipment.
Lightweight NBC flight suits under Jeveiopment, if successful, should
allow the aviator a little more fr-2edom of movement. Lightweight gloves could
potentially provide better manual dexte-ity and tactile sensitivity than the
gloves currently used. The aircrew int'igrated helmet (figure 9), b'ich is
under development, Is also expected to overcome some of the limitai;.ons of NBC
protective gear. The goal is to Integrate into one helmet protectiton for chtt
aý-iator from chemical agents, flashblind~iess, lasers, acd acoustical noise,
and head impact protection.

Figure 9.

Airrrevi integrated helmet.
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These new protective systems will do much 1o alleviate some of the shortfalls in current NBC equipment, but they will not eliminate enough of the
problems.
The LHX design concept, for example, is expected to use a helmetmounted display system to provide the aviator with flight and target acquisition information without him looking inside the crew station.
The electronic
hardware required to be mounted on the aviator's helmet is not necessarily
compatible with the integrated helmet now under development.
The design of
the LHX can have a considerable impact on reducing the current NBC protective
equipment limitations.
Adequate space needs to be provided in the LHX to
allow the aviator freedom of movement when wearing not only NBC gear, but
ballistic armor protection, a survival vest, and cold weather clothing.
The
manual dexterity limitations imposed by NBC gloves can be reduced by proper
design and placement of the LHX controls, switches, and displays.
Attention
must also be paid to the LHX sighting system and display design to assure they
are compatible with the lens of the NBC protective mask.
One method to alleviate all the shortfalls discussed above would be to
provide the aircrew full collective protection.
e.

Collective Protection.

The fourth approach to providing NBC protection to the crew of the LHX
involves the use of collective protection.
A collective protection area is
one that shields the individual from the outside contaminated environment by

means of a structure or cover (tent, building, or aircraft cockpit) that is
sealed and maintains a positive pressure to prevent toxic agents from
entering. The internal environment is further enhanced by the use of filters
that remove contaminants from the air and environmental conditioning units
that maintain the air at the proper temperature.
The advantages of such
collective protection are numerous.
They allow individuals to operate at
maximum efficiency by providing a "shirt-sleeve" environment.
If the LHX were
designed to provide full collective protection (filter,
air heating and
cooling, and crew station positive pressure) during flight, human performance
and the probability of mission success in the NBC environment could be significantly increased.
The aircrew would no longer be hampered by the heat
stress, restricted vision, reduced mobility, and manual dexterity problems
encountered in current protective NBC gear.

t*

Another major advantage to collective protection would be the protection
of the LHX aircrew during an initial
attack.
As mentioned earlier, when the
theater commander orders the ground troops into MOPP I, the aircrew will fly
in full MOPP 4.
The commander's decision to wear NBC protective gear will
often be based on inteiligence reports that indicate the use of NBC weapons is
expected.
If the iatelligence information is not timely, aircrews in flight
could be caught unprotected.
For example, if the use of NBC weapons were to
occur without prewarning today, aircrews flying without NBC protective gear
could become NBC casualties.
The net result may very well be the loss of all

expo-ed aircraft and crews.
Such a loss of valuable eviation assets at the
beginning of a conflict would put the U.S. forces at a severe disadvantage.
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Considering that the Wax'saw Pact forces outnumber NATO forces, Army aviation
cannot afford to be placed in such a p osition. If aircraft were provided full
collective protection, that problem would be avoided.
The collective protection approach to NBC defense not only provides
aircrew protection, but provides protection to the crewstation equipment,
avionics, controls, and display systems.
Collective protection for the
crewstation would reduce the need to decontaminate the interior of the
aircraft by eliminating the exposure of the crew compartment to chemical
agents.

The collective protection approach,
measures, is not without disadvantages;
penalties associated with space,

ergineering design should,

weight,

however,

like all other NBC protective
the main disadvantages are the
power,

and cost.

Applying innovative

reduce these penalties.

A second disadvantage of collective- protection is the probability that the
aircraft interior could still
beccme contaminated. This could occur if enemy
gunfire penetrates the aircraft, when the aircrei enters or leaves the
aircraft while in a contaminated area, or when the landing sites are hir with
chemical agents while the aircraft doors are open.
f.

LHX i;BC Defense Approach Summary.

Army aviation can expect to encounter a formiidable NBC threat in future
conflicts.
The Soviet Union and the Soviet-backed forces have the capability
to employ a vast array of NBC weapons and the capability to protect their own
troops during such an attack. The LHX must incorporate design features that
can successfully counter that threat. The four NBC defense approaches to protect the aircrew frotr. the NBC threat and to maintain a high level of effectiveness on the battlefield include contamination avoidance, medical measures,
individual protection, and collective protection. The LHX combat and materiel
development community must determine how to optimally use each NBC defense
approach while minimizing the shortcomings of each approach.
Contamination avoidance is a tactical measure that can be advantageously
used when time and the combat situation permit. To enhance that advantage,
the LHX design needs to incorporate detection devices that will provide the
aircrew with information concerning NBC contamination in their immediate area
and at some distance away from the aircraft. Contamination, however, cannot
always be avoided.
There are times when the battle conditions will require
the LHX to enter contaminated areas.
Medical measures that use pretreatments and antidotes to counter the chemical threat can save lives and reduce casualties, but the degradation in
significant and will reduce mission effectiveness
human performance is still
on the battlefield.
The LHX must therefore rely on other measures to protect

its crewmembers.
The remaining two options that provided the best overall potential for the
LHX NBC defense are collective and individual protection.
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Collective protectioii, with an LHX that is fully sealed and pressurized to
preve:at contaminated agents from encering the aircraft, would provide a conFull collective rrotection would allow personsiderable tactical advantage.
nel to operate in normai combat clothing, thereby overcomirg the performance
In addition, collective protection
decrements imposed by protective clothing.
would also protect the aviontcs and other systems inside the aircraft from
destructive agents and the caustic solutions required for decontamination.
The collective protection system, however, canaot assure total survival on
the battlefield if enemy fire destroys the integrity of the sealed aircraft,
if an emergency landing is made in a contaminated area, or if the aircrew or
passengers enter or exit the aircraft in a contaminated area.
Current protective clothing that encapsulates the individual in an NBC
protective suit and mask provides a life-saving capability while allowing the
individual to continue to operate on the battlefield, but at reduced effectiveness.
A considerably reduced level of effectiveness will not be
acceptable on the battlefield of the future.
The most viable solution for the LHX appears to be a hybrid system that
provides both collective protection and individual protection.
Such a system
would allo4 the aircrew to opeiate in a pressurized aircraft, partialiy or
fully clothed in NBC gear.
When the integrity of the collective protection system is maintained and
the crewstation is contamination free, the aircrew could operate in partial
NBC gear.
When approachiag a known contaminated area or when the aircraft
detectors indicate the aircraft is in a contaminated area, the mask and gloves
could be donned to provide full protection.
This approach would allow maximum
effectiveness to be obtained whea not in a contaminated area as well as
assured protection to the aircrew when 'r, a contaminated area.
For this concept to w~ork, NBC agent detectors must be located to detect
agents both inside and outside the aircraft.
The a-icrew would then be able
to tell
when they are in a contaminated area and whether the contamination has
penetrated the crewstation.
Standoff remote detection that would warn the
aircrew before a contaminated area is entered would be best.
A cooling system must also be incorporated into the crew station to provide -.idequate cooling for the aircrew while in full NBC protective gear.
The
type of cooling used (environmental cooling system or microclimate cooling
vest) would depend on the technology to produce adequate cooling at the least
cost, weight, and powtr penalty.
The AVSCOM LHX TOD study indicates that a
hybrid system best fits
that need.
The cooling capacity should meet the
requirements for the comfort zone defined in Military Standard (MIL-STD) 1472.
In addition, the LHX crewstation design must incorporate features that
alleviate the other restrictions and workload-producing problems associated
with NBC protective clothing, like limited visual capabilities, reduced
freedom of movement, and manual dexterity and tactile sensitivity degradation.
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The crewctation configuration ind the design of the controls and displays
should provide adequate room and spacing for the aviators to operate the LHX
when attired in NBC clothing and other life-support equipment.
4.

DETECTION.
a.

General.

The success of the contamination avoidance and the use of prutective
equipment as viable options for NBC defense are based on the assumption that
aviation personnel can identify the location of contaminated areas quickly.
Contamination cannot be avoided if its
location is not known.
The effectiveness of NBC protective gear is dependent on the soldier being warned early
enough to don his NBC gear b~fore exposure to agents.
To determine if an NBC attack Is about to occur or has occutred and to
identify areas that have already been contaminated, detection equipment must
be provided that allows for the detection of agents or contamination, preferably at a distance well ahead of the aircraft or ground units.
Also, the
aircrew will need the NBC intelligence provided iy other systems.
The need
for detecting an NBC environment cannot be over-emphasized.
It is the backbone of any NBC protection system.
If the commander knows when an attack has
occurred and how long the area in which his troops are operating will be contaminated, he can more effectively condict the battle.
The tdeal NBC detection system would be one that possesses the general
capabilities to allow the user to accomplish the task shown in figure 10.
One
of the LHX mission assignments is NBC reconnaissance.
Contamination detection
is therefore J.mportant po the LHX from the standpoint of self-pxocection, primary mission effectiveness, and support of other elements of the combined arms
team.

"o

Using standoff detectors to remotely monitor the presence,
ard levels of contamination in a specific area.

"o

Detect and identify all possible NBC threat agents or radiation.
components.

"o

Determine, quantitatively, the density or dose rate of the
contaminant and the level accumtdlated over time.

"o

Detect and measure agent concentrations at the •owest
degrades human performance.

Figure 10.

Ideal NBC detector qualities.
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b.

Chemical Agent Detection.

When considering the current chemical agent detection systems, there are
four classes of chemical agents that are considered a threat to aviartd- units
Each haa a unique effect on
in the field--nerve, blister, blood, and choking.
The
humans, depending on the type and levels of concentration (figure 2).
current chemical agent detection devices now available to counter the threat
are shown in figure II.
A review of the capabilities of current chemical agent detectors indicates
that they do not fully meet the needs of Army aviation.
There are currently
Current
no chemical detection systems designed specifically for aircraft.
devices are all point detection types and do not provide standoff detection of
agents; each must be in direct contact with the agent before it works.
Early chemical agent detection, which is impottant to ground units, is
Ground units can place point
even more important for aviators in flight.
alarm devices upwind and thereby receive an advanced warning when chemical
Aircraft in flight have no such advanced
agent clouds are moving toward them.
warning.
Aviation personnel in flight must take the precautionary measure of
flying in NBC protective clothing when the potential for chemical attack

exists.
If this is done, mission effectiveness will be adversely affected as
(1) provide
discussed earlier. The aviator's choices are somewhat limited:
maximun NBC protection at the expense of overall mission effectiveness or
(2) take the chance that NBC weapons will not be used during a given mission
and fly without protective clothing.
A system that provides advanced warning
of the chemical threat would do much to reduce this dilemma and to improve
aircrew effectiveness.
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Minimum
Devices

M-8 paper

Concentration
Measured

Operational Use

Chemical detector

Limitations

Liquid droplets

o

paper changes color
with agent contact,
_.._.......

HI8A2

bordering on
the visual
range,
....
. ..__

..... .. . .....

Detects nerve,
blood, and blister
agents,

Point detector.

o
o

Only detects liquids.
Decontamination
solutions produce
... fa ls e a la rm .

_

Extremely low
vapor
concentra tions,
,,.

o
o

Point detector.
Requires trained
operato r.

o

Slow response

time.

M43

Battery-operated

Liquid and

o

Point detector.

chemical
agent
automatic
alarm

unit continuously
monitors air pulled
through it and provides an automatic
alarm for coacentrations of nerve,

vapor. 0.1 to
1.0 mg/m 3 .

o
o

Wet chemical system.
Twelve-hour servicing
period.
Response time slow.
Blister agent not
detectable.

o
o

blood, and choking
agents.

Bags with dye that

M13

Not applicable.

change color upon
agent contact,

o

Point detector.

o

Only detects nerve
and blister agents.

o

Does not detect
choking agents.

o

Requires 10-15 minutes

Detects nerve and
blister agents.

M256

_..

....

H9 liquid
agent
detector
paper

Lightweight,
portable unit

Gas/vapor aerobols .03 to

detects nerve,

9.0 mg/m

2

.

blister, and

of exposure and test

blood agents.

time]

Chemical detector
paper detects nerve
and blister agents.

Liquid droplets
of 100-micron
size.

o

o
o
o
I

Figure II.

False response if
exposed to lubricants,
gasoline, and
decontaminants.
Point detector.
Liquid only.
Does not detect choking or blood agents.

Current chemical agent detectors.
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Another problem with chemical agent detectors involves the type of agent;
detected.
*erve agents can be detected by all of the devices in figure 11.
Blister a
;s can be detected by the 14255, 118A2, M9, and M13 devices and the
,I8 paper.
i'ood agents can be detected by using the M256, the M18A2, and the
M43.
Choking agents can be detected only by using the M43 system.
Thus, the
problem is one oL logistics, havitg the best detector at the right place at
the right time.
An integrated detector that could be used to measure all
chemical agent groups would certainly be beneficial.
A number uf aevelopmental programs have been initiated to overcome the
deficiencies of chemical agent detectors.
Some of these are shown in figure
12.
ka shown in this figur2, the chemical agent detectors now in development
appear to be an improvement over those currently in the field, but they still
fall short of meeting the requirements for the ,HX.
Most are point detectors
"that require placement ii, the contaminated area. Each iý' limited to detecting
one or a few agents but does not detect all threat agents.
The XM21 remote

sensing chemical agent alarm, which is expected to be fielded in 1989,

should

provide some remtote detection capability from a stationary position.
Planned
iuiprovements of the XM2I are expected to make it a viable option for the LHX.
In addiLion, the concept of a ground detector that viould detect agents on the
aircraft skin as it approaches a FARP or landing area is being iavestigated.
Chemical and biological sensors using mass spectrometry for point sampling aud
active infrared (IR),
laser, microsensor technology for remote detection are
envisfoned for the 1990s, but they are still
in the early laboratory and concept study phases.
Chemical detectioa devices available in the invcz'orv and those under
development do not provide all the detection necessary for fuLure aircraft.

They do, however, provide some detection capability that would enhance the LHX
on the ba.ttlefield. The LHX design should therefore minim.illy taclude point
detection capabilities both inside and outside the aircraft, aad prnvisions
should be made to incorporate remote detection systems when they are
availfable.

mI
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Device

Operational Use

Limitations

M256E Chemical
Agent Detector

Portable kit to detect gas,
vapor, and aerosols of nerve,
blister, and blood agents at
lower levels than the M256E.

o
o
o

Point detector.
Long respon•se time.
Does aot detct
choking agents.

M43A!

Battery-operated; coatinuously
monitors vapor and aerosol nerve
agents.
Has automatic alarm,

o
o

Point detector.
Does not detect
blister, blood, nr
choking age•nts.
Does not identify
agent type.

Detector

o

XM22 Automatic
Chemical Agent
Detector Alarm

Man-portable; automatic alar:i
detects nerve and blister
agents.

o
o

'3,int

Detects droplets of ,ieLxve and
blister agents,

o
o

Not quant!tative.
Only measures liquid

o

contaminants.
Does not detect blood

detector.
Does not detect blood
or chokilg agents.

(ACADA)

XM85/XM86 Automatic Liquid

Agent Detector
(ALAD)

or choking agents.
Chemical Agent
Monitor (CAM)

Hand-held, man-operated microprocessor system that monitors
people and equipment.
Detects
nerve and blister agents.

o
o
o

Point detector.
Long time period.
Does not detect chakin& or blood agents.

Multipurpose
Integrated
Chemical Agent
Detector
(MICAD)

Used in vehicles and aircraft
with collective protection
systems.

o

Point detector.

o

Mrust remain

o

Limited

XM21 Remote

Detects nerve agent clouds up to

Sensing Chemi-

3 miles by I& detection

cal Agent Alarm
(SCI-REACH I)

techniques.

USAF A/230-3
System

Automatic alarm for nerve
in vapor form.

Figure 12.

stationary.
LO

nerve

agents.

Potential

future

agents

chemical

o
o

Nerve agent only.
Point detector.

o

Vapor only.

agent detectors.8,
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c.

Nuclear Detection.

The current nuclear radiation detection systems suffer from some of the
same deficiLbcies as the chemical dete'ýtion systems.
There are four basic
components that h~ave a detrimepital effect on humans.
Those components, along
with the dosage levels that are presently considered detrimencel to humans,
are listed in figure 1. The current radiation detection devices available to
A
detect radiazica and :heir overall capabilities are shown in figure 13.
review of figares i and 13 clearly points out the deficiencies in current
detection devices.

Device

Operational Use

AN/PDR-27
Radiac
Set
(Geiger
Counter)

Portable ground use
uniL.
Measures
dosage rate of
gamma radiation.
Monitors contamination of personnel,
f ood,

Minimum
Conceatra tion
Measured
0-500 milli cGY
for gamma,
Detects beta.

Limitations
o
o
o

Does not measure
neutrons,
Point detector.
Requires Individual
be at contaminated
source.

to

and

equipment.

IM-174A/
PD

Portable electronic
aerial and ground
monitoring and survey unit.
Measures
dosage rate of
gamma iadiation.

0-500 cGY.

o
o
o

o

Does not measare
neutrons.
Point detector.
Required individual to
be in/near contaminated area.
Data reliability
reduced at ground
speeds above 53 knots
or higher than
150 meters above the
ground.
Requires that
an air-to-ground
adjustment correlation
factor

IM-93/UD

Pocket dosimeter,
Measures total
accvmulated dosage
of individual gamma
radia Aon

0-600 cGY.

(failout).

Figure 13.

If
I

be established.

o

Does not measure
initial
gamma or
neutron radiation.

o

Point detecter for
personal use only.

Tactical nuclear radiation detection system.
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(1) None uf the current devicei are capable of measuring neutron
Neutron radiation is c.nsidered to be a very important factor on
radiation.
the battlefield, particularly if enhanced radiation weapons are deployed.
All three radiatioti detectors are point-tyie detection devices.
(2)
'hese detectors must be physically located within the contaminated area and,
Thus, the humar operator
for the most part, will require manual ope-ation.
will be exposed to the adverse effects of nuclear radiation while c~ad,|cting
The disadvantages of this technique are obvious.
contamination surveys.
The current detection devices are also deficieLat ahen attempting
(3)
to detect and plot nuclear fallout so that warning can be provided to friendly
forces in its path.
Some type of automatic, standoff, radiatLon detection

device is required that would allow units to monitor nuclear radiatioa levels
witho't entering

the contaminated

area.

Hopefully, new equipment will ease some of the current problems (figure
The AN/ADR-6 Aerial Rddiac System under development Is axpected to have
14).
the capability to automatically record gamma radiation levels while in flight.
This will, be far superior to tne current method that requires ;,,t -lilvidualto
This system will parbe placed on the ground to measure radiation levels.
tLally solve the proulem of automatically gathering data, but the device Is

still

a point detector that requires the aircraft to fly into the contamliite'I

a rea.
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AN/ADR-6

Limitations

Operational Use

Range

Device

1-1,000 c(Y/hr
ground dose
rate.

Used in aircraft
for aerial surveys.

o
o

Point detector.
No horizontal
standoff capa"bility. Gamma

0.1 milli to
1,000, cGY/hr.

Replaces AN/PDR-27
and IM-174A/PD.

o
o

Point detector.
No standoff
capability.

NA

Provides standoff
capability for
location, yield,
and fallout

o

Does not measure
radiation levels.

o
o

Point detector.
Limited
distribution.

__"_only.

AN/VDR-2
Tactical,
Vehicular

*

Radiac

Integrated
Optical
Nuclear
Detonatlon

prediction.

Detection
System

(IONDS)
EM-185
Dosimeter

Pocket-type
dosin'ter.
Measures individual
accumulation of
gamma aad a&utron

0-600 cGY.

radiation.

DT-236
Individual
Dosimeter

0-1,000 cGY.

Provides cumulative
dose of gamma and
neutron radiation,

o

Requires a dedicated mechanical
reader.

Pocket

I mill

Pocket dosimeter/

o

Point detector.

aadiac

to 1,000 cGY/hr,

o
o

Point detector.
%imited

cGY/hr,

survey and monitor.

600 cGY total
dose.

Advanced
Airborne

0 to 1,000
cGY/hr.

Used in alrci~aft
and RPVs for aerial

surveys,

System

data (link to

(AARS)

ground).

Figure 14.

distribution.

automatic

Radiac

-

_

_

Potential future nuclear radiation detection devices.
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The tactical and vehicular radiac device (AN/VR-2) which is now in the
developmental phase may be of help when fielded. That system hopefully will
improve present cap4bilities and will provide a means to measure low levels u;f

gannma and beta radiation.

But,

like all previous devices,

it

is

still

.a

point-type detection system.
One system that should provide a standoff detectiona .apa.billty is the
IONDS which is under development.
This system is supposed to detect and plot
a nuclear hur:3t iiI automatically send a warning to the corps headquarters.
It does not, hooever, measure radiation levels.
Other approaches that are being explored to provide standoff radiation
detection capabilities involve the use of lasers and solid-state imaging techniques.
Systems 'hased on these technologies, if succeasfil, ,,ay be available
La the late 1990s.
A. couple ot possibilities are on the horizoa fur personnel dosimeters.
For example, the MI-185 dosimeter will measure both gamma and neutron
radiation doses at the necessary minimum levels and should be fielded soon.
In addition, the US Army has recently type-classified the DT-236 individual
dosimeter to be worn on the wrist that wil) measure 'oth gamma and neutron
doses.

Currently available nuclear detect-ion devices should be considerts, fr,)
incorporation into the LUIK.
The future development of nuclear detection
systems should bt lollowed, and those syscems should be incorporated into the
LIIX when availabl,.
d.
'Biolocal
Agent Detection.
Current doctrine for field detection of a
biological attack depends entirely on human observation.
Exact identificatioi
currently requires a complex, medical, laboratory-type asse3sment that precludes normal field tse and may even be impossibls in fLel,i laboratories.
Currently, the only warning or detection of biological agent use is when a,4
unusual number of animals or humans become sick.
The major problem is ti
Lack of a biological agent measurement technique or Jevice that meets the
requirements for field use.
There are a [Lumber of ongoing efforts to resolve
this problem.
Figure 15 lists
the ongoing efforts at this time.

System

Approaches

Status

Biological Remote Sensing

Detects clouds at a distance

Exploratory

Alarm

through laser fluorescent
techniques.

development.

Detects hiological/toxins
,isigti a system of point
detuttors.

Concept
exploratioa.

Advanced Biological
Detection Warning atid
Conformation System
_(AB0WCS)
..
Figure L5.

Potential

future biological agent ietactor:i.
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Considering the LHX development schedule, it does not appear that effective,
airr.r.tft-n-ounted, biological agent detectors will be available at the
ProvIsions should be made,
beginning of thc full-scale development phase.
however, for incorporating biological agent detection it the LHX at a later
d- te.
..

Detection Summary.

NBC weapons are expected on the future battlefield in relatively l3rge
NBC
Army aviation must be prepared to fight ir that environment.
numbers.
detection aid warning systems are vital to tve success of not only the LHX in
If the
the NBC enviromiient, but the rest of the combined arms team as well.
LHX crew is not provideda with a detection capability, they will not know which
ireas of the battlefield are contaminated and, therefore, must fly in full NBC
gear whin the use of NBC weaponis is suspected or exists ini the battle area.
In addition, when the LHX returns to a landing area or a forward arming and
refueling point (FkRP), the ground crew must assume the aircraift is conThe capability of the LHX to perform
taminated and treat it appropriately.
reconnaissance -ni3iions will also be severely limited without onboard detecWith NBC detectors on board the LHX, the crew can fly in partial NBC
tors.
The
protective gear, thereby increasing the probability o. mission success.
will
crew
ground
the
cnd
accomplished,
better
be
can
mission
reconnaissance
,iive some indication of whether the aircr.aft is dirty or clean before it
lands.
NBC detection devices available in the invepitory and those under development Co not currently meet all the requirements necessary to counter the
exists for a better, all-encompassing NBC detection
The need still
tOreat.
prewarning at sLufficient distances to allow aviation,
2rovide
will
that
system
11ntil .i
as well as ground personnel, to take evasive and protective action.
standoff detection system is developed to meet that requirement, che LUX
desi-g, should consider the utilizition of current and proposed detection
That system should
devices to provide tile best interim detection system.
detection devices both inside and outside the
minirnally include poit
The outside detector should alert the aircrew when they have flown
aircraft.
into a contaminated area, identify the type of contamination, and measure the
The inside detector should provide a similar alert and
agent cc'ncentratil)!.
accumulated dosage level! Then contamination enters the aircraft crew
Jis slI,
The aircrew could then take
station, troop compartneat, or maintenance areas.
the appropriate action to protect themselves and to provide a warning to the
of
Limited testing has indicated chat the use
rest of the combined arms team.
3
current chemical point detectors can operate from an aircraf.t Ili flight.
Additionally, programs to provide the LHX with a standoff detection cpfahility should be given. a high priority and, during the LHX full-icaile development, the aircr-tft design should Include provisions to Incorporate standoff
d3tection systems whe2. the; are available.
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5.

DECONTAMINATION.

One more NBC problem area that needs to be addressed fF tkat
a.
General.
The Warsaw Pact nations presently hold an advantage, in
of decontamination.
the number of troops and equipment, over the U.S. and NATO for es in Europe.
equipment contaminated by NBr weapons nu'jt,
Because of our disadvantage, all
,',
At: so'me time, be decontaminated and returned to combat as quickly
'onsequently, aviation units and individthal aircraft require some means of
The effectiveness of present decoata-niation methods
decoatamination.
available for aviation equipment and personnel is not sufficient to meet tCl
Aviatioix units are afforded iome decontaminaation capability
future threat.
but not sufficient enough to meet what Is expected on the battlefield of toe
futu re.
The threat imposed by nuclear radiatili
Nuclear Decontamination.
b.
iorrma1lly takes the form oF radioactive particles that become imbedded or
blast, including particles of dust
attached to debris disbursed by the initial
The fallout of this debris covers terrain, equipment, and humans.
and dirt.
Nuclear decontamination can be ac,.mpli shed by three means--aging, sealing, or
Aging is simply a matter of waiting until the level of radioremoving.
activity has naturally dissipated to a level that is no longer harmfitl to
The sealiag technique is one of covering the radioactive contarainahumans.
lion with a subh.tance like dirt or asphalt to contain the radiation and to
Removing radioactive
prevent it from reaching and affecting personnel.
material from equipment is accomplished by washing or vacuuming the conGenerally, the in:side of the vehicle can be vacuumed while
taminated item.
the exterior is cleaned with air or water dispensed from high-pressure hoss..
The major problem in using these approaches with vr.hicles is that they are
Additionally, whet. water is used, a large
cine-consuming and labor-intensive.
The waste or contamisupply must be available on or near the battlefield.
of by ;urying it.
disposed
aud
nated water and material must be coll -cte!
c.

Chemical Decontamination.

Chemical decontamination can also he iccomplished by removal,
rhe types of equipment or kits
neutralization, weathering, or sealing.
listed in figure 16.
are
techniques
available for applying these
As shown in figure 16, numerous problems exist when using current dezonThe current chemical decoataminmnts DS2 and STB
tamination equipment or kits.
are corrosive and will remove the paint or protective IR coiting from
aircraft, can destroy the electrical and avionics equipment, aircraft
in
materials, and will effect the visual properties of aircraft canopies.
addition, these chemicals necessitate special handling and storage and req:uire
This leaves aviatio, inits with the old
the user to wear protective clothing.
S-oap and wate!r
itandby of soap and water or the standard aircraft cleavier.
some agents with
neutralize
will
and
remove surface contamination on equipment
cannot deconbut
aircraft
of
the
outside
the
on
help
It may be of some
time.
taminate the aircraft crewstation or tha viionics ant| i:Jt.ctronics equipmeit
With ti;ie, most chemical
Another ,iethod for decontamination is aging.
tret.
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.....

Operational Use

Device
Mll Decoataminating
Systems

Lightweight portable
system used to
decontaminate equipnent exposed to
liquid blister,
"nerve, or biological
agents.

o

o
o
o
o
o

SSTB

Used on equiipment.
Decontaminates all
chemical agents and
spores.

(Decontamination
Agent)

o
o
o
o
o
o

Limitations

Uses DS2, a corrosive
material when applied ro some
metals and plastics.
Combustible.
Time-consuming.
Large quantities required for
fuli decontamination.
User must wear protective
clothing.
Exterior only.___
Reacts violently with liquid
nustard agents.
Combustible.
Corrosive to most metals.
Damages raost fibers.
Large quantities required.
User must wear protective
clothing.

o

Used on equipment.
Decontaminates all
chemical agents.

DS2
(Decontaminaation
Agent)

o
o

Corrosive to airframe and
plexiglass.
Large quantities required.
User must wear protective

clothing.._

.....

M12AI Power-Driven
Decontamination

Power-drivei
apparatus used for

o

Large amounts of water
needed.

Device

equipment decontamination or personnel
Can be
showering.

o
o

Labor-intensive.
Large, truck-mounted, 500gallon device (2 1/2-toil

used on aircraft
with soap and water.

M13 14-Liter
Portable
Decontamination
Apparatui

Manually operated
device that
dispenses standard
chemical ae:eat
decontaminating
solution

Figure 15.

(D52).

o
o

truck).
Limited to f'.eld use.
Exterior only.

o
o
o
o

DS2 is corrosive.
Limited volume.
Exterior use only.
Personnel must wear protective clothing.

o

Time-consuming.

Chemical deconttmination materials and equipment.
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agents will
dissipate.
This decontamiaa4ion method would, however, reqjire
that individuals who fly
or work around the aircraft
t, :,! ,'ully
)rotected
until
the agent has dissipated.
New approaches to decontamination are
required.
At the present time, there is no completely adequate lnethod fr
decontamination of krmy aircraft.

the

Both the U.S. Army and the U.S. Air Force are working on the developient
of new decontamination systems (figure 17) that may be applicable to the L(J1
when they are fielded.

Device

Operational

XM17 Lightweight
Decontamination
System (Sanator)

Use

Limitations

High-pressure, power-driven
hot water/steam system can
be used to dispense water-

o

Large amount of water
needed.
Weighs 360 lb.

soluble decontaminating

o

Exterior only.

o
o

Time-consuming.
Large amount of water
needed.
Mountec on a 5-ton
truck.
on
STB Is corrosivt
aircraft.
Labor-intensive.
Exterior use only.

o

solutions.

XMI4 Skid-Mounted
Decontamination
Apparatus

Power-driven,
steam can be
dispersion of
bleach (STB)

high-pressure
used for the
super trop.cal
or German C-3

o

Emulstion.
o
o
o
C-3 emulsion

Decontamination of chemical
and biological agents.

X3L5 Interior

Portable

Surface
Decontamination
(ISDS)

Figure 17.

(57-1b) unit that
provides high- temperature
airstream that vaporizes
liquid/surface
contamination
compatible with aircraft
interiors.-_

Equipment

decontaminatLon

o
o

Exterior only,

o

Labor-intensive.

o

Heavy

o

systems under
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Large amounts of
water.

for onboard
storage on LHX.
Small capacity.

1!•volopmeitt.

4 6

,

4.7
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The XMI7 and XMI8 systems are dependent on the use of iot jit,ýc ind steam.
Both require a reaIlly available ;oirce of water.
Il addition, the XM-18 is
relatively heavy and, therefore, has limited mobility.
The contaminated
aircraft
•nust
be brought to tiie decontamination device at some predetermined
loca ti 01L.
The X'15 system uses a stream of hot air to decontaminate equipment and is
somewhat smaller in size (57 Ib).
This system is considered compatible with
the interior decontamination of ielicopters but ias not yet been fully tested.
"In addition, it requires a knowledge of the location of the contamination in
order to be effective in a timely manner.
A number of additional research efforts are underway at the Chemical
Research and Development Center (CRDC) to develop new chemical and biological
decontaminants and decontamination systems that can be used on both the
exterior and the interior of aircraft.
Most of those systems will probably be
available later than the scheduled date of the initial fielding of the LRX,
but the LHX design should be prepared to incorporate these advances when they
matare.
One such CVYUC/AVSCOM-developed system, "esigned for all aircraft, in
the prototype stage (tVe flelicopter Self-Decontamination System) uses the

helicopter's engine hot exhaust/bleed air to decontaminate the aircraft.
LHX design should make provisions that would allow the hot air source
easily accessible for this purpose.

The

to be

Attention to the design details of the LHX itself can do much to minimize
the contamination of the aircraft and to reduce the need for decontamination.
For example, if the interior of the LWX is protected from NBC agents by
sealing and overpressurizing of the cabin, contaminated agents wouid net enter
the aircraft in the first
place.
The need for interior decontamination would
then be reduced.
Application of the design guidelines developed by tht. -RUDC
to minimize contarlimation and to facilitate decontamination will furthert
reduce the problems of decoatamination. 4 8 The two-volume set of guidelines
provides re,;.'mmendations fur the desiga config,-ration of equipment and
vehicles tthAt will help prevent the collection and retention of r.ontamination
and for materials tivit reduce the impact of contamination.
The use of chemical agent-resistant coatirgs (GARC) would also simplify
tne li.contam-tmation procedure by limiting the amount of an agent absorbed by
the aircraft.
3imilarly, the U.S. Navy is developing a sacrificial coating
t;.it absorbs chemical agents3.
This sacrificial polymer coating can be easily
pliced over the present aircraft ).tint before the aircraft is exposed to
chemical agents.
14hen the a•ent ýad the coating come in contact, the agent is
absorbed by the polymer coating.
Both the coating and the agent can then be
removed by washing the exterior witti a water-based stripp'ng 3olution. 3 6
Ilhe
diiadvantage of sacrificial coatings is the need to recoat the aircraft after
it has been decontaminated.
d.
Biologicai Decontamination.
BiologicaL vgf:.5lthat are released by
aerosol and dr7 power will cover aircraft, equipment, dnd individuals.
Once
the commander suspects his unit has been subjected to h)iological i.ge:nts, he
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can direct the aircraft and the equipment to i'e washed with hot soapy water,
ionic detergents, STB, or a variety of disinfectants.
The equipment and
The sunlight will not
aircraft can tten be placed in the direct sunlight.
only dry the wet equip-neat but will also tend to neutralize live biological
First, it is laborients.
The problem with this approach Is thre.efold.
be
inct-n'vt ; :;
to1, it Lcequires that the equipment and the aircrtft
withdrawn from the battle for a number of hours; and third, soap and water and
i,.iased on the. interior of the aircraft.
inty disinfectants c.b-t.ot
e.

D2contamination Summary.

During future conflicts, the LHX can be expected to fight within NBC conEffective contamination protective measures and decontaminated areas.
tamination methods are therefore required.
Current decontamination methods and equipment are aot sufficient to )roThe major probl-ý:as associated
vide toe capability needed in future cn•:tflLcts.
with the current systems are their corrosive ,.-f;ect on both the exterior and
the interior of the aircraft and electronics equipment and the amount of maa,evelopment
New decoatamination methods arc j-i'tr
power and time required.
bit
are not yet available,
The L4X design cant 1o much to help alleviate the decotamiriatlon0

problem

by the incorporation of the following:
(I)

,rI!.f-nt

The CRDC design guidelines

to minimize contamination effects.

(2)
The design of an 3BC, sealed, and overpressurized aircraft
contamination from entering the aircraft.

The use of chemical agent-resistant coatings
(3)
of contamination that. :Licks tu the aircraft surfaces.
(4)
tion devices
6.

to limit the

to

Amount

Provisions for 'he attachment of portable, hot air, decontamirtathat could be carried oa board the aircraft.

CONCLUSIONS.

The evaluation of the threat in future conflicts indicates that Army
aviation can expect to encounter and to o,,erAte w~thin an NBC hostil- envirofim-lent.
The Soviets have employed and will zontinuie to employ NBC weapons.
They are also jell-prepared and equippedl to fight an offensive conflict in
The Soviets or SovLet-backed forces have reportedly used
that environment.
chemical weapons in Laos, Cambodia, and Afghanistan.
The
the ABC
dent on
,nent at

current fleet of Army aircraft is not as well-equipped to operate in
eivitronment Ls rvejuired by future .:oaiflicts.8 C'he aircrew is depenindividual protective clothing to shield them from the toxic environthe cost of cu.mnsiderable loss of combat effectiveness.
There La a
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J.:ck of detectiou devices to determine where contamination is located befor2e
Decontamination procedures are labor-intensive and
eatering those areas.
time-cons uming.

If Army aviation is tu be succes.zful in future combat as a member of the
combiine,] arms tctm, defensive measures mist be applied to the LWX fleet of
aircraft to reduce the impact NBC weapons 'ave oa missiot, effectiveness.

"a

The four 1-!fensive measures for survlial in the NBC envirourment include
the use of medical pratreatments and antidotes, contamination avoidance, and
personal anid c-lA'.L.rive 2rotection.
Each has its distinct advantages and
disadvantages whic.h must be fully exploited to assure success of U.S. forces
in future conflict.;.
"Iedical pretreatLents and antidotes, when applied immediatelv beforc or
.Ifter a chemical or bit.-logical attack, can save lives.
Unfortunately, theV
-'rtemi 'tiAve an adverse effect on the capabilities of soldliers to effectively
continue the battle.
Individual&s will experience varying levels of incapacication from hours to ,eeks.
Contamination av idance, appears to be the most effective means to prevent
casuiittes a,
the debilitation of personnel during an NBC attack.
In some
cases, it will bt a viable option.
The LHX may be able to fly around thie contaminated areas anJ still
perform Its inission.
This optiGn is,
however, considerably dependenc on the ability to determine where the contamination is
located.
To do so, the LHX must be provided with a reliable means to detect
contamination.
Contamination avoildace, unfortunately, cannot be exercised at
all times.
If the enemy is to be denied the terrain he wishes to occur?y, the
LHX must be prepared to fight in contaminated areas.
Collective protection, in which the LHX's interior is sealed and
pressurized so that containiqition cannot enter the aircraft, has the potential
to provide )oth trie crew arid onboard sygtcr.n ind equipment maximum protecticn.
The crew could thýii onerate in a "shirt-sleeve" environment without the performaa,-e degradation imposed by NWC protective clothing and masks. The
disadvantage of this approach is the possibility that enemy gunfire co.uld
penetrate the aircraft andi breach, the integrtty of the collective protectioni
systen..
In additioi,,
ti,,,re may be times when the ai:-,raft must land lia coatarn.inated areas due to an emergency or to pick up and discharge passengers.
Individual protective clothing, worin by each crewmember in the LDX, will
provide a life-saving function aid w1ll allow aviation missions to be
accomplished at some degree of effc,'tivenpss.
Current protective clothing
appears to be adequate from the standpoint of pi'u,.iiiIng NBC protection, but it
imposes reitrtctions that severely Aegrade crew effectiveness, such as reduced
vLsual capability, reduced manual dexterity and tactile sensitivity, and heat
3trft;s.
The combat effectiveness of &rmy aviation ia NBC protective clothing
is considerably less Lhan it would .
in standard flight geir.
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The solution for the LHX therefore appears to 5- a hybrid system thst
Such a
integrates the advantages of collective and personal protection.
system could allow the aircre.• to operate in a sealed and pressurized aircraft
When the integrity of tie
partially or fully Aiothed In "4C protective gear.
collective protection system i. matitained and the cre~station is contaminaWhen approaching a
tion free, the aircrew could operate in partial NBC gear.
k:iown contaminated area or when the aircraft detectors indic3te the aircraft.
is in a contaminated area, the mask and the gloves could be donned to provide
This approach would allow maximum crei effectiveness to be
full protection.
not
In a contaminated area, as well as assured protection to the
obtained when
airzrew when in a contaminated area.
The LHX will also require NBC detectors both inside arid outside the
aircraft to inform the aLrcrew when they have entered a cxitamlnated area and
Remote standoff
whet.ier the contamination has penetrated the crewstation.
detection devices are necessary to allow the LHX to successfully perform its
NBC reconnaissance missions and to provide the aircrew an early earning so
that the tactics of contamination avoidance can be used.
The design of the LHX must also include a crew station or Individual
,nicroclimite cooling system to avoid aviator heat stress daring flight in hot
Hleit stress and the resL.ting crew fatigue Are major contribators to
weather.
the reduced capability in current a!rcraft.
The crewstaticn configuration, -.a Well as its controls and displays, must
be designed to overcome the restrictions of reduced visual capabilities,
freedom of movement, and loss of dexterity and touch sensitivity imposed b.
,,saring NBC protective clothing and life-support equipment.
Current
Designing for ease of decontamination must also be addressed.
collectiv'i
The
successful.
partially
only
and
are
labur-intensive
techniques
protection provided by a sealea air'rafrt ihould reduce the decontamination
rhe use of
effort by preventing contamination from entering the aircraft.
ivallable and future contamination-resistant paints and coatings, coupled with
design techniques that eliminate external and internal contAmina-tion collection points, are a necessity t- reduce the manpower and time required for
The integration of a lightweight hot air decontamillttion
Jecontamination.
system as part of the LHX design should further improve upon the decontamination capability.
Another important area that requires attention during the design of the
LHX, with respect to the NBC environment, is the grcund crew jorkload asco'rhose
ciated with maintaining, rearming, and refueliag of the air,craft.
activities rapidly increase in difficulty wher wearing NBC protective
Fuel ports, along with weapon compartments and mounting surfuces,
clothing.
need to be designed to allow for rapid rearming while wearing NBC g.ar.
to easily removing nd replacin,
rinsiderable atteition needs to 4e doevi 'd
aircraft systems and components during 'it atenance actfvities.
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Tne design of a hybrid NBC collective and personal protection system is
well withii the current 9state of technology, as defined in the WVSCOM
rrade-Off Determina.tion.
The current

technology

in

the ar!ai

o)f

BC contamination

dete,:tion

is

ott

Remote standoff detection capebilities are in the early lboraas advanced.
tory and con-ýept phase of development aad are aot expected to be available
until t ie late 1990s.
These programs need to he given a high priority to
accelerate their developmeit.
Currently available point sampling detectors
are, h~wever, available in ground systems.
Improvements in those systems are
also )ossible within the iAX time period.
Ongoing programs are in effect to improve the individual protective
clothing and ,,iasks liorn by the aircrew and ground forces.
The LHX can tAke
advantage of those programs early in their development by assuring they are
not designed as separate items but include design features that allow them to
become part of tc! LAX ictegrated crewstation.
The aircrew integrated helmet
and crewstation cooling .ystems are two examples of where the approach can be
app liAd.
The use of collective protectioti, chemical-resistant coatings, and
con tamination-reduclng configuration design techniLques are currently available
to aid in reducing the labor-intensive decontamination process.
Decontamination equipment and systenL that will allow for full interior and exterior
aircraft decontamination are not yet available, but programs are underway to
de-alop them.
The LHX should make provisions for t'i•ir incorporation at a
lite- !ftt.
7.
RECOMMENDATIONS.
The conclusions reached during this analysis support the
following recommendations for incorporation into the LHX fleet of aircraft:
a.
Protection System.
A hybrid collective protection equipment
system be provided fr the LMX that includEs a collective prortectloi sealed
and press•iri:,ed cabin, individual protective clothing and masks, and aircrew
cooling by aeans of an environmental control system supplemented ,11:'1L tLltvidual microcliiate cooling system.
The dual protection afforded by a hybrid
collective protection s/3ten 4ill prevent contamination from entering the
aircraft, thus protecting the cr,;w and aircraft equipment and systems from
conttilaition.
The individual protective clothlng .iystem will provide crew
pr, Ai,.tton when thte integrity of the collective protection is breached or the
crew must le.tve the aircraft in i contaminated environmoet.
The cooling
system will reduce the impact of the heat stress problem associated withi ABC
clothing.
b.

Decontamination.

effects of decontotmin.itiorL

'.'Pe

labor-inte-isive and equipment legradation

should be reduced

b, incorporating ,-ollective

protection, ageat-resistaut coatings, and cont-nination-reducing design
technt,1•,u:
into the TIX systel.
?rovisions should be made for incorporating
onboar,t decontaminiioton systems when Jiue, .1ru available.
Collective protection will prevent cont.i.nination of the interior of the aircraft.
Agentr,,t-tt i t. c',atings anvi design techniqji will
!!ic. the acculnu',lated
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contamination 1.2ve13 both inside and outside tthe aircr~ft and will, make
decontamin~ation easier. The provisions for the I~nclusion of improk'ed decontaminatiron systems iato the LHX will provide mort flexibility as to whei. and
where the aircraft ca~n be decontaminated when those future 'iystems are
available.*
c.. DetectonSyst~ems. In the near term, NBC point sampling detectors
should oe Povied to monitor contaminatioa both inside and outside the
aircraft.
Provisians for r-tmott standoff detectors should be i'icluded in the
LH-X design so that those systems. may be luca. aratr.I iien their developmenzt Is
camp Letad.
The outside point sampling detectors will tell. the- %HX .'~c~4when they
have entered a contaminated area.
This informatio~n will allow the aircre-.i to
leave the area or to don their 'MC protective gear. The LHX NBC reconnaissance mission can also be performed tisia, :,atside detectors.
The djetectors inside the aircraft .4-11 indicate when the crewstation collective
Remote standoff detectors,
Protection System i'neerity has been breached.
when available, %tliwarn the aircraw of a contaminated atea and will allow
them to ttke evasive actions. Remote standoff detectors would also allow. the
U-IX NBC reconnaissance mission to be accomplished withoiot :.iiteriiig the contaminated area.

-
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HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING ASSESSMENT OF NAVIGATION SYSTEMS FOR
THE LIGHT HELICOPTER FAMILY (LHX)

A.

INTRODUCTION.

Successfully accomplishing high mobility Army aviation missions on the
battlefield of the future depends on the capability of aviators to navigate
their aircraft to a predetermined geographical point, with a reasonable degree
of accuracy, vitnin a precise period of time. To win the battle, aviation
assets must be at the right place at the right time. Missions must be
accomplished during the day and at night, as well as under adverse environmental conditions.
Once at their battle position, crewmembers must be able to
Inform others of their location and the location of the enemy.
The aircrew
must also be able to report friendly and enemy activity observed while flying
t'o the battle position.
Dead-reckoning techniques, using aircraft speed, heading, and time
traveled were the mainatay of Army aviation navigation during combat for many
years.
More recently, that approach has been partially replaced by Doppler
and Inertial navigation systems that use electromechanical sensors, coupled
with electronic computers, to determine the aircraft's position and monitor
movements over the ground.
The capability of Army aviators to effectively navigate on the modern
battlefield is influenced by two major factors: the accuracy of navigation
sensors and the method used to present or display navigation information to
the aircrew.
The accuracy of available fielded sensors, although slowly improving, has
not yet reached the reint to where the aviator places complete confidence in
these systems.
As a result, aircrews rely on the use of paper maps on which
they manually trace their nositlon over the ground by comparing ubiat they see
outside the aircraft with the features depicted on the map.
Technology advances are expected to improve the accuracy of the navigation
systems through the use of improved sensors and satellites located in space.
The increased accuracy promised by those systems is necessary and will certainly be welcome by Army aviators.
Improved accuracy will greatly increase
the combat effectiveness of aviation assets.
Thb
second factor to consider, how the information is accumulated and presented to the aircrew, also requires fmprovemeait if the full effectiveness of
Army aviation is to be realized on the future battlefield.
The aIrcrew must not only have the capability to fly from one point on the
battlefield to another but must accurately accumulate, record, uee, and
transmit position information concerning the threat and friendly elements
encountered en route and while in the primary mission area.
The task of combat navigation, therefore, includes nore than the ability to accurstely fly
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the aircraft from one location to another.

Mission success also requires

the

crew to maintain an overall awareness of the rapidly changing tactical
situation around them.
Situation awareness includes knowing the geographic
location of your own aircraft as well as the relative position of other members of the friendly combined arms team, the location of the threat ground and
aviation forces, and where the man-made or natural environmental obstacles are
positoned.
The design of future Army aviation aircraft navigation systems
must take into consideration all of these factors.

"The purpose of this analytical assessment is to review current and proposed navigation systems regarding aircrew workload and mission effectiveness
and to examine the capability of those systems to meet the needs of the future
fleet of light helicopters (LHX).
In order for the LHX to be operationally
successful, the deficiencies of current navigation systems as outlined in the
Army Aviation Mission Area Analysis (AAMAA) must be corrected.
The major
navigation shortcomings noted in the AAMAA 1 3 were:
(1) The aviator's visual attention required for navigation is

too

high.
(2)

Spatial disorientation during flight is

(3)

Accuracy ef current navigation systems is

(4)

Aircrew time and wozkload devoted to the naviga ion task is

too frequent.
too low.
too

high,
If the full potential of the LHX fleet is to ba realized, navigation systems
aand techniques must have improved accuracy, while reducing the amount of time
that the crewmembers must spend attending to the navigation task. Navigation
systems for Army aircraft that are expected to be effective on the future
battlefield should have the following characteristics:
(I)
Provide real-time, accurate, spatial information concerning
aircraft positiun during day, nig'-t, and adverse weather conditions.
(2)
Allow the aircrew to rapidly obtain needed informatioz from the
navigation display with minimal visual attention inside the cockpit.
(3)
Provide the capability for the aircrew to rapidly annotate the
navigation display, during preflight planning, with information like the
planned navigation profile, waypoints, known threat locationa, location of
friendly forces, obstacles, and hazards.
(4)
Provide the capabili'.y to rapidly annotate the navigation
disvlay, with information concerning enemy and friendly forces, as well as
points of interest discovered during flight.
(5)
Provide a means for the aviator to easily transfer information
noted in flight to other members of the combined arms team.
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(6)
Provide a fully organic system that does not radiate electronic
signals which can be detected by the enemy and is independent of electronic
ground references.
(7)

Be low in weight and cost.

There are seven current candidate navigation approaches for the LHX aircrafc:
Standard map system
Doppler/numeric

display navigation system

Projected map. displays (P1D)
Remote map readers
Automatic. map reader
Graphic display navigation system
Computer-generated

map displays

The
£:ach of these approaches possesses unique capabilities and attributes.
advantages and disadvantages of each of these systems are examined in lhe
following analysis.
B.

STANDARD MAP SYSTEM.

Traditionally, navigating an aircraft in a combat situation has been done
by using hand-held paper maps supplemented by the aircraft heading and
Airspeed indicators, a clock or watch, and the aviator's knowledge or famiThe aviator's familiarity with the
liarity with the surrounding area.
surrounding area, more cften than not, is the significant factor in effective
navigation and mission succees.
Situation awareness is obtained by the aircrew annotating their hand-held
paper map with the desired flight profile, hazards they may encounter along,
While the
the way, and the location of friendly and enemy force information.
traditional method of navigation has served Army aviators satisfactorily In
the past, when flying well above the terrain, it has severe limitations when
constderfr4, the increased threat capabiLity and the complexity of future
combs t.
Aviators flying at relatively high altitudes--hundreds of feet or more
ahove the highest obstacles--are provided an overall visual perspective if the
terrein and significant landmarks or checkpoints which allows them to easily
They see the tertitin
geographical location (figure 1).
verify the aircraft's
Terrain flight iacthrough the aircraft windscreen as it appears on the map.
tics, now t10cessary to avoid detection and acquisititn by the enemy, on thn
other hand, require thE aircraft to be maneuvered as close to the earth's suiface as possible.
The aircrewe must fly their aircraft close to the earth at
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aititudes that vary from a few feet to a few hMndred feet above the ground.
During nap-of-the-earth (NOE) flight, they are constantly maneuvering around
The same terrain, vegetatlon, and
or over trees, hills, and other obstacles.
the enemy during terrain flight
from
concealment
offer
that
objects
man-made
also limit the aviator's view of the surrounding area and navigational landThe aircrew is suddenly deprived of the overall visual perspective
marks.
available at higher altitudes and in its place is a mtch narrower and rore
The pilot's view of thi terrain surroinding
limited field of view (figure 2).
his aircraft is changed from one that resemblcs the neatly layed out map that
he uses as a reference to one that zestriicts his field of view to a few
His lunghundred meters or less in front of and to the side of his aircraft.
range horizontal or plan view of the surrounding area is now replaced with a
short-range vertical view in which he can only see as far as the next obstacle
Consequently, the ta2k of navigating at low alti(tree, hill, or building).
tude is more demanding than navigation at higner a titudes and requires contin•uous comparison an6' interpretation of the terrain features with a hand-held
map.

"w

i.

-. •

-- i.-w• .•,

_"___ _

A'aA

Figure 1.

Aviator's view of the terrain during flight at altitude.
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Figure 2.

Aviator's view of the terrain during NOE flight.

Due to the aviator's limited view 4L. low altitudes, the probability of
disorientat~ion and the difficulty of ravigation it-creases considerably when
flying In umniamiliar teirrain, at night, or under conditions of low visibility.
Daytime terrain flight is considered to be 1.3 times more fatiguing than that
of a standard day flight. At night, the relative fatigue factor for terra-In
flight increases to 1.97 times normal d~ay flight.12 Nonetheless, in orler for
;.he Army~ to maxfmize its aviation assets, aviators ',,ust be able to effectively
navigate under tho-ie adverse conditions.
The results ot a series o~f navigation cvatutitions support the conc'usions
that the traditional navigational techniques (hand-held maps) are not aut*.quate
for NOE flight.
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Ducing a photographically simulated NOE study, experienced aviators were
prese'nted visual pictures of terrairn features and asked to locate those
features on the map depicting terrain relief information. 1 Their average sucSimilar results were obtained when pilots
ctis rate was around 37 percent.
were asked to view a film of an NOE flight profile, follow that same profile
on the hand-held map, and correctly identify the checkpoints at which the
The average checkpoint location error was 500 meters
aircraft had stopped.
with some errors exceeding several thousand meters.
*

Similar results were again reported in a second study designed to evaluate
thie aviator';. ability to recovcr from geographic disorientation by the use of
a brief tnma'!king or "pop-up" maneuver. 2
In that study, the average error,
for the 28 experienced Army aviators in the simulated "pop-up" task, ranged
from 314 to 2,831 meters.
The results cf a UH-l dual-crew flight study 3 concluded that the probability of the aviator's ability to identify specific checkpoints while flying NOE
was around 85 percent and the probability of locating a given landing zone
within 100 mete.s was 77 percent.
When pilots were asked to simultaneously fly and navigate an OH-58 hellcopter (one crev'member) over an uniamiliar NOE course at Fort Rucker, AL, 9 of
the 10 aeroscout pilots became disoriented and failed to successfully navigate
the course. 4
During that same assessment, it was found that the aviators were
spending about 62 percent of their visual timc outside the cockpit and
approximately 14 percent looking at the hand-held map.
In two similar NOE flight studies, the attention devoted to various elements of the navigatlon task in a Ul1-1 helicopter was evaluated.3, 6
In those
evaluations, the copilot, when assigned the task of acting as a navigator,
while still
performing his normal in-flight duties, spent aroun.d 49 to 57 percert of his visual time looking outside the cockpit and about 35 to 39 percent
looking at the hand-held map.
Although not directly related to physical
workload, the results do point out that a large amnount of the aviator's visual
attention is devoted to thL navigation task while flying at low level and NOE.
These repozted evaluations were conduct.d under ideal, normal daylight
conditions.
During combat missions under less than ideal conditions, one can
expect this problem to be amplified.
The findings of the series of studies
discussed above suggest that the traditional means of navigation are much too
time-consuming and inaccurate to meet the challenge of NOE flight.
The use of a hand-held map as the major source of geographic information
cdoes havy
some advantages.
First, the paper map is relatively eaay to reproduce and distribute in large quantities,
Second, the aviator can annotate the
"map by writing or drawing the planned mission profile directly on the map.
Informaticn concerning enemy and friendly forces, navigation aids, or hazards
can also be easily placed on the map during mission preplanning.
During the
actual flight, overall information concerning the current situation can be
adled or old information modified telatively easily.
Third, upon completion
of the preflight, the aircrew can carry the map into the operations room and
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share it
parties.

wtth others within

the ,mit

and pass it

on to all

other interestel

The pa,)er map also has inherent limitations.
Current map der igns a: e a
compromise b,-tween the requiremerts for various members of the c(-mbined arms
team and othe-" branches of the military services.
Due to those conflicting
requiremenis, the standard map does not contain the optimal information fý,.
Army aircreft flying at NOE.
It many cases, they contain unnecessary informotlon which clutters the map and makes it more difficult to use.
The navigational problems with hand-held maps are amplified when con-idering the goal of designing 4 single person crewstation for future Army
aircraft.
In most of the actual flight evaluations discussed above, the crew
size consisted of a pilot and copilot, with the copilot assuming the role of
ravigator.
Under those ccnditions, most of tne copilot/navigator's vit-ual
time was consumed with the navigp.tion task during the flight.
In addition,
when a single aviator was asked to assume both the pilot and navigator roles,
mission duccess decreased to about 10 percent.
The likelihood of a single
crewmember effectively assuming the roles of both the pilot and copilot, while
flying NOE over unfamiliar terrain, using the traditional navigation approach
therefore appears to be virtually impossible in the future combat environment.
C.

DOPPLER/NUMERIC READOUT

NAVIGATION SYSTEM.

One approach to ease the workload and increase the accuracy of navigation
during terain
flight Is to use an electronic Doppler navigation sys-Cm.
Some
Army aircraft are currently equipped with such systems, designated the
Lightweight Doppler Navigation System (LNDS), AN/ASN-128 (figure 3).
This
system Is designed to provide position information accuracies t.n the range of
25 to 250 meters.
The system measures the difference in frequ-ncy of a radio
-)ignal emitted by the LDNS and the returning signal reflected off some object
A computer then uses that difcr the ground slightly ahead of the aircraft.
ference along with information concerning aircraft heading, roll, and pitc:h to
Thli
compute aircraft velocity, present position, and steering information.
computed navigation informatton is then provided to the aviator by means of
The LDNS control panel also
numeric displays on the LDNS control panel.
includes an alphanumeric keyboard that allows the operator to program the computer with position and steering informatiot. of 10 predetermined destinations
(,,r
checkpoints.

R",
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Figure 3.

',

LDIS control/display

panel.

When using the AN/ASN-128,
the aviator typically navigates by obtaining
the required information from the 13-digit numeric display in the cockpit,
mentally converting that data to standard map coordinates, finding the coordinate3 on his hand-held map, then determining the relationship between
the
reference point on the hand-held map and the terrain features visually
observed through the cockpit windscreen.
The major part of the aviator's
workload in performing this task is perhaps the mental processing of the
data
the visual attention
required to cross-check the system data with the outside
terrain, and the operation of the alphanumeric control/keys when entering
data
in flight.
The workload with thils type of navigation system appears to be an
improvement over the tradf, tional method, but still
falls
short of providing
maximum effectiveness when flying NOE.
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During the operational test (OT) 1I of the AN/ASN-128 in the dual-crew
AH-IS Cobra helicopter 1 1 , a comparison was made between aviators navigating
with the LDNS and navigating with a hand-held map.
The results indicate thar.
an NOE course can be traversed more rapidly with the LDNS and the aviator
workload during flight is reduced.
In addition, the LDNS requires less pilotto-copilot communications during flight than hand-held maps require.
Two other evaluations conducted at Fort Rucker, 5 , 7 reported that with the
LDNS/map combination, NOE and contour flight missions were flown in 15 to 25
percent less time than was the case with the hand-held map alone.
In addition, disorientations experienced with the LDNS were 35 to 70 percent less
than those found when navigating with the hand-held map. Visual attention
measurements, observed during one of the above studies, ludicated that when
using the LDNS, the pilot/navigator spent 31 percent of the time viewing the
navigation system and 49 percent looking outside the cockpit.
As with the
hand-held map, a substantial amount of the copilot/navigator visual attention
was focused on the navigatiou tasks.
Although it is better than the hand-held map navigation approach, the
AN/ASN-128 navigation system does have a number of distinct disadvantages.
First, the workload prior to flight is increased due to the necessity to
preprogram the system.
Information concerning the preptanned flight path and
associated waypoints is ranually entered into the system by the aircrew before
leaving the ground.
Second, the degree of accuracy obtained with the LDNS is
still
heavily dependent on the aircrews' frequent updating of the sy'stem, by
comparing the Doppler readout with checkpoints on the ground and the hand-held
map.
The aircraft must be maneuvered near or over the checkpoint on the
grouud approximately every 10-15 minutes to ac,:omplish that updating.
The
third problem associated with LDNS is the requirement for the aviator to mentally interpret the digital readout o! the Doppler display and locate the
equivalent aircraft location on the hand-held map.
The navigation approach using the LDNS, supplemented with a hand-held map,
is better than the traditional method of just using the hand-held map.
The
flight path can be covered in less time and the copilot/navigator visual
attention requirement appears to be reduced.
On the other hand, the wozkload
for a two-member crew is still
high and navigation accuracy is still
less than
that required for maximum mission effectiveness of the LHX during future
conflicts.
The likelihood of a single crewmember effectively performing the
coirbined task of the pilot and copilot/navigator while flying NOE over
unfamiliar terrain with the current LDNS/map system during NOE flight is
extremely low.
D.

PROJECTED MAP DISPLAYS/REMOTE MAP READERS.

Projected map displays (PMD) used with uavigatikn sensors provide another
approach for improved navigation in Army aircraft. Such map displays, using
stored information on 35mm film cassettes, project the map image onto a small
screen normally mounted in the instrument panel in front of the aviator
(figure 4). The PHD uses input from a Doppler sensor and the aircraft flight
instrumpnts to compute position information which is superimposed on the
R-X-14

map-like display. The PMD allows the aircraft
course
position to be automatically traced on the map display thereby relieving and
the aviator/navigator
from this task.

44;

Figure 4. Projected map display.
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A navigation assessment conducted at Fort Rucker has demonstrated that
navigation performance is improved when pilots use a PMD'.
During that
assessment, the navigational effectiveness of dual-member aircrews was compared for three navigation systems, during the day and at night over several
terrain flight courses in UH-IH and UH-lM helicopters.
The aviators performed
the navigation tasks using either:
(I)

A standard map.

(2)

A Doppler ravigation system with numeric displays and a standard

(3)

A PMD with input signals

map.

dard map as a

from the Doppler sensors and the stan-

secondary reference.

During the day, NOE, and low-level flights, 20-kilometer (km) courses were
traversed more rapidly with the PMD.
The results indicate that navigation
with the PMD required about one-half of the time experienced when using the
hand-held map and about 60 percent of the time experienced using LDNS/map combinations.
Pilots reported that there was also a significant workload reduction when using the PMD.
In addition, the aircrews did not experience
disorientation while using the PMD.
A number of disorientations were,

however,

experienced with the hand-held map (10)

and InNS (15).

A more recent evaluation of the same three types of navigational
approaches reported similar results. 5
In that evaluation, the copilot of a
UH-l helicopter performed the navigational task, while the pilot controlled
the aircraft and flew where the copilot directed.
The results indicate that
when navigating with the PMD, the course was traversed in about 82 percent of
the time used with the hand-held map.
The average flight time with the PMD
was about 96 percent of that with the LUNS, somewhat different than the improThe study also found that there
vement reported in the earlier test above.
were fewer course delays and aviator disorientation when using the PMD.
In
addition, the aviator's visual attention devoted to the PMD navigation system
(28 percent) was less than that experienced with the hand-held map (35
This allowed the copilot to spend more time
percent) or LDNS (31 percent).
looking outside the cockpit as compared to the other two systems.
The navigational communications between che aircrew were greater with the hand-held map
than with either of the other two systems, but the LDNS system required the
least amount of communications.
The overall results of the two evaluations reported indicate that a navigation system using a PHD has a distinct advantage over the hand-held map and
When using the PMD, the mission course was covered more
Doppler/map systems.
rapidly, the aviator's visual attention devoted to the navigation system was
less, and fewer coursc disorientations and delays were experienced.
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The major reported disadvantage of the PMDs tested was the lack of a capaThe display is projected from
bility for the aviator to annotate the display.
A
a filmstrip that the aviator cannot write on like he does the paper map.
second disadvantage was the necessity to mount the entire system electronics,
optical projector, and display in the already limited space of the crew station.
A third disadvantage of the PMD is similar to that of the paper map.
Paper maps often contain information that is not necessarily pertinent to the
navigation needs of Army aircraft in terrain flight. Too much information
tends to clutter the display, making it more difficult for the aviator to
Since the projected map
rapidly obtain required information from the displa,.
display originates with the paper map, the problem is carried over to the PMD.
A number of avionics contractors have recently overcome two of the above
The remote map reader
sbortcomings by introducing remote map readers.
replaccs the crewstation's mounted, projected optical components of the PMD
The output of the remote map
with a system located elsewhere in the aircraft.
reader is a standard color or black/white video signal that can be placed on a
Navigation symbology and
multifunction display in the crewstation (figure 5).
waypoints, as well as threat and friendly force information can then be
Thus, the aviator can annotate the navigasuperimposed on the map display.
tion display through a computer interface before and during flight.
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The major disadvantage, much like the paper map, is the requirement for
aviators to hold *he automatic map reader in their lap during flight.
The
accuracy of the system is not only dependent on the input of the Doppler navigallon system, but also on how well the aviator aligns his paper map with the
map reader.
The automatic map reahr has considerable potential for improving
navigation in existing aircraft that have Doppler sensor or similar position
measurement sensors.
When examined in light of the increased accuracy and
reduced workload requirements for small cr-ýw stations of future lightweight
aircraft, the automatic map reader is not considered a very viable option,
especially in a single-crew cockpit.
F.

GRAPHIC NAVIGATION DISPLAYS.

Another feasible approach for displaying navigational information in
future Army aircraft is the graphic navigation display syate-n similar to the
one provided for the Army's new scout helicopter (OH-58D).
This system combines the input from an updated Doppler navigation sensor system with a
graphic display to provide the pilot with navigational information on the
aircraft's
multifunction displays (figure 7).
The system reportedly will be
more accurate and have the capability to store more waypoints than the
currently fielded LDNS.
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Figure 7.

Graphic navigation display.
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The graphic navigation display approach provides a display that is uncl:ttered with nonessential information and allows the aviator to rapidly determine his relative
location with respect to this
planned flight
path.
The
aviator
must, however, still
mentally translate
the graphically displayed
information and relate
it
to a geographi. p"a 4i"kon -:on a paper map.
P-e]iminary tesults
of the recently completed development
OH-58D indicate that
the graphic display approach is superior
with the traditional
hand-held map.

I'

test
on the
to navigation

Crewmembers (dual crew) were albe to navigate an NOE flight
course in
about half the time when using the graphic. display system and a hand-held map
than when using a standard map alone.
It
should be noted, however, the course
flown during that
testing
consisted of relatively
flat,
open, and rocky desert
terrain.
The O-5gD navigation
Leading reference system,

system,
like
its

which includes a Doppler with an updated
predecessors, still
requires periodic updates at 10- to 15-minute intervals.
The update technique requires the aircrew
to fly over a predetermined waypoint, already stored in the computer memory.
If
the aviator chooses to update the system by using terrain
features or
waypoints not already pilaced in the commuter memory, those features must be
manually entered into the system during flight.
The tests
discussed above were conducted with a two-crew aircraft
in which
the pilot
flew the aircraft
while the copilot/observer performed the navigation task.
The navigator used a hand-held map to confirm that
the actual
location of the aircraft
was, in fact,
what the navigation system was
reporting it
to be and to assist
i.n system updating.
The limited testing
of the 01-58D graphic display navigation system indlrates it would be an Improvement over the traditional approach to navigation.
The mission can be flown faster
and with more arcuracy when using the graphl,.
navigation display; however, it
still
requires a second crewmember to refer
to
a hand-held map to validate that the systems location information is correct.
Without the hand-held map, the aircrew could not be sure the system is providing the correct information.
In addition, the hand-held map allows the
awareness they would not -therwise have.
The
crew to maintain a situational
graphic display appears to be a viable option for a two-crew aircraft,
but rnot
for a single-pilot
aircraft.
Unfortunately, test
data do not exist
that compare the graphic display with the FMD or LDNS navigation systems.
I.

DIGITAL. GENERATED NAVIGATION

SYSTEMS.

technology in navigation systems Involves the use ot computerThe latest
has the capaThe Defense Mapping Agency (DMA)
generated maps and displays.
bility
to digitize
terrain
elevation and planimetric data that can be placo
Ii
the memory of an onbo~rd aircraft
flight
computer.
The fliht
computep s.
movement information from sensors like those isedl
supplemented with aircraft
in the Doppler navigation system can, in turn, produce a map-like image r.n a
!.'lItifvnction
display in the crewstation.
A number of avionics contractos
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have ongoing programs to design, evaluate, and provide digital-generated nav'One such system is the night navigation and pilotage system
gation systems.
(NNAPS) 9 under development by the Army Avionics Research and Development
These systems have the potential capabilities
Activity (AVRADA) (figure 8).
to:
(1)

Generate a digitally-based

topographic map.

(2)
instruments

Integrate inputs from aircraft navigation sensors and flight
to dynamically plot the aircraft position during flight.

(3)
correlation

Automatically update the rnavigatiun sensor data tsing terrain
techniques.

(4)

Provide a horizontal situation map display.

(5)

Provide a vertical situation view of simulated ttrrain.

(6)
Allow the user to annotate the map display with locally obtained
information (wire/obstacles, enemy/friendly forces, and checkpoints) before
the flight.
(7)
Allow the user to annotate the map display during flight and
store that information in computer memory.
(8)
Allou the user to select the type and amount of information to be
diLplayed (declutter).
(9)
Provide the capability to calculate and display information concerning the unobstructed line of sight ox intervisibility be3tween the aircraft
andi other objects.
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The replacement of the map In the crewstation instrument panel, similar to
that of the PMD, in itself
is a significant
improvement but only one application of the full
potential of the digital
data base.
The capability
of the
aircrew to interact
with the display and data base Is equally important.
With
a computer-generztad navigation displa:,, the aircrew has the potential
to
optimize the displayed infovmation to meet the changing mission requirements.
TIe map scales may be changed as desired.
The aviator can change the map
display orientation
t.D one that fits
the mission.
Horizontal or vertical
views of the terrain
nay be selected as desired and information concerning
threat and friendly forces could be overlayed c.a the display to provide an
overall awareness of the batt'efield
situation.
the aviatur cilcd observe data from a horizontal viewpoint in
For example,
which the displayed infor-,ation Is presented 1i,'
t.iat normally seen when
locking at a stand.•ri
-,a- (fieuru 8).
A perspective or vrtical
situation
view of te'.-ran ahedd of the aircraft
could also be selected.
The displayed
scene wouid look much like that observed when looking through the crewstation
windscreen during low-level flight
(figure 9).
If desireo, the scene could be
moved aheaA to assess the terrain
obstacles and known threats over the next,
hill
or obstacle.
The flight
plans, incliding threat infornation, can be
overlayed on the vertical
cr horizontil
display tc make the aviator aware of
the c•,rrent sltuation.

V ..
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Digi tal mnap display vertical
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view.
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Much like the FMD, the digital map could be annotated by a computer interface within the airzraft or a preplannfng station in the unit operations
center.

"1.

Fron the crewstation uorkload aspect, it is expected that the digital map
display should be at least as effective as the PMD and hopefully more effecLimited simulation studies have indicated the feasibillty of placing
tive.
tht digital map display in the crewstation, but the workload or crew attention
Simulation and flight evaluations of
required has not yet been established.
the system are expected to continue during 1985.
The effectiveness of the digital map navigation system is very much dependent on the existence and quality of the DMA-digitized topographic data base.
Within the next decade, the Digital Land Mass System (DLMS) is expected to be
used for the majority of the requests for digital mapping products. 1 0 The DLMS
data base currently consists of the digital terrain elevation data (DTED) and
digital feature analysis data (DFAD).
The DTED specification provides terrain
elevation data within a 130-meter horizontal circular error and +30 meters
vertical.
DFAD provides radar significant feature data at simil7r accuracies.
Radar significant features include objects with high contrast that can be
detected by radar.
Most area features must be at least 500 feet by 500 feet
to be in the data base with the exception of some power lines and towers that
have a bright radar signature.
Information on drainage, vegetation, urban
area, bridges, and power lines are currently available, but features like
roads and railroads have not yet been incorporated in the data base.
The
current available data base does not appear to be ccmprehensive enough to
completely meet Army aviation needs on the future battlefield.
The DMA has an
ongoing effort to Improve the accuracy and expand the data base as requirements evolve.
Those improvements are necessary if the ful: capability of the
digital data base navigation systems is to be realized.
A second area of concern with a digital map system is the considerable
computer remory needed to store and manipulate the data base during a typical
mission.
Significant improvements in flight computer processing capability
will be required to allow all the potential advantages of the digital map
technology to be effectively applied in Army aircraft.
Digitally generated navigati.n displays, if they operate as advertised,
should be at least as effective as PMDs in providing map-like information to
the aircrew.
In addition, they should provide a capability to declutter the
display and the option to view the terra4 .n ahead from either a horizontal or
vertical perspective.
rhe annotation capability during preflight and flight
appears to be equivalent to that of the PMD.
One major advantage of the
digitally-generated data base over the PHD would be in the area of automatically updating the navigation sensor information and automatic terrain
avoidance.
In theory, the digitally-generated data base could be used for
that purpose, but based on the availability, accuracy, and content of the
zurrently avatlable data base information, that feature may not be available
when the LHX is initially
developed.
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Limited simulation and analytical assessments indicate that digital map
display systems do have the potential for providing the much needed navigation
and situation awareness improvements, in both dual and single crew aircraft.
The ultimate payoff for the LHX is considerable if technology reaches sufficient maturity within the LHX development.
The flight hardware developed to
date provides limited capabilities of a horizontal view of the terrain but not
the vertical perspective.
The true system advantages and any resultant impact
in aircrew attention or workload cannot be determined until flight systems
have been assembled and tested in the helicopter environment.

H.

SUMMARY AND (DNCLUSIONS.

'9

Th2 success of Army aviation on the future battlefield is much dependent
on the ability of the aircrew to rapidly place their aircraft in the correct
tactical location.
Accurate navigation in mid- to high-intensity conflicts is
extremely important in accomplishing a taetical mission.
Studies and
evaluations of the relationship between human performance and currently
fielded naviation systems reveal a number of disparities that result in less
than the desired level of m-ission success.
This performance is due, in part,
to a number of factors, ir.clu4ing loss of perspective, map design, equipment
sensors, and display designs.
Evaluation of n-wl:, developed and available
navigation systems indicates that those systems enhance the present capability
to navigate on today's battlefield, but further improvements are needed if the
maximum effectiveness of Army aircraft capabilities are to be realized.
Based on the data discussed in this analysis, the traditional hand-held
map, the Doppler/numeric display systems and graphic display systems appear to
be less accurate and require too much visual attention on the aircrew's part
to provide the mission effectiveness necersary for the LHX fleet.
The PMD/remote map reader, which has been tested and flown it. operational
aircraft, improves upon the current systems by taking the traditional map
information out of the aviator's lap and placing it on a display in the
instrument panel of the aircraft.
In tests conducted so far, an aircrew of
two can navigate the mission tearaýn more rapidly with less required visual
attention on the part of the navigator than was required with previous navigation systems.
The system does, however, require much of the
copilot/navigator's visual attention (28 percent) to monitor the progress
along the flight path and update the system approximately every 10 to
15 minutes.
This diverts much of the copilot/navigator's time from other
mission tasks.
This may not be a major concern in a dual-crew aircraft, but
in a single crewmember aircraft, the visual workload associated with the navigation task would have a considerable impact on the mission effectiveness.
The digital map display, because of its inherent flexibility, provides
g'reater potential for mission success in the LHX than the projected map
system.
This system has been tested in simulators but has not yet been flight
tested.
The visual attention required for the digital map system will hopefully be less than that with the projected map diaplay, but it is expected
that the aircrew will still
have to devote considerable time, with their head
inside the cockpit, viewing and obtaining information from the panel-mounted
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Again, in a two-creu aircraft, this is not as critical
digital map display.
as in a single-crew aircraft.
In the single-crew LHX, the visual workload
associated with a panel-mourited navigation display could still
have a conThe presentation of essential
siderable impact on missicn effectiveness.
navigation data to the pilot
in a manner that does not require bringing his
eyes inside the crewstation should help reduce that impact.
The optimal use
of heads up and helmet-mounted displays and/or voice interactive
devices to
provide that information should be explored.
In addition, if
the digital
map
system is to meet its
full
potential, enhancing the accuracy atid content of
the available digital
data base must be pursued to assure it is available for
the LHX.
NOE navigation requires continuous orientation on the part of the flight
crew by identifying terrain
features along the flight
path and correlating
them with information on the navigation map or display.
This is a formidable
task, even under ideal conditionc during the day, at night and during periods
of low visibility,
it becomes more difficult.
The LHX,
to be successful on
the future battlefield,
therefore requires a navigation system that
will
assure the aircraft
will be at
the right
place at
the right
time.
From the
human factors viewpoint, both the remote map reader and digital
map displays
can provide an increased capability over current systems and appear to meet
the minimum requirements for the dual-crew aircraft.
The digital
maps technology bas the potnetial to provide the better
system f-uom a soldier-machine
interface point of view due to its
increased flexibility.
For a single-crew
LHX,
the presentation of navigation information on a display in the aircraft
could very well be toc demanding on the part of the aviator's
visual attention
at
terrain
flight
levels.
While flying missions at
terrain
flight
levels, zhe
single crewmember should devote as much visual time outside the crewstation as
possible.
Navigation information should therefore be provided to the aviator
in a way that allows him to keep his eyes outside the crewstation during th:at
phase of flight.
If
the goal for a single-crew LHX is to be accomplished, a high priority
must be placed on the improvement of uiavigation sensor accuracy and "he availability
and accuracy of digital
data base information.
Simulation and flight
test
studies to specifically
address the most eff-!ctive means of providing
navigation information to the aircrew are also needed to reduce the considerable amou~it of aviator attention now devoted to that task and enhance the
LHX combat mission effectiv.•ness.
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SUMMARY
The unique vttui
requirements that occur when a helicopter pilot
that
an aircraft at high speeds close to the ground requires
operstp
the cockpit designer reevaluace the traditional methods of information
presentation.
Current advances in cockpit display technology are in the
direction
of iuformation being pissented on multi-function cathode ray
tube
(CRT)
displays which are accessed via key press
input.
Multifunction dLapla-s
enable
cockpit designers to design
systems
that
present much more information while using less panel space than required
for conventional
analog instruments.
This
increase oý presented
information,
coupled with the manual access requirement,
can overload

the pilot's viaual and motor channels.
A current
approach to the problem of potentially overloaded visual
and motor channels is to use voice output and voice input technology to
supplement
visual output and motor input.
There is the potential
for
less
than optimal voice technology implementation unless care is
taken
by cockpit designers.
In addition,
there are several unique problems
"that arise when information is presented
simultaneously in
two
modalities
(visual ard auditory).
The Issues that surround the use of
multi-modal information displays should be researched carefully so that
their
implementation in the cockpit does not result in increased
pilot
workload.
In
tnis paper we discuss the evolution of cockpit displays,
end how voice
technology might best be employed
to reduce
pilot
workload.
A brief summary of some of the research conducted
in
our
laboratory
examining the integration of these multi-modal displays will
also be presented.
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ANTRODUCTION

A pilot ca4 be considered both a systems coordinator and a flight
path manager.
More speciftcally,
a pilot is a decision maker.
The
pilot receives input from the aircraft systems (in the form of displays
and gauges),
the outside world (what is seen through the windscreen),
and the vehicle dynamics (tactile,
vestibular, and proprioceptive feedback),
and processes this inform3tion.
Outputs, in the form of control
manipulations, are the result of tfe decisions made with regard to thee
three sources of input.
The pilot's output,
of course,
change6 the'
three sources of input, thus creating an "information processing loop".
The result of restricting thv, informaticn that the pilot receives
from any of these sources of input is fairly predictable.
If any of
the sources are degraded the pilot will try to maintain the same level
of information input by attempting to extract additional information
from the remaining sources.
For example,
a pilot suddenly flying into
,dvir~e we."ther will quickly switch his attention from tle ourside scene
tc thc ins. ruments.
Conversely,
a pilot descendirg to Nap-of-the-Earth
(NOE)
alr tudes and flying at high speeds will tend to concentrate
almost tr ally on the outside scene so as to avoid obstacle3,
and ot
necessity
ignore the instruments.
In the extreme, with no instrumentL3
or outsa."e scene,
a pilot will rely on the vehicle dynamics input and
fly "seat of the pants".
One of the most rapidly changing areas of new aircraft design has
been the rickpit.
From very early simple cockpit layouts,
the amount
and
ryp.!
of information presented to the rilot have increased
dramatically.
There have been two main reasons for this proliferation
of cockpit information:
the availability of new display technology en~d
the ivweiopment of aircraft that had to be flown closer to thi edges of
their design envelopes to accomplish their missfoas.
Modern high
performar -e military airplanes are much less forgiving than the biplanes
with which we began the aviation agt! Lhe modern aircraft requires more
detailed control on the part of the pilot because the margin for error
is so much smaller. therefore, as the aircraft performance ranges began
increasing there was a need for more and more information, thus more and
more for -he pilot to process.
One attempt to address the problcm of more information being
presented in
the cockpit was to increase the crew size.
The transoceanic
Clippers
of the late 1930's and 1940's had a crew of five,
therefore more eyes in the cockpit.
On the other hand, the modern B-747
has fewex
crew members but has what appears to the non-pilot as a
baffling number of dials and switches.
Hcwever,
many of the aircraft
system indicators have been reduced to warning bells,
buzzers,
and
lighce.
This represents a second attempt to address the problem:
reducing ti'e level of detail and the information output mode while still
increasing the total rumber of systems for which information
is
available to the c'.ew.
Thi second attempt led to a proliferation of
alert indicators,
an increase from 300 to 750 from the B-707 to the B74? (Veitengruber, Boucek, and Smith, 19'().
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The requirement
to have more information available to the pilot
coupli.d with the lack of additional cockpit real estate has culminated
in the type of cockpit that is found in the F-18. This "state-of-theart" cockpit has three multi-function CRT displays,
an array of light
emitting diodes, and very few conventional gauges. A potential problem
with multi-function CRT display8 is that rather than Just having to
remember where to look on the panel for the appropriate informatioa that
he might want,
the pilot must first remember q code sequence and then
enter the correct key presses to obtain the needed information on the
display.
In the 0 Pe of the F-18 there are over 675 three letter
acronyms that cat, appear on the CRTs.
The Nighthawk version of the
Sikornky UH-60,
developed for the USAF by IBM,
hae brought the F-18
cockpit technology into the rotary wing area.
In both cases,
visual
clutter has been reduced,
but at the expense of a large increase in
"cognitive clutter".
Pilots have usually been able to adjust to the changing sources of
inp-itt new cockpits, new and faster airframes, more demanding missions.
The
military
solution
to the changing
information
proceising
retyirements has
been to improve pilot training.
We are now,
unfortunately,
approaching the point where the pilot; rather than the
hardware,
is
becoming the limiting factor in mission success.
In
particular, current helicopter missions often involve low altitude, high
speed flying, following terrain below tree top level and through valleys
rather than rver them.
This type of mission is called Nap-of-the-Earth
(NOS)
flying. NOE flight is
demanding under the best of climatic
conditions and extremely demanding when attempted under conditions of
night,
adverse weather,
or enemy threat.
Because the pilot at the
controls
is
primarily concerned with avoiding the obstacles that
,u-rtund the aircraft he has little
spare visual processing capacity for
monitoring the aircraft systems.
The co-pilot,
who normally monitors
the aircraft aystems for the pilot, is also very ousy trying to navigate
- no
simple task in the NCM environment.
Sustained
periods of NOE
flight,
even in clear 4eather during daylight,
are extremely taxing to
both crew members.
The
information
processing demands -laced on the
military
helicopter
Jilot are carried to the extreme in
the AH-64 (Advanced
Attack Helicopter). In this qirc.raft the pilot is attempting to fly NOE,
at night and/or in adverse weather,
while viewing the outside world via
a display generated by a Forizard Looking InfraRed (FLIR)
camera.
This
sensor scene is projected on a miniaturized cathode ray tube (CRT)
mouitted in
front of the pilot's right eye.
The CRT has
symbolic
aircraft systems and targeting information superimposed over the 40
degree field of view of the outside world.
The pilot's information
input in
this scena,,io is severely restricted in terms of both the
aircraft oystems information,
and in his viei of the outside world.
Adverse weather and enemy proximity exacerbate the problem and the
iossibility existi that the pilot's information processing capability
can be overloaded.
With current visual display technology alone,
this
type of operation - day/night, adverse weather, NOE flight becomes very
demanding.
The addition of multi-function disýlays and remote sensor
viewing systems to our current helicopters may increase the visual and
cognitive processing requirements on an already overloaded pilot.
R-XI-7
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Current Army requirements call for examining the feasibility of
single-pilot scout helicopter for the 1990's time frame.
While

a
a

single-pilot
aircraft
eliminates crew-coordination problems and makes
possible a smaller, lighter aircraft, the current heavy visual and motor
workload may reach intolerable levels when shifted to one pilot.
The problem
for the pilot is in receiving the correct
systems
information at a
rate that enables hi" to make
timely decisions
to
insure successful flight path management.
The intensive visual
demands
on the pilot required by the tactics of NOE flight at night and in
adverse weather and his need to monitor aircraft system indicators 1Lave
suddenly and dramatically
come into conflict.
It
is
necessary,
therefore,
for co,-•it designers to consider other than conventional
visual technology fu, system information presentation.

APPLICATION OF SPEECH TECHNOLOGY IN THM COCKPIT
With the development of low cost,
lightweight, reliable electronic
voice display and contrcl technology in the late 1970's there has been
an impetus for human factors research to determine whuthar some of the
traditional visual and motor human information transfer functions of lo.'
level
or NOE helicopter flight and navigation can be transferred to the
vocal and auditory channels.
The military services have begun several
programs to investigate voice technology.
The Air Force has contracted
for a research effort with General Dynamics to investigate the use of
voice technology in the F-16,
and the Navy has been funding a similar
effort
rith Gruwnan for use in the F-14 as well as investigating
the
implementation of a voice system in the F-18. Concurrent with the Army'c
needs,
NASA-Ames Reseerch Center has recognized the need to Investigate
voice
technology
(btoth voice recognition and speech synthesis)
for
military and
civilian helicopter operaticns which are now associated
with high visual workload.
These operatior;s
include,
but are ,iot
limited to,
search and rescue, off-shore drilling operations, forestry,
crop dusting,
and emergency meeical evacuation.
NASA-Langley Research
Center has also recently embarked on a program investigation of voice
input for general aviation aimed at the tingle pilot IFR mission.
Voice Command Input. Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) is achieved
by comparing
incoming utterances
with a set of previously
stored
templates
(one
for each word in theivocabulary);
the computer
then
selects
the closest match.
The greater the similarity between
the
spoken word and one of the templates and the greater its
dissimilarity
from the other stored tcmplates,
the mo-e likely it is that a correct
match will be made.
Most ASR technology available today is
speaker
dependent.
This meanA
that each user must form hia or her
set
of
templates
by speaking each word that the device must recognize
into a
microphone which provides input to the ASR equipment.
These reference
templates are then stored fosr future use during recognition.
Most ASR devices currently being .:onsidered for airborne
use are
restricted to discrete utterances.
Therefore, a user must pause between
each word spoken for approximately 100 ms.
to aid in
the
endpoint
detection
of each word.
This means that the user can not
speak
conversationally to this type of ASR device.
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There are also unique -o:abulary size constraints inherent with
each voice recognizer. First, there is a hardware limit to the number of
words a device can recognize (usually between 100 and 200 words).
Second,
regardless of th'- hardware limitations,
the larger the
vocabulary,
tne more templates the machine has to chone from,
thereby
increasing the proba'ility of misrecognitions.
Use of syntax subsetting
can potentially allpe!,te many of the vocabulary size problems.
The helicopter c~ckpit environment makes the accomplishment
of
accurate ASR more difficult because of the harsh operating environment.
A variety of environmental factors such as noise, vibration and heat as
well as psychological and physiological factors such as stress,
fear,
and fatigue impinge upon the successful recognition functioning of an
ASR device.
However,
studies over the last several years in uur
laboratory in which ASR devices have been tested in simulated
helicopter noise and vibration environments,
as well as in flight with both
fixed and rotary winged aircraft,
have yielded encouragingly high
recognitiot: accuracy rates (Coler,
1982; Simpson, Coler, & Huff, 1982;
Kersteen,
1982; Voorhees,
Marchionda & Atchison,
1982, Coler, 1964).
Tests recently concluded on connected word recognizers have also been
encouraging (Coler, 1984).
Voice Output. Speech output technology falls essentially into two
categories: synthesized (synthesis-by-rule) and digitized (synthesis-byanalysis) speech. Each of thece techniques are discussed below.
Most coummercially
available speech synthesis devices
employ
vy-,thesis-by-rule schemes using formant resonators. A formant resonator
speech synthesizer models the human vocal tract and can reproduce the
approximately
43
phonemes which comprise the English
language.
(Phonemes are the smallest units of speech that serve to dirtinguiih one
utterance or word from another in a given language).
These phonemic
units of speech are then concatenated into words,
phrases and/or
sentences according to a set of rules which take into account various
linguistic and acoustic conutrainrs,as well as predictable variations.
Current speech synthesis technology tends to troduce rather mechanical
sounding speech.
Listeners will often perceive a foreign acccr.t in the
speech produced by a synthesizer.
In our laboratory, we have recently
finished collecting data comparing different human acc'nts with the
"accent" of a speech synthesizer (Simpson, 1984).
Preliminary analysis
supports the contention that human listeners rate synthesized sreech as
being "accented"
to the same degree and on the same dimensions as
accented human apeech.f
Speech digitization (synthesis-by-analysis) is
accomplished
by
converting analog speech signals into digital format and then storing it
in computer memory.
There is a trade-off involved with digitizing
speech. The number of bits used to recreate the speech can Le raised or
lowered.
Lowering the bit rate obviously takes up less memory'but the
quality of speech is also degraded.
Raising the bit rate improves the
quality_ of the speech to be nearly indistinguishable from analog
recorded human speech,
but at the cost of a large amount of memory.
Therefore,
the user must decide on an appropriate coupromise for a
particular application.
Techniqmes such as Linear Predictive Coding
(LPC)
which is
used by the U.S.
Government for vocoders,
can
R-XI-9

substantially lower the delivery bit rate while maintaining a high level
of "humanness"

of the speech.

For the potential use in a helicopter cockpit, synthesized apeech
may be more versatile than digitized speech.
First,
by virtue of
the
fact that synthesized speech sounds mechanical it functions effectively
as a voice warning system since it stands out against
the background
radio communications
ongoing in the cockpit.
Simpson (1982)
reports
that a high fidelity representation of human speech
enunciating
a
waraing message might very easily blend with other communications,
whereas
a more mechanical
sounding speech will stand out.
This
perceptual
salience
of
synthesized
speech
was
also
renorted
subjectively,
by the helicopter pilots that served as subjects
in
a
recent study (Voorhees, Bucher, Huff,
Simpson, and Williams 1983).
Another characteristic which rould make a phoneme b&sed synthetic
speech system more versatile is that vocabulary s4.ze does not affect
memory size requirements.
Whereas digitized speech systems require each
ýndiviJual word to be stored in memory,
synthetic speech systems have a
virtualiy unlimited vocabulary since only the 40 individual phomemes are
stored.
In
effect,
digitized speech provides a high fidelity speech
output
similar
to tape recording,
but with a tape
recorder's
limitations,
in
that for any message to be spoken
the words
that
comprise
it
must be stored in memory.
While synthesized speech might
offer a more versatile speech outputt because it is capable of delivering
any message vocabulary with only software input it may not have the
sound quality of a human speaker as does the digitized speech system.
The type of speech system which is optimal for cockpit applications
depend& not only cn the type of information output desired,
but also on
the other ongoing cognitive, perceptual, and motor demands on the pilot.
When a pilot receives information via a voice message, several steps are

involved between the reception of the phys!.cal waveform that is
the
speech message and the pilot's compreheusivn of the message (Simpson,
1983).
First, he tust notice that someone or something is speaking to
him;

this is

the detection step.

Next he must direct his attention to

the speech - the selective attention step.
Then he must correctly
perceive the speech sounds that make up the words of the message;
this
is

the copy step in

the iense of "copying" an ATC clearance.

At

this

stage the pilot,
if askea.
could recite the message. Note that he does
not necessarily have to ku'w what the. message as a whole means to do
this.
When the pilot extracts a meaning from the message - the
comprehension step - he then can be said to have underotood the message.
Finally,
in
order to use the information conveyed by the message at a
later
time,
the pilot must have stored and be able to retrieve
the
information content of the message.
Proposed applications of different
electronic voice output systems for use in aircraft cockpits must be
evaluated in terms of their capability to enhance these different
steps
in message processing.
Deciding what voice output system to use based
on the "humanness" quality of its speech output is the wrong approach to
solving the cockpit information ourput problem.
It
should be emphasized that the addition of voice output in
the
cockpit
should not
intended
to replace
the visual
display
of
information.
Rather it should be used to help reduce the extreme visual
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workload of current helicopter missions by alerting pilots to time
critical items as well as providing necessary flight information upon
request.
However,
pilots must still
be able to scan their instruments
for an overall status check of conditions.
The goal of any cockpit
information
system,
regardless of its organizatiun or
specific
components,
is
to provide the pilot with the maximum amount of
information transfer ut.der conditions of minimum cognitive effort.
Flight under difficult or threatening conditions will always
be
extremely
demanding of human resources.
The more efficient Lhe
communication of information to the pilot,
the more resources he will
have for executing his primary task of flight path management and 4or
coping with c=zriency events when they arise.
Definitive data are
needed on the optimum visual display design which can be integrated with
voice display of information to reduce the information processing
demands of current and future rotorcraft operations.

INTEGRATION OF INFORMATION DISPLAYS IN THE COCKPIT
The availability of the new voice and visual display technology for
helicopter cockpit designers could create some of the same problems of
how to apply these systems as have other recent technological advances
such as CRTs and multi-function displays.
The temptation can exist for
the designer to use advances in technology in a wide variety of
applications just because they are new and available.
This can lead to
a situac'on in which parts of a display system function well when
evaluated by themselves in a laboratory or a simulator but are not
efficient when used as parts of an integrated information aystem withln
"a flight mission coutext. Multi-function keys associated with a CRT are
"a very efficient way of providing access to a large amount of
information w•iile using only a limited amount of panel space - but their
usefulness
to a pilot flying NOE with both hands working controls while
looking outside the cockpit is questionable.
A
similar
situation
could occur
with
voice
technology.
Incorporating talking altimeters, talking radar warning devices, talking
fuel gauges,
talking caution/warning panels,
etc.,
will turn the
cockpit into a bedlam of auditory messages.
On the input side,
installing voice controlled radio tuners,
voice controlled navigation
aids,
voice controlled target acquisition systems, etc , in the cockpit
will result in the pilot's having to train several different types of
recognition equipment each with its own vocabulary.
One
solution to this possibility for misapplication of new
technology is
a single voice recognition and speech delivery syatem,
integrated witiL the visual display and manual input systems.
Optimizing
and
implementing visual displays and voice input/output
systems
independently may not solve the problems of cognitive and perceptual
overload currently experienced by the helicopter pilot.
Careless
application of these new technologies may result Ir an increase in pilot
workload.
Only by careful integration of these multi-modal information
systems can information overload be reduced.
All cockpit informational
subsystems should be interfaced to a single system and a reasonable
priority logic designed.
The voice system must .ecome a part of an
integrated cockpit where visual output,
voice output, manual input, and
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voice
1983).

com-and input operate together coherently (Voorhees

& Kersteen,

There are specific characteristics associated with visual and voice
output displays that must be considered when integrating tese multimodal
systems.
Visual
displays
present
informaticn
almost
instantaneously, and have a very fast update rate. Information preseitted
visually can convey a great deal of information with a relatively simple
presentation - as with a symbol.
The use, however, of some presentation
formats such as long strings of text oL a CRT can require long scan and
processing times.
Also,
If the pilot is not visually monitoring the
display (a task which takes his attention away from the flight task),
information can come and go unnoticed by the pilot. The presentation of
vicual information can be yvery unobtrusive and therefore non-distracting
but this means that information may be present for some time before it
is noticed.
Speech displays,
on tho other hand,
are very attention demanding
and therefore they can be obtrusive. While this obtrusiveness of speech
displays means that a pilot will almost &urely detect that there has
been output there is the possibility that an ongoing higher priority
task will be interrupted.
While speech output of information that is
normally Fresented visually can reduce visual processing loads,
t-iere
could be an increase in the already high auditory processing demands.
Speech messages,
because of their sequential nature, are very dependent
on the listener hearing every part of the message if
it
is
to be
correctly understood.
However,
because speech is
a well learned
cognitive code,
a great deal of sophiscated enccding can be done with a
relatively short message.
Finally,
speech displays while they can only
be processed one at a time,
have the advantage of being omnidirectional
- that
is message reception is not dependent on the orientation of the
pilot's head.
When correctly integrated,
speech and visual cockpit
displays
could provide a dual output system in which speech output would focus
immediate attention on the highest priority information and the visual
output would serve as continuous backup for a quick scan of the total
situation.
Integrated displays,
however,
unless they are carefully
designed can exacerbate processing constraints present in eith'er visual
and speech displays alone.
Two of the most apparent problems with
integrated displays are: display prior~ity and temporal veridicality.
1. Display Priority.
Visual displays, if properly designed, can
display more than one item of information simultaneously;
speech
displays can only present one item of information at a time.
Most
visual displays,
however,
do not attempt to order information by
importance;
this task is left to the pilot. Speech displays 6,ust output
information by priority if they are co be effective.
This system
priority logic,
1f done properly,
can offload the decision making task
from the pilot,
thus saving him time.
But this increased level of
sophistication fron the display system requires higher leveis of
"intelligence" on the part of the system.
2.
confuse

Temporal Veridicality.
Ideally a display syetem should never
the pilot.
It
must always give him the most up-to-date
R-XI-12
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information possible.
Visual displays,
because of their almost
instantaneous nature,
ran change rapidly enough to give time veridical
information.
Speech systems, because of the time required to articulate
a message, may lag behind actual events,
particularly if the messages
This creates a difficulty
are stored and delivered as strings of words.
with integrated displays because the visual and speech displays may be
giving conflicting information. The temporal inconsistency could cause a
pilot to lose confidence in an integrated display system (Simpson,
1983).
We have been investigating the integration problem in a series of
full mission simulations.
The first of these was the Speech Command
Auditory Display System (SCADS) experiment.
The next was the Voice
Interactive Electronic Warning System (VIEWS) project which was done in
response to a request by the Army Aircraft Survivability Program
Manager.
These stadies have been presented elsewhere and are briefly
described below. A third mission simulation in which voice and visual
display aystems are investigated is being developed and will be carried
out at the completion of a series of part-cask experiments.
Speech Command Auditory Display SLsLe.

(SCADS)

Building on much of the voice input/ontput n,! :isu~2 displays work
done within our laboratory,
the Speech Command Auditory Display system
(SCADS) mission integration simulation was conducted (Voorhees et.
al.,
1982).
This study
compared the use of voice recognition and speech
synthesis with visual displays in a helicopter simulation.
Fourteen
non-pilot subjects were tested on a computer graphic task simulation of
NOE flight using three different types of itstrument display formats.
Subjects were tested in ten sessions (one per week) maneuvering a
helicopter symbol through a maze of obstacles diaplayed on a picture
system graphics screen.
This maze task (Simulated Helicopter Abstract
Mission Simulation - SHAMSIM) was developed to provide subjects with a
functional representation of NOE flight (Huff and Voorhees,
1984).
Information on airspeed,
altitude,
and torque (power setting) was
necessary for optimum performance on the' task.
These flight parameters
were presented by either conventional dial gauges (control group),
a
head-up display (IiUD) located on the graphics screen around the maze, or
a voice command-speech synthesis system. All subjects received training
for four weeks using the conventional dial gauges.
Matched groups were
then formed and tested for three weeksý At the end of the seventh week,
the ten subjects were again given the conventional dials and, along with
the four subjects in the control group,
tested for an additional three
sessions.
Analysis of the performance showed a significant difference
on the seventh week performance,
with the HUD mnd the speech group
performing better than the control group,
and the speech group
performing better than the HUD group.
This study allowed us to confirm some of our hypotheses on how to use
speech input/output systems effectively in helicopter cockpits.
The
subject's attention shift while using the conventional dials did not
result in significantly more obstacle hits,
rather it was manifest in
slower speeds Lhrough the maze.
This finding corralated with reports of
how helicopter pilots tend to respond to visual overloading in
the
actual flight environment.
The helicopter pilot, when confronted with
R-XI-13
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the visual overload of NOE flight, slows down in an attempt to minimize
the visual conflict, with the priority of obstacle avoidance.
The
subjects who were using the speech output system reported difficulty in
determining rate information.
The voice system could only respond with
the exact unitary rea~ing at the time it was queried, i.e.
"20 knots".
What the subjects suemed ro want was predictive rate information on
acceleration or deceleration so they repeatedly requested a parameter i.e.
"Airspeed" - "20 knots",
"Airspeed" -"18 knots", "Airspeed" - "17
knots".
This confirmed our asnertion that voice output cannot be
effectively
used as a one-to-one replacement for analog
visual
information (Voorhees, Marchondia, & Acthinson, 1982).
Voice Interactive Electronic Warning System (VIEWS)
This

second of a series of cockpit integration studies conducted
our laboratory was designed to examine the use of an integrated
visual and speech display for a threat warning system.
The study was
conducted with seven _-Mitary helicopter pilots performing the SHAMSIMrased functional NOE flying task. Added to the SHAMSIM task was a
secondary task of trying to avoid enemy radar-guided gun and missile
systesas.
This research project (Voorhees,
et.al., 1983) was an initial
attemnt to sulve the display priority and temporal veridicality ptoblems
of an integrated system. Pilots were given one day of training with the
viimual symbols and speech mesnages to be displayed by the experimental
Radar Warning Receiver (MR).
After RWR training all subjects received
training with flying the SHASMSIM task without threats present.
On the
second day the pilots were required to fly the task with a "low'" level
of threats.
The level of threats increased each day during the week of
testing as one independent variable.
Voice type was miiipulated as the
second independent variables
female, male,
and phoneme synthesized
speech were digitized using a Texas Instruments (TI) Portable AnalysisSynthesis System (PASS) and delivered to the pilots with a TI 5peech
Education Module (SEM) system.
(This hardware was used to replicate the
experimental system being evaluated for the Army.)
A fourth voice
condition - no voice - was used to counterbalance the design.
On the
third and fourth days of testing various failure modes were introduced
during the experimental runs: voice system failure, visual system
failure, and total system failure.
'-ithin

The
development of a complex J output priority logic largely
eliminated the problems of temporal veridicality and display priority.
In brief,
this logic eliminated all message queueing and updated each
word of the three word message just prior to it being spoken. This logic
also implemented a message update feature called a "coda" at the end of
a message that had been spoken while the real time situation was
changing.
This
coda eliminated the need to repeat a whole message to
give an up-to-date output.
A special symbol was developed ("message
being spoken" pointer) which was displayed on the visual display screen
directly under the visual symbol that the speech message was addressing.
Thus the pilot always knew which visual symbol the speech display was
talking about.
This pointer helped in reducing uncertainties concerning
the temporal verdicality of the integrated display.
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was also determined that while pilots could use either

the

visual or speech systems individually for successful avoidanco of radar
guided
threats,
they prefered to have both systems working together.
Some
individuAl
aifferences were noted in the pilot's
preference
of
visual
or speech information output,
and our laboratory
is
currently
exploring this phe~iomena to see it there is a possible link between this
preference and cpatial vs verbal learning preferences (Voorhees,
et al,
1983).

FUTLRE RESEARCH{
Early in our research program investigating integration of displays
we
identified
three major areas of information transfer that
had the
highest
priority for integrated voice/visual/motor cockpit
infermation
systems.
These
three cotegories of information are essential for pilot
survival, and therefore should have priority for multi-modal information

display integration.
l.Aircraft
internal stacus information - fuel,
operation
limits
(temperatures and pressures), and warning and caution information.
2.1mmediate external
or other aircraft.

fli•£ht environment

- wires,

3.Threat
situation - detection by enemy radar,
tracking equipment.r

ground obstacles,

laser,

or optical

The
first
category - status information - was investigated
at a
very basic leve) in the SCADS experiment. The category of enemy threats,
while uniquely a military problem,
has been dealt with extensively
on
the VIEWS project. Work continues on several part task studies examining
features
such
as warning
me sage
length,
alerting
prefixes,

incorporating speech output to supplement the tones,
and the most
appropriate visual outputt symbols, words, acronyms, or icons. The next
full scale integration experiment currently being planned wil!
examine
these three areas of critical
information transfer in
within a single simulation framework.

further

detail

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Voice
input/output
technology can be a viable adjunct
to visual
display output and motor input.
However,
the current visual and motor
information
systems in the cockpit need to be improved.
Also,
merely
adding voice technology
to existing displays,
or trying
to replace
visual/motor
displays with voice technology on a one-to-one basis can
create
problems for the pilot.
The difficulty is that the fundamental
questions of how a pilot should intera:t with his
information
systems
have not been answered for the new mission requirements that we
have

placed

on

the

pilot.

We

should

address

the

questions

of

what

information
is
necessary,
and when it is necessary,
before we begin
designing how to deliver the information.
There will be continuing
interest from design engineers to implement technology as soon as it
is
electronically
feasible,
but unless
the fundamental
questions
are
answered,
and the integration issues are addressed,
the result can be
information display systems that will not be useful to the pilot or will

add to his workload.
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LiEORY AND MEASUREMENT OF RUMAN WORKLOAD
Sandra G. Hart
Nasa-Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, CA

INTRODUCTION
terms of
Performing any task has a "cost" that can be conceptualized in
or operator
inability to perform alternative activities,
consumed,
resources
The cost to system hardware of performing its part in a mat.-machine
workload.
System can be operationally defined and measured objectively.
For example,
or rate of throughput
mechanical strain,
computer memory or fuel consumed,
reflect the load placed on a machine.
Although other variables such as environment or maintenance might affect this value,
their influence can be predicted and quantified.
Furthermore, machines cannot perceive the task requirements any other way than literally;
individual biases or strategies are not
possible, and every response is overt, predetermined by the system architecture.

This is not the case for measuring the cost of task performance to a

human

operator,
however.
Operator workload has been the topic of research and debate
a precise
the term has intuitive meaning for most,
Although
for decades.
definition has eluded both scientific and engineering communitieo.
Candidate
definitions and models may be distinguished 5y where they locate the source
of
workload in a man-machine system, which variables are included, and the measurement tools recommended.
There is equally little
agreement about how workload
might be measured
and why one would want to do so.
The goals of workload
research efforts range from developing or testing techniques and thecries,
to
assessing workload in an existing system,
predicting it in an proposed system,
or modifying unacceptable levels.
Although,
it is assumed workload
is
a
measurable
entity,
accumulated information resembles the proverbial
descriptions of an elephant provided by blind men touching its body,
tail
and trunk;
each description is correct (giien the restricted information available to each
evaluator and information-gathering conitraints imposed by their blindness), yet
none suffices to fully describe the animal nor to predict how it might function.

•

This chapter describes what is known about the locus of human workload, how
it
might be weasured,
what influences it,
and why it is of theoretical
and
practical concern.
Typical definitions and motives for measuring and predicting
workload
are reviewed to illustrate the wide range of phenomena that have been
considered
relevant.
A theoretical structure is proposed
that relates and
integrates
factors within tasks,
operators,
and environments that create or
influence workload.
Three different,
but related,
attributes of workload are
distinguished and described in some detail: the demands imposed on a man-machine
system,
its response
to them,
and the subjective experiences
of operacors.

Next,

five

classes

of prccedures that have been used to predict

and

measure

workload are described and evaluated:
(1) subjective ratings, (2) primary task
performance,
(3) secondary task performance,
(4) physiological recordings, and
(5) analytic proceoures.
The selection and application of appropriate tools
to
predicting
or assessing imposed workload,
system performance,
or the behavior
and experiences of operators are reviewed in a final section.
WHY MEASURE WORKLOAD?
Setting aside the problem of definition, for the moment, it is appropriate
to discuss why there is a continuing theoretical and practical interest
in
a
something as ephemeral as "workload".
Even though a precise and parsimonious

1
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definition has proven elusive,

most people have the intuitive feeling that such

a phenomenon
exists,
and that it is an important limitation
to both sstem
Performance and operator acceptance (Johanssen,
et al,
1979).
There are t'ree
major motives for workload analysist
(1) Predintion of workload for systems or
procedures
that do not yet exist;
(2) Assessment of workload in existing systems;
and
(3) Modification of unacceptable levels of workload.
The three are
related,
obviously,
and reflect many of the same underlying principles.
Yet,
measurement
techniques
that are valid and practical for one may not be
for
another and different questions and problems reqcire different procedures.
For
example,
techniques
appropriate
for predicting workload necessarily focus on
imposed workload and are most effectively applied early in development, before a
design is finalized or placed into productioný
Assessment,
on the other hand,
is conducted on existing or simulated systems,
and is accomplished by measuring
system responses and operator experiences.
Modification may involve identification of a workload problem (by observation,
empirical testing, or prediction),
predicting
the effects of one or more solutioiis,
implementing one,
and then
Evaluating the results empirically.
This may require a combination of different
techniques and levels of analysis.
System Performance
Practical questions about whether operators can handle the demands placed
on
them under normal and abnormal circumstances provide the primary motivation
for workload analyses in operational environments.
As the hariware and software
of advanced systems have become increasingly reliable,
the capabilities of the
operators have not changed. Thus, the performance and reliability of Lhe
system
as a whole is limited by the behavior and reliability
of human operators.
There
is
no simple relationship between workload and performance,
however,
even
though the typical motive for measuring workload is
to predict
performance.
Then,
why not measure performance directly, especially since it can be measured
relatively more easily than workload?
The answer is that a high level of
performance
can be maintained as task demands and mental workload gradually
increase - - right up to the point where operators' abilities are exceeded
(or
they lower their performance standard) and performance deteriorates.
Thus,
the
workload
"reserve" of an operator under one set of circumstances might predict
what would happen if task demands were increased still
further,
serving as a
better predictor of future performance than measures of current performance.
Design tradeoffs
It
is
particularly difficult to predict the workload and performance
of
systems
that do not yet exist or for tasks that will be performed
in
novel
environments.
Such predictions are required during the normal design process
to insure that the pcojected crew complement will be able to accomplish mission
requirements long before operational aystems exist for empirical testing.
Crew
workload must not only be acceptable on the average,
but this must be true
for
each crewmember individualty throughout the time on duty, as well.
Evaluating
the workloat. imposed by different equipment,
procedures, requirements, or environments,
allows dcjigners to make intelligent choices among control or display
design alternatives.
By refering to existing systems and extrapolating
from
models of human behavior,
qome sources of loading
likely to cause operational
problems can be identified and solutions posed.
For example, scheduling changes
may solve some problems,
whereas modifying the format, source, or complexity of
information or the locus of control (man
or machine) may
solve others.
tors,

A man-machine system might be regarded as an organism with sensors,
effecand intelligence having resources that can be dynamically and optimally
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employed without distinctioui among living, mechanical,
or electronic components. The most capable or least loaded resource (human or machine)
should
assume responsibility for specific tasks depending on the reserve capacities of
all available system components.
If the momentary work1lad of one operator is
sufficiently great,
another resource might be direrted to unburden him (by
engaging in automatic system,
itivolving an additional opprator,
or providing
different information).
In order for such an adaptive system to be realized, it
requires flexibility in system design and the ability to measure "instantaneous"
operator workload in the operational setting.

t;2!

Certification for Operaticnal Readiness
For systems that transport the public, such as aircraft, certification by a
third party such as a government agency is required.
This agency reviews engineering data provided by manufacturers about hardware and procedures and monitors part-task and full-mission testing to determine whether the vehicle
can
be operated safely with acceptable levels of operator workload.
In a recent
controversy over the certification of several commercial aircraft to operate
with two-man crews,
the desire of manufacturers and airlines to reduce operational costs conflicted with labor considerations and raised concerns over
safety.
A Presidental Task Force was convened to review the evidence (McLucas,
Drinkwater,
& Leaf, 1981).
Although safety records demonstrated that two crewmembers can operate as safely ae three (suggesting that automation has reduced
crew workload enough to eliminate the need for a third crewmember),
a third
crewmember might provide an extra margin of safety,
relieving other crewrembers
Much of the
during periods of high workload or when unexpected evente occur.
debate focused on how pilot workload, particularly mental workload, might be
assessed.
It
became clear that the ambiguity of definition and lack of standardized objective meazures constituted a practical problem in answering questionc and resolving the conflicts that arose.
Operator variables

*

0

Another motivation for measuring workload concerns the goals and job satisfaction of individual operators.
Humans have interests beyond optimization of
traditional indices of system performance (Rouse,
1979).
Thus, their physical,
emotional,
and mental state and willingness to perform assigned activities
(compared to their ability to do so) are relevant concerns.
Worklocd and job
satisfaction may not bp directly related. For example, few pilots might wish to
return to a fully manual flight mode,
but most would prefer to retain some
physical and mental involvement in controlling an aircraft.
Exercising skills
and performing diificult tasks may lead to personal satisfaction, while passively monitoring the system might ca-ise stress and dissatisfaction.
Operatorrelated variables may be reflected in economic decis4 .ons (e. g., aircraft certification and aircrew contract negotiations),
the long-term health of operators,
acceptable working schedules, and criterion for selaýcting operators.j

j

Training considerations
Ordinary experiences suggest that task demands and required effort seem to
decrease with practice.
Furthermore,
a change in how tasks are performed may
occur as proficiency increases, so operator workload may change qualitatively as
well as quantitatively.
It appears that skill level, developing
"automatic"
and the level of
coordinating previously unrelated activities,
behaviors,
workload experienced are related.
Establishing objective evidence
for and
measurement of this is necessary to design training programs for new or existing systems or transitioning from one version of a system to another. Training
3
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requirements are an important consideration in advance of operational testing of
training may be more difficult for highly
as well. For example,
a new system,
automated systems because operators must learn two modes of operation - - the
automated mode as well as the manual backup mode. For some tasks, the
nominal,
cost of the training required to achieve acceptable levels of performance and
Alternative soluworkload might be prohibitive for a proposed configuration.
such as computer aiding, additional crew members, or revised hardware or
tion3,
prucedures might br considered early in the design process in such cases rather
tt~an waiting until the system is operational.
THEORIES AND DEFINITION8
just as there are many motives for evaluating or predicting workload, there
To many system
are many theories about and conceptualizations of the construct.
workload is defined by the task demands - - literally
dcsignerr and engineers,
Task demands may be characterized
that is "loaded" on an operator.
the "work"
the number of discrete signals
by the frequency and amplitude of control tasks,
Task difficulty
or the time required for individual functions.
or responses,
is not always obvious, however, due to subjective and person-specific phenomena.
it
is often inferred from performance measures that may only reFurthermore,
The temporal component has been
flect variatins in effort and skill level.
e., required versus
equating workload with "time pressure" (i.
emphasized b,
This formulation is the explicit basis of task analysis and
availI'lIe rime).
computer models of humen operators and the implicit foundation for other approaches.
It
focuses on a priori requirements rather than the behavior and
Task demands are evaluated empirically by measures of
experiences of operators.
performance and operator opinion and predicted by manipulating the values of
constants in system models.
as long as adethe focus is on performance;
In operational environments,
Deteriorating
concern.
of
little
is
workload
maintained,
is
performatice
quate
however,
suggests that the workload has exceeded an operator's
performance,
The level of accomplishment relative to system goals is emphasized.
capacity.
performance-based analyses
As with approaches that focus on task requirements,
or increase their
strategies
different
adopt
are limited because operators may
effort to maintain a constant level of performance in the face of increased task
No measurable change in performance may occur until a critical level
demands.
Thu3, measures of perforwance are not predictive of what
of loading is reached.
might happen under a different set of circumstances.
foOthers conceive of workload in terms of physiological consequences,
They measure physiological changes in heart
on arousal and stress.
cusing
blood pressure, respiration, galvanic skin response, muscle tension, and
rate,
pupil size. Although these measures reflect an operator's physiological activaperfort: y are each sensitive to influences other than task demands,
tion,
mance, or effort, and have limited application in predicting workload during the
they may not be sensitive to some types of task
In addition,
design phases.
demands or reflect the same task variables that influence specific oerators'
subjective experiences.
In the tradition of ergonomics, workload has been conseptualized a3 effort,
The focus is on
expended to meet task demands.
particularly physical effort,
is
An operator's output
behavior rather than requirements or accomplishments.
Physical
evaluated absolutely or in relation to his or her supposed capacity.
the rate and frenueny of
by continuous con rol activity,
efforts measured
and changes in heart
movement
muscular
the intensity of
discrete responses,
rate and respiration associated with exercise have been equated with the work-
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loads of many activities.
One difficulty in relating physical output to workload is that many repetitive,
overlearned behaviors may be performed with no
Conscious
perception of effort on the part of the operator (Schneider & Shiffrin,
1977;
Shiffrin & Schneider,
1977) or distruptive influence on other.
concurrent
tasks
(Wickens & Derrick,
1981).
The primary advantage of this
conceptualization may be the availability of "objective" measures and the possiblity of operational definitions of terms.
More recently,
workload definitions have emphesized cognition and a-tention,
focusing on mental effort rather than physical.
This shift In
focus
accompanied
the introduction of automation into systems previously
characterized by direct physical co.,trol.
The structural properties and capacities
of
information
processing mehr.anisms that intervene between the task requirements
and operators'
responses have been studied extensively.
Workload has been
defined as the degree to which tasks compete for common processing mechanisms or
structures and the capacity remaining to perform additional tasks.
In
early models of human information processing,
a discrete number of
information "channels" were postulated with bottlenecks or filters
hypothesized
at
different points between the incoming information and the observed behavior
(Broadbent,
1958; Moray, 1967; Treisman, 1969).
Within this framework, performance was evaluated by the amount of information correctly processed
from the
attended channel.
Task difficulty was equated with the amount or rate of information a subject was required to process.
Information wAs expressed in dimensionless
binary units (Bits),
each representing a reduction in uncertainty
by
one half.
Workload was defined as competition for limited attention mechanisms
or the cost
nf switching from one foc:ns of attention
to another.
In
later
structural models, serial or parallel stages of processing
rather than information channels,
were postulated (Kantowitz & Knight,
1976 a; b; Sanders, 1979;
Sternberg,
1969;
1975).
It was assumed that each process could be devoted to
ouly one activity at a time,
with task elements competing for access to limited
structures. Performance was evaluated by measuring the time required to complete
different tasks and task elements.
An in:rease in response time was interpreted
as evidence for additional processing stages or competition for a single
stage.
With resource or capacity models, the degree to which different tasks could
share limited resources was emphasized.
Tasks were assumed to demand resources
from a single undifferentiated pool (Kahneman,
1973) or from multiple,
structure- specific pools
(Navon & Gopher,
1979; Wickens & Kessel, 1979) with limi-

ted capacity.

hypothetical

Since different tasks require different amounts of

quantity

termed "spare capacity"

was postulated

for

capacity,
tasks

a

that

required less than an operator's full capacity.
It was assumed that resources
could be allocated (up to their limit) in graded quantities among separate
activities.
observation

Evidence
for an undifferentiated pool of resources came from the
that tasks that appeared to have little
in common still
interfered
with each other's performance (Kahneman,
1973).
In fact, it was suggested that
an individual's capacity to perform work could vary as a function of arousal or

motivation (Kahneman,

1973).

The more common observation that some tasks inter-

fered with each other more than others provided evidence for a multiple resource
model.
It
was postulated that different amounts and types of resources
are

required

for

different tasks (Navon & Gopher,

1979;

Norman & Bobrow,

1975).

Performance limitations arise from insufficient resources in one or more processes that might be differentiated by the modality of input or otutput,
stages of

processing,
or code of central processing (Wickens & Kessel,
1979).
Thus,
different tasks generate patterns of mental load with respect to different
resources.
This suggests that multiple measures are required to assess the
loading on different capacities

(Shingledzcker,
5

Crabtree,

& Acton,
R-XI1-9

1982).

The

secondary-task paradigm,
in which an additional task is superimposed on a
primary task, has been employed extensively to address the question of how
resources are constrained and allocated.
Secondary task performance is evaluated to estimate reserve capacity available after primary task performance
(Bahrick,
Noble, & Fitts, 1954; Ogden, Levine, & Eisner, 1979).
Although the
operators' successes or failures in satisfying task
foczs is on performance,
demands are used to infer the underlying processes.
Human minds are never empty or idle.
An operator occupied by the most
tedious and boring
job may have thoughts filled with complex and detailed
or philosophical musings - - a spontaneous (and
intricate plans,
daydreams,
relatively invisible) secondary task.
Alternatively, reserve mental capacity
As the effort
might be u3ed for continuous monitoring of the surroundings.
required to perform a task is increased,
attention may be withdrawn from other
activities to be concentrated on it (Kahneman,
1973).
Thus,
it might be more
parsimonious to characterize a tasks'
demands by the degree to which an operator's mental facilities are "captured" and devoted to achieving task goals.
Parsimony in defining and modeling mental workload has fallen prey to the
same realities that have complicated other attempts to model the human mind.
"Bits" of information have become "chunks", single channel concepts have evolved
into multiple channel concepts,
single bottlenecks in the flow of information
through the system have become filters or multiple bottlenecks,
single serial
pathways have become many serial and parallel stages,
and single reservoirs of
resources have become multiple reservoirs in order to explain behavior in the
simplest of experimental tasks.
This may be distressing, experimentally and
theoretically,
yet it is just thiz amazing capacity and flexibility that requires human operators to remain fit'ly
"in-the-loop" in virtually all complex
Systems.
Given experience,
appropriate information,
and task structuring,
exceptionally complex and objectively loading tasks catt be performed successfully with apparently acceptable levels of workload.
The concepts of information processing channels,
attention, capacity, processing stages,
and pools of resources are all mewaphors for internal structures. They are invoked to explain why available information is not processed,
stored,
nor acted upon and why task requirements are not met.
Unfortunately,
there is no agreement about what are the underlying structures.
Nevertheless,
concepts derived from models of human information processing have intuitive
They provide rn organizational structure
appeal in the analysis of workload.
for empirical data and allow theory-based predictions about whether subtask
combinations will compete for limited physical or mental resources.
Thus,
it
is
possible that many apparently unrelated variables might be
relevant in predicting,
measuring,
and experiencing workload and that motivations for invoking the concept vary widely.
Because of the different uses of
the term and the wealth of contributing factors, a conceptual framework will be
outlined so that different sources,
modifiers, ard indictors of workload can be
The term "imposed workload" will be used to refer to
described and related.
the situation encountered by an operator.
It is created by task- objectives atid
and incidental events occuring during a given task
the environment,
structure,
performance.
The term "system response" will be used to refer to the actual
but
It is motivated and guided by the imposed demands,
erformance of a task.
reflects the perceptions of specific operators about task requirements,
the
strategies, effort, and systems resources used to accomplish these requirements,
and the physical,
sensory,
and cognitive skills of the operators.
Information
about system status and control inputs inform operators whether they have selected the correct strategy or are exerting sufficient effort,
allowing them to
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to characterize a tasks'
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resources have become multiple reservoirs in order to explain behavior in the
experimentally
This may be distressing,
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yet it is just this amazing capacity and flexibility
theoretically,

and
re-

quires human operators to remain firmly "in-the'-oop" in virtually all complex
and task structuring,
appropriate irfor'Aation,
Given experience,
Systems.
exceptionally complex anc objectively loading tasks can be performed successfully with apr irently acceptable levels of workload.
attention, capacity, proThe concepts of information processing channels,
strucand pools of resources are all metaphors for internal
stages,
ceasing
They are invoked co eý:plain why available information is not processed,
tures.

stored, nor acted upon and why task requirements are not met.
there is no agreement about what are the underlying structures.

Unfortunately,
Nevertheless,

intuitive
from models of human information processing have
derived
concepts
structure
organizational
an
provide
They
workload.
of
analysis
the
in
appeal
subtask
about whether
data and allow theory-based predictions
for empirical
combinations will compete for limited physical or mental resources.
be
possible that many apparently unrelated variables might
1. is
Th'is,
motivathat
and
workload
experiencing
and
measuring,
predictirg,
relevant in
of
Because of the different uses
Zions fo- invoking the concept vary widely.
a conceptual framework will be
the term and the wealth of contributing factors,
modifiers, and indictors of workload can be
outlined so that different sources,
to
The term "imposed torkload" will be used to refer
and related.
described
and
task
objectives
by
It
is
created
by
an
operator.
the situation encountered
and incidental events occuring during a given task
the environment,
structure,
performance.
The term "system response" will be used to refer to the actual
but
It is motivated and guided by the imposed demands,
erformance of a task.
the
t
reflects the perceptions of specific operators about task requirements,

strategies, effort, and systems resources used to accomplish these requirements,
Information
and cognitive skills of the operators.
sensory,
and the physical,
have sethey
whether
operators
inform
inputs
control
and
about system status
lected the rorrect strategy or are exerting sufficient effort, allowing them to
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modify their behavior and improve their knowledge and skills.
The term "experienced workload" will be used to refer to the effect of performing a task on an
operator.
Operators may not be aware of every task variable,
the processes
or the effect of different environmental
undcrl)ing decisions and actions,
factors.
Thus,
their experiences may not reflect all relevant factors (and
about
may include some irrelevant ones) and may be influenced by preconceptions
A clear distinction must be maintained between the level
workload and the task.
of workload a system designer intends to impose, a man-m3chine system's response
to it, and the experiences of the operators.
Workload occurs as a result of a
It is a human-centered rather
1979).
specifiz man-mrchine encounter (Sanders,
than a task-centered variable (Sheridan & Stassen,
1979) end is,
therefore,
influenced by factors other than task specifications.
Imposed Workload
Task Objectives
In
general,
human behavior is goal directed;
actions are performed
and
information processed to accomplish an objective.
Goals may be general,
leaving operators free to select among strategies,
actions, end solutions or impose
specific consZrain.s.
Requirements for speed, accuracy, efficiency, cr.ativity,
or reliability
may be defined by target values,
upper or lower limit3,
or an
acceptable
range.
Task objectives influence the level and type of effort and
the Priority assigned to task elements.
4n objectively easy task can be made
difficult by requiring greater speed or accuracy, or a difficult cask may impose
little
workload if any level is acceptable.
Environmental Variables
The operatioaal environment in which a task is performed
contributes
to
its difficulty. The physical environment is created by the locktion (e.g. uneersea,
very low or high altitudes, space), climate (e. g. temperature, humidity),
workstation layout,
noise and lighting levels, and threat from natural or man
made sources.
The social environment is created by interactlons among physically present members of a crew or with others via voice,
video, or computer link.
The environment's impact may be indirect or direct and some tasks may be impossible to perform in some environments no matter Eow much effort is exerted.
If
operators modify their strategiea, performance criteria, or experience different
levels of stress, a task performed in a non-judgemental environment with no egoor life-threatening consequences of poor performance may impose different
load
than the same task performed in a more threateuin. environment.
Tasks performed
where life support systems
are necessary impose additional requirements including the need to control and maintain the environment (Johnson,
Bershader,
&
Leifer,
1983). Although machines are responsible for monitoring and maintaining
life-sup!ort
systems,
they
require an operator's attention only if they malfunction,
much as the autonomic nervous system maintains homeostasis without
conscious attention or contr-1.
The absolute requirement that such
systems
function reliably,
however,
makes them a continuing concern for the human crew
and
contributes,
albeit subtly,
to workload.
Clothing designed to protect
iperators from hostile envirunments,
although necessary,
may further increase
the difficulty and discomfort of working in life-threatening environments.
Task Structure
Temporal organization.
The organization and structure of a task is reflected in its duration,
the rate and order in which task elements must be performed,
and the degree to which they can be deferred.
For nome activities, formal
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for others the timing and sequiencing are
procedures may govern every aspect,
immed 4 ately
done or
must be
subtasks
Somethey
discretion.
operator's
the
to
left
difficult
impossiwill become
because they are so important or because
Others can be deferred for several minutes with no
ble to do if delayed.
performance decrement, but they must be done within a time wincow. Planning and
but are not time
preparing for future events are required for safe operation,
critical; they can be deferred if higher-priority tasks intervene.
System designers essume there is a minimum time required to accomplish
They define the time
component tasks and to switch between task elements.
pressure associated with task performance as the ratio between the time required
1979).
As this
to perform a task and the time available (Sheridan & Stassen,
deteris
workload
Because
to
increase.
is
assumed
wlorkload
unity,
value nears
the term time presmined by the pacing of events as well as their complexity,
sure has been used interchangeably with workload (Eggemeier,

et al,

1982; Parks,

However,
tLme pressure is as ill-defined a
1979).
1979; Sheridan & Simpson,
no necessary relationship with
has
by
itself
Task
duration
term as workload.
is
easy to imagine brief activities that impcse extreme load or
workload;
it
the number of different
In addition,
load.
very long ones that impose little
tasks

performed

within an interval

may or may not relate to workload

either,

Some tasks may be
depending on subtask characteristics and individu~al demands.
performed concurrently -within the same interval of time, whereas others may have
the intensity of effort exerted
In either case,
to be performed sequentially.
per unit cf time, averaged across the task duration, is more likely to influence
so
Rather than being
workload than the intervals between successive tasks.
objective quantity,
time pressure resides in the eye of the beholder.
Individual differences lead some to seek external time pressure to get rtarted on a
task or to relieve boredom, whereas others cannot function under it.
The resources available in modern systems include inforSystem Resources.
mation, hardware (including computers), software, other crew members and support
Workload and syszem performance rely on the availability and reliapersonnel.
bility

of

the3e resources arn,! an operator's effective managewent

and

use

of

predecisions,
Information displays provide data for computations,
them.
dictions,
and control inputý.
They may inform operators that the system state
is unchanged, functioning riormally, or wnalfunctioning. The effect of in~formation displays on workload rzy depend more on its timeliness and format than on
a delayed landing clearance may
For example,
the absolute amount available.
decrease workload by resolving uncertainty even if

its

reception requires consi-

Operationally relevant information obtained each time an
derable processing.
operator samples an instrument panel or communications channel is conaidprably
less than the total information available. Not only is the information absorbed
but changes and deviations are perceived and processed
in related "chunks",
For example,
while status quo assurances are noted at the most trivial level.
the synchronized positioning of dozens of indicators on dials forms a wellOperators perceive this
learned pattern if all systems are in a nominal state.
rather than reading the numerical values indicated by
pattern in a quick scan,
the position of each indicator.

If
displays present sunm ry information about mission segments and integrate relevant system elements, operators need perform only a single task at any
- - initiating well-learntd or automated sequences of events or recognizing
If the performance characteristics of controls and
of one.
the completion
resource:
then available
operators' mental models of the system,
displays fit
then they must perform addiI: they do not,
wiil be used more efficiently.

time

tional mental operations to translate back and forth between displays of dctions
and their own cognitive representations of them (National Research Council,
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4;

1982),

thereby increasing workload

arid decreasing system efficiency.

Operator 9ualifications
Systems are designed to accommodate most potential operators,
and,
when
procedures and training programs are established,
it is with their capabilitier
!:nc previous experience
in mind.
Designing a system to allow any operator to
manage it with minimal workload is rarely cost-effective (in terms of additional
hardware, training, crewmembers, or automation) and may be impossible,
Instead,
tne user-population is restricted to individuals who meet certain minimum qualiiications.
The selection criteria
may be based on formal education,
physical
capabilities,
past exrerience,
sex,
age,
or personality traits,
etc.
In resaaa'. settings,
operators may be specialists who are part of the design team,
patential users of the system,
or a random sample of the population in general.
Because the completed system will be managed by an "average" operator, it is

"important that the skills, judgements, and goals of these individuals are
considered rather tlhan relying completely on the preferences of uniquely skilled
Specialists such as test pilots.
The training requirements and selection crite-ia for operators may change
during the transition from direct,
operator-controlled systems to predominantly
automatic systems.
The qualitites associated with success in one may riot be
appropriate
for the other and additional training many not provide an adequate
solution.
If operators cannot be trained to control an advanced system adequately,
then information displays and system interfaces might have to be simpiified to allow new or existing operators to meet minimum performance criteria.
Incidental Variables
Thc issues raised in the preceeding section suggest intended or potential
corntrolIf a situation is carefully
load factors imposed on human operators.
led,
the workload
that
is actually imposed during a given
task performance
should be similar to the intended level.
If not,
the task (or the oparator's
Ferception of it),
might be modified by unexpected changes in the environment,
errors made by the operator, or hardware malfunctions.
These msy have a momenLary effect on workload or influence the remainder of the task by altering
its
structure or organization (Hart & Bortolussi,
1983).
Unexpected situations can
increase workload even if no corrective actio-i is taken and considerable
.dditional
effort may be required to provide a remedy.
If an error disrupts
a
practiced sequence of behaviors,
completing the remaining task elemenits out of
sequence or with conscious attention to details that are normally accomplished
automatically may increase workload substantially, even if no corrective actions
are taken.
Thus,
incidental variables may modify a task so th..t the workload
imposed
is very different from one time the task is performed co the next
or
they way contribute
minor variations or "noise" to the lEvels
of load
for
different operators.
Their occurrence can be anticipated and computed, however,
to determine the envelope within which the task could be performed and to allow
a post hoc reevaluation of the actual workload level.
System Response
Operators generally strive to achieve their perception of the task requirements.
They compare currert performance to previously established
standards,
adopt more efficient strategies,
ane modify their behavior to improve or maintain
performance.
Because an operator's understanding of what he or she is
expected
to do forms the basis for actions and experiences,
this
factor may
9
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play an important role in the level of workload experienced.

21nrator Strategies
4
Many tUAks
require particular strategies if good performance
s to be
alternative
however,
For complex tasks,
achieved with acceptable workload.
behavior patterns may reault in acceptalRe performance,
even though not all of
As operathe alternatives are obvious to an operator or the system Z-signer.
tors become familiar with a job,
they develop hypotheses about th2 structure,
evolve strategies to adjust the level of workload,
and adopt personal criteria
in addition to (or in place of) those of the task originator (Johanssen,
et al,
1979).
Strategy selection may depend on operators' general experiences, specifLic
task and syatem understanding,
a desire Lo capitalize on skills and
strengths, or willingness to take risks.
In addition, different individuals may
be predisposed to elect one strategy rather than inother resulting
in
differences in workload and performance (Damos,
1984). The operator's strategies then
determine the systm resources used,
level and type of effort exerted,
interim

syster performance goals, and information considered.
Operator Behavior

est

Operators exert effort in a variety of ways.
Physical effort is the easiadvanced
yet its importance in
observe,
and measure,
to conceptualize,

systems is diminishing.
Mental effort is inferred from the structure and
quirements of a task,
changes in performance and physiological functions,
subjective

reports.

Even

though it

serves as a potent

between measurable stimuli and measurable responses,

it

intervening

reand

variable

is difficult to quanti-

fy directly.
Some mental prucesses might be more difficult or require more
Mental
yet there is no objective way to measure this.
resources than others,
effort is often equated with the number of processing steps a task is thought to
require and the hypothetical availability of processing resources given competition from concurrent activities.
There may be qualitatively different kinds of

Scerbo, & Schneider, 1983; Shiffrin & Schneiprocesses involved as well (Fisk,
der,
1977; Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977).
Controlled processing is slew, effortor
It is required for novel
and operator-controlled.
capacity-limited,
ful,
inconsistent information and when decisions art consciously derived.
Autc- tic
is fast, parallel, relatiwhich is typical of well-learned tasks,
processing,
vely effortless,
not limited by the capacity of short-term memory,
nor under
Once developed, it is difficult for operators to inhidirect operator control.
bit it in the presence of eliciting conditions.

Buharali,
1983; Tanaka,
Rasmussen (1982) and others (Madni & Lyman,
Sheridan,
1982) related different levels of operator behavior to variations

&
in

workload.
Sk11-based behaviors
(conventional manual-control activities with
immediate feedback about actions) may be performed automatically ard contribute

little
ro experienced workload.
Rule-based behaviors (procedural activities,
infortiation processing, and short-term planning) involve higher level processing
and

more mental workload.

decision

making,

and

Knowledge-based behaviors (complex

interpretation,

development of novel solutions with limited

or

delayed

feedback)
require the hiihist level of prccessing and the greatest mental workare transformed into low-workload mechanical action by
load.
Control decisions

exercising well-learned patterns cf response or by actuating mechanized subAlthough a decision may be the result of complex mental processes, the
systems.
control input itself may reflect a relatively trivial execution of it (in terms
If well-defined rules exist for a task or if closed-loop control
of workload).
is
required,
then it is likely that it could be performed by a machine.
This
leaves
for humans the more ambiguous tasks with indirect and delayed Knowledge
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Humans continue to out-perform machines on these tasks but at the
of results.
Thus, assigning skill-basee and
cost of incr ..sed levels of mental workload.
rule-based behaviors to machine3 may only shift the source of workload from
deciproblem-solving,
direct sensation or physical control to interpretation,
sion making, and prediction: high workload tasks.
Operator Skills
and cognitive
sensory,
specific physical,
Whenever a task is performed,
Experienced
processing skills are required as well as a general knowledge base.
operators may require less training (because they can use use established pdt"terns of motor response), adopt more efficient strategies, and exert appropriate
In addition, they are more
effort in a timely way, thereby minimizing workload.
The above
correctly.
criteria
performance
and
goals
likely to percaive task
substantially
suggests that the workload experienced by practiced operators is
However, it is difficult to predict
different from that experienced by novices.
skilled performance on a task from its initial performance (Ackerman & Schneiinitial selection of
previous experience,
General abilities,
1984).
der,
and ability to understand instructions may be determining factors
strategies,
in practlee, while specific perceptual and motor abilities may be the
early
Furthermore, skills develop at differlimiting factors for trained operators.
ent rates for different operators and different subtasks.
practice changes mental processing qualitatively as
Scerbo, & Schneider, 1984; Shiffrit, & Schneider, 1977; Schneider &
well (Fisk,
and
new abilities,
Training enables parallel processing,
1977).
Shiffrin,
decision
conscious
the
of
much
for
need
the
reduces
It
strategies.
alternative
thereby reducing effort and apparent task
making evident early in practice,
operators develop mental models of the system alWith training,
difficulty.
This frees them
lcwing them to predict future states from present evidence.
from needing information about system status on a moment-to-moment basis
et al, 1979), eliminating the performance of unnecessary activities
(Johanssen,
conscious
Psychomotor skills progress from continuous,
and reducing workload.
attention and activity focused on compensation and error correclion to execuThus, the workload of skilled operators
ting learned preprogrammel activities.
performing even simple manual control tasks stems from organizing and decisionmaking (Jex and Clement, 1979), rather than from properties of the signals being
tracked or physical effort.
Extended,

consistent

tend to think in terms of larger units of activity than novices
Experts
They may
1982) to avoid being buried in minutiae.
(National Research Council,
complete subtasks without conscious attention, recognize patterns of informawith
tion, and initiate action sequenzcs with single d2cisions. For example,
"touch-typing",
associations between verbal stimuli, spitial keyboard poriand movement trajectories for hands and fingers develop for different
tions,
serial combinations of letters. Early in skill acquisition, visual supervision
Witn practice, words and phrases may
required to position each finger.
is
no
conscious awareness of finger position
with
sequences,
key
"automatic"
prompt
Depending on whether a task is viewed as a collection of
or movement patterns.
unrelated and separate actions or as an integrated whole affects strategy selection and resource use.
Experts can relate one situation to other similar occurrences so they only
Thus, unexpected events or failures
have to notice and remember differences.
Equipment failures,
may affect skilled operators differently than unskilled.
or errors may disrupt automatic sequences ot behavior of
environmental changes,
trained operatora (thereby increasing workload).
On the other hand, the occur1
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rence

of predictable information 4ould be less likaly to interfere with ongoirg

information
than would the occurrence of less predictable
task performance
(Broadbent,
1975).
Thus, since little
is predictable about a task tc an Inexunpredictable
the creation of workload by (apparently)
perienced operator,
events may be responsibe for a significant part of the workload.
Abnormalities
for and
may be cverlooked because confused novices do not know what to look
Skilled cperabecause controlling the basic system requires so much attention.
inlittle
tors may recover from their own errors or equipment failures with
crease
in workload whereas unskilled operators might not notice a problem until
it has become critical and may fail to compensate for it effectively.
Operators
experienced in the control of a basic mechanical system might not understand the
additional
functions and structure of an automated system.
By contrast,
one
the
trained as a high-level user of a fully automated system might understand
computer-based management system,
but have little
knowledge of the underlying
failures that can be recognized and resolved (and
Thus,
mechanical functions.
the subsequent workload) will differ.

j

A

Performance
Performance may be thought of as either the result of wcrkload

is

conceptudlized

(if

workload

as effort) or as an element of imposed workload (the moment-

O

to-moment
state of a system may be continually modified by the actions of
operators).
The act of performi"g a task not only provides input to the system,
but
it
also creates observable outcomes which way be monitored and measured.
However,
addition,
many neasure3 of performance reflect the limitations, capa-

bilities, and characteristics of the system controlled, rather than the behavior
of the operator. Since machines now perform most of the repetitive stabilization
and
inner-loop control activities,
evaluating operator's behavior (as distinguished from the response of the entire system) with traditional techniques has
become increasingly difficult.
Workload
and
performance
each depend on operators'
responses
to task
manipulations (Wickens, 1984), rather than to the task demands alone.
Models of
human performance generally assume that performance improves monotonically as a
function of resources Invested and that experimental
subjects
always exert
maximum effort.
When performance changes occur following an increase or de-

crease in allocated resources, the task is said to be resource limited (Norman A
Bobrow,

1975).
to

tions

As more resources are invested, perhaps in response to instruclevels
specific
modulate resources among competing tasks to achieve

(Gopher, Brickner & Navon, 1982), performance improves to the point at which the
task is said to be data-limited (Norman & Bobrow, 1975).
In

operational environments,

however,

task complexity allows alternative
effort.

strategies and repetition may le.d operators to exert less than maximum

Thus,
poor perfurmance may reflect extreme effort for impossible
Conversely,
inadequate and inappropriate effort for easy tasks.
performance may be found for easy tasks that impose low workload or
tasks that challenge operators to mobilize more resources.

tasks or
excellent
difficult

Nevertheless,

the

relatiovship between workload and performance is of practical importance because
to maintain
operators may shed tasks
one may be sacrificed for the other;
acceptable workload or increase effort to achieve consistent performance.

It
is useful to discriminate taskt that cannot be performed (because of
Inadequate information,
inaccessiblity of cont:ols, or hostile environment),
from those that can be performed,
but at the necessary cost of extreme effort.
Furthermore,

impact

human

operators have physiological and psychological

their ability to perform a task.
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needs

that

Performance deteriorates rapidly

when

r

physiological needs for nourishment,
sleep,
comfort, and health are not met.
Psychological factors, such as prolonged periods of high stress, fear, conflict,
or inactivity may have a significant impact on performance as well.
Invoking
workload to explain the deterioration in performance associated with any of
these factors is neither correct nor diagnostic.
Performance Feedback
Operators' perceptions of how well they are performing a task may influence
or modify
suggest different strategies,
their opinion of task requirements,
their subjective experiences.
Correct assessment of the immediate situation
depends on the currency and accuracy of information available about fystem
state. However, the relationship between cause (operator action) and effect
in system state) can be delayed or distorted if the isomorphism beteeen
(change
operator actions and
system state is masked by intervening computer-based
mental reresentasystems or if information displays do not match operators'
tions,
leading to situations in which errors are likcly.
Finally, with either
or
proprioceptive feedback from control movements)
direct feedback (e.g.,
knowledge of results (e.g. a display of vehicle deviation from the desired
course), an operator's general knowledge and specific skills may be improved.
Thus,
the response of a system is the product of intenCd task demands,
filtered by the
the environment in which the task is performed,
modified by
operator's perception,
capacities,
strategies, behaviors, and performance.
It
is this phenomenon, then, that is subjected to the experience of operators.
Experienced Workload
People often generate evaluations and commentaries about ongoing experiences. However,
they rarely quantify,
remember,
or verbalize theae fleeting
impressions and experiences.
They may be aware of their current behavior and
sensations and the results of cognitive processes (but not the processes themselves) (Ericsson & Simon,
1980;
Nisbett & Wilson,
1977).
Only the most recently attended information may be directly accessible for verbal report; the
contents of short term memory (Ericsson & Simon,
1930). However,
additional
informatioT, may be retrieved from long-term memory or recreated.
Even thouph
individuals have access to intermediate or final results of higher-level processing ratLer than to the processing itself, they describe their experiences as if
they had access to the actual processes of cognition (Nisbett & Wilson,
1977).
In addition, the intermediate steps of automatic processes that are typical of
highly practiced behavior are completed without interpretation.
Thus,
theic
inputs and outputs are not available in short-term memory.
This may suggest
one reason why inexperienced operators report higher levels of workload than
experienced operators.
They are aware of intermediate processing and decision
stages whercs skilled operators act automatically without conscious awareness.
Thus,
even though experimental subjects are generally willing to provide a
numerical or descriptive rating,
the subjective meaning of the information and
contributing factors may not be clear.
Nevertheless,
only the operator can
describe the experience of performing a task.
The importance of subjective workload experiences extends beyond an association with subjective ratings. They affect behavior, and thus performance, as
well as physiological functions associated with stress or workload. If individuals feel loaded,
then ft is likely that they will behave es though they are.
That is,
they may adopt strategies appropriate for high workload conditions ane
experience physiological changes which may or may not be appropriate for the
current situation.
Conversely,
objective performance and
physiological
13
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functions

can change without an operator's awareness,
resulting in an inappropriately low level of effort.
In fact,
Individual might feel they are working
very hard even in the absence of external activity (Johanssen,
et al,
1979).
Objective measures exist for the evaluation of performance
and physiclogical
functions,
however, it may not be possible to compare estimates of task demands
or measures of performance across different activities because they do not share
dimensions
or measures ir common.
The phenomenological expeviencee
of human
performers,
on the cther hand,
may combine many aspects of situations across a
broad range of activities and memories of earlier experiences may provlide
a
the experiences of operators may provide
Thus,
common basis for comparison.
the only basis of comparison for unique and novel situations.
Finally, specific
task manipulations affect subjective experiences differently than they do other
measures, thereby providing additional sources of information.

t

One benefit of differentiating rubjective experience from imposed demands
is methodological;
it suggests one source of rating variability among individuals who experienced apparently identical situations. In addition, it is important to remember,
that the subjective experiencq of workload is not necessarily
the same as a subjective rating of workload.
In'.ormation about an experience is
available
to the operator as the experience
cccurs.
However,
the fleeting
exp).rience of each moment is replaced by the experience of the following moment.
Information available for recall is limited tc whatever was stored
incidentally
or deliberately in lcng term memory.

MEASURES AND PREDICTORS OF WORKLOAD
the assessment of workload depends on its concepTo a very great degree,
tualization (Moray,
1979).
Most researchers agree it is a composite concept
internal human
factors related to the task,
reflecting various contributing
dispositions,
and
skill level (Sanders,
1979).
In practice,
houever,
each
definition is somewhat different and practical circumstances may
researcher's
impose constraints on the measurement tools that might be applied.
Reseavch has
of
among some workload measures and manipulations
shown excellent
agreement
and none in others.
One reason
different task parameters in some situations,
for the lack of agreement might be that many commonly used measures are inappropriate,
unreliable,
or insufficiently sensitive.
For those measures that are
valid and reliable,
however,
the discrepancy may occur because different measures
selectively
reflect different dimcnsions of the complex phenomenon of
workload.
In addition, many measures were developed without a theoretical foundations,
thus
they cannot predict what might happen under different
circumstances.
In most cases, the dzvelopment and validation of measures is circular.
If diffcrent tasks produce variations in a measure,
then it is thought to have
Because there are no standardized
"failed".
then it
If not,
"succeeded".
tasks

that

impose known levels of workload and there is

independently

no way

to

determine

whether the task imposed the predicted levels of workload or

the

subject

experienced them as expected,
there are no benchmarks
against which
Research is underway to address
proposed measures or theories can be tested.
this problem,
however.
For aeronautical research,
laboratory and simulation
experiments, and pilot opinion surveys have been used to create flight scenarios
that will impose predictable levels of workload (Hart & Bortolussi, 1983; Kantowitz, et. al, 1984).
In addition, a method for evaluating workload metrics has
been developed (Shingledecker,
Crabtree & Acton,
1982) so that measures can be
evaluated against criterion laboratory tasks that vary in sensitivity,
diagnosticity,
intrusiveness,
operator
acceptablility,
and ease of instrumentation.

The tasks represent the functional components of human information processing in
operational

tasks as suggested by
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the multiple resource model.

*

Subjective Ratings
Subjective ratings may come closest to tapping the essence of mental work(Johnanssen,
load and provide the most generally valid and sensitive indicator
:
There are tsto sources of subjective
1979).
Sheridan & Stassen,
et &1, 1979;
EveluLitions may be obtained
themselves or observers.
operators
evaluations
The inmervals of
while a task is being performed or after it is completed.
techAvailable
time evaluated might represent several minutes or many hours.
(1) unidimensional
numerical ratings given with or without
niques
include:
(2) multi-dimensional evaluations of difbehavioral anchors or verbal labels;
ferent task features; (3) rank-ordering of experiences wita respect to workload;
"and (4) task-specific checklists, questionnaires and verbal protocols. Althbugh
ratings been used, studied, and critiqued extensively
(Moray, 1982; Wierwille &
methodological and theoretical problems remain. In fact, some
1978),
Williges,
researchers
deny their value &t all,
considering them to be examples of the
the more generally accepted
However,
practice of introspection.
discredited
view is that they provide a significant source of information.
Ope:ator Ratings
Operators
can normally provide verbal or numeric evaluations of task and
include
The information upon which evaluetions are based might
task elements.
the results of inforuation processing, perception,
memory, overt behaviors, azid
Ratings reflect a subset of the info-mafeelings associated with an activity.
tion avai1iblb
durin3 task performance and may not suggest which factors were
considered in forming the evaluation or explain the underlying cognitive processes.
Thus,
subjective
reports may contribute little
to theoretical models.
Nevertheless,
they may provide the only source of information about the effect
of performing a task on operators and do provide information about
the
inteEven for very different
grated effects of many possible workload attributes.
activities,
the remembered or reconstructed subjective experiences of operators
might provide a common point of comparison.
(such

One difficulty encountered in evaluating or equating any ebstract concept
as workload) or extrapolating average or typical experiences from exem-

plars
is that specific instances might not be related in memory.
For example,
it is unlikely that instances of high,
medium, and low workload are accumulated
from individuals' life experiences to serve as a mental reference scale
labeled
"workload".
Rather,
activities
that have elements in common can be compared
with respect to shared qualities and information remembered from similar experiences can be generalized by applying heuristic principles that
reduce
assessment and prediction to simpler judgemental operations.
Although these heuristic rules are generally useful,
they may lead to systematic errors (Tversky
&
Kahneman,
1974).
For example, ar individual might have experienced high levels
of workload when performing mental arithmetic in the past.
Thus,
he might conclude that the workload of yet another arithmetic task was high even though his
actual behavior and experience might have suggested otherwise.
Finally, people
are more likely to equate some task manipulations with workload variations
than
others.
Thus,
some task characteristics that influence performance may not
influence subjective experiences and individuals may be sensitive to variables
that do not lead to performance variations (Wickens & Yeh, 1982; 1983).
Calibration

of ratzrs.

Informatiun is

rarely given to raters

about

the

accuracy or validity of their ratings,
even though providing guidance to shape
strategies and performance is
a common practice.
In i£ct,
it would be consi
dered a breach of protocol in most experimental settings to inform a subject
that a rating was "wrong",' or that the task features that prompted a
specific
15
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rating

were

irrelevant.

Thus,

it may be difficult for raters to

adopt

the

raters
If
criteria or focus of the designer of a task or evaluation procedure.
then why not calito act as instruments for recording levels of workload,
are
This
and relevant output?
interpretable,
brate them to insure standardized,
different
demonstrating
and
defining,
could be accomplished by identifying,
with
levels of relevant dimensions and informing raters about their accuracy
catefor
points
reference
Standard
interest.
of
the quantities
to
respect
gorical values or anchor points could be identified or demonstrated and comparisons limited to tasks that share elements in common with the reference tasks.
The great success of the Cooper-Harper rating scale for aircraft handling
by
which has been used extensively
1969),
(Cooper & Harper,
characteristics
of
evaluation
and
test
operational
And
preliminary
for
engineers and test pilots
Concrete information and
aircraft, suggests the applicability of this concept.
elements are operationally
training are provided about how to use the scale,
defined,
and the "feel" charcteristic of different scale values is demonstrated
This calibrates test pilots to serve aa
a variable stability aircraft.
in
re- rding instruments sensitive to factors considered relevant.
Timing Since verbal reports and ratings are necessarily Lased on memory of
obtaining them frequently might seem desirable.
the continuously receding past,
The key issue
this could substantially interfere with task performance.
Yet,
but how much incidental memorizing occurred
might not be how fresh a memcry is,
it
For example,
during the task and the relevance of the operator's memories.
has been found that ratings obtained immediately after the completion of a block
or after a delay of 15 min were not significantly different
trials
of memory
(Eggemeier, Crabtree, & LaPointe, 1983), and both discriminated workload-related
requiring verbal raUnder favorable circumstancet,
primary task differences.
However,
workload.
additional
little
impose
might
a
task
titigs while performing
to
required
be
must
re3ources
mental
some
estimates,
even for retrospective
Even this might alter an operator's
for later recall.
information
remember
Thus, there is a tradeoff between the possibility of
normal mode of processing.
task interference (caused by remembering information to provide accurate ratings
or providing ratings during task performance) and the possibility that no~hing
will be remembered incidentally.
Ratings are normally given about what occurred during an activity or period
the existence of similar reference activities and whether the
Thus,
of time.
interval had a logical beginning, middle and end for which requirements, effort,
Many tasks are ca:ried out in
iuccess could be assessed are salient.
and
Thus, operators should be able to evalufunctionally-related units.
discrete,
ate or remember the workload of a meaningful segment more easily than an arbinot
that includes unrelated activities or an interval that is
trary interval
if
an unexpected or remarkable event occurs during an
However,
distinctive.
If
interval, it may influence ratings more than its rela -e duration warrants.
original
the
of
aspects
temporal
some
recreated,
retrospectively
is
an activity
event (such as the length and pacinp of task elements. may not included.
Relatively long periods of iime may be mantally reviewed in seconds and different
For exampJe, "time pressure" may
levels and types of detail may be possible.
during the original
occurrence
its
an evaluation only if
in
be represented
remembered.
was
experience
(but nonverbal)
Ratings can reflect either a quantified
Quantification.
verbal evaluation related to a numerical
subjective experience or a deliberate,
magnumerical values,
They may be obtained in a variety of formats;
value.
or selection among
judgments expressed as distances along a continutm,
nitude
Scale extremes may be labeled with descriptive adjecdescriptors.
alteinetive
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tives or numerical values.

They may be subdivided into equal intervals (or not)
and,
if they are,
the Intervals may or may not be labeled. It is rare that the
absolute value of a rating carries more meaning than the relationships among
ratings given for related events,
due to limitations in scaling procedures, and
absence of common anchor points ar.d scale intervals across tasks.

"L

Single-dimension scales.
Many applications involve a single numerical
estimate of workload.
For example,
a magnitude estimation technique,
adapted
from classical psychophysics, was used to assess the workload of tasks presented
singly and in pairs (Gopher & Braune,
1983).
One task was identified as the
reference and the other tasks were compared to it.
The transformed numerical
ratings were significontly correlated with task difficulty predictions based in
the multiple resources theory,
suggesting that workload magnitudes could be
evaluated as if they rarged along a physical continuum.
In other laboratory
studies (Borg,
1978),
the subjective difficulty of physically and mentally
loading tasks was evaluated using various scaling techniques including
magnitude
estiration.
A single numerical rating of overall workload uas obtained after
each segment (Childress,
Hart,
& Bortolussi, 1982) and at one-minute intervals
during simulated flight with a 10-point scale (Rehmann,
Stein, & Rosenberg,
1983).
In flight, single numerical workload ratings, prompted by an observerpilot,
were obtained during full-mission certification flights for the
A-300 and A-310 aircraft using a five-point rating scale for the pilots Airbus
and a
seven-point scale for the observers (Speyer & Fort, 1982).
Multi-dimensional scales. More often, evaluations are made of several task
features in addition to (
instead of) a global workload racing, acknowledging
the multi-dimensional nature of workload.
This requires evaluators to decompose
their experience and consider different aspects individually.
Since a multiattribute analysis makes this activity explicit and identifies the dimensions
to
consider,
it
may provide information about the subjective structure of the
workload experience.
Thus, it will protray individual differences in definition
if the appropriate workload-related dimensions are selected.
The alternative of
obtaining a single value masks the fact that these other attributes (which exist
even if not explicitly rated) impact individual raters' workload experiences
in
different ways.
In some cases,
the dimensions that rated are task-specific.
For example, Boeing Aircraft Company developed a rating scale to evaluate the
B757 and B-767 aircraft (Ruggiero & Fadden, 1982).
Pilots identified the amounts
of different kinds of workload (e.g.
mental effort, physical difficulty,
time
required,
etc)
imposed by flight task componentE (e.g.,
navigation,
flight
management,
monitoring,
communications, etc.) for different mission segments.
Evaluations were made in comparison to a reference aircraft by selecting one
of
seven discrete levels (from "much more" to "same" and "much less").
Several multi-dimensional rating scales for workload evolved from the
Cooper-Harper
scale for aircraft handling qualities (Cooper & Harper,
1969).
The original scale was arranged in a decision-tree,
leading raters through a
progression of simple decisions to one of 10 numerical ratings. Subsequent
research was conducted to determine the meanings of the descriptors to pilots,
their association with specific task parameters, the subjective distances of
the
levels from each other,
and distributions of ratings (McDonnell,
1969).
Although several researchers have reported a moderately high correlation between
Cooper-Harper ratings and
subjective and objective measures of workload in
51 .mulated aircraft control tasks (Childress,
Hart & Bortolussi,
1982; Connor &
Wierwille,
1983),
the scale was not designed for workload assessment. Thus, in
other applications,
the wording of the scale was modified so as to relate mrre
directly to workload (Sheridan & Simpson,
1979;
Wierwille,
Skipper
Reiger,
1984).
Although the structure of the scale itself makes the decision &
task seem

17
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easier
and significant relationships have been found with experimental variathe fact that each choice point in different versions
tions in pilot workload,
of the scale requires a decision based on an evaluation of a different workloadOt one such scale, for example, (Wier-ille,
related dimension poses a problem.
Skipper,
& Casali,
1984) successive decisions are based on: (1) likelihood of
(3) perceived difficulty, and (4) effort required
(2) mental workload,
errors,
versus performance attained.
The single workload rating is,
in
fact,
the
result of an implicit multi-dimensional rating process that addresses different
aspects of imposed workload, system response, and operator experience.
However,
there is no rationale prescnted for the selection or ordering of the factors.
Because different factors may be televant to different individuals it vight be
more appropriate to vary thz order in which decisions are made to reflect the
subjective importance of the factors to individuals cr groups of individuals.
Many other rating techniques involve evaluation of two or three relevant
factors.
The Workload Compensation Index and Technical Effectiveness (WCI/TE)
1978;
scales of the Missions Operability Assessment Technique (Helm & Donnell,
Connor & Wierwille,
1983) have been used to evaluate several aircraft and sILzuMulti-attribute utility functions were derived allowing decilated approaches.
sions about system operability from predictions and ratings.
The
Subjective
Workload Assessment Technique (SWAT) was based on the assumption thct workload
experiences can be described by three dimensions ("spare" time, mental effort,
and stress) (Eggemeier,
1981; EggemEier et al, 1982; Reid, et al, 1981; 1982).
The three dimensions were suggested by Sheridan and Simpson (1979)
in
their
version of a Cooper-Harper-scale for mental workload.
SWAT requires the preliminary sorting of 27 combinations of three levels of each of three dimensions
with respect to workload.
Conjoint scaling procedures are used to derive a 27point interval rating scale.
During different tasks,
then, operators rate the
time pressure, mental etfort,
and stress experienced on three-point scales.
These three ratings are then converted to the appropriate interval scale value
for overall workload.
This technique has been applied in laboratory and simulation environments and has been found to be sensitivr to variations in aircrew
communications load (Reid, et al, 1981) and short-term memory (Eggemeier, et al,
1982),
with good inter-rater reliabilities.
Alchough it is receiving widespread use,
the initial sorting procedure is awkward and time consuming and the
statistical analysis requires an elaborate computer program.
In addition,
the
assumption that people caii predict accurately the workload imposed by 27 combinations of abstract variables may not be justified, nor might the as3umption
that the three dimensions are subjectively orthogonal (Boyd,
1983).
Finally,
three factors might not be sufficient to characterize individual experiences and
definitions (DerrIck, 1983; Hart, 1982)
One advanta-e of subjective ratings is that operators can let their experiences influence their judgements,
thereby taking into account whatever they
consider relevant.
The disadvantage is the potEntial for between-rater variaOne rating technique has been developed
bility due to individual differences.
that incorporates information about a priori rater biases about nine workloadrelated dimensions into a derived workload score.
The dimensions were selected
on the basis of preliminar, labcratory and simulation research (Hart,
1982;
Hauser,
Childress & Hart,
)83) to include thcse considered relevant by most
individuals.
They are:
task difficulty,
time pressure,
performance, mental
effort,
physical effort,
fatigue,
frustration, stress,
and activity type.
Independence between the dimensions was not assumed,
as some of them have,
in
fact, been founc :. covary under different experimental conditions.
When this
occurs, their influence is magnified, and when it does not, it is reduced - - an
acceptable loss of statistical power to achieve a realiptic perspective of the
subject's experience.
Subjects compare each of nine factors to every other one
R-XII-22
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which oi the two factors is more
by making a seinpl decision for each pair:
The relative importance of each dimension is then used tO
relevant to workload.
compute a weighted combination of ratings on each the nine scales after difSellers, &
1984; Hart,
Battiste, & Lester,
ferent experimental tasks (Hart,
In every
et. al, 1983; 1984; Miller & Hart, 1984).
1984; Kantowitz,
Guthart,
application,
the weighted combination of ratings maintained the significant
relationships among experimenval conditions (as estimated by an overall workload
rating or a seccndary-task measure) but the between-subject variability was
It is assumed that the subjective biases that lead
reduced by as much as 507.
different individuals to focus on some aspects of an experience more than others
when giving a workload evaluation are masked `y a single numerical evaluation of
workload, but contribute to between-subject variability. Explicitly using these
subjective biases to weight the importance of different dimensions results in a
summary estimr~te of workload that represents the experience of each individual.
may
however it
This technique does not have the statistical power of SWAT,
It is simpler to use, reflects a broader spectrum
provide a useful alternative.
of relevant variables, and requires fewer statistical assumptions.
It is in the area of quantification that many
Psychometric Considerations.
Even though the absolute value of a
problems with subjective ratings occur.
the
rating can be recorded with (artifically) great fidelity and precision,
t
Few scales have a true "zero"'
underlying psychometric function is rarely known.
their upper limits are often undefined and may vary with the task and
point,
Scale increments (whether they are expressed in psychological, mathoperator.
Some of t1-e
may not be equal in size.
or spatial terms),
verbal,
ematical,
psychometric techniques used to improve scale development from a statistical
1978; Gopher & Braune, 1982),
point of view include magnitude estimation (Borg,
the method of equal-appearing intervals (Hicks & Wierville,
1979), and conjoint
measurement (Eggemeicr, et al, -19R2, 1983; Helm & Donnell, 1978).
Even though scaling problems continue to
Advantages and disadvantages.
their practical utility afid the
plague the use of subjective ratings scales,
They can be apwealth of information they provide outweigh their drawbacks.
either during or eoon after intervals of interest.
plied in any environment,
and decision-makers,
researchers,
They are acceptable to most operators,
havingface validity and intuitive appeal.
They exhibit good within-subject
reliability, and a surprising between-subject reliability considering the
They are easy to implement and score, and, with
potential for diverse opinions.
Finally, they provide one of the least interfering
some exceptions, to analyze.
methods.
Their drawbacks include scaling problems and limitations on the information
Scales are often task-specific and
available to be experienced and remembered.
it
is rare that the raw numeric values obtained in one setting can be applied
In many cases,
they provide no more than ordinal informadirectly to another.
tion, alle'.ing comparisons within, but not between, different tasks or environIn spite of these
ments and they have limited diagnostic and predictive value.
provide the most acceptable and widely useful method for
problems, ratings still
workload assessment and have potential application in prediction.
Cbservee ratings
Observere can monitor the behavior of operators to determine the load
imposed on them and their probable experiences. They may use checklists, written
rating scales,
and video and aadlo recorders to quantify and record
records,
However, they must be exp:'rianced ir the target activities
their observations.
to appreciate the significance of operators' behiviors and familiar with the
19
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rating procedures.
Since observers must rely on observable activity,
this
not useful when information processing and monitoring are the
technique is
predominant activities.
Even if activities are observable,
they may be associated with different subjective significance for operators than observers.
Observers may unburden the crew members from the necessity of providing on-line
evaluations,
however their presence may be a source of interference or additional stress. On the other hand, if several operators are being monitored, the
observer may be subject to considerably more workload than the operators.
This
problem could be solved by recording events for later analysis by observers or
the crewmembers themselves.
Finally,
just as ratings provided by individual
operators are subject to biases, so are observer evaluations.

V
4

Although this technique has limitations,
it is a useful source of informstion to complement crewmember ratings and provides an alteraative if thty cannot
be obtained.
In addition,
on-line or retrospective analyses by trained observers can provide as much information about task demands, structure, environment,
procedures, and crew interactions as the participants might provide, even though
the observers did net perform the task personally.
In fact, an observer might
notice more than can busy operators.
Under some circumstances,
tha correlation
betweenr tný ratings of an experimental subject and another individual who understands the information and structure of Che task can be almost perfect (Gopher
& Braune,
1983).
An observer can be as acc,•rate as en operator in identifying
factors that determine behavior (Nisbett & Wilson,
1977) even though they can
only guess about the mental effort expended,
the physiological consequences of
performance, and operators' subjective experiences.
For example, during certification flights for the Airbus A-300 aircraft,
it was found that operator and
observer ratings were very similar (Speyer & Fort, 1982).
Primary Task Performance as a Measure of Workload
Even though system performance may be affected by operator workload, it is
rot itself workload (Rouse,
1979).
It reflects the combined responses of human
Thus,
the use of performance measures to infer
operators and system hardware.
operator workload may be inappropriate,
in spite of the fact that improving or
matntaining system performance is the most common motive for asse3sing,
predicting or modifying worklopd.
With a simple laboratocy task, the mapping of
human responses into measured pertormance is immediate and direct.
Responee
times can be recorded with millisecond accuracy.
directly reflecting the overt
behavior of experimental subjects.
The relationships among task demands,
human
behavior,
and performance relatively direct.
For complex systems,
or ones in
whi,:h the operator acts as a supervisor,
however,
the response of the entire
system may be the only observable behavior.
It may reflect hardware and software characteristics (e.g. handling qualities, contcol dynamics, lags, inertia,
and the combined input from automated sub-systems) as much as the behavior and
state of the operator.
Thus,
only those aspects of complex system performance
that allow a direct mapping between operator behavior and measurable performance
have the potential of reflecting an operator's workload.
Measures of performance may not reflect the hypothesized association beUntil it is no longer possible to make
tween workload and time pressure.
responses fast enough, response time and accuracy are more likely to reflect the
difficulty of a task than presentation rate.
Ii operators' responses lag behind
arriving tasks,
then performance may be bzsed on operators' memories of leftover tasks ard their ability to reorganize behavior to complete these tasks
while beginning more recent activities.
It is .Aso possible that operators make
a strategic decision to ignore occasional tasks in order to catch up.
These
alternatives may or may not lead to performance denrements.
Even with suffiR-X 11-24
............
..................
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cLent time,
stressed or busy operator6 may overestimate how quickly time passes
causing them to experience greater time
1978),
& Loomis,
McPherson,
(Hart,
This might cause them to adopt inappropriate strategies
pressure than exists.
experiencing stress, or taak shedding), thereby degrading per(e.g. hurrying,
formance or imposing on themselves unreasonable requirements for speed.
Different types of performance decrements might be characteristic of specific tasks and performance on some subtasks might be degradee by competing
demands for operator's attention more than others,
providing an objective indication of increased workload.
For example,
it has been shown that people tend
to lose track of time when their attention is diverted elsewhere (Cunning, 1978;
Hart, McPherson, & Loomis, 1978).
Many operational tasks involve timing, either
schedule,
predicting
estimating whether one is on
implicitly or explicitly:
the time available to complete additional tasks, estimating the time required to
complete a task, and coordinating tasks in space and time. Accuratz timekeeping
requires continuous attention to the passage of time; inattention results in
underestimation.
Thus, performance of tasks that require timing could be monitored to determine the attention demands of concurrently performed activities.
Other timing activities, such as those that involve the automatic performance of
rhythmic or coordinated actions that do not involve reference to units of clock
time, may require a lower level of attention. Thus, they will be disrupted by
extreme levels of concurrent task demends.
Communication with other crew members and support personnel is required in
many operational environments. It is another activity in which operator behavior
can be monitored directly,
providing another potential measure of performance
sensitive to overall workload levels.
Different communications tasks have been
found,
analytically, subjectively, and empirically, to reflect different levels
of workload (Acton,
et a!,. 1983; Hart & Bortolussi, 1983; Hart,
Hauser,
&
Lester,
1984; Shingledecker, et al, 1982).
Their performance requires not only
receiving and understanding the messages, but also completing additional activities prompted by their content.
The occurrence of errors is usually supposed to reflect an increase in
workload.
However,
errors may occur as often from too little workload (due to,
inattention and loss of vigilence) as from too much.
Furthermore, it is %Lfficult to induce errors experimentally,
so it has proven impossible to systematically relate their occurrence to different levels or sources of workload.
Alternatively,
detecting,
diagnosing, and resolving errors cay substantially
increase the difficulty of a task and the amount of effort required to complete
it.
A pilot opinion survP5 suggested that pilots experience a 10 to 50% increase in ongoing workload levels with the occurrence of different types of
pilot and system errors (Hart & Bortolussi, 1983).
Thus, errors may prove to be
a significant source of workload as well as a consequence of it.
Measures of control error, variability,
and reversals might reflect workload levels in tasks that require continuous, direct control, as might increased
response time or decreased accuracy in discrete control tasks.
Wickens (1984)
recently suggested that the workload margin of a complex task could be 'determined by individually manipulating the difficulty of specific primary task
parameters,
thereby depleting different resources.
If sufficient variations in
difficulty are possible,
this procedure empirically evaluates how close an
operator is to being saturated by the nominal levels of task difficulty.
Advantages and Disadvantages.
The

primary

advantage of system performance measures is
21
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However, they are insensitive to variawell task objectives were satisfied.
tions of workload that lie within an operator's capacity to recruit additional
In addition,
performance decrements
resources to maintain a consistent level.
task
to excessive
may reflect extreme (but unsuccessful) effort in response
or inappropriate
lack of attention to low or moderate task demands,
demands,
an
Conversely,
excellent performance may reflect
selection of strategies.
inaplevel of effort for an easy task or extreme effort applied
appropriate
propriately.
The effort required to achieve or improve performance is not the
Improving task performance
from
levels of performance.
same for different
whereas
extreme
to good might require a moderate ircrease in effort,
adequate
effort
and
lengthy training might be required to improve from very good to
many tasks have a maximum level beyond which no further
In
fact,
perfect.
Inconsistencies in the mapping
investment of effort could improve performance.

of task variables onto objective system changes suggest measures of

&

performance

do not reflect the cost of producing the obtained level of performance,
alone
or the subjective expertasks,
the capacity remaining to perform additional
in particular,
are not
Single measures of performance,
iences of operators.
However multiple performance
and do not reflect strategy changes.
diagnostic
suggest specific areas of overmeasures might reflect operators' strategies,
load, and the existence of an overload or nonoverload dichotomy.
Performance measures are often already in existence (and are not intrusive
to the operator), bu:. th.e.y may require additional instrumentation in operat4onal
environments. Furthermore, many measures of p,.)formance ate task-specific and it
is
difficult to compare performances across tasks that do not provide common
distribumeasures or for which similar measures have different sensitivities,
If raw measures of performance are obscured by computing
tions,
or meanings.
scores,
or standard scores,
the fact that underlying
proporticns,
difference
1978), but the
measures are not related may not be obvious (Kantowitz & Knight,

possibility of inappropriate comparisons remains.

4

Finally difficulty manipula-

while overt
tions may result in qualitatively different behaviors and workload,
For example,
reaction time has been used as the priresponses are identical.
yet the
for an incredibly diverse array of tasks and subtasks,
mary measure
of
underlying
reflects
a
host
and precise value
simple,
seductively cbjective,
strategies, experiences, distributions, and limits that
processes,
structures,
are invisible except by inference.
knalysis of Workload bl_ Secondary Tasks

Another way to use measures of performance to assess workload is to impose
The tasks that
& Fitts, 1954).
Nobel,
a concurrent secondary task (Bahrick,
have been used as secondary tasks are usually drawn from laboxatory research,
providing a relatively direct mapping between operator behavior and measurable
task performance can reflect the instantaneous
secondary
Thus,
performance.
capacity of the operator whereas measures of primary task Verformnnce may reand vehicle dynamics oL the overall
flect preprogrammed routines, system lags,
and
predictions about the underlying proeesses
In addition,
complex system.
to extensive theoretical
for such tasks can be made with reference
behavior

research.

Secondary task performance is presumed to consume ahatever resources

providing an indirect estimate of the capacilty
from the primary task,
remain
Unlike dual-task paradigms,
one task is emphademanded by the primary task.
The other is
rewards,
or intrinsic motivations.
sized
through instructions,
This implies that operators can assess
performed in the operator'a "free time".

primary task performance levels accurately enough to permit such

their
uous,

contin-

dynamic allocation of resources.
If

there
--

is

XI I-

a single undifferentiated pool of resources to
2 6

be

allocated
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as a cotmon
then one standard secondary task could serve
among activities,
reresources
the
to
proportioual
being
performance
its
workload "yardstick",
Nu such universal task has been found,
maining from a range cf rrimary tasks.
tasks have teen found to be selectively sensitive
different
Instead,
however.
depending on the pattern of requirements shared with Fpecific primary tasks
Task interference may occur at different
1983).
Sandry & Vidulich,
(Wickens,
insufficient resources to accomodate a
of
information processing stages, because
there
In addition,
impossibility.
physical
a
or
particular task combination,
are individual differences in time-shaiing abilities and strategies (Ackerman &
Schneider, 1984; Damos, 1984; Gopher & -north, 1977; Lansman & Hunt, 1982).
greatly
Adopting a theory-based eppropch rather than relying on intuitions
an
requires
step
first
The
paradigm.
this
of
power
improves the diagnostic
analysis of the primary task to select secondarj tasks that will tap common
Since every task is conposed of many demands that vary along difresources.
ferent dimensions, it is impossible to construct a secondary task that taps just
'ecrements on several secondary
Thus,
however.
one primary task component,
of converging information
pattern
a
provides
imposed on one primary task
tasks
desirable that
considered
usually
is
It
loading.
of
sources
about specific
This
tasks.
primary
with
physically
interfere
not
should
tasks
secondary
g., reqairing the s3me
implies that some types of competition are desirable (e.
moving in two different direcresources) whereas others are not (e.g.,
mental
An alternctive approach varies the intensity of effort
tions at the same tim.).
(Kantorequired on primary or secondary tasks by manipulating their difficulty
performance
reqnired
of
level
the
or
witz & Knight, 1976; Kantowitz et al: 1984)
Finally, the timing requirements of concur(Gopher, Brickner, & Navon, 1982).
For example,
their demand characteristics.
ol
aspect
important
an
is
rent tasks
some tasks may be so cuccessfully interwoven that momenta-,' lapses of attention
to one to perform the other can be accomodated through motor coordination and
Other tasks may require continuous attention so that single-task
scheduling.
performance levels cannot be maintained without consistent attention.
Specific Methods
Hundreds of tasks have been used to measure the workload imposed by other
labcratory tasks, part-task and full-mission simulations and operational activiDescriptions of tasks used for this purpose have been published elsewhere
ties.
1979; Wierwille & Williges,
& Eisner,
Levine,
1979; Ogden,
(Jex & Clement,
the review offered below will be selective and wore cursvry than
thus,
1978),
the popularity of the technique warrants.
Identifying workloadis continuing interest in
There
tasks.
Imbedded
a variety of jobs.
of
as
components
tnat occur naturally
sensitive subtasks
unobtrusive and acceptable aiternatives to
i relevant,
These can be monitore4
for
Communications and time estimation,
activities.
artificial, additionai
concurrent
by
imposed
example, have been found to reflect the levels of workload
Not
activities.
tasks and they can be logically included in many operational
they measure
but
only do they have face validity and operational relevance,
situations where
operator behavior directly and can be obtained in operational
additional activities cannot be imposed.
This secondary task requires a rapid response to the
Reaction Time Tasks.
Although single alternative tasks
appearance of a visual or auditory stimulus.
have been used (Connor & Wierwille, 1983), the more typical application involves
1984;
1983,
et al,
1974; Kantowitz,
multiple alternatives (Gopher & North,
The latter is preferred because a range of diffi1976a).
Kantowitz & Knight,
culties can be generated by manipulating the number of alternatives according to
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knoirn psychological principles and because it imposes additional mental requireWhile singlements
that a simple stimulus/response requirement does not.
alternative tasks have limited sensitivity (Connor & Wierwille, 1983), multipletasks
load
choice
tasks
yAve discriminated among relativeiy subtle primary
& Schneider,
1983) to
Derrick,
levels ranging from incidental learning (TNsk,
This task has the advancomponent flight tasks (Kantowitz, et al, 1983; 1984).
Its primary drawback is
tage of simplicity and a strong thecretical foundation.
than the
that stimuli are not presented continuously and thus reflect no more
If they can be synchronized with the occurrence of
momentary level of workload.
1983),
their diagnostic
task components of interest (Kantowitz et al,
primary
power and sensitivity would be improved considerably.
the
cognitive,
Sirce many operational tasks are predominantly
Memory,
A commonly
short-tern memory is obvious.
choice of a secondary task requiring
was
1975),
1969;
the Sternberg memory search task (Sternberg,
used paradigm,
to investigate stages of human information processing.
originally
developed
successive
and compere
Subjects remember one or more items (the memory set)
If the probe is a member of the memory set, a
items (probes) to The memory set.
A serial
a negative response is mad!.
If not,
is made.
positive response
The
slope of
performance.
task
characterizes
memory
exhaustive search through
in
increment
function reflects a constant
the response-time/memory-set-size
It: is assumed the memory
response time for each additional memci7 set item.
the
(leaving
search continues to require a constant amount of processing time

slope unchanged), but the intercept is elevated by the requirement to time-share
many
Although these relationships have been found in
this task with another.
applications, selective interactions with different perceptual and response load
and insensitivity to specific manipumanipulations (Micalizzi t-Wickens, 1980)
Under
1983) are also common.
lations of pilot worklond (Connor & Wierwille,
way withhold responses
operators
of particular'y high workload,
conditions
This occurred
completely, significantly reducing the usefulness of the measure.
1980)
1984) and inflight (Schiflett,
ia a high fidelity simulation (Hemingway,
when the memory search task wVs introduced to assess the workload of different
If responses could be
aircraft handling qualities and display configurations.
and if the informction to be remembered and evaluated
obtained consistently,
insure its
(to
as an integral part of the primary task
could be presented
tool.
The
performance),
then it might prove to be a more useful assessment
primary advantage of this task is the wealth of experim-ntal evidence available
albout perfcrmance under a variety of circumstances.
Monitoring.
Several auditory and visual monitoring tasks have been used to
Ephrath
and
measure
the workload nf other laboratory and simulation tasks.
Curry
(1977) required pilots to perform a visual failure detection task while
The seconadary task was most
performing a simulated low-visibility approach.

effective

when the failure occurred in a monitored or controlled axis and work-

Static or dynamic monitoring -asks we-e performed
load was somewhat elevated.
& Alluisi,
Jennings,
in
combination with five other laboratory tasks (Chiles,
1978).
Monitoring performance was used to compute the workload scale against
The difficulty of a monitoring
which other task combinations were evaluated.
task can be manipulated over a wide range an-! the consistency of attention
required can be varied as well, satisfying two of the requirements for secondary
tark
tasks.
However,
the tack may interfer in undesirable ways with primary
performance if presented in a conflicting sensory modality and application in an
operational environment may be a problem.
Tracking.
The use of pursuit or compensatory manual control
tasks
to
settings,
the workload of other tasks has been limited to laboratory
evaluate
Different manipulations (such as bandwidth,
where it has h-en used extensively.
4-28
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and axes controlled) have been used in combination with other actifrequency,
1981;
vities to investigate modzls of human performance (Brickner & Gopher,
& Vidulich, 1983) and develop and validate a variety of workWickens,
Sandry,
the
continuous,
is
Its primary advantages are that it
load rating scales.
and
of difficulty can be varied over a wide range,
sources
and magnitudes
In an operational environment, such
operator behavior can be measured directly.
as flying, performance on one control might be monitored to indicate the capacity remaining from other required tasks, providing an imbedded "secondary" task.
One problem in interpreting secondary task performance is
Adaptive tasks.
that it might alter primary task performance (Fisk, Derrick, & Schneider, 1983;
To overcome this difficulty, the idea of presen1978).
Wierwille & Williges,
ting a secondary task only when pri-nary task performance is within an acceptable
Alternatively, the difficulty
1967).
tolerance was introduced (Kelly & Wargo,
of the secondary task could be varied dynamically as a function of primary task
Techniques presented cross-adaptively in1979).
(Jex & Clement,
performance
instability tracking tasks (disturbances are varied dynamically)
clude critical
They have been applied in operational,
or digit processing (presentation rate).
and have some advantages over nonadapenvironments
simulation
and
ldboratory,
to implement and calibrate.
difficult
relatively
are
they
tive ta3ks, however
Because it is difficult to concentrate on :he passage of
Time estimation.
time in the presence of any other activity, tapping at a regular rate, producing
of an
or retrospectively estimating the duration
intervals of time,
specific
activity
have served as secondary task measures of ongoing task workload
1982, 1983; Connor & Wierwille, 1983; Gunning, 1978; Hart,
(Casali & Wierwille,
As primary task demands
1978;
Rahimi & Wierwille, 1982).
McPherson & Loomis,
clock time continues but the operator's
draw attention away from timekeeping,
is
Thus,
the amount of time that passes
does not.
perception of it
and verbal
increase
that time productions
with the result
underestimated
inin length and the variability of successive estimates
estimates decrease
instrumentation or training and car, be
requires little
it
Because
creases.
has certain practical
included as a normal part of an operator's duties it
within
consistent
relatively
are
estimations
time
Although
advantages.
momentary
they reflect
levels),
stable baseline
(providing
individuals
in workload imp..sed by competing activities (providing a sensitive
fluctuations
The disadvantages includes the need for repeated presentations, the
indicator).
to an
fact that variation. in workload are expressed relatively (with respect
individual's baseline rather than absolutely) and insensitivity during intervals
of nonperformance (a problem common to all periodic techniques).
Advantages and Disadvantages
It
is difficult to generalize about secondary tasks because they represent
such a broad range of accivities. However, they should have the following
insensirivity to some variables (such as practice)
face validity,
properties:
simplicity,
and
sensitivity to others (determined by the research questions),
and direct
noninteractivity with the primary task and frequent
reliability,
to
Well-chosen secondary tasks are more lilely
scoring of operator behavior.
measure
operator reserve rapacity than primary task measures and may predict
They may provide different information
under other circumstances.
performance
as each is
about
the workload of a complex task than subjective ratings do,
1982;
1983; Wickens & Yeh,
sensitive
to different task variables (Derrick,
low
They may be the only objective measure sensitive to variations in
1983).
levels of workload because they provide sufficient additional loading to produte
measurable performance changes.
Finally,
identifying subtasks that occur as
25
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of
that can serve as "secondary" task measures
part of the primary task itself
requirements should
primary task workload without imposing additional artificial
expand
the utilit; of this technique.
A disadvantage of this might be
the
necessary task-dependence thus engendered.
appropriate
is
Since no single secondary task yardstick has energed that
has not been
the initial promise of this technique
tasks,
for all primary
Different secondary tasks address different questions and there are
achieved.
Adding any
pragmatic problems associated with how and when to impose them.
additional task has at least some minimal processing cost, and many tasks interfere with primary task performance because of the str-ucture of concurrent tasks
secondary tasks may
In addition,
or operators' attention allocation policies.
In
change behavior on the primary task qualitatively as well as quantitatively.
fact, the combined task may have propertiea not present in either task performed
In an operational environment, the siguificant advantages of using
separately.
a
laboratory
task (for which theory-base.' predictions can be made with assurare outweighed by the disadvantages of requiring obviously unrelated and
ance),
In
the majority of
duties.
in
eddition to normal
activities
artificial
operators simply
environments in which such a task has been used,
operationel
its
thereby reducing
it
with significant frequency,
ignored or forgot
sensitivity.
Physiological Measures
Physiological measures of workload have been proposed because they offer a
The
indication of operators' responses to the demands placed on them.
direct
changes
physiological
involuntary,
underlying assumption is that measurable,
since
addition,
In
occur as the physical and mental demands of a task vary.
of
physiological indicators
emotional stress may accompany increased workload,
There are two major
an indirect method of assessent.
arousal might provide
and physical
(1) measures of emotional
of physiological measures:
classes
galvanic skin rerespiration,
heart rate and variability,
activation (e.g.,
sponse, muscle tension, pupil size, and vocal stress) and (2) measures of mental
processing (e.g.,
evoked cortical potentials and eye point of
and perceptual
Measures of voluntary activity (such as hand or leg movement) are not
regard).
generally considered to be "physiological" measures.
they rarely interfer
Physiological measures can be obtaincd unobtrusively,
and many vary with sufficient frequency to be
with primary task performance,
their use has met
Unfortunately,
to momentary shifts in workload.
sensitive
no
with only limited success (see O'Donnell, 1979; Wierwille & Williges, 1978);
single measure or set of measures covaries with other indices of workload conindividual difFor a given measure,
sistently enough to serve as a standard.

ferences

in

responses to various task manipulations among

individuals

create

and different measures respond selectively and independently to difproblems,
stresses placed on operators
In addition,
aspects of activities.
ferent
produce
psychological
and physiological effects that reflect a non-specific
in
The sources of stress may be from che environment
response to any demand.
The latter
which a task is performed or the emotional reaction of the operator.
may be related to the task either directly or indirectly or to events that are
Finally,
while
it is relatively eaey to measure physical
not job-related.
activity and effort, it is considerably more difficult to detect cognitive activities.
Thus, while it may be relatively easy to obtain measures of physiologiworkload.
it
way be difficult to relate them to variations in
cal
functions,
Physiological fluctuations are not task specific, reflecting physical effort and
Finally,
most tec:hniques require special
emotional responses in a general way.
equipment and expertise, and may be impractical in applied environments.
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Measures of cardiac functioning
Many commonly "sed physiological measures involve monitoring different
attributes of the circulatory system. Heart rate, heart rate variability, blood
pressure,
and respiration have each been thought to reflect workload either
directly or indirectly.
As the heert muscle r nses and relaxes circulating
blood through the system,
variations in the sound of a heart beat and residual
electrical potentials can be recorded on the skin to measure different fe-tures
of the waveform.
If diagnostic precision is not required,
then measures of
cardiac functioning,
like subjective ratings, may provide an integrated indication of the total impact of an experience on an operator. Unlike subjective
ratings (that reflect an operator's conscious evaluation of a situation),
however,
3ome physiological measures may reflect the unconscious,
involuntary
effect of imposed task demands and an operator's emotional reaction to them.
Heart rate. The averagi number of heart beats per minute is easy to record
and
has been used to measure physical and mental stress in many studies and to
estimate workload specifically in relatively fewer studies. The expectation has
been that heart rate will increase as workload is
increased.
However,
this
measure rarely has demonstrated adequate sensitivity to empirical changes in
imposed task demands or operator behavior other than for physically demanding
tasks (Borg,
1978) or for those that involve apprehension (Spyker et al, 1971),
due to idiosyncracies among subjects (Jex & Clement,
1979).
For relatively low
workload,
low stress simulated flight, heart rate was found to reflect variations in physical control demands (Connor & Wierwille,
1983),
but not the
cognitive aspects of siumulated flight (Casali & Wierwille, 1982; 1983; Rahimt &
Wierwille, 1982). For operational tasks, such as flying, the typical finding kas
been that heart rate increases upon takeoff and landing, but only if pilots are
responsible for flying the aircraft (Hart,
Hauser,
& Lester,
1984; Roscoe,
1978; 1982; Ruffle-Smith,
1979).
If the aircraft was flown by another pilot,
then heart rate was insensitive to workload variations.
Since the pilot-notflying was still
an occupant in the aircraft under the latter circumstances,
it
sugests that apprehension or fear is not the cause of variations found for the
pilot responsible for flying the aircraft.
Rather, maintaining a level of
preparedness appropriate for the degree of responsibility seems to be the key
factor.
Such an elevated arousal level may result in high heart rates in
anticipation of maneuvers and inadequate performance may occur if it is
absent
(Roscoe, 1982).
Thus, heart rate may provide information about the state of the
operator, but it may not relate to "workload" per se. In summary, heart rate is
an easy measure to obtain, and may reflect some information about the state of
an operator,
but it may not be sensitive to variations in cognitive workload,
particularly in situations where responsibility and stress do not have a role in
workload.
Heart

rate

variability.

Although heart rate may be affected by so

many

subtle psychological and physiological processes that it is not a useful workload measure,
heart rate variability (or sinus arrythmia), has been found to be
relatively sensitive.
Even though many statistical procedures have been used,
the common finding is that heartbeat irregularity in a resting subject is
suppressed as the difficulty of a task, particularly a mentally demanding task, is
increased.
An entire issue of Ergonomics (1973, 16, 1-112) was devoted to this
measure, euggesting the videspread interest in it. Even though it has been found
to be sensitive across a wide range of tasks and load levels (summarized
in
O'Donnell,
1979; Wierwille & Williges, 1978), no sensitivity has been found for
others (Gaume & White,
1975; Hicks & Wierwille, 1980; Casali & Wierwille, 1982;
27
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1983).
howiver,

Thi: seems to be the most promising measure of
even it does not reflect workload in all cases.

cardiac

functioning,

The 0.1 Hz region of the hjc'rra1 analy'Ais of the beat-to-beat interval has
been related to the amount of controlled information processing (M,'lde1
1979).
Variations in power in the 0.1 Hz reion are thought to retlect mental workload,
decreasing as workload is increased.
Since variability in this region contributes significantly to heart rate variability,
it should reflect similar processes indirectly.
Blood pressure.
Blood pressure may increase ,ith the stress that may
accompany workload,
however it may not relad-e to varit ions in worklod in the
absence of increased stress.
In addition, ptactical problems limit its utility
as a workload metric.
Although it is a relatively easy measure to obtain,
and
it cannot be recorded continuously and repeated cuff inflacan be automated,
tions causes discomfort.
Finally, blood pressure reactivity to environmental
and task strecsors may not covary with other measures of cardiac functioning and
differs among individuals.
For example, it has been found that "typeý A" individuals (with otherwise normal blood pressure levels) exhibit momentary increases
in blood pressure in response to frustration, failure, and time pressure, while
"type B' individuals do not (Chesney & Roaenman, 1983) ).
This finding suggests
an interesting applicaý_-on of physiological mweasures to characterize individual
operators' responses to different situations.
Respiration.
There is
some indication that breathing patterns reflect
workload,
becoming more shallow,
regular, and rapid (Wierwille & Williges,
1978).
For example, Spyker et al (1971) found that the volume and frequency of
breathing were corelated with subjective workload assessments.
However, others
have found no such correlation (Gaume & White,
1975; Casali & Wierwille, 1933).
A high correlation between heart rate and respiration rate is often reported,
reflecting the physical demands of a task.
It has been suggested that components of heart rate and blood presstire related to respiration can be statistically removed in the frequency domain between 0.2 and 0.4 Hz.
Galvanic skin response
Galvanic skin response (GSR) is a term used to describe the resistance of
the skin to the flow of mild electrical current between two electrodes.
Emotional reactions to different situations may alter the moisture content of the
skin, thereby changing its conductance.
This technique has been used for years
as a "lie detector" test in law enforcement,
however its direct amnlication to
workload assessment may be somewhat limited.
This measure, like so many other
physiological techniques,
reflects primarily the level of activation or arousal
of the operator,
rather than components of workload associated with imposed
demands or operator behavior.
In addition,
it requires many replications for
ensemble averaging,
there are large individual differences in reactivity,
and
it responds relatively slowly to changes in the environment (O'Donnell, 1979).
Measures of eye function
Because so much information presented to operators of modern systems is
an operator may consciously or unconsciously control the
presented visually,
flow of information through blinking,
direction of gaze,
and focal length.
Thus,
monitoring changes in these parameters might provide useful indications
of
visual workload.
In addition,
eyes are not only a major channel through
which information is received,
but also may serve as a source of information
about the internal state cf an operator (O'Donnell, 1979).
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Pupil diameter.
Variptions in pupil size have been found to reflect variations in mental workload with a relatively high degree of reliability.
Pupil
size has been related to problem difficulty,
the effort involved in finding a
solution, and short term memory requirements in several studies (Beatty,
lý79;
Casali & Wierwille, 1983% Kahneman & Beatty, 1967).
Size changes occur rapidly
from the onset of stimuli,
suggesting that thia measure may be used to evaluate
moment-to-moment variations in workload.
In addition, it is possible to obtain
and analyze pupil size information precisely and automatically and this information is often available coincidentally when eye movements are monitored,
The
major advantage of this measure is its sensitivity to workload differences emong
different tasks as well as to more subtle differences within a task.
Its major
drawback is its responsiveness to factors other than workload (e.g. eye movements and blinks,
change in ai&Lient lighting, and emotions), however it shows
promise for workload evaluation in environments where there are suitable recording devices and lighting can be controlled.
Eye blinks.
It has been suggested that blink rate is inversely related to
mental workload (see,
for example,
Holland and Tarlow, 1972).
More recently,
both timing and duration of eyeblinks as well as frequency have been found to
reflect workload-related phenomena in simulated flight (Stern & Skelly,
1984).
Shorter durations were found for the pilot-in-command than for the copilot and
for high-workload weapons-delivery and threat-avoidant e flight segments.
Longer
duration eyeblinks were found as time-on-task increased, suggesting that fatigue
as well as workload are relevant.
Blinking was inhibited while information was
being obtained and tended to occur after decisions had been made,
suggesting
the possible use of this measure to assess information processing activity.
Direction of gaze.
The primary reason this measure is used in applied
settings has been to determine what instruments, displays,
and information
sources were used by operators as well as the pattern of fixations.
Operators
selectively invesL more time And attention in some sources of information then
others. The shifts in eye fixation may reflect conscious,
active attempts to
seek required information to accomplish a task, a learned,
automatic scan
pattern,
or an unfocused glance while information from another sensory modality
is
processed.
Measurement techniques range from video cameras,
placement of
electrodes around the eye,
to oculometers in which one or more infraced light
sources are reflected off the cornea to a recorded image of the visual field.
Although oculometers provide the most precision and automated data recording and
scoring,
they are expensive and require restriction of operator head movements
(unless they are helmet-mounted).
Some typical findings will be described
below,
although the range of applications is much greater than this cursory
review suggests.
The amount of visual free time has been evaluated as an
indirect measure of concurrent task workload (Harris, et el,
1982; Sanders, et
al, 1977; Strother, 1973).
For this measure, the time spent luoking as a side
task reflects the visual monitoring and processing resources available after
performance of a primary task.
The degree to which an operator's direction of
gaze leads (or lags behind) movement of a target can be monitored as an indicator of the difficulty of the movement trajectory being tracked (Hartzell, 1976).
Fixation durations have been found to decrease as workload is
increased in
simulated and actual flight (in Gerathewohl,
et al,
1978).
Workload-related
changes in scan patterns may occur to eliminate nonessential sources of information under conditions of high loading (Sricuzza et al, 1974).
Thus, eye movement patterns and transition probabilities may reflect changes associated with
variations in workload and training level (Stephens et al, 1980).
Although information about where an operator is looking,
29
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and for how long,

there are many pragmatic problems associated with implement2tion
may be useful,
scan patterns, and
and the relationships among dwell time,
and interpretation,
information is processed from
For example,
workload are not straightforward.
the periphery of the field of view as well as from the center and not all
information within the fovea is processed. Individuals may choose to concentrate
shape,
color,
on any number of different aspects of a visual stimulus (e.g.,
etc) and it is impossible to determine which aspect(s) are
location,
meaning,
the measurement equipment
Finally,
being processed from the direction of gaze.
reducing the utility of
is often uncomfortable and may limit range of movement,
this measure in an operational environment.
Electrophysiological Techniques
The measurement of electrical activity of the brain has been studied as
an objective index of workload because of the obvious connection between the
The occurrence of specific sensory events has been related
brain and behavior.
to predictable patterns of electrical activity in specific parts of the brain
Unlike the raw
recorded by scalp electrodes; the event related potential (ERP).
with
which has been difficult to associate
electroencephalogram (EEG),
the ERP "signal" can be detected in the
information recepticn or processing,
"11noise" of the ongoing brain activity by statistically averaging several occursince the electrical activity of the brain evoked by
rences of similar events,
A typical finding would be that the
same course.
the
follow
one event tends to
latency and amplitude of "early " components of the electrical activity that
follows the occurrence of information (within 200 msec) increase as a function
Cognitive processing workload
of processing required to encode the information.
has been associated with the amplitude and latency of the "late" positive compoIf the
nent that occurs between 300 and 500 msec after the onset of a stimulus.
is
amplitude
its
task,
a
secondary
for
required
by
information
ERP is elicited
This aensitivity to
decreased as the workload of the primary task is increased.
workload variations across stimulus sensory modalities covevies with secondary
More recently
et al, 1980).
task performance measures of workload (Israel,
ERP amplitudes obtained with a secondary
1984),
& Donchin,
Wickens,
(Kramer,
task paradigm reflected the degree to which elements of the "secondary" task are
Lower priority, truly "secondary"
also required for "primary" task performance.
task attributes which do not become Integrated with a primary task have the
lowest processing priority and are sssociated with the lowest amplitude late
compornent of the ERPs.
Another commonly used technique for measuring workload-related electrical
With this method, a stimubrain activity is the steady state evoked potential.
presented at least eight times per second and EEG activity during the
lui is
The amplitude and phase angle
presentation of each stimulus event is recorded.
of the resulting ERPs provide a stable measure of relatively small changes in
the environment (Wilson, 1981; Wilson & O'Donnell, 1982).
Ne-irophysiological recordings provide the only direct measure of inforsurface scalp electrodes rarely
In addition,
mation processing activities.
providing
Evoked potential measures are complex,
interfere with performance.
Different electrode locations on the scalp and
mvltiple sources of information.
the latencies and amplitudes of different aspects of the waveform are responsive
Finally, beto different stimulus properties and decision-making activities.
cause these electrical signals are evoked by discrete and experimentally controllable events, neurological events can be pinpointed with temporal precision,
reflecting fluctuations in task demands or the effect of combining primary and
to
is less easy to interpret the information than it is
It
secondary tasks.
and it may be difficult to identify responses to discrete
however,
obtain it,
R'-1TT-34
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events in the midst of ongoing activity in a realistically complex task. Steady
state and evoked potential measures are expensive to obtain and require speciextensive datu storage and reduction, and electrically "clean"
alized hardware,
Finally, they are subject to many artifacts (e.g., eye movements
environments.
or eye blinks) which might themselves be aasociated with the level of workload.
Analytic Methods to Assess and Predict Workload
A. comprehensive model of man-machine systems in which behavior and performance is described and predicted in terms of costs and benefits is the ultimate
The designation "model" may be applied
goal of workload assessment technology.
mathematical equations used to predict
relatively loosely to include dynamic,
networks,
human behavior and performance as well as descriptive flow diagrams,
anaiytic
any
for
test
critical
The
systems.
complex
of
simulations
and computer
its ability to predict future performance from current information
tool is
without the need for empirical investigatien or costly cut and try methods.
Most available paper and pencil or computerized models were developed to predict
system and operator performance and only address workload as a model parameter.
these models can be useful for reduzing and interpolating empirical
However,
phE omena so as to explain complex and interactive relationships among task
They usually
and operator experience.
performance,
system behavior,
demands,
parameters
operator
and
dynamics)
vehicle
(e.g.,
parameters
system
both
include
They may offer insight into human behavior by manipulamuscular lag).
(e.g.,
tion and control of relevant model parameters through an unstructured correlational approach (with no reflection of cause and effect) or a structured one in
which elements represent the relationship between specific input and output
variables. Workload estimation is accompished by examining the values assumed by
relevant model parametzrs in order to achieve the best fit between predicted and
If parameters that reflect human
obtained data in the development phase.
in addition to psychomotor
limitations
and
structures
information processing
the
structures and if
model
into
incorporated
and
identified
be
can
factors
focus of the models can be expanded to include discrete, infrequent, supervisory
then substancontrol functions in addition to continuous closed-loop control,
in terms of
efforts
tially greater benefit might be derived from modelling
reviews of
excellent
several
are
there
As
workload prediction and assessment.
1979;
(Parks,
workload,
of
measurement
the
for
the use of analytic techniques
be
will
overview
following
the
1983),
Soulsby,
1978;
Poston,
1983;
Phatek,
brief.
Task description is the m&.ndatory stazting point for any modelling process,
however, the form of the description and the role assigned to the human operator
Quantitative values are determined either
depends on the model struct..re.
The resulting structure can be applied to the set
• theoretically or empirically.
of tasks for which data do exist and can be extended to other situations if the
Before discussing any specific modeling approaches,
underlying theory permits.
some basic issues related to the combination of even the simplest of subtasks
Few tasks characteristic of modern
into a complex task might be considered.
systems require the continuous inner-loop control that was the focus of early
short-term,
Rather, most involve a series of discrete,
man-machine models.
maneuvers and segments (Heffley, 1983) that may interact and overlap in time and
Operator workload may vary greatly depending on how operators organfunction.
Considerable information exists
ize their actions and cxecute the subtasks.
and global measures of
elements,
task
critical
many
of
performance
the
about
performance and operator opinions can be obtained about the completion of comthen, is to determine the rules by whi~h estimates of
The need,
plex missions.
and completion time can be combined to predict
performance,
subtask workload,
the workload or performance of operationally complex missions with new or exis31
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ting equipment

and procedures under a realistic range of circumstances.

For many tasks,
subtask workloads may be combined by a simple additive
function with a small cost (defined as increased workload or performance
deficits) ior concurrence.
This function was found,
for example,
when individual
laboratory tasks (e.g.
single- and dual-axis tracking,
memory search, dichotic
listening, etc.) were combined spatially and temporally, but were not integrated
functionally (Gopher & Braune, 1983).
Overall task load may be equal to the sum
of component
levels plus a significant concurrence cost for activities
that
conpete for common,
limited resources.
The joint performance of subtasks
that
each independently require the same limited resources will impose more workload

than

would be predicted by simply combining single

task

levels.

Performance

decrements on some or all of the zomponent subtasks may be significant,
and
additional time will be required to switch among the competing tasks.
Resources
may be shifted from one task to another (if
they share structural ;roperties and
require some common,
limited resource), with a consequent change in perfcrmance
and workload
(Broadbent,
1982; Navon & Gopher, 1979; Norman & Bobrow, 1976).
If they do not,
then shifting priorities or changing the difficulty of one task
will have
little
influence on performance of another,
structurally unrelated
task.
Other rules for combining component tasks loads have been found,
as
well.
For example,
Hart,
Sellers and Guthart (1984) and Kantowitz,
et al,
(1984)
selected
laboratory
tasks (target acquisition and memory search)
and
components of simulated aircraft control (e.g.
heading,
altitude,
speed, etc)
that could be functionally integrated and shared common elements.
It was
found
that groups of tasks were performed considerably more quickly and with less
workload than might be predicted from combining single task levels.
The sources of workload may shift from one mission segment to another.
For
example,
vehicle
characteristics and information rates may drive the level of
workload at some points,
whereas inadequate time to complete urgent tasks or 3
perception of risk may be more salient at other times.
Thus,
concepts of
effort,
difficulty
and capacity limits mnst be applied carefully when estimating the load that will be imposed by subtask combinations in complex systems.
If
information
is well integrated (in sensory terms) or if the same response
serves
to complete several subtasks,
multiple tasks can be performed
concurrently with little
decrement in performance,
and little
increase in
workload
over
the single task level.
In addition,
since complex systems require
the
performance of many discrete,
short-term,
subtasks,
the way that subtasks fit
together temporally becomes a critical
factor in estimating overall workload.
It
is
clear that the time required to complete subtasks
is
not,
by itself,
sufficient
to predict the workload that the task will impose under different
circumstances or when it is performed in combination with other activities.
Time Line Analysis
The simplest model structure is a time line analysis in which execution
times and schedules of all task elements are enumerated.
Workload is defined as
time pressure and is quantified by computing the ratio between the time required
for t~sk performance and the time available.
When this ratio is
one,
the
operator
is constantly occupied by some aspect of the task and has reached his
workload capacity limit.
Some approaches allow for loadings that exceed
this
value,
acknowledging
the possibility that operators can accomplish concurrent
tasks within the same period of time.
The Workload Assessment Model (WAM) of the Computer-aided Function Allocation and Evaluation Sybtem (CAFES) developed at the Naval Air Development Center
is one example of such an approach,
although the formulation of a time line fr
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hardware use or mission conduct is performed almost universally in any complex
system development process.
The Systems Analysis of Integrated Networks of
Task& (SAINT) in another such model (Seifert, & Chubb,
1978).
It is a'simulation model comprised of a collection of sequential,
dynamic,
submodels represented in a network.
The fundamental elements are tasks, required resources,
relationships among tasks, and system status variables implemented in a symbolic
computer language.
It operates by searching for the optimal path through the
network.
Simulation models such as SAINT and the Human Operator Simulation
(HOS)
model (Lane,
et al,
1980),
which focus on the management of cockpit
information,
allow the prediction of system workload and performance with a
computer-based analysis program.
The utility of this approach depends on the
fidelity of the assumptions and algorithms used to describe operator behavior
and the completeness of the subtasks included.
Workload and performance are
predicted (and later measured) by combining information about the component
subtasks.
These models are based on two primary assumptions:
(1) the human
operator is a single channel processor who generally does one thing at a time;
"and (2)
the time available to do a task in sequence with other tasks is
invercely
related to workload.
Each additional increment in task demand is
assumed to
require an increase in effort until the capacity of the operator is exceeded. A
strictly additive sihgle-capacity model predicts that a given task should add a
constant amount of workload to any ongoing activity and the amount can be
predicted from single task levels.
Analytic Models
Analytic models reduce the prcblem of operator modeling to one of defining
Unrelevant pilot inputs and system outputs and the mapping between them.
structured models triat the human element as a "black box",
re.ating inputs and
outputs so as to achieve the best fit between empfrical data and the ou, zvt of
the model,
without concern for the underlying human information pr,,ccsing
structures.
The describing function model is one example of an u:is'.ructured
model.
It depicts the human operator as a quaai-linear servomechanis.- in the
frequcncy domain (McRuer & Jex, 1967).
The classical formulation
workload with the amount of lead generation and gain req'iired of the oper.~tor to
compensate for system perturbations.
The portion of the human response that ts
unrelated to the vehicle forcing function is term-d "remnant".
The "Paper
Pilot" model (Anderson, 1970) makes explicit the goal of all modeling efforts
- that
of matching the predictions and descriptions of workload to the subjective opinions provided by human operators.
This approach assumes that human
operators select whatever strategy will result in the lowest level of rated
workload, and that performance and workload will have P reciprocal relationship
with respect to pilot opinions (Phatek, 1983).
Because both workload and per formance are assumed to be the weighted sum of many components, and because
their effects are zassumed to be additive, any number of possible variations in
This elim'.
performance and wovkload can predict the same rating of workload.
mates the possiblity of a unique (and therefore diagnostic) solution.
Unstructured models provide a useful method for analyzing closed-loop manual
control tasks in which the human operator may in fact act as steady-state,
linear, controller.
Because the model parameters are not based on the capacities or structures of the human information processing system and the underlying
rules of thumb may predict machine load more accurately than the behavior and
experience of 0 human,
this type of model has limited utility for workload
quantification or prediction.
Structured models
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The optimal control model,
which was originally proposed for continuous
manual
control,
characterize the human operator as an optimal state estimator
and controller.
It is a normative model that describes what a well-trained,
highly motivated human operators should do to compensate for system perturbations and their own internal limitations.
Workload is related to the effort
required
to improve an inadequate internal model of the cystem,
relating diframeWithin this
rectly to the signal/noise ratio of the system controlled.
reworkload has been defined as the fraction of an operator's capacity
work,
Again, pilot
Elkind, & Ward, 1971).
quired to perform a given task (Levison,
in
opinion ratings are universally used to "validate" the success of the model
parameters are
Specific model
anA predicting operator workload.
describing
This has an obvious advantage
related to different aspects of human behavior.
because there is some degree of isomorphism between
aasessment,
for workload
but
cognitive and motor capabilities,
parameters and human perceptual,
model
describes
uniquely
parameters
model
of
any
set
that
no guarrantee
there is still
1976). The model is not parsiPhatek et al,
1983;
the obtained data (Phatek,
and its valimonious in representing the response behavior of human operator3,
dation still
depends on suLjective ratings.
tecision models focus on the operator's sampling of information from difWorkload
is
ferent displays to make dynamic decisions about scheduling tasks.
assumed to relate to uncertainty,
time pressure,
switching from one task
to
definitions of task deIn information theory models,
another,
and planning.
mands and predicted performance have been derived from conditional probabilities
and workload imposed by different activities estimated by the fractiorn of the
operator's attention.
Supervisory control models focus on such task features as
scheduling of individuil task elements or groups of elements,
subtask priority,
payoffs,
and difficulty,
and the number and rate of individuil tasks to be
performed.
Abstract
simulations
of process control tasks have been used
to
determine
task parameters that are influential in creating different workload
experiences with a supervisory control task (Hart,
Battiste,
& Lester,
1984;
Tulga, 1978).
Petri nets,
which are abstract,
formal representations of the flow of
information and control through a system,
have been proposed ts a framework
within which to quantify and predict the workload associated with complex manmachine tasks (Madni & Lyman, 1983).
"Places" are static or dynamic activities.
They are equated with human-related processes and activities.
Passive 6ctivities are associated with the least load,
whereas skill-based,
rule-based,
and
knowledge-based dynamic activities (Rasnussen, 1983) are associated with inr.reasing levels of workload.
"Transitions" frcm one activity to another are characterized
by Boolean expressions involving the normal
completion of internal
or
workload) or the occurrence of an expected (moderate workload)
events
(low
unexpected
(high workload) external stimuli or conditions.
Although this ap-

proach to workload prediction has yet to be applied to an operational system, it
shows promise as a structure for relating different types of imposed workloads
As with other models,
to different levels of operator behavior and experiences.
and
in
fact
the success of a Petri net in predicting workload is validated,
iteratively created, by el!citing information from skilled operators.
Expert systems have been used to assess and predict human operato;r workload
in
complex systems.
For example,
the Crew and Aircraft Sub-Systems Model for
the Management of Aircraft Equipment (MESSAGE) was developed and applied to the
transfer of information and flight path control in transport aircraft
manufactured by Airbus Industrie (Boy & Tessier,
1983).
Unlike earlier pilot models,
MESSAGE was developed explicitly to assess aircrew workload.
It can perform a
static taskload analysis as well as a dynamic,
interactive workload
estimation
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for a specific mission.
It contains human operator, cockpit,
and air traffic
control models designed to evaluate system and procedures design alternatives
based on their workload impact.
Such values as ease of operation and monitoring, accessibility,
and visibility of cockpit features are calculated as a
function of the time required.
The human operator is characterized
as an
information processing system with a memory, processor, receptors, and effectors
having three basic functions:
data acquisition, planning and execution.
Due to
the explicit mapping of human operator variables into model parameters,
MESSAGE
can provide diagnostic information about the nature and magnitude of specific
transitory or enduring sources of workload.
'leuristic models
Heuristic models describe and predict human opetator behavior by referring
to rules-of-thumb.
They focus on the probability that an operator will be
prompted to take ccrzective action given the current state of the system controlled. This approach is dynamic and can be used to describe discrete, discontinuous,
wupervisory talks is well as continuous, closed-loop control tasks.
Because it
ia based on probabilistic criteria,
it can explain why different
operators,
faced with the same task, may respond differently and experience
different levels of workload.
One heuristic approach applies fuzzy set mathematics to the description of
human operator performance and workload.
It is assumed that the behavior and
strategies of human operators is based on their perceptions and decision rules
derived from past experiences.
Fuzzy set theory provides a mathematical means
of formalizing the imprecisely formulated linguistic descriptions of decision
making processes and experiences whereby different levels of workload are experienced.
However, the utility of this approach depends on the completness and
appropriateness of the heuristics and the abilities of skilled operators to
express their own behaviors,
decision processes, and experiences systematically
and precisely .
In one application of this technique to the measurement of
workload (Moray,
1983), it was assumed that different individuals may attribute
different importance to the influence of specific variables (e.g.,
task difficulty, stress, and time pressure).
Thus, an experience of "rather heavy workload"
may be created by different combinations of dimensions from one subject
to the next, although there are extreme combination that elicit agreement from
everyone.
Variations in associations among experienced workload,
task performance,
and objective and physiological measures of workload can be matnematically accomodated using this approach.
Advantages and disadvantages
During system design,
time line analyses or other types of models are the
on!y techniques available to predict the workload that will be imposed by the
completed system. They may identify conflicts for limited resources, periods of
momentary overload in advance of system construction and quantify the workload
impact of design alternatives.
The quality of the information is as good as the
structure of the model and the values selected or computed as model parameters.
An unintentional contribution to the analysis of workload provided by the process of modeling is the requirement imposed on the modeler to operationally
define system goals,
task demands, operator behaviors, and relevant performance
indicators.
This alone improves the possibility of accomplishing a useful
workload analysis or prediction,
regardless of the measurement techniques used
oubsequently. In short, the act of modeling causes the analyst to think logically and provides a framework for thought processes and available data.
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Unfortunately, these apparently objective analytic techniques, used to
quantifying and predict the workload imposed on an operator and the response of
the system to such demands,
ultimately reflect upon the subjective experiences
of test pilots and experimental subjects used during development and validatiox,.
Furthermore,
many models of operator behavior were developed for aerospace
applications.
In many cases, Cooper-Harper ratings of aircraft handling qualities have been used to validate model-based predictions about workload (Hess,
1977).
Although vehicle handling characteristics are related to the level of
imposed workload, many other system- and operator-related parameters are equally important to the level of load experienced by an operator.
The value of models for predicting performance in situations thit do not
yet exist is limited by the abilities of the human designers and operators to
project th2mselv.!s into situations that they have not yet experienced.
Validation with ccnverging workload assessment techniques is necessary to supplement
the ubiquitious subjective ratings now employed in order for them to have value
for predicting and assessing the workload of complex man-machine systems. Neither paper-and-pencil not computerized models can provide any more than a conceptual framework for thinking about workload-related problems 4.f their predictions have not been tested against operational problems that have been quanModels are costly and complex, yet they rarely provide
tified independently.
more than a formalized subjective approximation.
They must necessarily focus on
limiting their utility in supervisory control and highly autoovert behavior,
mated situations. Finally, most make unrealistic a.sumptions about the motives,
skills, and attention-allocation and prioritization policies that are not representative of human operator behavior.
Particularli for unstructured models, the
lack of isomorphism between model parameters and human information processing
and responding structures restrict their diagnostic powers,
and the lack of
unique mathematical solutions weaken their utility even further.
APPLICATION OF WORKLOAD ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES
Workload is a complex subject that means different things under different
circumstances
for different people.
It may be relevant for a variety of reasons, and it may be assessed or predicted with varying degrees of success using
a wide range of techniques.
Workload questions vary widely in scope and focus,
thus a precise formulation of the question to be answered by an analysia,
prediction,
or modification effort is crucial.
Some workload questions may
relate primarily to the structure and organization of the task itself or the
ringe of environments in which it may be performed.
Yet others focus on
the
effort or emotional cost to the operator of performing the task.
For example,
the question,
"Can the operator do more?" might be addressed by a different
analytic approach than the question "What is the cost to the operator of doing
more" or "Will the workload of this task change under weightless conditions?".
The task requirements,
structure,
and resources may be identical in each case,
however the measurement technique that will answer each different question will
differ.
Furthermore,
the information given by each measurement technique reflects a slightly different aspect of the task and an operator's experience
with it.
In addition,
the existence of an operational system with which to
perform empirical testing may shape the questions that can be answered ard the
measurement techniques that can be used.
Some questions may not relate to
workload at all.
Instead,
they should be considered as equipment design problems,
matters related to excessive stress 'r fatigue,
or labor/management
iscues, without even invoking the issue of workload.
Many workload-related analyses involve predicting
systems on the workload and performance of operators.
R-XTI-4036

the effect of proposed
Questions might relate

to the physical design of the hardware, the level of automation required, operathe range of missions that might be accomplished,
tor selection and training,
The level
and research cr required (but unavailable) technology that is needed.
of uncertainty inherent in such analyses varies directly as a function of the
degree of similarity between the proposed system and existing eystems for which
empirical estimates of workload aad performance have been obtained or the degree
Since
to which subtask functions can be identified and evaluated analytically.
techniques
analytic
the system does not yet exist for experimental assessment,
The predictiona
and subjective predictions are the primary assessment tools.
Task
must necessarily focus on imposed workload and hardware characteristics.
the temporal structure and
goals,
such as requirements for speed an accuracy,
intensity
and
complexity
of
task
demands,
system
resourLes,
envithe knowledge base and training level required of
and
variables,
ronmental
potential
operators may be included in a task analysis or computer simulation.
of
system response characteristics may be included with estimat.:
In addition,
operator response characteristics based on general models of human behavior.
It
is relatively more diffizult to predict the percepticns, strategies, errors, and
subjective reactions of the operators,
however,
particularly if systý:w is significantly different than existing counterparts.
A wide range cf questions might be posed about existing systems.
For examperiods of extreme worklcad or prolonged intervals of moderate
ple, momentary
workload might be identified as a predisposing condition for an operator
error
This might prompt a reor as the direct cause of an incident or accident.
evaluation
of current
procedures or system design to reduce or modify unacto
Less pressing questions might be prompted by the need
ceptable load levels.
select among alternative control or display configurations to upgrade an exisFinally, questions related to the health and job satisfacticai of
ting system.
With an existing sysoperators might require an evaluation of crew workload.
there is the possibility that alternative configurations or solutions can
tem,
be
techniques
ma.
be compared empirically and a wide variety of measurement
primary or secondary task performance
ratings,
(e.g.,
subjective
considered
measures, modeling or task analysis,
and physiological recordings).
The selection of a measure sho ld be based on t!c specific focus of the research question
(e. g. imposed workload, operator behavior, system performance, or the impact of
task performance on an operator) and practical constraints imposed by the research setting.
If an empirical analysis is performed in an operational environment,
then
relatively gross measures of primary task performance
(e.g.,
whether or not the missions vas completed),
imbedded secondary
task measures
that occur naturally within the task environment,
on-line observer ratings, and
post-hoc
operator ratings might be the only alternatives
possible.
Altiough
measures of cardiac functioning may be less directly related to operator workload
than electrophysiological measures of cortical zctivity or recordings
of
pupil diameter and eye-point-of-regard, they may the only physiological measures
that can be introduced into an operational setting.
Further-more,
the lack of
experimental control typical of operational environments and the requirement for
electronically "clean" conditions,
preclie presentation of eliciting stimuli,
millisecond
accuracy in data recording,
and high volume data storage may limit
the use of many physiological
measures and primary
and secondary
task
performance indices.
The most common ottuation is one in which similar existing systems or
preliminary versions
of proposed systems exist as full-mission
or part-task
simulations.
These part-task versions of existing or proposed systems may vary
widely with respect to the cosmetic and functional accuracy with which
they
represent the target system.
Furthermore,
the performance ard workload estimates obtained
for component tasks may or may not accurately
reflect
their
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contribution to overall task workload when they are presented as part of an
operational system.
For example, one controller might create significantly more
workioad than another in a laboratory task or one display
=onfiguration might
result in significantly longer response latencies.
However,
the amount of
workload contributed bv even the worst of these alternatives to overall sy-tem
workload might be so limited that it would be irrelevant.
Nevertheless, parttask and full-mission simulations do permit empirical testing, validation of
predictions about specific model parameters,
experimental control over apecific
var'ablei,
and the application of a wide range of individual and converging
measurerent techniques.
The most important concern in part-task research is
that aspects of the target task that are relevant to the research questions are
included and simulated with iufficient realism.
If this can be accomplished,
then performance measures for secondary as well as imbedded tasks that are
rel.'ant for measuring operator strategies,
behaviors,
and success in meeting
performance cxiteria can be rerorded,
subjective ratings obtained,
and a wide
range of physiological measures collected.
Theze are so many potential measures with which to predict or assess workload that it may be helpful to group them according to the task elements for
which they are sensitive.
Some are appropriate for predicting task demands
(e.g., time line analysis, mathematical models, secondary task performance), the
behavior of the system (e.g.,
direction of gaze,
reaction time,
number and
accuracy of responses,
ratings by observers), or the operator's response to the
ta-k (e.g.,
subjective ratings,
hear-- rate and variability,
pupil diameter,
electrophysiological measures).
Vithin each classification,
specific measures
relate to different task elements.
In addition,
different combinations of
contributing factors create the unique workload situation characteristic of any
task.
A difficIt
task may impose high workload levels because great precision
is required,
subtask rates exceed the responae capabilities of a typical operatot,
information is complex,
there is mechanical interference, or the environment in which it is performed is debilitating.
For another task,
the significant contributors to task workload might be the emotional stress imposed on an
operator
)r the lack of aufficient training.
For example,
shuttle re-entry
workload may be prediLted with great accuracy (it it is performed by a trained
astronaut),
whereas exactly the sare task requirements,
performed by a truck
driver without LenEfit of a two-year training program, may result in extreme
workload.
Thus,
some assumptions must be made about the probable sources of
workload in a given task as well as the research questions to allow the selection of sufficiently sensitive mearures.
Few measures can addrecs one aspect of workload without any influence from
other variables,
however.
7or example, it is difficult to quantify the objectiv'e difficulty of a task using subjective ratings provided by operators or
measures of performanete without some influenceR by operator strategies,
perceptions, capabilitieb,
expectations,
incidental variables, and effort.
On the
other hand,
operator variables (such as stress,
fatigue, effort) are difftcult
to separate from task goale,
difficulty levels, available resources, and environment.
Different asscament techniques focus more on some aspects than others,
but few can exclude the influence of other factors.
Workload assessment might
be like peeling back the layers of at onion.
Each layer is aa much an "onion"
as any other layer,
even though each has a different appearance and size and
some layers are more accessible than others.
Nonetheless,
there is some basic
essence of "onion-ness" that relates them all.
On the other hand, there may be
no "essence of workload".
Rather,
there may be a collection of dimensions,
modifiers,
levels, and components that combine to create various types of worklond.
The important issue, then, is to select measures that address the npecific goals of the workload analysis that ar! sensitive to the predominant sources
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Too much
of loading in the target situation and are arpropriately piecise.
fine-grained
too
is
that
analysis
An
little.
too
as
as
useless
be
may
precision
may be insensitive to the overal complexity of an operational task, whereas one
For example, continuous
that is too crude with not be sufficiently sensitive.
measurement of control activity, even if it is obtained with millisecond acmay be irrelevant to understanding the information procescing workload
curacy,
a single numerical rating of the workload
of a complex flight taek, whereas,
experienced during each of several flight segments may have no diagnostic value
and average across so many different contribsiting factors as to be meaningless.
i1 important to resist the temptation to select a measure
Although it
practical constraints ate a fact of
it
Is
available or in vogue,
simply because
Thus, a balance between the scientific desirability of a measure and its
life.
The important point is to recognize the
operational practicality it required.
An elegant
tradeoff that has been made and interpret the data accordingly.
model structure provides no better information than a rule-of-thumb guess by a
trained observer If iL has not been validated, and thousands of deta points
obtained from a scalp electrode may provide no more information about operator
behavior a simple frequency count of resporses if stimulus presentation cannot
Finplly, a specific description of what analyses were performed
be controlled.
Rather
and what task elements were of interest may avoid a host of problems.
might more accurate,
it
than calling every analysis "workload assessment",
intensity
and diagnostic to refer to estimates of reRponee frequency,
useful,
eccess in meeting task
P
ernotional stress,
information complexity,
of effort,
Whereas each may relate to a single
errors, or subjective experiences.
goals,
there is so little agreement about what that entity
workload),
entity (e.g.,
might oe that precise lefinitior and focus may provide not only more practically
useful results, but contribute significantly to a theoretical anderstanding of
the construct of workload itself.
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SUIOURY
This report reviews conceptual and practical issues associated with
and pcrfoi-mance of advanced systess and the impact
the deoign, operation,
The development of highly
of such systems on the human operators.
of new technology and
availability
the
by
automated systems has been driven
perform more and
economically
and
safely
operators
the 7equirement that
Ic has
core activities in increasingly difficult and hostile environments.
particularly their
become obvious that the workload of the operators,
may become a major area of concern in future design
mental .orkload,
There has been, however, little research to determine how
considerations.
automation and workload relate to each other, although it is assumed that
or management roles that are assumed by
supervisory,
the abstract,
systems will impose increased mental
automated
of tighly
operators
performlnce and workload, which is
between
relationship
The
workload.
poorly understood at best for relatively simple tasks, will ae discussed in
relation to highly complex and automated environments.

PRIFACI
The, goal of this report is to define and relate two critical issues
It is clear
automation and workload.
in systems design and operation;
reviewing the rationale behind the introduction of automation into
from
modern systems that a principal driving force has been the desire to
at
system capabilities while maintaining operator workload
enhance
As more and more rhysical control activities have been
acceptable levels.
to be replaced by "mental" activities on the part
successfully automated,
there has beea a growing concern about the problem
of the human operators,
of mental workload and the need to redefine the human's role in automated
the topic of this paper is the relationships among
Thus,
systems.
and the
different levels of automation and different kinds of workload
intelligent allocation of functions between man and machine.
In the past, discussions of automation, like discussions of workload,
They
have fallen to provide practical or theoretically sound conclusions.
of
understanding
shared
a
is
there
thoagh
as
are terms that everyone uses,
one
no
that
concepts
complex
such
each
are
they
Yet,
their meaning.
definition has been universally accepted for either one; definitions have
lacked either precision or failed to satisfy s sufficient number of
the first section of this report will
Thus,
individual "definitions".
its function and purpose, benefits
automation,
of
definitions
with
deal
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aad liabilitles.
The next section viii review traditional approaches
to
the definition and assessment of workload and propose a conceptual
framewozk for subsequent discliesions.
The relationships among different
aspects of workload and different forms of autcmat'on will be reviewed
in
the next section and the allocatio.n of functions between man and machine in
advanced systems will be considered in the final section.
DEFINIIO1Y OF AUTOMATICO
As the micro chip invades our lives,
computer-bated
automation has
bm.zoie an ubiquitous element in the private and professional lives of more
Automation is a generic term for ieplacing human aetiona
and mor& people.
by human decisions executed by machines and for accomplishing clusters of
related tasks by simple, executive commands.
As the degree to which humans
directly "do"
tasks has diminished,
the interaction between humans and
machines
has become increaeingly
indirect separ,,ted by
iatervening

computer-based
the

systems tnat contro) the execution of zctions initiated

by

functions

as

operator.

The

term "autcmatlon" has been applIed to

divsrse as the control of a single quantity by a simple on/off
the concurrent display of information from several sources
interpretation,
and the control of complex processes in which
systems replace certain human intellectual functions (Fef. 1).

mechanism,
for human
automated

For this discussion,
the term "automition" will be applied co any use
of a computer (or other machine) to perform tasks that might ochervise be
performed by a human.
It is the process by which essertial functioas a-e
performed with partial,
intermittent,
or no intervention by an operator
(Ref.
1) The
level .and type of automation may be described in terms of
locus of control
(whether a man or a machine provideL
the intelligence
behind comands to a system), allocation of perfcrmance (whether a man or a

machine

actually

executes

a task),

or the type

of

f-inction

automated

(whether information
is received,
dat4 stored,
recalled or processed,
control exerted,
monitoring accomplished,
and so on).
In addition,
the
source of information,
And whether it is managed,
manipulated or accessed
by the machine or the operator,
or both, is anrther t'ccor.
Eazh of these
dimensions
may
be
associated
with
different
allocations
of
responsibilities
between men and machines depending on the design of a
system, its mission, and the eavironment in which it operates.
Automation may be thought of as a continuum rather than as a discrete
state.
For example, with respect to decision making and control,
(Ref. 2)
there is a continuvm between total human control,
in which humans consider
decision alternatives
and then make and implement
the decision,,
and
totally automatic control
in which the system makes and implements
decisions when it thinks it should and informs the human operator after the
fact only if it thinks it necessary.
Intermediate levels of automation
between the two extremes in which men and machines share responsiblity and
control might be:
I.
The system suggests decision alternativvs but the human may ifnore

them.
2.
Th,
system offers decision alternatives and the operator muot
select and implement from among them.
the
3.
The system offzra decision alternatives and then implements
one selected by the operator.
for
The system makes decisiens but informs the operator in tile
4.
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human intervention before implementation.
The system makes and implements decisioas,
S.
after :he fact either routinely or only if asked.

informing the operator

An operator's experience with a manual version of a system or its
the distanc,3 between the operator and the system
automated configuration,
and the degree tu which the operations and accomplishments of
controlled,
system sre knrvn to the operator may determine whether
the automated
In addition, the
accepted, or used effectively.
automation is recognized,
the machine and
by
or
operator
the
by
accomplished
proportion of functions
the operator's ability to control an unautomated version of the system may
The length of time a piece of technology
be relevant factors as well.
in the set of things "automated";
inclusion
its
has existed may influence
For example,
is to be included.
it
likely
more
the
feature,
a
never
the
of
most would consider cruise control in an automobile to be a form
cars,
newer
on
available
It is a rtlalively simple regulator
automation.
An
an optional feature that many operators have not used.
is
but it
an
on
depending
automation,
considered
be
not
or
may
choke
automatic
occur
may
function
The
automobiles.
of
knowledge
of
level
operator's
a
without the knowledge or direction of a driver who has never adjusted
it
unless
entity
separate
a
as
it
never recognizing
choke automatically,
manual
Another driver experienced in the operation of
malfunctions.
chokes might appreciate (or bemoan) its presence, understand its operation,
an element nf
Thus,
and monitor its action by the sound of the engine.
or system as
feature
a
of
identification
subjectivity may color the
- - the
operation
automobile
for
requirement
early
another
Yet
automation.
manual adjustment of the spark advance - - is nov universally accomplished
that it has
automatically and has been for so many generations of drivers,
of as an
thought
being
to
"automation"
considered
from being
passed
integral element of the engine.
WY AUTOMATE? AMD WHY NOT?
Although there are many real benefits to be derived from automation,
The fact that it is technically feasible to
may be a mixed blessing.
it
(Ref.
automate a function is not a sufficient justification for doing so
the decision to automate some or all of the
instances,
some
In
3).
a man-machine system is based on a desire for increased
components of
This
by reducing the opportunity for human error.
reliability
or
safety
might be accomplished by automating routine tasks that involve memorizing
to
The decision
time constraints.
and monitoring or those with strict
factors
(e.g.
workload
excessive
avoid
to
desire
a
from
stem
may
automate
performed
be
must
tasks that
information overload or
as
such
This
Automation may be provided to improve performance.
simultaneously).
or
precision
require
that
tasks
assigning
by
might be accomplished
operator#
providing
by
or
machines
to
computations
complex mathematical
In addition,
with automatic warning of Impending failures or emergencies.
capabilities by
and therefore system,
automation might increase human,
that humans do not have the capacity to perform
permitting activities
Finally, there may be economic reasons for automation such
5).
4,
(Refs.
reduction in crew complement, more reliable scheduling
as fuel efficiency,
(Ref. 3), and reducing reliance on extensive ground support (Ref. 5).
Some of the potential drawbacks of automation include a reduction in
or job satisfaction, and limiting
systew understanding,
operator skills,
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-4opeoators' abilities to reepond in a timely way when the unexpected occurs.
In addition,
operator inactivity, complacency,
as well as overall system
cost might be increased by automation.
So". problems night be avoided by
applying automation more selectivity, allowing operators to choose among
automatic and manual modes, and providing operators with additional
training or meaningful activities to ma'ntain their involvement with the
system. Operators must value and trust the automated systems.
If the
machines are safe,
efficient, and reliable, and if they are responsive in
allowing operators to interact in natural ways and provide appropriate
information about the state of the system, many potentibl problems might be
Finally, humans should not be required to perform menial tasks
avoided.
that subordinate them to machines (Refs. 4, 5).
THEORIES AND DEFINITIONS OF WOM~OAD
The costs and benefits of task performance to the operator of a
system results from the mission riquirements that the designer of the task
intended to satisfy that are modified by many factors stemming from the
task,
the cnvironment, and the operator. One type of cust that results is
the complex phenomenon termed "workload".
Although this term has
intuitive meaning for most, its precise and objective definition has eluded
both scientific and engineering communities.
To the extent that automation
changes the goals,
structure, or resources available for a task it may be
expected to change the workload experienced by operators as well.
As the
tasks of interest have become less routine and as the computer has become a
cooperative party in decision-making and control, the appropriate basis for
defining workload has became even more elusive.
This is particularly true
when describing the transient workload occuring when a dull monitoring task
suddenly becomes a frantic effort to assume control of a vehicle following
a system failures or emergenciej.
Automation is often introduced to reduce the physical workload of an
activity, a goal that has been accomplished with great success.
In other
cases, it
has been introduced to allow a reduced crew complement or to
enable existing crew members to perform additicnal tasks.
However,
a
concowitant of providing automated systems has been the introduction of
substantially increased mental workload in place of the reduced physical:
workload,
due,
in part,
to the added burden of supervising or monitoring
the &utomation.
This tradeoff between physical and mental workload has
been inferred rather than proven, however,
because mental processes are
rarely available for direct measurement or quantification.
Computers may
soon accomplish 6uch a large proportion of the direct control of most
systems that operators will become nupervisors,
decision making will
replace
controlling,
passive
monitoring will
replace
closed-loop
integration, and
theoretical,
high-level system knowledge will replace
oechaniý*
u•.derscandic.g.
Thus, there is increasing need to monitor,
measure,
define, and control whatever "mental workload" is to keep it
within the capabilities of the human operator.
The cost to the system hardware of performing its part in a manmachine system might be termed "work'oad" as well, but thia type of
workload can be meeasured.
For example,
computer cycle time,
bytes of
memory required, processing capacity or fuel resources consumed, mechanical
strain, exceedanca
of tolerance limits, and rate of throughput might serve
as objective indicators of the load placed on a machine by performing a
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task.

Although

some intervening variables might affect this value

(e.g.

the machine is not free to perceive the task
environment or maintenance)
requirments
in
any way other than literally.
Individual biases,
different strategies,
or variations in allocation of effort are not
by the systim
overt and predetermined
possible.
Every response is
architecture.
The precise definition and measureseat of operator workload has been
the topic of debate and research for decades.
Each different theoretical
or practical
approach has devoted attention to different aspects of this
complex construct.
Many measures of vorkload have been developed without a
theoretical foundation,
thus,
they cannot predict what might happen in
a
new situation and the phenomena observed under one set of circumstances
cannot be extended to other circumstances with any degree of assurance.
Unfortunately,
many or most :urrent techniques for developing workload
measures
are
inherently
circular.
Because it
is
difficult
to
independently and objectively predict the workload that e task will inpose,
it
is
equally difficult to objectively validate candidate measures.
If
different
task levels produce variation in the measure being validated,
then the measure is thought to have "succeeded".
:f not,
then it
has
"failed" and ona iq not able to determine whether the result occurred
because the task demands were different than anticipated. Because there are
no standardized
tasks
available by which to impose known levels of
workload under specific environmental and situational constraints, there is
no concrete anchor against which proposed measures or theories er.
be
tested.
Research has shown excellent agreement among so&* meastres of workload
and among some manipulations of different task parameters but none in
others (Ref.
6).
Lack of agreement among different measures of workload
may occur for a variety of reasons,
not the least of which is that many
commonly used measures
are neither appropriate for nor sensitive to
variation in workload.
For those measures that are valid and reliable,
however,
the
discrepancy may occur because different measures are
selectively appropriate for different dimensions of the complex phenomeoon
of workload.

V

To many syctem designars and human factors engineers,
workload is
defined by the demands of a task - - literally the "work"
that is "loaded"
on an operator.
This formulation has served as the explicit badis for task
analytic approaches to the measurement of workload and as the implied
foundation for other approaches.
In the tradition of ergonomics, workload
has been conceptualized as effort,
particularly physical effort expended
in an attempt to meet task demands.
This earlier, physical focus required
the measurement of overt action., by external consequence
(e.g.
buttons
presses)
or internal changes
(e.g.
muscular movement).
The temporal
component of workload has been emphasized by characterizing workload as
"time pressure" (e.g.
time required versus time available).
The typical
measures
adopted for this approach have been time and motion studies and
subjective ratings.
Various models
of tbt ht.p.n operator hv*e been developed in which
workload was varied as a model parax' ter .- ectimateJ
in
a predictive
sense.
For example,
the optimal control model, which was originally
proposed for continuous manual control, characterized the huaan operator as
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an optimal state estimator and controller.
Workload was assumed to relate
to the effort required tv improve an inadequate internal model of the

system.
Decision models focused on the operator's sampling of information
from different displays to makc dynamic decisions about scheduling taske.
Workload was assumed to relate to uncertainty,
time pressure,
switching
from one task to another,
and planning.
In information theory modela,
definitions of tasK demands and predicted performance have been derived
from conditional probabilities and workload imposed by different activities
estimated by the fraction of the operator'sa attention.
Other researchera
have conceived of workload in terms of physiological correlates of arousal
and stress.
They evaluatid these factors by measuring physical changes in
The role of
heart rate,
respiration, muscle tension, and pupil size.
workload in operator job satisfaction, corporateiunion negotiations,
and
interpersonnel relations has been 4tudied with emphasis on the subjectively
experienced levels of workload as reported by the operators.
More recently,
workload definitions have focused on cognition and
attention and have emphasized mental rather than physical workload.
The
shift
in focus from
measuring arousal
and physical activity
or
quantifying task load purely in terms oi overt actions has accompanied th4
introduction of automation into systems that were previously characterized
by direct physical control. A typical conceptualization would involve the
definicion of workload in terms of the attention required by a task, or the
additional capacity yet remaining to perform another task, with possible
reference to the intensity of mental or physical effort exerted.
A common
paradigm employeo within this framework is the dual-task or seccndary-taak
paradigm in which an additional tahk is superimposed on a primary tank.
Objective performance (;n this task ic evaluated as an estimate of how much
reserve capacity is available after performing the primary task.
Measurea
of the electricnl brain activity that accompanies cognition under differernt
levels of workload have been obtained by recording single trial, averaged,
or steady state cortical evoked potential.
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE ANALYSIS OF WORKLOAD
In order to allocate responsibility for and control of system
functions intelligently, measures of human workload must be developed which
are
equal in objectivity; reliability,
and validity to measurep of
machine
workload.
Many ephemeral aud unobservable
variables
are
potentially involved. Thus, acme form of organized framework is needed to
relate the many factors that are, or have been thought to be,
relevant in
predicting, measuring, experiencing and defining human workload.
TVe structuze and conte't for such a conceptual framework will be
outlined in this section.
It is not intended as a theory of worklcad. but
rather as an organized,
operationally defined description of relevant
issues.
The term "imposed workload" will be used to refer to the
situation encountered by an operator
%f a man-macLine system.
It
encompasses the task objectives and structure as conceived by the creator
of the task, the environment in which it is to be perforxed, and incidental
variables that might occur during any given performance
of the task.
Hovever,
it
is the opeatcr's perception of what is required that is
the
Žroxim.ca
drivin force behind the strategies selected and the resources
commitzed, rather than the conception of the task detitner.
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Performance,
then, occurs as a consequence of effort exerted by
operators to accomplish their perception of the task requirements.
The
level of performance athieved reflects the strategies adopted,
the
operator's physical, sensory, and cognitive skills, and the level of effort
exerted.
Direct feedback and knowledge of results inform operators whether
they have selected !he correct strategy and are exerting sufficient effort.
in aJdition,
such inforuation allows operators to improve their knowledge
ard skills through ?ractice,
thereby creating additionil capabilities
to
apply to the tasks.
Hovever, operators may not be consciously &-are of
every task and incidental variable,
the processes underlying decisions and
actions,
or the effect of different environmental factors. Thus, the level
of workload that is experienced by operators is limited by the content of
consciousness and may be modified
by preconceptions held by the operators
about workload.
II0SID WOKLOAD
Task analyses are used to define the inputs needed and outputs
required in a&vance of the desigu or construction of a system.
They may
specify the environment in which the task is to be performed, the skill and
knowledge
requirements for operators,
likely sources and types of errors,
and time requirement& and schedules.
However,
the workload to be imposed
on the operator can only be estimated by such analyses because workload is
primarily a human-centered rather than a task-centered variable (Ref.
7)
and may be influenced by a variety of factors in
addition to task
specifications.
Furthermore,
the workload imposed by the total task and
experienced by the operator may be considerably different than one would
expect frow an analysis of those components that are ev'dent.
Task Objectives
In general, human behavior is gnal directed; actions are performed and
information is processed to accomplish some objective.
The goal may be
expressed generally,
leaving the operator free to &elect among a variety
of strategies, actions, and solutions.
Alternatively, the goal may include
specific constraints and requirements.
The objectives of the task
may
define an upper or lower limit
or provide a range of acceptable
pa:formance
on relevant variables.
Even if
the criteria are not
explicitly stated,
the fact that an experimenter measures one variable
rather than another,
or that information is given about one parameter
rather than another may provide implicit information to an experimental
subject about what is expected or considered important.
Thus, auch factors
as the level of precision required of or suggested to the operator for
speed,
accuracy,
efficiency,
creativity, or reliability may vary widely
from one activity to the next.
Tusk objectives may or may not be influenced by the level of
automation provided to assist the human crew of a complex system.
For
example,
safe flight is
always the goal of any trip by air, yet the
physical environment
in which such a flight is expected to occur and the
number of crew members required is often determined by the level of
automation provided.
The unacceptable consequences of an unaided human
error or performance deficit may prompt machine aiding in the hope that the
required level of performanca can be net.
Conversely,
the availabllty of
automated features may lead to additional task requirements, simply because
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the machines alone or in a supporting capacity wake better perforzance
possible.
One potentially negative consequence of this latter possiblity
is that the human operators of a highly automated system can no longer
achieve the required performance criterion should the automated system
For example, the pilot of an advanced helicopter flying nap-of-thefail.
earth missions against enemy targets at night under adverse weather
cannot "see"
:o fly without night-vision aide which also
conditions,
display images 3nd information transmitt
by sensors and he cannot
9ijultaneously control the vehicle, navigate,
and operate weapons systeuas
without stability and control augmentation systems.
Thus,
technology has made it possible for human operators to conduct
more sophisticated missions and operate under more difficult conditions
than their earlier counterparts (Ref.
1).
As a result, the electronic
systems designed to aid pilots may actually complicate their job. They may
be confronted with too much information to be assimilated and acted upon
and be, in the words of one szeptical pilots, "killed with kindress".
They
may have to operate in a situation where successful performance ic
impossible without the automated systems.
Yet,
should any or all of the
automated

systems fail,

a pilot or antroniut may still

have to

land

the

vehicle safely or a nuclear power plant operator r:sit resolve an emergenicy
to insure cheir own survival and the success of the
aission.
Task

objectives should be a major factor in aisigning crew duties

or

selecting
functions to ýtutomate.
Functions that are required to satisfy
system goale should be given primary copsideration.
Less critical features

might be automated if,
and only if,
their automatic performance unloads
human operators to allow them to perfc-m other, more critical,
tasks for
which they are more essential.
Task objectives themselves are rarely
determined or modified by a machine in current systems; this function ic
stlil reserved for human managers and operators.
In the future, however,
subsystem,
and eventually system,
goals may be formulated by robota or
expert systems that have been programmed with the decision zaking processes
and value systems of their designers and programmcrs.
Environmental Variables
The phy:ical environment of a task is created by the location (e.g. *,n
earth,
undersea, at very low or very high altitudes, or in space), climate
(temperature,
humidity,
air quality, vibration, etc), workstation layout,
noise

and lighting levels,

and degree of threat fror natural or

man-made

sources.
The social environment is created by the interactions among
physically present members of a crew or with others via voice, video, or
computer link.
The environment's impact may be indirect or direct and, in
fact,
some tasks may be impossible to perform in some environments,
no
matter how much effort an operator exerts.
For example,
identical tas'ks
perfor-med in a non-judgemental environment with no ego- or life-threatening
consequences of poor performance (or the same tank performed in
threatening
environment)
may impose different levels
workload
throedteinganmjdeetlevrnetwt
oeo of rlf-hetni

a more
because

operators may adopt different strategies, change their performance criteria
or
experience differing stresa.
Well-learned
behaviors
performed
"automatically"
and with minimal workload in a simulator may require
considerably more attention and additional effort to pertorm in spaca
under weightless or reentry conditione or during high-noise,
hign""trbration nap-of-the-earth helicopter flight.
Clothing designed to
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such as radiation or heat
protect operators from hostile environments,
protection suits, space suits, or diving gear, although necessary, may
further increase the difficulty and discomfort of working in nonoptimal
environments.
Tasks performed in environments that require life support systems
impose additional requirements including the need to control and urintain
and cabin
air quality,
Temperature,
5).
th2 environment itself (Ref.
of
vehicles
operators
the
facing
concerns
the
of
are but a few
pressure
machines have been delegated
In general,
operating in such environments.
the primary responsibility for monLtoring and maintaining systehsu necessary
These systems iequire an operator's attention only if
to sustain life.
they malfunction, much as the human autonomic nervous system maintaits
homeostasis without the conscious attention or control of the individual.
The absolute requiremeat that such systems function continuously and
make them a continuing concern for the human crew.
reliablity, however,
Periodic monitoring is ususally required Just as individuals monitor the
state of their internal systems with annual physical exams or other selfchecks.
Taik Structure
Most activities have an organizational or
Temporal -organization.
the rate and
procedural structure reflected in tht duration of the task,
and the degree to which
order in which task elements must be performed,
task elements can be deferred. For some activities, formal procedures may
govern every aspect whereas for others the time taken to perform a task and
the sequencing of elements may be left to thu the operator'# discretion.
The workload imposed by a task may be either minimally or substantially
It
is
affected by the time pressure associated with its performance.
assumed rhat there is a minimum time required to accomplish component
is assumed to equal the time
Thi time taken to perform a task,
tasks.
required for each component plus the time taken to switch between tAsk
defined as the ratio between the time
pressure is
Time
csdponents.
time available for its performance (Ref.
the
anr
task
required to perform a
As this value nears unity, workload is assumed to increase.
8).
Even if the amount of time available to perform a task is sufficient,
a stressed or busy operator may overestimate how quickly time seems to be
passing, and experience even more time pressure than actually exists. This
are
operator adopting strategies that
can lead to &n
experience
appropriate for a situation that does impose time pressure (e.g. hurrying
or
expetiencing undue feelings of pressure
to filnish task elements,
shedding less important elements) but may not be appropriate for the
current situation.

An earlier solution of the problem of time pressure was to add more
lightEconomic factors and the availablility of cheap,
human operatnrs.
weight microprocessors have suggested a new solution; automating one or
Many forms of automation have bean incorporated into
more subtasks.
modern aystems such as aircraft, with the result that crew members are
increasingly responsible for more tasks than can be performed in the time
Performance if transport aircraft in the Iacreasingly complex
available.
air traffic control sys@Lm is made possible only by the addition of
systems,
command
navigation
control augmentations,
and
stability
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informatiunsl displays, alerting and warning systems, and automatic airThe vilot's role in the system has been
9).
ground communications (Ref.
His role as a system manager reflects the degree to
adjusted accordingly.
which rcutire flight fnct~ons h,6e heen automated so that the majority of
his duties have become supervisory. A poteatial problem with this solution
Lhe automated systems should fail, placing pilots under even greater time
pressure than with the original manual systems, usually under condiLions of
high stress and uncertainty
The resources available co the operator of a modern
System Resources.
equipment (including computerO), software, and
system include information,
operator workload and
To some extent,
other crew or support ,personnel.
system performance may rP]7 on the human operator's abiliLy to manage and
Some task elements may require
use effectively the :-sourcvs available.
or mertal or physical
simultaneously the same information, or equipment,
resources of an operator and therefore may be difficult to perform
concurrently.

Other task elements require different resources,

or limiteJ

•

amounta of the same resources, and may be perfamed concurrently with ease.
If
an automated system displeys sunary information about entire
mission segments or even Integrated relationships among relevant system
the operator need perform only a single task at any time - elements,
initiating the automated sequence of events or recognizing the completion
has the pottntial for reducing the
This, obviously,
of such a sequence.
Integration means much more than the physical connection
pilot's workload.
It should imply coordination and synthesis in
or networking of devices.
appropriate and sufficient information in a convenient
transm~itting
location or allow complex control actions to be initiated by a simple
The format of a display is extremely important - - complex,
selection.
of obliquely coded digital data makes the
unstructured "dumps"
crowded,
replacing
For example,
difficult.
very
information
of
extracting
tack
in which the same indicator position represented a nominal
muitiple dials,
state by a digital readout requires the operator to read each digital value
individually instead of quickly scanning across a set of dials to make
Alternatives such as
certain that all indicators are oriented properly.
symbology, and shape, color, or position coding as well as an
graphics,
organized sequence of presentation can make information that is known to
In addition,
the system more readily available to the humn operator.
compu te-gene ated displays make possible the presentation of many fozins of
related information in a common format.
the performance characteristics of the controls and displays
If
through which 4n operator and an automatel system inceract fii. the
then the resources made available
operator's mental model of the system,
If thc7 do not matchi his menta!
by automation will have greater utility.
then he must perform additional mental operations to
representation,
trans t ate back and forth between displayn of actions and his internal
thereby increasing mental workload and
1),
representations of them (Ref.
because automobile cruise
For example,
decreasing syster efficiency.
it lags in decelerating
control does not have preview of road conditions,
down hills and accelerating up hills thereby failing to match the driver's
learned anticipation oZ when to initiate a change in acceleration to
achieve constant velocity; the operation of t0 automatic system does not
match the operator's vental model of the way the task should be performed.
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Operator qualifications
rew

ta&ks are designed without some assumptions about the

background

and skills of potential operators.
The criteria may be related to formal
education, physical capabilities, past experience, sex, age, or personality
Systemi' are designed to accomodate most potential
traits , to name a few.
and,
when procedures and training programs are established, it
operators,
of the potential
,nd previous experience
is
with the capabilittes
the subject population may be
In research settings,
operators in mind.
constrained to potential users of the system under investigation or include
a random sample of the population iu general.
As M:diiu systems are altered by different levels of automation,
the
aud selection criteria for
assumed knowledge base.
training required,
operators may chaage.
Fov example,
a computer programer might manage a
highly automated system more effectively thon a pilot who knows a lot about
aviation
but little
about
computers.
During the transition
from
predominantly manual systems
to predominantly automatic,
the role of
operators will shift from direct contzol to management.
The qualities
associated with success in one,
may not be appropriate for the other,
and
additional training may not provide an adequate solution.
If sufficiencly
well-trained or capable individuals cannot be found to operate advanced
systems,
then the level of information given to the operators,
and thus
their understanding of the system,
must be simplified so as to allow them
to use the system at all.
Thus,
operators may not have to know very much
to operate the system, but they may never understand what they are doing or
why.

Incidental Variables
The task variables described above are intended or potential a~d may
not
completely
describe
the workload
imposed during
actual
task
performance.
If a situat'on is carefully controlled, the expirienced level
of workload should be similar to the intended level.
However,
the level
that was
intended in advance may be modified by incidental variables
specific to the environment,
the operator,
or the system.
For example,
environmental conditions different
from those that were expected or
unanticipated
physical and emotional states of an operator may modify the
task itself
or -the operator's perception of it.
Errors made by the
operator or someone else or a hardware malfunction may have a momentary
effect on worklotd or influence the remainder of the task by altering
its
structure or organization
(Ref.
10).
Recognizing and
diagnosing
unexpected situations may increase workload even if no corrective action is
taken.
Considerable additional effort may be required to provide a remedy.
If
an error disrupts the completion of practiced sequences of behaviors,
the additional load Pight be much greater than it would appear.
Even if no
additional tasks are performed,
completing the remaining task e:ements out
of sequence or with conscious attention to details that are normally
accomplished automatically may substantially increase workload.
I=cidental variables may modify the workload so that what is
imposed
on
an Individual during a specific
performance of a task may be
substantially different
from one tiee to the next or they may itaply
contribute "noise" to the results of laboratory or simulation research.
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Since iucidentel variables may occur during the most carefully planned
task, their potential contribution to workload must be considered.
The
change in workload associated with their appearance may be Calculated and
iucluded in a revised post hoc assessment of workload and
may be
&Aticipated in determining the envelope within which the task could be
performed.
OPIERATOR VARWAL33
Perception of Task DemAnds

Because the operator's understanding of what he is expected to do
forms the basis for Lis actions and ezpe:iences,
there may be a
major
discrepanry betwten Lhe workload of a task as conceptualized by its
designer and the workload experienced by a specific operator.
With
training and appropriate feedbak, an operator'e percep:ion of what be is
expected co do, and how, will more closely match the intended objectives
and structure.
Whether an operator views the taqk as a coliectioi of unrelated and
separate accions or as an integrated whole may affect how the tack is
perceived,
whether autnmAtic behaviors are invoked,
ho- strategies are
oelected,
and how resources are used.
Experts rend to th.!.nk in terms of
larger ocile units than n:,vices (Ref. 1) They consider a group of related
tasks as iunctional units to avoid being buried in the mirutiae of
vecognizing end performing each sub-element.
They perform compcnent
elemenue
without conscious attention,
recognize comp.ete patterns of
informition and initiate automated sequences of related actions %ith a
single cecision,
thereby reducing workload.
Furthermore, they can relate
the workload of the current situation to many previou.s, simliar occurrences
of the task, and perceive the current experience relative to past on.o,
having to pay special attention only to the things thaL are different.
Components of such tasks are performcd relatively automatically and there
is
little about any single occurrence of the task to be remembered
specifically.
The accuracy of operators' perceptions of the task structure and
requireme.its and their understanding about what resources are available to
them may suffer with the addition of autorAtion.
If operators perceive
their new role to be essentially passive or superfluous,
then
the
likelihood that they will interact with or monitor the performance of
automated systems may decline until the operators are no longer performing
even a managerial or supervisory role.
This may occur as a result of
complacency, alienation, or lack of interest.
Operator Strategies
The goals *nd structure of some tasks require adherence to particular
strategies if good performance is to be achieved with acceptable workload.
For example, some tasks (Ref. 12) must be done immediately because they are
so important or because they vwli beccme more difficult or impossible co do
if there Is any delay.
Other tasks can be deferred for several minutes
with ne loss of performance or change in task difficulty, but they must ce
done within some time window.
The remaining tasks, such as rlmrning and
preparing for future events, are still required for safe cperat!ons but are

/.

These activities can be deferred u&ually should more
not time-critical.
time-critical tasks intervene but the operator must keep ahýad on planning
task* and not be caught short as deadlines approach.
this
The role of strategies is particularly important because it is
faetor that determines which of the available resources are used, the kcvel
and the Interim system performance goals and
and type of effort exerted,
An operator may aliocase
informational feedback tonsidered relevant.
and
or some aspects of it,
different amounts of his resourceb to a task,
is
may adopt a vtzietv of strategies to accomplish his perception of what
selected may d~.pend on the operatur's experience
The strategies
required.
and level of understanding of the task or the desire to select aa easier
approach or one that would take advantage of his skills and strengths.
developing
Whether or not an operator tuses optional automated featu-es in
the
eipends on his undersaanding of
and executing his strategies
and the
and teliability,
his opinion of their utility
automatic systems,
importance placed on their use.
Operator Capacity
particular capbilities and resources
Whenever a task is performed,
Such resources may include phyeical,
from the operator.
are required
and a general knowledge base.
and cognitive processing skills,
sensory,
the
Workload may be influenced by the degree to which an operator ham
operator will adopt
An experienced
expected skills and background.
efficient strategiep, use established patterns of motor response, and exert
In
thereby minimizing workload.
a timely way,
effort in
appropriate
skilled operators are more likely to have an accurate perception
addition,
thereby increasing the probability
of task goals and performance criteria,
that their behavior will be efficient and effective.
Unexpected events or failures may affect skilled operators differently
or errors may
Equipment failures, environmental changes,
than unskilled.
(thereby
disrupt automatic oequences of behavior for the trained operator
these abnormalities may go
however,
Wors2,
increasing his vorkload).
Skilled operators may recover from
unnoticed by the confused novice.
increase in
workload,
their own errors or equipment failures with little
novices may not notice a problem until it has become critical or
whereas
An operacor experienced
they may fail to compensate for it effectively.
the control of a basic mechinical system might not understand the
in
By contrast, an
additionial funtiilns ane ucructure of an automated system.
operator that wa2 trained as a 1ýigh level ucer of a fully automated system
but have little
the computer-based management system,
might understand
Thur, the types of
knowledge of the underlying mechanical functions.
and the
that
could be recognized or resolved efectively,
failures
are influenced by the level of operator
level of workload,
associated
training and skill.
The concept* of capacity and resource allocation have intuitive appeal
However, they are difficult concepts to deal
in the analysis of workload.
7) and do not provide sufficiently well-defined
with operationally (Ref.
The apparent "capacity" of an
structures to predict or measure workload.
to perform %ork is a vety complex function of the structure of
individual
the task itself,
and the operator's training,
stritegies, motivation, and
ability to dovnloa, simple functions and groupa of related tasks to lower
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a task,
U. t only j,,!z nn oerzator direct his "rnzources" toward
is the easiest to
Physical effort
in e variety of ways.
x'v.-rt- effcrt
and utcasure, yet its contribution to the workload
obs~oerve,
,uilize,
although not
directly
Mental effort,
systen
is diminishing.
:drn
phy:3iolo'lica1
from tanik
perforna'nze,
o -',.ble,
ý:ny
be
inferred
to quantify
but
it ii
difficult
reports
nnI
subjective
J11;3,",n3 ,
niaaurable
It
j:,rvn! as a potent intervening variable betwz:n
ýtly.
;,.:!Iuli and measurable responses.

hŽ
C``
J.

of
an
The thought3
never unused.
hunan mind is never still,
The
with
jobs may be filled
occupied by the most tedious and boring
operator
plans, or philosophical musings.
intricate
co-plex and detailed daydreams,
but the L.dividual Laiy en2, ig0.
may ri:luire no mental work,
The task itself
are not
Such mental activities
nonethelecs.
in elaborate mental activities
mi:ad
a
occupy
the operators
they
still
the
Jobi
by
required
Certain mental
task.
relatively
invisible) secondary
(and
spontaneous
or
more
more
loading,
difficult,
be thought of as more
processes
may
yet there is no objective =echanisu with
than others,
cApncity-con23uming
It might be more parsimonious to characterize
w•hich this can be measured.
operator's
devoted to a task by the degree te which the
the mental effort
of
are "captured" by and devoted to achieving the goals
facilities
mental
remains, then, one of measuring the degree to which
the task.
The problem
a task captures or consumes the thoughts of an operator.
be
system
can
to
a man-machine
contribution
An
operators'
(e.g.
the degree to which different types of behaviors
characterized( by

monitcring,

salslng,

information

processing,

interpreting,

decision

behavior
Each
and control) are required.
infor-iation stora-e,
=nking,
performed more effectively by
requires differenat resources and some aay be
Different types of behavior may
-,c-• by a machine.
operator,
a human
9,
11).
(Ref.
ievels, of menmal or physical effort
correspond to di ferent

Skill-based
activities
actions)

behaviors

(corresponding

to

conventional

manual-control

about
which
the operator receives immediate feedback
in
conscious thought
may be perfoi:. Jd automatically with little

his
and

Rule-baaed
to experienced workload.
to contribute little
are likely
to
according
procedural activities performed
(including
behaviors
habitual
learned algorithms,
scquences of familiar actions,
established
patterns, infotmatiorn processing, and short-term planning) Irvolve a higher
level
of processing and are thus associated with greater mental workload.
ccmpler
perform
to
operatore
(requiring
behaviors
Knowledge-based
interpretation and decision makina, and derive novel solutions with limited
the
or
delayed feedback) require the highest level of processing and thus
greatest mental workload.

-15lesq mentally taxinS tasks are priLe candidates for
,Many lower level,
iellrules exist for the performance of a task, or if
If
autematiou.
definad,

cloacd-loop

control

is

required,

funttion could be perfcried by a machine.
41lOe it
ta.1Ja Kor the hunan operator.

then it

is

likely

that

the

This leaves the uore deý,nadinnhun'I
thIt
is in this domain

1axlurl:ve
:achinaa, the~e behaviors inpoe e
concinue to out-p.rformt
L)
and zhe locus of the load is within the swhetetor uiaers it
of workload

these typaa of býhavior ar.
In addition,
difficult to observe or asseCs.
the most difficult to learn and the easiest to forget because they are the
assigning skiil-based and rule-based behaviors to
Thus,
abstract.
most
machiues may only shift the source of load within the operator from direct

sensation or physi:al control to interpreting,
and predicting; high workload tasks.

problem-solving,

deciding,

imbcaed
in translatin3
element
is a critical
performance
Operator
kind
Performance not only provides a
workload into expurienced workload.

bitt
of input to the system (operator's experiez:ce their own performance),
meacured.
and
be
monitored
that
can
outcomes
observable
provides
also
it
is assumed that operators generally do their beat to achieve their
It
perception of the task requirements. In addition, they may compare how well
there ii
if
and,
they are doing to a previously established standard,
something to be learned, they may adopt more efficient strategies, downlo~d
functions to lower levels of activity, or modify their behavior to improve
Thus, with human operators, the output is always fed back to
performance.
become an input even when no feedback mechanism3 are explicitly added by
the designer and the existence of the feedback is not observable from ths
outaide of the operator's body.
evaluating the
For tasks that include many levels of automation,
performance of human operators from the outside may be difitcult, as the
sensing, processing,
majority of their behaviors may be monitoring,
and stcring information - - all cognitive
decision making,
interprcting,
procesfes that are invisible to an outside observer until an overt response
Since many stabilization and "tight loop" control activities are
in made.
the results of the operator's efforts in
now performed by machines,
automated systems may be witnessed only indirectly and infrequently by an
outside observer or by the operator himself.
There is no simple relationship between workload and performance (Ref.
to
even though the primary reason given for measuring workload is
8),
12) Then, why not measure performauce directly,
predict performance (Ref.
relatively more easily than
especially since performance can be measured
workload? The answer is that a high level of performance can be maintained
as task demards and mental workload gradually increase - - right up to the
point where the operator's abilities are exceeded (or he lowers his
It his been
performance standard) and performance deteriorates abruptly.
they
if suitable measures of mental workload can be found,
assumed that,
would be better predictors of future performance than measures of current
In other words, mental workload may be the beft prediction of
performance.
what might happen to the system if task demands were increased still
further.
Excellent

performance

may be found with easy tasks that

impose
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because,

operators may shed ta~aka to m.n ai

to achieve consistet
perfu•:re,
fo: the required length of t.'
wi
p].
is a typical design- goal.
Terfea

Vr
.]•!:!
!••',1:2•DF_,:-T~i-:.d
:

ea,2,,d
.i..

-

b.a

';

c:v2~~l

Ahf,
t

k,•

'ic wv;,tier or no:_ tio2 operator can do what is required for a3 1o2g aa
id
nac.:ry
with occie zargln of safety.
The potential for
trading off
perfor-,.
to
reduce workload,
or increasing
effort
to
protect

r ...... c,
can be left either to the discretion of the o'erator (Within
I! :i•x,)
or riodixicl by •,d.itional zraininý,
different procedurea or ta ak
i:•lr:::nts
or he pr0viition of automated fiýn.ctiens.
Althou-h failure to
,ry well suggest a workload-relatcd
pro-li,
oin

one (e.g.

tne entire situation is required to determine whether variation
chan-ý2o

ether.

in

perior-ance)

reflects a concomitant

change in

the

It miy be
useful to disctiminate tasks that cannot be perfor-ued
b~cau~e of obvioualy inadequate information., inaccessiblity of controls, or
1
1••oi. environment,
frcn those that can be performed,
but at the
necessaiy
cost
of
high workload.
In
other words,
one should
not
substitute the term "worload" for performance decrements related timply to
d-;i'n
d.ficieiciem.
rurthermnre,
human operators have physiological and
l.'ycho~o:
nefda
-!cal
tha t,
if not met, may negatively impact their ability
,

to perform a ta;k.
(ref. 4) Human performance deteriorates rapidly when
physiologýical needs for nourishment,
sleep, com~fort,
and health are not
riot.
In addition, performance may be degraded by psycholo-ical factors,
such as prolon-cd periods of high stress, fear, conflict,
or inactivity.
Blamaing "workload" for the consequent deterioration in performance is
neither correct nor useful.

pzUFcU..' LZcg F:.;D•ACZ
The
operator's
perception of how well he is performing a tack
on a
,17"...nnt-to-mcm•nt basie (as in a closed-loop control situation)
or in a more
"'2eral
sense
(as
in
a management
cr supervisory
control
task)
may
influence his perception of the zask, the strategies
he selects, the effort

he exerts,
fe'edback

and his subjective evaluation of the
provide

operators with limited

experience.

information

about

Some forms of
the

general

state of the system wnhercas others provide information about the effects of
the
operator's ownA actions.
Operators may choose to change their
strategies,
exert additional effort, or commir different resources on a
task as a conoequence of krowledge of results. Vith either direct feedback
(such as proprioceptive feedback of control movecments) or
knowledge of
rejulte (such as a display of vehicle deviation from the desired course),
operators'
general knowledge and specific skills may be improved throigh
practice,
thereby
creating additional capacities to apply to subsequent
tasks.

An

nperator's
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ability to assess the immediate situation

is clearly
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Control d-ci.3ioia
dependent on the currency of tha informaticnal feedback.
ný
baied on the operator** knowledgs of the system's state are trnja
or
ijto mechanical action by exercising utll-learned patterns of rpn:ne
n La
Thus, the accuracy of the operator'sa aui
-achanizsd jubsydtzra.
',:wherra t he
tcritical e,ýnnat in detcrminin- •ubiequent behavior,
.... utIoa
a relatively trivial
ca:erol i u t or cc :-azd r4L .!zts
an
.inar'
Autcmation can r-'uc
u.
-:ccr
Zntal
!:x
c•
notentially
Le•nt l
hia
,atch
th it
roviJa2 d!,ýplacyn and controls
i%if
workload
c';.i.on
a
to
ccnverted
is
repreaent~tlon of the taeik and if the informition
f.1ve ,k
medium and presented ia en inta9rsted form. Direct proprioapt'iv
-z.y also provide necessary inior-aation to the operator about the quality of
particularly if the response of che system is deL,,yed.
his control input,
electrical signals from an i3a,-ric
in the F-18 aircraft,
For wxanple,
controller replaced the conbination of control by human snd mcchanical
Compliance in the coatrol stick was provided to relacM tAý !zt
linkages.
ý4nl
i~ho it
"prcprioceptive feed'ack, when pilotc had difficulty in fyin,
"fo~sl" to the control stick (3ef. 1).
Automation

and

effect

can mauk the rtlationsaip between cause (cerntar

(change

in, the state of the system) by

delaying in

action)

t-9s

or

•y,•
distorting in character the isozorphiam between operator acai~na,
s
s i:ala Irra
feedback
of results iith different
and knowiedge
state,
subsyatema occurring at different times as a result o;: a j i n ý
differeot
the form of kaowledge of results that is provtdýd ii
Furthermore,
action.

gererally negative in nature;

that is,

the status of automated systý=s -aay

Another problcm in
not be presenten unless there is something wrong.
vnrifoua
systemp with nultiple automated sensors is that information fraa
sourcas may not be presented in a usefully integrated form, or infor,:!aion
and
The fors
froi one source might .ct agree with that from another.
content of the display might not relate to the operator's conception of the
for interaction are
task and the cognitivc skills ind language .equired
is effected
it
if
than
directly
effected
is
control
if
different
indirtctly via computer interface.
The piesence of multiple, delayed and distorted fcedback lorp3 mike it
for operators to estLimae the instantaneous state of a oyntem or
difficult

develop

*

functional mental models of it.

This may Lead to

situations

in

or
deviationt,
People tend to make small ilips,
which errors are likely.
mechanism
closed-Loop
any
active
that
way
the
same
in
errors continuously
they irmediately tend to
when there is adequate feedback,
makes errors;
Thus, human reliAblity may be a matter of providing
correct these errors.
gowever, undetected and uncorrected errors
timely and meaningful feedback.
are likely when such feedback is delayed, ambiguous in associating operator
The occurrence of human
actions with system states, or Licking altogethetr.
particularly errors that have substantial impact on the system,
errorr,
operator.
surely increases the workload subsequently imposed on an
the
feedback aggravatc
associated with inadequate
errors
Additional
is
automation
as
This may continue to be a serious problem
situation.
increased.
the workload that is actually imposed on a specific operator
Thus,
during a given performance of a task is the sum (or the remainder) of the
modified by the environment in which the task is
intended task demands,
his capacities,
filtered by the perceptions of the operator,
performed,
Under controlled
strategies, and behaviors, and the resulting performance.
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co-naid4ýrable variability in the dL'onnnions that
in a deiinitinn of worklos'-i (perrhoaT~no
1..n
mire i~
but it hai3 been four'd in laboratory and
!s

ti'i

c o

nc L o Z
7w .!"oad.
0 'r
r
n,ý
-i i~a~r
b i a for th:
ILv~ri1. o f
re~r
vl i -~h
I'ý frii~,tration or tima, pre-,,ýure

yi~~
>t

e-~

I

~r~r
ri~i
Ln
3'.
n dIt-Pa ov

Or ftClurŽ

in C-Žir

n trienccŽJ
1a'dr'

f.t' 7 'aO"CA

an-oas
o otheva ,

:)

r

~~~~,ht r,,z

I.:~i
~
se.::ht~
ub'active evaliuations of experienca~d work Io.d
L>y diH-3Jrcnt pno-)1e covýýry with dtfferent tzik variables (,ef i4't
!o tI b I
that tI-ý 6ut -ective experience of uorkclo~d in a wel,±.hted av~er
f~ th'e. un 'Of
tta- Jiiferezt fa'rtors that are present in a aiCu t- .o
t. ý;kt d f
c"u1ty,
cu-iccrtairty, tine prec~urt, stress, a-ad aucccNe or
f 11u re)
Thý:~
i
ar)?lied by dVfferent people to various ell.somrtg: of
obi.ctiv
lr~ia
r.ne
workload may very fronx one person to the npi:t ,
l~~-2~,altliou
cm"a tactors hz.ve been fcund to be Viore cco,,azon (e.g. tczk
d
ae st'za20) than otherD (e.g.
fatigue, time pressure). Even thoil-h
2variation
in scuh biaes~ or individual definitions of what affzcts
"

(

-

er cn
~lni
ti:,the d! f.`,r~nnzen

'orllo~ad
.,
haii been found
war's not great (Ref. 16).

within

individuals

ac ro i

C.eb'~:of
diff rc-tiatIrg the subjective exprrietnce fro-nt thez
U,
neth-t
cr~U,~
n ani individuz.Ž
18 meothodological;
it su7-Featv a
pot ::nItisl aoirj" -c-i tha variability that is obaerved in
ratinA, obt. me!d
r:n diif'-rnt 11Is who experienced arrparently Identical situatior.,i
t~r:-~,
U 1i.divi~uala
fcel loaded, then it is likely that they will
b L~;
aa tW"u-h th'y 2rýý 10ed2-d.
Tliat is,
they may adopt stratQe,7Z3~
z Innr opr iat e for hi !h !;orV Load conditions
(which may or Miay not b 4.

o -ýri.ate for Ci c.Arr'!nt situation) and exjpenience physi.olof7ical chan-as
wit%- hi-.h wort.load.
Thus, the imp~ortance of the subjective
of workicad -ay extend beyond its' influence on subjective
ratin,ýa, ea it ma~y aifevzt behavior (and thus, performnnce) as veil on
physiological funztiocia that reflact emcticnal stress or workload.
aonnciatnd
exnnr isze

An

impor~ant

point

to remaember,

I owevavr,

ia that

the

subjective

n'!ri n r
of w'orkloid is not necessarily the same as a subjective r-nt13vof workit~ad.
In ordrtr to provida an estimate or evaluation of the workload

~exoriencedl

an individual can only refer to his conscious experience, or
hit nct'ory of an ezpenienca.
By contrast, a rating of workload Ma? reflect
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the operator's conscious perception of the tack lezands dnd his own overt
Tna result is that a rating may or may not accurately
responses to them.
(Oef. 15),
reflect ona's internal or mental behaviors and processes
depending on the individual's skill in intronection and the degree to
.hich the relevant factors a~e available for conrclous inspection.
of
Tha relationship between experienced workload and dif fnrnt
Y-ducas
The inte!ntion of autcmation is that is
is not clear.
automation
the wc1oJ•d
the number of tasks to be per-fr-med which should diminish
However, as manual control tasks, for which asaessxent3 niiht
experienced.
and
are replaced by supervisory
be made with relative ease,
tasks that involve primarily mental behaviors (that are leas accessible to
conscious inspection) and as less information is available about succeas or

failure,
.

the factors responsible for different experiences of workload are

even though control may be assumed by a
addition,
In
l'oo obvious.
ultimately responsible for the auccess cf a
the operator is still
machine,
This, counled with the fact that automation is often accinied
mizsion.
may result in an incriaae
by additional responsibilities 3nd requircments,
less directly tied to the task,
may
in experienced load.
Other factors,
The operatorzs satisfaction with
influence experienced workload as we!l.
his new "automated" job,
his understanding, trust, and acceptance of the
system, his ability to interact with the system and recover from errors lay
have considerable impact on his perception and experience under differ:nt
levels of automation (Ref. 5)
DEFINITION OF WC2XLOAD-R3LATZD QUESTIONS
It
is essential to have a precise formulation of the question to be
For example,
the queation,
"Lan the
answered by a workload analysis.
operator do more?" might be addressed by a different analytic appoazh than
the question "Can this task be performed under weightlese conditions with
Other questions, still
within the legitimate domain of
the same workload?"
workload analysis might
include "How many crew members or hou much
autoeation
is
required?"
or "Is this display format preferable
to that
one?"
Some workload questions may relate primarily to the structure and
some to the range of environments in which
organization of the task itself,
and yet others to the effort or emotional cost
the task may be performed,
3ome questions may not relate to
to the operator to perform the task.
workload at all.
Instead,
they should be considered as equipment design
or
fatigue,
or
related
to excessive
streas
problems,
matters
labor/management issues, without even invoking the issue of workload.
The problem of measuring workload under different levels of automation
is great,
because the nature of the workload and the operator's perception
of th, task is likely to differ.
An observer ia faced with the Zask of
calculiting
the amount of phyrical or mental workload that was reduced by
in
mental
the addition of automation and also the subsequent change
workload imposed by the requirement to monitor and understand the complex,
In addition,
it may seem
computerized
system providing the automation.
desirable to ccmpare measures of "system workload" to measures of operator
workload to assist in the decision of which tasks should be automated and
This task m~y be difficult or
which assigned to human operators.
Impossible as it is even less clear how measures of machine load might be
equated with measures of human load,
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'M,,darn micror3occsr tac--1-Tolopgy ard display eyate33s make it poasible
of the fuuictiors troditionally
f 3r cc 'ptecnl and a"1hin37.3 to perform aco,
n ing,
and
v ir
h::
1
C~~(~.monitorint,, com~puting,
...
4 .jto
t ark a
au~to~cally
'I-V
1 Ca le ,
well-daiined
c.ota12
vo
d %,i lict~.c nr-3d for human interve.ntion are likely to reolde in
411 ~
1 ';e1
Ifv3.~
Tasks that rerjuire perceptual or physical

~i1isoutoidie

th
r-n'-,s of human capabilities or risks for huma~n '
storin~g anid
In addition, comiputation,
ly t72chinea.
prcriste, continuous and rep,'-.~itivn tashok,
Cof data,
r ..3ligara 'i-]-Ont
Idrci
infr'7ci~t2t .si7nals are likely candidates for. auzcmtion.
I Y,
it
!11 -,!t baý wisde to automate tazk3 that require lon3 attention
Even i: the
4,
5).
or thca13a. that hrn-anc. do not lika, to do ( 11L.f a.
such automation may
t
tht irae uto:iatA a re not themcelves c.ritical,
t.:c
Ui~cA re
impiortant -4ctivitica.
I
oner.ý'tocco to attz,:nd to more
.i~.v2
ý.d t1-re is cost in timce and additional workload Ifor
r rtaI
proci3lporý,
..
of nul1t ipe concurrent
1
ativities and keep track
t" to
a-,, t :h
might
be considered to ailleviate
T,-,ccbii~ia
uj.i,
autcmat~on
i1n ~ihich -ý:uitIlpe tasks have to be perfot-med concurrently or
fý 1,ujt 1.ons
w~ea number of critical events occur at the satne time.
4
.ju
be p7!rfci~z.2d

Taaks
that require the most complex levels of decision-m.~itng canror'
that require value judgereents.
be autc-,'ated,
nor czn functions
Critical, lar:1,i-vcalc,, or less predictable activities may require greater
1,v
-1!2in assist-ncnc,
a nd only humans can serva as innovators with current
Tlun.ans
sh.oul1d
be assigned tasks that require inductive
technology.
yo t

rý,a';ooalng,

solvirng uniq'ue or novel problems,

or learning frcom zxperience.

a task entails interpretin3 or processing unexpected or unpredictable
3v t,,i&tz,
oi: tloý di~tzctizcn of eubtle patterns in very noisy environrnenta,
It.
t:113fl
a human mLig'ht be- better abl'e to perform it than a machine.
If

addittco,

hur'.ans

muazt perform tasks for which rules and procedures cannot
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-21be established And should be !l!owed to perfnrn those tasks which tL•7
5),
Operators want to retain the ability to select amcn;
enjoy (Refs 4,
They are
Lora
features and to interveae in their oopration.
auto-matcd
likuly to accept
datomation of activities
that they cannot
r Orea
'h
reliablizy [
0iat can be performed nore
a'aquatalv or of tak,3
IC,
-zore crti
aucomation
that alao di;cract then zrcm parrorming other,

cot.
anaociated
performing any task haa "n
To a human operators,
lca o;
be measu:ed in term6 of operator workload,
Thia "cost'" may
additional requirevicnts for training and profici<uicy
.%otivation, fat!3ue,
There is only so much that an
or performance degredation.
maintenance,
thus intelligent
operator can do within the time constraints of a mission;
tradeoffs must be made so that oaly those tasks for which huaans are
suited are assigned to them and other taaks are off-loaded by
particularly
taokj a. 6
retetitive
Humans are readily bored by routine,
automation.
%uch
inattentive and xake ml,3tpices following extended neriodu of
become
to
senaitirity
endurance,
They are lizited in strength,
taaka.
l1A'ability to store and recall
precision,
things, response speed,
and the environments in which they can
amounts of information precisely,
tasks that require repetitive ankd
Thua,
operate safely and comfortably.
precise monitoring or control inputs might be better performed by a
machine,
leavin3 the human operator to the supervisory and decision n.•kln
By selectively providing diffLrnnt
role for which he may be better suited.
levels of automation, innate capabilities of humanb can be capitalized upon
Zo come closer to an optimal level of system
and limitations avoided
performance and workload of man and machine.
SOW TO AUTCXATZ
integrated,
Computer technology makes it possiblc to develop dynamic,
A committee
designs for future systews.
and comprehensive automated
convened by the National Research Council for the purpose of studyin3
1) and a workshop on automation and
automation
in
combat aircraft (Refabout
The desi-n of
(Ref.
5)
made a serier of recomaenditions
space
ii
Adopting a systematic approach
systems.
advanced,
highly automated
levels
critical
so that core functions are automated firat and subsequent
automation
is
Piecemeal
of automation are added in an organized way.
and results in partial solutions that are
costly, confusing to operators,
possible to
Computers have made it
to future miassions.
not adaptable
The next challenge will be to
display an amazing overload of information.
when iZ is needed, in an integrated and uaerdinpiay just what is needed,
friendly format.
the
system enhancement3 are not reliable and !eadiLy available to
If
Extrim,!y poor system
.c circumvented and ignored.
crews,
they will
are
performance will be obtained if systems designed for automatic control
controlled manually becavise of design deficiencies or warning systems are
is
Redun,lancy
dissabled because of unacceptably high false alarm rates.
important
as well to allow operators to rely on the advanced systems with
confidence,
although operators must be sufficiently trained on failure
that mission safety can be
failures,
modes,
particularly multiple
in the event that the automated systems are degraded or fail.
maintained
Acceptcnce by the operators is critical, as they will not use what they do
not accept.
Thus, systems should be designed to allow operators flexiblity
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